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Preface
ICED 2012 Proceedings intends to give you the details on all of the sessions happen during
the 3 day conference. We have three Plenary Sessions; our first featured speaker is Eric
Mazur from Harvard University, USA, on Memorization or understanding: Are we teaching
the right thing? The second plenary is a panel discussion on Across the globe higher
education learning and teaching by Mechai Viravaidya from the Population and Community
Development Association (PDA), Thailand and Sheila Riddell from The University of
Edinburgh, UK. The third featured talk is on Clustering and networking in education across
the globe by Hwang Dae Jun, Sungkyunkwan University, Korea.
Besides the 3 plenary keynote talks, we invited 9 outstanding scholars to lead the 9 forums in
the session called “Where East Meets West” covering: Peer Instruction, Education Inclusion
and Diversity, ICT in Teaching and Learning, The Scholarship in Teaching and Learning,
Developing & Strengthening Faculty Development Programs, Language Education,
Communication Education, Transformative Education, and Buddhism and Education.
There are more than 200 proposals coming in for reviewing. Out of this number, we have 176
accepted as oral sessions, 10 as workshops, and 7 posters. We put all the abstracts accepted in
the volume, however, only 134 presenters could make it at the conference. The accepted
papers are put into sessions according to the three main themes
1. Strategies for enhancing learning for the next generation of students
2. Policies and practice in institutional and organizational development
3. The development of higher education across the globe
An Author Index is provided. Papers that are presented at the conference will have the index
to the room and the session allocated at the conference. An electronic version of the
proceedings is also provided. Full papers of presenters who want to publish them in the
proceedings are in this version
Lastly, we would like to express our deepest gratitude to our reviewers who worked so hard
to have the reviewing process done in time. Our thanks also go to all our contributors: the
keynote speakers, the forum leaders, and all the presenters who make this conference
academically very prolific.
Any flaws found in this volume are our own mistakes and we apologize. We wish every
participant all the best in ICED2012, Bangkok, Thailand.
Editors: Sudaporn Luksaneeyanawin, Boonsri Ongpipatanakul
Suchada Suthummaraksa, Sakolkarn Insai
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Report from Chair of the Organizing Committee
ICED 2012 Bangkok, Thailand
Across the Globe Higher Education Learning and Teaching
The ICED International Conference is held every two years and is organised by member
organisations. The present conference ICED2012: Across the Globe Higher Education
Learning and Teaching in Bangkok, Thailand is the 9th conference. Past Conferences are the
1996 Vasa, Finland (Preparing University Teachers); 1998 Austin, United States: Supporting
Educational, Faculty and TA Development within Departments and Disciplines; 2000
Bielefeld, Germany: Scholarship and Professional Practice in Academic Development; 2002
Perth, Australia: Spheres of Influence: Ventures and Visions in Educational Development;
2004 Ottawa, Canada; 2006 Sheffield, United Kingdom; 2008 Salt Lake City, Utah, United
States: Towards a Global Scholarship of Educational Development; 2010 Barcelona, Spain:
Enhancing Strategies for Global Quality Learning in Higher Education.
This is the first ICED Conference ever held in Asia. The Association of Thailand
Professional and Organizational Development Network-ThaiPOD is very happy to bring
ICED2012 to Thailand after we joined ICED as a council member for less than ten years. Our
general aims are (1) to make ICED conference an international meeting point for participants
to reflect and exchange ideas and experiences in researching and supporting educational
development at different levels from classroom to national scales and (2) to bring in the
experiences of the scholars across the globe especially those in Asia and ASEAN to share
with scholars from other parts of the world. The sharing of best practice in the development
of higher education will be most valuable for rethinking of quality learning and teaching
paradigms for all parts of the world. Scholars and higher-education professionals, interested
in educational development and related fields, are highly encouraged to submit papers for
oral or poster presentation, or to participate in other parts of the conference program
including keynote address, plenary lectures, panel discussions, forums, workshops, and preconference workshops.
There are more than 250 proposals submitted and reviewed. Participants of ICED2012 come
from 31 countries. They are Albania, Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Malaysia,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Srilanka, Swaziland, Sweden,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, United Kingdom, United States and Zimbabwe.
I wish all of the participants a fruitful meeting, getting to know each other and establishing
long term collaboration with each other across the globe for better higher education
development.
Bundit Tipakorn
Chair, ICED2012 Organizing Committee
President, the Association of Thailand Professional and Organizational Development
Network-ThaiPOD
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Welcoming Speech from the ICED President
On behalf of the ICED Council I would like to welcome you all to the 9th Conference of the
International Consortium for Educational Development. I am sure it will be a wonderful
opportunity to meet educational and academic developers and faculty in many fields of higher
education from around the world, to share experience, to learn from each other, and to make new
friends.
The work of educational developers is a vital part of the growth and improvement of higher
education, and the practice of educational development is extending throughout the world. ICED
was founded in 1993 by Professor Graham Gibbs as a network of national networks, and it has
been steadily growing in size and influence.
The ICED Council is now made up of 22 representatives from the associations in Australia and
New Zealand, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Denmark, Ethiopia, Estonia, Finland, Germany, India,
Ireland, Israel, Japan, The Netherlands, Norway, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, the UK, and the USA. It is now a registered charity with a small permanent
administration.
The aim of ICED is to advance education worldwide by promoting, sustaining and increasing
individual and collective knowledge and understanding of all aspects of educational development
in higher education. We try to achieve this by
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Advancing educational development through scholarship and research on practice
Improving the practice of educational development
Reaching out to support new and emerging networks
Acting as an international voice for educational development
Supporting our member networks

ICED publishes the International Journal of Academic Development through Routledge.
Through the commitment of its editorial team, it has grown to become the leading international
journal for educational and academic development, and will soon increase its frequency of
publication to four issues per year.
I would like to thank our colleagues in ThaiPod for their dedication and hard work in setting up
this conference, and I would like to thank you all for coming here from around the world, and
contributing to its success.
Professor James Wisdom
President, ICED
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Conference Program at a Glance
Monday 23 July 2012
0900-0915

0915-0930
0930-1045
1045-1100
1100-1300
1300-1400
1400-1600
1600-1630
1630-1800
1800-2100

Opening Ceremony
- Report Speech from Chair, Organizing Committee
- Opening Speech
- Welcoming Speech from ICED President
Spirit of ICED Awards
1stPlenary Session– Are we teaching the right thing?
Professor Dr. Eric Mazur Harvard University, USA
Break
Parallel Sessions
Lunch
Parallel Sessions
Break
Parallel Forums (Invited)/Network Exhibition/Poster Viewing Session
Welcoming Party

Tuesday 24 July 2012
0900-1030

1030-1100
1100-1300
1300-1400
1400-1600
1600-1630
1630-1730
1630-1830
1830-2100

2nd Plenary Session - Panel Discussion
Across the globe higher education learning and teaching
Mr. MechaiViravaidya
Thailand
Professor Sheila Riddell
University of Edinburgh, Scotland
Break
Parallel Sessions
Lunch
Parallel Sessions
Break
Workshops
Network Exhibition/Poster Viewing Session
Conference Banquet

Wednesday 25 July 2012
0900-1100
1100-1130
1130-1300

1300-1330

Parallel Sessions
Break and Networking
3rdPlenary Session - Clustering and networking in education across the globe
Professor Dr. Hwang Dae-Joon
Secretary General of Korean Council for
University Education, Republic of South
Korea
Closing Ceremony
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Spirit of ICED Awards
The purpose of the award is to recognise and celebrate individuals or groups who have made
an outstanding contribution to advancing the aims of ICED, which are:
•To help partner organisations develop their capacity for educational development in higher
education through the sharing of good practice, problems and solutions.
•To increase the number of partner organisations of ICED.
•To help educational developers in countries where no national network exists to form such a
network.
•To support educational development in higher education in developing countries.
•To link with other national and international organisations
In 2004, an ICED working group outlined the criteria for nominees as individuals or groups
who, over a period of time, have demonstrated outstanding leadership in educational
development. They will have:
•Perceived opportunities for expanding the boundaries of educational development and acted
to bring visions to reality
•Used evidence to bravely challenge and improve existing educational development practice
•Actively disseminated educational development practice and/or theory across boundaries
•Provided a role model to educational developers .
In 2010 2 awards are given to Dr. Suki Ekaratne from Sri Lanka, and Professor Kirsten
Hofgaard Lycke from Norway. They are invited to receive the awards in the 9th ICED2012
Conference in Bangkok, Thailand.
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Citations for Spirit of ICED Awards
(I) Dr. Suki Ekaratne, Sri Lanka
Dr Suki Ekaratne has made an outstanding contribution to advancing the aims of ICED. He
has helped partner organisations develop their capacity for academic development in higher
education through the sharing of good practice, problems and solutions, both in Sri Lanka and
in the many other countries where he has been invited to contribute to events.
He established the Sri Lankan Association for Improvement of Higher Education
Effectiveness (SLAIHEE) and has encouraged academic development in Sri Lanka and other
developing countries.
As a member of ICED Council, presenter at ICED conferences and other member
organisations, Suki has demonstrated outstanding leadership in academic development. In his
quietly charismatic and inspirational approach, he has brought about real change, not just in
the way people carry out their practice, but in the ways they see themselves, as academic
developers and as teachers.
His achievements include the establishment of qualification courses at the University of
Colombo for both junior and more experienced staff, including administrators and managers
from across all Sri Lankan Universities. He has also built capacity in these other institutions
through his ‘training the trainers’ events, thereby building a genuine community of practice.
He is a powerful and significant role model who has created a worthy and credible career
path in educational development in Sri Lanka.
Suki was recently awarded two US Fullbright Senior Fellowships, one in his original
academic discipline (marine ecology) and one in academic development, thereby allowing
him to develop and share his expertise across two domains.
Dr Ekaratne has promoted the aims of ICED through his practice and engagement with others
across the world. His achievements have been acknowledged worldwide by the recognition of
his peers, national and international bodies, and the awarding of grants to further his work.
He has also continued to research, publish, teach and supervise doctoral students in his
original discipline. Further, he has pursued his twin track career through a war in his country,
at considerable risk to
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(II) Professor Kirsten Hofgaard Lycke of Norway
Kirsten entered the Board as the representative for Norway in 2000 and remained on
Council until 2010. Kirsten was President of ICED from 2002 to 2004 and played an active
role as Past President in the following years. She has attended all ICED conferences since
1996 and the Board meetings in the interim years and contributed regularly to the
professional programs associated with those board meetings. She has also been an active
contributor to the conference programs and recruited colleagues to join the conferences. In
addition Kirsten has represented ICED in other countries interested in establishing
educational development activities and national networks, including participating in a
delegation to Beijing.
Kirsten has high standing nationally and internationally as an invited keynote speaker at
conferences, and has in this capacity also represented the field of educational development in
an distinguished way. She has thus contributed actively and effectively to expanding the ideas
of educational development and quality assurance in higher education both intellectually,
practically, and geographically.
In the Nordic countries she is particularly known for her competent work related to
developments within medical education, e.g. with the use of problem based learning, as well
as the pedagogically sound use of quality systems in higher education. In 2009 she chaired a
national Norwegian committee to introduce a new system of Centres of excellence in
teaching in Norwegian higher education.
Nationally Kirsten has for many years chaired the PEDNETT network of educational
developers, the Norwegian network associated with ICED. She has also been a representative
to the Board of Nordic Educational Research Association for eight years. Within this
organization she has had an active role in the Nordic Higher Education Network.
Kirsten has published internationally on topics related to educational development in higher
education in articles and books and served as an editorial board member and reviewer for
international journals. She has conducted research on educational development nationally as
well as in international teams.
The ICED Council believes Kirsten is a very worthy recipient of the Spirit of ICED Award,
and thanks her for her ongoing and tireless efforts on behalf of educational development.
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Plenary I: Memorization or understanding: Are we teaching the right thing?
Keynote Speaker: Eric Mazur, Harvard University, USA
Curriculum Vitae: Eric Mazur is Dean of Applied Physics and Balkanski Professor of
Physics and Applied Physics at Harvard University. In addition to his work in nanophotonics,
Dr. Mazur is interested in education and science policy. In 1990 he developed Peer
Instruction, a method for teaching large lecture classes interactively. Peer Instruction has
developed a large following, both nationally and internationally, and has been adopted across
many science disciplines. Dr. Mazur has served on numerous committees and councils, has
chaired and organized national and international scientific conferences, and presented for the
Presidential Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology. He serves as consultant to
industry in the electronics and telecommunications industry. In 2006 he founded SiOnyx, a
company that is commercializing black silicon, a new form of silicon developed in Mazur's
laboratory. In 2011 he founded Learning Catalytics, a company that uses data analytics to
improve learning in the classroom. Mazur is Chief Academic Advisor for Turning
Technologies, a company developing interactive response systems for the education market.
He also serves on the Scientific Advisory Panel for Allied Minds, a pre-seed investment
company, and on the Scientific Advisory Board for the Lifeboat Foundation, a nonprofit
nongovernmental organization dedicated to encouraging scientific advancements
Abstracts: Education is more than just transfer of information, yet that is what is mostly done
in large introductory courses -- instructors present material (even though this material might
be readily available in printed form) and for students the main purpose of lectures is to take
down as many notes as they can. Few students have the ability, motivation, and discipline to
synthesize all the information delivered to them. Yet synthesis is perhaps the most important
-- and most elusive -- aspect of education. I will show how shifting the focus in lectures from
delivering information to synthesizing information greatly improves the learning that takes
place in the classroom.
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Plenary II: Across the Globe Higher Education Learning and Teaching
Keynote Panellists:
Panellist 1. Mechai Viravaidya, the Population and Community Development and
Mechai Veravaidhaya Foundation, Thailand
Curriculum Vitae: Mechai Viravaidya is a former politician and activist in Thailand who
has popularized condoms in that country. He has been affectionately known as "Mr.
Condom", and in that time condoms are referred to as "mechais" in Thailand from the time
that he began his work. Mechai was educated at Geelong Grammar School and the University
of Melbourne in Australia. He returned to Thailand and started to work in family planning,
emphasizing condoms. He left government and founded a non-profit service organization, the
Population and Community Development Association (PDA), to continue the work to
improve the lives of the rural poor. Among other things, he held condom blowing contests for
school children, encouraged taxi cab drivers to hand out condoms to their customers, and
founded a restaurant chain called Cabbages and Condoms where condoms, rather than mints
or fortune cookies, are given to customers together with the bill. Mechai served as deputy
minister of industry and he increased his efforts to promote sexual-safety awareness. He was
able to start a large and quite successful education campaign, Mechai again became a senator.
He was appointed an Honorary Officer of the Order of Australia, for "service to AustralianThai relations and contributions to the world AIDS debate". He continues to oversee rural
development and health initiatives as the Chairman of PDA, now the largest NGO in
Thailand, with 600 employees and 12,000 volunteers. On May 29, 2007, PDA was awarded
the 2007 Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation's Gates Award in recognition of its pioneering
work in family planning and HIV/AIDS prevention. In 2006 he won praise from the toilet
industry (but criticism from the retail industry) for proposing that retailers be obliged to build
a public toilet for every 10 square metres of retail space.
Panellist 2. Sheila Riddell, University of Edinburgh, UK
Curriculum Vitae: Sheila Riddell is currently Director of the Centre for Research in
Education, Inclusion and Diversity (CREID) at the University of Edinburgh. She was
previously the Founding Director of the Strathclyde Centre for Disability Research,
University of Glasgow. Sheila started her career as a teacher of English in a comprehensive
school in the south west of England. In 1984, she enrolled for a doctorate on gender and
option choice at the School of Education, University of Bristol. Moving to Scotland in 1988,
Sheila has researched and written extensively on disability, social class and gender in the
context of education, training and employment. She is the author of Gender and the Politics
of the Curriculum (Routledge, 1992, reprinted 2012); Policy and Practice in Special
Educational Needs: Additional Support for Learning (Dunedin Academic Press, 2002,
reprinted 2006) and co-author of the following books: Improving Disabled Students’
Learning in Higher Education (RoutledgeFalmer 2009); Disabled Students in Higher
Education: Perspectives on Widening Access and Changing Policy (RoutledgeFalmer, 2005);
The Learning Society and People with Learning Difficulties (Policy Press, 2001); Resolving
6

Disputes about Educational Provision (Ashgate, 2011); and Lifelong Learning in Europe:
Equity and Efficiency in the Balance (Policy press, 2012). Sheila has been involved in a
number of Government committees, including the Disability Rights Commission’s expert
panel on fitness to practise standards in teaching, education and social work. She was also a
member of the National Equality Panel, which published its report, An Anatomy of
Economic Inequality in the UK, in January 2010.
Abstracts: This presentation draws on data from a research project funded by the European
Commission on lifelong learning policy and practice across Europe (LLL2010), which
involved eleven European countries, Russia and Norway.
The project explored many
aspects of lifelong learning and social inclusion, including widening access to higher
education The central question addressed in this presentation is the following: To what extent
have widening access policies resulted in the reduction of social inequalities, which groups
appear to have been the major beneficiaries and what changes have been made to teaching,
learning and assessment practices to facilitate the inclusion of under-represented groups? The
presentation begins with a brief review of European policy on higher education, particularly
with regard to widening access strategy. Understandings of which groups of students are to
count as under-represented varies greatly in different European countries, and the
significance of these distinctions is discussed. Subsequently, on the basis of a review official
statistics are used to explore which groups have benefited from higher education expansion in
different countries, particularly with regard to gender, social class and disability. Finally, case
studies of widening access policies in five contrasting European countries are presented. It is
concluded that although all European countries have recognised that diversifying the social
profile of students in higher education is essential in order to achieve the goals of social
justice and economic growth, there has been much greater emphasis on widening access in
some countries than others. At the same time, far more emphasis has been placed on helping
students access institutions, and there has been relatively little change in relation to
developing more inclusive curricula and pedagogies. Work with disabled students in the UK
is highlighted as an example of positive action not only in relation to access, but also in
relation to the achievement of significant change in teaching, learning and assessment
practices. Despite the progress which has undoubtedly been achieved in some European
countries, it is clear that higher education can only partially compensate for wider economic
inequality and the current European financial crisis threatens to derail progressive policies.
Moderator: Sudaporn Luksaneeyanawin, Chulalongkorn University
Curriculum Vitae: Dr. Sudaporn Luksaneeyanawin is at present the Vice President of the
Association of Thailand Professional and Organizational Development Network-ThaiPOD,
(www.thailandpod.net).
At Chulalongkorn University she is the advisor of the Centre of Excellence for Research in
Speech and Language Processing-CRSLP (www.crslp.chula.ac.th), and the advisor and senior
staff member of the International Graduate Program in English as an International Language
(www.eil.grad.chula.ac.th), where she was the first director of both sectors for many years.
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She was the Assistant to the President for Research and International Affairs at
Chulalongkorn University from 2004 to 2008. She was also the former Chairperson of the
Department of Linguistics, Faculty of Arts where she has been teaching and still continues
her teaching there after thirty more years.
Dr. Sudaporn is an expert in speech computing and speech technology, the area that she has
been doing research from the 70s while she was a Ph.D. student in Theoretical Phonetics at
the Department of Linguistics, and a postdoctoral fellow in Speech Computing and Speech
Technology at the Centre for Research in Speech Technology-CSTR in the 80s, both at the
University of Edinburgh, the United Kingdom. Her expertise extended from general
phonetics to stylistics, pragmatics and applied linguistics. Working with computer processing
of language and speech, she extends her interest into human processing of language and
speech or psycholinguistics. She has collaborated with colleagues in Australia, Japan, South
Korea, Republic of Ireland, Sweden, Belgium, and Finland in the area of psycholinguistics
and natural language processing. She has been invited as visiting professors and honorary
researchers to many universities in different countries where she also co-supervises Ph.D.
students up to present. Her notable research in speech technology is the first Thai Text-toSpeech System-TTS which is the prototype of many Thai speech engines developed later
either by herself and the team or by her former students. She also works in the area of speech
recognition both the Automatic Word Recognition-AWR system and the Automatic Speech
Recognition-ASR system. Her work with the business partners are the IBM (Home Page
Reader), the AWR System with Sun Systems, the ASR system with the IBM and Nuance.
With the latter partner she collaborated with them, both in Thai TTS called ‘Narisa’ which
has been commercialized for the Thai mobile phone market at present, and the Thai ASR
speech engine to be used with the Voice Activated Devices-VAD. Her recent collaboration is
with Nokia (Finland) in the development of Corpus Based Thai Lexicon.
Another area of her expertise is applied linguistics. She supported the Ministry of Education
for almost 20 years on the national curriculum development, chairing the three main National
English Language Curriculum Development Committees (the 1994 National English
Curriculum, the 1999 Standards and Benchmarks for Foreign Language Teaching and
Learning, and the 2009 National Core Curriculum for English). She also conducts workshops
on Language Education, and Social Constructivism Teaching and Learning for ThailandPOD
regularly. She is recently invited to be a member of the Executive Board of the English
Teachers’ Association of Korea-ETAK. Now her engagement is more to learning in a larger
scale, especially in Social Constructivism and the 21st Century Learning.
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Plenary III: Clustering and Networking in Education across the Globe
Keynote Speaker: Hwang Dae Joon, Sungkyunkwan University and Secretary General
of Korean Council for University Education (KCUE), The Republic of Korea
Curriculum Vitae: Dae Joon Hwang is Professor of College of ICT at the Sungkyunkwan
University in Seoul, Korea. He is a Secretary General of Korean Council for University
Education (KCUE) representing 202 Higher Education Institutions in Korea. He now has
been focusing on internationalization and quality assurance of higher education in Korea,
academic recognition of foreign degrees by establishing National Information Center aiming
for promoting mobility of both students and faculty. Before he took his office of Secretary
General of KCUE, he served consecutively the president of Korea Education Research and
Information Service (KERIS) from July 2004 to April 2008. Recognizing his significant
contributions to E-Learning and ICT in Education.
Professor Dr. Hwang received UNESCO King Hamad Bin Isa Alkhalifa in ICT in
Education in 2007, Education gold medal from the French Government in 2008, and
Honorary Doctor Degree from MESI (Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics, and
Informatics) in 2009.
He has been holding various posts in both domestic and global communities, such as
the chairman of IMS Korea and the member of Executive Strategic Council of IMS Global,
the Governing Board Member of UNESCO IITE in Moscow, and the member of Advisory
Board of Currki.
His interests include smart innovation in education and learning, OER (Open
Education Resources) and Creative Commons License, use of emerging technology and
social networking tools in classrooms, and harnessing digital learning technology to change
educational environment.
Abstract: Open networking, higher education incorporate, new public responsibility, and
responsibility for local community have been pointed out by OECD as what the university in
the 21st century should be. Clustering became known as an important factor to implement
open networking for securing resources, collaboration and internationalization of higher
education institutions. In this talk, general issues of clustering and networking will be
reviewed based on context and purposes, and followed by further discussions on specific
issues of them. According to our study, clustering in general has been affected by various
theories: transaction cost theory, population ecology theory, resource dependence theory,
institutionalization theory, and even by social networking. Clustering takes diverse and
different forms for the purpose of sharing experience, knowledge, and practices in research,
challenging global issues, and implementation of collaboration among universities at regional
and global levels. The practices of clustering running in higher education such as interuniversity clustering for research and promotion of mobility of students and faculty, and
university-industry clustering will be introduced and shared for encouraging further
discussions.
9

In this talk, I’ll review and discuss the impacts of evolution of media technology including
Social Networking Tools on clustering on the web in order to enhance traditional approaches
to clustering and networking in education in the 21st century.
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Forum Sessions
Forum 1

Peer Instruction, Eric Mazur

Forum 2

Education Inclusion and Diversity: Higher Education and the Experiences of
Students with a Diagnosis of Dyslexia in Scotland, Sheila Riddell

Forum 3

ICT in Teaching and Learning, Hwang Dae Joon

Forum 4

Developing and Strengthening Faculty Development Programs, Dee Fink

Forum 5

The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, Nancy Chism

Forum 6

Language Education, Gerald Fry

Forum 7

Communication Education: Reform and Practice of Chinese Television
Education in the New Century, Wang Xiaohong

Forum 8

Transformative Learning, Prapapat Niyom and Surapon Thamromdee

Forum 9

Buddhism and Education, Phramahahansa Thammahaso
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Forum 1: Peer Instruction
Forum Leader: Eric Mazur, Harvard University, USA
Curriculum Vitae: Eric Mazur is Dean of Applied Physics and Balkanski Professor of
Physics and Applied Physics at Harvard University. In addition to his work in nanophotonics,
Dr. Mazur is interested in education and science policy. In 1990 he developed Peer
Instruction, a method for teaching large lecture classes interactively. Peer Instruction has
developed a large following, both nationally and internationally, and has been adopted across
many science disciplines. Dr. Mazur has served on numerous committees and councils, has
chaired and organized national and international scientific conferences, and presented for the
Presidential Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology. He serves as consultant to
industry in the electronics and telecommunications industry. In 2006 he founded SiOnyx, a
company that is commercializing black silicon, a new form of silicon developed in Mazur's
laboratory. In 2011 he founded Learning Catalytics, a company that uses data analytics to
improve learning in the classroom. Mazur is Chief Academic Advisor for Turning
Technologies, a company developing interactive response systems for the education market.
He also serves on the Scientific Advisory Panel for Allied Minds, a pre-seed investment
company, and on the Scientific Advisory Board for the Lifeboat Foundation, a nonprofit
nongovernmental organization dedicated to encouraging scientific advancements.
Abstract: The basic goals of Peer Instruction are to encourage and make use of student
interaction during lectures, while focusing students' attention on underlying concepts and
techniques. The method has been assessed in many studies using standardized, diagnostic
tests and shown to be considerably more effective than the conventional lecture approach to
teaching. Peer Instruction is now used in a wide range of science and math courses at the
college and secondary level. In this 2-3 hour long workshop, participants will learn about
Peer Instruction, serve as the "class" in which Peer Instruction is demonstrated, discuss
several models for implementing the technique into the classroom, and learn about available
teaching resources.
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Forum 2: Education Inclusion and Diversity: Higher Education and the
Experiences s of Students with a Diagnosis of Dyslexia in Scotland
Forum Leader: Sheila Riddell, University of Edinburgh, UK
Curriculum Vitae: Sheila Riddell is currently Director of the Centre for Research in
Education, Inclusion and Diversity (CREID) at the University of Edinburgh. She was
previously the Founding Director of the Strathclyde Centre for Disability Research,
University of Glasgow. Sheila started her career as a teacher of English in a comprehensive
school in the south west of England. In 1984, she enrolled for a doctorate on gender and
option choice at the School of Education, University of Bristol. Moving to Scotland in 1988,
Sheila has researched and written extensively on disability, social class and gender in the
context of education, training and employment. She is the author of Gender and the Politics
of the Curriculum (Routledge, 1992, reprinted 2012); Policy and Practice in Special
Educational Needs: Additional Support for Learning (Dunedin Academic Press, 2002,
reprinted 2006) and co-author of the following books: Improving Disabled Students’
Learning in Higher Education (RoutledgeFalmer 2009); Disabled Students in Higher
Education: Perspectives on Widening Access and Changing Policy (RoutledgeFalmer, 2005);
The Learning Society and People with Learning Difficulties (Policy Press, 2001); Resolving
Disputes about Educational Provision (Ashgate, 2011); and Lifelong Learning in Europe:
Equity and Efficiency in the Balance (Policy press, 2012). Sheila has been involved in a
number of Government committees, including the Disability Rights Commission’s expert
panel on fitness to practise standards in teaching, education and social work. She was also a
member of the National Equality Panel, which published its report, An Anatomy of
Economic Inequality in the UK, in January 2010.
Abstract: Considerable progress has been made in increasing the representation of disabled
students in higher education across the UK, and, more specifically, students with a diagnosis
of dyslexia. In 1994, disabled students represented less than 4% of the total population of
full-time undergraduate students. The most recent statistics available from HESA suggest that
this number has increased to 9%. There has also been a marked increase in the proportion of
students who have a diagnosis of dyslexia in relation to the disabled student population,
increasing from 15% in 1994 to 55% at the present time. This growth may be attributed to the
general expansion of the sector, coupled with pressure from disabled students and voluntary
organisations, the impact of equalities legislation and financial support to individuals through
the Disabled Students Allowance and premium funding to institutions.
However, problems still remain. Dyslexia is less likely to be identified amongst
school pupils living in areas of deprivation, who may not receive the support they need to
qualify for a university place. Students from socially disadvantaged backgrounds are less
likely to obtain a university place, and dyslexic students in higher education are more likely
to come from middle class backgrounds compared with other disabled students and the
general undergraduate population. Dyslexic students report that they do not always feel
comfortable in adopting the identity of a disabled student, which is seen as stigmatised.
Lecturing staff differ in their sympathy for and understanding of dyslexia, and sometimes
express fears that making adjustments to curricula and assessment for students with dyslexia
may undermine academic standards. Fitness to practise standards may also act as barriers to
entering some of the professions such as teaching, social work and nursing.
Within the UK, the expansion of higher education has now halted, and there are
concerns that, at a time of restricted public spending, support for disabled students may be
difficult to sustain. Implications of the UK experience for disabled students in different
national contexts are considered.
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Forum 3: ICT in Teaching and Learning
Forum Leader: Hwang Dae Joon, Sungkyunkwan University and Secretary General of
Korean Council for University Education (KCUE) The Republic of Korea
Curriculum Vitae: Dae Joon Hwang is Professor of College of ICT at the Sungkyunkwan University in
Seoul, Korea. He is a Secretary General of Korean Council for University Education (KCUE) representing
202 Higher Education Institutions in Korea. He now has been focusing on internationalization and quality
assurance of higher education in Korea, academic recognition of foreign degrees by establishing National
Information Center aiming for promoting mobility of both students and faculty. Before he took his office
of Secretary General of KCUE, he served consecutively the president of Korea Education Research and
Information Service (KERIS) from July 2004 to April 2008. Recognizing his significant contributions to ELearning and ICT in Education.
Professor Dr. Hwang received UNESCO King Hamad Bin Isa Alkhalifa in ICT in Education in
2007, Education gold medal from the French Government in 2008, and Honorary Doctor Degree from
MESI (Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics, and Informatics) in 2009.
He has been holding various posts in both domestic and global communities, such as the chairman
of IMS Korea and the member of Executive Strategic Council of IMS Global, the Governing Board
Member of UNESCO IITE in Moscow, and the member of Advisory Board of Currki.
His interests include smart innovation in education and learning, OER (Open Education
Resources) and Creative Commons License, use of emerging technology and social networking tools in
classrooms, and harnessing digital learning technology to change educational environment.
Abstract: In this forum, the potential of ICT in education will be reviewed and discussed how to leverage
it in order to enhance current teaching and learning environment. ICT in education became as a buzzword
and has been recognized globally as an efficient medium for sustainable education innovation. Let me
encourage you to share and discuss what your ideas are in harnessing technologies and resources for
changing teaching and learning in your circumstances. You’ll also be welcomed to our exciting discussions
about the issues each of you faces and the practices of ICT in teaching and learning you might have
achieved.
Our discussion includes the on-going issues on content development and Open Educational
Resources, pedagogy, flexible learning system, cloud computing, technology, and nurturing competency of
teachers. Hope this forum will be very exciting and thought- provoking to each of you.
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Forum 4: Developing and Strengthening Faculty Development Programs
Forum Leader: Dee Fink, Fink Consulting (finkconsulting.info), US
Curriculum Vitae: Graduate Work: University of Chicago. MA, 1973; Ph.D., 1976 focusing on
College-level teaching and its impact on students.
Academic Work:
1976-2005: University of Oklahoma
• Faculty member in Geography and Education
• Founding Director of the Instructional Development Program, 1979 – 2005
2004-2005: Served as President of the POD Network in Higher Education, the primary professional
association for faculty development in the United States
2005 to the Present:
• Instructional Consultant in Higher Education
Major Research and Publications:
• Publications on the following topics: college teaching, evaluating college teaching, new faculty
members, and faculty development programs.
Major publications include:
- The First Year of College Teaching, Issue #17 (1984) in Jossey-Bass’ New Directions for
Teaching & Learning
- Creating Significant Learning Experiences (Jossey-Bass, 2003)
- Team-Based Learning (Stylus, 2004)
- “Evaluating Teaching: A New Approach to an Old Problem” in To Improve the Academy
(Jossey-Bass, 2008).
- Designing Courses for Significant Learning: Voices of Experience, Issue #119 (Fall 2009) in
Jossey-Bass’ New Directions for Teaching & Learning
Current Professional Work:
• Consulting with Institutions:
- Numerous faculty workshops each year on “Designing Courses for Significant Learning”
- Discussions with campus leaders (deans, provost, president, select faculty members) on what the
institution can do to promote better teaching and learning across campus.
• Invited conference presentations
• Work with Accrediting Associations:
- Invited conference presentations and workshops for: North Central, Southern, and Middle States
Accrediting Associations.
• Work with the Association of American Colleges and Universities: Invited faculty member for
their summer institutes for institutional renewal (2005 – 2012).
• International:
- Has worked with institutions in Europe, Asia, Middle East, Latin America, and Oceania.
- Helped initiate and launch the national faculty development program in Thailand, 2004-2006.
For more information about Fink’s professional work, see his website: www.finkconsulting.info
Abstract: The central task for all of us working in faculty development is to find ways to increase the
ability of everyone who teaches in higher education to teach in more powerful ways, i.e., in ways that
result in more powerful student learning. For this to happen, two intermediate processes also must happen:
1. A high percentage of professors need to engage in learning about and using new ideas on
teaching and learning, and
2. The “new ideas” that they learn about, must have a high potential for “making a difference” in
the quality of teaching and learning.
In this discussion Forum, we will explore what we can do in our programs, to increase the degree to which
these two processes actually happen. I will suggest four general strategies for developing and
strengthening our programs, and we will hear additional ideas from participants in the Forum.
My general ideas are:
I. Build Allies Within the University
• Use “upward influence” with chairs, deans, and academic vice presidents
• What initiatives or problems do they have, that we can help with?
II. Create More Outreach Activities
• Can we find ways to take our services to departments and other groups, rather than just
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sponsor university-wide activities and invite faculty to come to us?
III. Evaluate and Publicize the Impact of Our Services
• How can we evaluate the impact of our program, beyond just faculty participation and
satisfaction?
• Can we create short videos, of how professors have used new ideas and the impact of
that on student engagement and learning?
IV. Continue to Educate Ourselves
• How can we educate ourselves: books – conferences – workshops – online courses –
other?
• What ideas do we see, that can make a big difference in the quality of teaching and
learning?
V. Other
• What additional ideas do participants have, on how to strengthen our programs?
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Forum 5: the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Forum Leader: Nancy Chism, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis, USA
Curriculum Vitae: Nancy Van Note Chism retired as Professor Emerita of Higher Education and
Student Affairs at the Indiana University School of Education, IUPUI, in December 2011. She remains
active in national and international educational development and in May 2012 received the P. A. Mack
Award for Distinguished Service to teaching.
From 1999 to 2006, she was Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Associate Dean
of the Faculties at Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI). She is Past President of the
Professional and Organizational Development Network in Higher Education and in 1998 received the Bob
Pierlioni Spirit of POD award of that association. She previously served as Director of Faculty and TA
Development at The Ohio State University. She has received numerous awards, including the Robert
Menges Research Award, the Burton Gorman Teaching Excellence Award, the Woman of Inspiration
Award, the Joseph T. Taylor Award for Diversity, and several other teaching and service awards at IU and
Ohio State. She served as a Fulbright Scholar in Thailand in 2008.
She has consulted on professional development or college teaching and learning at more than 50
campuses in the United States and internationally. She has authored or co-authored over 80 additional
publications on professional and organizational development and college teaching and learning, including
Peer Review of Teaching: A Sourcebook, now in its second edition.
As a faculty member of the Indiana University Department of Educational Leadership and Policy,
she has taught courses in college teaching and learning, qualitative research methods, the faculty
profession, professional and organizational development, and environments for learning. She regularly
taught the Pro-seminar for new doctoral students in higher education and student affairs and served as
dissertation chair or committee member for over 50 doctoral students.
Abstract: The practice of what has come to be known as the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, or
SoTL, has had a long tradition and has been named and experienced differently across the world. Scholars
generally conclude that a key stimulus to the emergence of SoTL was the work of American social
psychologist Kurt Lewin (1944), who articulated the theoretical basis for action research, or inquiry
conducted by inquirers into their own situations. In the field of education, action research projects were
implemented in the context of elementary and secondary education during the last half-century in the
United States, Great Britain, and Australia. Carr and Kemmis (1983) and others issued important
discussions of the principles and applications of action research in the 1980s and 90s. In the United States
and in the context of higher education, interest in research into one’s teaching practice led to the
popularization of the concept of the scholarship of teaching and learning through such seminal events as
the publication of the work of Ernest Boyer and Gene Rice on the importance of four kinds of scholarship,
including the scholarship of teaching (Boyer, 1990), the work of Pat Cross in articulating the concept of
classroom research (Cross, 1986), and the national initiative jointly sponsored by the Carnegie FoundationAmerican Association for Higher Education.
Today, there exist a major international organization for the scholarship of teaching and learning,
several journals devoted exclusively to the publication of works in this genre, and many books outlining
the basis for this work and guiding its practice. A recent publication by Hutchings, Huber and Ciccone
(2011) reviews the progress of the scholarship of teaching and learning and discusses its potential impact
for organizational change.
In this ICED 2012 forum, we might discuss these or other questions raised by participants:
• Are there still important definitional issues about what the scholarship of teaching and learning is about?
• To what extent has the promise of the scholarship of teaching and learning been realized?
-What impediments and supports have been encountered?
• What is the developer’s role in nurturing the scholarship of teaching and learning?
- What practices for doing so have been most effective?
• Within the field of educational development, how is the scholarship of practice faring as our own
professional application of action research?
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Forum 6: Language Education
Forum Leader: Gerald Fry, The University of Minnesota, USA.
Curriculum Vitae: Gerald W. Fry is Distinguished International Professor at the Department of
Organizational Leadership, Policy, and Development, College of Education and Human Development,
University of Minnesota. He has a doctorate in international development education from Stanford
University, a M.P.A. from the Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton University and a B.A. with Distinction
from Stanford University (major economics, minors in German and mathematics). From 1991-1992, he
was a Pew Fellow in International Affairs at the Kennedy School, Harvard University.
He is now starting his sixth decade of work on Thailand. Among his many publications are such
books as: the International Development Dictionary, Understanding Thailand and Its Neighbors:
Interdisciplinary Perspectives, Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and Pacific Basin and Oceania. He
has published in diverse journals such as the Comparative Education Review, Harvard Educational
Review, Harvard International Review, and the Asian Journal of Public Administration. He has been an
editor for key reference books such as the Encyclopedia of Modern Asia and Global Perspectives on the
United States.
He also worked for diverse organizations in Thailand such as the Ford Foundation, the Asia
Foundation, UNESCO, World Education, and the Asian Development Bank. He has taught at numerous
Thai universities such as Thammasat, NIDA, Srinakharinwirot, Mahidol, and Kasetsart.
He was the Team Leader for major Asian Development Bank funded educational reform projects
in Thailand and Laos. He was also at the National University of Laos and taught at Van Lang University in
Vietnam. He spent his 2006-2007 sabbatical as a Visiting Fellow at Nagoya University in Japan.
Since 1993, he has frequently led study tours to mainland Southeast Asia for the East-West Center,
Stanford University, the University of Oregon, and the University of Minnesota. He has published
significantly on the impact of study
abroad such as the volume, The Transformative Power of Study Abroad (CIEE).
Prior to joining the University of Minnesota, he taught at Stanford University and the University
of Oregon. At the University of Oregon he was Professor
of Political Science/International Studies and directed both the International Studies Program and the
Center for Asian and Pacific Studies.
In May, 2011, Professor Fry received an honorary doctorate in “Education for Local
Development” from Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University.
His book, the Historical Dictionary of Thailand is forthcoming. This will be the major current
reference book in the English language on Thailand.
Abstract: This background forum presentation examines the challenges associated with improving the
quality of language education in an era of rapid globalization and multicultural change. Former U.S.
Senator Paul Simon wrote a book titled The Tongue-Tied American which provided a devastating critique
of the quality of language education in the U.S.
A major problem in language education around the world is that those in higher education fail to
assess systematically and rigorously the language proficiency of our students. Instead we record how
many years that they have studied a specific language or how many credits they have earned rather than
their practical proficiency in using it. With so many languages spoken around the world, there is also the
issue of in which languages should individuals invest time and effort.
In the Asia context, I would argue that each college graduate should ideally develop proficiency in
at least two other languages (one Western and one Asian). With the emergence of the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) in only three years in 2015, the learning of another Asian language will become
increasingly important.
Then there is the question of strategies for effectively learning other languages. Based on the
author’s own experience studying more than 10 other languages, the various major methods for teaching
and learning other languages will be critically assessed.
Based on the frank sharing of experiences between the forum leader and conference participants, it
is hoped that many practical ideas for improving significantly the quality of language education in a costeffective way will be identified.
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Forum 7: Communication Education: Reform and Practice of Chinese
Television Education in New Century
Forum Leader: Wang Xiaohong, Communication University of China, China
wangxhpq@vip.sohu.com
Curriculum Vitae: Professor Xiaohong WANG, Deputy Dean of School of Television and
Journalism, Communication University of China, is the core member of the National
Excellent Teaching Team on Broadcast Journalism. Her research interests now include
Broadcasting Journalism, TV format study and media convergence. She has led various
domestic projects in these areas, and served as visiting professor or scholar in global
organizations, such as School of Visual Communication, Dongseo University, Korea
(2002-2003) , and Missouri School of Journalism, USA ( 2004-2005) .
Besides, Prof. Wang was also the chief editor of the TV documentary Chinese in
Australia and has made many other documentaries, with which she achieved many
professional awards and marks of recognition. She is the invited expert on program planning
and training of many TV stations in China, as well as the member of expert committee of
various national awards
Abstract: In the 21st century, television education in China is confronted with many
challenges, two of which are particularly important. One is the digital technology which
caused global changes. A considerable impact on the existing education system has been
created by digital production, virtual reality, real-time interaction and media convergence.
The other great challenge comes from China's internal reform of higher education. Since
1990s, China has greatly expanded the scale of higher education, followed by a highly
increased number of majors in this field and some problems as well, especially the
disengagement between talent cultivation and current situation of broadcasting fields. In the
wave of media convergence, the following questions should be thought over by
communication educators: What are the core qualifications required for a trained student in
the future work? How can we help students to meet the need of the market by curriculum
reform? As an elite institution in the field television education, Beijing Broadcasting Institute,
founded in 1954 and renamed as Communication University of China in 2005, is undertaking
its teaching system reform to cope with the challenges mentioned above.
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Forum 8: Transformative Learning
Forum Leader: Prapapat Niyom and Surapon Thamromdee, Arsomsilp Institute of the
Arts, Thailand
Curriculum Vitae:
Prapapat Niyom is the Vice President of the Alternative Education Council,Thailand. She is also the Vice
President for Research and Academic Affairs of Arsomsilp Institute of the Arts. She got her Bachelor of
Architecture (Chulalongkorn Univeristy) in 1974, and Master of Architecture (University of Pennsylvania,
USA) in 1976. Recently (2011) she got the Honorary Doctoral degrees in Education for Locality
Development from Phranakhon Rajabhat University.
Her work experience is outlined below
2010: Thai Health Organization Board (Art and Culture Advisor)
2010: Basic Education Internal Quality Control Committee, Ministry of Education
2010: Second Decade Education Reform Policy Subcommittee, Office of the Education Council
on Civic Education, on Alternative Education.
2010: Subcommittee of the Educational reform Policy on Civic Education.
2010: Thai Ideal Graduate Development Subcommittee, Office of Higher Education Commission
2009: Office of Education Council Supporting Alternative Education, Subcommittee, Office of the
Education Council
2007- present: Administrative Policy 5th Subcommittee on Social marketing Media and
Communication Committee, Thai Health Organization.
2007- present: Contemplative Education, Mahidol University.
2007- present: Head Administrative Committee Learning Center, Thai Health Organization
Her research interest covers
2008: “Research and development Project on the innovation learning in Area Base”: Office of the
Education Council
2008 “Studying physical design Affecting contemplative Learning Development”: Mahidol
University
2007 “Moral Development Approach in school: Case Study Roong Arun School”: Moral
Promotion Center
2006 “Research and Development Project in Buddhist School and Sundays Buddhism Center”:
Moral Promotion
2005: “People Mapping” (A Research and Knowledge Management of Good People in
Community): Moral Promotion Center
Surapon Thamromdee , BEd (Chulalongkorn University), MA in Sociology (Thammasat University),
Certificate of Computer Graphic (UCLA, USA).
He started his carree as the Staff Relation Manager at Padaeng Industry(Public company)(1989-1995). He
turned to educational area in 2004 as a Social Study teacher at Roong-Aroon School. Linking to RoongAroon School he extends his career to do research and teach at Arsomsilp Institute of the Arts from 2007.
He is 2008 the Assistant to the President (Quality Assurance)of Arsomsilp Institute of the Arts from 2008
upto present. He carries out workshops in Teacher Training, Facilitator Training, Adult Learning,
Contemplative Education, Transformative Learning, Holistic Learning, Development of Professional
Learning Community.
Abstract: Transformative learning is indispensable strategy for change teacher and generates professional
learning community especially in higher education due to the fact that it is the herculean task to transform
teacher’s mode of teaching and learning and this involves in how they can concern what they have done
that effect student’s learning.
How people change start when they recognize what they did, evaluate the result and understand
the negative side of it, then they feel guilty and figures out the right thing to do and finally make it better.
This is the process of self-reflection. In this process of thought, best practice, good advice, and lesson
learnt of others as the learning companion is very important for them to relearn. With these two factors,
their thinking and deep listening, people can definitely change their own frame of reference and mental
model.
Furthermore, how transformative learning can be sustained depend on how mindfulness,
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awareness, and clarity of consciousness people have. Therefore, self-reflection needs both process of
thinking and meditation.
In this very short course of parallel forum, we will let the lesson learnt of Toshiro Kanamori, grade
4 teacher of primary school in Kanazawa, northwest of Tokyo (presented by documentary “Children full of
life”) inspires you to practice your own self-reflection.
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Forum 9: Buddhism and Education
Forum Leader: Phramahahansa Thammahaso, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
Curriculum Vitae: Phramaha Hansa Dhammahaso is the Assistant to the President for
Academic Affairs, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University. The university was founded
in 1896 by His Majesty King Chulalongkorn (King Rama the Fifth). The university provides
Tipitaka studies up to higher education level.
Dhammahaso got his Bachelor of Buddhism Philosophy from King Chulalongkorn
Royal College, BA (Buddhist Studies) and Master of Buddhist Philosophy from the same
university. He is at present a lecturer at the Graduate School, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, and the director of the International Association of Buddhist
Universities.
E-mail. Hansa@mcu.ac.th.
Abstract: In this forum we aim at discussions on the main premises of Buddhism, and how
these premises are applied to educational practices.
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Program on Parallel Sessions
Monday 23 July 2012
11.00-13.00 Parallel Oral Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.96 Community based practice program at National Kidney Foundation towards learning for
social change
Kyi Tha (Monash University Sunway Campus)
ID.136 Developing critical professionals to deal with difference: From working with students to
working with lecturers
1.) Vivienne Bozalek (University of the Western Cape)
2.) Brenda Leibowitz (Stellenbosch University)
ID.109 The story of rural clinical teaching and learning on the Canadian prairies: From
photographs and words to digital storytelling
1.) James Cockell (University of Alberta)
2.) Olive Yonge (University of Alberta)
3.) Florence Myrick (University of Alberta)
4.) Linda Ferguson (University of Saskatchewan)
5.) Quinn Grundy (University of California at San Francisco)
Lotus 2:
ID.167 Use of a higher education teacher training course redesign to energise lecturers to move
beyond teaching improvements into professional practice development
1.)Shrinika Weerakoon (Colombo University)
2.)Suki Ekaratne (University of Bath)
ID.36 Faculty Metro – A web resource for university learning and teaching produced by and for
faculty
1.) Peter Jorgensen (Aarhus University)
2.) Lotte Rienecker (Aarhus University)
3.) Lene Bager
ID.6 When mode does not matter: evaluation in-class versus out-of-class
1.) Robert Kordts-Freudinger (University of Paderborn)
2.) Eva Geithner (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg)
ID.45 The surplus value of problem based learning
Khosak Achawakorn (Sripatum University)
Lotus 3:
ID.70 Transformative learning in sustainability: Student and staff perspectives
1.) Debby Cotton (Plymouth University)
2.) Jennie Winter (Plymouth University)
ID.114 Building effective national networks: A case study and implications for leading networks
1.) Shelda Debowski (University of Western Australia)
2.) Denise Chalmers (University of Western Australia)
ID.203 Enhancing quality and setting standards through assessment in higher education –
curriculum imperatives
Tinus Van Rooy (University of South Africa)
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ID.29 Pedagogical supervision of assistant professors and post-doc development of selfconfidence
Ole Lauridsen (Aarhus University)
Lotus 4:
ID.22 Higher education pedagogic practices and university culture: implications for
inclusion/exclusion
Julie Hall (University of Roehampton)
ID.205 Constructivism and learning development in 21st century
Suwannee Luckanavanich (Bangkok University)
ID.81 Making sense of quality teaching and learning in the higher education in Ethiopia:
Unfolding current realties for future promises
1)Tefera Jimma (Jimma University)
2)Catherine Manathunga (Jimma University)
3) Robyn Gillies (Jimma University)
ID.85 Basing teaching quality: Change in academics’ beliefs about teaching and learning
through academic development
Caroline Trautwein (University of Hamburg)
Lotus 5:
ID.9 Do as I do…Learning to teach online by being an online student
Jean Hughes (Dublin City University)
ID.220 Learning and Teaching Unit (LTU) The University of South Australia: A history of
a university foundation of teaching program
Dale Wache (University of South Australia)
ID.214 The Use of metacognitive strategies and the role of social network in autonomous
learning in 21st Century
Sunporn Eiammongkhonsakun (Srinakharinwirot University)
ID.161 Integrating across divides: what student and staff may need for interdisciplinary learning
1.)Helen Dalton (The University of New South Wales)
2.)Michele Scoufis (University of Sydney)
3.)Carol Longbottom (The University of New South Wales)
4.)Graham Bell (The University of New South Wales)
Lotus 6:
ID.197 Conversation about teaching: linking formal academic development to department-based
dialogue
Kate Thomson (The University of Sydney)
ID.23 Navigating the gap between personal aspirations and institutional expectations:
The experiences of early career academics in New Zealand universities
Kathryn Sutherland (Victoria University of Wellington)
ID.175 Process-based approach for educational development in Japan
1.) Hiroaki Sato (Office for Educational Planning and Research / Ehime University)
2.) Kayoko Kurita (National Institution for Academic Degrees and University
Evaluation)
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ID.177 Creating a scholarship of educational leadership
1.) Klara Bolander Laksov (Karolinska Institutet)
2.) Marita Hilliges (Mälardalen University College)
3.) Torgny Roxa (Lund University)
Lotus 7:
ID.50 TLC Committees as institutional channels for pedagogical intercourse on campus
1.) Orna Muller (ORT Braude College of Engineering)
2.) Vered Dangur (ORT Braude College of Engineering)
ID.60 Academic leadership, systems concepts and unconscious dynamics in organizations
Jonathan Wyatt (University of Oxford)
ID.47 Dissemination for change in higher education learning and teaching
1.) Tilly Hinton (University of the Sunshine Coast)
2.) Deanne Gannaway (The University of Queensland)
Lotus 8:
ID.91 Mentoring a global generation of educational developers: POD/KSU’s International
institute for new faculty developers
Michele DiPietro (Kennesaw State University and POD Network)
ID.110 Context and agency in academic development
James Garraway (Cape Peninsula University of Technology)
ID.52 "They were so involved that I don't think they'd registered that I'd asked them"
Practitioner perspectives on learning engagement with and through exploratory practice
Judith Hanks (University of Leeds)
ID.181 Undergraduate medical students’ feedback on research training during community
medicine posting at a private medical college in India
1.) Animesh Jain (Kasturba Medical College, Manipal University)
2.) Anadi Gupta (Kasturba Medical College, Manipal University)
14.00-16.00 Parallel Oral Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.64 The use of sign posts as learning aids in language classes: a case study of English
language classes in a university in Thailand
Wipapan Ngampramuan (The University of Nottingham & Mahidol University)
ID.164 First attempt at peer instruction in first-year physics classes at Suranaree University of
Technology
Puangratana Pairor (Suranaree University of Technology)
ID.15 Embedding institutional strategies urgently: Stimulating, connecting and engaging
academic staff
1.) Sara Briscoe (Southampton Solent University)
2.) Gill Tunney (Southampton Solent University)
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Lotus 2:
ID.32 Perceptions of Family Physician graduates and final-year registrars about the influence of
a teaching and learning module
1.) Nicoline Herman (Stellenbosch University)
2.) Marietjie de Villiers (Stellenbosch University)
3.) Francois Cilliers (Stellenbosch University)
4.) Francois Coetzee (Stellenbosch University)
5.) Klaus von Pressentin (Stellenbosch University)
6.) Martie van Heusden (Stellenbosch University)
ID.124 Design problem-based learning curriculum for undergraduate physical therapy students in
Taiwan
1.) Yi-Liang Kuo (Tzu Chi University)
2.) Pei-Lan Chen (Tzu Chi University)
3.) Chien-Hui Huang (Tzu Chi University)
ID.54 How do we know if higher education teacher preparation programs are achieving their
goals of improving teaching and enhancing student learning?
1.) Denise Chalmers (University of Western Australia)
2.) Sue Stoney
3.) Allan Goody (Curtin University)
4.) Veronica Goerke (Curtin University)
ID.128 The problem-based learning: PBL methods and achievement of student’s learning in
research methodology course
Tanasorn kirum (Eastern Asia University)
Lotus 3:
ID.49 Assessment for transformation: Development and sustainability of an innovative
dialogical assessment framework
1.) Francesca Lorenzi (Dublin City University)
2.) Justin Rami (Dublin City University)
ID.13 Increasing the quality of evaluation and efficiency of learning by using statistics of
examination results
Olaf Spittaels (Artevelde University College Ghent)
ID.148 Professional learning for 21st century teaching: An ontological turn
Gayle Morris (The University of Hong Kong)
ID.77 Undergraduate student research skills for the 21st century: Pedagogical investigation for
engaging the millennial’s beyond surface learning.
Claire Evans (University of Huddersfield)
Lotus 4:
ID.38 How the preparation phase of DBR influences the design process of PBL curriculum
Mohamad Termizi Borhan (Aalborg University)
ID.65 Students as producers of multimedia curriculum content: challenges and opportunities of
Pedagogy 2.0
1.) Priska Schoenborn (Plymouth University)
2.) Verity Campbell-Barr (Plymouth University)
3.) Tracey Collett (Plymouth University)
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4.) Fiona Dalton (Plymouth University)
5.) Valerie Huggins (Plymouth University)
6.) Oxana Poverjuc (Plymouth University)
ID.63 An empirical analysis of research-teaching Nexus in undergraduate class teaching: A case
study of Fudan University in China
Yan Ding (The Research Institute for Higher Education, Fudan University)
ID.25 Interprofessional learning in nursing education: An experience to Indian nursing students
through Inter Professional Learning (IPL) visitors from U.K
1.) Angela Gnanadurai (CSI College of Nursing,)
2.) Somervell Memorial (CSI Medical College Hospital)
Lotus 5:
ID.19 Blending learning environments for enhancing quality teaching in large groups
1.) Joan Rue (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
2.) David Rodríguez-Gómez (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
ID.194 The Millenial @ university?!
1.)Valérie Jochems (University of Leuven)
2.)Rebecca Resseler (University of Leuven)
3.)Herman Buelens (Dienst Universitair Onderwijs - Katholieke Universiteit Leuven)
4.)Steven Marx (University of Leuven)
ID.61 Strategic use of study environment surveys to promote change
Kim Herrmann (Aarhus University)
Lotus 6:
ID.73 How effects from teacher training propagate beyond the individual teacher and into
the organization
1.) Torgny Roxa (Lund University)
2.) Katarina Martensson (Lund University)
ID.27 Developing global competence in higher education
1.) Kyoko Hombo (Osaka University)
2.) Debashrita Ghosh Dastidar (Osaka University)
ID.123 External representations of e-learning and educational technologies in Canadian
universities: If the LMS crashes overnight and no one was up to see it, did it really happen?
Nick Baker (University of Windsor)
ID.184 Perception of medical educators of a workshop on dues and duties of the medical teacher
and curriculum review
Sara Brair (Al Neelain University)
Lotus 7:
ID.53 Mentoring new faculty: solution or problem?
1.) Heather Kanuka (University of Alberta)
2.) Natasja Saranchuk (University of Alberta)
ID.140 Foundations programs - Models that work
1.)Natalie Brown(University of Tasmania)
2.)Heather Smigiel(Flinders University)
ID.170 A framework for examining the impact of instructional development
1.)Peter Van Petegem (University of Antwerp)
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2.)Ann Stes (University of Antwerp)
ID.133 Faculty sense of teacher efficacy in relation with their approaches to teaching
Catharina Gevel (Iclon Leiden university)
Lotus 8:
ID.200 Development of a self – learning package on conducting classroom research for foreign
teachers teaching in Thailand
Poonsap Naknaka (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University)
ID.104 What are you talking about? An international perspective on academic teaching
competence and related concepts
1.)Caroline Trautwein (University of Hamburg)
2.)Marianne Merkt (University of Hamburg)
ID.163 Towards a scholarship of teaching and learning in engineering and two facets of change:
A case study from Chalmers University of Technology
1.)Magdalena Svanström (Chalmers University of Technology)
2.)Tom Adawi (Chalmers University of Technology)
ID.83 “I made a lot of assumptions…” Becoming a university lecturer in the UK: Negotiating
knowledge, experience and learning
1.) Rebecca Turner (Plymouth University)
2.) Rong Huang (Plymouth University)
3) Oxana Poverjuc (Plymouth University)
Tuesday 24 July 2012
11.00-13.00 Parallel Oral Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.86 The collaborative exploration of teaching-and-learning strategies to reduce the ‘at risk’
identity of students: A case study in dental technology
1.) Gillian Cruickshank
2.) Anisa Vahed (Durban University of Technology)
ID.125 Unique lectures using the tangible management game at Japanese and Thai universities
1.)Tomomi Kaneko (Hokkaido Automotive Engineering College)
2.) Ryoju Hamada (Tohoku University)
3.)Masahiro Hiji (Tohoku University)
ID.46 The Case of CUL (Centre for Teaching and Learning), School of Business and Social
Sciences, Aarhus University, Denmark: dilemmas in large scale educational development
1.) Ole Lauridsen (Aarhus University)
2.) Torben Jensen (Aarhus University)
3.) Maja Hjerrild (Aarhus University)
4.) Bente Jørgensen (Aarhus University)
Lotus 2:
ID.16 A framework of PBL staff development program for a Thai university
Prarthana Coffin (Aalborg University)
ID.117 Research-based teaching and learning (RBTL) - A paradigm for enhancing teaching and
learning in research universities.
1.) Anja Pawelleck (University of Zurich)
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2.) Sabine Brendel (University of Zurich)
ID.173 A learning-centered approach to designing courses
L. Dee Fink (Dee Fink & Associates)
ID.89 Motivational factors as predictors of student approach to learning
Berit Lassesen (Aarhus University)
Lotus 3:
ID.56 Written exams reinvented: Ideals for developing written exams in a digital context
1.) Rasmus Blok (Aarhus University)
2.) Mads Andresen (Aarhus University)
3.) Hans Sommer (Aarhus University)
4.) Helle Goduscheit (Aarhus University)
5.) Svend Koustrup (Aarhus University)
ID.129 Enhancing learning for the next generation of students through the learning autonomy
development
Bubpha Yoosub (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University)
ID.51 Multiple choice assessment in higher education: Is it still a matter of number right or
correcting for guessing?
1.) Ellen Lesage (Ghent University)
2.) Elien Sabbe (Ghent University)
3.) Martin Valcke (Ghent University)
Lotus 4:
ID.82 Preparing pre-service teachers for reflection
Wei Keong Too (The University of Nottingham, Malaysia Campus)
ID.28 Driving without a GPS - or how do we navigate the challenges of the international
university?
Karen Lauridsen (Aarhus University)
ID.180 Dealing with Dilemmas - Designing a compulsory PhD course on research ethics and
sustainable development
1.) Magdalena Svanström (Chalmers University of Technology)
2.) Tom Adawi (Chalmers University of Technology)
ID.24 Programme design through a cultural lens: The impact of silence
Elly Govers (Eastern Institute of Technology)
Lotus 5:
ID.201 A development of personality affected by using experiential learning cycle in the
Department Airline Business, Faculty of Liberal Arts, Sripatum University
Suwanna Kongsuriyanawin (Sripatum University)
ID.143 Reconciling beliefs about teaching in large undergraduate lectures: What you say you
will do versus what you actually do
Barbara Kensington-Miller (The University of Auckland)
ID.67 Berlin Center for Higher Education: Tearing down walls – Bringing academic tribes
together
1.) Björn Kiehne (Berlin Center for Higher Education)
2.) Madeleine Bernhardt (Berlin Center for Higher Education)
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Lotus 6:
ID.30 Inspiring teaching, enhancing learning: An evaluative study of a re-launched academic
development unit
Ken Marsden (UCL, London)
ID.130 How do we prepare doctoral students for academic profession? - Case study of the
Tohoku University Preparing Future Faculty Program
1.) Machi Sato (Tohoku University)
2.) Fumiko Konno (Tohoku University)
ID.155 Coordinators leading the advancement of sessional staff: A CLASS act
1.) Geraldine Lefoe (University of Wollongong)
2.) Dominique Parrish (University of Wollongong)
3.) Jo McKenzie (UTS)
4.) Janne Malfroy (UWS)
5.) Yoni Ryan (ACU)
ID.188 Professional ethos of academic developers – a reconstruction of work-related patterns of
interpretations in consideration of historical and current developments
Diana Urban (University of Paderborn)
Lotus 7:
ID.98 Bridging the gap between reality and rhetoric: Faculty perceptions of institutional support
and recognition for curriculum-based university– community engagement, and implications for
organisational and faculty development.
1.) Kristine Mason O'Connor (University of Gloucestershire)
2.) Lindsey McEwen (University of the West of England)
ID.57 How to consolidate the effects of teacher training - The case of Go Online
1.) Dorte Rossen (Aarhus University)
2.) Rasmus Blok (Aarhus University)
3.) Mads Andresen (Aarhus University)
4.) Anne-Mette Alsholm (Aarhus University)
ID.58 Reflecting on a national policy initiative to enhance teaching and learning within English
higher education
1.) Rebecca Turner (Plymouth University)
2.) David Gosling (Plymouth University)
Lotus 8:
ID.80 Assessing impacts of educational development: Progress and perennial questions
1.) Nancy Chism (Indiana University)
2.) Matthew Holley (Indiana University)
3.) Cameron Harris (Indiana University)
ID.158 From teaching to guiding learning: novice university teachers’ conceptions of teaching
1.) Marvi Remmik (University of Tartu)
2.) Liina Lepp (University of Tartu)
3.) Mari Karm (University of Tartu)
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ID.92 Impact of the Professional Development Programmer -Teaching (PDP-T) on new faculty
members – A pilot study
1.) Huang Hoon Chng (National University of Singapore)
2.) Alan Soong (National University of Singapore)
14.00-16.00 Parallel Oral Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.95 Using an online resource to prepare academic developers teaching in foundations
programs for university teaching
Gail Wilson (Southern Cross University)
ID.160 Covert resistance and (mis)conceptions: challenges to developing teaching learning and
assessment in a higher education context
Christopher Deneen (University of Hong Kong)
ID.159 What is successful PhD supervision – according to students?
1.) Gitte Wichmann-Hansen (Aarhus university)
2.) Troels Thim (Aarhus University)
3.) Michael Mulvany (Aarhus University)
4.) Sanne Angel (Aarhus University)
Lotus 2:
ID.178 Communication mobility and tasks for its development for linguistic and non-linguistic
students
1.) Olga Smirnova (National Research University, Moscow)
2.) Olga Marina (Srinakharinwirot University)
ID.139 Personal-academic coaching as a strategy for enhancing students’ learning
Miri Shacham (Ort Braude College)
Lotus 3:
ID.21 Taking the ‘Ass’ out of assessment: Getting rid of the donkey work
Mark Schofield (Edge Hill University)
ID.120 Institutional curriculum renewal to achieve 21st century learning outcomes
Simon Barrie (The University of Sydney)
ID.187 Professional learning of academics in their teaching role: the value of a multi-site, interinstitutional research project
1.) Nicoline Herman (Stellenbosch University)
2.)Brenda Leibowitz (Stellenbosch University)
3.)Susan van Schalkwyk (Stellenbosch University)
Lotus 4:
ID.20 Building innovative pathways for expanding learning opportunities: Their
implementation and evaluation.
1.) Deabshrita Ghosh Dastidar (Osaka University)
2.) Tomoko Arikawa
ID.94 Internationalizing Teaching and Learning: Online resources for collaborative education
Michael Solem (Association of American Geographers)
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ID.17 TIGER – what can it do for teaching and learning?
1.) Jacqui Williams (De Montfort University Leicester)
2.) Charlotte Albrechtsen (De Montfort University Leicester)
Lotus 5:
ID.62 Faculty development to respond to the globalization of higher education- how to
consolidate the advantages with self-study e-learning materials for teachers
1.) RurikoOtsuka (Osaka University)
2.) Kyoko Hombo (Osaka University)
3.) Taro Mochizuki (Osaka University)
ID.87 Accreditation of tertiary teachers: help or hindrance to raising teaching quality?
Alison Holmes
ID.156 University’s website: Educational Community of Practices
Benjawan Rungruangsuparat (Thammasat University)
ID.99 Outline of a curriculum embedded general care framework: the dual track policy
Tine Lievrouw (University College Arteveldehogeschool)
Lotus 6:
ID.127 Peer observation of teaching and beyond
Matti Lappalainen (Educational Development, University of Turku)
ID.34 Unpacking the complexities of professional identity and lived experiences - an empirical
study of young faculty development practitioners in Japan
Machi Sato (Tohoku University)
ID.68 Integrating lean concepts to improve faculty development organizations
Murali Krishnamurthi (Northern Illinois University)
ID.134 The Challenge of Mentoring program in academic settings in Estonian universities
Karin Ruul (Archimedes Foundation)
Lotus 7:
ID.10 Habits of highly effective writers
Helen Sword (The University of Auckland)
ID.88 Coupling local and central support structures: a model to ensure teaching support and
quality assurance in research universities.
1.) Guillaume Schiltz (ETH Zurich Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
2.) Benno Volk (ETH Zurich Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
ID.44 Stages in academics’ teaching development: A critical account
1.) Mieke Clement (Dienst Universitair Onderwijs - KatholiekeUniversiteit Leuven)
3.) Herman Buelens (Dienst Universitair Onderwijs - KatholiekeUniversiteit Leuven)
4.) Annelies Demessemaeker (Katholieke Hogeschool Kempen)
ID.115 On the right journey? A fresh look at academic career management strategies and
organizational practice
Shelda Debowski (University of Western Australia)
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Lotus 8:
ID.74 Understanding classroom practice: elucidating teaching puzzles through investigating
classroom interaction
Assia Slimani-Rolls (Regent's College London)
ID.162 The Impact of communities of practice on university teacher professional learning and
professional identity
1.) Anu Haamer (University of Tartu)
2.) James Groccia (Biggio Center/Auburn University)
3.) Mari Karm (University of Tartu)
ID.48 Scholarship of teaching reframed through cross-disciplinary collaboration
Susan Bolt (Curtin University)
ID.151 Exploring participation in collaborative research: identity formation or identity crisis?
1.) Clever Ndebele (University of Venda)
2.) Brenda Leibowitz (Stellenbosch University)
3.) Chris Winberg (Cape Peninsula University of Technology)
Wednesday 25 July 2012
09.00-11.00 Parallel Oral Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.14 Improving national higher education outcomes through comprehensive educational
facilitator, curriculum designer, curriculum analyst, and academic leadership education
Susan Stevenson (New Zealand Curriculum Design Institute)
ID.192 Reflective reading and learning: Fostering the development of lifelong learners
1.) Fahima Aziz (Hamline University)
2.) Karl Wirth (Macalester College)
ID.84 Student perceptions on their mentoring experiences in a Faculty of Health Sciences:
A case study
1.) Anisa Vahed (Durban University of Technology)
2.) Nomthandazo Gwele (Durban University of Technology)
Lotus 2:
ID.212 Towards the expansionist view for the implementation of e-Learning strategy in
a comprehensive university
Valindawo Dwayi (Walter Sisulu University)
ID.147 Problem-based learning approach for bio-inspired artificial intelligence: A case study
Boonserm Kaewkamnerdpong (King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi)
ID.218 Development of Teacher Education Cluster (TEC) in early childhood education:
A Case of Suan Dusit Rajabhat University
Chanasuek Nichanong (Suan Dusit Rajabhat University)
ID. 213 When learning culture is changed, higher education reform will be successful
Paitoon Sinlarat (Dhurakij Pundit University)
Lotus 3:
ID.42 Chinese research university teachers’ conception of teaching: Base on the survey of
Leiden University and Xiamen University
Wei WU (Xiamen University & Leiden University (Joint-PhD))
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ID.71 The attainment gap in higher education: Using research to enhance teaching and learning
1.) Debby Cotton (Plymouth University)
2.) Mel Joyner (Plymouth University)
ID.166 Investigating teaching and learning professional development with teaching teams in
transnational education programs
1.) Lynne Keevers (University of Wollongong)
2.) Geraldine Lefoe (University of Wollongong)
3.) Sumitha Ganesharatnam (INTI Laureate, Malaysia)
4.) Fauziah Dawood Sultan(INTI Laureate, Malaysia)
5.) Vin Cent Loh (INTI Laureate, Malaysia)
6.) Jane Lim See Yin (INTI Laureate, Malaysia)
7.) Barry Harper (University of Wollongong)
Lotus 4:
ID.137 The value of CHAT for understanding pedagogical practice with emerging technologies
in South African higher education
1.) Vivienne Bozalek (University of the Western Cape)
2.) Eunice Ivala (Cape Peninsular University of Technology)
3.) Dick Ng'ambi (University of Cape Town)
4.) Daniela Gachago (Cape Peninsular University of Technology)
ID.209 The Effect of Problem-based learning on nursing students' learning level
1.) Kamran Mirzaei (Bushehr University of Medical Sciences)
2.) Soraya Zahmatkesh (Bushehr University of Medical Sciences)
Lotus 5:
ID.153 Life as student sojourners – the voices of students studying overseas
1.) Alison Kuiper (The University of Sydney)
2.) Chiu-Pih Tan (Lincoln University)
ID.195 Assessing graduate learning outcomes across the disciplines
1.) Clair Hughes (The University of Queensland)
2.) Anne Bennison (The University of Queensland)
3.) Simon Barrie (The University of Sydney)
4.) Geoffrey Crisp (RMIT)
ID.69 University teaching qualification: Quality assurance via external audits in the Netherlands
Jaap Mulder (University of Groningen)
Lotus 6:
ID.105 Making transnational collaborations work: the lived experience of the local academic
Joan McLatchie (Edinburgh Napier University)
ID.135 Describing education for sustainable development in engineering education in terms of
learning outcomes and learning sequences - examples from Chalmers University of Technology
1.) Magdalena Svanström (Chalmers University of Technology)
2.) Ulrika Lindqvist (Chalmers University of Technology)
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ID.196 The development of teachers’ motivation beliefs and commitment to teaching: Phase 1analysis of the factors of teachers’ motivation beliefs and commitment to teaching developed
from teaching professional practicum
Yanisa Buranachaitavee (Srinakharinwirot University)
ID.35 Considering culture in e-learning environments and post-secondary learner success
Orest Kinasevych (Red River College)
Tuesday 24 July 2012
16.30-18.30 Workshop Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.132 Resources for Discipline-Orientated Faculty Development
Helen King (University of Bath)
Lotus 2:
ID.118 Embedding Education for Sustainability (EfS) into Academic Practice
1.) Jennie Winter (Plymouth University)
2.) Debby Cotton (Plymouth University)
Lotus 3:
ID.97 Heterogeneity and diversity in higher education – relevance, dimensions and action
strategies
1.) Diana Urban (University of Paderborn)
2.) Robert Kordts-Freudinger (University of Paderborn)
3.) Tobias Zenker (University of Paderborn)
4.) Daniel Al-Kabbani (University of Paderborn)
5.) Niclas Schaper (University of Paderborn)
Lotus 4:
ID.219 Academic development for universities in the digital age or how not to get lost in the toy
shop!
David Baume
Lotus 5:
ID.66 Going global: examining the pedagogy behind transnational programmes
1.) Pollyanna Magne (Plymouth University)
2.) Troy Heffernan (Plymouth University)
3.) Oxana Poverjuc (Plymouth University)
Lotus 6:
ID.126 Benchmarking performance of academic development units: Local adaptation with global
opportunities
1.) Denise Chalmers (University of Western Australia)
2.) Mona Fjellstrom (Umeå University)
3.) Fredrik Oldsjö (Stockholm University)
Lotus 7:
ID.204 Predicting the future for educational developments
James Wisdom (Higher Education Consultant)
Lotus 8:
ID.215 Challenging our preconceptions of students: models, methods, musings
David Green (Seattle University)
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Lotus 9:
ID.216 How to develop relevant, valid and authentic assessment forms: The case of problem
based project work
Hanne Andersen (Roskilde University)
Lotus 10:
ID.189 Professionalization of academic development in Germany – Developments, strategies and
perspectives
1.) Diana Urban (University of Paderborn)
2.) Marianne Merkt (University of Paderborn)
3.) Johannes Wildt (University of Hamburg)
4.) Katrin Stolz (University of Hamburg)
5.) Caroline Trautwein(University of Hamburg)
Tuesday 24 July 2012
16.30-18.30 Poster Sessions
Lotus 1:
ID.43 Stress in academia: presentation of a European research project
Ariane Dumont (Yverdon University of Applied Sciences)
Lotus 2:
ID.55 DigEx & DigEx reader: An online work flow for written exams
1.) Rasmus Blok (Aarhus University)
2.) Mads Andresen (Aarhus University)
3.) Hans Sommer (Aarhus University)
4.) Helle Goduscheit (Aarhus University)
5.) Svend Koustrup (Aarhus University)
Lotus 3:
ID.171 New ways of supporting peer feedback: a method integrating a board game and a digital
learning resource
1.) Kiiko Katsuno (Seikei University)
2.) Machi Sato (Tohoku University)
Lotus 4:
ID.141 Suggesting 'Bansǀsha' model for supporting faculty development staff
1.) Tine Wirenfeldt Jensen (Aarhus University)
2.) Gry Sandholm Jensen (Aarhus University)
3.) Gitte Wichmann-Hansen (Aarhus University)
Lotus 5:
ID.100 Minimal quality criteria of competency based assessment in higher education: tips and
tricks
Tine Lievrouw (University College Arteveldehogeschool)
Lotus 6:
ID.101 A web-based informational platform about types to assess competencies in higher
education
Tine Lievrouw (University College Arteveldehogeschool)
Lotus 7:
ID.40 Profiling learning style preferences of first-year university students: implications for
course design and instruction
Madoda Cekison (North-West University)
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Oral Session Abstract

The Surplus Value of Problem Based Learning
Khosak Achawakorn
Sripatum University

Abstract
This study is a classroom based research conducting in the second semester of academic
year 2009. The original objective is to develop the learning skill of the second-year Mechatronics
Engineering students in “Sensor Technologies, Measurement, and Instrumentation” course, using
the Problem Based Learning (PBL). The prolonged problem of this course is unsatisfactory of
the learning achievement. To analyze the engaging situation, the 5-why analysis is applied. The
result shows the root cause of the problem, the uncommon experience of the students. Therefore,
the 7-step of PBL is implemented to reinforce the learning skill of students. From the learning
achievement point of view, the result shows that the PBL can improve the learning skill of the
students. However, another viewpoint that should not be overlooked is the learning discipline of
the student. Since, the study’s result also shows the significant change in the number of students
participate in PBL activities. There is no reward or punishment techniques needed to be used by
the instructor. The self-motivation of the students is generated to pursue their self esteem and to
fulfill the need to be respected by their classmate. The PBL might be designed under the concept
of constructivism learning theory, which believes that students generate knowledge from an
interaction between their experiences and their ideas. Nevertheless, the students also generate
disciplinary behaviors from their group working and peer pressure. This is the surplus value of
the problem based learning activities.
Keywords: PBL, problem based learning, discipline, classroom based research
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Reflection on the New Faculty Initiative @ King Saud University
Mohamed Al Sudairi
King Saud University

Abstract
New faculty program at King Saud University has been initiated few years ago to orient
and prepare future faculty who recently got appointed (within 2 years) with little or no
instructional experience. The program is mandatory for each new faculty as endorsed by the
university council. Border (2006) stated that future faculty program is one of the organizational
tools that developed to support new faculty and sustain inter-campus learning community
network. New faculty Programs structure is varied among different universities (Lindbeck and
Darnell 2008). The program is developed over a period of time in the last five years. It was
started first as orientation sessions for new comers in order to get acquainted quickly with the
work place to shorten the transition period and to be available as a comfortable, safety and
productive academic resourceful community (Cullen and Harris 2008). The program is so
developed that the new faculty could comprehensively to support their teaching competencies in
higher education. Many obstacles have occurred through running the program (e.g., written pre
and post exam for each course, sessions schedule, faculty discipline, and program activities being
demanded for successful completion). Faculties were preservative towards being assessed /
examined to accomplish the program, complaining about afternoon sessions, and their interest as
belonging to various disciplines. These concerns subjected the program under continuous
improvement and change. One important outcome of the new faculty program is developing
course portfolio by each participant as required for accreditation measures within the academic
departments. From the practice perspective, the program encountered few problems that are
related mainly to the specific discipline nature of participants. Faculties with medical
backgrounds at KSU did not get full authority in designing or assessing their courses, which are
usually taught as rounds/modules by many faculties. The medical education department
autonomously acts in organizing their related modules content, schedules, exams and announces
the results. Faculty of Medicine claims that they do not get much benefit out of the program
since they do not fully practice it. In addition to it, the course portfolio components are not fitting
to the situation of medicine faculties. Education subspecialists rather than teaching methods and
curricula subspecialty claim that they are not in bad need of such program as they already studied
such program in undergraduate/graduate courses. It was quite debatable to convince all faculties
that the program is essential for fairly experienced college teachers. The aim of the presentation
is to demonstrate for the KSU case, explore and discuss the possible alternatives that could be
applied to overcome such crucial situation, and how the deanship can cope up with such
situation. Throughout the presentation the following shall be demonstrated: (1) The structure of
the new faculty orientation and preparation program at KSU; (2) The program developed over
time; (3) The program of SEDA recognition experience; (4) Obstacles that are encountered in the
program steering committee; (5) DSD thoughts and alternatives towards the program
stabilization.
Keywords: new faculty, instructional development, discipline nature
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Linked Data for Improving the Student Experience in Searching
E-Learning Resources
Julieth Castellanos Ardila, Annabella Loconsole
Malmö University

Abstract
The collection and the use of data on the internet with e-learning purposes are tasks made
by many people every day because of their role as teachers or students. The web provides several
data sources with relevant information that could be used in educational environments, but the
information is widely distributed, or poorly structured. Also, resources on the web are diverse,
sometimes with high quality, but sometimes not. These situations involve a difficult search of
e-learning resources, and therefore a lot of time invested, because the search process – typing,
reasoning, selecting, using resources, bookmarking, and so forth - is completely executed by
humans, despite that some of them can be executed by computers. Linked data provides designed
practices for organizing, and for discovering information using the processing power of
computers. At the same time, the community of linked data provides data sets that are already
connected, and this information could be consumed by people anytime as resources with
e-learning purposes
The current article presents the findings of a master thesis that address the linked data
techniques and also the techniques used by students when searching e-learning resources, using
internet. The resources used by the students, as well as the sources preferred, will be comparing
with the current resources offered by the linked data community. Likewise, the strategies and
techniques selected by the students will be taken into account, in order to establish the basic
requirements of a e-learning collaborative environment prototype
The outline of the thesis is: (1) to discuss the research methodology as well as the
constructing and administering the research survey in which the current thesis based the
requirements elicitation; (2) to lay the groundwork for the rest of the thesis by presenting the
principles and terminology of linked data, as well as related work about the internet in education,
availability of e-learning resources, and surveys about the use of the internet in e-learning
resources searching; (3) to present the investigation of the methods used by student for exploring
and discovering e-learning resources through the data analysis and interpretation of the survey;
(4) to introduce to the prototype design which includes the prototype idea, the requirements
specification using the data analysis of the survey, and the architecture of the e-learning
collaborative environment using the assumptions reached in the literature review and the
dereferencable URIs found in the linked open data cloud diagram; (5) to validate the
requirements of the prototype; (6) to tackle conclusions of the project in order to find incomes
for further research in the area, and to show the contributions e-learning world evaluation based
on the benefits identified by using this approach and gives indications of what future work can be
done to improve the results.
Keywords: linked data, educational environment, discovering information, e-learning resources
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Exploring OER Rich Media Reuse through Social Media Content
Communities
Sarah Atkinson, Chris Follows
University of Brighton, University Arts London

Abstract
Institutional Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) and Open Educational Resource
(OER) repositories are rarely built to support social media content communities, as a result many
learning and teaching materials are being independently dispersed across the web using more
familiar and user friendly 'social media' environments. There is currently no middle ground to
facilitate OER content communities. How can OER communities adopt social media tools and
practices to help improve and encourage better rich media OER practice?
SP-ARK is an interactive online project based on the multi-media archive of filmmaker
Sally Potter. The archive includes the intuitive visual navigation of Potter’s films and all of their
related assets. Users are able to view and annotate materials using the sites 'pathways' feature;
other users are then able to access and add to the pathways. The benefits that such a resource can
bring to academics and students are invaluable. It has the potential to enhance and enrich
teaching and learning practices, to foster the creation of a user-community around the archive's
content, as well as to encourage other high-profile filmmakers and organisations to allow online
access to their work in the future. This case study reports upon the archive's OER potential
through focus groups that are used to demonstrate and explore the potential of the archive as a
teaching, learning and assessment resource.
Key challenges for the rich media reuse community are finding or being directed to the
most useful and usable open content. Random Google searches will sometimes get you what you
want but the content will be more than likely high risk and non-reusable in an OER sense.
Finding OER rich media reusable 'gems' in this granular landscape is difficult and random
standalone pieces of media content are difficult to assess in regards to reuse, remixing this
content even more so. How do we share and collaborate in this space and overcome the obstacles
of use and re-use specifically when creating and designing complex rich media learning content?
Chris will draw from four different perspectives of developing media content communities
within practice based Art and Design subjects including SCORE research, ALTO UK (JISC UK
OER programme), http://process.arts.ac.uk, and the DIAL project (digital Integration into arts
learning) part of the JISC UK Developing digital literacies programme.
Participants will be encouraged to feedback and debate around issues of how we best
identify and evaluate the most effective and efficient ways of using and repurposing rich media
OER content. We aim to establish a core cluster of national and international OER practitioners
who are interested in developing a rich media remix OER standards and practices network.
Keywords: audiovisual media, collaboration, OER, Open Educational Resources
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Reflective Reading and Learning: Fostering the Development of
Lifelong Learners
Fahima Aziz, Karl Wirth
Hamline University, Macalester College

Abstract
The goal of this paper is to describe a simple metacognitive activity that can be used to
improve reading, learning, and metacognitive knowledge and skills. In a rapidly changing,
increasingly complex and interconnected world, it is ever more important that students develop
the cognitive and metacognitive skills for lifelong learning. Research on cognition and learning
indicates that expert learners typically demonstrate better-developed metacognitive knowledge,
self-regulation, and reflection. If an important goal of higher education is to help students
become expert learners, then our curricula should be explicit in addressing these important
outcomes. Instruction about cognitive metacognitive knowledge and skills need not “displace”
disciplinary content, but instead can be used to support learning of content.
Our goals for implementing reading reflections in our courses are three-fold: (1) to get
students to read assignments regularly before coming to class; (2) to encourage students to read
for “deeper” understanding of disciplinary content; and (3) to provide opportunities for students
to develop their cognitive and metacognitive knowledge and skills. Additionally, we are
interested in accomplishing these goals in a way that is well aligned with the disciplinary content
of our courses. In each reflection, students choose to respond to three reflection prompts using an
online learning management system: (1) summarize the important concepts of the reading;
(2) describe what was interesting or surprising; and (3) describe what remains confusing or
unclear from the reading. The reading reflections are not graded, but students receive credit for
responses that demonstrate meaningful reflection.
In courses with reading reflections, students report more regular and deeper reading
before coming to class. Students in reading reflection courses also report using a greater number
of strategies during the pre-reading, reading, and post-reading phases. On average, students in
both Hamline and Macalester courses with reading reflections earned higher overall grades than
students in different sections of the same course without reading reflections. At Hamline
University reading reflections had a powerful positive effect on content learning (exam scores),
and there is evidence that this effect may be more significant for underprepared students.
Our results confirm that reading reflections are a powerful activity for improving
disciplinary learning, and metacognitive knowledge and skills. Reading reflections not only
encourage students to read regularly before class, they also promote content mastery and foster
student development of monitoring, self-evaluation, and reflection skills. There is also evidence
that this activity might hold even greater potential for under-performing students. For the
instructor, reading reflections facilitate ‘just-in-time’ teaching and provide invaluable insights
into student thinking and learning. As a result of the project, we have also become more
metacognitive about our teaching.
Keywords: metacognition, self-regulation, lifelong learning, reading
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External Representations of E-learning and Educational Technologies in
Canadian Universities: If the LMS Crashes Overnight and
No One Was Up to See It, Did It Really Happen?
Nick Baker
Centre for Teaching and Learning, University of Windsor

Abstract
This session aims to: (1) Provide an overview of the ways in which eLearning is
represented in Canadian universities’ public websites; (2) Provide an overview of the way in
which eLearning is supported in Canadian universities; (3) Argue that the external representation
of teaching and learning technologies is an important indicator of the culture of the university;
(4) Discuss the role of teaching and learning centres in increasing the visibility and uptake of
teaching and learning technologies.
Most universities provide access to a range of teaching and learning related ICT tools, but
to the outside world, or to those new to the institution, it is often quite difficult to determine what
tools are available, how they are supported, or intended to be used. This is particularly evident in
many Canadian institutions, where transparency and accountability to the public has traditionally
not been as strong a driver of institutional activities as it is for example in Europe or Australasia.
This project aimed to investigate how eLearning and educational technologies are represented in
the external web presence of universities in Canada as an indicator of the institutional culture
around eLearning. It is argued that an institution’s external representation of teaching and
learning is an indication of its commitment to the practices that it supports. For organisational
change in the use of educational technologies to occur therefore, faculty must believe that the
pedagogical practices they support are valued by the institution. This project adapts frameworks
that have been applied to strategic planning in Australian universities (Gray & Radloff, 2010)
and eLearning (Marshall, 2012) to the context of representation of educational technologies in
Canadian universities. This project considered a wide range of factors impacting the public
representation of eLearning.
The research indicates that the majority of Canadian universities have minimal publically
available information regarding eLearning and educational technologies. They appear to have
widely varied support for students and teachers in eLearning. Strategic planning and policy in
this field is even more variable, creating an appearance of lack of commitment to eLearning.
This paper discusses the issues arising from this lack of direction and transparency for
institutions in a highly competitive higher education market where students expect access to
technology and high quality teaching. Recommendations are made about increasing the
prominence and transparency of eLearning practices and the role of teaching and learning centres
as drivers of this institutional development and change.
Keywords: eLearning, external representations, strategic planning, Canadian Universities
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What If Your Academic Development Programs Cause Harm:
Can We Sacrifice a Few Academics for the Greater Good?
Nick Baker, Michael Potter
University of Windsor

Abstract
This session aims to: 1) provide an overview of the University of Windsor’s Teaching
Dossier Academy and its objectives; 2) present results of preliminary research into the impact of
this program; 3) facilitate a discussion about the types of programs that may cause harm to
participants, how to identify them, and what to do about the harm that is potentially caused.
Many programs implemented by centres for teaching and learning are complementary
and intended to achieve multiple goals. The Centre for Teaching and Learning at the University
of Windsor, Canada, has several such programs, including the week-long Teaching Dossier
Academy (TDA), which has two key goals: 1) help faculty, sessional staff and graduate students
prepare for tenure, promotion or job applications by developing a peer-reviewed teaching
dossier; and 2) act as a first point of contact with the CTL and its programs, thereby recruiting
participants for other, often longer-term, teaching development programs. The TDA is limited to
25 participants per year and includes graduate students, sessional staff and faculty. It provides
a mix of reading resources, interactive workshops, and intensive one-on-one and group
mentoring. At the end of the week, each participant submits a completed a draft of a teaching
dossier. Anecdotal and other feedback collected during the TDA indicated a high level of
satisfaction with the program and utility of the learning to the participants’ lives. In 2010 we
started to formally assess the impact of the TDA in relation to its goals through an anonymous
online survey of all past participants (n = 56). Nineteen participants responded (15 female,
4 male).
Some unexpected outcomes were observed. While the majority of experiences were
positive for the participants, a small number were ostracised and otherwise treated differently by
their colleagues after discussing their experience in the program with them. This has led to the
authors exploring the question of harm in educational development programs.
The literature on educational development programs tends to report only positive
outcomes, and little discussion has occurred around how to identify and ameliorate any harm that
might arise from such programs. This session aims to facilitate a beginning discussion of the
ethical and pragmatic challenges, and collegial problem solving around hypothetical and real
issues facing academic development program coordinators.
Keywords: academic development, teaching dossiers, teaching portfolios, harm
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Institutional Curriculum Renewal to Achieve 21st Century
Learning Outcomes
Simon Barrie
The University of Sydney

Abstract
Around the globe there is considerable activity in universities focused on curriculum
renewal to achieve 21st century graduate learning outcomes. These graduate learning outcomes
are known by different names in different countries including transformative learning outcomes
(Clarke 1993), ‘wicked competences’ (Knight 2007), transferrable or generic skills (Fallows &
Stevens 2001) or graduate attributes (Barrie 2004) as they are known in Australia. This
curriculum renewal is frequently driven by a desire on the part of governments to increasingly
regulate, define and assure teaching and learning in universities (Harris 2009). In many
universities this work has involved a shift from a focus on enhancing higher education by
improving teaching to enhancing educational outcomes through institution-wide systemic
curriculum reform. This raises new challenges which are explored in this paper.
This paper reports on a curriculum renewal strategy at a major research intensive
Australian University. This work typifies the second generation of educational development
strategies in Australian universities designed to foster the development of graduate attributes. It
takes as a frame of reference the new Australian Quality Assurance Agency’s mandate to assure
University education in terms of separate ‘Teaching Standards’ and ‘Learning Standards’ and
argues for a new strategy to link these elements of the proposed new national TEQSA
framework.
The paper draws on an international analysis of institutional curriculum renewal
strategies from China, the UK, Scotland, the US and Australia. It considers the nature of
institutional barriers to curriculum renewal in research-intensive universities, and draws on data
from student and staff interviews to illustrate a strategy to link teaching standards with learning
Standards and better engage staff and students in curriculum renewal.
For the last decade it has been recognized that university teachers’ conceptions of
teaching and learning of graduate attributes shape ‘what’ and ‘how’ they teach graduate
attributes (Barrie 2004). While educational reform to achieve graduate attributes was initially
characterized as a teaching challenge – academic staff were reported to lack confidence in the
teaching skills required to foster graduate attributes (Radloff et al 2009), it was soon recognized
that systemic institutional factors, including curriculum were significant factors (Barrie, Hughes
& Smith 2009). Using university-wide curriculum renewal to achieve educational reform poses
significant challenges for teaching and learning development units and this paper will be of
interest to many working in this area.
Keywords: graduate attributes, curriculum renewal, teaching
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Berlin Center for Higher Education: Tearing down Walls – Bringing
Academic Tribes together
Madeleine Bernhardt, Björn Kiehne
Berlin Center for Higher Education

Abstract
It is a big challenge to create a common ground for discussion in the field of excellence
in teaching while acknowledging the significant differences in teaching and research cultures.
The Berlin Center for Higher Education (BCHE) aims at weaving a net of excellence in teaching
and being a promoter of a community of practice for Academics in Berlin. “Tearing down walls”
means to create spaces of communication and learning which supply enough common ground
without denying the different cultures of subjects and academic approaches. We would like to
share our experience in building a network of learning and teaching that results in a community
of practice.
Keywords: interdisciplinary approach, academic tribes, building a community of practice
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Written Exams Reinvented: Ideals for Developing Written Exams in
a Digital Context
Rasmus Blok, Mads Andresen, Hans Sommer, Helle Goduscheit, Svend Koustrup
Aarhus Universitet

Abstract
A project at Aarhus University is currently developing an online portal called DigEx that
aims to digitize all written exams and the work flow around them. So far the portal has
succeeded in eliminating all manual processes related to written exams; all stages have been
digitized and are - except for the actual writing of the exam paper - also kept online. Hereby
a vast amount of paper is saved, and the time saved can instead be used for other purposes by
everyone involved in the process. For all intents and purposes, this first step of digitizing written
exams has just converted an analogue work flow to its digital counterpart. The traditional way of
thinking an exam – as a paper that is handed in and subsequently assessed with a final grade as
the endpoint – has not really been altered. However, a digital work flow opens the door to a new
world of iterative, interactive, collaborative and non-textual possibilities that potentially could
lead to new ways of thinking the very concept of an exam. This poses the grander question of
what a written exam actually is supposed to do.
This session will focus on two core questions regarding possibilities and dilemmas
brought to renewed relevance by the digitized exam: (i) Are exams for control or for learning?
Exams are traditionally used primarily as a control mechanism measuring students’ knowledge
and skills. Can a digital work flow improve the learning aspects of the exam, due to e.g.
automated tools for feedback and formative processes? Can the concept of exams benefit from
a strengthened focus on learning or will a focus on learning weaken the possibility for control?
(ii) Are there alternatives to text? Written exams are historically bound to text, partly due to the
physical constraints of the paper. A digital work flow allows students’ knowledge and skills to be
documented in a wealth of alternatives to the linear written text (i.e. film, sound, animations and
applications). Do non-textual alternatives have the possibility of representing students’
knowledge and skills in a suitably comparable and measurable manner, or will written text still
need to be the preferred basis for examination in the future?
The session will be initiated by a short introduction to the DigEx portal and the way it is
currently used to manage written exams digitally. Two rounds of shared discussion on each core
question will then follow, framed by the questions and sub-questions mentioned above. An
interactive poll will be used to sum up every round of discussion. At the end of the session, this
will form an up-to-date set of ideals to bring home for your own future exploration and
development of exams in a digital context. Bring your wireless device (smartphone, tablet or
laptop) to the session in order to participate in the discussion and the polls.
Keywords: digital exam, digitalization, assessment, control, learning, text alternatives
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Scholarship of Teaching Reframed through Cross-Disciplinary Collaboration
Susan Bolt
Curtin University

Abstract
Higher education institutions set targets to increase academics’ engagement with
scholarship of teaching. However, this does not guarantee success: An Australian university
found that there was a mismatch between institutional and practitioner understanding of
‘scholarship of teaching’ in regard to application for academic promotion (Vardi & Quin, 2011).
To address this, in 2009, the university established a cross-disciplinary scholarship of teaching
and learning committee. The provision of strategic funding in 2011 enabled the committee to
increase its impact across the university. The objectives of this presentation are to describe
institutional practices designed to build academic capacity in relation to scholarship of teaching
and discuss drivers and constraints which may be applicable across higher education institutions
in diverse contexts. Tuckman’s (1965) conceptualisation of the development of small groups
may be useful in describing the work of the committee.
In Stage 1 (forming) once committee members had been nominated, they established
terms of reference and agreed on a definition of scholarship of teaching and learning. In Stage 2
(storming) the major conflicts that arose were identifying suitable meeting times, refining and
stabilising committee membership, revising the terms of reference and reframing scholarship of
teaching and learning by renaming the committee to emphasise research in higher education. In
Stage 3 (norming) group cohesiveness increased as interdisciplinary ‘champions’ became
committee members and academic development opportunities were provided. Stage 4
(performing) was significantly progressed as a result of an allocation of strategic funding. The
committee has requested further strategic funding for 2012 which will enable ongoing
performance; a lack of funding would lead to Tuckman’s final stage – adjourning – which
committee members hope to avoid. Strategic funding of $50,000 (AUS) enabled consolidation
and development of academic development opportunities. The funds were used to host an
international expert who delivered five workshops and provided informal opportunities for
academics to engage in collegiate conversation about research in teaching and learning.
Decisions made during the workshops were put into action with the remaining funding and
resulted in strategies aimed at building the capacity of early career academics; for example,
conference attendance, funding for research projects and the development of research in higher
education academic development modules. In this case, cross-disciplinary collaboration helped
to reframe academics’ understanding and engagement with scholarship of teaching. This was
brought about by institutional support through strategic funding and the establishment of
a committee structure, as well as the personal commitment and collaboration of committee
members. Further to this, academics need to know what is in it for them and how to do it; clear
goals and pathways for recognition and reward are essential.
Keywords: scholarship of teaching, research in higher education, institutional practices in academic
development
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The Comparison of Learning Style and Learner’s Learning Achievement by
Using e-Learning
Supaluck Boontanom
Eastern Asia University

Abstract
The purposes of this research were: (1) to compare learning styles and learning
achievement; (2) to compare pre and post learning achievement in each lesson; and (3) to explore
the satisfaction of learner on e-learning. The population was 26 graduated students who enrolled
in Business Finance course during the first semester of the academic year 2011. The research
instruments included a questionnaire on factors influencing learning styles (model of learning
style based on the concepts of Grasha & Reichmann. Six models were involved, namely:
competitive learning style, collaborative learning style, avoidance learning style, participant
learning style, dependent learning style, and independent learning style), E-learning from
Thailand Securities Institute (TSI), The Stock Exchange of Thailand, learning achievement test
(Pre-test, Post-test) and questionnaire. The statistics used for analyzing data were such as
percentage, mean, standard deviation and one-way ANOVA. The finding of this research were
as follows: Avoidance learning style was found significantly effect on learning achievement but
other learning style was not found significantly on learning achievement at the level of .05. The
post-test mean score of student’s learning motivation were higher than that of the pre-test one.
Also, the learners’ opinions after using the e-learning were very satisfactory.
Keywords: leaning styles, leaning achievement, e-learning
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How the Preparation Phase of DBR Influences the Design Process of
PBL Curriculum
Mohamad Termizi Borhan
Aalborg University

Abstract
Knowledge explosion, proliferation of professional knowledge, and a demand for more
competent human resources change the landscape of higher education. Consequently, approaches
in teaching and learning (T&L) are shifted toward active or learner-centered learning. Recently,
problem and project-based learning (PBL) approach has been perceived as a suitable alternative
by many Asian universities to adapt because of its promise to foster active learning. However,
implementing PBL in Asia context requires a considerable change in curriculum design in order
to serve the needs of each local context. Therefore, design based research (DBR) has become the
central methodology in developing PBL curriculum for each local context. In this paper, a
narrative approach is used to describe the three cases of the PBL curriculum design process from
Thailand, Malaysia, and India higher education institutions. The emphasis of the design process
is upon identifying constraints and possibilities which involve the cultural dimension of each
local context, and the importance of the preparation phase of DBR and its parameters which
influence the design framework. Furthermore, the discussion of the paper also aims to offer an
insight in using DBR as a methodology in developing different PBL curriculum models for
different contexts in the future.
Keywords: problem and project-based learning, design based research, educational intervention, context,
cultural dimension, curriculum design framework
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Developing Critical Professionals to Deal with Difference:
From Working with Students to Working with Lecturers
Vivienne Bozalek, Brenda Leibowitz
University of the Western Cape, Stellenbosch University

Abstract
The paper is based on research conducted on a collaboratively developed course about
dealing with difference, which was initially presented to students. This course involved an
attempt to encourage criticality and the decentring of the academic selves of senior
undergraduate social work, occupational therapy and Honours psychology students across
disciplines and historically advantaged and disadvantaged institutions. Following on from the
success of the course with students, the team of researchers then conducted a similar course with
educators, for purposes of sustainability. The considerations that need to be addressed in the
transition from educating students to educating lecturers at HEIs about difficult issues such as
citizenship, social inclusion and difference are elaborated on in the paper. The course which was
originally developed for students, and then adapted for teaching professionals used Boler and
Zembylas’s (2003) notion of ‘a pedagogy of discomfort’ through using Participatory Learning
and Action (PLA) techniques and other innovative pedagogical practices, such as drama and
poetry. Davidson (2004) proposes the decentring of the academic self as a useful pedagogic tool
for critical reflection. By this he means an academic who examines and interrogates the
assumptions of his or her own discipline through engagement with perspectives of other
disciplines. We reflect on three iterations of the course for students and three iterations of the
course for higher educators in the light of the differences and similarities of providing
meaningful learning experiences for each of these groups. Our reflection is based on written
feedback by students and educator participants, and on our own recorded discussions. In
examining the pieces written by higher educators, it was evident that they have nuanced view of
difference, engaged with theory in sophisticated ways, and are themselves experts in the field.
The experiences of differences were less visceral than they were for students – and they were
more intellectual in their responses to difference. We also discovered that what worked with
students will also work with lecturers but it works best for both if there is in-depth engagement
with theory to analyse these experiences. As facilitators of the course for higher educators, we
experienced difficulties of being positioned as lecturers and of positioning the participants as
students, while in fact we were all higher educators. Each iteration of the course with both
lecturers and with students has provided valuable lessons for self-reflexivity on our part as
facilitators.
Keywords: critical professionals, difference, participatory learning and action techniques, pedagogy of
discomfort
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The Value of CHAT for Understanding Pedagogical Practice with Emerging
Technologies in South African Higher Education
Vivienne Bozalek1, Daniela Gachago2, Eunice Ivala2, Dick Ng'ambi3, Matete Madiba
1

University of the Western Cape, 2Cape Peninsular University of Technology, 3University of
Cape Town

Abstract
Previous research has shown that emerging technologies are not always understood and
used to promote transformative learning (Veletsianos, 2010). This paper uses cultural historical
activity theory (CHAT) (Engestrom, 1987, 2001; Jonassen, 1999) to investigate the sociocultural context in which emerging technologies are used by South African higher educators and
how this context impacts on teaching and learning practice. This context includes considerations
of how the subject, the mediating tool, the object, outcome, rules, community and division of
labour are used to unearth potential contradictions between the affordances of emerging
technologies, educators' claimed intentions for use and the actual outcomes of their practices.
Uncovering these contradictions can be seen as a transformative practice in itself, because in
unpacking them issues to be addressed are brought forward and expansive learning (Engestrom,
1987, 2001) can occur.
This study is part of a national research project involving eight Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs) in South Africa and one NGO aimed at investigating the use of emerging
technologies in Higher Education. Eighteen case studies were extracted from a nationwide
survey conducted in August / September 2011, based on richness of data provided in open ended
questions. These case studies were analysed using second generation activity system to unpack
the teaching and learning context in which emerging technologies were used, since activities can
never be understood outside the context in which these activities occur (Jonassen 1999).
Individual case studies are used to illuminate contradictions in lecturers' teaching and learning
practice which are potential barriers to transformative learning.
The outcomes of this study showed that although lecturers' intentions and own perception
of practice was to use emerging technologies to transform their own teaching practice this
intention in some case fell short. Activity theory helped us to uncover contradictions between a
lecturers' intent (subject) and object of his/her intervention, between a lecturers understanding of
a tool and its affordances, and a lecturer's intent and the institutional context and the wider
community and these contradictions' impact on a lecturer's actual teaching and learning practice.
Findings of this study indicate that activity theory is potentially a useful framework to
analyse the interplay between emerging technologies and transformative teaching and learning
practice. It allows a holistic analysis of the entire socio-cultural context in which technologies
are used, in which practice is embedded. This gives a more nuanced view of the potential
contradictions that might occur in higher education pedagogy. However, in our project, in order
to uncover intentions/pedagogical assumptions further research in the form of in-depth
interviews is required. Furthermore, for expansive learning to happen, the findings from this
project need to be fed back into practice.
Keywords: emerging technologies, CHAT, transformative learning, higher education
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Perception of Medical Educators of a Workshop on Dues and Duties of
the Medical Teacher and Curriculum Review
Sara Brair
Al Neelain University

Abstract
The Clinical Teacher is the active, practicing clinician who teaches. The teacher should
cover a broad range of educational topics in an easily accessible style, including updates on the
latest educational research and viewpoints on clinical teaching from around the world. Most
clinical academicians complain of long working hours due to the duties they have both at the
hospital as well as lecturing at the university. The aim of the study was to evaluate a workshop
and to find out the perception of medical educators regarding the topics presented at the
workshop.
A questionnaire was developed by the Medical Education Centre for evaluation of the
workshop. It contained both closed and open ended questions. The questionnaire was
administered to participants of the workshop as well as presenters. Answers were rated on a
Five-point Likert scale (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree and strongly disagree). Mean
results were calculated for each question and then mean values were interpreted as excellent,
good, average, poor and very poor.
The study showed that perception of the workshop regarding the increase of knowledge
on challenges and problems regarding clinical training were excellent, with a mean value of 4.8.
Perception of relevance of workshop to the improvement of quality of teaching was clear to
participants had a mean value of 4.46, which is also excellent. Perception of presenters had a
mean value of 4.73 also interpreted as excellent. Material presented in organized manner and
easily understood had a mean value of 4.7 also calculated as excellent. Open ended questions
showed that 70% wanted more workshops regarding the duties of clinical academician, 80%
wanted discussions of partnerships between ministry of health and universities.
It was concluded that the perception of workshop was excellent regarding different
domains. Partnerships between different institutions and ministry of health should be discussed
further. It was recommended that a workshop to explore partnerships between Al Neelain
University and the State Ministry of Health should be implemented in the near future.
Keywords: perception, medical educators, duties and dues
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Research-based Teaching and Learning (RBTL) – A Paradigm for Enhancing
Teaching and Learning in Research Universities
Sabine Brendel, Anja Pawelleck
University of Zurich

Abstract
At the end of the session, participants will: (1) understand the concept of research-based
teaching and learning; (2) have gained insight into how to implement RBTL in a higher
education teaching program and approach research in the field; (3) have developed sample
research questions collaboratively with peers; and (4) have discussed and decided on
an appropriate research design depending on their contexts.
Although universities are established seats of research and teaching (teaching-researchnexus), the two fields often remain separate, with students cut off from current research. Yet, to
develop a critical approach to academic issues and research, it is essential for students to be
exposed to current research.
The session explores a RBTL training model currently being developed by the University
of Zurich, a leading research-oriented university, designed to draw on the research skills and
experience of their academic staff in encouraging them to integrate current research into their
teaching. In this learner-centred model, the aim is for university students to learn about the
research process and develop their own research skills.
Recent research will be briefly reviewed. In the session participants will review the
model presented, and explore ways in which this RBTL model could be transferred to their
university context by modelling the process itself during the session.
To illustrate the RTBL method, the session will be organised around the phases included
in a research-based approach to teaching and learning (development of research questions,
review of previous research, problem definition, choice of methods, conducting the study,
discussion of results).
Keywords: RBTL, research-based, teaching training program, teaching-research-nexus
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Embedding Institutional Strategies Urgently: Stimulating, Connecting and
Engaging Academic Staff
Sara Briscoe, Gill Tunney
Southampton Solent University

Abstract
In the UK the impetus for higher education institutions (HEI) to address the challenge of
graduate employability is well documented (Dearing, 1997; Leitch, 2006; Browne, 2010).
Reflecting this governmental steer, most higher education institutions have developed clearly
defined institutional employability strategies and policies. This paper focuses on one large
complex UK HEI’s experiences in its endeavours to translate and embed this employability,
termed ‘real world learning’, strategies into all curricula (all programmes of study, courses and
every module) in a very short time frame. Engaging all programme and module academics in this
‘real world learning’ agenda represented a major challenge for senior management and the
institutional educational development team.
This reflective paper discusses the range of strategies and tactics used to engage
academics and particularly focuses on design and pilot of an Employer-Related Learning
Community of Practice. This community of practice (CoP) aimed to build capacity and staff
capability across the institution. ‘Champions’ were identified across Faculties to become an
‘expert’ group and inform the development of the CoP. This paper discusses and considers the
design of the pilot COP in terms of roles, platforms, activities and support. Lessons learned from
the pilot are then summarised and areas of best practice and future plans are highlighted.
Keywords: graduate employability, real-world learning, communities of practice
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Foundations Programs - Models That Work
Natalie Brown, Heather Smigiel
University of Tasmania, Flinders University

Abstract
Programs that introduce academic staff to learning and teaching in Higher Education are
now well established in many countries. In Australia they are becoming more systematised to
respond to the professionalisation of university teaching and a growing regard to quality
assurance. This paper outlines a project where a range of typical models of Foundations
programs were described and, with the assistance of a stakeholder group, the characteristics of
the models that promoted effectiveness and efficiency were identified. This work was a subproject of the Australian Learning and Teaching Council grant, Preparing Academics to Teach in
Higher Education (PATHE).
In the initial phase, existing data about Australian Foundations programs was analysed to
identify characteristics that could be used in describing different models. The second phase
employed a multi-stage methodology: identification of successful Foundations programs that
represented elements of the model; writing case studies of good practice and; consideration of
the characteristics of effective programs by a stakeholder group (senior management, senior and
early career academics, academic developers and students).
A visual representation identifying key elements of different models was developed:
philosophical approach underpinned the intersecting areas of curriculum (content and activities),
mode of delivery (face to face, on-line, intensive or stretched and policy requirements)
Using these elements and through conducting interviews, five good practice case studies
were written to describe the range of practice in the Australian HE sector. A clear picture
emerged of how institutional philosophy and context influenced the structure, content and
delivery patterns of programs. Additionally, the predominance of mandatory programs reflected
a growing emphasis on the importance of quality teaching. The cases also demonstrated how the
four key themes of successful programs, as identified by the stakeholder group, could be
translated into practice. These themes were: Embedding a student centred approach; Encouraging
a scholarly approach to teaching; Building networks and relationships and; Orienting staff to
their institutional context. A noteworthy observation in terms of effectiveness and efficiency was
that of flexibility.
The five case studies give insight into the range of Foundations programs across
Australia, allow sharing of practice and, provide models for benchmarking purposes.
Recognising that these programs have multiple purposes, the insights gained from the
stakeholder group, have provided four thematic touchstones for the design and evaluation of
Foundations programs. The benefits of allowing for reflection, building of learning communities
amongst the participants and, providing opportunities for negotiation around content to take into
account individual contexts and experience were clearly identified. Importantly, it was noted that
there was a strong connection between completion of Foundations programs and personal and
institutional success in learning and teaching.
Keywords: foundations programs, academic development
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The Development of Teachers’ Motivation Beliefs and Commitment to
Teaching: Phase 1-Analysis of the Factors of Teachers’ Motivation Beliefs and
Commitment to Teaching Developed from Teaching Professional Practicum
Yanisa Buranachaitavee
Srinakharinwirot University

Abstract
The purpose of this study was to analyze the factors of pre-service teachers’ motivation
beliefs and commitment to teaching developed in the professional practicum. The sample
consisted of 450 fifth-year students majoring in education of three state universities in Bangkok.
Simple random sampling was utilized to represent the population of 2,855 students of all
universities in Bangkok that offered educational programs leading to education majors. Surveys
through questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were the major data collection methods
that yielded 4 keys findings as the following: (1) Self efficacy was positively, significantly
correlated with job satisfaction that was also correlated with job commitment. The significance
level was .05; (2) Job stress was directly, negatively correlated with both job commitment and
self efficacy at the .05 level of significance; (3) Self efficacy was non-significantly correlated
with job commitment, but positively significantly correlated with job satisfaction at the .05 level
of significance; and (4) Job satisfaction was positively correlated with job commitment at the .05
level of significance. Qualitative data added more detailed findings that self efficacy was
a combination of self confidence in the areas of classroom management and receiving respect
from students.
Keywords: teachers’ motivation beliefs, commitment to teaching
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Clinical Teaching Skills for Medical Students: Our Future Educators
Annette Burgess, K. Black, R. Chapman, C. Roberts, C. Mellis
University of Sydney

Abstract
In 2010, Sydney Medical School conducted a “Teaching on the Run” (TOR) program for
students. The program provides theoretical background and active participation in clinical skills
teaching and assessment. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the
program by assessing participants’ perceived acquisition of teaching and assessment skills.
Seventeen students who participated in the program completed pre/post questionnaires based on
key outcomes of the program. Qualitative data were collected by focus group. Pre and post
surveys were collected from 15 students (88%). Seven students participated in the focus group.
The results revealed that the program substantially increased students’ perceived ability to apply
basic educational principles, design and implement learning activities, but not to assess peers.
The TOR program appears to be successful in providing students with a basis for developing and
implementing teaching strategies. In providing clinical teacher training to senior medical
students, they can effectively contribute to the teaching of peers, and are better equipped to enter
the medical workforce, where teaching and peer review is a requirement. Further training in
assessment strategies is required. It can be concluded that the TOR program provides
a foundation from which future medical educators may be trained. In particular, these students
now have an understanding of the principles of adult learning, and know how to plan and deliver
a teaching session. The TOR program is a worthwhile activity, highlighting to students the
importance of their future role as clinical teachers.
Keywords: clinical teaching, undergraduate professionalism
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How Do We Know If Higher Education Teacher Preparation Programs
Are Achieving Their Goals of Improving Teaching and Enhancing
Student Learning?
Denise Chalmers1, Sue Stoney2, Allan Goody2, Veronica Goerke2
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Abstract
Professional development programs to enhance teaching and learning have been a feature
of the academic culture of many higher education institutions throughout the world for over 50
years. During this time there have been significant changes in the teaching environment in
universities. Pedagogical understandings have developed, technology has provided
unprecedented opportunities of access and enrichment and ethnic and cultural diversity has
demanded new understandings and skills of academic staff who have increasingly engaged in
dialogue and reflections on their teaching. Furthermore, in a climate of accountability by federal
governments and demands by students for high quality educational experiences, institutions have
continued to expand their teacher development opportunities in order to raise the quality of
teaching. The range and types of these development activities vary considerably in their scope,
intended outcomes, structure and delivery mode and include accredited degree programs,
Teaching Preparation Programs, incidental workshops and formal or informal activities such as
peer review and consultations. While provision appears comprehensive in a significant number
of institutions, the question of whether the programs have had an impact on teaching and
learning remains largely unanswered. Indeed the literature suggests that, while there has been
some research into the effectiveness of teacher preparation programs, there is little evidence of
impact on enhancing teaching practice, student satisfaction, student learning or the institutional
climate that rewards and recognises teaching. This is in part due to a reliance on limited sources
of evidence such as participant satisfaction and a general reluctance to confront the challenge of
determining indicators and measures of effectiveness and impact. This paper reports on a
national project in Australia which has involved developing and trialling an evaluation
framework appropriate for the range of teacher preparation programs in higher education. The
Teacher Preparation Program Effectiveness Indicator Framework, informed by a theoretical and
evidence-based model is being trialled in collaborating universities.
Keywords: teacher preparation programs, impact, evaluation framework
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Assessing Impacts of Educational Development: Progress and Perennial
Questions
Nancy Chism, Matthew Holley, Cameron Harris
Indiana University

Abstract
For years, educational developers have been keenly aware of the importance of assessing
the impact of their work (Baume, 2002; Weimer, 2007). Some have proposed conceptual
frameworks and schemes for defining impact and the various levels on which it might be
assessed; several have discussed methodological questions. Important recent summaries of this
literature have been published over the past decade. In addition, literature on educational
development interventions has blossomed, with most descriptions of activities including some
assessment of the results. This session is based on an analysis of the methodological literature
and a synthesis of 140 actual studies of the impact of various educational development
interventions over the past ten years (Chism, Holley, & Harris, forthcoming). Facilitators will
present an overview of their findings, and then engage participants in discussing how to define
impact and how to best measure it for selected educational intervention types.
Participants will gain: (1) Increased appreciation for the variety of ways in which impact
can be defined; (2) Increased understanding of range of methods used to assess impact of
educational development; and (3) Ideas for planning impact assessments for several types of
interventions.
Following an overview of their study of 140 pieces of literature on the impact of
educational development published since 2000, the presenters will lead participants in an open
discussion of the nature of impact—what are developers realistically expecting to achieve
through different types of interventions? Each participant will then join in a small group
discussion focused on a given scenario (workshop, community of practice, course in college
teaching, webinar, mentoring, consultation) and discuss what educational development impacts
the group would think it feasible to assess following this type of intervention and what methods
they would use to do the assessment. Finally, the session will close with an enumeration of issues
still to be explored in the assessment of educational development practice, along with
suggestions for future work.
Keywords: assessment, educational development practice
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Curriculum Development of Successful Intelligence Promoting for
Nursing Students
Saranya Chularee
Suranaree University of Technology

Abstract
Successful intelligence is the integrated set of ability needed to attain success in life,
within individual’s socio-cultural context. People are successfully intelligent by recognizing their
strengths and making the most of them at the same time that they recognize their weakness and
find ways to correct or compensate for them. Successfully intelligent people can adapt to, shape,
and select environments by using a balance of higher-ordered thinking abilities; critical, creative,
and applicative. The purposes of this study were: (1) to develop curriculum to promote
successful intelligence for nursing students; and (2) to study the effectiveness of the course
developed. The research methodology was a research and development Design (R&D) that was
divided into two phases: (1) the curriculum development which was composed of three steps:
needs assessment, curriculum development and trying out the curriculum; and (2) the curriculum
implementation. In this phase, a pre-experimental research design (one group pretest-posttest
design) was conducted. The population was 49 sophomore nursing students of Boromarajonani
College of Nursing, Surin, Thailand who enrolled in Health problem course I in 2011 academic
year. The data was carefully collected from: (1) Nursing Care Plan evaluation form; (2) group
processing evaluation form; (3) satisfied evaluation form of learning; and (4) modified essay
questions test (MEQ). The collected data was analyzed by descriptive statistics and content
analysis method. The results revealed that the post-test average score of successful intelligence
were higher than pre-test average score (mean difference was 5.03, S.D. = 2.84). The students
who passed the criteria at 70 percentages after posttest that represent at 57.14 percentages.
Students could cooperate in learning how to write Nursing Care Plan. The average satisfaction of
teaching in the whole view was at a high level (mean = 4.35, S.D. = 0.46). The result of the study
completely agreed with the basic curriculum principle which was mainly based on psychology,
humanism, constructivism and theory of successful intelligence that enable students develop
three intellectual abilities: analytical, creative and applicative thinking, including linking prior
knowledge with new knowledge by using multiple ways of learning. Successfully intelligent
people manifest their skills by adapting to, shaping, and selecting environments (Sternberg &
Grigorenko, 2007). In addition, cooperative learning by using group process can encourage
positive interaction between learners-learners and learners-teacher, self esteem, self confidence
and coping skill (Johnson & Johnson, 1994). The summarizations of students’ reflection were;
the program constructed was very interesting. They were satisfied with the learning activities
provided. The program did not only stimulate their learning but provide a systematic thinking.
The students could understand the nursing process better and have a positive attitude towards it.
The relationships between students-students and students-teacher were better and students accept
their weaknesses and strength and try to find appropriate ways to develop themselves.
Keywords: curriculum development, successful intelligence, nursing education
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Abstract
Educational developers claim that an in depth insight in academics’ educational
development is crucial to provide adequate educational support. Although research reveals that
academics express similar foci when discussing their teaching development, different views are
expressed regarding how this process exactly takes place. Some present teaching development as
a linear process, consisting of stages and according concerns academics go through (eg
Robertson, 1999). Others model teaching development as a process of hierarchical inclusiveness
of conceptions of teaching (eg Åkerlind, 2003). Being educational developers, we carried out a
small scale study to test the assumptions that underpin earlier studies in order to better
understand the process academics working at the University of Leuven (Belgium) experience.
We anticipated that gaining a better understanding would help us to improve the design of our
novice academics teaching programme, and would also inform the design of a follow-up study.
Based on a literature review, we formulated two research questions: (1) what foci do
respondents express when they discuss their teaching development? And (2) does the process of
teaching development show a specific pattern?
We interviewed 6 academics, having a teaching experience of 8 to 10 years, using a semistructured protocol. We invited them to elaborate on how they went about preparing and teaching
two courses. Besides this, we also asked them to reflect upon their evolution in teaching. The
interviews were transcribed and analysed using a hermeneutic approach. Earlier detected foci,
relating to academics’ self, teaching and their students, were expressed by our respondents, but
there appeared to be no linear process of stages revolving around one particular focus. Also, no
evidence in favour of a “hierarchical inclusiveness”-model was found.
The results of our study confirm academics’ teaching development is a holistic
experience: several foci are present simultaneously while their exact content also seems to
evolve throughout the process of teaching development. These findings suggest that for our
novice academics programme, the challenge seems not to be that we have to shift the
participants’ attention from self- or teaching-related to student-related foci, but rather that we
need to help them to juggle these in a way that is most conducive to students’ learning. Clearly
further research into the triggers and barriers of teaching development is needed. Preferably, the
design of such research would make up for the apparent weaknesses of our study and work with
a larger number of respondents. We are planning to carry out a longitudinal study documenting
academics’ development in different ways (not only focusing on self-reported data) and
exploring their individual characteristics and working conditions to a greater extent.
Keywords: academics teaching development, instructional development
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The Story of Rural Clinical Teaching and Learning on the Canadian Prairies:
From Photographs and Words to Digital Storytelling
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Abstract
The objective of the research was to discover the story of nursing preceptorship in rural
Alberta and Saskatchewan using photos and stories. Using digital cameras supplied by the
researchers, nursing students and their rural preceptors (field educators) took over 800
photographs documenting the experience of rural teaching and learning on the Canadian prairies.
These photographs, together with the participants’ narratives, formed the basis of several
published articles; presentations; a website; and a full-color, hardcover photo-essay entitled
Through Their Own Eyes: Images of Rural Nursing, targeted at stakeholders and policymakers.
As the researchers were disseminating their findings, they discovered the potential of digital
storytelling (DS) to enhance the appeal and impact of their message. With minimal difficulty, the
authors of Through Their Own Eyes converted their data into a digital story on the rural nursing
experience. This accessible, online resource now serves as a recruitment tool for rural agencies,
an orientation for clinical educators and students, a model for others seeking to bring their own
visual and narrative data to life, and a tribute to the practitioners of a seldom recognized but vital
area of nursing. The conclusions for this research were generated in part by the participants, who
indicated a need for more student practica in rural settings; curricular changes to incorporate
knowledge about rural health care and rural communities; post-graduation rural mentorship
programs; and site/community-specific preparation in skills and content. Preceptors emphasized
the importance of students bringing sufficient knowledge to the rural preceptorship, pertaining
not only to the nature of care but also to the predominant health care issues in the community.
Keywords: digital storytelling, photovoice, preceptorship, recruitment, rural nursing
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A Framework of PBL Staff Development Program for a Thai University
Prarthana Coffin
Aalborg University

Abstract
Staff development is a crucial element for educational intervention. Realizing the
importance of staff development, this study aims to pin point suitable methodologies in
developing a framework for a problem-based learning (PBL) academic staff development
program for a Thai university. The research questions are: (1) To what extent is the PBL staff
development necessary when initiating the implementation of PBL? (2) How can university
lecturers be assisted to acquire pedagogical competences for effective implementation of PBL
curriculum? (3) What types of staff development methodologies can be used in training the new
PBL practitioners?
Through a combination of a literature review, observation of staff development
workshops and courses, and interviews with 6 PBL experts which emphasize the facilitator’s
roles in PBL, this study will produce guidelines in developing a framework for a PBL academic
staff development program for a Thai university context. The paper will describe the
methodologies of organizing an academic staff training program used at Aalborg University and
also report on the perspectives from PBL experts on the important elements needed for a PBL
staff development program. The results and reflections of the study will contribute to a suitable
design of a PBL academic staff development program for a Thai university context.

Keywords: educational intervention, problem-based learning (PBL), PBL staff development, framework
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The Attainment Gap in Higher Education: Using Research to Enhance
Teaching and Learning
Debby Cotton, Mel Joyner
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Abstract
In the context of widening participation policies in higher education (HE), the success
rates of different groups of students have come under considerable scrutiny. Gender and ethnicity
have been identified as key attributes predicting attainment in HE, and the lower proportions of
male and BME students achieving ‘good’ degrees (firsts or upper seconds) has become a matter
of some debate. Research by Broecke & Nicholls (2008) reveals that students from ethnic
minority backgrounds obtain poorer degree results than white students, even when controlling
for prior achievement, age, gender and discipline. They also found that women were more likely
to achieve better degree classifications than men, except when it came to attaining a first, where
there was no statistically significant difference. While previous research has explored the
influence of prior (school) success and discipline on attainment patterns, less attention has been
paid to the higher education experience itself and its influence on attainment
This paper outlines the findings of a recent research project at Plymouth University,
which aimed to explore differences in the university experience of different student groups and
its potential influence on patterns of attainment. The research used a mixed-methods approach to
explore possible reasons for the existence of gender and ethnicity attainment gaps in the context
of a UK new university, investigating both academic and social experiences of students, as well
as lecturers’ views on student achievement. Most of the BME students in this research were of
international origin, so the research has the potential to shed light on the experiences of this
group in particular.
From the quantitative analysis, five key differences emerged between the groups:
(1) BME students were significantly more likely to report that ‘a university education is very
important’ than white students; (2) BME students were significantly more likely to report that ‘It
was very important for my family that I attend university’ than white students; (3) White
students were significantly more likely to be ‘comfortable speaking English to friends and
classmates’ than BME students; (4) Female white students had a significantly higher reported
study time outside of classes than male students; and (5) Female students (BME and white) were
significantly more likely to report feeling ‘anxious before an exam or class assessment’ than
male students.
In addition, white males and BME overseas students were most likely to over-estimate
their likely degree outcomes, indicating that they were not accurately gauging their level of
learning. Qualitative data illustrate differences in motivation for attendance at university
(between BME and white students) as well as differences in approaches to study (between male
and female students). They also reveal gendered beliefs about what constitutes a ‘good student’
on the part of both students and staff, and hint at the difficulties for overseas students of fitting
into a new learning culture.
Keywords: cross-cultural education, inclusivity, attainment
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Transformative Learning in Sustainability: Student and Staff Perspectives
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate students’ experiences of transformational learning
for sustainability in two UK universities. Education for Sustainability (EfS) is a global agenda
for Higher Education (HE), and one which has significant implications for educational
developers (Cotton et al. in press). To date, the focus in HE has been primarily on content rather
than process; however, there is growing recognition that for HE to contribute to the scale of
social change that EfS advocates, it must have transformative capacity so that students can
reconsider dominant social framings such as consumerism, and respond to the complex personal
and professional challenges that sustainability poses. EfS is an issue which has the potential for
impact across the entire university curriculum, which challenges the traditional division between
disciplines, as well as some of the customary HE pedagogies. Research evidence increasingly
suggests that ‘good sustainable development pedagogy is often simply good pedagogy’ (HEFCE,
2008, p34), and this makes the topic potentially very appealing for educational developers.
In this research, we investigated the educational experiences which students and staff
associated with transformational learning about sustainability in contrasting institutional
contexts. The research focused on two UK universities which characterise successful wholeinstitution transformation, both being nationally recognised leaders in EfS. We interviewed
a total of 42 participants across both universities, adopting a critical incident methodology
(Tripp, 1993) to focus on specific examples of transformation in action, and compared the
different perspectives of students and staff. Interviews were analysed inductively using NVivo to
draw out key themes as well as similarities and differences between students and staff at the two
institutions. The data are currently at an early stage of analysis. However, initial indications are
that staff link transformative learning with a growth in independence (in living and in thinking)
associated with HE. However, they perceive tensions between the apparent need to develop
students as disciplinary experts, and the more inter-disciplinary holistic understandings required
for EfS. Both staff and students see experiential learning such as projects and fieldwork as
contributing to transformative learning; however students consider a very wide range of learning
experiences (particularly informal interaction with staff) as potentially transformative. In this
paper, we will use the research findings to illustrate how participants might respond to the EfS
agenda in their own context, and harness the EfS agenda for educational development purposes.
Given the increasing internationalisation of higher education and the global emphasis on HE as
a vehicle for promoting sustainability literacy, we argue that the research findings have relevance
for other national contexts and that a critical discussion of this issue is both timely and important.
Discussion and collaboration with international colleagues is actively sought by the research
team with a view to sharing ideas and co-operating on common research agendas.
Keywords: transformative learning, sustainability, research
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The Collaborative Exploration of Teaching-and-Learning Strategies to
Reduce the ‘At Risk’ Identity of Students: A Case study in Dental Technology
Gillian Cruickshank, Anisa Vahed
Durban University of Technology

Abstract
With an increase in school-leaving pass rates in South Africa, there is a concomitant
increase in concern for the number of first-year university students’ lacking basic levels of
knowledge (Bawa, 2012). Jansen (2012) also asserted that South African students continue to
graduate from universities “with the same conceptual and skill limitations with which they came
through school”. Consequently, huge gaps are created between what the graduate’s university
diploma says, and their actual performance in the real world. Academic development is therefore
viewed as a pivotal system for supporting lecturers in closing the gap for students’ to access and
adjust to levels of education required at university. There is a burgeoning body of studies
(Thesen and Pletzen, 2006; Kreber, 2009; Janks, 2010) addressing the pedagogical processes
employed to assist students to access subject-specific knowledge. In responding to the concerns
of Jansen and Bawa, this paper intentionally focuses on how collaborative teaching-and-learning
strategies implemented in the first-year Dental Technology programme at the Durban University
of Technology, sought to reduce the ‘at risk’ identity of first-year students. The presentation
outlines the integrated teaching relationship between the academic development practitioner and
the discipline lecturer in facilitating students to make meaning of their subject-specific tasks
within, and beyond, the context of the classroom.
This research endeavoured to enable students to navigate and make meaning of their
subject-specific tasks through an oral poster presentation and written report. An interpretative
research paradigm and action research case study strategy was therefore adopted. The
participants were first-year Dental Technology students (n=30), who registered for the subject
Oral Anatomy in 2011. In order to exemplify the teaching-and-learning strategies used, data was
gathered by means of student interviews, observations made during oral presentations, and
through students’ reflective written feedback.
The key findings of this study on the oral poster presentations relate to the acquired skills
that are transferable to the workplace, together with the academic and personal development of
selected first-year students. Students learned to develop visual and verbal competencies that not
only seem to closely correspond to Dental Technology, but to everyday perceptions of the
workplace as well. This is particularly important within the context of teaching-and-learning of
Oral Anatomy, which generally creates a disjunction between everyday common-sense
knowledge and the systematised knowledge of the discipline (Archer, 2006). The oral poster
presentation strategy significantly reduced the ‘at risk’ identity of students as it nurtured their
learning while empowering them to behave like professionals.
Keywords: academic development, dental technology, identity, collaborative learning
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Abstract
The dominant paradigm of learning and teaching is that knowledge is vested in specific
disciplines and disciplinary work is signified by the metaphor of deepening along a vertical axis.
Knowledge today, however, ‘is depicted as a network or a web with multiple nodes of
connection, and a dynamic system’ (Klein, 2004) and encompasses tacit and process knowledge,
knowing-how and practical knowledge (Barnett, 2009). Klein (2000) notes, that for most of the
twentieth century, the question of knowledge has been framed by disciplinarity, as mode 1 rather
than the mode 2 learning of interdisciplinarity. Knowledge, however, is extracted from a fully
integrated world and it is “dis-integrated” by university disciplinary units. Even university-based
‘interdisciplinary’ research centers are generally ‘for’ rather than ‘of’ the university (Klein,
1996). Such disciplinary silos that structure practice encompassed by spaces of knowledge are
rife.
The challenge for teachers, students and academic developers is that universities embody
disciplines. Branches of research and learning create boundaries to knowledge, practice,
creativity, innovation and problem resolution. Such boundaries are reinforced by: university
structures and funding models that effectively encourage discipline separation; a focus on
discipline program threshold learning outcomes potentially aligning program level reviews with
financial reward; managing staff across departmental divides; undervaluing interdisciplinary
teaching and research in workload formulas or research outcomes; and, lack of training and
support for interdisciplinary teaching (Thew, 2007; Caruso & Rhoten, 2001). In an increasingly
complex world, academics, and our students, cannot continue to function in this way.
The paper connects the challenge of interdisciplinary learning and how the integrative
process of this work requires specific dispositions and capabilities. Through exploring the
experiences of students and staff, we pose a need for professional development for both staff and
students that explicitly supports interdisciplinary study. What is often absent is inclusion of
interdisciplinarity as a study topic when students engage in interdisciplinary work.
We will support the ethos of “interdisciplinarity is first and foremost a state of mind
requiring each person to have an attitude that combines humility with open mindedness and
curiosity, a willingness to engage in dialogue and hence the capacity for assimilation and
synthesis” (OECD, 1972) and provide opportunities for discussion of ideas and application to
ongoing work.
Keywords: integrated learning, interdisciplinary, dispositions, academic development
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Developing Global Competence in Higher Education
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Abstract
Despite Japanese universities’ ability to offer advanced technological education in
a rapidly globalizing higher education system, the major flow of international students has been
directed towards English speaking countries. This trend indicates that the faculty’s ability to
teach in English is indispensable for making Japanese universities attractive to excellent students
worldwide. The university system needs to evolve gradually, not only in terms of the medium of
instruction of the courses offered (which is mostly in Japanese), but also from the perspective of
instructional design. Therefore, a shift from the traditional instructional strategies towards a more
student centered approach, using English as the medium of instruction is very crucial. Also,
facilitating active learning in the classroom is beneficial for students coming from various
cultural backgrounds. Implementation of such methods would help students to take a step
forward in acknowledging their own responsibility towards learning and initiating a change from
monotony to spontaneity. We are going to share some of the e-Learning material that has been
developed by the project to raise the faculty’s motivation to improve their teaching skills, and
discuss active learning strategies used in our classrooms supported by student evaluations.
Keywords: FD, globalization of education, e-Learning
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Building Innovative Pathways for Expanding Learning Opportunities:
Their Implementation and Evaluation
Deabshrita Ghosh Dastidar, Tomoko Arikawa
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Abstract
This presentation aims to introduce and evaluate the final version of e-Learning material,
implementing learner centered teaching approaches created for the Global Faculty Development
Project at X University, with the aim of enhancing teaching and learning. Developing the
contents is only half the job done. The purpose of this session is to present our contents, discuss
the challenges we are facing in terms of implementation and evaluate the final product. This
process would help us to strategize the implementation process and successfully launch the eLearning material which is based on the learner centered FD Workshops and Symposia held
annually to improve teaching and course design skills. To increase the effectiveness of the
workshop and symposia, the e-Learning module has been developed for the target faculty
members namely those who are unable to attend the actual Faculty Development (FD)
workshops and symposia, future aspirants or graduates of FD workshops for review purposes.
We would like to share the contents created from the 2008 FD workshop and micro teaching
sessions along with additional material based on follow-up and co-instructor workshops,
symposium talk, four-day workshop annual highlights and a section on the introduction of the
workshop. Users can view the actual videos of the workshops and symposia, attempt the
keywords, key sentences, multiple choice questions, concepts and case study related to the
material in order to help them review and analyze their teaching practices. Next we would focus
on evaluating the material as it is crucial to further improve upon the present version. The two
foremost attributes is basically to assess the effectiveness and look into the scope of possible
improvement. The goal is to find out the reaction of the faculty/audience to the-learning material
in terms of quality of contents, user friendly aspects and learning environment. Gathering
feedback related to these areas is useful for demonstrating the effectiveness of the material. It
would be conducted in four levels based on Kirkpatrick’s (1959) model for assessing
effectiveness; Evaluating Reaction, Evaluating Learning, Evaluating Behavior, and Evaluating
Results. Based on Kirkpatrick's Four Levels of Evaluation, we hope to provide indicators for
fulfilling the objectives of e-Learning material and determine the best practices to effectively
implement, maintain and sustain it.
Keywords: e-learning, faculty development, teaching practices, evaluating, effectiveness, feedback,
results
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The Black, Minority, Ethnic Student Experience at a Small English
University: An Examination of the Experiences of Isolation and
Differentiation of Minority Ethnic Students Undertaking
Undergraduate Study
Chantal Davies
University of Chester

Abstract
This paper will present the findings of a research study exploring the experiences of
Black, Minority, Ethnic (‘BME’) students within a small English University particularly in
relation to feelings of isolation and differentiation. These feelings of isolation and differentiation
have important implications for the development of strategy and policy within the research
institution and beyond, particularly in relation to the promotion and development of specific
initiatives aimed at BME students. The paper will also explore the emerging theme of BME
student negative perceptions of employability. The recognised need for research in this area is
particularly compelling in relation to the experience of ethnic minority undergraduates on a
campus with a low proportion of BME staff and students such as the research site. It is
anticipated that the findings of this research will add to the emerging body of national and
international work in this area and assist in understanding the BME experience within the
research institution and other UK HEIs, and also universities and colleges in the wider European
context. In particular, it will provide a firm evidential base for the development of institutional
policy and strategy in this important area, with a particular focus on the learning experience and
progression of BME students. In addition to various external calls for further research in this
area, the necessity for institutional research into the BME student experience is reinforced by the
basic statutory requirements in the UK imposed by the public sector equality duty and pursuant
to the Equality Act 2010.
Keywords: ethnicity, student experience, Black Minority Ethnic, enhancement, higher education
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On the Right Journey? A Fresh Look at Academic Career Management
Strategies and Organizational Practice
Shelda Debowski
University of Western Australia

Abstract
Most higher education practices and conventions have evolved to match the global,
competitive context in which the sector now operates. One of the remaining bastions of tradition
relates to academic career management, with senior staff fiercely preserving long-standing
conventions about what is valued and recognised. There is still a strong pressure to perform on
research-related activities rather than as a more broad-based academic. The emerging literature
around scholarship of engagement and the critical need for quality teaching highlights the
continuing debate about what counts in academic work. With these conflicting messages, it is
difficult for early career academics, and even experienced academics, to effectively judge what
counts and what matters. The changing context of higher education employment has made high
performance even more difficult to achieve, given that many staff have limited access to the
resources, support and training necessary to undertake their work. With the increasing
casualisation of the higher education workforce this has been even more challenging, particularly
for women who carry many of the more marginal roles. This presentation will explore the
changing nature of career management, drawing on current theories of career strategy and
planning. The implications of viewing career management as a self determining, values-based
exercise will be discussed, particularly in terms of the priorities people seek to gain from
working in academe. Implications for universities in terms of promotion, support of adjunct staff,
and recognition of marginalised groups will be opened up for discussion. The paper will offer
some useful models that reflect new paradigms for career management. It will argue that
guidance for academics on how to plan their careers needs to be better attuned to this complex
world. The responsibilities of University managers in creating a more supportive work
environment that enriches employees will be briefly reviewed highlighting the need for robust
discussions as to how well universities value their employees.
Keywords: academic careers, academic promotion, career strategies
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Building Effective National Networks: A Case Study and Implications for
Leading Networks
Shelda Debowski, Denise Chalmers
University of Western Australia

Abstract
In 2011 the Australian government funded an initiative to support networks to promote
the dissemination of grant project outcomes and embed good practice in learning and teaching in
higher education. The network funding aimed to consolidate existing connections in the sector
and help foster new collegial and cross-institutional links to generate high-level collaborative
approaches to teaching and learning issues. The majority of networks funded were Discipline and
regional networks. However the National Network Initiative (NNI) was focused on facilitating a
sustainable collaborative network of higher education professional associations: fostering and
disseminating best practice, promoting collaboration in higher education, engaging academic
staff in the scholarship of learning and teaching, encouraging ALTC/OLT work and influence to
continue, encouraging and supporting future collaborative initiatives.
The National 3 key areas of conceptualisation for the NNI (draft) are Networking,
Communicating, Transforming in Higher Education. A meeting early in 2012 drafted the
following four Key Goals: (1) Create a network of higher education organizations to progress
the promotion dissemination, and enhancement of 'best practice' in higher education learning and
teaching; (2) Develop a sustainable network of higher education organizations that champions
the scholarship of learning and teaching beyond the project funding; (3) Facilitate the sharing of
higher education ‘best practice’; and (4) Foster and encourage research into higher education.
A key issue identified was the importance of building capacity as new leaders of established
formal networks assume their role. The group explored a number of priorities, including
developing some effective protocols and guidelines that might be shared across different
networked communities to encourage heightened leadership capabilities in each of our networks.
At that meeting the NNI also agreed that it would like to canvass feedback from other networks
on any challenges experience in building leadership capacity and succession planning.in this
presentation, then, we will overview the project and its current stage, and then invite participant
input as to the challenges that could be assisted through communal sharing of processes, policies
and systems. This feedback will be taken back to the project group and integrated into our
planning, to facilitate a long-term goal of expanding the project's reach beyond Australia.
Keywords: teaching and learning networks, network leadership
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A Learning-Centered Approach to Designing Courses
L. Dee Fink
Dee Fink & Associates

Abstract
As caring teachers, we want our students to experience valuable kinds of learning in our
courses. This session will introduce participants to a learning-centered approach to designing
courses. We will go through the actual steps of designing a course: formulating significant
learning outcomes and then integrating those outcomes with appropriate learning and assessment
activities. By the end of the session, participants will know how to design courses that lead to
greater student engagement and better student learning.
This session has one general objective: participants will be able to design high-quality,
learning-centered courses. More specifically, this means they will be able to: (1) formulate
significant learning outcomes; (2) identify the learning activities and assessment activities that
are needed for each of their learning outcomes; and (3) integrate the learning and assessment
activities into a time-sequence that builds on students’ previous knowledge and on preceding
course activities. People who attend this session will leave with two important “take-aways”:
(1) They will understand the principles of learning-centered course design that they can then use
to design any course in the future; and (2) They will have completed much of the work of
designing one course of their own during the workshop, using a learning-centered approach.
The session will begin by looking at the important role of course design in the overall act
of teaching. Then participants will engage in a “Dreaming” exercise in which they visualize what
they really want their students to learn. Then we will go through all the primary steps in Fink’s
model of Integrated Course Design, the ones identified above. In each step, participants will
actually do the work of writing significant learning outcomes, identifying appropriate learning
activities, etc. The activities will alternate between “whole group” and small group activities.
The small group activities provide a means of generating focused dialogue and feedback on the
work involved in high-quality design of courses.
Keywords: course design, learning-centered
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Covert Resistance and (Mis)conceptions: Challenges to Developing Teaching
Learning and Assessment in a Higher Education Context
Christopher Deneen
University of Hong Kong

Abstract
Enhancement of teaching, learning and assessment (TLA) is a desirable goal in higher
education. Innovative TLA embraces a variety of tenets; including opportunities for knowledge
and skill construction (Boud, 2010), provision of timely and learning-oriented feedback (Carless,
2007) and increased emphasis on articulating and assessing valuable complex outcomes,
including life-long learning outcomes that are sustainable beyond a classroom or higher
education environment (Boud, 2010). Achieving change in TLA, however, may be a complex
and highly demanding process that requires a viable structural/theoretical model (Nicol &
Draper, 2009). This study analyzes the attempt by one tertiary institution in Hong Kong to
enhance its TLA practices. The trial stage of an institution-wide change in TLA was initiated
based on a model taking into account multiple stakeholder and curriculum elements. The analysis
of the trial process and results is guided by two research questions: to what degree was a shift in
TLA practices achieved through the given development model? What problems and challenges
emerged that require amending the change model and intended approach? Participants consisted
of 35 instructors, 672 students and six developers. Data was collected through student and
instructor surveys, policy and course documents, student and instructor focus groups, and
developer notes. Scale-based survey results were subjected to ANOVA; open survey responses,
documents and focus group results were qualitatively coded using a sequential but iterative
process adapted from Miles and Huberman’s suggested coding procedures (1999). Analysis of
policy documents and initial focus group transcripts revealed the positive effect of upper
management support and early real-time documentation, analysis and reporting on achieving
momentum for change. However, ANOVA and open-response analysis of later survey results
revealed this was not enough to penetrate beyond surface-level compliance or achieve the
desired scale of changes. Analysis further revealed conceptual bias in instructors’ perception of
achieved change and quality of change. Developer notes and focus group data suggest this was
compounded by covert resistance by instructors and mid-level management. While some
successes may be reported, it was clear that covert resistance of stakeholders and instructors’
(mis)conceptions of TLA practice must be accounted for and addressed to model successful TLA
change. The results of the study form a compelling picture of how challenging it may be to
achieve innovative TLA changes. While situated in Hong Kong, this research has relevance for
any educational institution currently affected by increasing calls for better TLA. Implications for
institutions attempting similar initiatives are discussed.
Keywords: faculty development, enhancement of teaching learning & assessment, course development,
resistance, change management
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Student Feedback Based Instructional Coaching for Job-Embedded Faculty
Development
Ivan D'haese
University College Ghent

Abstract
It is common practice in quality assurance in higher education to ask for student ratings
of faculty teaching practice. Student evaluation questionnaires are administered to students to
collect students’ opinions and measure academics’ teaching performance. Student evaluations
are situated between professionalism and performativity. Faculty’s responses to this type of
student feedback appear to be related to the feeling they have on the purpose (performativity or
professionalism) of collecting the student feedback. Faculty responses on student evaluations
have been studied and typologies of responses published. It was reported that lecturers’
responses tend to be influenced by overall results of these evaluations. Teaching performances
may be rated either positively or negatively and give rise to consequent responses. However, not
all kind of responses may lead to a formative use of student evaluations which could jeopardize
faculty development efforts. In particular, those new to the profession or with limited experience
coping with student feedback may need additional support in coming to terms with it, in order to
learn from evaluation and improve their practice.
Therefore the University College Ghent launched an instructional coaching programme to
help faculty responding in a proper way to student evaluations. Experienced internal coaches or
peers, familiar with teaching and learning as well as with quality assurance and student
evaluations in higher education are approached to involve themselves in supporting the formative
use of student evaluations in the framework of faculty development. Instructional coaches work
on a one-on-one basis with lecturers, providing guidance and other resources as needed.
Together, they focus on practical strategies for engaging students and improving their learning.
It is job-embedded, addressing issues lecturers face in their daily teaching practice. The goal is
twofold: improved teaching practice and improved student learning. The session brings a concise
literature review, describes the instructional coaching process and related matters and brings
a narrative report on the first findings with this newly implemented approach in dealing with
student evaluations on lecturers’ teaching performances and how to use these evaluations
formatively for job-embedded faculty development and professionalism.
Keywords: faculty development, instructional coaching, student feedback
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How Acceptance for Academic Staff Development Is Build Up and
Maintained in Different Departments by Way of Example Implementation of
Educational Development Measures at KIT
Anke Diez, Katrin Klink
Karlsruher Institute of Technologie

Abstract
At the end of the session, the participants will be able to develop strategies to increase the
acceptance of university didactic measures in departments that have dismissive attitudes towards
those measures. Further, the participants will learn how to implement suitable procedures to
successfully see these strategies through. In this process, attention has to be paid to synergies that
arise from imbedding the educational development into an academic staff development.
In order to promote the development of teaching competence, i.e. methodical
construction of teaching expertise, and the optimisation of teaching the speakers demonstrate
how educational development (university didactics) must operate as a part of academic staff
development on three levels of the organization development (person, team, organization).
Special attention is given to the fact that the acceptance and thus the approach of university
didactics, is different in different departments and cultures. Educational development measures
were implemented for different target groups at a department at KIT where initial resistance
towards academic staff development and educational development was overcome. This example
highlights and explains the challenges as well as the respective solutions to build and increase
acceptance for academic staff and educational development measures.
The session consists of short theoretical impulses followed by discussions on the basis of
practical examples /-scenarios and their systematic evaluations. The participants will actively
evaluate the given examples in groups and will be able to apply their gathered knowledge their
own universities and working environments.
Keywords: acceptance, learning culture, academic staff development
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An Empirical Analysis of Research-Teaching Nexus in Undergraduate Class
Teaching: A Case Study of Fudan University in China
Yan Ding
Fudan University

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to examine what Chinese teachers and students’ thoughts on
good teaching in a research university, and what kind of teaching they actually have received or
conducted from the perspective of Healey’s four-quadrant schema of the research-teaching nexus
(research-based, research-tutored, research-oriented, research-led). Student and teacher
questionnaires were conducted in Fudan University which is a Chinese top research university.
The findings indicate that most teachers and students agree the good teaching involves
a combination of various approaches with a focus on the research-based teaching. But
practically, the students feel the research-led approach is still dominantly implemented in their
classes which is distinctively different from the teachers’ views. According to the survey,
teachers have not shown a strong preference for research-led mode in their class. Interestingly,
although students know that good class teachers should adopt more student focused approaches,
they do not expect their teachers really spend time in promoting student-teacher and studentstudent interactions
Keywords: research-teaching nexus, undergraduate education, Chinese research university
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Mentoring a Global Generation of Educational Developers: POD/KSU’s
International Institute for New Faculty Developers
Michele DiPietro
Kennesaw State University and POD Network

Abstract
Educational development is crucial for institutions asked to be more student-centered and
more accountable to the public. As a career, it is rewarding and exciting. And yet, at least in the
US, many people enter the field without a qualifying degree and face a steep learning curve.
To address this challenge, every two years the POD Network in the USA sponsors a week-long
Institute for New Faculty Developers. The institute is designed to answer questions and to
provide newcomers with the resources needed for planning and managing programs to
strengthening teaching and learning on campus. When our institution won the bid to host the
institute, we decided to go global and added “International” to the title. Anticipating a worldwide
audience, we also recruited an international set of faculty, from the US as well as Canada, Israel
and Australia (including a former president of ICED). The Institute sold out, with 104 folks
from 10 countries, including countries with no concept of faculty development whose delegates
were coming to learn what is possible. We tried to internationalize the curriculum to reflect
practices and philosophies on educational development from around the world. Our assessment
of the program showed the institute generated overwhelming satisfaction, as well as learning
gains and clear action plans. In this session, participants will be able to: (1) Describe and discuss
goals, structure, challenges and opportunities of such a large scale international event; (2) Reflect
on what constitutes the core of educational development across national traditions; and
(3) Brainstorm possible international collaborations.
The session will be very collaborative. We will start reflecting on what we do as
developers, and then work in groups to compare around the world. Based on that discussion,
each table will generate a curriculum–what are the essential skills and knowledge to develop to
enter the field? What’s reasonable to address in a week? What’s the balance of breadth vs.
depth? Groups will also discuss the best modes to engage participants, formal vs. informal,
individual vs. group etc. After we debrief from every table, I will do a presentation to explain the
history of the Institute, its philosophy, the program and faculty, challenges of internationalizing
it, and participants’ feedback and evaluation. After answering any questions, the final part of the
session will center on brainstorming possible collaborations with other networks around similar
educational development issues, how to get around financial issues, and how general strategies to
foster a global generation of educational developers.
Keywords: mentoring new developers, international educational development
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Towards the Expansionist View for the Implementation of e-Learning
Strategy in a Comprehensive University
Valindawo M. Dwayi
Walter Sisulu University

Abstract
Higher education studies reflect the tendency to adopt the technical and rational
approaches to policy formulation, especially those policies related to education development and
quality enhancement, including certain donor funding agencies for higher education
development. This paper is based on the evaluative study of the implementation of an education
development initiative, which was made possible by means of the NUFFIC funded NPT ZAF
237/267 project in a comprehensive university in South Africa. A qualitative approach was
employed to examine the defining features of the two perspectives, the technical and rational
perspective with its predictive and cost effectiveness inclinations, on one hand, and the critical
and humanist viewpoint with its emancipator and self determinist ideals, on the other hand, as
applied in an education development initiative in an emerging context.
Against the contemporary discourses for the need for integrated academic development,
the study evaluated the implementation of the WSU e-Learning Strategy 2011/12, with specific
reference to the four areas: (1) Setting up and maintenance of the electronic learning
environment; (2) Awareness of the University stakeholders about the e-learning environment and
possibilities this offers them; (3) Capacitating academic staff on e-learning; and (4) Ensuring
student participation in e-learning.
Data collection included interviews of the resource persons, the observation of teaching
and learning activities, and the analysis of organisational documents.
The paper posits that while reaching the set targets as determined by policy and donor
funding requirements, the empowerment and self actualisation of the individual staff and
students, the work teams, and the organisation seem to be the right approach in an emerging and
developing context. Specific recommendations range from the institutional sustainability
requirements which must be responsive to those indicators which are prescribed NUFFIC, to the
organic requirements as derived from the context: aggressive development of ICTs; professional
development of teaching; educational leadership; incentivising of learning and teaching
excellence, both for staff and students, etc.
Keywords: e-Learning strategy, academic development, change management, critical humanist approach,
comprehensive university
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The Use of Metacognitive Strategies and the Role of Social Network in
Autonomous Learning in 21st Century
Sunporn Eiammongkhonsakun
Srinakharinwirot University

Abstract
This article aims to explain the systematic learning strategies in the autonomous learning
of student-centered learning principles by using metacognitive theories. To achieve this, students
have to understand the class assignments they receive, consider related background knowledge,
lay out their plans, find solutions for problems they encounter to achieve the activities’ goal, and
integrate the knowledge and experiences they obtain with the new knowledge they will gain next
time. All of these will help students achieve learning autonomy. Metacognitive theories
encourage students to have freedom of thought to manage their learning autonomously within the
course objectives designed by their teachers. Moreover, regarding the technological advancement
in the 21st century, social network seems to be one of the tools to help students attain learning
autonomy. Therefore, this article will discuss the role of social network, i.e. Facebook, as a tool
to help those students, especially Asian students, who are too shy to express their opinions in
front of their peers and teachers. However, one thing teachers might have to take into
consideration is whether the use of social network will decrease students’ participation in class or
not, and how to solve this problem when technology is merely a classroom that teachers and
students can share but can never have a direct interaction.
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Undergraduate Student Research Skills for the 21st Century: Pedagogical
Investigation for Engaging the Millennial’s beyond Surface Learning
Claire Evans, Claire Allen, Hilary Hollingworth
University of Huddersfield

Abstract
This paper considers the impact of internet search engine retrieval methods on the
research skills of the new millennia student. This is a real teaching and learning challenge now
being addressed by research educators. We have identified that art and design students research
behaviour centres round feeding the computer search engines and not engaging with primary
research. We are at risk of students relying wholly on digitised research as the tools for this exist.
If we do not take the lead in developing robust pedagogical approaches in the design of learning
digital aides we will find ourselves as educators adapting to embedded/entrenched research
behaviour of the new millennial’s a surface learning model.“Google now channels millions and
millions of people to the information they need, on a scale that dwarfs any library, publishing or
newspaper effort. The tail (the retrieval system) is wagging the dog to within an inch of its life”
(Nicholas, 2008). Our research seeks to challenge the surface learning of the new millennial’s.
A prominent method is based on emergent learning theory centring round dialogue and
interaction between student and educator. This approach of collective enterprise and
collaborative learning is no longer tutor centred. This study presents our research of art and
design students. The study looks at comparisons between tutor expectations and student learning
experience within the fashion study field. It will investigate ways to engage the fashion student
to move beyond the ‘attentional’ gate of surface learning considering such methods as embed
spaces for thinking and reflecting, contributing information, socialising and learning. The study
tracks the research process of fashion students and investigates teaching methods to guide them
in their navigation through infinite unedited fashion related information. The discussion will
centre round issues we have identified that arise from the student perspective of what is valid
research. The research has been carried out with undergraduate students from four courses in
collaboration with museum archives over an eighteen month period. The student learning
experience has been investigated by observing formal teaching and learning sessions. Evidence
was gathered through informal observations, film, questionnaires and interviews in the form of
exploratory and qualitative. The boundaries between socialising and researching are blurring due
to Web 2.0 technology. Students focus on feeding the computer search engines and not engaging
with primary research. We need to rethink when and where our tutor interventions take place to
scaffold the student learning experience and engagement.
Keywords: millennial's, emergent learning, teaching pedagogy, student engagement
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Environmental-Based Education for Eradicating Intellectual-Gap between
Theories and Practice in Elementary School Education System in Indonesia
Ragil Fuadi
Airlangga

Abstract
Education should produce students who are not only good at reading and memorizing, but
also good for understanding the surrounding environment, either in the form of the natural
environment or cultural environment. However, along with the development of information and
communication technology, education systems experienced significant shifts in all levels of
education, not least in the elementary school level. The phenomenon is happening now, that
students lack an understanding of the surrounding environment, but only emphasized to master
the material, memorizing, and other cognitive aspects. This paper intends to examine more
deeply about these phenomena, and also offers solutions in the form of environment-based
education system. It is intended to prevent intellectual-gap between theory and practice, which
started early in the primary level.
Keywords: intellectual-gap, environmental-based education, elementary school
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Context and Agency in Academic Development
James Garraway
Cape Peninsula University of Technology

Abstract
The paper explores the scope of and rationale for academic development practices in
a sample of 10 South African universities. Though this is not a new topic, the approach taken to
studying it (realism/critical realism) and the focus of the study (staff on extended programmes)
are relatively unexplored areas. The study attempts to ascertain the combined effects of
university and departmental culture, structure and the agency of academic staff and AD
practitioners in enabling or constraining academic development. The study forms part of a larger
research project on AD across all universities in South Africa. The extended programmes are
specially funded year one programmes for at-risk students and are seen by Government as
a particularly important and difficult sector of university teaching, given the high failure rates in
first year. To this end, Government provides additional funding for certain stipulated forms of
AD within the extended programmes. As AD units are required to submit a detailed annual
report of AD activities to Government, there was a ready source of data on the AD activities. The
study was further seen as a bounded and researchable microcosm of the larger field of AD. The
study also contributes to a larger National Research Foundation project on the influences of
structure, culture and agency in AD in South Africa. Apart from analysing reports, additional
data was also gathered through interviews of AD practitioners at the various universities. Initial
findings indicate that the most dominant forms of AD were teaching and learning skills
workshops and opportunities for staff to attend local T & L conferences. Less evident, though
present, were developmental activities focussed on the scholarship of teaching (for example,
developing staff as AD researchers). Though much of this AD derives from the perceived needs
of teaching staff, it is also circumscribed by the particular university’s understanding of what
counts as AD in relation to the needs of at-risk students, and the extent to which both
Government and university structures afforded AD practitioners and teaching staff learning
opportunities.
Keywords: staff development, context, agency
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Best Practices for Establishing and Growing a Successful Faculty
Development Program
Chris Garrett
Oklahoma City University

Abstract
This presentation will focus on best practices for starting and growing a successful,
comprehensive faculty development program. Participants will learn how to engage faculty in
a variety of programs regardless of the size of your institution, staff, and budget. This interactive
session will engage participants in discussion regarding the challenges of establishing and
developing a thriving teaching and learning center.
The target audience for this session is: (a) those new to faculty development; (b) those
engaged in starting a new teaching center; (c) those who are working towards growing a teaching
center.
This session will feature the best practices gleaned from the research literature on
creating and sustaining faculty development programs (Sorcinelli 2002; Reder, Mooney,
Holmgren, and Kuerbis 2009) and guidance for new faculty developers (Jensen 2002). The
presenter will emphasize how these best practices have been utilized in establishing a thriving
center that has engaged over 85% of all full-time faculty in its faculty development activities,
including workshops, consultations, teaching portfolio training, Faculty Teaching Academy
Fellows Certificate program, and Faculty Learning Communities.
Participants will learn best practices and tips on how to effectively plan, implement, and
assess faculty development programs that can have an immediate impact on their campuses.
In addition, participants will also learn how to promote and market teaching centers.
Keywords: faculty development, Teaching & Learning Centers, faculty learning communities
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Interprofessional Learning in Nursing Education: An Experience to Indian
Nursing Students through Inter Professional Learning (IPL) Visitors
from UK
Angela Gnanadurai, Rosalind
CSI College of Nursing

Abstract
Effective care in hospitals and in the community requires doctors, nurses and other health
care professionals to work together to achieve possible outcomes for patients. This paper brings
out various benefits experienced by Indian nursing students through planned and executed IPL
programme through IPL visiting students from UK. Objectives include that the students
experience health and social care in different global setting, develop cultural awareness and
sensitivity, and shared knowledge and skills.
The link between Canterbury Christ Church University and CSI College of Nursing,
Dr. Somervell Memorial Medical College Hospital were established 6 years ago. Health and
social care undergraduates’ students from 9 pathways have been going to India for 2 weeks for
the past 5 years. 2 faculties are in charge of the same. Qualitative approach of evaluation is used.
Indian nursing students were selected randomly using inclusion criteria and posted along with
the health care students from UK (20-25).
Various postings were planned for the UK students along with the Indian Students.
Feedback sessions were conducted for both the students separately, following their postings.
At the end of their postings, self developed, open ended questionnaire was administered for both
the students, followed by focus group discussions for the Indian students.
The responses from UK and Indian students were content analysed. The following theme
on benefits aroused. They are enhancement of inter professional learning (IPL), peer assisted
learning, cultural shock, self development, passion for confidence, specific benefits to Indian
Students and limits of clinical supervision.
Evaluation evidence from a number of studies confirms that the above findings on shared
learning at under graduate level can indeed change attitude and increase understanding about
roles of other professionals when based on sound educational principle. More research is needed
to confirm assumptions and convince policy-makers that the effort is worthwhile.
Keywords: education, interprofessional learning
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Programme Design through a Cultural Lens: The Impact of Silence
Elly Govers
Eastern Institute of Technology

Abstract
Some groups of people benefit more from the education system than others. For example,
in Aotearoa/New Zealand, this is visible in the lower achievement rates of MƗori and Pacific
students in education. These lower achievement rates are of national concern because of their
economic and social consequences (Ministry of Education, 2009). An explanation for this issue
put forward by researchers is that the education system is ‘mainstream-centric’ (Banks, 2010),
that is, grounded in the mainstream culture of the nation. In Aotearoa/New Zealand, this
mainstream culture is said to be European, referred to as ‘Euro-centric’ (Penetito, 2002). But
what makes a system ‘mainstream-centric’? And why is it so difficult to change? This paper
unravels elements of the mainstream culture embedded in one part of the tertiary education
system in Aotearoa/New Zealand: the practice of programme design in a polytechnic. The
research presented in this paper unveils multiple aspects of the mainstream culture entrenched in
this context. They relate to ethnicity, language, disability, age, and gender of students and/or
educators, as well as to the cultural nature of knowledge and the culture of the educational
organisation. These aspects became visible through identifying what is considered normal by a
process of ‘listening to silence’, that is, listening to what remains unspoken in conversations or
unwritten in documentation. The same process revealed how remaining silent about the normal
also leaves the normal unquestioned, and therefore continues to reinforce the mainstream culture.
The findings highlight how we can help increase the richness and inclusiveness of curriculum by
deliberately changing how we speak and/or write about programme design.
Keywords: curriculum development, culture, discourse
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Perception about Research among Medical Undergraduates
at a Private Medical College in India
Anadi Gupta, Kiran Subhash, Jivikan Jeremiah, Tanvi Aggarwal, Pratikcha Bachhar,
Animesh Jain
Kasturba Medical College, Manipal University

Abstract
There has been an increasing trend of undergraduate medical students involving
themselves in research for various purposes. Research would add to the quality of healthcare by
addressing relevant problems and medical students have a mighty role in this context. This study
was conducted to know the perception of undergraduate medical students regarding research
during their MBBS course.
A cross sectional study was conducted using self administered pre tested questionnaire
after obtaining consent from participants and relevant permission and approval of Institutional
Ethics Committee. The participants were 2nd and 3rd year medical students.
A total of 215 students (87 boys; 128 girls) participated in the survey. Majority (86.6%)
students were Indians. More than half of the foreign students (n= 16; 60%) had conducted a
school based research project or had some exposure to research. While opinion was equally
divided about research being given adequate importance in India, there was a majority of
students who thought research was important for medical students (78.6%) as well as to solve the
health problems of community (84.2%). More than two third of respondents (67.5%) were
interested in research. However, only 19% felt that there were ample opportunities for research
among students. Further, one third of the students felt that there was a lack of time for research
during medical undergraduate course. This could be an important issue and needs to be looked
into while designing curriculum and incorporating research training for undergraduates.
This study suggests that the undergraduate medical students are keen to conduct and
pursue research. They also feel that there is a need to include research in the MBBS curriculum.
Keywords: research, medical students, questionnaire, India
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Abstract
An important precondition for the professional development of university teachers is the
opportunity to communicate, interact and share experiences on a peer (horizontal) level (Lave &
Wenger 1991, Eraut 2004, Barrett et al, 2009). Professional learning and development can be
understood as approaches, methods and processes that are consistent with the ideas of
community (Evans & Rainbird, 2002). According to Lave and Wenger (1991), learning in
community supports the development of professional skills and knowledge, as well as develop
the professional identity of the university teacher. Participation in pedagogical training helps to
reduce academic isolation, (Barrett et al, 2009) and can work as a community for university
teachers. The University of Tartu has offered formalized university teacher development
programs since 2009 to provide professional development opportunities to enhance teaching,
share experiences and to reflect on and learn from those experiences with colleagues.
The presentation draws on a two-year study of University of Tartu professional development
training groups for academics. We analysize and discuss qualitative data gathered on those
programs.
The research questions we will discuss are: How do university teachers describe their
experiences and interpret their learning in training programs? How do university teachers
perceive the influence of learning in those training programs on their professional identity?
Qualitative analysis of data indicates that participation in university teacher development
programs supports the professional development and professional identity of the university
teacher only when the program facilitates reflective learning and works as a community of
practice.
Keywords: community, reflection, professional learning, professional identity
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Higher Education Pedagogic Practices and University Culture:
Implications for Inclusion/Exclusion
Julie Hall
University of Roehampton, London and SEDA

Abstract
This paper reports findings of a two year (2010-2012) UK Higher Education Academy
funded project. It examines how lecturers’ pedagogic practices and university culture more
generally affects students in relation to formations of gender and other intersecting identities.
Using qualitative research, we consider the implications of current practices for inclusion and
exclusion. The paper discusses how academic staff select their pedagogic practices and whether
there is a disjuncture between the ways in which they are experienced by lecturers and students.
It explores how lecturers understand and articulate their students’ needs and learning in relation
to gender and the wider context of diversity and some of the assumptions staff bring to
pedagogic practices in relation to issues of student identity. In doing so, we respond to
Richardson’s observation (2005) that ‘future research needs to aim at illuminating the interplay
between student learning and teaching.’ The paper also looks at the various forms of socialpedagogical identities and relationships students construct, negotiate and ‘play out’ at university
outside of the formal learning environment of the lecture hall or tutor room – and the complex
ways in which these practices work to both reflect and reinforce dominant discourses centred
around class, ‘race’ and gender.
Keywords: gender, pedagogy, student identities, race, class, exclusion, inclusion
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Good-Practice Guidelines for Supervising Indigenous Postgraduates
Meegan Hall
Victoria University of Wellington

Abstract
The importance of producing more Indigenous MƗori doctoral and other postgraduate
completions is generally well understood in New Zealand – tertiary providers set specific goals
towards it, research projects are commissioned about it, and the Government encourages it
through equity-weighted funding. Despite high interest and support, no clear, easily accessible
guidelines exist for supervisors about supervising MƗori postgraduate students. The purpose of
this project was to synthesise existing research and gather additional data about the experiences
of supervisors and MƗori postgraduate students at Victoria University of Wellington in order to
produce a set of research-based good practice supervision guidelines.
In order to frame this project appropriately, the researchers co-ordinated a hui (MƗori
meeting) with MƗori academic supervisors to identify their common supervision needs, goals
and issues. In addition, a review of existing research about MƗori postgraduate student
experiences of supervision was conducted (including Hohepa, 2010; Kidman, 2007; McKinley,
Grant, Middleton, Irwin, & Williams, 2011; Pope, 2008) and data were gathered about MƗori
postgraduate student enrolments and performance. Both the MƗori and Postgraduate Student
Associations were consulted about the feedback they receive from MƗori students about their
supervisory journey. This was all then used to inform the compilation of good-practice
guidelines for supervisors of MƗori postgraduate students.
This presentation will share the guidelines developed during this project. They include
discussion of the issues raised by Maori academic supervisors around balancing cultural and
academic expectations, giving effective and culturally appropriate feedback, and making cosupervision work, especially if the co-supervisors are from different disciplines and/or
ethnicities. These guidelines have been used to support MƗori and non- MƗori academic staff in
their supervision work, and have prompted the development of complementary guidelines for
MƗori postgraduate students at Victoria University of Wellington.
This project was clearly located in a MƗori context; however, the goal of increasing
Indigenous postgraduate completions is shared across the globe. The guidelines are specific to
one university but this session will emphasise the transferable and internationally-relevant
practices and concepts identified by the project.
Keywords: postgraduate supervision, indigenous students, Maori education
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"They were so involved that I don't think they'd registered that I'd asked
them"- Practitioner Perspectives on Learning Engagement with and through
Exploratory Practice
Judith Hanks
University of Leeds

Abstract
For many decades the question of learning engagement has been the subject of debate:
how to engage learners in actively and thoroughly grappling with the issues on their courses.
The Exploratory Practice (EP) framework, with its principles of working for understanding;
collegiality; mutual development and sustainability seems to offer the potential for this
engagement to take place. Allwright (2003, 2005) presents EP as an ethical, professional and
intellectual approach to practitioner research and Allwright & Hanks argue that the EP principles
can "help foster continued engagement" (2009: 260) while Gieve & Miller (2006) focus on the
enhanced quality of classroom language learning life that EP can engender. To date, however,
little research has been done into learner and teacher perspectives on how these principles
operate and interact in a higher education setting. In this paper I draw upon my research
involving two case studies of groups of learners studying on pre-sessional English for Academic
Purposes programmes in a British university context. I will argue that incorporating EP opened
up opportunities for the learners to engage with the subject matter more fully and enhanced the
quality of life for practitioners in their learning and teaching lives.
Keywords: exploratory practice, practitioner research, learner engagement, classroom language learning
research
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What is Successful PhD Supervision – According to Students?
Gitte Hansen, Troels Thim, Michael Mulvany, Sanne Angel
Aarhus University

Abstract
A successful supervision process is generally believed to be essential for a successful
PhD degree programme (Wichmann-Hansen G. et al, 2011). In order to determine the factors
that are of importance in making the supervision process successful, we conducted an in-depth
questionnaire study of PhD students at the Graduate School of Health Sciences at Aarhus
University.
An online anonymous questionnaire was sent to PhD students who had been enrolled for
at least one year on 1 November 2010. This included 389 students. The form contained a total of
32 questions (29 closed and 3 open). Data were statistically analyzed based on logistic
regression.
The response rate was 82% (N=322). A central question was whether the student would
recommend his/her supervisor. In answer to this question, 75% of the students responded “yes”,
while 25% responded “no” or were undecided. When comparing these two groups of responses
to all other responses in the questionnaire, we found that the strongest predicting factors for
recommending a supervisor were: (1) sufficient time for supervision; (2) frequent supervisor
meetings, daily or weekly; (3) mutual respect in the working relationship; (4) satisfaction with
the supervisor’s introduction to networks (local, national, and international); and (5) expectation
matching, especially regarding workload.
The key issue about time and frequency of meetings was underpinned by the qualitative
data in the questionnaire. One of the open ended questions ran as follows: Please elaborate on
your experiences with the supervisor relationship. When analyzing the answers qualitatively, we
found that students stressed time as a distinct and positive feature of the supervision they
received. They also generally expressed awareness of their supervisors as very busy people with
many other duties and students to take care of. Consequently, students often phrased supervision
in investment metaphors. They referred to supervision as a ‘venture’, ‘a work effort’, an ‘act of
generosity’ and as a question of ‘being prioritized’. ‘Competition’ and ‘profit’ were also
recurrent terms in the data material. It voiced students’ feelings of being obliged to compete with
others in order to get their supervisors’ attention. Being supervised made them feel prioritized
and thus appreciated, heard, and seen.
Our study shows the importance of supervisors investing time and energy in students’
projects and building respectful relationships with students. Consequently, it appears essential
that graduate schools systematically ensure that supervisors develop these process competences
and that supervisors do not have more PhD students than their workload allows.
Keywords: successful, PhD supervision, time, workload, process competences, Health Science
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Perceptions of Family Physician Graduates and Final-year Registrars about
the Influence of a Teaching and Learning Module
Nicoline Herman, Marietjie de Villiers, Francois Cilliers, Francois Coetzee,
Klaus von Pressentin, Martie van Heusden
Stellenbosch University

Abstract
Postgraduate studies in medical specialities prepare students to practice at an advanced
level and to play leadership roles, but often not to teach. There is a twofold motivation to
equipping registrars as teachers namely preparing them better for their future role as teachers and
leaders in their field as well as enhancing the quality of undergraduate teaching.
The first two phases of a four-phase project to investigate the influence of a teaching and
learning module on Family Physician trainees have been finalised. Phase One involved 13
graduates while Phase Two involved 11 final-year registrars who already completed the module.
The research questions in both phases were the same, namely: what were respondents’
perceptions of their role as medical specialists in Family Medicine; what were their attitudes
towards teaching; and what were their levels of confidence regarding presentation of and
participation in teaching activities. Structured interviews were conducted with purposively
selected respondents. Transcriptions were thematically analysed. Ethical clearance was obtained.
The context of the final-year respondents, being students themselves, differs from that of
graduated respondents. This clearly influenced the results. Final-years described the role of the
Family Physician more in terms of supporting staff with little emphasis on teaching of
undergraduate students and the community. They were not as specific in describing their gain of
useful skills for teaching and reported feeling more comfortable with one-on-one teaching rather
than with group presentations or applying small-group teaching techniques. Final-years also had
less to say about the value of the module for their teaching role but gave useful feedback about
the improvement of the module, because time-wise they were closer to the module. Both the
graduate and the final-year groups had similar positive opinions on the need and value of the
inclusion of a module on teaching and learning in their training.
The aim of this research was to investigate the perceived influence of a module on
teaching and learning on Family Physician trainees. Even though the two sets of results suggest
subtle differences between graduates and final-year students, the findings in both phases map
strongly to the outcomes of the module. Although only the perceptions of respondents were
ascertained, these aligned with qualities expected of competent teachers (Hatem et al 2011). The
subsequent two phases of this research will explore the perceptions of registrars prior to
completing the module as well as that of undergraduate students being taught by graduates of the
programme.
Keywords: postgraduate, teaching, learning
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Professional Learning of academics in Their Teaching Role:
The Value of a Multi-site, Inter-institutional Research Project
Nicoline Herman, Brenda Leibowitz, Susan van Schalkwyk
Stellenbosch University

Abstract
The role of context in professional learning of academics is described in great depth by
Becher and Trowler (1989), Trowler and Cooper (2002) and Trowler (2008). Being involved in
a multi-site, inter-institutional research project opens up the opportunity to gather responses from
a variety of settings to determine how contexts differ, to allow for benchmarking and to form
a basis for discussing and comparing strategies.
As part of a national research project, funded by the National Research Foundation
(NRF) in South Africa and involving eight universities, a survey was designed to be completed
by all permanently employed academics at the participating institutions. The aim of the survey is
threefold, namely to locate patterns of belief about the needs for professional learning for
teaching; to explore what the actual uptake of professional learning for teaching has been; and to
ascertain perceptions of enabling and constraining factors within each institutional environment
influencing the uptake of professional learning opportunities for teaching.
The survey phase of the NRF project aims to create a space for opening up conversations
and comparing perceptions of how the professional learning of academics in their teaching
function happens at participating institutions. Context would be the main focus area for this
comparison. Early indications are that management and regulating processes differ significantly
across institutions. This is illustrated by how applying for ethical clearance for the project and
getting permission to survey all permanent academic staff members proved to be easier in some
contexts. Contrary to this, is the relative ease with which consensus about the draft questionnaire
was reached within the research group.
Even though the results from the questionnaire are not available yet, the value of doing
multi-site, inter-institutional research has already become evident. The lessons learned from
being involved in such research will be shared and it is envisaged that preliminary questionnaire
results will become available during May 2012 and these will also be shared with conference
delegates.
Keywords: multi-site, inter-institutional research, professional learning, academic development, influence
of context
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Strategic Use of Study Environment Surveys to Promote Change
Kim Herrmann
Aarhus University

Abstract
Formal instruments to collect student evaluations are common in North American, British
and Australian universities; however, often evaluation becomes a ritual without promoting any
change (Richardson 2005). It is important that such instruments go beyond simply describing
student satisfaction as it is equally important that large scale surveys are implemented and
reported in ways that call for attention and subsequent action at the appropriate level. The Aarhus
University Study Environment Survey (AUSES) was developed in 2007 and revised in 2011
with the aim of measuring students’ perception of the study environment. The session presents:
(1) the instrument and important dimensions described by the items; (2) methodological and
strategic considerations during data collection, analysis, and reporting of results, and
(3) examples of change initiated by the AUSES.
Items were constructed on the basis of Vincent Tinto’s model of academic and social
integration, research on work place environment, and educational research. An overall model is
presented. Factor analysis of 11,401 responses showed dimensions such as constructive
alignment, workload, social integration, academic integration, feedback, etc. In a regression
model these dimension were analyzed for their relative importance to overall student wellbeing.
The instrument was successful in discriminating between programs even within the same
department. To our knowledge this is the first inventory to include a constructive alignment
scale.
Strategic choices consist of: (1) to be considered legitimate in a university environment,
the process needs to live up to basic scientific standards. Therefore the theoretical background as
well as the methodology is explicitly described to ensure transparency; (2) because important
decisions concerning the study environment are delegated to the programme study boards, data
are aggregated at the program level, and programs within the same department are benchmarked;
(3) the Centre for Teaching and Learning seizes the opportunity to direct attention to the
concepts of feedback, alignment and student-teacher interaction. AUSES-reports are an
important tool in faculty development because they document the need for educational
development and organization of the teaching/learning environment.
The AUSES is implemented every third year and has the attention of study boards, study
programme directors, and the central university board. An amount of 1 million EUR was funded
to projects to improve the local study environment. At the local level initiatives where started to
improve feedback and to change the physical environment.
Formal evaluation instruments can be powerful tools to educational developers when
grounded in educational research, following conventions of scientific rigor, and communicated
in ways that allow for action and benchmarking at the program level. Educational developers are
encouraged to discuss if and how the instrument can be transferred to a non-Scandinavian higher
education environment.
Keywords: study environment, satisfaction surveys
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Dissemination for Change in Higher Education Learning and Teaching
Tilly Hinton, Deanne Gannaway
University of the Sunshine Coast, The University of Queensland

Abstract
Developmental research into higher education learning and teaching is only as effective
as the change it stimulates. This paper seeks to share an Australian perspective on how effective
dissemination can enable change and to seed cross-cultural conversations that examine effective
dissemination in a global context.
This paper is based on the findings of a project funded by the Australian Learning and
Teaching Council (ALTC), the (then) peak funding body for learning and teaching research in
Australia. This study systematically examined the dissemination experiences of projects funded
by the ALTC and its predecessor, the Carrick Institute and completed between 2006 and 2009
(n=85). The project extended previous Australian studies about conceptions of dissemination
(McKenzie, Alexander, Harper, & Anderson, 2005) and conditions for effective dissemination
(Southwell, Gannaway, Orrell, Chalmers, & Abraham, 2005). The project was funded to produce
recommendations for the ALTC to inform future dissemination requirements and support. A
distinctive contribution made by this project was the creation of evidence-based resources for
grant applicants – and faculty developers who support them – including a framework, a guide,
and grant development resources.
The study adopted the three-stage illuminative evaluation methodology in which
researchers observe, enquire further and seek to explain (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972). Methods
used were document analysis, interviews, website analysis, online surveys, and nation-wide
workshops with prospective applicants and faculty development staff involved in supporting
grant development. The major findings were that projects were most transformative when they
addressed a topic that was pertinent and ready for change, when project teams worked with
potential adopters throughout the project, and when there was ongoing activity beyond the
funded life of the project. Also, the research identified a range of challenges that compromised
effective dissemination: unclear definition of terms; insufficient scaffolding in grant
documentation; inconsistent approaches to information management; atomistic rather than
strategic approaches to dissemination; and inadequate reporting mechanisms. The project built
upon a rich dissemination literature, particularly the conception of dissemination as being for the
purposes of change and transfer (King, 2003) in an ‘active and planned’ manner (Greenhalgh et
al., 2004). The idea that dissemination occurs at different stages throughout a project, for
different purposes and using different mechanisms, as well as the focus on end-users
(Gravestock, 2002) echoes through the project findings and outputs.
Dissemination of this project in the UK, and monitoring of website access suggest that
the findings have international resonance. The online materials have been accessed by colleagues
in Europe, North America, Australasia, Asia and Africa. Given the international interest, it aims
to prompt discussion about the cross-cultural applicability of this research for colleagues in the
East and the West, with a focus on informing development practice across the globe.
Keywords: dissemination, grantsmanship, change, faculty development, scholarship of teaching
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Accreditation of Tertiary Teachers: Help or Hindrance to Raising
Teaching Quality?
Alison Holmes

Abstract
The aim of this session is to explore the ways in which different jurisdictions are working
towards achieving higher status for their teaching academics through professionalisation of their
higher education teaching workforce. The session will be part of the consultation commissioned
by Ako Aotearoa, New Zealand’s National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence for the
development of a voluntary national accreditation scheme for individuals. A consultation
document focussing on accreditation processes and the implementation of standards but
independent of any consideration of what the standards might be has been drafted. It highlights
the benefits of accreditation in education, explores the functions and benefits of professional
organisations (for example engineers and nurses) where mandatory registration of professionals
is required and draws on a range of initiatives introduced in other countries and reported in the
literature. We will invite participants to share their practices both at institutional and national
level with respect to schemes to improve the quality of teaching and learner outcomes. New
Zealand has an interesting context where the tertiary sector comprises all post compulsory
education which includes not just work in Universities and Polytechnics, but also in Private
Training Providers, Wananga (the Maori based tertiary educational establishments) and adult and
community education providers. Therefore any accreditation scheme has to be flexible and have
multiple entry points and pathways to fit with this diverse sector. Through the work that SEDA
did on professional standards and subsequent implementation by the Higher Education Academy
of the UK Professional Standards Framework to recognise practitioners, the UK is probably
ahead of the game in professional recognition of teachers. We hope to draw from these
experiences helpful guidance to others starting on this road.
Keywords: accreditation, teaching quality, professionalisation
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Impact of the Professional Development Programme-Teaching (PDP-T)
on New Faculty Members – A Pilot Study
Huang Hoon Chng, Alan Soong
National University of Singapore

Abstract
The purpose of the pilot study is to evaluate the impact of the Professional Development
Programme-Teaching (PDP-T), a programme devised by National University of Singapore to
enhance faculty members’ teaching performance, particularly those with less than 3 years of
teaching experience, on faculty members’ reflection on their teaching. The study aims to answer
two research questions: (1) how has the faculty members’ reflection on their teaching has been
impacted by the staff development programme, and (2) has two elements in the programme – the
mentorship and teaching practicum – made any positive (or negative) impression on the
participants. A survey was designed and administered to a group of faculty members who
attended the PDP-T. In addition, a group of faculty members was interviewed for further
clarification after the survey was carried out. The findings indicate that the PDP-T has helped to
enhance faculty members’ reflection of their teaching and that both the mentorship and teaching
practicum have been generally well received. There is sufficient evidence from faculty members’
reflection that the PDP-T has impacted their teaching that gives us good reasons to continue to
develop such a staff development programme in spite of varied institutional challenges.
Keywords: faculty development, mentorship, practicum, support for new faculty members
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Assessing Graduate Learning Outcomes across the Disciplines
Clair Hughes1, Anne Bennison1, Simon Barrie2, Geoffrey Crisp3
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Abstract
Activity in higher education learning and teaching across the globe indicates widespread
interest in greater transparency of academic standards and the promotion of constructive dialogue
within and across academic disciplines, institutions and countries (Harris 2009). The ‘standards
agenda’ in Australia has been supported by the Australian Learning and Teaching Council
(ALTC) through coordination of a project to articulate threshold learning outcomes across
a number of discipline areas (ALTC 2011a, 2011b) and funding of disciplinary or generic
assessment and standards-related projects (Oliver 2011). Preliminary findings from a 2010
ALTC-funded project - “Assessing and assuring graduate learning outcomes” (AAGLO) - are
reported in this presentation by a cross-institutional team with experience in educational
development (Barrie et al 2011).
Identification of examples of effective practice in the assessment of graduate learning
outcomes was a project priority. This involved telephone interviews with representatives of
seven of the disciplines included in the ALTC threshold learning outcomes project and the
collection of assessment artifacts.
The interviews yielded data relating to matters such as assessment task descriptions,
group task arrangements, the student role, moderation of standards and approaches to quality
assurance. Preliminary analysis (incorporating the application of NVivo software to both
qualitative and quantitative data) identified a broad range of approaches to assuring the quality of
assessment tasks and assessment judgments in Australian universities. While there were distinct
disciplinary traditions and practices, there were also many similarities among the different
disciplinary approaches which indicated the value of cross-disciplinary sharing of practice. The
data also suggested a number of factors associated with effective practice in the assessment and
assurance of graduate learning outcomes: authentic tasks- relevance to real-life or professional
practice; worthwhile and productive tasks- a blurred distinction between learning and assessment
activity; an active role for students- provision for student engagement ranged from choice of
topic or presentation format, to self or peer-assessment and reflection on achievement, and
student responsibility for directing, evaluating and documenting their own learning; a whole-ofprogram approach to moderation and quality assurance- enhancement appeared strongly related
to the extent that these activities provided opportunities for dialogue among academics.
Though many accounts of assessment paint a dispiriting picture of current practice
(Knight 2002: Price et al 2010), the findings of this Australian project are consistent with Boud’s
propositions (2010) for assessment strategies for enhancing learning for the next generation of
students and also provide examples of practice to illustrate their application across a range of
disciplines. The project also identified priority areas for future attention including greater uptake
of the factors associated with effective practice and an increase in emphasis on pre-emptive
approaches to assessment quality and to shared understandings of assessment judgments.
Keywords: assessment, graduate learning outcomes, quality assessment
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Do as I do…Learning to Teach Online by Being an Online Student
Jean Hughes
Dublin City University

Abstract
This paper presents the findings of surveys of academics taking a unique module in
Ireland which requires them to be online learners while learning how to teach online. It explores
their experiences of being students, being online students, using Web 2.0 technologies, views on
and decisions about pedagogically appropriate learning technologies and how their experience
has impacted their future teaching approaches.
Keywords: eLearning, online learning, academic development, learning technologies
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Research and Critical Thinking: Training Medical Students as Researchers
and Role of Teachers
Animesh Jain1, Rashmi Jain2, Anadi Gupta1, Aanya Sharma1
1

Manipal University, 2Yenepoya University

Abstract
This session seeks to emphasize the role of educating health professions students about
research and its conduct and application as applied to meeting health care needs of the society.
After the session, participants will be able to: (1) Explore and understand the process of research
training as applied to undergraduate students of health sciences and medicine; (2) Develop skills
and strategies for research training; (3) Recognize training students in research methodology as
a key foundation step towards successfully improving health care management, delivery and
evidence based medicine and creating life-long learners; and (4) Be motivated to teach research
methodology to the undergraduate students and include it in the curriculum of their respective
schools.
Globally, various strategies are being developed to make undergraduate students lifelong
learners and practice evidence based medicine. One such strategy is training the undergraduate
students in research. To promote research among physicians, we need to “Catch them young” so
that these health professionals of tomorrow are equipped with the skills in conducting research
and carry out critical appraisal to bring changes in the field of health professions towards
meeting the health care needs of our people. These students also make better postgraduate
students and also can appreciate and appraise the published literature better.
Session activities and a brief agenda are: (1) Interactive lecturette: need for research and
training undergraduates, sharing of experiences from KMC Mangalore, YMC, Mangalore,
faculty and students’ perspectives; (2) Introduction of research training and tools using group
activities: two minute elevator talk, stakeholder matrix, force field analysis; (3) Discussion with
participants; (4) Interaction; and (5) Video demo and slideshow.
Keywords: research, critical thinking, medical students, training
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Postgraduate Residents as Teachers Workshop: A Strategy to Develop
Pedagogy Skills during Post Graduation
Rashmi Jain, Animesh Jain
Yenepoya University, Manipal University

Abstract
Resident teaching development programs are a regular feature in western medical
colleges. However they are rarely found in developing countries’ postgraduate curriculum. The
present study is a report on maiden/ first such program conducted in our institution affiliated to a
Deemed University in South India. The aim of this study was to improve the pedagogical
competency of the postgraduate residents.
A 2-day workshop was conducted with 27 participants drawn from both clinical as well
as basic sciences departments. The topics covered were Principles of Adult learning, Taxonomy,
Specific Learning Objectives, Lesson plan, Basics of Large group and small group teaching and
Effective lecture, Principles and practice of Microteaching, Audio visual aids – How to use them
effectively, Communications skills, body language and interactive teaching
The mean values of pre-test and post-test scores were 6.26 and 8.89 respectively. Every
participant showed a higher post test score compared to the pre test score. Retro prequestionnaire also reported significant change in the confidence level as well as self perceived
skills acquired. The feedback received on the workshop indicated that majority of the
participants benefited from the programme and most felt that such programmes were necessary.
The resident as teacher development program provides a method to train and hone the
skills of residents in teaching learning methodologies. This program can act as a guide for the
future programs and can be implemented as a regular feature of PG curriculum. Success of such
programs will encourage all institutions to take it up as a regular feature of their medical
education units or postgraduate curriculum.
Keywords: PG residents, Pedagogy
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The Art and Science of Effective Presentation
Rashmi Jain, Animesh Jain
Yenepoya University, Manipal University

Abstract
Presentation skills are universally required be it for the purpose of taking a lecture or
making a scientific presentation. Though an effective means, PowerPoint is one of the most
misused teaching tools. Poor quality presentations deter learning experience rather than
facilitating it. This session will help the participants to learn the tips and tricks to plan, design
and deliver an effective power point presentation. It will also give some essential do’s and don’ts
as well as tips and tricks – for effective presentation.
Participants will be able to spot common mistakes in PowerPoint usage. They will be
able to design and deliver an effective presentation. Identify advantages and limitations of Power
Point
Interactive sessions on designing a power point slide include appropriate font and colour
selection, layout of slide, animation and hyperlink, to prepare handouts from presentations, hand
on activity for participants on delivering an effective lecture using PowerPoint presentations.
Keywords: PowerPoint design, effective presentation
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Undergraduate Medical Students’ Feedback on Research Training during
Community Medicine Posting at a Private Medical College in India
Animesh Jain, Anadi Gupta
Kasturba Medical College, Manipal University

Abstract
Exposing undergraduate medical students to research and training them for this is
increasingly being advocated and gaining popularity. In India, Kasturba Medical College
(KMC), Mangalore, is a premier college affiliated to the Manipal University. The department of
Community Medicine has been training the 2nd year (4th Semester) students by making them
conduct a research project in small groups of five or six each under the guidance of a faculty
member during their month long posting in the department. KMC, Mangalore is one of the first
few medical colleges in India to incorporate the same. This study was conducted to know the
feedback of undergraduate medical students regarding research training during their Community
Medicine posting.
This cross sectional study was conducted using a pre tested self-administered
questionnaire after obtaining informed consent from participants and relevant permission and
approval of Institutional Ethics Committee. The participants were 2nd year medical students who
had completed training on research methods during their posting of one month in the department
of Community Medicine. The data was entered into MS excel and analyzed using SPSS version
16. Chi square test was performed and p value<0.05 was considered significant.
A total of 53 students (20 boys; 33 girls) participated in the survey. The mean scores for
satisfaction with teaching methodology, conducting the research project and perceived
improvement in knowledge were 6.3, 6.2 and 7.5 respectively on a scale of zero to ten. At the
same time post-training, the mean score on a total score of ten for perceived confidence in
searching literature as well as undertaking further short research scored a mean of 6.5 and 7.0
respectively. The number of students interested in research showed a statistically significant
increase after the one month training (ȋ2 = 11.3, df =1, p = 0.01) thereby indicating the
effectiveness and positive impact of the training. However, 38 (71.6%) of the students felt that
there was a lack of time for research during the posting, while 15 (28.3%) felt that they did not
have adequate research ideas and questions.
Overall, the undergraduate medical students found the research training very useful and it
also resulted in developing positive attitude towards research among them. A structured program
for research training integrated into curriculum could further help in strengthening this
inclination towards research. The time constraint pointed to by the students could be an
important issue and needs to be looked into while designing curriculum and incorporating
research training for undergraduates.
Keywords: research, medical students, questionnaire, India
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Making Sense of Quality Teaching and Learning in the Higher Education in
Ethiopia: Unfolding Current Realties for Future Promises
Tefera Jimma, Catherine Manathunga, Robyn Gillies
Jimma University, Victoria University Wellington, The University of Queensland

Abstract
The quest for quality has received considerable attention in the Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs) around the globe. Many criticized quality assurance for being accountabilitydriven (Harvey & Newton, 2007; Harvey & Williams, 2010), causing a compliance culture
(Hodson & Thomas, 2003), and lacking teachers and students active involvement in the
processes (Newton, 2000; Ulrich, 2001). While quality assurance systems establish internally or
externally imposed definitions of quality (McKay & Kember, 1999), this has created a negative
view of quality by the academics (Harvey, 2005). Regardless of this, improvement potentially
depends on collective effort (Rayner, 2006), developing definitions and interventions that
intersect the concerns of various stakeholders (Houdson, 2008), and further owing considerable
attention to good institutional practices and processes (Stensaker, 2008). For the last decade or
so, there has been a growing concern to expand higher education in Ethiopia. Currently, there is
increased demand for quality assurance, but such practice is triggered mainly to certify quality in
retrospect (Teshome & Kebede, 2009, 2010). Therefore, an attempt was made to examine the
quality of teaching and learning in one of the HEIs in Ethiopia to uncover these existing realities.
This paper presents a number of preliminary findings from this ongoing study using
a case study design. While deans, department heads and education quality experts participated in
interviews, students’ and teachers’ involved in Focus Group Discussions (FGDs). The views of
the participants were solicited in four major areas, including quality higher education system; the
process of teaching, learning, and curriculum development; the context of learning and student
engagement; and quality assessment and review. The collected data from interviews and FGDs
were analyzed using the above four themes with additional emerging themes from the qualitative
data set. In this study, where data is still being collected and analyzed, some preliminary
concerns and practices that are relevant for establishing a culture of quality have been identified.
Moreover, perspective similarities and differences have been identified.
The findings from this study seem to suggest that recent quality improvement efforts are
piecemeal and more geared towards quality assurance than improvement. Most quality concerns,
assessment and review practices seemed to result in little more than formal reporting and were
implemented very haphazardly. It, therefore, appears from preliminary analysis that there have
been little visible quality improvements in the teaching and learning and numerous challenges.
This study makes a preliminary recommendation for the incorporation of cooperative learning
pedagogies, and is currently being piloted as part of this full study. While the greatest promise
appears to lie in the design and implementation of cooperative learning pedagogies, the
realization of this would be further strengthened by incorporating staff development and
continuous support.
Keywords: Ethiopia, higher education, quality teaching and learning
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The Millenial @ University?!
Valérie Jochems, Rebecca Resseler, Herman Buelens, Steven Marx
University of Leuvena

Abstract
It has been claimed that the so called ‘millenial generation’, born after 1982, grew up in
a different world than previous generations (Monaco & Martin, 2007; Oblinger, 2004). This
generation is being pictured as assertive, highly motivated to achieve their goals and feels
confident about reaching their goals. They also are strongly oriented towards their peer-group
with whom they interact frequently via mobile phones and social networking sites (Oblinger &
Oblinger, 2005). Along with the literature that describes the characteristics of the millenial
generation, there is an avenue in educational publications that explicitly links these
characteristics with teaching and learning literature (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005). The idea is that
it will be sufficient to adjust teaching approaches to the characteristics of the millenials in order
to bring out their strengths and to optimize their learning process.
Two research questions arise from the propositions mentioned above. First, although the
characteristics of the millenials are painted in glowing terms, they rest on shaky empirical
ground (Rubens, de Jong & Prozee, 2006). Therefore our first research question is: Is there
empirical evidence to distinguish the general characteristics of the millenial described in the
literature? Secondly, if it appears that millenials indeed possess the attributed characteristics,
it remains to be proven that they define themselves in terms of these characteristics within
a learning environment. Therefore, our second research question reads: Does the set of general
characteristics remain standing when millenials describe themselves in a learning context?
A questionnaire comprising eight frequently described characteristics of the millenial
generation was developed and administered to two groups of students from the KU Leuven. For
the first group, questionnaire items were stated in general terms. For the second group, these
items were framed in a teaching and learning context. For both groups, students were recruited
out of four disciplines: law (n=203), psychology (n=164), kinesiology (n=80) and engineering
(n=88).
A principal component analysis on the answers of the first group of respondents clearly
reveals the eight general components or characteristics. A subsequent analysis of variance on the
component-scores reveals no difference between the four disciplinary subgroups. A like analysis
on the answers of the group of millenials who describe themselves in a teaching and learning
context, reveals a different factor structure. Furthermore, the pattern of components-scores
strongly differs amongst the four subgroups. The results of this study clarify that the challenges,
which universities are being confronted with, will not be solved by solely focusing on the
millenial characteristics, since they are dependent on the students’ discipline. CED, the centre for
educational development at the University of Leuven, does not argue in favor of an alignment
between the learning environment and the general characteristics of the millenial generation.
Rather CED argues to align the learning environment with the disciplinary characteristics of the
students involved. Further research will focus on a concretization of such an alignment.
Keywords: student characteristics, millenial generation, learning environment
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Faculty Metro – A Web Resource for University Learning and Teaching
Produced by and for Faculty
Peter Jorgensen, Lotte Rienecker, Lene Bager
Aarhus University

Abstract
Presentation of a web resource structured as a metro map of key elements in learner
centered teaching in higher education. The Faculty Metro is produced by faculty who thus
contribute to educational development. We present a web resource under construction:
www.undervisermetro.au.dk. Faculty Metro is structured as a metro map of key elements in
learner centered teaching in higher education. This web portal channels local exchange of best
practices in teaching-and-learning activities (both at micro- and macro level) at a large, Danish
university. It is produced by members of faculty who contribute their tried-and-true teaching
practices, multimedia-style in short written teaching instructions, podcasts and sound recordings,
targeting their colleagues as users of the resource. The web resource aims to be an answer to
a need for developing and sharing learner-centered teaching and faculty monitoring of study
activities. The approach is not a top down or expert driven development form, but a faculty-tofaculty exchange of practices. As web resources in higher education learning-and-teaching are
generally produced by educational developers, what makes this web resource stand out is that
faculty staff are (paid, compensated) producers of the entries to the website. We will demonstrate
the Faculty Metro and discuss the review processes by which contributing to the content of the
metro stops becomes educational development for contributors and a possible add to their
educational cv, and we invite exchange of experiences with faculty web resources.
Keywords: educational development, university learning and teaching, best practices, web resource,
faculty produced, teaching and learning activities
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Faculty Metro – A Web Resource for University Learning and Teaching
Produced by and for Faculty
Peter Jorgensen, Lotte Rienecker, Lene Bager
Aarhus University

Abstract
The session demonstrates the Faculty Metro: a web resource structured as a map of key
elements in learner centered teaching in higher education. Faculty Metro is produced by faculty
based on their own teaching practices, presented multimedia-style in short written teaching
instructions, podcasts and sound recordings. The materials are targeting colleagues as users of
the resource. The web resource aims to be an answer to a need for developing and sharing
learner-centered teaching and faculty monitored study activities. The approach is not a top down
or expert driven development form, but a faculty-to-faculty exchange of practices. At design
level, Faculty Metro serves to identify key elements in learner centered teaching and to visualize
their interconnectedness. The metro map is supported by textboxes providing information on the
format for contributions, the review process, the background and purpose, and an open box to
exchange urls for learning and teaching sites on the web. The presentation will be supported by a
pc-demo and hand-out metro map postcards.
Keywords: web resource, best practices, faculty produced, teaching and learning activities
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Problem-based Learning Approach for Bio-inspired Artificial Intelligence:
A Case Study
Boonserm Kaewkamnerdpong
King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi

Abstract
In problem-based learning (PBL) approach, real-world problems are used so that learners
could practically see the linkage between academic knowledge and the real world. Learners
actively engage to the learning through collaboration with other learners to solve the problems.
This will allow students in higher education level to effectively apply known knowledge to
complex situation and to extend their knowledge to deal with future problems encountered in
their profession. For science and technology education, as today’s technologies become more
and more advanced, it is crucial that students can possess the ability to acquire knowledge for
tomorrow’s technology as well. Although the concept of PBL is highly motivating and beneficial
to promote self-directed learning, the execution of PBL requires appropriate setting of the system
including problems, collaboration, process and assessment; this can pose as challenges in the
employment of the PBL approach. In this paper, a case study of using PBL for
a multidisciplinary course will be presented to share 3-year experience on conducting PBL on the
subject called Biologically-inspired artificial intelligence in Thailand.
Biologically-inspired artificial intelligence or computational intelligence involves the
study of intelligent biological systems in nature and the design of artificial intelligent systems
that model the underlying mechanisms of natural systems to solve problems such as decisionmaking, searching, retrieving, clustering, and optimization. For example, ants can exhibit only
a set of simple behaviors including walking around, releasing pheromone, sensing the
pheromone concentration and carrying food. Even though they cannot communicate by verbal
communication, they can always discover food and follow the shortest path from their nest to the
food source no matter how the environment is changed. The intelligent technique called ant
colony optimization models the collaborative behaviors through indirect communication via
pheromone and is successfully applied to solve many combinatorial optimization problems.
The challenges for researchers include improving existing techniques for more
effectiveness and efficiency, developing new techniques according to other examples in nature
with stability. To accomplish the challenges, intense understanding as well as creativity is
required. To enable intense understanding in the natural intelligent systems, the study of
mathematical modeling, computer programming, biology, entomology, human physiology and
other fields of study that could be involved with intelligent systems in nature must be embraced;
learners do not, however, need to acquire all involving knowledge in all the areas, but they do
need the skill to acquire necessary knowledge and to integrate knowledge from different fields.
Through PBL process, the learners could attain the self-directed learning skill that allows them to
deeply understand examples of existing natural intelligent systems and their modeled techniques.
As the current direction of higher education has shifted toward multidisciplinary study, these
contributions could be extended to other field of study in science and technology as well.
Keywords: problem-based learning, PBL, bio-inspired artificial intelligence, computational intelligence
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Unique Lectures Using the Tangible Management Game at Japanese and
Thai Universities
Tomomi Kaneko, Ryoju Hamada, Masahiro Hiji
Hokkaido Automotive Engineering College, Tohoku University,
Hitachi East Japan Solutions, Ltd.

Abstract
Universities have various curricula designed to train students as prospective
professionals. However, many current courses seem to examine only knowledge specifically to
develop useful products or services rather than necessary skills to manage organizations or a
company. Consequently, when students move up the career ladder in a company, they must
confront many challenges related to management issues that they have never learned or
experienced. To resolve this problem in university level, the authors developed a classical board
game, called the Tohoku Management Game (TMG), which is useful for university students to
learn management and accounting consciousness through experience. Its features can promote an
attractive classroom environment. One purpose of this study is to introduce these lectures and to
compare the game effectiveness with Japanese and Thai students.
TMG includes games of three types related to medical services, manufacturing, and
software. Students will play a role as CEO or CFO in their respective companies and compete
with other players. These games have come into service in Japan since 2007. We have three
formal courses at Tohoku University, and one at Kumamoto University. More than 450 students
attended this class in Tohoku University in 2010.
We collaborated with Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology (SIIT),
Thammasat University from August 2010 to ascertain its global and general efficiency. At SIIT,
the game is used as a part of the formal lecture “Entrepreneurship for IT Business” at the School
of Information, Computer, and Communication Technology (ICT) and at The School of
Management Technology (MT). 42 students attended the class. To verify the game effectiveness,
the authors compared results of questionnaires administered to students at Tohoku University
and at Thammasat University. Six months later, the authors interviewed students who took the
lecture course at Tohoku University and at SIIT.
Results of questionnaires and interviews show that both groups of students exhibited
enhanced interest in business and entrepreneurship. For example, scores of understandings on
importance of cash flow management, human resource management, and project management
have marked remarkable progress.
Students in Japan and Thailand are satisfied with our unique lectures using the Tangible
TMG. Most attendees were very interested in our method and were more strongly motivated to
learn business than they had been. The authors believe that the games are a useful tool. We hope
to improve this game with more experiences and comments from delegates of this conference.
Keywords: international collaboration, active learning, management game
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Mentoring New Faculty: Solution or Problem?
Heather Kanuka, Natasja Saranchuk
University of Alberta

Abstract
Studies have shown new Faculty have difficulty transitioning from doctoral studies to
academia, with a unsettling number of new Faculty expressing dissatisfaction with academia
early in their careers (Austin, 2002; Magnuson, 2002; Sorcinelli & Austin, 2000; Greyling &
Rodes, 2004). The following have been cited as issues: (1) Lack of collegial relationships
resulting in experiencing isolation, separation, fragmentation, loneliness, competition, and
incivility; (2) Lack of integrated personal and professional lives; (3) Little or no feedback,
recognition and/or reward; (4) Lack of a comprehensive tenure system; (5) Unrealistic
expectations and insufficient resources and support systems (Billings & Moos, 1982; Ganster, et
al, 1986; Fink, 1984; Sorcinelli, 1994; Cox, 1997; Johnsrud, 1994; Boice, 1992; Schoenfeld &
Magnan, 1992; Price & Cotton, 2006; Ingersol & Strong, 2011). Mentoring is often viewed as
a promising way to help new Faculty adjust, as well as overcome the above issues. While the
literature on the ‘benefits’ of mentoring new academics spans more than three decades, we
continue to know little on how to ‘implement’ effective mentoring in institutions of higher
education.
The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of how to implement effective
strategies to support new faculty. Building on the results of a pilot study (phase I; n=36) and
a national survey (phase II; n=1361), we conducted individual interviews (phase III; n=42). Four
groups of participants were used for all phases: (1) Newly hired university faculty (within the
last four years and non-tenured); (2) Mid- to late-career university faculty (employed as an
academic for more than ten years and tenured); (3) Natural sciences and engineering; (4) Social
sciences and humanities.
Despite the positive impacts of mentoring documented in three decades of research, our
results revealed that those who need mentoring the most rarely receive the mentoring they need;
indeed, our results reveal that rather few mentoring relationships provide the benefits cited in the
literature. In addition, our data revealed that failed mentoring relationships arise in both
structured and unstructured hierarchical dyads. These results are in contrast to Boyle (1996; see
also Kalbfleisch & Davies, 1993) who maintains that successful mentoring begins with
systematic mentoring and institution-wide programs. When we reviewed the prior literature,
which goes back to the ‘70s and ‘80s in combination with our data, we observed that a
dysfunctional cycle appears to be occurring. The early research on problems expressed by new
faculty (noted above) in the ‘80s is strikingly similar as the problems expressed by new faculty in
the ‘90s, and now our study, in 2011. Our data indicate that an induction program, which
provides socialization, adjustment, development and assessment through orientation,
collaboration, workshops, reduced workloads, as well as mentoring, would be more promising at
providing the supports that new faculty need to successfully adjust to the demands of academia,
as well as ensure that careers in academia are rewarding.
Keywords: mentoring, academic development, induction programs
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Investigating Teaching and Learning Professional Development with
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University of Wollongong, 2INTI Laureate, Malaysia

Abstract
Significant changes have occurred internationally in terms of transnational education, as
increased access to education in many developing countries has become a priority. Whilst for
some time international students have travelled to other countries for their higher education, most
recently the trend has been a move to local access with provision in the local country and
partnership arrangements with overseas institutions. Recent studies have identified challenges for
transnational academics, co-teachers and their students, often related to differing cultural
expectations, inequalities in power relations and ensuring quality standards across partner
institutions (Hicks & Jarrett, 2008; McBurnie & Ziguras, (2007). This research project
contributes to addressing these challenges through the collaborative development of
a professional development framework that facilitates better understandings of the context of
teaching and learning and two-way learning for transnational teaching teams from INTI
Laureate, Malaysia and University of Wollongong (UOW), Australia. Employing a practicebased, participatory action research approach we worked with transnational teaching teams to
investigate their learning and teaching professional development needs. We incorporated
multiple interpretive methods for accessing a variety of data including: surveys, interviews,
observations of teaching, learning and assessment practices and reflective group discussions.
Using these participatory methods we articulate and document the professional development
needs of transnational teaching teams in such areas as such as internationalisation of the
curriculum, assessment practices and moderation, quality standards and assurance, intercultural
competency and communication, peer review of teaching, developing academic literacies and
inclusive educative practice. Through collaborative analysis of this data the team then developed
a framework and guide sensitive to the specificity of both cultural context and the language and
academic literacy development needs of students. This participative and inclusive approach
encourages ongoing relationships and dialogic interaction between UOW and INTI Laureate
staff in relation to teaching, learning and assessment practices. It contributes to building
a community of practitioners committed to improving teaching practices in transnational higher
education. The documentation allows for adaptation with other partner institutions to fit their
context. At a time when governments and many outside institutions are calling for better quality
outcomes for students in transnational higher education programs, we believe this project
addresses a gap in current practice by focusing attention on the professional development needs
of transnational teaching teams. Such a focus on quality teaching and learning practices at the
level of the transnational teaching team contributes to ameliorating current risks to the quality of
transnational programs (Stella & Bhushan, 2011).
Keywords: transnational education, professional development, teaching teams, quality enhancement of
teaching and learning
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Reconciling Beliefs about Teaching in Large Undergraduate Lectures:
What You Say You Will Do versus What You Actually Do
Barbara Kensington-Miller
The University of Auckland

Abstract
Research has shown that passive learning and transmission teaching are disempowering
for students and can lead to low levels of attention and understanding (Boaler, 2000).
Nevertheless, the use of transmission style lectures in undergraduate mathematics courses is
remarkably intransigent with many lecturers believing in the effectiveness of such pedagogy.
This is often attributed to the reluctance of many academic staff to change their ways of lecturing
due to tradition and ease. Changing these beliefs about how mathematics should be taught is not
a simple process and can often be extremely uncomfortable (Johnson et al., 2009; Yackel,
Rasmussen, & King, 2000; Yoon, Kensington-Miller, Sneddon, & Bartholomew, 2011).
However, research suggests that this process can become easier through collaborative reflection
(Paterson, Thomas, & Taylor, 2011).
In this study, the journey of a mathematician is described as he accepted the challenge to
ask students to work interactively on questions in large lectures. His espoused and enacted
beliefs about lecturing were confronted through a cyclic process of developing questions, testing
them in lectures and refining them in collaboration with a research group. Initially, the study
showed that what the mathematician said he would do and what he actually did were at odds, but
over time the gap between his beliefs decreased. From the interviews, he described his beliefs
and how he acted on them in his lectures: by encouraging students to think more about
mathematics in lectures; by using open-ended questions for class discussion; and by rejecting the
tyranny of content. The change in the mathematician’s enacted beliefs was seen against
a backdrop of changing emotions and after repeated testing out and reflection, he developed
a confidence to apply the new teaching practice. The study demonstrates that working within
a team of educators can be a source of encouragement for a lecturer to engage scientifically with
his/her teaching beliefs. A lecturer’s espoused and enacted beliefs about their practice are often
in conflict but can be modified through a cyclic process of implementing, testing, reflecting and
revising one’s teaching practice.
Keywords: beliefs, reflection, teaching practice, undergraduate mathematics education
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Working on an Assessment Policy - A Guideline
Judith Kerkhof
Artevelde University College Ghent

Abstract
The department for Educational development at the Artevelde University College Ghent
has developed a support tool called ‘Working on an assessment policy plan – a guideline’. This
guideline assists bachelor programmes to describe ‘what, when and how’ students are being
assessed during their programme and at the same time guides them describing a justification for
choices made (or still to make) in the curriculum’s learning outcomes and assessment matrix.
The guideline assumes that choices are influenced by the institutional and legal framework as
well as by the educational reality in which the programmes are offered (number of students,
staff, finances, existing expertise in terms of assessment skills, ...).
The underlying rationale of the guideline as an educational development tool is twofold.
We believe that while working on the assessment policy plan, the departments (1) improve and
sustain the quality of their assessment programme and (2) implement a shared institutional and
team-oriented vision on assessment.
The above mentioned guideline offers the departments a number of steps to follow while
working on their assessment policy plan.
First, the reason why and how the assessment policy plan is written will have to be
described. Secondly the legal and institutional framework will be made explicit. For instance:
bachelor degrees leading to a regulated profession will have to meet certain standards
influencing the way students are being assessed, and: a new Flemish accreditation and quality
framework (under construction) and a new Flemish qualification framework (changes the way
assessment programmes are being evaluated by accreditation bodies with, amongst others, a
more pronounced focus on linking domain specific learning outcomes to assessment tasks and
strategies. Thirdly the department is asked to formulate its strategy (vision, content), its quality
management and its organisational and planning approach to assessment.
The steps are not presented as a linear approach but rather as an iterative process; certain
aspects can receive more or less attention, depending on the department’s priorities and the
chosen approach to working on the assessment policy plan. Each step is presented with a number
of questions that help departments to reflect on possible choices to make. Besides our guideline
for working on the assessment policy plan, we offer educational support tools for individual
lecturers to develop, implement and evaluate their assessment practice.
Keywords: assessment policy, educational support, quality of assessment
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The Development Program to Enhance the Academic Leaders of the Learning
Substance Group: Office of the Basic Education Commission
Puongrat Kesonpat
Srinakharinwirot University

Abstract
This research reports the development program to enhance the academic leaders of the
learning substance group: Office of the Basic Education Commission. Specifically, the study
aimed to develop training packages to enhance the academic leadership of the learning substance
group, used for training the middle group leaders in school. The research and development was
carried out in the following four steps: the first step was to define goals, objectives and coverage;
the second step was to design a program; the third step was to try-out the training packages with
1,770 learning substance group in the school area of Bangkok; and the last step was to evaluate
the program by using questionnaires.
The result of this research showed that the training packages could be used to enhance the
academic leadership for leaders of the learning substance group to gain knowledge and
experiences in academic administration and management. The structure of the course consisted
of 6 units: unit 1 - a new concept for the learning substance group; unit 2 - to lead an exemplary;
unit 3 - to stimulate intellectual; unit 4 - the spirit of teamwork; unit 5 - the administration on the
differences between groups; and unit 6 - the project development. It took three days for the
training course.
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Considering Culture in e-Learning Environments and Post-Secondary
Learner Success
Orest Kinasevych
Red River College

Abstract
This study sought to identify the relationships between cultural factors, e-learning design,
and learning success. It probed the cultures of respondents, their perceptions of the usability
characteristics of e-learning tools, and their subjective assessments of their learning. The study
aimed to identify correlations between culture and perceptions of usability, as well as between
these perceptions and learning success. An extensive literature review identified appropriate
cultural definitions, usability heuristics, education theory, and applicable research models.
Participants were 40 students at two Canadian colleges who had been enrolled in online
instruction. Their exposure to online learning tools was crucial to the study. A single online
survey instrument was used to collect subjective data from the participants. The survey
instrument made use of questions based on the work of Hofstede (2001), questions regarding
e-learning usability, questions regarding subjective learning success, and questions about
demographics. Methodology is described in detail. Response data were tested for potential
correlations. Inferential statistics were used to identify whether the data may generalize to the
larger population. Although some significant observations were made, the findings were not
conclusive. Recommendations include additional study of cultural factors in e-learning.
Keywords: culture, online learning, e-learning, usability
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Learning activities and by using Problem-Based Learning and student’
achievement in Research Methodology Course.
Tanasorn Kirum and Sumalee Somnuk
Eastern Asia University

Abstract
This research is aim to study relationship between learning activities and student’
achievement by using Problem-Based Learning approach. Also, to study student’ satisfaction to
the learning activities conducted under Problem-Based Learning approach. This is part of
Research Methodology course. The population will be 21 students from Faculty of Business
Administration who enrolled in Research Methodology Course. The learning activities will be
defined by the teacher who conducted this research in accordance with concept of the Research
Administration Department of Eastern Asia University. According to the concept, students have
to participate 6 steps in the learning activities. Firstly, student will be divided into group, 5-6
people each and there will be assigned situation or proposition to identify issues from the given
information. Each group has to list out questions that they wanted to know themselves by using
Research Methodology as a tool. Second step is Brain Storming activity. Third step is conducting
Problem Analysis. Then, Planning, Learning after that Application, Summary and Report would
be the fourth, fifth and sixth steps respectively.
The methodology of data collection will be consist of evaluation form in learning
behavior by using Problem–Based Learning: PBL in type of Authentic Assessment that this is in
accordance with concepts of student center by design Rubrics Scoring and questionnaire toward
learning activities by using Problem–Based Learning: PBL as Rating Scale that this is
accordance with concept of Likert scale including assessment student’ achievement of writing
proposal by using descriptive Statistic analysis which are percentage average standard deviation.
The research is utilized Descriptive Statistic analysis which are percentage, average,
standard deviation and statistical data to test relation between to conduct learning activity by
using Problem – Based Learning and achievement learning of student’ in research methodology
course which is Chi-square. This research found that student’s achievement average equal to
23.67. of total score 35, standard deviation 4.66 and evaluate learning activities by using
Problem–Based Learning: PBL found that have satisfy with learning activity is excellent as it
shows average equal to 4.14 standard deviation is 0.61 Finally, the conduct activity of asking
problem, brain storming, problem Analysis, Planning, Learning Application has relate with
achievement learning in accordance but step of summary and report has not relate with
achievement learning of student.
Keywords: Achievement of student’s learning , Learning activity by using Problem – Based Learning:
PBL, Research Methodology Course, Satisfaction
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The Outcome of an Application of Problem-Based Learning in
Economics Learning Based on Student Competence
Kaniknun Klahan, Kunlayanee Pornpinetpong
Prince of Songkla University

Abstract
The objectives of this study were to investigate how problem-based learning (PBL)
methods which, in the learning of economics, effect student competence. That includes critical
thinking skills, interpersonal relationships, team working skills, and time-management skills.
This research was based upon observations, and formative evaluation data obtained from ‘The
Seminar in Economics course’, held at the Faculty of Economics, Prince of Songkla University,
during the first semester of 2011. (PBL was the learning methodology for this course.) The
subjects, for this research, consisted of 56 senior year students, who were majoring in
Economics. The students’ performance during the group process of PBL scenarios was observed.
There were two scenarios selected for the observations: the second scenario for pretest, and the
fifth scenario for the posttest.
The analysis was aimed at proving how the improvement of student skills focuses on the
objectives of the study. The data from the group pretest - posttest was statistically analyzed using
paired samples t – testing, and t - testing from independent samples. The results showed that
between pretest - posttest of the students’ performance, critical thinking skills, interpersonal
relationships, team working skills, and time-management skills were statically improved (at a
0.05 level of significance).
In addition, when compared with the mean performance, taking into consideration the
students ability, the analysis found that the student whom have a higher GPA (a GPA above
3.00) have a significantly higher improvement rate for critical thinking skills, interpersonal
relationships, and team working skills than do students who have a lower GPA (at the 0.05 level
of significance). The analysis also showed that all the students had a significant increase in
problem solving skills (at the 0.05 level of significance). In addition to this, students have further
developed their communication, and presentation skills. Most of the students expressed their
appreciation of this learning method. Students also increased their participation in group
working, personal responsibility, and the sharing of their ideas with, and from others. These also
contributed towards better relationships amongst the students.
Keywords: problem based learning, learning achievement, life-long learning
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A Development of Students’ Personality and Identity Using Experiential
Learning Cycle in the Department of Airline Business,
Faculty of Liberal Arts, Sripatum University
Suwanna Kongsuriyanawin
Sripatum University

Abstract
The article engages with the personality development of the students learning ALB113 a subject of personality and identity development included in the Airline Business curriculum of
Sripatum University - taught with the Experiential Learning Cycle. It is based on the assumption
that the Experiential Learning Cycle seems to be a powerful influence on the personality
development of the students. It deals with three important questions. Firstly, how does the
Experiential Learning Cycle taught with in-class activities enable students to develop their
personality? Secondly, does the Experiential Learning Cycle taught with in-class activities affect
students’ efficiency? Lastly, does the Experiential Learning Cycle taught with in-class activities
satisfy students? This article aims to investigate how the students learning ALB113 (Personality
and Identity Development) taught with the Experiential Learning Cycle have responded to these
questions. The underlying tension that the researcher is trying to grip with is to combine a system
that is able to provide an effective teaching method. The article first outlines the research of the
personality development of the students learning ALB113 (Personality and Identity
Development) taught with the Experiential Learning Cycle. In addition, it discusses the input
and the output of the Experiential Learning Cycle that may affiliate with current efforts to
enhance teaching methods. Finally, the article discusses how individual may respond to the
Experiential Learning Cycle.
Keywords: teaching improvement, Experiential Learning Method
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When Mode Does Not Matter: Evaluation In-Class versus Out-of-Class
Robert Kordts-Freudinger, Eva Geithner
University of Paderborn, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

Abstract
The article deals with the question if online evaluation leads to different results than
paper-and-pencil evaluation. Given that most previous studies confound the evaluation mode
(online versus paper) with the evaluation situation (in-class versus after-class), we expected that
evaluation results would be influenced only by the evaluation situation: Participants would give
more negative feedback on both scale ratings and open-ended comments when evaluating afterclass. The very evaluation mode would not be relevant for the evaluation results. Analysing
evaluations of a training programme for university teachers, we compared paper evaluations after
class to either paper evaluations in class, or to online evaluations after class. The response rates
showed that more participants took part in-class than after-class. Likewise, the scale ratings
showed that paper evaluations after-class were more negative than paper evaluations in-class.
Finally, the length of the comments supported this result: Participants wrote longer negative
comments, but not positive comments, when evaluating after-class than in-class, independent
from evaluation mode. The data support our hypotheses that only the evaluation situation, but not
the evaluation mode, influences evaluation results. The situation can be explained with both
situation and person variables of which we assume that both factors may play a role.

Keywords: online evaluation, paper evaluation, evaluation mode, social situation
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Integrating Lean Concepts to Improve Faculty Development Organizations
Murali Krishnamurthi, Purush Damodaran
Northern Illinois University

Abstract
Along with helping faculty to improve their teaching and scholarly activities and meet
their professional development needs, it is necessary for faculty development organizations to
find ways to improve their operations so that they can function effectively in these challenging
economic times in academia. The Lean Concepts (Taghizadegan, 2006), developed by Toyota
Corporation and applied initially in manufacturing situations, are now increasingly being
implemented in service organizations to improve productivity, and they are also applicable in
academic support organizations such as faculty development centers. The objective of this
session is to explain lean concepts and their application in service organizations, illustrate how
they were integrated to improve the operations of a faculty development center, and suggest
ways for other faculty development centers to apply the concepts in their organizations.
Even though the Faculty Development and Instructional Design Center at Northern
Illinois University has been effective in serving the professional development needs of faculty,
staff, administrators and teaching assistants, it embarked two years ago on streamlining its
operations and exploring continuous improvement to adapt to shrinking budgets and reduced
resources. For this purpose, the Center staff first conducted a details analysis of the Center’s
programs, resources, services, operations, and marketing and reporting activities. Then integrated
Lean Concepts, such as 5S and Value Stream Mapping (Nash & Poling, 2008; Tapping, Dunn,
Fertuck & Baban, 2010) wherever applicable at the Center, and analyzed the results using
appropriate statistical techniques to find opportunities for improvement. The findings have been
successfully implemented resulting in considerable savings in staff time and effort, and improved
efficiency.
The completed effort has helped the Center to increase its operational efficiency as well
as implement steps for continuous improvement. Some of the significant outcomes include (but
not limited to) reducing program planning and registration durations and simplifying those
processes, redesigning the layout of various resources at the Center and maximizing their
utilization, improving marketing and reporting of the Center’s activities, and simplifying
the assessment processes.
Lean Concepts are not only effective for improving manufacturing operations but also for
improving the operational efficiency of faculty development organizations, especially in
the current challenging economic climate in academia. Many of the Lean Concepts are simple
for any organization to apply, and in this session participants will discuss how they can apply
the concepts to improve their faculty development organizations in any higher education
institution.
Keywords: Lean Concepts, faculty development organization, improvement
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Learning-Outcome Based Evaluation of Coaching in Higher Education
Edith Kroeber, Sabine Lehmann-Grube
Universität Stuttgart

Abstract
In higher education training coaching is increasingly used as a means to professionalise
teaching. Whether or not and under which conditions this method is effective is an empirical
question rarely posed and waiting for investigation. In order to validate the effects of coaching
with respect to competence development, a competence model with different competence levels
is needed representing evaluation criteria in the sense of learning outcomes. To assess the
competence levels before and after coaching, evaluation tools have to be developed or adapted.
In our session, we will present a coaching concept based on a competence model and reflect on a
theory-driven evaluation model to investigate effects of coaching in higher education. We are
about to start implementing this concept at the University of Stuttgart with professors, including
its empirical evaluation and will bring first experiences to the conference.
After presenting the concept, we would like to give participants the opportunity to
develop their ideas and concepts of coaching and exchange on how to evaluate these concepts.
The session’s aims are to discuss the participants’ understanding of competence models, to
encourage an exchange of coaching concepts and processes, and to reflect on and scrutinise the
presented evaluation concept. Furthermore, participants of this session will learn about different
methods and tools of evaluation, and develop and reflect on own ideas for their own concepts.
In this session, short presentations will alternate with group and partner work, which will be
summarised in a final discussion.
Keywords: coaching in higher education, evaluation, competence model
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Life as Student Sojourners – The Voices of Students Studying Overseas
Alison Kuiper, Chiu-Pih Tan
The University of Sydney, Lincoln University

Abstract
While the benefits of the internationalisation of a student body are often proposed to be
those highlighted in the European Erasmus programme, namely ‘that a period spent abroad not
only enriches students' lives in the academic and professional fields, but can also improve
language learning, intercultural skills, self-reliance and self-awareness’ (European Commission)
and while universities can, and must, thus provide experiences that can assist international
students in adapting and integrating to the environment in which they are studying, personal and
cultural factors may affect the extent to which students acculturate to a new educational and
wider cultural environment. This study explores the relationship between the goals and
expectations of students and their adaptation to the environment of a university in a South Pacific
English-speaking country. It reports on an investigation into the experiences of two differently
constituted groups of international undergraduate students for whom internationalisation had
different outcomes.
The first group of twenty students was all Mandarin speakers from the People's Republic
of China. The second group was composed of students from a diverse range of origins: South
East Asia, the Pacific Islands and the Middle East. The two groups of students were
demographically comparable, with similarities in average age, gender mix, marital status, year of
study and average length of time studying overseas. All the students were interviewed by a fluent
speaker of Mandarin and English. The interviews, covered their expectations of, and experiences
of life at, and outside of, the university.
The study revealed commonalities and differences between the motivations and
experiences of the two groups. The shared ethnicity of the first group provided them with a
group of peers which contributed to their ability to operate as sojourners, with little contact with
local, English-speaking peers. Despite their avowed intentions of seeking an English-medium
education, many of these students seldom spoke English in their interactions on campus or off
campus, with friends, or in their living arrangements. The backgrounds of the second group and
their experiences were more diverse. They spent more time on campus, spoke English more often
and were more likely to mix with other nationalities and interact with the local community. The
degree of their adaptation to the local environment varied. While some experienced a sense of
social isolation, others sought interaction even when language barriers existed. The findings of
the study revealed several factors as critical in the extent to which international students
acculturated to the new environment. The motivation for the student’s choosing to study
overseas, the degree of cultural distance between the home country and that of the university, the
presence or absence of peers from home and the intentions of the student on graduation affect
whether an international student adapts to the local environment or remains an academic
sojourner for their time as an international student.
Keywords: international students, English speaking education, acculturation
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Creating a Scholarship of Educational Leadership
Klara Bolander Laksov, Marita Hilliges, Torgny Roxa
Karolinska Institutet, Mälardalen University College, Lund University

Abstract
With an effort to create a dialogue on the topic of educational quality and development
among rectors/provosts, deans and others at managerial level within Swedish universities, the
first academic national conference on Leading Higher Education was organised in Stockholm, in
November 2012. The conference was organised by a working group consisting of academic
developers, students and managers. The main aim of this activity was to engage academic leaders
in à scholarly informed dialogue on how to lead HE. A preliminary conclusion is that scholarly
discussions dealing with leadership in higher education attracts many participants, showing
a need for the topic to be debated; but also a lack of appropriate language. Leadership in
academia is still something not talked about, therefore, development is hampered. In this oral
presentation the outcomes of the conference will be presented together with our reflections on
the process of organizing the conference.
Keywords: academic leadership
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Peer Observation of Teaching and Beyond
Matti Lappalainen, Kristine Mason O’Connor
University of Turku, University of Gloucestershire

Abstract
As a result of the session, all participants have readiness to introduce peer observation
and/or peer review as one fruitful tool for professional development in their own organisations.
In the first part of the session, different peer observation and feedback techniques and
practices utilized as tools for professional development are presented. In some of these
techniques the role of the educational developer is important beside the teacher and the observer.
These activities are often structured and “official” and for example used as a part of a
professional development course, while others are more based on teachers own goals and
activity. The session will also consider limitations to peer observation of teaching and how they
might be addressed by moving 'beyond' peer observation to peer review (Gosling and Mason
O'Connor). Peer review can encompass 'teaching problems' (Bass 1999) which extend beyond
face to face teaching to such activities as assessment and course design. Peer review case studies
will be shared with participants.
Even if the contexts and actualizations of peer feedback are different, the broader aims
are the same: to offer a collegial and safe atmosphere for reflection and professional
development.
After the presentation, the participants can comment the different peer observation and
peer review models and share their own experiences and ideas with each other in order to find
out what kind of a model would fit to their own organisation.
At the end of the session, the participants will produce concrete ideas and suggestions on
how to utilize peer observation and peer review in their own organisations. The ideas are
discussed and shared in the group.
Keywords: peer observation, peer review, feedback, faculty development
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Motivational Factors as Predictors of Student Approach to Learning
Berit Lassesen
Aarhus University

Abstract
Research indicates that both self-efficacy and test anxiety may influence student
performance. There is also evidence to suggest that students´ approach to learn, i.e. whether they
adopt a deep or surface approach affect the outcome of learning. There is, however, little
research exploring the possible influences of self-efficacy and test anxiety on study behavior in
higher education, and current research stresses the importance of considering both cognitive and
motivational factors in higher educational contexts (Dinther et.al., 2010) Increasing our
knowledge about these associations could improve our understanding of the processes and
mechanisms involved in learning and academic performance.
1181 undergraduate and graduate students from four major faculties at Aarhus
University, Aarhus, Denmark (response rate: 87.5 %) completed a questionnaire package
assessing self-efficacy and test anxiety, together with a Danish version of the revised Study
Process Questionnaire (R-SPQ-2F) and a number of other variables. Of these, 887 (75.1%) were
undergraduate students enrolled in courses across 33 disciplines and 294 (24.9%) were graduate
students enrolled in courses across 21 disciplines. Women constituted 61% of the total sample.
The associations between approach to learn and the potential predictors were analyzed
separately with linear regressions as well as with multivariate hierarchical regression analyses,
adjusting for the remaining variables.
The results of the multiple linear regression showed that each of the motivational factors
of self-efficacy, test-anxiety generally strong independent statistical significant predictors in the
expected directions of students approach to learning, both when analyzed separately (Beta’s:
0.40 to -0.80; p: 0.0001 to 0.006) and when taking other motivational, background, and
institutional factors into consideration (Beta’s: 0.30 to -0.06; p: 0.0001 to 0.06). When adding the
motivational factors to the models, the explanatory power was increased considerably for both
Deep (Final model: R2 = 0.279) and Surface approach (Final model: R2 = 0.214).
Although successful learning largely depends on knowledge and skills, factors such as
self efficacy and test anxiety play an important role as predictors of students’ learning
approaches, and subsequent learning outcomes. Whether students react with anxiety or with
enthusiasm is largely determined by the beliefs that they hold about their own ability. Students
are not likely to be drawn towards an active discussion of new meanings if they have little
confidence in their own abilities as thinkers. Teachers may think that they have no power to
influence or enhance the value of a task to the students, but educators naturally play an important
role in this process. Presenting the syllabus, setting the stage, and discussing it with the students
are fundamental activities that help clarify the objectives and the means to obtaining them.
Besides being a role model by showing enthusiasm for the subject, teachers are important
moderators when it comes to building the ability and effort required for deep learning.
Keywords: student approach to learn, self-efficacy, test anxiety
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The Case of CUL (Centre for Teaching and Learning), School of Business and
Social Sciences, Aarhus University, Denmark: Dilemmas in Large Scale
Educational Development
Ole Lauridsen, Torben Jensen, Maja Hjerrild, Bente Jørgensen
Aarhus University

Abstract
When developmental work within the area of HE pedagogy goes from small scale to
large scale, it changes character and new challenges arise. The session invites directors of
developmental units and all interested educational developers to discuss dilemmas of such
a transition and exchange experiences with the aim of ameliorating the work of pedagogical
units. The basis will be the case of CUL and the attendees’ own experiences. Case from 2004 to
2011 CUL has developed from two small units with only a few employees and a limited range of
voluntary courses into a centre with 13 full-time employees offering mandatory courses for
faculty at all career levels. These courses comprise: (i) supervision and mentoring, educational
ICT, teaching in the multicultural/multilingual classroom (for associate and full professors); (ii)
planning/developing courses; teaching techniques (for assistant professors); (iii) teaching
techniques (for graduate teaching assistants (GTAs), Ph.D. students, part-time lecturers).
Furthermore, CUL participates in the development of courses and quality policies and strategies;
also it conducts analyses and other research within the area of university pedagogy for the
School and for Aarhus University as a whole. School of Business and Social Sciences has
7 departments, 17,000 students, 522 full-time faculty, 236 Ph.D. students and about 800 parttime lecturers, including GTAs.
The work of the centre is based upon a number of strategic choices made during its
development: (1) At a university where research is considered more important than teaching,
the centre itself must create a demand for pedagogical development; (2) The reputation and the
legitimacy of the centre must be created through its courses: i.e. bottom-up; (3) In order to
change the teaching practices, special importance is attached to the power and culture bearing
senior faculty; (4) The centre is financed by the dean through ‘taxation’ of the departments;
(5) The activities of the centre are written into the educational policy and strategy of the School;
(6) The clout of the centre stems from a close alliance with the top management that fully
support and promotes the development work; (7) Most courses are mandatory and thus part of
the job description/job contract; and (8) The role of the centre is to act as a change agent within
the organisation, and also – but not only – to be a critical friend for the individual teachers.
The session will discuss dilemmas in development work such as (a) Voluntary, motivated
course participation vs. mandatory course participation; (b) The role of a pedagogical unit as
a critical friend vs. as a change agent; (c) Freedom of teaching vs. pedagogical leadership; and
(d) The problems of proving the impact of the centre’s efforts vs. management support.
Keywords: pedagogical courses, faculty, organisation, managemental support
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Pedagogical Supervision of Assistant Professors and Postdoc’s Development
of Self-confidence
Ole Lauridsen
Aarhus University

Abstract
Aarhus University offers a mandatory pedagogical training programme for all assistant
professors, the completion of which is required in order to obtain tenure at a Danish university.
At Business and Social Sciences, this programme is supplemented by observation and
supervision of the assistant professors’ teaching practice. The reason for this initiative is (i) that
many young university teachers face general problems putting pedagogical theory into practice –
even though the pedagogical programme as such is practice-oriented, and partly due to this
(ii) that quite a few of them lack self-confidence when it comes to teaching. In contrast to peer
supervision which is useful in its own right and also recommended at the university, this
supervision by a senior faculty member offers a much more focused feedback based on the
supervisors’ long experience and thorough knowledge of the theoretical background and
application of postmodern constructivist teaching methods. The key areas of the supervision are:
gestures and facial expression, enunciation, language (the quality of Danish / the quality of
English as a foreign language in teaching), use of different media (the presentation as such, e.g.
PowerPoint technicalities, blackboard, visualizer, Web 2.0), interaction with the students
(including the use of active learning), and the structure of the lesson, including timing. – The
written feedback is succinct and to the point, but the form is friendly; receiving feedback from
a senior colleague is a notorious challenge for quite a few of the supervisees, and it is therefore
crucial that the supervisors do not scare or discourage their young colleagues. This supervision is
voluntary, but still 8 out of 10 accept the offer. The feedback from the supervisees is positive:
Many supervisees report that they did not understand the full impact of the pedagogical
principles delivered at the training course until after the supervision; many realize that their
teaching can be improved through only minor changes; all of them stress that they feel much
more competent and confident after the supervision.
The session will present the principles and the results of the supervision: the didactic foci,
the problems registered and the format as such. Examples of supervision feedback will be given,
and the form used by the supervisors as well as samples of full supervision reports will be
handed out to attendees. The activities after this introduction will consist of (i) a discussion of
the principles applied, and (ii) an exchange of experience and ideas with a view to improving the
quality of the supervision. The outcomes of this interaction will thus be beneficial to all attendees
who (plan to) work with supervision in their own professional practice.
Keywords: supervision, feedback, self confidence, quality of teaching
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Driving without a GPS - or How Do We Navigate the Challenges of
the International University?
Karen Lauridsen
Aarhus University

Abstract
At many European universities, the internationalization of degree programmes is a
strategic goal, and an increasing number of programmes are now taught in English, which is the
first language of only a few of the lecturers or students. As a result, lecturers are faced with new
challenges as students as well as the lecturers themselves represent a diverse range of first
languages, cultures and knowledge systems; at the same time, the teaching and learning must
reach at least the same high quality standards as in more traditional mono-lingual and monocultural settings. For a lecturer with first language or high foreign language proficiency in
English, the primary challenges may be to integrate students with other first languages into the
English speaking context, whereas the lecturer who is struggling with his/her own language
proficiency may have other issues as well. Common to them all, however, is to ensure that all
students, irrespective of their linguistic or cultural backgrounds, contribute to and benefit from
being involved in what Singh & Doherty (2004) term the global university contact zone; that
their learning through the medium of a foreign language (English) is facilitated in the best way
possible; and that the differences in their knowledge systems is acknowledged and used as an
asset in these international programmes. With these factors in place, on the other hand,
programmes with international faculty and diverse student audiences in which this diversity is
exploited in an appropriate way, may have a considerable added value that positively impacts on
the knowledge, skills and competences developed by their graduates. However, lecturers often
feel at a loss because they are not sure how to do this and teaching becomes like driving in
unknown territory without a GPS.
Based on recent relevant literature on these topics as well as a short survey identifying
the challenges and benefits of teaching diverse student audiences in international programmes,
conducted among 50+ participants in professional development courses at Aarhus University
(Denmark) 2011/12, the paper outlines these challenges under three main headings: (i) language
policy and language proficiency; (ii) (educational) cultures; and (iii) knowledge systems. For
each of these headings, the issues as well as possible solutions will be outlined and discussed; in
addition to this, the aim, content and intended learning outcomes of a professional development
programme (in-service training), Teaching in English in the Multicultural Classroom, will be
introduced. Conference attendees will be asked to actively contribute to the discussion of these
issues by sharing their own experience in this field, thereby contributing to a possible typology
of challenges and solutions in international programmes from which all attendees may benefit.
They will then not have to drive without a GPS, but will have a better background for navigating
the international university.
Keywords: the development of higher education across the globe, cross-cultural education,
internationalisation of higher education, language policy, language proficiency, knowledge systems
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Coordinators Leading the Advancement of Sessional Staff: A CLASS Act
Geraldine Lefoe1, Dominique Parrish1, Jo McKenzie2, Janne Malfroy3, Yoni Ryan4
1

University of Wollongong, 2University of Technology Sydney, 3University of Western Sydney,
4
Australian Catholic University

Abstract
Globally, there has been an increased interest in leadership capacity development within
higher education institutions as universities face the multi-faceted changes experienced by the
sector with increased demands for accountability by funding bodies and employers. A significant
issue in Australia that has been increasingly highlighted is the casualisation of the workforce,
leading to concerns about teaching standards and professional development support for this
expanding group of sessional teachers. Whilst workshop programs can support some areas of
professional development, teaching expertise development may be best done in conjunction with
development of a collegial network by subject or unit coordinators. This paper describes
a national initiative in Australia that aimed to enhance coordinators’ capacity to support this
development and to improve learning outcomes for their students.
The CLASS project aimed to enhance the quality of teaching through the development of
leadership capacity of unit coordinators, thereby improving capacity for academic leadership and
management of the teaching team, especially sessional teachers. The outcome of the initiative
was a leadership capacity building framework for cross-disciplinary networks to support
coordinators in their role of leading the teaching team. We use the term ‘subject coordinator’ to
refer to the person who coordinates all academic activity at the subject or unit level. We define
sessional teachers broadly to include those who are employed on a semester basis including
tutors, demonstrators and teachers who contribute to the teaching of students in higher education.
The CLASS project adopted an action-learning approach to leadership capacity
development and included formal professional-development workshops; authentic actionlearning projects; reflective practice; communities of practice; and networking. By improving
and contextualising the support for sessional teachers; aligning practice with policy; and
establishing and sharing good practice models, quality processes and practices were established
which had impact across all the institutions involved in the pilot phase of the project. A cascade
approach to dissemination provided opportunity for take up by other institutions through
a national workshop program implemented across five states and involving 172 people from
a further 26 institutions. Evaluation data from the program provided an overwhelmingly positive
response to the program as well as suggestions for improvement that will allow for further
adaption by international institutions.
Challenges and successes in the implementation of the project are described through
institutional case studies available on the website. Additional resources and outcomes from this
national collaboration, including exemplar practices and video triggers, are also available on the
website http://classleadership.com/. Support for the original work was provided by the Australian
Learning and Teaching Council Ltd, an initiative of the Australian Government Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations.
Keywords: professional development, unit coordinators, leadership capacity development
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The Structure, Culture and Agency Research Project: Study of Eight
South African Centres for Teaching and Learning
Brenda Leibowitz
Stellenbosch University

Abstract
This paper reports on an investigation into contextual influences on the professional
development of academics as teachers in higher education in South Africa. This three-year study,
which is midway through its term, consists of an analysis of the national context and eight case
studies at public higher education institutions. Its aim is to explore how material, policy and
cultural forces influence individuals’ engagement in professional development opportunities, and
what kinds of professional development are effective in these environments.
The research questions informing the study included: (1) What can be learnt about the
interplay of structure, culture and agency with regard to the professional development of
academics as teachers, from a series of case studies in South African higher education settings?
(2) What are the conditions which enable and constrain the professional development of
academics in their role as teachers for academics in these settings, which either encourage or
discourage them to a) take advantage of professional development opportunities afforded by
various higher education institution? and b) apply what they have learnt or experienced to the
benefit of teaching and learning at their own institution? (3) To what extent are these conditions
context-specific?
There were various motivations behind the research: to support the burgeoning
collaboration and networking amongst South African educational developers, to enhance our
understanding of the underlying mechanisms influencing take-up of professional development
opportunities, and to support processes of self-reflection amongst educational development units.
The study is informed by a broadly socio-cultural approach to academic development, with
a focus on the work of Margaret Archer (2007, 2000), on structure, culture and agency.
This presentation will focus on the two layers of data collected by colleagues at each
centre: a) the policies and depictions of teaching and learning and professional development at
the eight participating universities and b) the accounts of their work and take-up of their services
by the eight centres of teaching and learning. The presentation briefly discusses some of the
challenges of collecting data in such a large multi-site study and provides a descriptive overview
of the findings. It shares tentative findings about the suitability of the frame of structure, culture
and agency for explaining why academics take up opportunities for professional development
and for providing guidance on context-sensitive approaches towards academic development. It
suggests several additional considerations which should be taken into account when using this
theoretical framework in comparative studies in international settings. It concludes with a list of
implications for context-sensitive approaches to the professional development of academics and
for large-scale collaborative research projects.
Keywords: professional development, structure, agency, context
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Multiple Choice Assessment in Higher Education: Is It Still a Matter of
Number Right or Correcting for Guessing?
Ellen Lesage, Elien Sabbe, Martin Valcke
Ghent University

Abstract
In the context of teacher educational professionalization, Ghent University invests in
Multiple Choice Trainings to support its lecturers in developing multiple choice examinations.
Regarding the scoring of multiple choice examinations (MC), we cannot give our lecturers an
unequivocal, evidence-based advice during these training sessions as research literature is not
conclusive. The debate concerning the scoring of MC has been single-sided and mainly focused
on number right scoring (NR) versus correcting for guessing (CG). Advantages and
disadvantages of both methods have been compared. However, the comparison involved tests
from varying knowledge domains, neglected differences in test length and/or applied different
analysis criteria. As a consequence, comparisons of these MC test approaches turned out to be
difficult and presented mixed results. In addition, the research conclusions neglected the
particular impact of internal and external variables. The specific educational context is a key
external variable. Internal variables are linked to student variables such as risk-taking behavior
and test wiseness. Not surprisingly, an unequivocal, evidence-based advice regarding the scoring
of multiple choice examinations does not yet exist. Since no empirical evidence is available in
the literature that helps to direct the choice between either approaches, we do not continue the
debate whether NR of CG is to be preferred. Instead, we argue to focus on alternative
approaches.
The present paper aims at presenting a comprehensive review of MC scoring methods
currently used in higher education, resulting in an analysis of weaknesses and strengths. The
literature about these alternatives does not present a clear direction in view of opting for the most
optimal solution, so we can only conclude there is a growing need to evaluate alternatives in
valid and ecological settings. Thus far, test designers hardly dare to experiment with these
alternatives. Therefore research is needed to reduce the gap between theoretical possibilities and
practice. Achieving our aim can help to take legitimate decisions, ideally in dialogue with key
actors involved in an educational program. Students are also expected to benefit from a coherent
scoring approach for multiple-choice questions. In the context of these findings, we are currently
conducting research on this topic. We will compare different scoring methods and link these
methods to student variables such as risk-taking behavior, test wiseness, gender and
performance. Our aim is to offer our lecturers more support in the Multiple Choice Trainings by
giving them an evidence-based and well thought-out advice concerning the scoring of multiple
choice examinations.
Keywords: assessment, higher education, multiple choice, correcting for guessing, risk-taking behavior
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Outline of a Curriculum Embedded General Care Framework:
The Dual Track Policy
Tine Lievrouw, L. Dedrie, V. Vanoverberghe, H. Van Puyenbroeck
Arteveld University College Ghent

Abstract
The Learning Advice Department of the Artevelde University College Ghent is
responsible for the guidance of more than 11,000 students who have questions about their study
choice, programmes or language skills. Likewise, students who are dyslexic, have ADHD, are
autistic or suffer from other learning or physical disabilities can call on the professional coaches
for support.
Each year an increasing number of students with special needs are being catered for due
to the inclusive policy of the Belgian education system and the pioneering professionalization
and expertise in customized care at Artevelde University College Ghent. Our goal is to be an
accessible university college where students are not hindered by their physical, social,
psychological or mental boundaries. Our mantra is the general care framework; this model
incentivizes inclusion of all students by means of target group actions, the so-called dual track
policy.
We distinguish two main components in this framework: the compulsory and the
optional. The compulsory component is the strongest feature of this model with its qualitative
integration into the curriculum. The framework is developed such that each distinct study
programme can implement the concept within their current and unique setting.
We propose an oral presentation on the ICED conference where we will present the dual
track policy and encourage discussion on this evidence-based framework. We want to reflect on
certain challenges and give suggestions for further applications. We hope to broaden and share
our knowledge in the development of this educational framework using the findings and
feedback of the members of the ICED conference.
Keywords: general care framework, dual track, diversity
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Assessment for Transformation: Development and Sustainability of
an Innovative Dialogical Assessment Framework
Francesca Lorenzi, Justin Rami
Dublin City University

Abstract
This paper presents the outcomes of a research process, currently in its third year, which
has led to the development of an innovative dialogical assessment framework in a higher
education teacher-training programme. Specifically the research demonstrates that a dialogical
assessment framework that enables students to make sense of knowledge through reflection,
professional decision-making and engagement in its application can foster sustainability of
learning. This research strives to improve the learner experience and also to help trainee teachers
to understand their future professional roles.
Keywords: portfolio assessment, formative assessment, pedagogical dialogue, negotiation of meaning,
sustainability
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Constructivism and Learning Development in 21st Century
Suwannee Luckanavanich
Bangkok University

Abstract
Traditionally, teacher's role was directive. Knowledge was seen as inert. In the 21st
century, the teaching paradigm is changing. Teachers’ roles are facilitator and active creator. One
of the ways to learning development in 21st century is constructivism, a theory about how people
learn and construct their understanding and meaning. The objectives were to study how to
employ constructivism to develop students’ learning and to study the pattern of learning
development based on constructivism. With the constructivist view, knowledge is seen as
dynamic. In this study, the teacher encouraged students to use interactive and authentic
techniques (real-world context or problem solving) to create more knowledge and to reflect on
talking. Students worked in group project. Social and communication skills were created by
emphasizing collaboration on tasks and exchanging ideas to construct their own answers. Peers
are precious resources. The assessment was considered. Students were happy and proud of their
group projects because their questions and interests are valued. They gradually became expert
learners. It can be concluded that constructivism helps students show their initiatives and
personal investments in their group project and develop their abilities to express knowledge.
Students can transfer the new knowledge to others.
Keywords: constructivism, real-world context, posing questions, group project
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Inspiring Teaching, Enhancing Learning: An Evaluative Study of
a Re-launched Academic Development Unit
Ken Marsden
University College London

Abstract
The Centre for the Advancement of Learning and Teaching (CALT) at University
College London (UCL) underwent a major restructuring during 2010-11, which resulted in the
rebranding and re-launch of the Centre in October 2011. Following a brief rationale behind the
restructuring i.e. from an individual academic-based service to a more collaborative School
facing Teaching Fellow approach, the paper will highlight some of the issues faced during the
transition and then focus on the key features and activities of CALT since its re-launch. These
include: (1) 4 Service Provision Areas: Professional Development, Contextualised Resources,
Scholarly Collaboration, Advice and Guidance; (2) 5 Strategic Priorities: Assessment and
Feedback, Professional Standards Framework, Use of New Technologies, Key Skills,
Internationalisation of the Curriculum; (3) Promotion and Marketing of CALT: website /
literature / events; (4) Operating Plan / School facing Teaching Fellows / Institutional Support
(CALT Steering Group); (5) T&L Portal: a one-stop-shop for everything about T&L at UCL;
(6) Action Research Projects / L&T Conference / Provost Teaching Awards / Achievement
Archive.
Finally, the paper will reflect on and evaluate how and to what extent CALT’s new
strategic and operational remit, has been able to effectively influence the institutional agenda,
promote organisational change and provide expert targeted pedagogic support to all departments
in line with UCL’s objectives.
Keywords: academic development, pedagogic support, organisational change
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Making Transnational Collaborations Work:
The Lived Experience of the Local Academic
Joan McLatchie
Edinburgh Napier University

Abstract
Transnational education (TNE) has become a significantly important element of HE
delivery throughout the world, and much has been written on the subject. However, the majority
of research in this field is produced from the perspective of the (usually Western) awarding
institution. A neglected aspect of the TNE relationship is the role of the academic situated in the
delivery institution. This paper addresses this gap by investigating the lived experience of a
group of Indian academics working in collaboration with a UK university.
The research focuses on teaching culture and identity, and how this influences practice
within the transnational relationship. Three specific questions are asked: (1) How does the
Indian culture of teaching differ from the UK culture? (2) How does the perceived identity of
Indian academics relate to their role within the TNE collaboration? (3) What challenges do
Indian academics face within the collaborative system?
Primary data were produced by a process of co-construction between the researcher and
the 14 voluntary participants. Initial use of email to promote dialogue was followed up by
unstructured interviews, designed to enable the participants to set the agenda for discussion.
Participants were asked to bring ‘artefacts’, or objects, which represented their teaching identity
to the interview; these formed the starting point for discussion. After the interviews, participants
were asked to comment on the transcripts, with the invitation to add additional comment where
appropriate. Extensive quotes from the transcripts were then used to illustrate the issues raised by
the research questions.
Primary data indicated that participants in the interviews identified themselves very
strongly as ‘teachers’. The responses identified a widespread consensus on what it means to be a
teacher, and a strong focus on the benefits of learner-centred education. Teaching was seen as a
respected job role in Indian culture, and several respondents felt ‘proud’ to have that professional
identity. They identified issues around the Indian culture of a fully-timetabled day, with little
time for the students to work independently, or the academics to undertake scholarly activity.
They also identified issues regarding the different methods of teaching and learning between
India and the UK, and the challenges inherent in developing the students to be independent
learners.
The findings indicate the development of a hybrid teaching identity among Indian
academics, incorporating their own learning experiences and their teaching experiences as
educators in both the Indian and the UK systems. Significant differences are identified between
the teaching cultures, along with a strong recognition of the challenges involved. Overall, the
research clearly demonstrates the often underestimated role of local academics in making
transnational education work.
Keywords: transnational education, teaching identity, cross-cultural education
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A Study on the Medical Students' Trend to Critical Thinking and Its Relation
with Their Educational Status
Kamran Mirzaei, Soraya Zahmatkesh
Bushehr University of Medical Sciences

Abstract
Nowadays critical thinking is a necessity. This way of thinking is needed in medical
occupation, and therefore, in order for the present- and the would-be-General Physician to be
skillful and qualified for their jobs, it is vital to develop critical thinking. Here, we aim to study
the tendency of the medical students towards critical thinking and its relationship with their
educational status.
This research is a descriptive correlational study conducted on 35 students of Bushehr
University of Medical Sciences by the convenience sampling method; a questionnaire was used
to collect the data. The researcher studied and analyzed the collected data by means of SPSS a statistical computer software - along with the One-way ANOVA, the Pearson correlation
coefficient, the T-student and the General linear model.
This study showed that there was a significant difference between the average scores of
the students' trend to critical thinking and their different semesters. Moreover, there was a
negative reading on the co-relation of obtained scores and the students' ages. However, no
significant relation was seen between the students' trend to critical thinking and their average
scores of previous semesters or even of their (high school) diploma. The findings of this study
suggest that not enough importance has been given to critical thinking as a basic aspect of nurse
training by our educational system. So, it is important that this need is addressed by improving
our present instruction models.
Keywords: critical thinking, medical students, educational status
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Problem Based Learning: An Experience of a New Educational Method in
General health Students
Kamran Mirzaei, Soraya Zahmatkesh
Bushehr University of Medical Sciences

Abstract
Considering the necessity of General Health students' involvement in learning treatment
topics and, in order to achieve deeper learning, this study was performed to evaluate problem
based learning method and compare it to traditional method of teaching maternal and child health
care to General Health students.
This interventional study was performed on 12 General Health students in 2011. After
selection and orientation of tutors, a trainer helped them to adjust to the new method. After
orientation of students about PBL method, the groups were identified and the PBL method was
performed in four steps. A pretest was taken from students to assess their attitude and satisfaction
about traditional method of lecture. Then, a post-test evaluated their attitude toward and
satisfaction with the new method. The domains of this method were assessed by 5 point Likert
scale. Results were analyzed by SPSS software using descriptive and inferential statistics.
Results: The average of achieved scores out of the total score of five was as so in areas of
material organization (main subjects) (3.13±0.46), internal motivation (3.21±0.37), assignments
appropriateness (3.08±0.19), and suitability of evaluation method (3.52±0.96). The mean of
satisfaction score was 16 out of the total score of 20 which demonstrates agreement higher than
average. It can be concluded that by promoting learner's internal motivation, enhancing the
quality of education, and, increasing continuous learning, PBL method could prove useful in
teaching General Health students.
Keywords: problem based learning (PBL), student, education, learning
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Comparison of Critical Thinking before and after Basic Course of Medicine
among Medical Students
Kamran Mirzaei, Soraya Zahmatkesh
Bushehr University of Medical Sciences

Abstract
Medical practice is involved with clinical judgments which have direct effect on patient’s
health. A General Physician should be able to make vital decisions based on her knowledge and
skills in emergency situations. A General physician can reach correct decisions by using critical
thinking. In this cross-sectional, descriptive-analytical study we compared critical thinking
before and after basic course of medicine in medical students of Medical Sciences Universities of
Bushehr. A total of 35 qualified students of 2009 educational year were selected by census
method. After description the goals and methods of study, we applied California critical thinking
skills test (form B) in order to measure level of student's critical thinking. This test is a valid tool
for measuring critical thinking skills, including analysis, inference, deductive reasoning,
inductive reasoning and evaluation. Scores were analyzed by statistical tests (ANOVA, t test and
Pearson correlation coefficient).
No significant difference between total critical thinking scores of before and after basic
course of medicine in students was found but the scores of critical thinking of students after
course showed a significant increase in Bushehr University (p=0.015). No significant difference
was found in skills of critical thinking among students. In after course students, scores of
inductive reasoning showed a significant increasing (p=0.035).
According to the results of this study, due to importance of critical thinking, it needs
enough attention to paid to it during the educational course. The current medical education
strategies, in Iran, are unable to increase level of critical thinking in students. It is essential to
utilize new teaching strategies.
Keywords: critical thinking, education, medical students
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The Effect of Problem-Based Learning on Nursing Students' Learning Level
Kamran Mirzaei, Soraya Zahmatkesh
Bushehr University of Medical Sciences

Abstract
To offer a better care in complex clinical environments and with rapid changes in
technology, nurses need to improve their problem-solving skill. Student-centered and active
learning approaches are more effective in this regard. Hence, this study was to determine the
effect of Problem-Based Learning (PBL) on nursing students' learning level. This quasiexperimental study was conducted on 60 nursing students who had chosen Epidemiology of
diseases course in Bushehr University of Medical Sciences in 2009 -2010. The students were
randomly divided into two groups of cases (30 persons) and controls (30 persons). Having
applied PBL and lecture during the course, learning was evaluated via theoretical exams of
similar content and cognitive level in two groups, right at the end of the course. Data was
analyzed using Mann-Whitney U and Chi-square Test. The level of significance was 0.05.
Most of the students, with a mean (±SD) age of 20.35(±1.64) years, were single
(92.58%), and lived in a dormitory (84%). Although the mean scores were higher in cases
compared to the controls after the course, there was significant difference in both groups
regarding overall learning. A significant difference was seen in different cognitive levels.
Keywords: problem-based learning (PBL), lecture-based learning (LBL), nursing students
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Professional Learning for 21st Century Teaching: An Ontological Turn
Gayle Morris
The University of Hong Kong

Abstract
The challenges posed by globalization are now well rehearsed. They include, among
various claims, the need for us to know how to learn, and relearn, and how to go on amidst
uncertainty in a world increasingly characterized by ‘supercomplexity’ (Barnett, 2000). Across
the globe, universities are responding mobilising to broaden their education model in an effort to
retain relevancy and better meet the needs of students for the 21st century. Such education
purports to offer a more expansive view of humanity and its environment and aims to create
citizens along with preparing students for the workforce. While clearly epistemological and
practical considerations are evident, the language of contemporary undergraduate curriculum has
opened up somewhat suggesting that knowledge and skills are insufficient in terms of higher
education for the 21st century, it is rather about cultivating ‘ways of being’ (Barnett 2000, 2005;
Barnett and Coate 2005; Su, 2011). Yet such reimagining of the curriculum appears to sit
uncomfortably alongside concerns with effectiveness, accountability, ‘technical-rational
constructions of university pedagogy’ (McLean 2008:40), and an increasing emphasis on
evidence-based practice.
Against this background questions emerge as to the extent to which academics are able to
fully realize the bold transformations envisaged by such curriculum reform. As the ontology of
students, with the emphasis on the development of students’ being, is brought to the fore, there is
necessarily present an ontological orientation on the part of academics (Barnett, 2007). That
many academics in higher education do not perhaps see themselves in this way is problematic.
So too is that systematic programs of professional learning tend to privilege conceptual change,
are unlikely to pay sufficient attention to matters of ‘being’ of academic identity and values, and
of practice.
For academic developers I want to suggest that the way forward for professional learning
for the 21st century has to be understood as learning neither in terms of knowledge or skills but
of human qualities and dispositions. To help make the case I draw on preliminary findings from
recent empirical work undertaken in a tertiary institution in Hong Kong. In doing so I wish to ask
broader questions about the changed contexts of work, the sorts of professional learning that
typifies institutional efforts to support such work, and the possibilities of work itself as a
significant site in the reimagining of academic development for the 21st century. If this argument
has any veracity then there are implications for learning where the enhancement of practice may
require learning experiences that foreground ontological dimensions.
I wish to explore with participants the changed contexts from within which academics
work, the sorts of professional learning that typifies institutional efforts to support such work,
and the possibilities of academic development work as a significant site in the reimagining of
teaching for the 21st century.
Keywords: professional learning, ontology, academic development
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University Teaching Qualification: Quality Assurance via External Audits
in the Netherlands
Jaap Mulder, Toine Andernach, Riekje de Jong
University of Groningen, Delft University of Technology, Utrecht University

Abstract
In early 2008, the fourteen Dutch universities signed the Basis Kwalificatie Onderwijs/
University Teaching Qualification (BKO/UTQ) agreement. This means that professionalism is
mutually recognized and that lecturers with a UTQ certificate are automatically considered to be
qualified for academic teaching by all participating institutions.
Six universities have established a quality audit procedure in order to improve the quality
of professionalization programmes and to provide a starting point for a national audit system.
The aim is to develop a useful, efficient and flexible audit system that yields recognizable results
and useful recommendations for the universities.
External UTQ auditing is based on the following principles: the UTQ system must be
embedded in strategic and other personnel and teaching policy, the UTQ competences must be
clearly described, assessment must be performed in a responsible way, responsibilities must be
clearly set out and internal UTQ quality assurance must be in place.
In this pilot project, six universities had their UTQ systems audited by an external audit
committee in four audit sessions. This presentation will provide answers to the question of how
external quality assurance, with external audits of university UTQ systems, can contribute to
providing insight into lecturer teaching quality. The main question in the study is ‘Is the audit
procedure feasible and effective?’ This paper presentation will discuss the design and results of
the study and present an overview of findings, recommendations and best practices in the field of
the six focus points of the audit. The added value of an (inter)national UTQ audit will be
discussed with the participants of this presentation.
Items to discuss with the audience are: (1) Could we develop an effective method
(auditing procedure) that is flexible enough, not time consuming and convincing to all the
stakeholders? (2) What are the elements/ options to improve the UTQ scheme at individual
universities and what are the overall conclusions? (3) How to reach an international approach?
Keywords: qualification for academic teaching, quality audit procedure, national and international
approach
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TLC Committees as Institutional Channels for Pedagogical Intercourse
on Campus
Orna Muller, Vered Dangur
ORT Braude College of Engineering

Abstract
ORT Braude College (OBC) confers B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees in several engineering
fields. It strives to increase accessibility to higher education in the north of the country.
Accordingly, the Teaching & Learning Center (TLC) was established eight years ago as part of
the strategy to promote students’ learning tools, decrease first year drop-out rates, and enhance
lecturers' instruction proficiency. TLC operates several distinct projects, including courses for
learning and thinking skills for freshmen, students' peer-led active learning study groups , a
support program for underachieving students, personal academic coaching carried out by college
lecturers, peer-evaluation of lecturers, and a new faculty induction program
(http://www.braude.ac.il/tlc). While a major difficulty of teaching and learning centers is the lack
of participation of faculty in activities that deal with teaching and learning issues, four
institutional committees are operated by TLC which create a unique framework for an
institutional dialogue about teaching and learning: the Promotion of Teaching and Faculty
Development, the Advancement of Students' Learning, Research on Teaching & Learning, and
the Steering Committee. These committees include representatives from all engineering
departments and from the Teaching Department. Each committee meets once a month. The
Steering Committee determines TLC policies and coordinates its activities, has designed various
programs for students and faculty and has developed connections with other centers. The
objectives of the Committee for the Promotion of Teaching are to develop measures to evaluate
the quality of teaching, and define frameworks for enhancing faculty's teaching. Among its
activities: identifying faculty needs, building training plans, outlining processes such as peerreview, methods of assessment quantification, and rewards for faculty excellence. The
Advancement of Students' Learning Committee's goal is to initiate activities for the promotion of
students' learning. Among its activities: identifying the skills required of an engineer, designing
learning and thinking skills courses, and encouraging active learning. Recommendations formed
in the committees are forwarded to the Committee for Academic Affairs which discusses them
further, and makes decisions that are transformed into official college procedures. The objectives
of the Research Committee are to evaluate TLC's programs, and to initiate, coordinate, conduct
and publish these studies. Committee members are engaged in research on various aspects of
teaching and learning, with an emphasis on engineering education. The discourse that takes
place, and the interaction between lecturers from different departments, generate mutual
learning. They create a flow of information in two directions: one brings up issues raised in the
departments, and the second spreads perceptions and ideas from the committees to each
department. The committees allow for awareness of the needs of the college’s academic
community. Over time, the number of teaching-learning initiatives referred to the center by
students and faculty has increased.
Keywords: Teaching and Learning Center, pedagogical intercourse, institutional committees
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The Development of Higher Education across ASEANWhat will happen after 2015?
Kuldeep Nagi
Assumption University

Abstract
In 2015 ASEAN will become a single economic bloc. In this context we must recognize
that regionalization of education is much more than creation of ASEAN University Network
(AUN). It involves an entire regional strategy across ASEAN which includes recognition of
degree programs across member nations. It is one of the major requirements for adding a
regional as well as a global dimension for mobility and employment across the region. After
2015, student mobility may become more prominent, also the faculty mobility. English language
proficiencies and enhanced quality of programs through a common framework will become
necessary. So far, not much progress has been made in these areas. In recent years, the fact that
more foreign students are now studying in ASEAN is clearly a reason to celebrate. There are,
however additional facts in evidence that require close scrutiny: there are still too few students
benefiting from ASEAN integration; the proportion of students (those studying in ASEAN and
those going abroad to US, Europe and Australia) relative to the total local enrollment really has
not changed substantially in years; the experience of those studying in ASEAN universities tends
to be inferior; and the study-abroad experience in U.S, Europe or Australia continues to mainly
benefit the economically better-off students. Lack of English language as a medium of
instruction added with substandard quality of education remains a major challenge for ASEAN
universities. This paper will explore the present crisis and discuss challenges in higher education
in ASEAN in 21st century.
Keywords: ASEAN, eReadines, globalization, growth, mobility, higher education
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Development of Self - learning Package on Conducting Classroom Research
for Foreign Teachers Teaching in Thailand
Poonsap Naknaka
Suan Dusit Rajabhat University

Abstract
Conducting classroom research is one of the requirements on knowledge and skills that
both Thai and foreign teachers teaching in Thai schools must possess. A research study by
Poonsap Naknaka (2009) reveals that foreign teachers teaching in Thai schools still lack of
knowledge and skills for conducting classroom research, and they express their needs for in –
service training on the topic. Based on the above research finding, the researcher decided to
conduct this study with the following purposes: (1) to develop a self – learning package on
conducting classroom research for foreign teachers; and (2) to evaluate the efficiency of the
developed self – learning package in terms of the trainees’ learning progress and satisfaction
with the package. The employed research sample consisted of 35 foreign teachers teaching in
Thailand. The instruments employed for efficiency evaluation comprised (1) an achievement test
on classroom research with .88 reliability coefficient; (2) a scale to assess satisfaction; and (3) an
interview form to record foreign teachers’ opinions and recommendations. Quantitative data
were analyzed using the mean, standard deviation and dependent t – test while qualitative data
were descriptively analyzed with content analysis. Conclusion of research findings were as
follows: (1) Post – learning achievement scores of foreign teachers were significantly higher than
their pre – learning counterparts at the .01 level; and (2) Foreign teachers’ satisfaction with the
developed self – learning package as shown by the satisfaction index was at 86 percent.
Keywords: classroom research, foreign teacher, self – learning package, teacher profession
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Exploring Participation in Collaborative Research: Identity Formation or
Identity Crisis?
Clever Ndebele, Brenda Leibowitz, Chris Winberg
University of Venda, Stellenbosch University, Cape Peninsula University of Technology

Abstract
This paper is based on a multi-site collaborative research project on the professional
development of academics as teachers at eight universities, across a range of higher education
contexts. The project involved a diverse group of 19 collaborators from varied higher educational
backgrounds, levels of experience and research traditions in South Africa. The study was
undertaken in an endeavour to include a scholarly evaluation of our own work as a collaborative
research group, and is informed by social theories of work and learning. A language of
description for the study was developed from the theoretical and empirical literature on
communities of practice and enquiry. The questions we sought to answer are: What processes
enable collaborative research in Higher Education Studies with regard to the professional
development of academics? What are the challenges posed by a multi-site study, where many of
the key researchers are also managers of institutes and where there are significant material
differences between sites and very varied traditions? What can we learn about the operation of
large multi-site collaborative research projects into Higher Education, which contribute to the
literature on collaborative research?
For this study we asked all participants to write up their reflections on the roles,
experiences and expectations of the larger research project. These reflections were then coded
independently by three researchers (the authors) before being analysed. Two central, and
interrelated themes, emerge from the data: 1) issues relating to participants’ individual and
collective identities, and 2) the ways in which identities that emerged over the project enabled or
constrained the type and nature of participation in research activities. The research participants’
reflective pieces confirm that academic identity is fluid and susceptible to change. The
participants’ comments also suggest that their emerging researcher identities on the project
(separate from their primary academic identities) are part of a social and collective endeavour
rather than something achieved in isolation. Individual learning trajectories are shown to affect
both participation and identity construction. As academics move from the margins to the centre
of the practice, they learn to take on different identities. While academics may be located at the
centre of their discipline in one sense (e.g. by successfully publishing in a particular field), in
another academic context they may find themselves at the margin, due to the type of academic
work or expertise that is valued by the research group.
In the implementation of this research project on professional development in higher
education in South Africa, collaborative research was shown to provide much potential for
knowledge generation and personal and professional growth. For this to be realized, attention
needs to be paid to researchers’ identity formation and its impact on participation in
a collaborative setting.
Keywords: collaborative research, Community of Practice, Community of Enquiry, identity
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The Use of Sign Posts as Learning Aids in Language Classes: A Case Study of
English Language Classes in a University in Thailand
Wipapan Ngampramuan
The University of Nottingham, Mahidol University

Abstract
English is regarded as the language that is the most taught and learnt around the world
(Mckay, 2002). To be successful in acquiring a foreign language, it is important for learners to
be able to connect what they have learnt to the real world. To bring the real world into the
classroom, authentic materials, or materials that have not been modified for teaching purposes
such as newspaper articles, advertisements and song lyrics, can be used as teaching aids (Jordan,
1997). This paper suggests that sign posts can be considered as another effective source of
authentic material. In the case of Thailand, English is widely taught in schools and universities as
a foreign language. Because one of the main sources of Thailand’s income is from tourism,
English is regarded as a means for wider communication between Thai people and international
visitors (Smalley, 1994). Based on the interviews with 20 second-year undergraduate students in
June 2008, the students report that they find it difficult to connect what they have learned in
classroom with what they encounter in their everyday life. This is because the authentic materials
used in class are sometimes seen as too difficult and discourage them from learning English. To
raise students’ awareness regarding the use of Thai English and to make authentic materials more
enjoyable for students, I collected photos of signs with direct translations, grammatical errors,
and misspellings from tourist attractions in Thailand and used them as learning aids in my
classes for 3 months. Forty second-year English major students were divided into a control group
and an experimental group. Speaking tests (in groups) were used as a tool for obtaining the
results. The research finds that students in the experimental group make more self-corrections
when using English and have better test scores than those in the other group. Students also argue
that signs appear to be powerful visual aids and make the lessons more interesting due to their
colours and contexts that students are familiar with. According to this study, it can be suggested
that signs can be considered as an alternative source of authentic materials that helps to raise
awareness and connect the classroom contexts to the real world.
Keywords: teaching materials, learning aids, sign posts, intercultural communication
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Development of Teacher Education Cluster (TEC) in Early Childhood
Education: A Case of Suan Dusit Rajabhat University
Chanasuek Nichanong
Suan Dusit Rajabhat University

Abstract
Suan Dusit Rajabhat University (SDU), in collaboration with The Office of the Education
Council (OEC), have conducted a research project to present learning lessons from the Project on
Educating Personnel in Education for Local Administrative Organisations and Suan Dusit
Rajabhat University (EPE Project) in order to exemplify using TEC as mechanism to support
readiness and strength for teacher education institutions and to serve as guidance to enhance
teaching to become a highly respected profession.
This is a qualitative research collecting data from EPE Project. The derived data,
therefore, comes from a variety of providers such as personnel of the Department of Local
Administration (DOLA) including the Director General, executives and childcare staff working
in the Child Development Centres and from SDU consisting of the President, directors from
various campuses and Office of Academic Promotion and Registration, lecturers and
coordinators working under EPE Project. Data providers are based on purposive sampling
method selecting from those who are responsible for EPE Project. Research instruments
comprise interview form, document analysis recording form, and conversation recording form.
Data analysis is conducted through data filing management, analysis of documents and analysis
of content.
The establishment of TEC is considered an innovative model appropriately modified to
suit for the majority of students in EPE Project who are childcare staff working in the Child
Development Centres. The model is divided into two structures: 1) The Management of the
Project System Structure consisting of three structures: the policy level responsible for policy
planning for EPE Project implementation, the organisational level as cluster development agent,
and the practitioner level as sub operational units to form cluster among model schools
networking school, Rajabhat university in the vicinity and child development carters; 2) The
Management Structure consisting of two parts: the management structure employing virtual
university model linking with Suan Dusit Internet Broadcasting (SDIB), virtual library and
distance learning and virtual organisations employing content management system, and the
academic management structure applying school based teacher education, work based learning
and tailor made model.
The outcomes are policy guidelines for those responsible organisations to support
readiness and strength of teacher education institution and to provide strategies and measures for
quality development of early childhood education. In addition, research results are great benefits
for an accumulation of experiences and knowledge to use TEC for education sector.
Keywords: early childhood education, education of cluster, virtual university, school based teacher
education, work based learning
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Bridging the Gap between Reality and Rhetoric: Faculty Perceptions of
Institutional Support and Recognition for Curriculum-Based UniversityCommunity Engagement, and Implications for Organisational and Faculty
Development
Kristine Mason O'Connor, Lindsey McEwen
University of Gloucestershire, University of the West of England

Abstract
Across the globe, institutions of higher education are recognising the necessity of
‘moving beyond the ivory tower’ by actively engaging with their communities (see for example
Tailloires Network, The Engaged University 2011). In calling for ‘the scholarship of
engagement... connecting the rich resources of the university to our most pressing social, civic,
and ethical problems’, Boyer (1996), former president of the Carnegie Foundation for
Advancement of Teaching, US, proposed that ‘campuses would be viewed by both students and
professors not as isolated islands, but as staging grounds for action’ (p20). The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has since introduced a Community Engagement
Elective Classification of higher education institutions. There are growing numbers of initiatives
promoting and supporting faculty to engage with communities through their research role (e.g.
UK Beacons for Public Engagement). However, support and recognition are not as evident in
relation to staff engaging students with communities through the curriculum. Given that
community engagement through the curriculum generates active, experiential, reflective learning
and enhances student employability (Mason O’Connor, Lynch and Owen 2010), we argue that
organisational and faculty development policy and practice needs to address this imbalance. Our
paper draws on a recent international literature review (Mason O’Connor and McEwen et al) and
presents key findings from an international survey we have undertaken on institutional support
and recognition for community engagement, with an emphasis on the curriculum. We identify
the benefits of community engagement for student learning as well as barriers and facilitators
which enable faculty to undertake this work with their students. We then appraise the
implications for organisational and faculty development. In so doing, we aim to assist in
‘bridging the gap’ between the reality and rhetoric of university-community engagement.
Keywords: community engagement, faculty development and support, organisational development,
student learning and employability
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E-Learning Implementation in Distance Education Programme:
How Effective and What Constitutes to Its Effectiveness?
Siti Rafizah Fatimah Osman, Aminarrashid Murat, Noriza Abd Razak
University Technology MARA (Perlis Campus)

Abstract
Many distance education learners who undergo the blended learning mode have
expressed their dissatisfaction on the inclusion of e-Learning as part of the learning process.
Previous research reveals that most often, their dissatisfaction arises due to factors, such as the
improper methods of implementation, tutors’ lack of experience in delivering and handling
lessons, their unfamiliarity with online learning, time needed for adaptation and many others.
Despite the long list of factors, very few studies have researched the level of e-learning
implementation effectiveness and the factors that constitute most and least to any level of
effectiveness. The absence of such information may stagnate the development of e-Learning as a
learning tool or mode. This study, therefore sought to determine the level of effectiveness of
e-Learning implementation in Malaysian Distance Education TESL Programme conducted in
one of the premier institutions of higher learning in Malaysia. This was done by studying five
main factors: students’ characteristics, instructors’ characteristics, technology and system,
interactive applications and institution. These factors are deemed to have significant and direct
contribution to e-learning implementation. The mixed-method design which integrates survey
questions and interview was the data collection method. Results from both interview and survey
show that respondents find the e-learning implementation in the institution to be rather effective.
Statistical data obtained indicate that the five factors studied correlate significantly with
effectiveness and the difference in mean values among the five factors is also significant. As
such, it can be concluded that the institution studied has done quite a satisfactory job in
implementing e-Learning and the factors have contributed the most and least to the effectiveness
can be identified. It is, therefore appropriate for other institutions practising e-Learning or
considering e-Learning to be part of the distance education programme learning mode to
benchmark their implementation against that of this institution.
Keywords: e-Learning, e-Learning implementation and effectiveness
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Faculty Development to Respond to the Globalization of Higher EducationHow to Consolidate the Advantages with Self-study E-learning Materials for
Teachers
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Abstract
In this globalizing era, it is indispensable for both faculty members and students to have
good English proficiency and effective communication skills. Meanwhile there is a repositioning
of pedagogy wherein the focus shifts from teacher-centered to learner-centered approach. Under
such a circumstance the Project to support Faculty Development for fostering Globalization of
University Education (GFD Project) funded by the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) has been in operation at Osaka University for the
period of five years (2008-2012).
The project has three main activities: (1) developing self-study e-learning materials for
teachers to improve teaching skills in English, (2) organizing FD workshops, symposia and
corresponding self-study materials to improve teaching and course design skills based on learnercentered methods of instruction, and (3) maintaining and updating the e-learning environment to
enhance the use of ICT. The overall objective of these activities is to train faculty members with
the skills necessary for teaching different subjects in English as well as for creating an interactive
environment in the classroom. The e-learning materials that have been developed in this project
include student interviews. In these interviews, we discover students’ aspiration to attend classes
conducted in English. Some say English proficiency is a must for their career path in the future.
The other students desire more dialogue and interaction with teachers in a classroom because
they simply think that dialogues with teachers and active learning conduces to effective learning.
International students also appreciate courses conducted in English since Japanese proficiency is
the primary condition for ordinary classes conducted in Japanese. It is quite an effort in Japan,
however, to get faculty members, who have conventionally supposed teaching to be one-way
knowledge transmission either in lecture or in seminar, to be aware of the importance of
interaction in class that they have not experienced before. Teaching their expertise in English is
another challenge. Thus questions that remain to be answered are how faculty members who are
mostly research-oriented could be motivated to develop their faculty to teach as well as teaching
effectively in English at the same time, and how the project activities can be systemized to
convince faculty members to attend to the underlying needs of globalization of higher education.
The presentation introduces the ways in which the GFD project supports the university’s
globalization and discusses many of the challenges that are being faced in terms of
implementation as well as various methods to overcoming those challenges. The project seeks
ways to organize the implementation process and successfully launch the e-learning materials
that are on a trial basis at the moment.
Keywords: faculty development, globalization of higher education, e-learning
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First Attempt at Peer Instruction in First-year Physics Classes
at Suranaree University of Technology
Puangratana Pairor
Suranaree University of Technology

Abstract
We measured the learning gain of three first-year physics classes: one with peer
instruction and the others with traditional lectures at Suranaree University of Technology,
Thailand. By comparing the Force Concept Inventory pretest and posttest scores of each class,
we found that the learning gain in the class with peer instruction is better than that in the classes
with traditional lectures. We also found that the impact of attendance on the learning gain in the
classes with traditional lectures is not as much as in the class with peer instruction.
Keywords: peer instruction, interactive learning, physics education
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A Framework for Examining the Impact of Instructional Development
Peter Van Petegem, Ann Stes
University of Antwerp

Abstract
In recent years, many universities and colleges have set up dedicated centers tasked with
supervising initiatives aimed at supporting the instructional development of teachers. Given these
investments, we need to ask ourselves how far the initiatives undertaken actually contribute to
improving the quality of higher education. A perusal of the literature reveals that there is a lack
of systematic evaluations of the effect of instructional development (Stes et al., 2010).
At the ICED-conference in Barcelona we reported on a large scale study filling the gap of
systematic evaluations. It examined the impact of a one-year faculty development course both at
teacher level (did the teacher learn anything?) and at student level (did the students get any
benefit from it?). Although the results were promising, questions for further research popped up.
At this ICED-conference we will discuss these questions. This leads to the presentation of a
framework for examining the impact of instructional development in future studies.
A first question that popped up during our impact study concerned the influence of
intervening variables. Future research should look at the sorts of conditions (regarding the
characteristics of the context, the instructional development, and the participants) which
encourage the impact of instructional development.
Further research into student characteristics influencing the impact of teachers’
instructional development on students is needed as well. However, given that students’
perceptions of the teaching-learning environment, their study approach, and learning outcomes
are influenced by many variables (Richardson, 2006), it is not clear that we can expect the
instructional development for teachers to achieve any significant impact at student level anyway.
Further investigation of the elements that influence the (non-)occurrence of institutional
impact is a third pathway for future research. In this regard the results of our exploratory study
with a select number of participants might be used to develop a questionnaire that could be
distributed on a large scale, and eventually in different institutions. The data gathered in that way
could be analysed in order to reveal more general findings regarding the institutional impact of
instructional development.
Finally, it would be worthwhile to investigate outcomes outside the scope of teaching as
well, although these do not constitute explicit objectives of instructional development. Faculty
members are probably more inclined to think in terms of their overall development than in terms
of their development in a certain role (i.e. as a teacher).
At the ICED conference in Barcelona we reported on a large scale study examining the
impact of instructional development. Many pathways and questions for future research emerged.
This takes us now to the presentation of a new framework for examining the impact of
instructional development.
Keywords: instructional development, impact, faculty development
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Learning through Artistic Approach
Marlies Rainer
Alanus University of Arts and Social Sciences

Abstract
The study of Art can be an appropriate way to prepare students for present and future
challenges. The postmodern world of today is changing fast, traditions and conventions are
giving less and less security. In the face of individualisation and globalisation biographically,
socially and culturally transformative tasks await the individual. Everybody has to learn to live
and act in uncertainty. New skills, such as creativity and innovative power become more and
more necessary. That is why we use artistic training in our courses of studies in the “Alanus
University of Arts and Social Sciences”, within the Faculties of Economics and Education. The
interdisciplinary artistic activities offer deep social engagement as well as creative and personal
inspiration. When dealing with art one experiences the openness of a situation. One will enter a
process, which allows new and exciting discoveries. For example, the experience that insecurity
does not need to be avoided through more precise planning or increased levels of control. In fact,
one has to engage with the process and approach it with curiosity in order to be able to see that
through experimentation, perceptive action and dialogue with “the other” - be it a situation, a
person, a material – ideas for action will emerge that are not constructed but arise quite naturally
out of the process. A transformation of the personal attitude towards inner security in outer
uncertainty can be observed. One will be encouraged to take emotions serious and integrate them
successfully into such challenging jobs as decision-making or the designing of social
arrangements. Artistic activities can provide innovative solutions that emerge through the work
with an object or topic. And they can create new awareness and new insights. Learning in
general can be supported and reinforced through the artistic experience too.
Keywords: artistic activities, open process, transformation, creativity, innovation
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How to Design and Implement the Blended Learning Modality in
a Higher Education Program in order to Accomplish the Conditions of
Today´s Students?: Experience from Universidad de los Andes
Giovana Ramos, Yazmin Alzate, Inéride Alvarez, María Ramirez, Gerardo Rey,
María Aldana, Julieth Castellanos, Flor Vela, Ruby Yaya
Universidad de los Andes

Abstract
In the last decade, the training programs based on blended learning mode have been
getting an important place in educational agendas. This fact has redefined the conditions and
conceptions about learning and teaching, combining the potential of face to face environments
and those mediated by ICTs. In this paper, we present the thoughts and lessons derived from the
experience of supporting various programs from Universidad de los Andes (Bogotá-Colombia)
in blended learning mode. The conclusions presented in the current article are the result of the
systematizing experiences about the methodological process itself.
The mention process above has led the team to identify conditions for designing and
implementing programs in the blended learning modality. Following, we present the findings:
We have found three main topics that also have a set of conditions such as: ownership
of the modality, capacity building for the program sustainability, and continuous improvement.
The first condition refers to the definition of the approach and scope of the modality for
the program: (a) curriculum alignment (including goals, strategies, program level assessment,
areas, cycles and courses); (b) generation of appropriate management conditions for the
implementation of the modality; and (c) establishing the technological infrastructure conditions
to support it. The second condition alludes to the capacity building of different stakeholders,
where not only supporting teachers in designing courses but also professors, monitors and
students training is covered. Finally, the program emphasizes the articulation of an assessment
method for the mode, and the systematization of good practices to promote the sustainability and
continuous improvement of the modality.
The findings address the decision-making process in order to design and implement
higher educational programs in blended learning modality, according to the students’ challenges
nowadays.
Keywords: blended learning modality, instructional design, higher education
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From Teaching to Guiding Learning:
Novice University Teachers’ Conceptions of Teaching
Marvi Remmik, Liina Lepp, Mari Karm
University of Tartu

Abstract
At research universities, academics are expected to produce and to disseminate
knowledge. Therefore, the academics trained as researchers are often well prepared for their role
of a researcher whereas many academics have had little or no formal teacher education to
prepare them for their teaching role. In order to develop academics into “excellent teachers”, the
academic community needs to understand how teachers’ current belief systems have developed
and what factors or events could influence beliefs and teacher actions (Kane, Sandretto, & Heath,
2002).
By analysing different studies about university teachers’ teaching conceptions Kember
(1997) found that generally the conceptions are placed under two broad orientations: teachercentred that focuses upon the communication of defined bodies of content or knowledge and
student-centred that focuses on students’ learning.
Several studies have revealed that pedagogical courses have a positive impact on
university teachers’ comprehension about teaching and on the development of their teaching
skills (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004; Postareff, Lindblom-Ylänne, & Nevgi, 2007). Apart from that,
participation in pedagogical courses might motivate the university teacher to transform their
teaching conceptions and teaching practice (Remmik, Karm, Haamer, & Lepp, 2011).
The current research aims to develop understandings of Estonian early-career university
teachers’ conceptions of teaching and find out what have influenced their teaching practice. The
presentation is based on 41 semi-structured interviews with early-career university teachers.
Fully transcribed interviews were analysed using a qualitative content analysis. Preliminary
results of the study revealed that early-career university teachers’ conceptions of teaching can be
viewed on a content-centered – learning-centered axis. However the university teacher’s position
on this axis is not fixed, but is in changing, because novice teacher is only just trying out and
searching for the most suitable one for them. Early career university teachers’ teaching
conceptions are mostly influenced by their own learning experiences as a student as well as by
domain’s/particular discipline prevailing teaching traditions. If the teaching conception coincides
with the perception of their own competence, then they feel solidly, but if not, then they fear
whether they are good enough. Problems in implementing methods that value more learner
participation, domain’s prevailing teaching conceptions and pressure from the colleagues might
all force novice teachers to turn back to traditional teaching. Pedagogical courses might motivate
and offer support to early-career university teachers to reflect upon their teaching practice and
change their teaching conceptions and practice.
Keywords: early-career university teacher, teaching conceptions, pedagogical courses
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How to Consolidate the Effects of Teacher Training - The Case of Go Online
Dorte Rossen, Rasmus Blok, Mads Andresen, Anne-Mette Alsholm
Aarhus University

Abstract
In recent years, the School of Business and Social Sciences at Aarhus University has
offered an in-service teacher training programme named Go Online in order to enhance student
learning and to better incorporate the use of e-learning and digital media in teaching. With
support and guidance from educational developers, the final goal of the programme is for the
individual teacher to develop a redesigned blended learning course and eventually teach students
through new methods and media. In the Go Online programme, the teacher is presented with
a wide range of online assignments, activities and different media to inspire and enhance his/her
competencies and is supported in his/her endeavor to redesign a given course. Usually teacher
training only revolves around the enhancement of the teacher’s knowledge and skills. However,
when educational IT is at the core of educational development, the teacher-centered focus is
seldom sufficient to ensure lasting changes in teaching and higher impact on student learning.
To ensure a higher learning impact, a wider focus on the role of the organisation, the course
design and the teaching methods is needed.
This session addresses the vital question of how to consolidate the effects of teacher
training on educational IT in higher education. We will describe three driving forces for
educational development with IT: (i) the teacher, (ii) the course itself, and (iii) the surrounding
organisation. The great challenge is to acknowledge the three different driving forces and make
them work towards the common goal of better student learning with online teaching methods and
digital media. In this session, we will present and discuss the results we have achieved with the
teacher training programme Go Online, and how we incorporate the three driving forces of
educational IT development in order to maximize the impact of teacher training on student
learning. Attendees will benefit from this session by discussing and acknowledging the pros and
cons of the three driving forces in educational development when using IT, and how these forces
can be incorporated in future teacher training. Attendees are asked to bring their own
smartphone, laptop or similar device with Internet access to this session.
Keywords: educational IT, teacher training, faculty development
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Student Evaluations of Teaching May Counteract the Development of
Teaching
Torgny Roxa, Marie Bergström
Lund University

Abstract
Student evaluations of teaching (SET) are often considered a cornerstone in educational
development and quality assurance (Marsh 2007; Nair and Mertova 2010). It appears so natural
to ask students about their reactions to teaching and then use the answers to fuel development.
Few studies, however, concentrate on the actual outcome from systematic introduction of SET.
In some of those that exist, the results are actually disheartening. SET might in fact conserve
teaching and even make teaching worse (Kember, Leung et al. 2002; Edström 2008). What is
lacking in these somewhat negative examples is a constructive collegial dialogue where results
from SET are discussed. When such a conversation is absent, individual teachers find it natural
to avoid experiments and innovation in teaching, since they might result in negative SET, as
often happens the first time a new way to teach is tried out. Therefore the best strategy is the play
safe.
Despite this huge interest for SET in the literature, only a few examples exists that
describe university teachers’ emotional reactions to SET (Moore and Kuol 2005; Arthur 2009).
There has for long been known that teachers need support to make SET productive (Piccinin,
Cristi et al. 1999). This is even truer for teachers who receive poor evaluations. We suggest that
further investigations into how results affect teachers’ emotions and further professional
identities are needed. The answer cannot be to avoid doing SET; it is instead to create
professional environments where the results are put to work.
In this session, we report on a project where 14 experienced academic teachers were
interviewed about their emotional reactions while receiving the results from SET. Results show
that it is indeed emotionally stressing and that the opportunity for collegial, or other forms of
support, is essential for a positive outcome. Conclusions are drawn accentuating the risk referred
above that SET, when carelessly implemented, might conserve teaching or even cause a decline
in quality.
Keywords: student evaluations of teaching
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How Effects from Teacher Training Propagate beyond the Individual Teacher
and into the Organisation
Torgny Roxa, Katarina Martensson
Lund University

Abstract
Educational Development has been a practice for many decades. Sometimes its history
dates back to the 1950s. The core of this practice has always been the training of
teachers/faculty, especially new faculty. In some countries, pedagogical courses are mandatory
and they are almost always regarded as a good way to influence academic teaching.
In literature, many examples of training are reported. Often these are reported as
successful based on participants’ surveys. In some cases, the ambitions with investigating effects
stretch longer, even into researching effects on student learning (Ho, Watkins et al. 2001; Gibbs
and Coffey 2004; Prosser, Rickinson et al. 2006). In many of these evaluations, the lack of
collegial interest and enthusiasm is reported. Once participants return to their departments or
professional context, the enthusiasm built up during courses fade away because of these
sometimes even hostile reactions (Entwistle and Walker 2000; Gran 2006; Ginns, Kitay et al.
2010).
It is striking, however, how seldom all these empirical results have sparkled attempts to
theories about how effects spread in the institutions that finance the pedagogical training. One
exception can be illustrated by Åkerlind (2011) who, based on phenomenographic research,
argues that teacher training as an isolated activity might counteract the development of
a productive teacher identity. Similar warnings, through a cultural perspective, have been raised
by the research around teaching and learning regimes (Trowler and Cooper 2002; Trowler 2008).
This presentation is an attempt to move beyond all empirical results on effects on
individual teachers and construct a plausible conception of how effects from teacher training
might influence local and institutional cultures.
Keywords: teacher training, pedagogical courses, effects from teacher training
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Blending Learning Environments for Enhancing Quality Teaching in
Large Groups
Joan Rue, David Rodríguez-Gómez
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Abstract
Students often learn within implicit or unintentional ways, without being aware of the
best environment for it, or lacking any kind of explicit conscientious regulation of their learning
(Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Additionally, students possess qualitatively different
motivational frameworks according to their practical experience about learning. As a
consequence of it, too often, many students believe that courses learning requirements and tasks
must be just technically fulfilled, and learning for them sounds as being something that it has to
be done without a deep commitment, just through adopting past successful strategies. Entwistle
(1991) and Marton and Säljö (1997) claimed that both, previous perception of learning
environment and experienced assessment modalities were closely related to the learning results,
playing a decisive role in how students approach their learning. Nevertheless, the concept of
learning environment underpins the importance of learning contexts, and it plays a paramount
impact in both, student learning approaches and student perceived self-efficacy. Evidences show
that a key effect of student self-efficacy belief is important in academic performance (Jungert
2010). Academic self-efficacy refers to a student’s perceived capability to reach explicit
academic goals and has been positively linked to strategy use and self-regulation (Zajacova,
Lynch & Espenshade, 2005).
Thus, a blended approach combining real and virtual learning contexts supports the need
for enhancing quality in learning. A virtual model is an excellent tool for both, to fix the explicit
courseware norms and information, being sure that they can be known by every single student,
and to pick up gradually the new inputs rising along the process. The model supporting this
workshop/communication is not founded on the variety of available tools, but mainly in three
paramount purposes. According to it participants will reflect on: (1) leaning is a process that
takes place within reliable scaffolding from the students approach, with a well aligned set of
learning actions (Rué et al., 2010); (2) resources can enhance student autonomy and agency
capacity in self-driving his/her own learning process; (3) implementing a virtual tool that allow
teachers, without a special awareness about the importance of learning contexts, to develop their
own proposals facilitating them to build up their own scaffolding for their students selfregulation and learning enhancement.
Keywords: learning environment, learning context, feed-back, virtual environment, quality
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University’s Website: Educational Community of Practices
Benjawan Rungruangsuparat
Thammasat University

Abstract
In the 21st century, all learning communities entrench in a virtual site where every
educational institution attempts to link and share ideologies and information with others across
the globe. University’s website pronounces importance of institutional and educational discourse
as a communicative tool for embracing the university’s value and mission corresponding to
learners’ needs and social expectation. Texts in the websites of three universities ranked at the
top-ten institutions of the world are arbitrarily selected to represent how internationally academic
organizations communicate with their beneficiaries in and out of the educational sphere.
Findings advise renowned procedures of communication and their establishment among
academic members in order to develop ways of collaboration and mutual understanding between
texts producers and audiences.
Keywords: university, website, community of practices, discourse
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The Challenge of Mentoring Program in Academic Settings in
Estonian Universities
Karin Ruul
Archimedes Foundation

Abstract
Mentoring in higher education is one aspect that can help faculty grow and develop (Eby
et al. 2006) and mentoring programs can assist in smoothing the transition of faculty into new
roles demanded by contemporary needs (Sorcinelli and Yun 2007). However, the question is –
how can we ensure that mentoring programme is effective and sustainable? Lumpkin’s research
shows that operational characteristics for successful mentoring programs of new university
faculty include clarity of purpose of the program, methods for matching mentors and protégés,
mentor training, mentor–protégé relationship building and assessment of effectiveness of the
program (Lumpkin 2011). Zellers et al (2008), based on several authors, bring out success
factors for mentoring program, for example visible support of senior administration, alignment
with organizational goals and objectives, links to other personnel practices such as performance
appraisals, promotions, and systems of reward and recognition etc.
This presentation reports initial findings from an Estonian higher education pilot
mentoring project that included 19 institutions. Started in 2008, it aimed to enhance the teaching,
research and work/life balance outcomes for the participants. There were 62 mentor teachers
involved in the project and during that period they each had at least 2 mentees. Data gathering
occurred during all stages of the project and included document analysis, mentor reflections,
recordings of activities and focus groups.
The pilot project is supported by European Social Fund programme Primus 2008 - 2013.
The aim of the Primus programme is to support the improvement of professional competitiveness
of graduates of higher education institutions. Among other projects the programme has provided
the development opportunities and resources for participants, such as centrally organized mentor
training courses and funds for mentors' network. The project is scheduled to continue until the
end of 2013.
In presentation the author will present results of the analysis of pilot mentoring program –
what are the operational characteristics of successful mentoring programs. Preliminary findings
show that the main problem in establishing sustainable mentoring program is lack of support on
administrative level. Universities should include mentoring in everyday work of teachers, as
currently mentoring is seen more like extra work for mentors. In some faculties there are no
official methods for matching mentor and mentee, which leads to situations where mentor must
advertise himself and find a mentee. However, the findings also show positive effect of mentors
network, seminars and trainings on overall mentoring quality.
Keywords: mentoring, faculty development
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The Learning Process of Communication Arts Students: Public Relations
Research
Raajshivar Saetan
Rambhai Barni Rajabhat University

Abstract
The purpose of this research is: (1) to study the learning process of Communication Arts
students majoring Public Relations in their PR Research course, and (2) to study the essential
factors that support the learning process in PR research. The study employed a qualitative
research methodology consisting of 5 stages: (1) guiding and motivating the students to develop
research problems and titles; (2) giving them advice during their research workshop;
(3) auditing their research project; (4) presenting research results by each research group; and
(5) analyzing essential factors in the students' PR research projects by checking with them in
class.
The result of this study can be summarized as follows: (1) The students can develop
the six PR research projects regarding the evaluation of the PR project campaign and the PR
media; (2) There are four steps of the learning process, which are PR research project planning,
data collecting and analyzing, research reporting, and research presenting; and (3) Three kinds
of essential factor in effective process learning are the lecturer as an escort, the student as
a researcher, and the course description.
Keywords: public relations research, learning process
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How Do We Prepare Doctoral Students for Academic Profession?:
Case Study of the Tohoku University Preparing Future Faculty Program
Machi Sato, Fumiko Konno
Tohoku University

Abstract
This paper examines the way to prepare doctoral students who wish to pursue
an academic career path by examining the case of Tohoku University’s Preparing Future Faculty
Program (TU PFFP). It is an empirical case study based on observations, surveys, semistructured interviews, and document analysis. 18 doctoral students and 3 newly appointed faculty
members took part in the program in 2011 and 2012.
We see this program as supplementary to the doctoral program, which mainly focuses on
research. Unlike in the USA where doctoral students are heavily involved with teaching as
teaching assistant, Japanese doctorate students have few opportunities to teach. Therefore one of
the main components of our program is to support participants to understand the basics of
teaching and learning in higher education. However, without having actual teaching practices, it
is difficult to develop teaching skills. Hence, we set two goals: 1) Participants would be able to
self-reflect on own their experiences and practices; and 2) Participants would construct ways of
thinking about teaching and learning in higher education (simple version of teaching
philosophy). Instead of giving too much information about teaching and learning, we decide to
support the individual to have ways of thinking about teaching and learning. This is because if
the individual has their own views or ideas, one can develop or modify the view as they
experience teaching. Based on the view, the individual can judge what kind of skills and
information one needs to improve.
To achieve the above-mentioned goals, TU PFFP offers combination of seminars on the
basics of teaching and learning that discussed about student centered teaching, assessment, class
management, syllabus and curriculum, and workshop to practice micro-teaching. As a way to
reflect on activities and to construct their own views on teaching and learning, we asked
participants to write journal and mentors who are professors in various fields wrote comments.
The design of our program is based on our pilot program in 2011, investigation of similar
initiatives at other research intensive universities in Japan and overseas, and results from various
surveys on doctoral students’ experiences and academic profession.
This year’s program finishes in March. In the presentation, we will discuss the
effectiveness of each activity to achieve our goals and suggest a model for preparing doctoral
students for academic profession.
Keywords: Preparing Future Faculty Program, professional development, faculty development, academic
profession
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Process-based Approach for Educational Development in Japan
Hiroaki Sato, Kayoko Kurita
Office for Educational Planning and Research / Ehime University, National Institution for
Academic Degrees and University Evaluation

Abstract
This paper presents a process-based approach which characterizes educational
development in Japan with exemplifying some programs. Educational development at higher
education in Japan has started after 1990’s. By analyzing some cases of educational development
that were held in Japanese universities, we found that the approach had three features which were
unique by comparison with other countries.
First, many programs are open to academics in various career stages. In North America
and some European countries, major participants of educational development programs are
graduate students and young academics during probation. In contrast, academics with various
generations attend these programs in Japan. Second, team-based activities are often adopted. We
take a considerable time for talking with colleagues during programs. Most of programs include
much cooperative work. For example, lesson study with colleagues is very common in micro
level educational development. The target of educational grants on campus is sometimes not
individuals but departments. Third, educational development is not directly connected with
individual performance evaluation. It might be a double-edged sword; it lead to academics’ low
motivation toward better education, but, on the other hand, academics do not need to feel stress
of evaluation. When we try to grasp these features from a different aspect, we could say that
process is highly respected in this approach. Additionally, these features are strongly connected
to Japanese traditional employment system, like lifelong employment, team-based work and
promotion of seniority. We call this approach a process-based one rather than an outcome-based
one. Educational developers can use this approach in some particular context but they should
know the merit and demerit of it.
Keywords: process-based approach, continuous professional development, team-based activities, Japan
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Unpacking the Complexities of Professional Identity and Lived Experiences An Empirical Study of Young Faculty Development Practitioners in Japan
Machi Sato
Tohoku University

Abstract
In Japan, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport, Science and Technology, MEXT,
began using the term ‘faculty development (FD)’ in the 1990s as a way to improve university
education. In 2008, MEXT made it mandatory for universities to practice institutional FD and
discussed the critical role FD staff play in ensuring the success of institutional FD. As a new
role, faculty development (FD) practitioners question about their professional identity in Japan.
This paper provides an account of Japanese junior academics acting as FD practitioner exploring
issues with professional identity through participatory observations and in-depth interviews.
Professionalization of the role of FD practitioner is a topic being discussed over a period of time
in English speaking countries, where FD (or other terms such as Educational Development and
Academic Development) has been actively practiced in various forms. Their discussions explore
issues with position of FD practitioners, competencies, career perspectives, professional values,
and knowledge base (Baume, 2002, Carew, et.al., 2008, Dawson, et.al., 2010, and Eggins and
Macdonald, eds., 2003). The literature shows their efforts to identify the boundary for their
profession and to build their own community. Their discussions show the importance of having
a defined community to form the professional identity. Therefore in my study, I incorporate the
concept of ‘community’ and ‘professional identity’ to understand the reactions of FD
practitioners in Japan. The impact of ‘lived experience’ is another important factor to explorer.
From the literature review, it became apparent that what is underlying and shaping the field of
FD is FD practitioners’ experiences and values. Yet these daily experiences have not been
studied in depth. Therefore in this study, I chose to employ an ethnographic approach including
participatory observations of FD unit and 23 in-depth interviews to understand experiences of
junior academics acting as FD practitioners on daily basis and how they make sense of their lived
experiences and develop their professional identity in Japan. I identified the label of FD tantǀsha
(FD staff) reflects Japanese FD staff’s reaction to complex situation they are in. ‘Tantǀsha’
literally means ‘a person in charge’ but in the context of a university, it also indicates that the
person’s main professional identity could be something else. ‘FD tantǀsha’ allows FD
practitioners to create a semantic space for negotiations to take place between different types of
identities practiced or idealized.
Keywords: professional identity, new academic profession, community, policy
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Coupling Local and Central Support Structures: A Model to Ensure Teaching
Support and Quality Assurance in Research Universities
Guillaume Schiltz, Benno Volk
ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)

Abstract
One of the major problems in implementing teaching support and quality assurance as
a strategic measure consists of the fact that universities are complex organizations. Even though
they are often compared with other educational institutions such as schools or colleges their
organizational structure is quite different. In fact, universities are defined as "loosely coupled
systems" (Orton/Weick 1990) with faculties and departments having a certain degree of
autonomy and maintaining specific academic cultures, mind-sets and traditions. Implementing an
interdisciplinary centre for teaching support and quality assurance thus turns out to become
a challenging and complex issue, especially when faced to highly heterogeneous departments
that are usually populating the major research universities (Gillespie 2010).
In order to efficiently cover the specific requirements, needs and cultures of each of its
departments, ETH Zurich (the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) is mirroring the
organizational structure of the university to its teaching support and quality assurance services.
A central unit consisting of experts in the related fields (in educational technology, in faculty
development, etc.) is complemented by a network of locally based educational developers. With
this approach a dual model of organizational development is introduced. The central unit,
affiliated to the executive board, is responsible to work out top-down activities and to implement
these measures extensively. The local educational developers, who are full members of the
related departments, operate as change agents in promoting bottom-up activities and in
coordinating department specific measures with the strategic aims of the university.
By implementing this dual model, three essential problematic fields have to be taken into
consideration: (1) It is necessary to clearly define distinct fields of action for local and for central
units in order to avoid redundancy or competition; (2) The merging link between local and
central units is crucial in the way that collaborative planning has to be discussed and information
has to be exchanged continuously; (3) The local educational developers act as a two-way
information and communication gateway between their respective departments and the central
unit. Characterized as “third space professionals” (Whitchurch 2008) they have to a great extend
to develop and define their own fields of activities.
In this presentation we will discuss those problem areas in further detail and outline the
lessons we have learned. We will illustrate the outcomes that we have achieved so far by
describing our dual programs of faculty development. This example will result in
recommendations on how to enhance effectiveness in faculty development in highly
heterogeneous educational settings.
Keywords: faculty development, organization development, third space
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Students as Producers of Multimedia Curriculum Content: Challenges and
Opportunities of Pedagogy 2.0
Priska Schoenborn, Verity Campbell-Barr, Tracey Collett, Fiona Dalton, Valerie Huggins,
Oxana Poverjuc
Plymouth University

Abstract
Recent contributions to the development of Pedagogy 2.0 which entails the use of Web
2.0 tools for educational purposes have evidenced new changes in teaching and learning
environments (McLoughlin and Lee, 2007; 2008a; 2008b). Many educators argue that Web 2.0
tools provide richer and more engaging pathways to learn with great potential for facilitating
student multimedia content creation, interactive information sharing, student-centred design and
collaboration (Cochrane, 2010; McLoughlin and Lee, 2008). Studies suggest that students gain a
better understanding of subject knowledge and develop transferable skills while using Web 2.0
tools (Lee et al., 2006). However, there are authors who believe that not all students may be
familiar with technology (Crook et al., 2008; Kennedy et al., 2007) and with some questioning
the ideology of Web 2.0 which they claim has not been seriously evaluated and has affected
Pedagogy 2.0, resulting in its failure (Williamson, 2009). The research project aims to explore
the pedagogical merit of Pedagogy 2.0; more specifically, to establish the ways and extent to
which the process of involving students as producers of multimedia curriculum content enhances
their understanding of subject knowledge and broader life skills.
This paper explores the second phase of the project which is a comparative account of
three studies using Pedagogy 2.0 undertaken at Plymouth University during 2011/12. Students
use Web 2.0 applications to produce curriculum content for each other, thereby taking an active
role in constructing their own knowledge and in constructing knowledge for their learning
community. Phase one consisted of a summative evaluation of three previous studies (CampbellBarr et al., 2011; Dalton, 2009; Schoenborn, 2008) followed by semi-structured interviews
conducted with students to portray the changing context of these studies and to explore the
perceived effects of producing multimedia content. In phase two, a number of changes have been
made to the implementation of Pedagogy 2.0 to reflect the findings that emerged from phase one
to maximise the benefits of using this pedagogy of participation in a Web 2.0 environment. The
paper draws on the literature and on the preliminary evidence from semi-structured interviews
conducted with students and from reflective journals kept by lecturers. Such important factors as
explicit introduction to the learning objectives and outcomes, the extent of pedagogical
integration of Web 2.0 applications into course design, student motivation, quality, tutor
feedback, evaluative mechanisms and level of students’ technological literacy were considered
by lecturers when adapting and integrating participatory approaches using Web 2.0 tools into
their modules. This paper also presents the preliminary findings on a tentative framework for
evaluating Pedagogy 2.0 to establish whether the learning process students engage with while
producing multimedia content was successful.
Keywords: student as producer, Web 2.0, Pedagogy 2.0
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Taking the ‘Ass’ out of Assessment: Getting Rid of the Donkey Work
Mark Schofield
Edge Hill University

Abstract
Much has been said about assessment, yet it seems to be one of the most persistent
challenges in higher education. Student success, profiles of good degrees, retention statistics,
student satisfaction, workload and timing are all aspects that we may, sometimes, feel ‘saddled
with’. This session will raise issues, provoke discussion, and to seek and share solutions related
to our experiences of assessment ‘that works’. No matter how often you weigh the donkey, it
won’t get fatter as a result, unless it is a nourishing process. If assessment doesn’t lead to
enhanced learning, then it is indeed little more than donkey-work for both students and teachers.
Let’s stretch the metaphor and look at taking the ‘Ass’ out of the ‘Assessment’ donkey, as a
vehicle to stimulate our interactions, and to hopefully have a little fun along the way. The session
will focus on the relationships between modelling, scaffolding and metacognitive activities
associated with preparation for assessment and on successful writing in the disciplines.
Participants will explore their own practices and those of others in preparing students for
assessment based upon a model of extending interactions with assessment through formative
experiences as a prelude to 'higher risk' summative events. The trajectory of modelling, joint
construction to independence will be used as a vehicle for elaborating the 'art of the possible' in
relation to helping students to understand the language, processes and expectations and
responsibilities associated with higher education's 'Secret Garden' of assessment practices.
A model (and case study) for doing so, which is equally transferable to postgraduate education,
will be shared and exemplified and opportunities provided to work with it in a way that can
influence participants' practices in the disciplines that work on 'Monday morning.' Participants
will also engage with a reflection tool specifically focused on the induction and orientation of
students into university assessment practices.
This session will explore some of the key aspects of assessment that we pay a lot of
attention to and expend a lot of energy on in universities. A big question is whether what we do
makes as much difference to student learning and achievement as we may sometimes think. We
will work together to elicit and share ideas about our marking, grading and feedback practices
that may take the ‘Ass’ out of ‘Assessment’ and reduce some of the donkey work. It is important
to recognise that there is a lot of good practice and embodied knowledge in practitioners, perhaps
waiting to be raised higher in the consciousness of busy minds and fed into practices on ‘Monday
morning’ through creative means. Let’s work together to consider doing things better and doing
better things! DISCLAIMER ….We will go fast … we will taste and flavour …. ‘takeaways and
homework’ will be the order of the day!
Keywords: assessment, modelling, scaffolding, reflection, student success
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Personal-Academic Coaching as a Strategy for Enhancing Students’ Learning
Miri Shacham
Ort Braude College, Israel

Abstract
Since 2008 Ort Braude College of Engineering has been implementing a Personal
Coaching Program for enhancing learning skills of "under- achieving" students by the end of
their first year in the college. The goals of the Personal Coaching Program are twofold: on the
student level – promoting students’ learning skills, self-efficacy and academic achievements, and
on the college level - decreasing learning failures and dropping out in the first academic year.
The uniqueness and success of the coaching process in the college is based on the interaction
between three factors: 1) the students; 2) the coaches- college lecturers who got special coaching
training course with special emphasis on first year students; and 3) the Center for Teaching and
Learning in the college. The coaching process includes 10-14 meetings of student and coacher
during one semester. The main issues addressed are: setting goals for academic learning, time
management, coping with academic tasks, stress management, personal learning styles, team
work, work plan and other issues based on the students’ needs. The coaching process is
accompanied by a longitudinal research.
The first research stage examines the students’ perception of the coaching program’s
contribution, and their academic achievements in the end of the coaching process and a year
after. The research focuses also on the effect of personal coaching on the lecturers - has the
coaching experience contributed to the lecturers’ professional development?
The research methodology was Mixed-Methods (Creswel, 2011). Questionnaires and
in-depth interviews were administered to 30 students and 16 lecturers coaching students. The
findings of the first research stage, point to improvement in the students’ sense of self-efficacy,
acquiring tools for managing academic studies and taking responsibility for their learning
process. The coaching lecturers also state coaching contributed to the students in terms of selfmanagement and taking responsibility for studying. The students’ academic achievements have
improved-68% of the students improved their academic achievements by the end of the coaching
program; 86% of the students expressed satisfaction with the process. The coachers (Engineering
and science lecturers) maintained that their work as coachers contributed to their professional
development: better understanding of students difficulties, better ability to provide students with
learning skills during their lectures and tutorials, more professional academic counseling, and
better understanding ,analysis and guidance skills.
The findings reveal that personal coaching program contributes to enhancing students’
learning skills, self-efficacy, responsibility for their studies and improved academic
achievements. The program also contributes to the coaching lecturer’s professional development.
The research reveals that personal coaching program can be a strategy for enhancing learning.
The next stage of this research will try to find whether the students persevere in improving their
achievements a year and two years after coaching. The findings led to the development of a new
program “From Good to Excellent” seeking to enhance learning and improve achievements.
Keywords: Personal Coaching Program, learning skills, lecturer professional development
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What Makes Medical Students Do Research?
A Survey from Mangalore, India
Aanya Sharma
Kasturba Medical College, Manipal University

Abstract
The awareness about research has been on the rise in India among medical students. This
is reflected in increasing number of student delegates at conferences, increase in number of short
term studentship of Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR STS) and other funded research
projects. However, the reasons and motivation behind increasing research involvement among
medical students have not been analysed. This study aims to determine the proportion of final
year and interns involved in research and to analyze the reasons for undertaking research and
related activities.
This cross sectional study was conducted using a questionnaire among consenting final
year MBBS students and internees at five different medical colleges in Mangalore. Data was
tabulated and analysed using Microsoft excel and SPSS version 11.5 software. Chi square test
was carried out and significance was reported at 5% level.
There were 570 respondents (289 boys,273 girls). Majority (89.6%) were Indians 6.3%
were NRIs and 2.28% were from other countries. During the undergraduate study 14.38%, 4.2%,
0.5% of the students applied for ICMR STS once, twice, more than twice respectively. The
ICMR STS was awarded to 43 students once, 8 students twice and 3 students more than twice.
Reasons for applying ICMR included genuine interest in research (9.29%), for future study and
job applications (3.33%) followed by interest to have a research paper, scholarship and to have a
paper presentation. 232(40.7%) of respondents were even involved in community medicine
postings-general research, 44 (7.7%) of respondents were involved in voluntary research under
the guidance of some faculty member and 3(0.5%) in KVPY. Around 69.4% feel that research
gave extra weightage for applying abroad, while 10.7% denied the fact. About 41.9% considered
it important to have research programs at under graduate level while 12.6% were completely
against this.
The study showed that large population of students was interested in doing research
during their medical course although very few were actually doing so. Most students have done
research projects under ICMR STS and several have done voluntary research projects, thus
determining a positive approach of students towards research. Most students are involved in
these research projects with a view to gain credentials in applying to foreign universities for
various courses.
Keywords: medical students, research involvement
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When Learning Culture is Changed, Higher Education Reform will be
Successful
Paitoon Sinlarat
Dhurakij Pundit University

Abstract
Even though Thai higher education has diverse systems and models, there is one common
similarity. Thai higher education systems put more emphasis on teaching than on research, and it
is the teaching which transfers knowledge instead of creating it. This system leads to the
receiving culture in learning rather than the knowledge-producing culture in Thai higher
education system. As a result, Thai higher education is dependent and imitative and does not
have its own positioning. When the receiving culture is transformed into the producing culture in
teaching and learning, Thai higher education will be able to move forward and proudly lead Thai
society to self-reliance, advancement and development.
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Understanding Classroom Practice: Elucidating Teaching Puzzles through
Investigating Classroom Interaction
Assia Slimani-Rolls
Regent's College London

Abstract
This paper describes the initial stages of a teacher development initiative using
Exploratory Practice (EP), a form of practitioner research developed in second language teacher
education and professional development. (Allwright 2003; Allwright and Hanks 2009; SlimaniRolls 2003). One of EP’s goals is to empower teachers to create opportunities for them to
elucidate their own teaching puzzles in order to develop a better understanding of their learning
and teaching environment. The paper typically draws on a framework of Critical Learning
Episodes (CLE) as a tool to enable them to investigate their online decision-making process
(Kiely and Davies 2010; Kiely et al 2010). The use of this approach has guided, rather than
directed, a group of university teachers from languages and business studies to take part in the
process of understanding their classroom practice. This initiative has helped them to elucidate
their puzzles and mutually understand the consequences of their actions upon their students’
behaviours. For instance, finding out for themselves, about their supremacy over the classroom
interactive processes, and their lack of tuning with their learners, appeared to be far more
valuable to them than having external observers propose a premature solution. Above all, the
scaffolded analyses of their learning/teaching episodes have led them to develop harmony,
human understanding and a better quality of life in their classrooms.
Keywords: classroom interaction
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Communication Mobility and Tasks for Its Development for Linguistic and
Non-Linguistic Students
Olga Smirnova, Olga Marina
National Research University, Russia, Srinakharinwirot University

Abstract
Most scientists suggest that in intercultural communication the chance of
misunderstanding, as compared to usual interpersonal context, increases since they encounter
cross-cultural elements that do not always meet their expectations. The professional sphere gives
rise to even greater complexity as it adds more contextual dimensions of both linguistic and nonlinguistic character. Here mistakes in communication are not only embarrassing but also
professionally unacceptable and may cause professional conflicts and financial consequences.
Thus, the professional dialogue with other cultures should not only be linguistically proficient,
but also employ the highest level processing operations of the vast cross-cultural knowledge.
The ability to utilize language skills and cross-cultural knowledge in unpredictable
situations of everyday professional communication is regarded as communication mobility. The
distinctive feature and the great advantage of the discussed competence is the integration of
different knowledge domains and communicative, professional and cognitive skills.
In terms of training we suggest modeling problem professional situations of intercultural
communication which creates necessary environment for the development of communication
mobility. Modeling of the environment is carried out within the context of communication tasks
designed to encourage students to find effective ways to solve a problematic situation by
selecting the appropriate communication strategies and tactics. The main focus in designing the
tasks is the carefully constructed scaffolding leading to the acquisition of all necessary skills for
a student to be a successful independent communicator in more than a linguistic sense of the
word.
For that we employ the conceptual basis of the rigor and relevance methodology gauging
the level of thought processes and relevance of the modeled situation. Following the increasing
academic complexity and relevance the suggested tasks are: cognitive-search tasks, variability
tasks, and search-and-react tasks.
The main feature of cognitive-search tasks is that their goal is to develop students'
professional outlook for optimal search and finding solutions to the problems contained in the
situation of professional communication. Such problems encourage students to seek necessary or
missing information from different sources, as well as evaluate the information regarding its
ability to influence the decision. The essence of the variability tasks is that they contain the
problem itself (along with cognitive-search tasks) as well as solutions to this problem. The
students are invited to assess the number of operations, to conduct analytical and synthesizing
work on their assessment, make their own decisions. The aim of search-and- react tasks is the
integration of all the communication mobility skills, which are realized through the situations of
maximum academic rigor and relevance to the professional context.
Keywords: professional communication competence, communication mobility, communication strategies
and tactics, professional communication tasks, situations of intercultural communication
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Internationalizing Teaching and Learning: Online Resources for
Collaborative Education
Michael Solem
Association of American Geographers

Abstract
This session presents educational resources developed for the AAG’s Center for Global
Geography Education (CGGE), a project funded by the National Science Foundation to enhance
the teaching of international perspectives on issues such as climate change, nationalism, and
economic globalization. CGGE offers a set of online and open access modules that promote
intercultural and geographic learning with case studies and collaborative activities based in the
Moodle e-learning platform. Participants will review strategies for using CGGE with culturally
diverse undergraduate learners to build collaborative learning networks in different regions and
countries. Participants will also examine how CGGE resources support educational objectives in
the social and environmental sciences.
CGGE modules can be used with students in a variety of ways, all of which can help
students learn geography and acquire an international perspective on global issues. The
innovation of CGGE is, through its international comparative approach, to provide students with
an intercultural experience, develop openness to learning and a positive orientation to new ideas,
and promote sensitivity and respect for personal and cultural differences. These learning
outcomes are relevant to many disciplines, not only geography.
Session activities includes: (1) Introduction and overview of CGGE- summary of the
CGGE project’s goals and available resources; (2) Key concepts and principles in intercultural
learning- overview of how the CGGE modules support effective practices in intercultural
learning; (3) Small group review of CGGE modules- after two 10 minute orientations by the
presenter, the participants will then be organized into six groups, one per CGGE module.
Participants will be free to select the module that best matches their teaching interests; (4) Small
group presentations- as part of their module review, participants will be asked to choose one
activity and report for the full group how the content supports intercultural learning and
international collaboration. In this way participants will become familiar with approaches taken
in all of the models to support undergraduate learning of geographic concepts and international
perspectives; (5) Getting involved with CGGE- participants will learn how to use the CGGE
website to find potential collaborators in different countries; and (6) General discussion- the
session will conclude with a general discussion period during which participants may ask
questions or suggest ideas for integrating CGGE resources into undergraduate curricula.
Keywords: collaborative teaching, internationalization, online education, intercultural learning
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The Role of Teaching Consultants at Chinese Universities and
Their Institutional Transformation: Taking OUC as a Case Study
Wenhong Song, Shun Chang
Ocean University of China

Abstract
Teaching consultants at Chinese universities are, to a certain extent, different from
consultants or advisors at universities of other countries. Looking at its historical development,
we find that the practice of teaching consultants began in 1990s when much more attention was
given to teaching after Chinese universities went through restoration in education owing to
China's policy of reform and opening up to the outside world, and the system of teaching
consultants was institutionalized as an effective measure to improve teaching management.
Entering the new century, almost all Chinese universities set up teaching consultant system when
the Ministry of Education issued No. 4 Document to further improve undergraduate teaching. To
achieve this aim, the resolution of establishing a sound teaching quality monitoring and
assurance system and other 11 resolutions are also written in this document. At present, teaching
consultants have become a fundamental component in the internal quality assurance system of
the Chinese universities. The teaching consultant system is carried out either by a separate office
or by a functional organ affiliated to the academic affairs division of a university. Its work is
featured by administrative instructions serving the university’s decision-making authorities, and
meanwhile less effort is dedicated to faculty development. After more than ten years’
development in a mass-oriented higher education, faculty development is currently among the
top priorities in the process of capacity building and quality assurance in Chinese universities.
What roles the teaching consultants play in the faculty development requires an in-depth analysis
on the current teaching consultant system in terms of role positioning and transformation. At the
end, this paper takes the Ocean University of China, one of the national key universities with
“Project 985” and “Project 211”, as a case study, and makes analysis of a unique mode of
teaching consultant system and its roles in faculty development.
Keywords: teaching consultant, quality assurance, faculty development, Chinese university
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Increasing the Quality of Evaluation and Efficiency of Learning
by Using Statistics of Examination Results
Olaf Spittaels
Artevelde University College Ghent

Abstract
In recent years, the number of multiple-choice exams increased. For assessing large
groups, multiple-choice offers an efficient approach for testing, especially with the help of
computer processing. Computer assisted assessment has another advantage: teachers can easily
analyze the item difficulty and determine the distinctive character of each item. These statistics
can help teachers to optimize the evaluation approach and are an important source of information
to increase the coherence in education programs. Besides the importance for quality control,
statistics are useful to increase the efficiency of learning by students. Feedback is an important
factor in quality learning and statistics can be a source of information during feedback sessions.
In an experiment, statistics were used during students their personal feedback session on their
psychology test results. Thanks to the analysis, students can determine what kinds of questions
(knowledge, reasoning, connections or applications) are less performed and what topics are less
mastered. Students can easily understand their shortcomings. Students who received this (free)
feedback performed better during the second examination period than those who had not
received this feedback.
Keywords: evaluation, assessment, feedback, statistics, analysis
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Improving National Higher Education Outcomes through Comprehensive
Educational Facilitator, Curriculum Designer, Curriculum Analyst, and
Academic Leadership Education
Susan Stevenson
New Zealand Curriculum Design Institute

Abstract
The New Zealand Curriculum Design Institute (NZCDI) was founded with a mission to:
positively change people, communities and societies by elevating awareness, transforming
attitudes and providing unique learning experiences and research. The NZCDI teaching and
learning philosophy states quality education is: supported by a coherent philosophy; theoretically
logical; underpinned by research-based evidence; culturally and learner relevant; valid in
practice; experiential; interactive; authentic; holistic; and enjoyable from a learner’s perspective.
This philosophy is by underpinned by the theoretical, conceptual, practice-based evidence and
scholarly literature of Durie, 1994; Kolb, 2001; Vygotsky, 1978; Brofenbrenner, 1986; Rogers,
1989; Gardner, 1993 and Bishop and Graham, 1986. Ten years ago the NZCDI embarked upon a
groundbreaking international professional practice research project to develop a pathway of
innovative qualifications to develop higher education staff member’s expertise and mastery of
educational facilitation, curriculum design, curriculum analysis, academic management and
academic leadership sub-fields. The qualification pathway developed moves from second year
degree level to an advanced professional Masters degree. Critical to living the Institute’s mission
and philosophy has been innovative curriculum design components such as, “authentic
assessment that are linked to professional practice” (Gibbs, 2006) and courageous academic
defence of the theoretical framework and assessment methodology adopted to ensure the
development and ‘real world’ capability of graduates in what are normally traditional academic
environments. Core challenges identified along the way include a) the need to educate and
support the development needs of higher education research experts when they are promoted into
management roles, b) assumptions that staff who have succeeded academically in field areas are
automatically competent or professional level teachers and facilitators, c) a view that field or
subject experts have the professional and educational capacity to design international level
qualifications that will address national and international stakeholder requirements, and d) the
need for ongoing personal and professional learning and education by field experts when they
attain academic management and leadership roles. This session will present via dramatic
vignettes the core higher education challenges addressed by the qualification pathway formulated
by the NZCDI and the role this groundbreaking higher education development can play in
optimising educational, institutional and associated national and field development needs and
aspirations in a timely and professional manner. Participants will be provided with opportunities
to utilise and experience unique a) curriculum design, b) facilitation and assessment, and c)
management and leadership approaches formulated to align and live the NZCDI mission and
philosophy through the capacity building qualifications designed by the NZCDI.
Keywords: strategies for enhancing learning, scholarship and research into the practice of educational
and academic development, policies and practice in institutional and organisational development
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Navigating the Gap between Personal Aspirations and Institutional
Expectations: The Experiences of Early Career Academics in
New Zealand Universities
Kathryn Sutherland
Victoria University of Wellington

Abstract
International research, handbooks for early career academics, and promotions booklets all
indicate that success in academia is measured by productivity in research, the development and
maintenance of well-established networks, a growing reputation in the discipline or community,
and a solid record of winning competitive research grants. Early career academics (ECAs),
however, appear to put more weight on being happy, achieving some sense of work-life balance,
making a difference in the world and seeing their students succeed in learning and life. This
presentation will report on a research project that is investigating ways for ECAs to balance their
own aspirations with the expectations of their institutions, communities and students. The
research draws on earlier projects with successful academics (including a presentation given at
the ICED 2010 conference in Barcelona) and extends the research nationally, to incorporate all
ECAs in all eight New Zealand universities.
The project has considered the following questions: (1) What factors influence the
success, productivity and satisfaction of ECAs in NZ universities? (2) How do organisational
expectations and personal aspirations vary, if at all, for ECAs in NZ universities? (3) What
impact does this variation in aspirations have on the experiences of ECAs in NZ universities?
(4) What institutional and personal processes and support need to be in place to support ECAs to
survive and ultimately to succeed in NZ universities? (5) What resources can we develop that
will be of use at a national and local level to support ECAs?
Uncovering answers to these questions is providing academic development units and
faculty leaders, in particular, with ways to support all ECAs as they enter the academic
profession and learn to be good teachers, researchers and academic citizens. The presentation
will finish with recommendations for best supporting ECAs as they enter universities and for
nurturing their aspirations and encouraging their own and their students’ success as they progress
through the system.
Keywords: early career academics, institutional expectations
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Dealing with Dilemmas - Designing a Compulsory PhD Course on
Research Ethics and Sustainable Development
Magdalena Svanström, Tom Adawi
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract
At Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers), education for sustainable
development (ESD) has been on the agenda for several decades in undergraduate education and
at master level. Over the past few years, a special focus has been put on the PhD level. From
2012, it is compulsory for all new PhD students to take a course on sustainable development.
Competences often emphasized today in discussions on ESD include not only systemic, holistic,
critical and creative thinking but also the ability to define and find solutions to ethical dilemmas.
There is today also an increasing concern for the ethical dimension of research in the STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) areas and many universities throughout the
world now offer training in the responsible conduct of research (RCR) to their staff. But even a
quick look at some of the syllabi around the world shows that there is a big variation between the
courses when it comes to the selection of topics and pedagogical approaches. At Chalmers, it has
been compulsory for all PhD students since 2005 to take a course on ethics. In order to combine
education in the two important and related fields of sustainable development and ethics, a new
course has been developed at Chalmers, which started in February 2012. The new course
integrates and builds on elements that have been tried out in two separate courses over several
years. The course emphasizes in particular the ability to define and find solutions to ethical
dilemmas. The new course is also part of an effort to strengthen generic and transferrable skills
on the PhD level at Chalmers. This paper describes an action research project that was conducted
in developing the new course and in order to better understand how we can support PhD students
in developing a well-reasoned response to an ethical dilemma. The paper describes a framework
for ethical decision-making that has been developed as a central teaching and learning tool and
which is used in different collaborative learning activities. The action research project also
focused on developing visual models for describing the areas of research ethics and sustainable
development, based on the idea that it is important to give support in conceptualizing these
fields. The paper discusses such models and how they can be used in teaching and learning.
Keywords: research ethics, sustainable development, responsible conduct of research, ethical dilemmas,
PhD course
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Describing Education for Sustainable Development in Engineering Education
in terms of Learning Outcomes and Learning Sequences - Examples from
Chalmers University of Technology
Magdalena Svanström, Ulrika Lindqvist
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract
Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers) actively works to promote education for
sustainable development (ESD). In its educational programs, there has been a requirement of
compulsory courses on environment and sustainable development since the mid-eighties, and
today the required course load amounts to five weeks of full-time studies (7.5 ECTS) for all
students at bachelor level in all programs. Different support efforts over the years have been
directed towards e.g. improving the quality of these courses and also towards integrating
sustainability considerations throughout the programs. The motivation and competences of
teachers and program directors has been identified as the most important target for these support
efforts, although there are other important areas that also need attention, e.g. reviewing different
organizational mechanisms acting as barriers to the desired change. In this paper, the approach
being used at Chalmers to promote ESD is briefly described. The main purpose of this paper is to
provide input to quality enhancement of ESD by sharing details on recommended generic
learning outcomes for ESD in engineering education that have been developed at Chalmers
University of Technology and also to look into how specific learning outcomes and sequences of
learning is visible in the program descriptions. Furthermore, as an effort to provide input to
further program and course development in terms of ESD, both for the chemical engineering
program in specific, but also in a more generic sense, a detailed suggestion on content and
sequences to support this learning is provided. As an example, the overall competence referred to
as systemic thinking is discussed in terms of the specific concepts that need to be in focus in the
specific program, such as product life cycles and cause-effect chains. This work builds on many
years of practical work with ESD, and on earlier collaboration with other universities and
literature reviews on ESD competences.
Keywords: education for sustainable development, ESD, engineering education, learning outcomes,
competences
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Towards a Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in Engineering and
Two Facets of Change: A Case Study from Chalmers University of
Technology
Magdalena Svanström, Tom Adawi
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract
In this paper, we discuss an on-going project to develop a university wide program to
support the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) at Chalmers University of Technology
in Sweden. The SoTL program has been designed to support teachers in all four dimensions of
the SoTL model developed by Trigwell et al. (2000). The discussion is informed by two
theoretical perspectives: interpretivism, with its focus on understanding people’s experiences,
and critical theory, with its focus on facilitating change. The first component of the SoTL
program is an introductory course on teaching and learning in higher education that introduces
constructive alignment as a conceptual framework for course design. The next component of the
program is a pedagogical project course that runs over a whole year and where the participants
are supported in conducting an action research project to address a particular question or problem
they have identified in their own teaching. All faculty members at Chalmers are encouraged to
submit an abstract to Chalmers annual conference on teaching and learning. A pre-conference
workshop is held to support teachers in writing an abstract that is grounded in pedagogical
argumentation. The participants are provided with the conference criteria and work in pairs to
evaluate each other’s abstracts. Each submitted abstract is reviewed by three other teachers who
must reach consensus. The reviewers have also met in a facilitated pre-conference workshop to
get a better understanding of the criteria. At the conference, collegial discussion is promoted.
After the conference, all presenters are invited to submit a full paper, and they receive further
help in writing their paper in a post-conference workshop. A team of academic developers
review the full papers, and selected papers from the conference are published in a book. The
SoTL program has been evaluated using both quantitative and qualitative methods. Drawing on
a taxonomy of change strategies developed by Henderson et al. (2010) we discuss some key
lessons learned. For participants, the two most challenging aspects of conducting action research
relate to methods for evaluating the impact of the intervention and finding previous studies in the
area. Furthermore, change initiatives in higher education often fail because they lack systematic
strategies for systemic change. Initiating the change process from both the bottom and the top
has been identified as a successful strategy at Chalmers. Another strategy for change is that a
neutral arena for collaboration and support needs to be present to push for change both
“upwards” and “downwards”. Chalmers Learning Centre was established in 2008 to act as such
an arena. In the future, our aim is to get a better understanding of systematic strategies that can
be used for bringing about change when educational development projects are conducted on the
arena that the Centre provides.
Keywords: scholarship of teaching and learning, strategies for change, action research, engineering
education
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Habits of Highly Effective Writers
Helen Sword
The University of Auckland

Abstract
‘Publish or perish’ is the mantra of the successful academic researcher. Yet few
academics have been explicitly trained as writers, and fewer still have been schooled in the
intricate art of maintaining research productivity without sacrificing work-life balance. What
evidence-based strategies can we, as faculty developers, recommend to colleagues who aspire to
write more confidently, stylishly, engagingly, daringly or simply more prolifically? In this
session, conference participants will address that question via a series of hands-on activities
designed to inspire them to expand their own horizons as writers.
Keywords: academic writing, academic development, faculty development, higher education research,
publication, productivity
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Community Based Practice Program at National Kidney Foundation towards
Learning for Social Change
Kyi Tha
Monash University

Abstract
The Community Based Practice program is an integral component of the Personal and
Professional Development of the MBBS Year 2 curriculum at Monash University Sunway
Campus. The rationale of this program is to encourage the students to reflect on their attitudes
and behaviors towards community responses and social justice. It is a continuous two semestersprogram (2011) and a group of five students had got an opportunity of a placement in the public
education unit of the National Kidney Foundation (NKF). The students were assigned one whole
day in a week for a total of 11-12 weeks placement under the guidance of a responsible person
from the agency as a field educator and a lecturer as an academic adviser. The first experience
during their placement was the “World Kidney Day” event with the local community in Sunway
pyramid shopping mall where the students participated in health screening, healthy dietary
advice program, kidney care and counseling program. The students had also involved in the
telecommunication program where the students helped to identify and register the high risk
persons among the public based on the laboratory screening results and tried to contact those
high risk persons by telephone and gave advice on life style modification. This gave an
invaluable experience to improve their soft skills and significant change in students’ perception
and attitude in social aspect which was reflected in the individual reports. Moreover, the students
had developed a strategy to implement health promotion project focused on effectiveness of an
education intervention program on compliance of the recommended fluid intake among
haemodialysis patients. Prospective cohort study of patients treated with haemodialysis was
conducted in the NKF haemodialysis centre. The subject group attended the educational
intervention program-health education talk regarding the recommended fluid and sodium intake
by dietitian. The compliance of the recommended fluid intake was determined by comparing the
inter dialysis weight gain, patients’ knowledge and attitude towards the fluid adherence before
and two weeks after the health promotion project in subject and control groups. At the end of the
program, the students presented orally about their agency and the outcome of their project by
means of a poster. This health promotion project successfully offered the students to identify the
research question, program development, community practice of patient education, behavioral
and attitudinal change towards health enhancement. It helped to improve students’ understanding
of the use of contemporary approaches in health service delivery and provided an opportunity to
explore alternative strategies to improve health and well-being of their patients. In conclusion, by
means of such community based practice programs, the students had improved the ability to
understand and reflect the issues of health care, roles of nongovernmental organizations, the
distribution of benefits and how they were allocated in society and relate their knowledge and
skills towards social change.
Keywords: community based practice program, National Kidney Foundation, social change
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Internal and External Quality Assurance Practices for Sustainable Quality
in Sripatum University
Waraporn Thaima
Sripatum University

Abstract
This article presents a case study of Sripatum University's development of an Internal and
External Quality Assurance process. The National Education Act of B.E. 2542 (1999),
Amendment (No.2) Act, B.E. 2545(2002) assigned to all educational institutions the
responsibility to provide an Internal and External Academic Quality Assurance process.
Moreover, the establishment of the Office for National Standards and Assessment (Public
Organization) or ONESQA has brought many significant changes to Thailand higher education.
All higher education institutions including Sripatum University (SPU) establish up quality
improvement systems as a guided by The Office of the Higher Education Commission (OHEC),
Ministry of Education and ONESQA to appropriately implement the ACT.SPU Quality
Assurance two systems are as follows: Internal Quality Assurance System: Yearly Evaluation by
the committee. The Higher Education Commission has announced the Higher Education aspects
and indicators. All higher education institutions will be used as a framework of internal academic
quality assurance with 9 aspects and 23 indicators. External Quality Assurance by a committee
from The Office for National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (Public
Organization). They will be conducted and followed up every 5 academic years. The Office for
National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (Public Organization) has announced the
Higher Education Standard for external assessment as with 3 standards and 18 indicators.SPU
spent time to develop its quality system for the whole units of SPU. In June, 2011, SPU was
assessed for internal quality assurance and was rated at the "excellent quality" level and in
September 2011 was assessed for external quality assurance by ONESQA and also rated at the
"excellent quality level". Based on these results SPU will keep its internal and external quality
assurance practices for sustainable quality.
Keywords: internal quality assurance, external quality assurance, sustainable quality
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Conversation about Teaching: Linking Formal Academic Development to
Department-Based Dialogue
Kate Thomson
The University of Sydney

Abstract
There have been arguments for a greater connection between programs offered by central
academic development units and initiatives based in faculties or departments; for example,
Kreber and Castleden (2009) argue for an integrative approach to academic development. This is
partly because academic development that is focussed on and located in departments is more
likely to change practice (Blackwell & Blackmore, 2003; Trowler & Cooper, 2002). Boud (1999)
notes that most staff development occurs in places, such as departments and research sites, and
that this informal exchange of ideas has a more significant effect on staff than on formal generic
activities specifically designed to develop academics. One opportunity for academics to
informally exchange resources and ideas and enhance teaching practice is through conversation
with their department colleagues.
Little is known about the nature of informal academic discourse on teaching, or how it
can be facilitated. The current study used interviews with academics to discover that not only do
informal conversations provide reassurance for many teachers; they also serve a development
role, with teachers describing their usefulness in terms of venting about teaching issues, and
managing and improving their teaching. Although they are perceived to be separate, informal
conversation and formal development programs share the aim of improving the quality of
teaching. Understanding the relationship between these forms of learning may assist those
teaching on academic development programs to draw links between these and enhance their
effectiveness.
One example of a central academic development program is a formal two-day
introduction to university teaching designed for those new to teaching or new to the university.
To test the relations between formal academic development and informal conversation,
interviews were conducted with academics that attended the academic development program,
and then experienced informal communication with departmental colleagues. While some
academics found these forms of learning about teaching to be complementary, or mutually
reinforcing, other academics saw these as disconnected. This disconnection impedes effective
learning about teaching from the program and conversation, and presents academic developers
with the challenge of creating connections between different forms of development.
Keywords: informal conversation, situated learning, academic development
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Preparing Pre-service Teachers for Reflection
Wei Keong Too
The University of Nottingham, Malaysia Campus

Abstract
Advocated by Dewey (1933), reflective practice in education is aimed to explain the
process of learning. In the teacher education, reflective practice has long been incorporated in
teacher preparation programmes. The inclusion of reflective practice is to understand cognitive
development of teacher trainees while they examine their learning incorporating theories and
practice. Many studies have indicated that pre-service teachers who have undergone training on
reflective practices are better prepared to face with teaching challenges (see Calderhead, 1993;
Lee, 2007; Schoffner, 2007). In the case of pre-service preparation, Kabilan (2007), Vethamani
(2006) and Vethamani and Too (2010) reported in their studies that many pre-service teachers’
knowledge of reflective practice was limited. Many studies on reflection are on the process,
content or level (Jay & Johnson, 2002; Lee, 2005). Very few studies have been looking at what
pre-service teachers’ experience is and what their expectations are when they learn how to
reflect. To understand pre-service teachers’ experience in reflection, a qualitative case study
design was adopted.
Two research questions guided this study, and they were as follows: (1) What were preservice teachers’ experiences in reflection? (2) What were pre-service teachers’ expectations in
reflection? Six First-year pre-service teachers majored in TESOL and Educational Special
Needs volunteered for this study. The duration of this study was three months. During the period
of this study, the participants were asked to keep seven journal entries and respond to three of
their friends’ journal entries in a group blog. Findings for this study were generated through
analysis of reflective entries, interviews and researcher’s notes. The participants of this study
held positive views towards their experience in reflection due to the systematic and organised
measured adopted in preparing them for reflection. Two main themes emerged in this study.
When it referred to practice of reflection, all of them considered reflection as thinking skills and
time management was crucial in it. Another theme emerged was about peer discussion. All of
them stated that discussion in the blog was crucial as it served as assurance in their reflective
practice. Furthermore, tutor’s involvement was welcomed as they felt secured and assured when
the tutor engaged in discussion.
The findings of this study have provided several suggestions on how to prepare preservice teachers to engage in reflective practice. Firstly, reflection is a time consuming process.
Learners need to be given enough time to think, assess and organise their thoughts (Moon, 1999)
as the participants’ view on reflection is in accordance to what Dewey’s (1933) and Schon’s
(1987) notion of reflection—thinking skills. Secondly, dialogical exchanges are crucial as they
serve as assurance for the learners who have just started learning about reflection. For beginners
in reflection, tutor’s involvement is important, so that they do not need to constantly guess if they
are on the right track.
Keywords: reflection, pre-service teachers, blogs
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Basing Teaching Quality: Change in Academics’ Beliefs about Teaching and
Learning through Academic Development
Caroline Trautwein
University of Hamburg

Abstract
There is an extensive body of research investigating (academic) teachers’ conceptions or
beliefs about teaching and learning. However little is known about the way in which these
assumptions regarding teaching and learning change. Therefore, investigations of the way in
which conceptions of teaching change over time were encouraged (Kember, 1997, S. 273).
Academic developers need to know how teachers’ conceptions change as ... “fundamental
changes to the quality of university teaching and learning are unlikely to happen without changes
to professors’ conceptions of teaching” (McAlpine & Weston, 2000, S. 377). Hence Kane et al.
state that research into academics’ beliefs as they develop as teachers, would shed light on an
“important but infrequently studied area” (2002, S. 200). To gain insight in the way in which
teaching beliefs change we accompanied eight academic teachers attending a two-year voluntary,
extra-occupational teaching development programme, namely the Master of Higher Education.
At two stages of the programme we interviewed teachers about their experiences in teaching,
observed their teaching practices and documented reflection on their development as teachers.
For each stage individual teacher’s beliefs about teaching and learning were inferred from these
three sources of data. Comparing individuals’ sets of beliefs between the two stages indicated
change. In general, beliefs became more sophisticated reflecting a more student-centred
perspective on teaching and learning. However, in some cases changes did not occur as intended
by the teaching development programme. Factors facilitating and constraining change in
academic teachers’ beliefs will be discussed. Furthermore results concerning the relationship of
changed beliefs to changes in teaching practices will be presented and consequences for teaching
development programmes will be drawn.
Keywords: academics developing as teachers, teachers' beliefs, conceptions of teaching, teaching
development programme
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What Are You Talking About? An International Perspective on Academic
Teaching Competence and Related Concepts
Caroline Trautwein, Marianne Merkt
University of Hamburg

Abstract
In different language communities different terms and concepts are used to describe what
academics need to become good teachers. In the German speaking community the term “teaching
competence” is widely used to describe intended learning outcomes of teaching development
programmes. Nevertheless, as we began our background reading for a research project
investigating the development of academic teaching competence within a teaching development
programme in higher education, we became aware that this term is rarely used in relevant
international articles. Instead we found literature concerning our field of study using terms like
“professional development” or “professional growth” in teaching (Nicholls, 2001) or,
“scholarship of teaching and learning” (Trigwell, Martin, Benjamin, & Prosser, 2000),
“conceptions of teaching” (Kember, 1997) or “approaches to teaching” (Trigwell & Prosser,
1993), “teaching expertise” (Kreber, 2002) etc. In articles from Asia, however, the term
“teaching competence” was used (Wen, Hsu, Chen, & Wu, 2010; Zhan-ben, Liang, & Ling,
2010). Subsequently we became interested in the use of different concepts within the
international community of academic developers. Furthermore the question arose, whether
different concepts lead to distinct academic development practices.
In this session, we want to address this use of different concepts and discuss its
consequences for the international community of academic developers. By this means we hope to
contribute to a better mutual understanding within the international community.
In the first part, we will tersely present our understanding of the term “academic teaching
competence” and our corresponding model. Then, we will ask participants to gather in expert
groups by choosing one of the concepts listed above. Each group shall discuss how they
understand their concept and where they see differences and commonalities to the concept of
academic teaching competence. Finally, each group will present the outcomes of their
discussion. In the second part of the workshop, we will illustrate the present situation of German
higher education development. We will show that in general teaching development programmes
have developed a high standard and contribute well to the improvement of academic teaching. In
the light of our model, however, some reflect only a limited theoretical understanding of
academic teaching competence. After this short input, we will invite participants from different
countries to form discussion groups. These groups shall talk about whether the reference to a
certain concept has led to distinct academic development practices in their countries.
Keywords: (academic) teaching competence, scholarship of teaching and learning, professional growth,
professional development, conceptions of teaching, approaches to teaching, teaching expertise
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“I made a lot of assumptions…” Becoming a University Lecturer in the UK:
Negotiating Knowledge, Experience and Learning
Rebecca Turner, Rong Huang, Oxana Poverjuc
Plymouth University

Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate the knowledge new lecturers draw upon in their
first year of teaching and the contribution this makes to their practice.
It is common for new lecturers to participate in a period of training upon commencing
employment; however, research into such provision tends to be retrospective, rarely supporting
robust examinations of the experiences and knowledge that inform new lecturers’ practice (Eley,
2006; Norton et al., 2010). Nor do they consider the adjustments they may make to adapt to the
values and behaviours of the community they are entering (Kane et al., 2002).
Working with 14 new lecturers we are examining their knowledge of teaching and its
application in practice. Participants are drawn from a range of contexts (e.g. non-UK origin,
professional backgrounds or the more traditional research route). Using a combination of
practice-based observations and semi-structured interviews we are encouraging new lecturers to
reflect on the actions taken in practice (e.g. interactions with students, activities used in teaching
situations) and considering these in light of their own educational, cultural and professional
histories.
Teaching is often referred to as an apprenticeship of observation, whereby the
experiences individuals’ have as students inform their expectations of a teaching role (Lortie,
1975). Although analysis is ongoing, initial findings counter this position. Whilst several
participants cite their own undergraduate experiences as a useful reference point, the pace of
change in HE means that they are working in an unfamiliar environment to which they rapidly
have to adapt. Not surprisingly, all participants identify lecturing as challenging, and within this
paper, we will explore how these challenges vary across the three groups. Interestingly their
early reflections on the teaching course they are currently engaged in demonstrate they perceive
it as “providing skills” rather than considering more deeply the knowledge of teaching it has
supported them to develop. Instead they highlight informal support (e.g. discussions with
colleagues) and the conventions of their discipline / professional area as playing a significant role
in shaping their practice. Building on this, we will examine the how they have begun to reconcile
their knowledge, expectations, behaviours and experiences against the backdrop of a new
teaching environment.
Ensuring new lecturers are appropriately supported to develop their teaching practices
has been identified as central to the ensuring a high quality learning experience for students
(Light et al., 2009). This position is particularly pertinent given the international scope of
universities. Therefore we will conclude by considering how the findings from this research can
inform the support provided to new academics, to ensure they are prepared for the diverse
student bodies they will encounter.
Keywords: new lecturers, university teaching courses, teaching practice and beliefs
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Reflecting on a National Policy Initiative to Enhance Teaching and Learning
within English Higher Education
Rebecca Turner, David Gosling
Plymouth University

Abstract
Top down government-led initiatives intended to engender change in higher education
have been widely criticised because they pay little heed to the influence of factors such as local
context and the expertise of the teams responsible for enacting policy initiatives (Ball, 1997;
Trowler & Bamber, 2005). Despite this, within England, there has been a succession of policies
that have sought to enhance teaching and learning across a very diverse HE sector. The Centres
of Excellence of Teaching and Learning (CETLs) was the most generously funded of these
initiatives. Between 2005 and 2010 HEFCE supported 74 CETLs, aiming to 'reward excellent
teaching practice and further invest in that practice for the benefit of the sector' (HEFCE, 2004).
It was anticipated that CETLs would build on existing excellence present within university
departments. The CETLs were extremely diverse, a mix of discipline-based or thematic
programmes of work, addressing a wide range of issues relating to teaching and learning in HE.
Based on interview data, we explore the perceptions of 15 directors of CETLs with
respect to their role as leaders of educational development projects. The paper considers the
ways in which the characteristics of individual directors - for example, their previous experience
of leading development projects, their aspirations for the CETL, and their institutional location interacted with contextual factors to influence the trajectory and outcomes of the project. Each
CETL was situated within a particular institutional setting each with its own pre-existing
structures, cultures and procedures. But, as Archer (2003) has argued, ‘the reflexive deliberations
of human agents’ are the mediating mechanism between structure and agency, objectivity and
subjectivity. This study uses directors' own reflexive deliberations on their role to investigate
issues of power and status and to investigate their strategies designed to influence local ecologies
of practice (Stronach, et al, 2002) in order to achieve the goals of their project. Finally, we
consider the implications of this study for our understanding of the role of agency in educational
development project.
Keywords: policy change, teaching excellence, institutional context, professional practice
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Professional Ethos of Academic Developers – A Reconstruction of
Work-Related Patterns of Interpretations in Consideration of Historical and
Current Developments
Diana Urban
dghd (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Hochschuldidaktik)

Abstract
The paper focuses on the educational biography of Academic Developers, on the
historical development of the vocation and the influence of the organizational embedding of the
Academic Development (AD) institutions. Initiated by recent challenges and changing processes
in (higher) education and due to the needs of the members of the vocation itself, some claim the
need to professionalize the “Hochschuldidaktik” (AD / ED) in Germany. In particular, the
continuous debate about the institutional and structural design of “Hochschuldidaktik” in the
system of higher education, the undefined specifications and requirements of activities (e.g.
LAND, 2001; MCALPINE et al., 2009; CLEMENT & MC ALPINE, 2008; KNAPPER, 1998)
leads to a critical reflection of the professional ethos of Academic Developers. Rather than
approving competency standards or a common knowledge base, a specific ethos or selfconception as being an Academic Developer is defined as a prerequisite for a successful process
of professionalization. Clegg (2003) reflects that where developers are located in the institution
is “likely to strongly influence how they are seen and their standing”. Above all, “academic
educational developers are often categorized and regarded by others as neither fish nor fowl in
terms of the traditional academic/administrative divide in universities” (DI NAPOLI et al., 2010,
S.8). This categorization of AD staff as “third space professional” (WHITCHURCH, 2007) is
assessed both positive and negative. Leading questions are: What is important for Academic
Developers when formulating their professional ethos? To what mandate, ideals and values do
they commit and feel obliged? The research objectives are (1) to gain a insight into the
development of a professional ethos; (2) exploring the relationship between institutional contexts
and the Academic Developers ethos; and (3) the importance of a specific ethos in the process of
professionalization. The study is structured as follows: Under the assumption that current
discourses are a result of the historical development of AD in Germany, the first step of research
is the reconstruction of those developments, to determine continuities and changes in the selfconception of being an AD. This is done in interviews with experts. In addition, current trends
and developments (e.g. field of activities, employee access …) are taken into account forming
the basis of the empirical research. Data will be collected in group-discussions (BOHNSACK,
2010) in order to reconstruct individual and collective patterns of interpretations and orientations
within and between different forms of institutional designs and fields of action in between
Academia and Administration. At the ICED I will present first findings of the research. We will
further discuss whether there is a relationship between changing institutional contexts and the
professional ethos or if the professional ethos is rather influenced by the individual.
Keywords: academic development, professional ethos, patterns of interpretation, Third Space,
professionalization
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Student Perceptions on Their Mentoring Experiences in a Faculty of
Health Sciences: A Case Study
Anisa Vahed, Nomthandazo Gwele
Durban University of Technology

Abstract
Against the backdrop of increased student challenges in higher education, mentoring is
recognized as a valuable intervention that aims to help students succeed, integrate and connect
with the broader university. Literature abounds on the perceived benefits and/or advantages of
mentoring in academic programmes. While acknowledging the benefits of mentoring, many
studies (Ketola, 2009, Fox and Stevenson, 2006, McLean, 2004, Leung and Bush, 2003, Haring,
1999) have been candid about the challenges experienced with mentoring as an intervention.
However, very little has been done on the mentees’ experiences within the South African higher
education milieu. For the purposes of this paper, the review intentionally focuses on reported
benefits and/or advantages in undergraduate programmes at the Faculty of Health Sciences, in
the Durban University of Technology (DUT). The aim of the study was to investigate the
students’ perceptions of their mentoring experiences in terms of mentor effectiveness, nature of,
and satisfaction with the mentoring mentor/mentee interactions. Concomitantly, the study also
attempted to identify areas of the mentorship programme that may require review and
improvement.
An exploratory case study strategy was adopted. There were 194 participants from five
different health science programmes. Data was gathered by questionnaire surveys, and included
demographics and views on the mentorship programme. Data analysis was done using
descriptive statistics, factor analysis and cross tabulations.
The key finding from this inquiry into the mentees’ experiences relate to the perceived
effectiveness of the mentor, the nature of mentor/mentee interactions, and areas for review and
improvement.
The findings suggest that effective mentoring experiences encouraged professional and
personal engagement. However, a lack of design and/or structure in mentorship programmes,
together with inadequate mentor training and mentor/mentee meetings, compromised the
mentoring process. The Faculty of Health Sciences is to further navigate this area of inquiry in
order to ensure the long-term success of individual academic programmes. It is anticipated that
this investigation will provide a strong foundation for continued research to refine the notion of
mentoring against an ever-evolving South African educational landscape.
Keywords: formal mentoring, mentees, higher education, nurturer, resource agent
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Faculty Sense of Teacher Efficacy in Relation with Their Approaches
to Teaching
Roeland van der Rijst, Katrien van de Gevel
Leiden University

Abstract
In post-secondary education, faculty are appointed for their expertise in the discipline or
subject they teach, but they often have not received formal teacher training. Centres for Teaching
and Learning aim to support faculty in their role as teachers.
In previous studies, the effect of teacher training on faculty efficacy beliefs was studied
(Postareff et al., 2007; Stes et al., 2010). Findings from these studies show that faculty
demonstrated increased confidence in the effect of their instructions on students, but these
studies did not identify teacher efficacy of specific teaching competences. This study aims to
improve our understanding of the effect of teacher training on faculty sense of teacher efficacy
and their approaches to teaching.
Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2001) have proposed the Teacher’s Sense of
Efficacy Scale (TSES), which relates to three factors of teacher efficacy: efficacy for
instructional strategies, for classroom management and for student engagement. Furthermore,
the ‘Approaches to Teaching Inventory’ (ATI; Trigwell & Prosser, 2004) identifies different
teaching intentions and strategies, including teacherǦfocused and studentǦfocused strategies.
In this study, the TSES and the ATI were adapted and tested for the use in higher
education in the Netherlands. The TSES and ATI were administered to participants before and
after the training module. By combining ATI and TSES results relations between the various
scales of the inventories were identified. The relationships between teacher efficacy of student
engagement and the ‘conceptual change/ student focused approach’ were described.
The results show a significant positive correlation between the factors TSES Engagement
and ATI CCSF. Furthermore, background variables as educational experience and number of
teaching hours are of significant importance.
In many countries, university teachers are encouraged to follow basic teaching
qualification trajectories, often including participation in teacher training modules. Debates
about the relevance of these training modules reoccur. The results of this study will provide
input to (inter)national discussions on the value of teacher training in higher education. Different
explanations for retrieved significant correlations will be part of the discussion too.
Keywords: sense of efficacy, classroom management, student engagement, instructional strategies,
approaches to teaching
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Enhancing Quality and Setting Standards through Assessment in
Higher Education – Curriculum Imperatives
Tinus Van Rooy
University of South Africa

Abstract
This paper focuses on assessment as a critical issue that informs standard setting.
It discusses the role of assessment in assuring standards and shows how assessment can act as
a quality assurance mechanism that can enhance the overall educational experience for learners.
Assessment is as a rule used to assess learner performance and ability. However, educational
assessment can also be used as a mechanism for quality assurance of learning. In educational
institutions assessments are used to obtain public certification that acceptable standards have
been attained. From a quality assurance perspective this implies that institutions use a high
quality of assessment practices and standards in conjunction with the instructional design, of
which they are an integral part. In addition, educational institutions and departments of education
have a series of policy documents for assuring teaching quality and student learning outcomes.
It can be questioned, however, whether a comparable effort is being put into assuring the design
of valid and reliable assessment practices that can be transferred to the imperatives of enhancing
teaching and learning. This paper addresses these imperatives in terms of their context and
characteristics and aims to present a conceptual framework for how this might be done.
To address this issue the study illustrates the principle of quality assured assessment by drawing
on examples from various policies and initiatives undertaken in the area of valid assessment.
It also looks critically at specific institutional processes, and at how the quality of teaching and
learning is enhanced through quality assured assessment. In particular the study investigates and
addresses critical issues in outcomes-based assessment and their role in enhancing educational
experiences. The potential educational benefits and the nature of the benefits are examined with
reference to curriculum requirements, and learning, teaching and assessment strategies.
Keywords: assessment, standards, quality, curriculum
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Learning and Teaching Unit (LTU): The University of South Australia Food
for Thought- A History of a University Foundation of Teaching Program
Dale Wache
University of South Australia

Abstract
Over the years the TAUSA program has provided a foundation for academic staff new to
teaching at UniSA. In particular, new staff has gained an understanding of the principles of
constructive alignment of the curriculum, strategies for student engagement and an awareness of
how to evaluate their teaching outside of institutional evaluation strategies. The TAUSA
program is a well-received academic development program, highlighting to new staff the
importance of their role as academic teachers.
Keywords: foundation of teaching, networking, history
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Use of a Higher Education Teacher Training Course Redesign to Energise
Lecturers to Move beyond Teaching Improvements into
Professional Practice Development
Shrinika Weerakoon, Suki Ekaratne
University of Colombo, University of Bath

Abstract
Higher Education (HE) teacher training has recently seen its focus expand from teaching
development to developing additional professional practices. The training course we conduct
primarily develops Reflective Practice (RP) skills for improving teaching, but participants found
mastering RP difficult.
We show how course redesign, integrating non-prescriptive self-selected tasks, motivated
trainees to independently deploy RP to unravel professional-practice problems so that such
perceived personal benefits helped scaffold and develop RP mastery as a sustainable tool in their
development.
We report on the processes and support structures, such as structured learning
opportunities, that trainee lecturers first used to develop the RP skill in improving teaching
(n= 984; 86% of improvements). These generated the self-confidence to use ill-structured
problems to initiate the deployment of RP for subsequently developing additional professional
practices (n= 165; 14%). Becoming initially conversant in RP skills required support by course
tutors, mentors and peers, whereas personalized motivation for proactive control of professional
self-management practices scaffolded RP mastery when emphasized through behavioral
observations.
This course design is contrasted with another HE training course with emphasis on ‘what
the teacher does’ (sensu Biggs and Tang, 1999), with participant perceptions of RP as unhelpful
pedagogy, not useful as a professional developmental tool.
Keywords: reflective practice, lecturers, faculty, PGCHE, development, training, teaching, critical
incidents, design, professional practice
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TIGER – What Can It Do for Teaching and Learning?
Jacqui Williams, Charlotte Albrechtsen
De Montfort University Leicester

Abstract
TIGER (Transforming Interprofessional groups through Educational Resources) is
a repository of open educational resources (OERs) designed for Interprofessional Education
(IPE) in Health and Social Care. See http://tiger.library.dmu.ac.ukeducational materials,
technologies, and resources offered freely and openly for anyone to use and under some licenses
remixed, improved and redistributed.’ (open.learn.open.ac.uk, 2010) The aims of TIGER are to
dramatically benefit IPE in Health and Social Care and to solve ongoing challenges in crossprofessional collaboration through the active pedagogical use of OERs. The open access
repository has materials that are available for use worldwide under open licenses. This means
that TIGER OERs are accessible and relevant for clinical teams to access in their place of work,
in a way that is frequently currently impossible in clinical and community settings, for which
there is a great and ongoing need.
This session will explore the concept of open education resources in the interprofessional
context and discuss how the materials can be used in a wide variety of contexts to meet a range
of educational needs. Additionally, the experience of learners using an open repository and an
evaluation of how TIGER champions have used the material for their teaching practice will also
be presented.
Release of these resources has been supported by funding through the Higher Education
Academy, UK / JISC Open Educational Resources programme.
Keywords: open education resources, interprofessional education, health care professionals
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Using an Online Resource to Prepare Academic Developers Teaching in
Foundations Programs for University Teaching
Gail Wilson
Southern Cross University

Abstract
The Preparing Academics to Teach in Higher Education (PATHE) project (2006-2010)
was funded by the Australian Learning and Teaching Council (ALTC). The project generates a
framework for the design and implementation of foundations programs, and made a number of
recommendations relevant to these programs across institutions (Hicks, Smigiel, Wilson &
Luzeckyj, 2010). One of the key outcomes of the project was the conceptualisation of a resource
for online professional development aimed at academic developers teaching in foundations
programs for university teaching. In 2011, an extension grant was awarded by the ALTC to the
Steering Committee of the PATHE project together with a sizeable grant from the council of
Australia Directors of Academic Development (CADAD) which focused on two deliverables:
(1) an online resource comprising a series of modules for academic developers teaching in
foundation programs for university teaching and (2) a set of principles based on the elements of
the PATHE framework that could be used to guide the development and evaluation of university
teacher preparation programs more broadly. This presentation is focused on the design and
development of the online resource.
Keywords: foundations programs, online professional development, academic developers
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Illinois Initiative on Transparency in Learning and Teaching in
Higher Education
Mary-Ann Winkelmes
University of Illinois

Abstract
Since 2010, the Illinois Initiative on Transparency in Learning and Teaching has involved
approximately 7500 students in seventy-two courses at nine universities in five countries. The
project aims to improve higher education teaching and learning experiences for faculty and
students through two main activities: promoting students’ conscious understanding of how they
learn, and enabling faculty to gather, share and promptly benefit from current data about
students’ learning by coordinating their efforts across disciplines, institutions and countries.
Early findings indicate statistically significant benefits to students’ ratings of their learning
experiences in courses where instructors implement methods for engaging students in explicit (or
transparent) dialogue about learning processes and teaching practices. Results from many types
of courses, institutions, students and faculty are compiled and studied. Participating instructors
receive real-time insights about how to improve students’ learning, based on current data
gathered from their own students and other, similar students in comparable courses. The data
complements traditional student ratings of instruction by offering a measure of how teaching
impacts students’ views of their learning, instead of how students rate teaching performance.
Keywords: teaching, learning, faculty development, assessment
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Pedagogy for Diversity: Exploring the Implications of Academic Literacies for
Educational Development Scholarship and Practice
Ros Woodhouse, Dorothy Missingham
York University, University of Adelaide

Abstract
Much of the discussion about scholarship in (of) educational development has focused on
characteristics that may define scholarship, and on the importance of research on current
practices to inform future practice. Much less attention has been given to advancing educational
development by expanding its underlying knowledge base. The goal of this session is to address
this need by integrating and applying concepts developed in related fields. The session will focus
on how educational developers might integrate and apply the concept of academic literacies,
which originated in writing research and refers to capabilities required to participate in academic
and disciplinary discourse and practices. Northedge (2003) and Haggis (2006) argued eloquently
for the importance of taking academic literacies (Als) into account in teaching and learning the
diverse students of today. The session aims to explore the opportunities and challenges of
integrating ALs within the knowledge and practice base of educational development. Session
outcomes will include individual reflection on underlying values and knowledge, and
the products of collaborative inquiry into some of the questions and challenges which from
the academic literacies (ALs) movement presents for educational developers.
Keywords: scholarship, educational development, academic literacies, practice
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The Assessment Centered Curriculum Model
Ute Woschnack, Wolfgang Schatz
ETH Zurich, University of Lucerne

Abstract
In classical curriculum development models, assessments play a marginal role (e.g. Tyler
1973). In the course of learning outcomes oriented teaching and learning, the assessment got
a more important character (e.g. Prideaux 2003) in the teaching and learning arrangement. But in
the actual curriculum design models, the important role of assessment is not appropriately
reflected. We want to present a curriculum development model that puts the assessment more in
the center of the curriculum and reverses the classical succession in which the instructional
design sets the framework for the assessment.
The traditional development process for competence based curricula (e.g. Prideaux 2003)
is usually organized along the four key elements: 1) construction of the curriculum design;
2) definition of the instructional design; 3) derivation of the assessments; and 4) determination of
the curriculum evaluation (Have et al. 2005, Wong 2006).
In the assessment centered curriculum model (ACC) we propose a new alignment of
these classical key elements. In the first step we propose to define of curriculum profile
(curriculum learning outcomes). Instead of splitting the curriculum learning outcomes in handy
learning outcome for modules and courses, we suggest to benefit from the interdependence of
learning outcomes and assessments (cf. Moon 2002). It is very helpful to develop the assessment
plan and the catalog of learning outcomes in reference to each other. Sometimes it is much easier
to define competencies with a clear vision of an assessment scenario. The structure of the
curriculum, the number of modules, and the instructional design are therefore derived from the
assessment plan. Finally, the curriculum evaluation can be defined.
The new model defines the assessment plan as key element of the curriculum
development instead of the instructional design. It takes the idea of competence orientation
seriously and prevents a fractionalization of learning outcomes in small units. The assessments
do not exam complex competences in a cumulative way but in an appropriate integrative way.
Not the content defines the course design but the kind of assessment. This assessment orientation
allows to us design the lectures differently.
Keywords: curriculum development, competence orientation, assessment
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The Study on Teachers’ Occupational Belief in Local College:
Based on a Survey of a College at Xia Men
Wei Wu, Junyan Luo
Xiamen University

Abstract
Teachers’ occupational belief was an important factor to promote teachers’ development
and maintain the occupational stability, so the research of teachers’ occupational belief became
more and more important. This study took the teachers in the local college as sample. The
following four aspects were analyzed: living conditions, occupational reputation, role
expectation and development expectation. According to the results of the survey, there were
some new findings. For living conditions, the satisfaction of their salary was low and many
teachers showed the tendency to leave. For occupational reputation, the evaluation to the
reputation was in general level. For role expectation, these teachers faced different difficulties
and they also felt the pressure from various sides, especially from school requirements and their
own needs. For development expectation, the satisfaction of the ascent opportunities and work
conditions was low. Teachers with different gender on public evaluation of teachers’
occupational reputation were different. Teachers with different discipline background and
teaching ages on public evaluation and individual evaluation of teachers’ occupational reputation
were different. Teachers with different diploma on the working pressure were different.
Keywords: local undergraduate university, teachers in university, occupational belief
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A Comparison Study on Factors on Dutch and Chinese Research University
Teachers’ Conception of Teaching: Base on the Survey of Leiden University
and Xiamen University
Wei Wu
Xiamen University & Leiden University (Joint-PhD)

Abstract
Researches on “university teacher’s belief” are being paid more and more attention
around the world for seriously increasing focus on the quality of teaching in higher education.
And university teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning may be shaped largely by culturally
shared experiences and values. So the purposes of this study was to explore what kinds of factors
influenced teachers’ conception of teaching both in Chinese and Dutch research universities.
Both qualitative and quantitative data collection were taken place in China and the Netherlands
to maximize breadth and depth of the insights generated and two groups of university staff were
selected from two comparable research universities in China and the Netherlands. The following
seven main conclusions were found: Both Chinese and Dutch teachers’ considered that their own
experience had greatest influence on their understanding of “good teaching”. Chinese teacher
emphasized more on their experience as a student, however, Dutch teachers emphasized more on
their experience as a teacher. For both Chinese and Dutch teachers, the second greatest influence
factor related to “students (the characteristics of students, students’ evaluation and teachers’
assessment on students)”. Other external factors, including teacher education and training, moral
or religious tradition, social pressure on the Chinese teachers were significantly greater than the
impact in Dutch teachers’ beliefs.
Keywords: Chinese, Dutch, research university teachers, conception of teaching, factors
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Study on Undergraduates’ Satisfaction at Chinese-Foreign Cooperation
Program of Independent College: Based on the Survey of One Xiamen
Independent College
Wei Wu, Luo Junyan
Xiamen University

Abstract
How to improve the teaching reform and guarantee the quality of Chinese-Foreign
cooperation (program) is becoming more and more important. Students’ reflection is becoming
one important item to evaluate the quality of it. In this study, the questionnaire was sent to the
undergraduates at Chinese-Foreign Cooperation Program of one Xiamen independent college to
test their satisfaction towards teaching quality (curriculum, teacher-student interaction, teaching
method, teacher’s ability and teacher’s attitude) and teaching management. Based on the survey,
we found that in general, undergraduates felt moderately towards teaching quality and
management. Undergraduates felt more satisfied on foreign teachers’ teacher-student interaction
and method. And they felt more satisfied on Chinese teachers’ curriculum teaching ability and
attitude. Undergraduates from different grades hold different opinion on foreign and Chinese
teachers’ teaching quality and college’s teaching management. According to these results, how to
help both Chinese and foreign faculty development and what kinds of teaching strategies could
be applied to different students are suggested.
Keywords: independent college, Chinese-Foreign cooperation program, students’ satisfaction
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Academic Leadership, Systems Concepts and Unconscious Dynamics in
Organisations
Jonathan Wyatt
University of Oxford

Abstract
Academic leaders, and other leaders in higher education, respond to and manage complex
organisational change, whether that be a major departmental re-structuring, a significant change
to the curriculum, or the arrival and departure of members of research groups or teaching teams.
One familiar narrative is how, sometimes, a change is experienced as difficult to apply or seems
not to improve what it was designed to address: despite the implementation of the new, old
patterns remain or re-emerge. Since December 2004 Oxford has been offering to those who have
leadership roles a programme with the snappy title “Working with Systems Thinking and the
Unconscious in the Organisation”. The programme is run on the basis that gaining insight into
what lies behind or beneath observable difficulties may help to overcome them. Offering the
programme contains political and pedagogic risks but it is generally well-received by participants
and has become a known and established component of the Learning Institute’s curriculum. This
paper will briefly describe the programme. The heart of the workshop, however, will be to offer
workshop participants theory about unconscious organisational dynamics and to invite them to
critique and apply it in relation to the experience of their own roles and organisations. (One
question to explore, for example, might be: what role, unconsciously, does my academic
development unit – or equivalent – play in and on behalf of the university?) The theory is built
around the psychodynamic and systemic – and Western – work of Wilfred Bion, Ken Rice, Eric
Miller and others who, together, broadly constitute the Tavistock tradition of ‘group relations’,
and draws from wider cultural and philosophical traditions. Group relations conferences, on
which Oxford’s programme is modeled, are run internationally. The structure of the Oxford
programme involves three one-day workshops and a series of three, bi-monthly action learning
sets. The session enable participants to consider and work with the key concepts – such as ‘task’,
‘role’, ‘system’, ‘authority’, ‘leadership’, ‘here-and-now’, ‘conscious’ and ‘unconscious’ – of
human behaviour in systems. The action learning sets take a particular form. Members – as in
standard action learning sets – bring their experiences and offer them to the group. The group
then develops, tests and works with hypotheses about the unconscious organisational dynamics
that might underlie these experiences. This session will offer participants theory, examples of
practice, and the space to reflect upon their own situations and roles.
Keywords: organisational development, unconscious, systems, leadership, role
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The New Changes of Chinese Faculty Development in the 21 Century
Jingjing Xiong
Xiamen University

Abstract
Since the 1950s, faculty development has attracted more interest and concern from all
over the world. More and more people recognize that the key to improve the quality of university
education is improving the quality of faculties. But for China, faculty development started late, a
lot of foreign people don’t know its development situation. In order to improve people’s
understanding about Chinese faculty development, this paper uses the literature method to
summarize the new characteristics of Chinese faculty development in the 21 century: it has
attracted great concern from the government, various institutions and researchers in China; the
connotation of the faculty development gradually deepen under the international perspective; its
development modes become flexible. Based on these, this article analyses the main problems that
Chinese faculty development faces at present: related organizations are not perfect; the
practicality of the activities and projects is low; teachers’ participation or enthusiasm is weak.
According to the problems, the author puts forward relevant advices to develop teachers in China
and hopes these suggestions can play a role in this field.
Keywords: China, faculty development, changes
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Design Problem-Based Learning Curriculum for Undergraduate Physical
Therapy Students in Taiwan
Yi-Liang Kuo, Pei-Lan Chen, Chien-Hui Huang
Tzu Chi University

Abstract
Problem-based learning (PBL) is recognized as an effective educational approach that
facilitates students’ critical thinking and self-directed learning through engagement in real-world
problems. For educators who plan to adopt this approach, one of the challenges is to develop
well-designed problems or cases. Differences in language, professional standards, socio-cultural
perspectives and curriculum design limit direct utilization of PBL cases across countries and
universities. As a newly established physical therapy (PT) program in Taiwan, our faculty
intended to enhance students’ ability on clinical reasoning by implementing PBL. The aim of this
study was to identify key elements of developing PBL cases for undergraduate PT students in
Taiwan from multiple perspectives.
A panel of 10 clinicians, educators and graduates was invited to participate in this study.
Data were collected through questionnaires and focus group discussion. Required skills for
entry-level PT education (formulated by the Physical Therapy Association in Taiwan) were
categorized based on the level of clinical importance and the level of difficulty for leaners. The
commonly encountered diagnoses in clinical were also prioritized to provide topics for PBL
cases.
The panel agreed that the following skills are highly important but difficult to learn for
undergraduate PT students: (1) to synthesize and interpret examination findings; (2) to identify
and prioritize a patient’s problems; (3) to determine treatment goals and possible outcomes;
(4) to accurately document patient care in writing. Therefore, these key elements will be included
in our PBL cases. However, great disagreements existed about the level of difficulty for leaner
on correctively choosing and explaining some therapeutic techniques and equipment.
Except for the skills in documentation, the consensus skills well matched with the
objectives of PBL curriculum. This finding supports our decision of adding PBL courses to the
existing curriculum. Students will be provided the opportunity to learn or practice these difficult
skills in near-real contexts. To develop or improve documentation skills through PBL courses,
instruction for submitting a written assignment should be included in PBL cases. Differences in
clinical experience and roles between participants of the panel may explain for disagreements.
Different time points also contributed to differences of opinion. Clinicians considered the level
of difficulty of required skills for students who start clinical practicum in the fourth year, while
educators viewed the same issue from the prospective of sophomore and junior students. This
finding suggests that continuous evaluation and revision is required to ensure that PBL cases
meet the current needs of students and clinical work. In conclusion, this study provides useful
information when designing PBL cases for undergraduate PT courses.
Keywords: problem-based learning, physical therapy education, curriculum design
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Enhancing Learning for the Next Generation of Students through
the Learning Autonomy Development
Bubpha Yoosub
Suan Dusit Rajabhat University

Abstract
This article aims to propose the strategies for enhancing learning for the next generation
of students. It focuses on how to develop Thai tertiary students’ learning autonomy, which is
believed to lead lifelong learning capacity. The next generation of students is expected to be
lifelong autonomous learners. Learning and teaching English as a foreign or second language
was selected as a sample of learning situation because English is used as an international
language for communication for a long time and in the future, it might be an official language.
The proposed procedures of language learning autonomy development were based on the
findings of a research entitled, “The Development of Thai Tertiary Students’ English Language
Learning Autonomy Through English for Communication and Study Skills Course.” It describes
the importance of autonomous learners, the development methodology, data analysis and
discussion of the findings on English language learning autonomy promotion including an
application of the research findings to help students learn more effectively. The comparison of
the students’ level of English learning autonomy strategy use were identified, prior to and after
their use of the study guide developed by the researcher for guiding how to use autonomous
learners’ learning strategies. The sample in this study consisted of 648 non-English majoring
students in total with the proportion of gender at 60.34 % female and 39.66 % male. A 30strategy-item questionnaire with five- point -Likert scale was employed for data collection.
The findings revealed that, over all, the students’ English autonomous learning strategy
use was rated at low level prior to their use of the study guide, but the level of use increased to
medium after the study guide use. Moreover, it was confirmed that the students’ level of English
autonomous learning strategy use before and after were different at the significant level of 0.01.
Therefore, it implied that the teaching of autonomous learning strategies could help students
become more autonomous learners. The provision of autonomous learning strategy training
should include in English language or other subjects learning in order to support and develop
students’ learning autonomy.
Keywords: learning autonomy, lifelong learning capacity, autonomous learning strategies
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Workshop Abstract

How to Develop Relevant, Valid and Authentic Assessment Forms:
The Case of Problem Based Project Work
Hanne Leth Andersen
Roskilde University

Abstract
The background theory of this proposition is a paradigmatic typology of assessment
forms in Higher Education (Andersen 2005 and Andersen & Tofteskov 2008), which will be
presented and discussed, taking into account criteria such as relevance, validity and authenticity
of the specific assessment form and how it can be developed. This is related explicitly to exam
systems and national policies on exams and assessment forms. In accordance with the parameters
of the typology, assessment forms will be grouped and discussed in relation to the relevant
learning objectives and the development of specific skills and competences. As a specific case
study, the assessment of problem based project work will be discussed, focusing on two main
challenges: (1) with the introduction of the internet, there seems to be a new non-academic
paradigm of knowledge, which is one of the reasons for students’ increasing tendency to
plagiarism; and (2) the assessment form of problem based project work individually and in
groups should allow for the assessment of personal and social competences, like responsibility
and collaboration. The question is how and how to train assessors – in order to avoid and detect
plagiarism and in order to evaluate personal and social competences.
Keywords: assessment in higher education
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European Bologna Process(es) within the Worldwide Educational
Development Discourse(s): A Collegial Exchange
Santina Battaglia
Gewerkschaft Erziehung und Wissenschaft (GEW) Baden-Württemberg

Abstract
Educational and academic development in local, regional and national contexts is more
and more connected to developments in other countries and even in other parts of the world. This
regards as well the ideas of it as well as its responsibilities and its possibilities. The Bologna
Process with its aim to create a European higher education area and its various consequences for
our profession after 12 years of realization is only the most obvious of many good reasons for
intensifying the collaboration between educational and academic developers in Europe.
With 13 of 22 member organizations ICED is still predominantly European. So it is
worth while running an internal discourse forum on European issues. And indeed an ICED
Europe Committee has been founded in occasion of the Council Meeting 2011. But as colleagues
from all over the world (from Australia to Canada) experience more and more bologna inspired
and bologna related discourses in their countries, there is a common interest to communicate
about this phenomenon also in a worldwide setting, and this conference is the perfect occasion to
do it.
On completion of the workshop participants will hopefully be able to value their
particular situation on a worldwide scale and they will be able to argue as well informed
professionals about the Bologna issue in a global context.
The workshop consists of 15 minutes input, 25 minutes collegial exchange on European
experiences, questions and ideas, 25 minutes collegial exchange on the outer European ideas,
experiences and questions and 25 minutes for the consequences to draw from it for ICED as a
worldwide consortium of educational and academic development networks. Activities and
discussion will be facilitated by a method suitable to the number of participants and their
preferences.
Keywords: Bologna Process, collegial exchange, ICED
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Academic Development for Universities in the Digital Age or:
How Not to Get Lost in the Toy Shop!
David Baume
Self-employed

Abstract
The workshop will make use of some of the ideas contained in The JISC Design Studio,
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/business/resources/designstudio, “a dynamic web-based toolkit that
draws together a range of existing and emerging resources around curriculum design and
delivery, and the role technology plays in supporting these processes and practices”. The
workshop will focus on student learning and academic development, rather than on the range of
technologies currently available – the ‘toyshop’ of the workshop’s title.
Keywords: a dynamic web-based toolkit
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Benchmarking Performance of Academic Development Units:
Local Adaptation with Global Opportunities
Denise Chalmers, Mona Fjellstrom, Fredrik Oldsjö
University of Western Australia, Umeå University, Sweden, Stockholm University

Abstract
The Council of Australian Directors of Academic Development (CADAD) has developed
and endorsed national performance benchmarks for academic development units. These have
been developed around eight key domains of academic development practice. These are
1. Strategy, policy and governance
2. Quality of learning and teaching
3. Scholarship of teaching and learning
4. Professional development
5. Credit-bearing programs in higher education
6. Curriculum development
7. Engagement
8. Academic Development Unit Effectiveness
Each domain is further described by sub-domains - each described by an overview, good
practice descriptions at three levels of practice; and advice about sources of data. They are
designed for an academic development unit to carry out an initial self-assessment, followed by
a process of external comparison with other university partners. Templates and codes of practice
for benchmarking have been developed to support the self-review and benchmarking activities.
In recognition that the mission and core business of academic development units varies, as does
their level of maturity of the unit, the guidelines to benchmarking encourages each unit to select
only the domains and subdomains relevant to the unit.
The performance benchmarks have been used in Australia and Sweden to carry out selfreviews and benchmarking with other university partners. In Australia, all universities have
endorsed the benchmarks and several have carried out self-reviews, followed by benchmarking
meetings with a self-selected university partner. In Sweden, two universities (Umeå and
Stockholm) have used the CADAD benchmarks to guide their self-review, benchmarking
discussions and have sought further complementary and advice from an external peer reviewer.
This symposium briefly presents the performance benchmarks for the eight dimensions
and accompanying resources. The experience of each of the three presenters from Australian and
Swedish universities in trialling the benchmarks will then be presented. The symposium
concludes with a discussion with the presenters and the delegates on the extent that the
Australian benchmarking model and domains are relevant in an international context.
Keywords: academic development centres, performance benchmarks, dimensions of academic
development, international benchmarking
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Challenging Our Preconceptions of Students: Models, Methods, Musings
David Green
Seattle University

Abstract
What preconceptions do we see on our campuses? In an international study of 39
university teachers and over 1,200 of their students, two thirds of teachers’ preconceptions about
their students proved to be untrue. What educational development interventions might help our
colleagues short-circuit the natural desire to categorize and pigeonhole their students based on
real or presumed behaviors, circumstances, and attitudes? In this workshop, participants will
consider stereotypes of higher education students, before experiencing a vignette-based approach
to uncovering and questioning assumptions. The workshop ends with a practical guide to
creating vignettes tailored to participants’ own institutions. The aim of this workshop is to help
educational developers try out a method for unraveling teachers’ preconceptions with the
intention of promoting a better, more supportive – and less judgmental – learning environment
for all students.
Keywords: learning for social change
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Resources for Discipline-Orientated Faculty Development
Helen King
University of Bath

Abstract
Many faculty development activities involve participation by colleagues from a variety of
different academic disciplines. This multi-disciplinary environment can enrich learning by
allowing the sharing of experiences and can enhance self-reflection through articulating practices
to others from different backgrounds. However, it has been argued that a discipline-based
approach is paramount in faculty development in order to situate it within the academics’
community of practice (e.g. Jenkins, 1996) and, in the UK, the national Professional Standards
Framework for teaching and supporting learning in higher education (UKPSF) identifies the need
for knowledge of “Appropriate methods for teaching and learning in the subject” and “How
students learn…within their subject” (HEA, 2011).
This workshop will discuss the concept of ‘discipline-orientated’ faculty development,
which acknowledges and utilises academics’ different disciplinary backgrounds and supports
them in exploring their practice, all within the context of a ‘generic’ or, rather, multi-disciplinary
learning environment. In 2010, the author was awarded funding from the UK’s Higher Education
Academy and JISC to develop Open Educational Resources (OERs) on the theme of “Academic
Practice in Context: OERs for Exploring Discipline-based Learning & Teaching”. These
resources are targeted at educational developers for use in courses and workshops, and provide
learning, teaching and assessment activities to support academic colleagues in better
understanding the ways of thinking and knowing and the pedagogic practice of their discipline.
More information on the project is available at http://disciplinarythinking.wordpress.com
On completion of the session delegates will be able to: discuss the benefits and
constraints of discipline-orientated educational development activities; review and access OERs
for use in their practice.
Session structure:
5 minutes: Introduction (presentation)
10 minutes: Participants discuss/ share experiences of generic v discipline-based educational
development
10 minutes: Overview of project background and materials (presentation)
25 minutes: Participants take part in a demonstration activity from the materials
10 minutes: Participants feedback comments and discusses how they might use the materials.
References:
HEA (2011). The UK Professional Standards Framework for teaching and supporting learning in
higher education. http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/assets/documents/ukpsf/ukpsf.pdf.
Jenkins, A. (1996). Discipline-based educational development. International Journal for
Academic Development, (Vol.1 No. 1, pp. 50–62).
Keywords: faculty development, disciplines, OERs, resources
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Going Global: Examining the Pedagogy behind Transnational Programmes
Pollyanna Magne, Troy Heffernan, Oxana Poverjuc
Plymouth University

Abstract
During the past decade, the scale of transnational education has grown globally with UK,
Australia and the USA playing a leading role in delivering programmes overseas (Humfrey,
2009). While there is a growing body of literature on transnational education, there are few
empirical studies on transnational teaching and learning experiences (Dunn & Wallace, 2006).
This is rather surprising, since literature suggests that teaching in transnational environments is
highly demanding as it often occurs in short intensive intervals (Gribble & Ziguras, 2003) with
students regarded as passive, rote learners, lacking in autonomy, and unfamiliar with academic
culture of exporting universities (Hoare, 2006). Such contexts require academics to be
meticulously prepared (Gribble & Ziguras, 2003). However, empirical studies reveal that
exporting universities provide few formal opportunities for professional development of
pedagogical and cultural competence (Debowski, 2005), which are crucial when considering
appropriate teaching strategies for these contexts (Heffernan & Poole, 2004; Heffernan et al.,
2010).
This workshop is borne from a piece of research that explored the particularities of
transnational teaching and learning occurring in partnership programmes between a UK
university and its multiple partners in Sri Lanka and Hong Kong. The research aims were to
identify how staff and students responded to participating in transnational programmes and what
preparation might enhance this experience. Semi-structured interviews and some self-completion
questionnaires were administered to senior managers, tutors based in the UK and partner
countries, and students. The aim of this workshop is to explore the challenges and opportunities
of transnational education and propose a development framework which may enhance the
teaching and learning experience in different cultural environments.
By the end of this session delegates will be able to:
• Discuss critical factors in the design and delivery of transnational programmes
• Discuss the pedagogical issues around transnational programmes
• Identify a range of approaches to engaging students in active learning practices
• Explore potential elements of a development framework for both academics and
students who are engaged with transnational education
The session will start with a brief presentation focusing on the “continued growth of
transnational education” (Gribble & Ziguras, 2003). Participants will work in groups according
to their level of prior experience of transnational programmes. They will be invited to address
a number of questions including such areas as the design process of transnational courses,
approaches to teaching and learning in a range of cultures, challenges faced in these contexts,
and lessons learned. As the discussion develops, we will share the initial findings from the
project between multiple partners in the UK, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka. A number of
participants’ accounts of teaching and learning experiences will be presented to highlight the
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complexity, opportunities and challenges of transnational education. At the end of this session,
the major ideas and suggestions will be summarised and build in a tentative development
framework for staff and students. It is intended that with the permission of participants, the
key elements of the discussion may contribute to an article in a peer reviewed journal following
the conference.
Keywords: transnational education, development support, pedagogy, active learning practices
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How Could Academic Developers Respond to Calls for Higher Education
for Sustainability?
Kerry Shephard
University of Otago

Abstract
The workshop will explore the implications, to academic developers, of recently
published research findings (Shephard and Furnari, 2012) on the viewpoints of university
teachers with respect to ‘education for sustainability’. Researchers at the University of Otago in
New Zealand used Q methodology to help to clarify and categorise commonly held viewpoints
about the roles of higher education and its teachers. They developed 50 statements about the
issue and asked 43 university teachers to rank them and to record their responses to written
questions. Their analysis confirmed 4 significantly and qualitatively different viewpoints, one of
which advocates for sustainability and for education for sustainability. The other three
viewpoints did not, and each had distinct characteristics that prevented those who own them
from using their position within the university to encourage students to act sustainably. This
workshop will enable participants to interpret these viewpoints and encourage discussion about
the implications of higher education for sustainability to academic developers and to the nature
of academic development in higher education.
Participants will learn about recent research that clarifies the viewpoints of university
teachers with respect to education for sustainability. They will better understand the cognitive
and affective elements of education for sustainability and the implications of advocacy as an
instrument of higher education. Discussions will help participants place their own roles and
styles of operation within this developing framework.
The workshop will initially encourage an all-group discussion (30 minutes) on highereducation’s possible roles in education for sustainability. This will be supported by asking those
who present to complete a short questionnaire (10 minutes within these 30 minutes, initially as
individuals but then in small groups) that will focus attention on a range of issues. Next, the
facilitator will present the findings of the research (30 minutes including questions). Breakout
groups will initially explore possible implications of these findings to individual academic
development roles (20 minutes). An all-group discussion (20 minutes) will help all participants
to situate themselves and their institutions within these considerations, contextualised to the
future nature of academic development in higher education. A plenary discussion (20 minutes)
will plan future research initiatives in this area.
Reference:
Shephard K. & Funari M. (2012). Exploring what university teachers think about education for
sustainability Studies in Higher Education (in press).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/03075079.2011.644784
Keywords: roles for academic developers, responsibilities for academic developers, affective attributes
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Heterogeneity and Diversity in Higher Education – Relevance, Dimensions
and Action Strategies
Diana Urban, Robert Kordts-Freudinger, Daniel Al-Kabbani, Tobias Zenker,
Niclas Schaper
Paderborn University

Abstract
Heterogeneity and diversity are buzzwords in the field of higher education teaching and
learning. Numerous publications discuss how, for instance, students’ gender, ethnical
backgrounds, and (education) biographies may influence their learning. It is still unclear,
however, what people exactly mean when they speak of heterogeneity in teaching or higher
education in general. Which heterogeneity dimensions are relevant? And what people are
affected? How do staff developers deal with heterogeneity in higher education? These are the
questions that our workshop will deal with.
In the world-café we address various issues in small discussion groups. First, we discuss
why heterogeneity is relevant at all in teaching: Maybe one could interpret the heterogeneity
dimensions as specific instances of more general factors that influence learning? Second, we
discuss which heterogeneity dimensions are relevant for teaching and staff developers in higher
education. Third, we discuss which of the afore-found dimensions are already successfully
integrated in staff development activities and which ones are not, hence, what desiderata are
there. Fourth, we discuss the heterogeneity of teachers in higher education. Which teacher
attributes are relevant? How can we as staff developers address these issues?
Participants of the Workshop acquire a broad understanding of theoretical and practical
issues of dealing with heterogeneity and diversity in higher education. Focusing on structural as
well as individual dimensions and action strategies, the participants discover new perspectives
and will be able to reflect their own current activities and improve the learning and teaching
activities at their home institutions. We will use the results of the workshop for our own staff
development activities in Germany and in order to promote a profound discussion on these issues
here.
Keywords: student heterogeneity, student diversity, teacher diversity
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Professionalization of Academic Development in Germany – Developments,
Strategies and Perspectives
Diana Urban1, Marianne Merkt1, Johannes Wildt2, Katrin Stolz2, Caroline Trautwein2
1

dghd (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Hochschuldidaktik), 2University of Hamburg

Abstract
The ubiquitous discourse concerning the quality of teaching and learning in higher
education draws a greater attention on the “Hochschuldidaktik” (AD / ED) in Germany. With
reference to the increasing financial funding, either new institutions have been established or preexisting projects have been reoriented or expanded strategically. On the other hand
“Hochschuldidaktik” is critically discussed in terms of its institutional and structural design as
well as its effectiveness and range of influence of its actions. Different strategies of
professionalization have been pursued in German as well as internationally by now. Nonetheless
the question what professionalization of AD (institutional, individual, in terms of quality
standards) means and how it should be pursued is raised with a new urgency. Considering this, it
is in our major interest to take a closer look on afore and ongoing developments, strategies and
perspectives of the professionalization of Academic Development in Germany.
The Workshop is designed as an open discourse, in a mixture of individual, small group
and plenary activities. During the workshop we will try to capture the complexity of the
professionalization of “Hochschuldidaktik” in Germany. The following different perspectives
and levels of action are taken into account: (1) Historical development and current policy in
higher education; (2) Organizational and institutional perspective (Keywords: Third Space,
Higher Education Development); (3) Perspective of Academic Developers (Keywords: staff and
free-lancer, work- and self conceptions, roles, orientations, preparation experiences, further
education, tasks- and action fields, occupational title, required competencies, scientific
qualification and expertise of ADs e.g. number of Ph.D. and professors); (4) Perspective of
teachers and lectures in higher education (Keywords: structure and development of academic
teaching competence; scholarship of teaching; effectiveness of training programs, subjectspecific and interdisciplinary); and (5) Research on and in higher education (Keywords: applied
research, funding lines, programs of the federal ministry of education and research, promoting
young researchers).
We will illustrate the status quo of theories, concepts, scientific findings and practical
approaches focusing professionalism of “Hochschuldidaktik” (AD), its diverse efforts and forms
of appearance. Discussion periods might focus on how those different perspectives and action
levels of professionalization of “Hochschuldidaktik” should be brought together and to what
extent they must be pursued in future. Moreover cross national exchanges will be encouraged.
Furthermore we would certainly like to intensify possibilities for long term research projects or
international cooperation. Participants of the Workshop acquire a broad understanding of
ongoing discourses on the professionalization of AD in Germany. The participants discover new
perspectives and will be able to reflect their own activities.
Keywords: academic development, Germany, professionalization, Hochschuldidaktik
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Embedding Education for Sustainability (EfS) into Academic Practice
Jennie Winter, Debby Cotton
Plymouth University

Abstract
In the UK and internationally there are strong drivers for embedding ESD throughout HE
curricula. In 2001 the UK based DEFRA stated that ‘All further and higher education institutions
are to have staff fully trained and competent in sustainable development, who can provide all
students with relevant sustainable learning opportunities’ (2001:16). Sentiments strongly echoed
by the Higher Education Academy (2009) and more widely by a range of international
organisations including the United Nations (UN DESD 2005-2014). Despite this policy drive
however, there remain well recognised barriers to Faculty embedding EfS in their teaching; lack
of understanding and perceived irrelevance of sustainability, time and curricula restraints and the
impact of negative attitudes towards sustainability (Cotton et al. 2007; Dawe et al. 2005; Reid
and Petocz, 2006; Velazquez et al. 2005). These barriers also exist within ED units which has an
impact on the extent to which EfS is considered within ED provision.
This workshop provides a space in which Educational and Academic developers can
pause to think about EfS and its contemporary relevance within HE. Participants will participate
in a number of activities focusing on sustainability pedagogies and be encouraged to consider
how these can best be embedded into ED programmes. Finally, participants will be provided
with information about and access to resources which can provide Faculty with a comprehensive
introduction to EfS and ideas for how to incorporate EfS into their current teaching and learning.
References:
Cotton, D.R.E, Warren, M.F., Maiboroda, O. & Bailey, I. (2007). Sustainable Development,
Higher Education and Pedagogy: A study of lecturers' beliefs and attitudes. Environmental
Education Research 13 (5): 579-597.
Dawe, G., Jucker, R. & Martin, S. (2005). Sustainable development in higher education: current
practice and future developments. A report for the Higher Education Academy. Available online
at: www.heacademy.ac.uk/misc/sustdevinHEfinalreport.pdf (Accessed 15 February 2007).
DEFRA (2001). Third annual report of the Sustainable Development Education Panel. Available
online at: www.defra.gov.uk/environment/sustainable/educpanel/2000ar/index.htm (Accessed 15
February 2007).
Higher Education Academy (2009). Education for Sustainable Development [online] Available
from: http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/. Accessed 18th January 2010.
Reid, A. & Petocz, P. (2006). University lecturers’ understanding of sustainability, Higher
Education, 51, 105–123.
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Velazquez, L., Munguia, N. & Sanchez, M. (2005). Deterring sustainability in higher education
institutions: An appraisal of the factors which influence sustainability in higher education
institutions, International Journal of Sustainability in Higher Education, 6(4), 383–391.
United Nations (UN) (2005-2014). Decade of Education for Sustainable Development. Available
from http://www.desd.org/ [Accessed 21st November 2011].
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Predicting the Future for Educational Developments
James Wisdom
Higher Education Consultant

Abstract
What are the forces which are driving the work of educational developers, and how do we
expect that work to change and develop in the next few years? In this workshop, I propose to
take three features of educational and academic development work, and test out with the
participants how likely they are to influence the directions their work will take.
The first will be the impact of the research into student learning, which is enabling
educational developers to have a more considered and evidence-based impact than in the past.
This is causing many academics to re-think their relationships with students, and therefore the
structure of their courses and perhaps the way their institutions are organised. At the same time,
the worldwide growth of HE, in many cases funded by students and their families, is changing
these relationships in other ways.
The second will be the impact of credit frameworks and intended learning outcomes on
HE practice. Internal – and very positive - developments in educational practice have combined
with the growth in quality assurance and international collaboration to produce institutional and
national frameworks. They might not be what we intended, but we need to learn how to exploit
them for the benefit of our students.
The third will be the growing acceptance of the need for training and continuing
professional development for everyone who teaches and assesses students. And perhaps for
everyone whose work can influence the quality of students' learning. While many countries and
institutions have accepted the need for the development for new academics, the majority of
established academics are not yet being catered for. This is particularly significant for those who
lead their academic colleagues in the design, and re-design, of the programmes of study, because
this is where the new courses, underpinned by educational research, will be generated.
There will be a fourth part to the workshop, where participants will be invited to propose
their own significant features for discussion. As the participants will have a wide range of
national perspectives, this will be a very rich opportunity to set the workshop in an international
context.
The workshop will be designed as a series of propositions, each followed by participant
discussion. Depending on the numbers attending, the discussions will be either be in full session,
or in groups as a preliminary to the full session. By the end of the workshop, participants will be
able more effectively to strategically plan their next cycle of educational development work in
their own institutions.
Keywords: research, learning outcomes, professional development
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Poster Abstract

Evolution of Courseware Production at the College of Internet Distance
Education
Firouz Anaraki
Assumption University of Thailand

Abstract
The College of Internet Distance Education (CIDE) was established in 2002 as a semiautonomous organization within Assumption University whose purpose is to provide Internet
based eLearning programs to Thai students and those in other countries. In 2003, the author was
invited to work for CIDE as Director of Courseware Production Center. The author proposed
Moodle, and open source LMS as the main Learning Management platform for eLearning
programs at the College. The courseware production started in 2004 and has gone through some
upgrades and major evolutions since then. This paper discusses the evolution of courseware
production at the College of Internet Distance Education from 2004 till 2011. This paper also
proposes the future of eLeaning and mLearning and how they would be used in education of
students.
Keywords: eLearning, mLearning, asynchronous courseware production, LMS, SCIT Plus
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DigEx & DigEx Reader: An Online Work Flow for Written Exams
Rasmus Blok, Mads Andresen, Hans Sommer, Helle Goduscheit, Svend Koustrup
Aarhus Universitet

Abstract
The purpose of this interactive poster is to show the digital work flow of written exams
by means of the digital platform DigEx and the integrated online annotation tool DigEx Reader.
DigEx is a recently developed online platform, which simplifies the process of managing and
assessing exam papers and other written assignments. This poster will show the general functions
of DigEx: Setting up exams, handing out exam questions to students, managing their uploaded
exam papers, inserting basic information on cover sheets, sending out receipts, and archiving the
exam papers. In addition, the poster presents how the integrated annotation tool, DigEx Reader,
provides the examiners with an online tool for reading, marking, commenting, and assessing the
papers uploaded by the students. DigEx and DigEx Reader are compatible with any standard
Internet browser, and are furthermore available through mobile browsers. Hence, it works on
tablets like iPads, which on some occasions are more suitable for reading. Special features for
reading, commenting and sharing feedback with students have been developed for the examiners.
DigEx Reader also provides an option for sharing comments/annotations between examiners
(among members of exam boards). Furthermore, DigEx incorporates an online conference room
where the examiners can communicate and assess students’ work. This also makes DigEx and
DigEx Reader an ideal platform for student feedback and mentoring. DigEx and DigEx Reader
are the results of an almost completed 2½ year development project at Aarhus University
sponsored by the Danish Government in order to digitize all written exams and the work flow
around them. At Aarhus University, students currently hand in more than 100.000 single printed
exam papers + attachments, cover pages, etc. a year, summing up to more than 6 mill. printed
pages that are manually handled and shipped to internal and external examiners yearly. In order
to meet student demand for digital exam formats, to avoid growing manual handling and
shipping, and to digitally connect a work flow that increasingly consists of digital components,
the DigEx and DigEx Reader platforms have been developed. Finally, the poster will present the
evaluation of the project, which shows an immensely positive feedback by students and
administrators, who find the solution ‘natural’ and intuitive. Examiners have been more
challenged by the shift to digital reading and commenting, but have also predominantly
embraced the solution, as it offers them an integrated tool for managing and assessing students’
exam papers as well as offering them direct and collective feedback. The poster will be
composed of a variety of interactive media, and will include testimonials, a tutorial and an
opportunity for a hands-on user experience with DigEx and DigEx Reader.
Keywords: digital exam, written exam
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Media Pucks for Interactive Learning / Teaching
Mylene Catel
Suny Potsdam

Abstract
Most textbooks come with media packs. In the sim life game it is all integrated.
Players/learners use a puck and the trick is for a teacher/learner to use it as one would use the
index of a text book. The puck control shell could be exactly that with a little bit of creativity and
flexibility. And of course one needs a website with exercises to accompany a sim game with
interactive activities because the game does not come with a lesson plan for teachers and
learners. Now, the game comes with a play puck (not unlike a tv remote control). Can we turn
our game PUCK into a cool, interactive textbook or gamebook? How can the four skills plus be
implemented and assessed that way though? Is that what is lacking to bridge interactive
learning/teaching in the 21st Century?
Keywords: textbook, gaming, French, life simulations
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Profiling Learning Style Preferences of First-Year University Students:
Implications for Course Design and Instruction
Madoda Cekiso
North-West University

Abstract
Widening access to higher education has meant an increasing need for flexibility in
instruction and course design to accommodate students who utilize a wide range of learning style
preferences. The purpose of this study was to identify the preferred learning styles of students
and to plan instruction and course design accordingly. In addition, a comparative analysis was
made to ascertain gender differences in learning style preferences. The VAK Learning Style
Inventory was administered to 147 Bachelor of Education first-year students. The results
indicated that the majority of students preferred the auditory learning style. When data were
compared by gender, the results indicated that there was no statistical significance between male
and female students in their choice of learning style preferences. Knowledge of students' learning
style preferences can aid tertiary institutions in class preparation, designing class delivery
methods, choosing appropriate technologies and developing sensitivity to different student
learning style preferences within the institution.
Keywords: learning styles, instruction, tertiary institution, course design, higher education
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Stress in Academia: Presentation of a European Research Project
Ariane Dumont
Yverdon University of Applied Sciences

Abstract
The paper is based on a European research project about stress in the educational world.
The project recognises the need to develop solutions to work related stress, especially within the
education area. The objective of the STRESSLESS project is to develop and evaluate useful
content with an international perspective to fight educators’ and education institutions’ stress.
My paper would consist of three different axes related to stress in the academic world. The first
axe would describe the impact of the shifting of academic world and the deteriorating professor
working comfort zone, hence how stress is now generated in the academic world. What exactly
does it mean to experience stress related problems in the academic world in 2012? The second
axe would be about what we know about stress in the academic world, how to detect it and
moreover to prevent it (we could mention some good best practices). How can we detect and
measure academic stress-related situations potentially dangerous? What can we do to prevent
potentially dangerous situations from developing into health threatening situations? The third
axe would be about giving some hints of solutions to academic staff who is or might be facing
stress-related issues, some activities to do and some practical advice as well. What strategies
a professor potentially threatened by stress-related issues can develop in order to optimize his
working context without being in danger?
Keywords: stress related-problems, workload, resilience
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New Ways of Supporting Peer Feedback: A Method Integrating
a Board Game and a Digital Learning Resource
Tine Wirenfeldt Jensen, Gry Sandholm Jensen, Gitte Wichmann-Hansen
Aarhus University

Abstract
This poster presents a new and innovative way to introduce and support peer feedback
among groups of university students. This approach has the potential to both enrich the learning
process and the learning outcome as well as help meet the demands of modern mass universities.
Peer feedback trains students to become better writers as well as readers. We also put a special
emphasis on the activities potential to engage modern students in ways that train skills needed
for the 21st century: to collaborate, to reflect, and to structure and participate in decision making
processes.
In order to reach these goals for the learning outcome we have developed a model that
consists of two integrated parts: (1) A board game that introduces a study group to the peer
feedback activity and facilitates the process from start to finish; and (2) Web based material on
feedback in general and game materials that can be used when playing the peer feedback board
game – all included in a web resource aimed at supporting general study skills (The Study
Metro).
Our work indicates that in order to successfully engage students in peer feedback,
structure and support is key. This can be offered in many different forms and the use of the game
conceptualization and new media seems to appeal to modern students. We demonstrate how the
two parts of this method of supporting peer feedback work individually, and work as
an integrated whole.
Keywords: peer feedback, game based learning, academic writing, cross mediated learning
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Suggesting 'Bansǀsha' Model for Supporting Faculty Development Staff
Kiiko Katsuno, Machi Sato
Seikei University, Tohoku University

Abstract
In this poster session, we will suggest a model for supporting faculty development staff,
which we call ‘Bansǀsha’ model or a companion model. In this model, a faculty development
staff works with an individual called ‘Bansǀsha’ to reflect on their practices and improve through
regular communication via email and Skype.
In Japan, all universities are mandated to carry out institutionalized faculty development
in 2008 and the role of faculty development staff is considered to be critical to have effective
faculty development. Growing number of academics (sometimes non-academic university staff)
are hired/posted to act as faculty development staff. Those staff often have no advice in carrying
out faculty development therefore the need for supporting faculty development staff is growing.
However, there is no model to support professionalization of faculty development staff in Japan.
In thinking about a model to support faculty development staff, we examined
characteristics of the position and working condition. Three main findings include: (1) The role
of faculty development staff has not been clearly defined; (2) The position of faculty
development staff is usually on fix term contract; and (3) There is no career path as faculty
development staff. Taking into consideration of those characteristics and complex working
condition faculty development staff are in, we are developing a model to support faculty
development staff that contributes to advancement of faculty development and meets personal
needs of such staff, which we call 'Bansǀsha' model. 'Bansǀsha' is a Japanese term often used to
describe an individual who accompanies a physically challenged long distance runner. The
runner and Bansǀsha set a goal, practice and run together. The relationship between the runner
and Bansǀsha is ‘an independent actor’ and ‘a person to offer objective eye’. Hence in this
model, the runner is the faculty development staff and Bansǀsha is the one who offers an
objective eye. The most important role of Bansǀsha is to help the individual to objectively
understand the condition they are in, design faculty development framework that is doable, and
reflect on his/her own practice. We combined the methods from mentoring, coaching, and
ethnographic fieldwork, and use email and Skype for communication therefore it is possible for
anyone who has an access to the Internet to be Bansǀsha.
To build the model, we carried out a pilot study between April 2010 and February 2011.
Based on the findings, we designed a new research framework to continue to develop the model.
In this poster session, we will introduce Bansǀsha model, discuss outcome of the pilot study, and
our proposed research for the future.
Keywords: support for faculty development staff, reflection
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Minimal Quality Criteria of Competency-Based Assessment in
Higher Education: Tips and Tricks
Tine Lievrouw
University College Arteveldehogeschool

Abstract
The Artevelde University College Ghent has a long tradition of organizing the curricula
of professional bachelor programmes in a student- and competency-based manner. Integration of
knowledge, skills and attitudes in the framework is of crucial importance, in this way we prepare
the students for a professional career according to the new and quickly evolving needs and
demands of the field. Within this context students are also trained to be active, independent and
cooperative learners. This change in vision and strategy requires an adjustment in the way
students are assessed and are given feedback in higher education. Based on the theoretic
conceptualization of Baartman (2008) and Biggs (2003), the Education Development &
Internationalisation Department of the Artevelde University College Ghent developed a practical
checklist with tips and tricks for docents wanting to design a competency-based and studentcentered assessment task. We clustered and translated the twelve quality criteria of the so-called
wheel of competency assessment (Baartman, 2008) tailored to practical application. By using the
constructive alignment theory of Biggs (2003) we first defined the primary principle: suitability
for educational goals. Based on the second more psychometric principle, we then formulated
three criteria: transparency, comparability and reproducibility. Via the third principle,
competency-based and student-centered education, we expound on three more criteria:
authenticity, self-assessment and meaningfulness for the learning process. Finally we outlined
these seven criteria in a situated education reality. The purpose of this model is to create
awareness as well as develop a jargon in order to let docents collectively evolve within the
construction and the delineation of a competency-based and student-centered assessment
framework. We propose a session on the ICED conference. We want to show the clustered
model and illustrate the eight criteria with inspiring tips. We also want to share suggestions with
the network on how to systematically reflect, discuss, develop and explicate qualitative
assessment tasks and feedback.
Keywords: assessment, quality, checklist
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A Web-Based Informational Platform about Types to Assess Competencies in
Higher Education
Tine Lievrouw
University College Arteveldehogeschool

Abstract
The Artevelde University College Ghent has a long tradition of organizing the curricula
in a student- and competency-based manner. New students, docents, teaching advisers and staff,
and also pupils in secondary schools or adult learners often want to familiarize themselves with
the specific jargon as a means of assessing. This demand for up-to-date information and tips on
popular and innovative types of assessment in higher education prompted the Education,
Development & Internationalisation Department of the Artevelde University College Ghent to
develop -in collaboration with the Learning Advice Department- an accessible and practiceoriented website. We publish accessible scientific and practice-based information on eleven
widely used types of assessment in higher education (eg. criterium-based interview, peer
assessment, portfolio). Anyone interested can read, forward and download the purpose and
procedure of each type of assessment. They can also learn more about the best way to prepare for
this and the most common difficulties, literature, etc. The main goal of this educational website
is to support and inspire students to adapt their learning style. We also hope to improve their
learning skills according to the specific type of assessment method that are announced on the
ECTS-sheet (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) of every course.
In this session, we first want to present the new website and its goals. Next we will invite
conference members to solve different cases using the platform. Afterwards we plan to conduct
discussions in small groups and then a plenary session on the contents, usability and scope of the
site. In the last part of the session, we will introduce the findings of a small study where we
examined how the website structured the learning skills and improved the learning outcome of
the users. Our main goal of this contribution is to exchange and share this innovative ‘good
practice’ to international stakeholders in higher education and further complete the information
based on members’ experiences and other international innovative practices. We also hope to
promote a broader use of this instructional digital platform.
Keywords: digitalization, learning skills, types of assessment
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Creative Leadership in School for Developing Learners’ Skill of the Future
Jaruwan Ployduangrat
Srinakharinwirot University

Abstract
The 21st Century Skills is the goal in developing the learners to be the world population
and developing the human being into the same way. Those are the skills in 3 aspects: learning
skill and innovation, information media and technology skill, and life skill. The learners who
have those skills should be learned and developed for leading into skills of the future. The people
who have the role in developing learners are teachers as the learning leader. Leadership role not
specifies only the administrator. However the administrator duty is the creation of learning
opportunity to the teachers, giving the chance to the teachers in self-development into creative
leadership. Therefore, in the school teachers are leaders as the school director is the leader of
leaders. So the important duty of the administrator is not to promote only students’ learning but
also to promote teachers’ learning in the school. Thus creative leadership is the qualification and
behavior that must have in the school.
Keywords: creative leadership, skills of the future, 21st Century Skills
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Learning that Students Know Themselves in Calculus 1
Komon Paisal
Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University

Abstract
The purpose of this research is to create learning activities from which students can
construct knowledge by themselves. The sample was 36 students taking Calculus 1 in the
academic year 2011. Their academic achievement and attitudes towards these learning activities
were investigated. The tool used in this study was the learning activities plan. Achievement
tests were used to measure their problem solving in calculus. The results showed that the
effectiveness of the learning activities was 65.83/64.63 which was lower than a certain threshold.
The set criterion was 70/70. The students had the achievement score lower than 70 percent.
They also demonstrated moderate level of attitudes towards these learning activities.
Keywords: constructivism, learning mathematics, calculus
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A Clash of Discourses? Mediating the Transition to Higher Education
June Pym
University of Cape Town

Abstract
Globally the demand for tertiary education is experiencing a historic shift serving student
bodies that are very different from a few decades ago and often fairly different to the dominant
culture of the academy. There is an overall emphasis on assimilating students into higher
education with a concomitant “cultural literacy” model (Knoblauch and Brannon 1984: 29)
foregrounding middle class, white, Anglicised norms and values. The new discourses that
students encounter as they enter into the academy are embedded in taken-for-granted ideological
frameworks and the boundary lines that connote inclusion or exclusion are often obscure.
Students have to learn to negotiate values, attitudes and beliefs different from their home
discourses both within the institution and within their disciplines. This process often produces
considerable conflict and ambivalence. This emotion-work is invisible, and yet requires
considerable symbolic resources. This study emerges from a broad university-wide research
project looking at changes and continuities in a new generation of university students. This paper
specifically explores the sponsoring role of religion and belief systems as students negotiate and
mediate an environment that often clashes with previous ‘ways of being’ and beliefs. Students’
sense of optimism and coping mechanism in a very alien environment is often fuelled by
particular religious convictions. These discourses seem to act as a “sponsor” for their actions by
offering a social identity which facilitates security, connection and agency (Herrington and
Curtis 1997: 369). For example, “I’ve gone through so much in life, nobody understands the
trials and tribulations I’ve been through but through God I’ve overcome most of them” and “I
love God, just madly” and “I get a lot of my strength from God and he’s the sole person I put all
my trust in”. The paper will also explore how these discourses and beliefs can sometimes cause
considerable dissonance and can have far reaching implications regarding the assumptions made
by the academy regarding how students connect or do not connect with material, the overall
institutional culture, as well what this might mean to mediate student transitions.
Keywords: new generation of tertiary students, clash of discourses, implications regarding academy
assumptions, mediate student transition
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Development of a System Thinking Learning Process Model for
the Nursing Students
Krongdai Unhasuta, Thitima Champirat
Mahidol University

Abstract
A model of system thinking learning process is a guideline for learner-centered
approaches in an educational qualification framework era. The objectives of this research were
(1) to develop a model of system thinking learning process, and (2) to test the developed system
thinking learning process model. The research methods consisted of two steps. Firstly, a system
thinking learning process model was developed by the action research cycle related critical
collaborative, reflective practitioners, accountable in making the results, self-evaluative, and
participative problem-solving from 8 groups of teaching and learning from 284 nursing students.
Secondly, pilot study of the developed system thinking learning process model was tested using
the confirmatory teaching and learning with oriented project-based learning from 8 groups of
286 nursing students in health promotion subjects. The research findings found that the system
thinking learning process model were outcome-based curriculum. The system thinking learning
process model not only focused on learners as the centre but also emphasized perfect human
development as well as the development of intelligence and knowledge to reach a happy social
life. The system thinking learning process model consisted of 4 components as follows:
(1) Concept of systems thinking learning process; (2) Guidelines for system thinking learning
process; (3) Methods of system thinking learning process; and (4) Outcome of implementing the
system thinking learning process. With a 1-5 rating score of pilot test, the students who test
system thinking learning process model were convinced that the model was appropriate for the
educational approach in nursing with a score 4.78. This model should be applied in other courses
whilst the score was at 4.88.
Keywords: model development, systems thinking learning process, nursing students
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The Surplus Value of Problem Based Learning
Khosak Achawakorn
Department of Mechatronics Engineering, School of Engineering,
Sripatum University, Bangkok, Thailand
khosak.ac@spu.ac.th

Abstract:
This study is a class-room based research, class in the second semester of academic year 2009.
The original objective is to develop the learning skill of the second-year Mechatronics Engineering
students in “Sensor Technologies, Measurement, and Instrumentation” course: using the Problem Based
Learning (PBL). The prolonged problem of this course is unsatisfactory of the learning achievement. To
analyze the engaging situation, the 5-why analysis is applied. The result shows the root cause of the
problem, the uncommon experience of the students. Therefore, the 7-step of PBL is implemented to
reinforce the learning skill of students. From the learning achievement point of view, the result shows
that the PBL can improve the learning skill of the students. However, another viewpoint that should not
be overlooked is the learning discipline of the student. Since, the study’s result also shows the significant
change in the number of students participate in PBL activities. There is no reward or punishment
techniques needed to be used by the instructor. The self-motivation of the students is generated to
pursue their self esteem and to fulfill the need to be respected by their classmate.
The PBL might be designed under the concept of constructivism learning theory, which believes
that students generate knowledge from an interaction between their experiences and their ideas.
Nevertheless, the students also generate disciplinary behaviors from their group working and peer
pressure. This is the surplus value of the PBL activities.
Keywords: PBL, Problem Based Learning, Discipline

1. Introduction
This class-room based research try to solve the prolonged problem that is unsatisfactory of the
learning achievement in “Sensor Technologies, Measurement, and Instrumentation” course. The course
is designed for the second year Mechatronics Engineering student. The students are required to
understand the principle and application of various sensors and are required to be able to design the
measurement instrument. This course is one of the most important backgrounds the student must know
before they study the further course in the area.
The unsatisfactory of learning achievement has been investigated as a pre-research. The 5-why
analysis technique has been applied to determine the root cause of the problem. Questionnaire,
interview and the exam result from the previous year class are used as the investigation tools. Table 1
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show the result of 5-why analysis. The result of the analysis show that the student cannot connect the
knowledge they have learned together due to the limitation of their experience in the field. The preresearch result shows that the experience of the student is the root cause of this problem. However,
another classic fact is the disciplinary of the student is the one of the most key to their success.
The Problem Based Learning (PBL) is the teaching technique developed under the constructivism
paradigm. The PBL leads the students to construct a new knowledge when they attempt to solve a realworld problem assigned by the instructor. The knowledge, analytical skill, and the direct experience are
constructed under the series of designed activities.
This paper presents the result of applying the PBL to the “Sensor Technologies, Measurement,
and Instrumentation” course.
Table1. The result of 5-why analysis
Why
Cause
1 Unsatisfactory learning achievement
Unsatisfactory final exam result (q, i, e)
2 Unsatisfactory final exam result
Cannot solve the design problem(q, i, e)
3 Cannot solve the design problem
Cannot applied what they have learned (q, i)
4 Cannot applied what they have learned
Cannot connect the knowledge (q, i)
5 Cannot connect the knowledge
Inexperience in the related field (i)
q-questionnaire, i-interview, e-exam result of previous year
2. Engineering Education and PBL
Since, the learning style affects the learning outcome of the engineering student then, the
teaching style is important (Richard M. Felder., et.al, 2000). Some researchers also refer the problem
solving skill as an important requirement of engineer (Richard M. Felder., et.al, 1988). The pedagogy
need to be transformed from “chalk and talk” and blended the other technique that improve the
problem solving skill of student (Julie E. Mills., et.al., 2003). Practicing is necessary for enforcing the
learning skill of undergraduate engineering student (Lyle D. Feisel, 2005). Lately, engineering education
is stepping into the PBL.
PBL is one of the most powerful teaching techniques. Based on its nature of nurturing and
enjoyable compare to conventional instruction, PBL has been introduced in various fields of studies.
There are many strong evidences about the nature of knowledge construction and the development of
problem solving skills through the PBL (Cindy E. Hmelo-Silver, 2004). The PBL student is guided to be
highly motivated, constructive, collaborative, better problem solver, and self directed learner (Geoffrey
R. Norman., et.al., 1992; Gwendie Camp., 1996; Diana H J M Dolmans., et.al., 2005). Medical education
is the area that highly successful in implementing PBL technique. Like the engineering education, the
problem solving skill also important for medical education so, the PBL is introduced (H. J. Walton., 1989).
However, the instructors who implement PBL should aware of the foundation of learning, the
basic knowledge is needed to be delivered (Mark A. Albanese., et.al., 1993). Since, PBL is not the instant
method then, the instructor must design the PBL activities carefully (Evie Kosover., 1995). Another
important factor is the sufficiency of resources (Eric C. Niederhoffer., 1996; Jill L. Keller., et.al., 1997). To
success in using PBL, instructors must choose a most appropriate method for their students (H. S.
Barrows., 2009). The barrier of PBL cannot be overlooked (Samy A. Azer., 2001).
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3. Experiment
3.1. Experiment Setup
This research is the class-room based action research class in the second semester of academic
year 2009. The targets are 14 second-year Mechatronics Engineering students in “Sensor Technologies,
Measurement, and Instrumentation” course.
This research introduced the PBL activity parallel to the ordinary class activities. The problem
has been assigned to the student in the beginning of the semester. The teaching activity did not focus on
the given problem but consist of the content that must be used to solve the problem.
The tools used in the research are the PBL activities, exercise, quiz, mid-term exam paper, and
final-exam paper.
3.2. Designed PBL Activities
The students in the class have been divided into small group less than 4 persons. After the
problem has been given to the class, the PBL activities have been introduced. The PBL activities in this
research have been designed in 7 steps that are:
1. Clarified the unfamiliar terms: the students need to understand the terms and phrases
appeared in the problem.
2. Problem Definition: the students try to state the problem clearly.
3. Brainstorm: the students discuss about the problem together using the existing knowledge.
4. Analyzing Problem: the students conclude the hypothesis from the brainstorm step.
5. Formulation Learning Issue: the students specify the knowledge needed for problem solving.
6. Self-Directed Learning: the students try to use the information from various sources.
7. Reporting: the students report and discuss on the information.
The problem gave to the class is how to design the temperature measurement device using the
Resistance Thermal Detector type pt-100 that able to measure the temperature in the range of 0-200 C.
During the semester, the students should be able to adopt the new knowledge to the assigned
problem. The evaluation has been done by observation and examination.
4. Result
The result in the figure 1 shows the development of the student behavior. The number of
participant, measure by check list, discussion, observation, and assignment submission, in each week is
increased. The students are more confident to discuss in the class. The analytical skill and the problem
solving skill of the students are also improved.
The table 3 shows the improvement of the learning achievement. The number of student who
achieves the good result is increased.
5. Discussion
The experiment result shows that after the students have been through the PBL activities, most
of the students improve their self studying behavior, the problem solving skill, and participation. These
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are the result of motivation that boosted their in-class interest and engagement, and enhanced high
levels of self efficacy and self motivation. Notably that in the PBL activities, the students showed their
capability in understanding and solving problem gradually according to the process of the activities. For
example, in brainstorming process, the students show significant development in problem solving by
encouraging each other in the group afford. As a result, when each student has to do their self-research,
they are able to achieve the precise answers. The result indicated the objective of the PBL approach and
also related to other recent studies.
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4
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3

Less

2

Never

1
0
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3-4
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Figure 1: Number of the participant in each week
Table3. The learning achievement of the class
Achievement Rank (Person)
Test
Excellent
Good
Fair
Mid-Term

Final

Poor

Total
(Person)

2

5

4

3

14

(14.29%)

(35.71%)

(28.58%)

(21.43%)

(100%)

0

11

1

2

14

(0%)

(78.57%)

(7.14%)

(14.29%)

(100%)

6. Conclusion
Improvement of the learning achievement is subjected to two major improvements. The first
improvement is the direct result of the PBL objective. The student’s learning skill has been improved
through the series of the designed activities. The second improvement is the behavior and the
disciplinary of the student, after they have been in the PBL activities e.g. the discussion and the group
report.
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Berlin Centre for Higher Education: Tearing down Walls –
Bringing Academic Tribes together
Björn Kiehne M.A.

Piece by piece a “wallpecker“ chisels away at the Berlin Wall http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Havelbaude

It is no minor feat to find common ground for discussing excellence in teaching while
respecting very different teaching and research cultures. The Berlin Centre for Higher
Education (BZHL-Berliner Zentrum für Hochschullehre) seeks to weave a net of
excellence in teaching and to promote a community of practice for academics in Berlin.
‘Tearing down Walls’ states our aim: opening the channels of communication and learning to
provide sufficient room for different subjects and academic approaches. The aim is to share
our experience of building a teaching and learning network that will help establish a
community of practice.
Keywords: interdisciplinary approach; academic tribes; building a community of practice
The BZHL as a multiplier of excellence in teaching: Berlin is one of the most dynamic
regions for research in Europe and an ideal centre of learning, with a dense network of
university and non-university research institutions. Established in 2008, the BZHL is a joint
institution with the aim of improving the quality of teaching throughout all 13 public
universities in East and West Berlin. We work with full-time, adjunct and assistant professors
as well as research assistants. We help our participants to develop their own teaching style.
Members of different universities and disciplines meet in our programmes and exchange
views on teaching and learning.
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An interdisciplinary approach to teaching: Interdisciplinary work is an opportunity and a
challenge. Becher and Trowler (2001) point out that academic territories shape practices and
that distinct 'tribal' characteristics are discernible within disciplines. The BZHL enhances this
discourse by offering interdisciplinary programmes that promote excellence in teaching. It is
our goal to create a community of practice that is not bound to a single university but acts as
a network of institutions. Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder (2002) define communities of
practice as ‘groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a
topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting on an regular
basis’. This is true for all academic teachers in Berlin. Nevertheless, as McDonald and Star
(2006) point out, this concept is well-established and applied in the corporate field, but more
difficult to implement in academic work.
Points of discussion: In this interactive session we will share our own strategy and
experience of community building in this field. The key questions are:
- Is the term ‘excellence in teaching’ strong and interesting enough to bring together a
community of practice?
- How can we effectively communicate such objectives so that they will attract
researchers to join this new ‘academic tribe’?
- How can we create a suitable meeting place and basis for exchange?
- How can we initiate and maintain a proper network?
We look forward to sharing experiences and approaches with other participants.
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TIGER – what can it do for your teaching and learning?

Jacqui Williams, Senior Lecturer in Midwifery/ Academic TIGER
Lead, De Montfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom.

Background
Transforming Interprofessional groups through Educational Resources (TIGER) is a
repository of open educational resources (OERs) designed for Interprofessional
Education (IPE) in Health and Social Care. See http://tiger.library.dmu.ac.uk
educational materials, technologies, and resources offered freely and openly for
anyone to use and under some licenses remixed, improved and redistributed.’
(open.learn.open.ac.uk, 2010)
TIGER has been a UK Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) funded project
with an objective to release a substantial amount of open educational resources
(OERs). Three higher education institutions were involved namely, The University of
Northampton, De Montfort University (DMU) and The University of Leicester. The
project timeframe was one year 31 August 2010- 31 August 2011. The aim was to
work collaboratively to release the interprofessional education materials which were
currently used within the IPE Strategy across the 3 institutions. The materials were
gathered and adapted, and some new materials were developed during the project.
Following careful evaluation of all materials they have been placed in an open
repository for use by academics, students, home and worldwide and anyone with an
interest in IPE. The materials can be adapted and re- deposited into the repository in
a revised format using a Creative Commons license (http://creativecommons.org).
The academic team designed the repository using pathways of care for
interprofessional working. De Montfort University has created the repository and will
now maintain it for the next five years. Open education resources is a recognised
programme within the university’s technology and e-Learning strategy.
Why open education resources for interprofessional education?
The IPE team deliberated at length about whether open education resource s could
benefit interprofessional teaching and learning. We concluded that there was a need
to promote IPE within in health and social care not just at local level but also
nationally and internationally. Collaborating with a range of professional groups can
present challenges and it was felt that open education resources could support this
process as well as providing access to interprofessional education materials to
facilitators and students in work-based health and social care clinical settings.
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The benefits and opportunities of TIGER for the Institution
The TIGER project has been an opportunity for De Montfort University to be involved
in a ‘cutting edge’ educational development which is a high agenda item for the
Higher Education Academy. It has significantly added to the University’s knowledge
and experience of creating and managing open educational content. Additionally it
has given the potential to highlight the university’s achievements to a national and
international audience by hosting a unique repository. It was also anticipated that the
project will provide the potential for future funding streams

What happens to materials given to TIGER?
The individuals who agreed to participate in this project, have given permission to
the TIGER team to transform their material(s) into multiple formats and assign a
Creative Commons licence to them. The licence has allowed the materials to be
reused, re-versioned, adapted and repurposed (http://creativecommons.org) . TIGER
adopted and adapted the CORRE process (Content, Openness, Reuse &
Repurpose, Evidence) developed as part of a previous OER project managing
content
and
resources
from
the
University
of
Leicester
(2011)
(http://www2.le.ac.uk/department/beyond-distance-researchalliance/projects/otter/about-oers/Corre-web.pdf)
No materials are published without first showing the author the new, enhanced
version of their materials before being released. All the materials uploaded to the
DMU repository are subject to a ‘Put-up and Takedown Policy.’ The rights that the
authors grant to DMU are entirely non-exclusive, and they continue to retain the
intellectual property of the material they have created and deposited as the sole
creator and depositor of their learning resource. Within the repository there are a
number of resources which are useful to midwives for both self study and learning in
interprofessional groups. Some are more focused towards midwifery whilst other
materials are of a more generic nature and can be adapted for midwifery use.
The aims of TIGER are to dramatically benefit IPE in Health and Social Care and to
solve ongoing challenges in cross-professional collaboration through the active
pedagogical use of OERs. The open access repository has materials that are
available for use worldwide under open licenses. This means that TIGER OERs are
accessible and relevant for clinical teams to access in their place of work, in a way
that is frequently currently impossible in clinical and community settings, for which
there is a great and ongoing need.

The problem or hypothesis tested
Interprofessional education (IPE) remains an emerging field within Health and Social
Care curricula (Barr and Ross 2006 ). The TIGER (Transforming Interprofessional
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Groups through Educational Resources) repository is being developed to provide
open educational resources for interprofessional education. On release of the
Repository, proactive work was needed to ensure that health care staff in practice
were made aware of the repository, materials are accessed, repurposed and the
Repository expands and is not static.
The Support Centre for Open Resources in Education (SCORE) Fellowship offered
the opportunity to explore the use and impact of the TIGER interprofessional open
education resource repository by health care professionals in the UK. Ten UK wide
TIGER champions were Identified and given support over a ninth month period in the
use of the interprofessional repository with their staff. The Champions were
recruited through face to face contact at the European Interprofessional Network and
the UK Centre for Advancement of Interprofessional Education. Some of the
champions gave consent following their direct engagement with the Repository. Ten
TIGER champions were identified. During the project the author worked with each of
the champions to enhance their knowledge and understanding of open education
resources and how they could be used within their own practice. All champions were
invited to complete a pre-use questionnaire. During the project the Champions were
proactively encouraged to download, repurpose and upload interprofessional
materials to the Repository. A briefing pack was developed as a resource for each
champion. Support and advice was given to the Champions using a variety of means
such as email, telephone and face to face meetings at the champion’s home site.
Data was collected about the use of the repository by the champions and how they
evaluated the materials within the repository. Additionally data was collected on the
general usage of Repository including both downloads and uploads. Mechanisms for
tracking Repository usage was build in to the Repository design therefore, monthly
data was requested.
Seven were invited to complete a post-use questionnaire. Three champions were
only identified during last 2 months of the project so it was felt that it was too early for
them to complete a post-use questionnaire.
Five students formed a group to complete a set of open education resources. The
students were supported in their use of the materials during a three month period. A
pre and post questionnaire was completed by the students.

Findings
None of the champions had had any previous experience of using open education
resources although some had been facilitating IPE for some time. There seemed to
be a misunderstanding between learning objects that were open to view and
download and resources that could be repurposed and reused under a creative
commons license. The experienced IPE facilitators were interested in the opportunity
to access new materials with the view to updating their resources and trying some
new methodologies and exercises. The Champions reported that they had
disseminated the information about the TIGER Repository to colleagues within their
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institution. However, the two key contacts which have had the most impact on the
direction of the TIGER project have been as a result of a direct approach. These
contacts are from outside the UK and have reported to have an urgent need for open
education materials for continuing professional development activities with their staff.
Both Champions have required guidance how to access the Repository and how to
use the interprofessional materials. They identified that they wished to engage with
interprofessional open education resources in health and social care and have been
supported in their use. This is leading to partnership arrangements so that bespoke
materials can be developed and released.
All TIGER champions welcomed the information and support in the use of the
Repository. In order to assess the impact of the Repository for the champions
practice they would need to be followed up over a longer period. By the time contact
was made with the Champions they had already planned their teaching delivery for
that academic year. They reported that they had viewed a range of materials but not
had repurposed to date.
The contacts made from outside the UK are likely to have the most impact in terms
of the use of the Repository. They have identified a specific need for
interprofessional (IPE) health care education materials where IPE is an emerging
discipline. Prior to use the materials will need to be adapted for the local context. The
contacts have identified particular materials which they would like to be developed
and be supported in their use from the Repository.
A progressive rise in the general use of the Repository has been noted over the nine
month period. A range of materials have been accessed. However, to date no
materials have been offered back to the Repository after being repurposed.
.
Discussion
The TIGER project is an excellent example of how collaboration between HEI’S can
lead to the development of teaching and learning resources. In the current economic
climate making teaching materials accessible, adaptable and innovative will both
enhance the learning experience as well as being an excellent way of disseminating
best practice. The resources are now available on the world wide web, freely
available, so that health care professionals in practice can use them for their
continuing professional development.
Additionally in the current economic climate The TIGER project demonstrates how
health and social care interprofessional teaching materials can be made freely
accessible, are adaptable and offer innovative approaches to teaching and learning.
This will both enhance the learning experience for learners as well as being an
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excellent way of disseminating best practice in health and social care. It is essential
that the resources remain contemporary and reflect the current evidence base.
It is recognised, however, that whilst the materials are developed within the UK they
will be accessed and used around the world. This makes them being an open
resource released under creative commons licence very appropriate so that the end
user can adapt for the local context. However, paradoxically a key problem which is
yet to be resolved is the access to open education resources in health care
professionals practising within the organisations where firewalls prohibit access to
certain web sites.
Additionally, open education resources require both internet access and high enough
speeds to download materials. Whilst this is being addressed in many areas equity
of access is still not possible in many countries around the world.
The release of OERs for health and social care developed within UK enables high
quality materials to be accessed, adapted and reused around the world. This will
potentially lead to the development of partnerships with a range of external agencies
that has less experience of using OERs and require further support and advice in
their use. It also provides opportunities to release materials to order to meet the
needs of the partner so that learning objects that are really needed are developed
and released rather than resources duplicated. Inevitably resourcing issues need to
be explored as once UK funded projects such JISC have ceased institutions require
funding in order to progress this work and support external agencies in their
requests. Therefore, it is likely that the partnerships will need to be formalised within
an external income generation contract.

It could be argued that the release of OERs in health and social care could have the
most impact in areas in the world that have difficulty in accessing high quality
materials. For example, literature reviews have sourced very little open education
resources in midwifery and the International Confederation of Midwives have
confirmed this (Personal communication, 2011). However, education and training is
needed to reduce both maternal and neonatal mortality and morbidity in many
emerging countries. Wiley (2007) argues that in some cultures learning by doing
and making mistakes is normal practice. This is not helpful for health care where
mistakes can cost lives and affect lives long term. UNESCO (2012) argues that
there is a consensus that open education resources can benefit universities in
developing countries although there has not been much focus on the developing
countries’ particular needs and requirements.
Larson and Vincent-Lancrin (2005) remind us that most people will develop open
education resources altruistically so that the materials can be adapted by others,
modify and even improve them. There are some who would argue that release of all
these materials amounts to nothing short of imperialism (Johnstone, 2005).
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Santos et al (2010) argue that OER release is dominated by institutions that teach in
English and promote their own cultural and educational models.
Nevertheless, it could be argued that within health care these views should be
challenged as the broad goals and aims for health and the major risks to global
health is the same for worldwide health care (WHO, 2009). Where there is
deprivation and high rates of mortality there is a urgent need for education resources
to support training of local health care workers. Open education resources could
provide a solution to these ongoing problems. It is recognised that materials will
need to be contextualised but open education resources can provide a key
advantage to provide materials for countries that do not have the funding or
resources to develop their own from scratch.
A key question is the ongoing engagement with the Repository to ensure that
materials remain contemporary and evidence based. It could be argued that open
education resources should be embedded within a live curriculum so that there is a
clear mechanism for updating as required. This is particular important in health and
social care so that practice is evidence based and meets current guidelines and
accepted practice. This raises an additional question of contributors taking
ownership of their released materials so that they can exchange them as required
following update.

Recommendations


Consider how partnerships can enhance the development of OER s to reuse
and repurpose materials for local contexts.



Challenge the view that materials are not required/ not appropriate for the
worldwide context but support their use and support in adaptation and
repurpose.

Conclusion
The Fellowship has enabled intensive work to be done with a small group of
teacher and learners. A variety of practice settings have engaged in this work. It
is likely that each of the champions will continue to disseminate the potential of
open education resources to their colleagues and students. It is anticipated that
the relationships will continue with the champions beyond the fellowship as the
individuals begin to relook at and update their resources for their teaching in
future academic years.
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“Embedding Institutional Strategies Urgently: Stimulating, Connecting and Engaging
Academic Staff” ICED2012: The 2012 International Consortium for Educational
Development, Bangkok, Thailand, 22-25 July 2012
Briscoe, S & Tunney, G
Abstract
In the UK the impetus for higher education institutions (HEI’s) to address the challenge of
graduate employability is well documented (Dearing, 1997; Leitch, 2006; Browne, 2010).
Reflecting this governmental steer, most higher education institutions have developed clearly
defined institutional employability strategies and policies. This paper focuses on one large
complex HEI’s experiences in its endeavours to translate and embed these employability (termed
‘real-world learning’) strategies into all curricula (all programmes and courses of study) in a very
short time frame. Engaging all programme and course academics in this ‘real-world learning’
agenda represented a major challenge for senior management and the institutional educational
development team. This reflective paper discusses the range of strategies and tactics used to
engage academics and particularly focuses on the design and pilot of an Employability Community
of Practice. The Community of Practice (CoP) aimed to build capacity and staff capability across
the institution. ‘Champions’ were identified from Faculties to become an ‘expert’ group and
inform the development of the CoP. This paper discusses and considers the design of the pilot CoP
in terms of the roles, platforms, activities and support. Lessons learned from the pilot are then
summarised and areas of best practice and future plans are highlighted.

Introduction and Background
The UK’s employment profile has changed markedly over the last few decades. The
decline of manufacturing, and the growth of the service sector alongside the
professionalization of many occupations, has led to the view that the UK economy is
increasingly ‘knowledge driven’ (UKCES, 2010).
In order for the UK to remain
economically competitive, therefore, the labour force needs to be developed with higherlevel skills and knowledge. This shift amongst others has underpinned a policy agenda
that has examined the whole education system and has placed imperatives on educational
institutions to respond to these needs (Leitch, 2006, Browne, 2010). Alongside this policy
development has been an examination of what the required graduate attributes might be,
and whether the education system is delivering these (UKCES, 2009). These have variously
been referred to as Core skills, Key skills, Generic skills and other terms – but for the
purposes of this paper we shall use current terminology and use Employability Skills.
There are many definitions and lists of what constitutes the ideal range of employability
skills to develop in graduates but the core of developing employability skills is broadly
agreed to be:
 experiential action-learning: using skills rather than simply acquiring knowledge,
with an emphasis on trial and error and a focus on the pay-off for the learner in
employment and progression
 work experience: preferably work placements, but otherwise classroom
experiences that simulate the complexity, ambiguity, unpredictability and
consequences of success or failure present in the workplace
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opportunities for reflection and integration: learners, with feedback from staff,
peers and employers, look at learning experiences and prepare to put them into
action in other situations (UKCES, 2009)

Like many UK Higher Education Institutions, Southampton Solent University endeavoured
to respond positively to this agenda by strategic direction. Southampton Solent is one of
the UK’s ‘new universities’, and has a history of providing employer related professional
qualifications and other vocational provision. It was therefore a natural direction for the
University and fitted well with its institutional mission. For instance, in 2008 the
publication of the five year strategic plan committed the University to supporting and
providing for: “inclusive and flexible forms of higher education that meet the needs of
employers and prepare students to succeed in a fast-changing competitive world”. In
2009 the University obtained additional funding from the Higher Education Funding Council
for England (HEFCE) to accelerate delivery of the Strategic Plan and in particular to
realise the commitment to employer engagement, a more flexible curriculum and
increased student employability (Jackson, 2010). A three year Strategic Development
Programme (SDP) aimed to use these funds to facilitate culture change and enable new
activities, aligned to the strategic intention, to be resourced and implemented. Changes
in practice were encouraged across the University and these took place at individual,
team, school or Faculty level, facilitated and monitored by a small SDP team.
Higher Education Institutions can be thought of as large, complex social systems which
continually change (adapt/invent) in spontaneous and unpredictable ways through the
everyday conversations, relationships and interactions of people (Seel, 2005). The SDP
team sought to harness this as a strength and endeavoured to facilitate change using an
‘emergent’ change model. This was particularly appropriate as the SDP was always
intended to accelerate the University’s strategic direction – rather than to change it.
Kurt Lewin, a social psychologist (Lewin, 1958, quoted in Hitt et al, 2006, p531) provided
the most commonly used framework for planned change: unfreezing, moving and refreezing. However, long term studies of the change process within complex institutions,
acknowledge that there is no one theoretical view that can explain actual change
processes – and that there are many subtleties and complexities that make each change
context dependant (Graetz & Smith, 2005). The science of complex adaptive systems
provides an alternative to traditional models of organisational change, and an explanation
of how complex organisational systems adapt to uncertain environments (Olson & Eoyang,
2001).
An incremental approach to change was therefore adopted, acknowledging perhaps that
instead of planned change, an emergent approach recognizes the unpredictable nature of
change (Senior, 2002). This definition of emergent change recognizes that some
organizations “operate in a turbulent, dynamic and unpredictable environment…to which
they continually have to adapt” (Burnes, 1996, quoted in Newton, 2002, p187). As
Blackmore states “for those who seek to be strategic in shaping the direction of a
university, the messiness of organisational reality poses a challenge” (Blackmore et al,
2010). A complex adaptive model acknowledges that direction is determined by
emergence and the participation of many people, and that change agents are facilitative
and supportive (Olson & Eoyang, 2001).
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Some approaches to change management differentiate between transactional leaders and
transformational – transactional leaders guide or monitor staff in the direction of
established goals; whereas transformational leaders pay attention to the concerns and
developmental needs of staff, to help them look at problems in new ways and inspire staff
to achieve group goals (Robbins, 2006). The characteristics of transformational leaders
can also be seen in the role of the change agent. The success of an initiative to facilitate
change is dependent on the effectiveness of those who are driving the change process. A
change agent has to be an excellent communicator, able to sell plans and ideas, be
enthusiastic and knowledgeable and be able to influence key players (Senior, 2002).
In order to accelerate the strategic direction of the University, the change agents within
the SDP team identified champions within Faculties and Services who would be able to
identify new directions and initiatives – these were then supported through tailored staff
development and assisted with overcoming any organisational barriers that were
identified. The following diagram outlines the stages that the organisation went through
to embed work experience into the curriculum as part of the SDP. This was facilitated via
conversations and developing relationships, and achieved via supporting champions who
emerged during the programme. The work was also supported by Teaching & Learning
Fellows within each Faculty whose remit included embedding employability elements
through curriculum development. An Employability Forum was established in the second
year of the programme.
Employer Engagement activities facilitated – plus specific SDP output “100% of all
full-time learners undertake work placement/work experience”
Capacity and capability building: focussed staff development, one-to-one support
and mentoring, support for pilot projects, process development (placement
development team)
Definitions developed: placements, WBL and live briefs (work of Employability Forum
used data such as unit reports on employer engagement and Work Experience audit
to focus activity)
Definition widened to “Real-World Experience” in response to changing context and
sector specific issues (e.g. creative industries/freelancers)
Mainstreamed into Academic Framework (July 2011) – one 20 credit unit of Real
World Learning summatively assessed at every level + wider framework of
employability support envisaged
Employability & Enterprise service established (re-configured Careers Service)
Employability & Enterprise committee to replace Employability Forum
Ongoing staff development and support including establishing a Community of
Practice
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Communities of Practice
The central tenet of a community of practice (CoP) is that it facilitates networks of
members of staff who have common interests and aims. It is through these communities,
both informal and formal, that staff are able to interact, communicate, learn from one
another, solve problems and create new knowledge (Hildreth et al.,1998, Lave &
Wenger,1991, Wenger,1998):
“ Groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a
topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by interacting
on an ongoing basis….(As they) accumulate knowledge, they become informally
bound by the value they find in learning together. Over time, they develop a
unique perspective on their topic as well as a body of common knowledge,
practices and approaches.” (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002, pp 4-5).
Characteristics of Communities of Practice:







Voluntary membership
Shared interest and expertise binding people together – the ‘ domain’
Creation of new, often tacit knowledge, in social context- the ‘community’
Fostering new approaches to problems
Members value their collective abilities, learn from each other, help each
other and share information through frameworks and tools – the ‘practice’
Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) where newcomers learn from ‘old
timers’ and in time newcomers progress from the peripheral to the full
participation in the community

Although communities of practice are considered to be fluid in nature, core drivers of the
community are located at its centre with other members situated on the periphery
(Wenger et al., 2002). Citing the analogy of a spark and a fire, Campbell & Uys (2007)
argue that it is the core membership that is critical to the CoP’s survival as it instigates
and drives the community and continues the flame to burn, encouraging participation from
members and steering them towards achieving their end goals.
The successful development of a community of pedagogic practice (CoPP) is similarly
dependent on its core drivers and membership. A community of pedagogic practice seeks
to create opportunities for the sharing and development of best practice in teaching by
fostering communities of interested parties within the institution.
CoPPs are different to more traditional educational institutional learning situations, such
as working groups, in that the latter are usually instigated and managed by an authority
figure, such as a senior manager. A CoPP does not have a formal structure and the focus
emerges from negotiation and evolves over time. This approach then can be thought of
as a ‘bottom up’ approach to embedding educational change.
The Employability Nexus
Real world learning pedagogy is a new and developing domain. Institutional SDP strategies
to embed change, described above, have been instrumental in beginning to embed real
world learning into the curriculum. Indeed, in the last two years some academics have
developed some excellent teaching, learning and assessment practice. However, in
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common with many other UK higher education institutions, this knowledge and practice
has not necessarily been shared across the university.
It became evident that more
opportunities for the sharing of practice could accelerate the real world learning
institutional imperative. Establishing a CoPP relating to employability could potentially be
a useful vehicle to achieve this aim. This reflects a ‘bottom ‘up approach to change
management and innovation that Laurillard (2006) recommends:
‘the process of change must be initiated from both ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’,
with the bottom having the knowledge and the top the power… The top must use
its power, not overtly and directly, but to facilitate the work from the bottom
and provide conditions under which it can prosper ‘ p 215.
In early 2012 the concept of a CoPP to support academics was presented to head of the
new Employability and Enterprise Service by the authors of this paper (the core drivers of
the CoPP -one an academic and teaching & learning fellow, the other working for the SDP
team). The interest in exploring the value of CoPP approach derived from a previously
university funded research project relating to CoPP development (Briscoe &
Wellington,2010). The proposal focussed on a pilot CoPP which could engage staff in the
real world learning agenda and create effective mechanisms for sharing, disseminating and
learning.
The proposal was received enthusiastically by the Head of Employability and Enterprise
and support was given in terms of administrative help. The pilot community of pedagogic
practice was named the ‘Employability Nexus’ reflecting its defined domain. It has been
framed as a community of practice for academics and by academics and is cross
disciplinary. The pilot Employability Nexus took place in Spring 2012 with the aim of
leveraging from staff known to be engaged with the real world learning agenda.
Seventeen academics were identified (referred to as the ‘experts’) from a range of
disciplines. These ‘experts’ had developed and delivered real world learning initiatives
within their units for the last two years. The expert group were invited to a series of
meetings to discuss their practice and the Employability Nexus: the concept, its role and
how it may be developed. These meetings were led by one of the authors of this paper. It
was important that the group themselves mutually negotiated the format and topics for
the meetings therefore maximizing their value and relevance to all. This also fostered
‘ownership’ of the Employability Nexus. The group decided that:
Monthly meetings would be scheduled of relatively short duration (one hour)
A portion of the meeting would allow one of them to explain and discuss their
practice with the group.
A portion of the meeting to discuss how the Employability Nexus could be
developed further.
The experts appreciated the opportunity to discuss their own practice and were genuinely
surprised to learn of others’ practice. This perhaps reflects the so called ‘silo’ nature of
academic institutions. Not having figures of ‘authority’ or senior managers at these
meetings was viewed as essential. Discussion revealed how much time and effort the
experts had invested in developing real world learning within their units and how much
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they had learned on this journey. For example, through developing links with employers,
managing work placements and associated assessments. The group were keen to share
their practice with a wider audience and ensure that the issues and challenges they had
surmounted helped others.
Feedback from the expert group on their experiences in the Employability Nexus pilot has
been positive e.g.
‘One of the most useful things is finding out who’s who and who can help with
different things’
‘meetings very informative and provided some good examples of initiatives and
gave me some ideas for my units’
However, the experience of the pilot Employability Nexus has not been without issues.
Discussion through these meetings highlighted some tension and frustration with senior
management and central services such as the Employability and Enterprise Service. Whilst
concerns arising from the Employability Nexus could be a useful way of flagging issues that
need to be addressed centrally it is not framed as a pressure group. Thought will need to
be given to this issue for the future. Attendance at meetings by all seventeen academics
was problematic due to competing demands on time and this is likely to be a continuing
issue with the development of the Employability Nexus.
Future plans and Lessons learned
The pilot expert group have played an important part in shaping future plans (see Figure
1). The aim is to develop the Employability Nexus by expanding membership organically
and utilising a range of mechanisms to share, reflect and build capacity across the
institution.

Figure 1. Future Plans

In- depth case
studies

EMPLOYABLITY NEXUS
Staff portal
development

Development of Real
World Learning
* Interdisciplinary
learning.

Sharing & Learning:
Seminars/worksho
ps/conferences
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Short case
studies

Portal development will entail gathering existing institutional material relating to real
world learning (for example, projects, documents,) and presenting them in an easily
navigable format on a defined area of the university staff portal. It will also provide links
to the vast array of material available externally in this area.
Short case study
development is a key dissemination tool and will include video and print case studies to be
made available through the portal and through print media. In depth case studies will
explore tutor and student perceptions, expectations and experience of the real world
learning initiatives and evaluate gaps between the two. It is intended to engage a wider
range of academics through seminars and workshops available for all staff. Seminars will
allow academics to share and discuss their practice with a wider audience, whilst
workshops will focus on particular aspects for real world learning, for example
assessment.
A range of lessons have been learned through this pilot. Having a clear CoPP rationale and
alignment with key institutional strategies is of fundamental importance in acquiring an
institutional backing. The Employability Nexus attracted senior management support and
resource because it aligned clearly with the University’s real world learning initiative.
This support has been instrumental in the success of the pilot and will be crucial as it
develops in the future. Having a clearly defined domain, in this case real world learning,
affirms the purpose and value of the community to senior management, community
members and the wider university. Branding the community is also key in developing
identity. Instigating a CoPP within higher education institutions requires core drivers to
nurture the fledging community. It seems helpful if these core drivers are not seen as
figures of authority. Looking forward tensions may well develop in the relationships
between senior management, core drivers and Employability Nexus members. As Wenger &
Snyder (2000) point out the challenge is for managers to cultivate, nurture and sustain
CoPs ‘like a garden’, without destroying them “.

Conclusions
This paper has reflected on one university’s experience of embedding a specific
institutional strategy over a relatively short time frame. The emergent change model,
adopted by the Strategic Development Programme is discussed and evaluated in the
context of large complex organisations. The stages and tactics employed to embed real
world learning into the curriculum are highlighted and the use of change agents and
champions in this process is explained. Recognising that effective change occurs through a
combination of ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ strategies, the experience of the pilot
Employability Nexus is presented as a case and lessons learned and future plans are
presented. The process of embedding real world learning (experiential action learning,
work experience and opportunities for reflection) in the curriculum at Southampton Solent
University is ongoing. Through this process differing pedagogies are evolving and issues
and other challenges are arising. The pilot Employability Nexus indicated that this
‘bottom up’ approach has potential to support the real world learning agenda by creating
mechanisms through which academic staff can share, learn, support and develop their real
world learning pedagogy.
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Foundations Programs – Models that work
Natalie Brown, University of Tasmania, Tasmania, Australia
Heather Smigiel, Flinders University, South Australia, Australia
Keywords: Foundations, Academic Development
Rationale/Objectives: Programs that introduce academic staff to learning and teaching in
Higher Education (HE) are now well established in many countries. In Australia, they have
become more systematised to respond to the professionalization of university teaching and
a growing regard to quality assurance. This paper outlines a project which described a
range of Foundations programs and, with the assistance of a stakeholder group, the
characteristics of the models that promoted effectiveness and efficiency were identified.
Summary of work: In the initial phase, existing data about Australian Foundations
programs was analysed to identify characteristics that could be used in describing different
models. The second phase employed a multi-stage methodology: identification of
successful Foundations programs that represented elements of the model; writing case
studies of good practice; consideration of the characteristics of effective programs by a
stakeholder group (senior management, senior and early career academics, academic
developers and students).
Outcomes: A visual representation identifying key elements of different models was
developed: philosophical approach underpinned the intersecting areas of curriculum
(content and activities), mode of delivery (face to face, on-line, intensive or stretched and
policy requirements (mandatory nature, provision of time relief). Using these elements and
through conducting interviews, five good practice case studies were written to describe the
range of practice in the Australian HE sector. A clear picture emerged of how institutional
philosophy and context influenced the structure, content and delivery patterns of
programs. Additionally, the predominance of mandatory programs reflected a growing
emphasis on the importance of quality teaching. The cases also demonstrated how the four
key themes of successful programs, as identified by the stakeholder group, could be
translated into practice. These themes were: Embedding a student centred approach;
Encouraging a scholarly approach to teaching; Building networks and relationships and;
Orienting staff to their institutional context. A noteworthy observation in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency was that of flexibility. This was seen in both the delivery
patterns of the cases studies and through negotiation of content to enable participants to
select some tasks that catered for their specific professional learning needs.
Conclusion and Discussion: The five case studies give insight into the range of Foundations
programs across Australia, allow sharing of practice and provide models for benchmarking
purposes. Recognising these programs have multiple purposes, the insights gained from the
stakeholder group, have provided four thematic touchstones for the design and evaluation
of Foundations programs. The benefits of programs that allow reflection, the building of a
learning community amongst the participants and opportunities for negotiation around
content to take into account individual contexts and experience were clearly identified.
Importantly, it was noted that there was a strong connection between completion of
Foundations programs and personal and institutional success in learning and teaching.

Introduction
Foundations programs, that provide a formal introduction to learning and teaching in Higher
Education for academic staff, are now well established in many countries (Trigwell, Caballero
Rodriguez & Han, 2011). Whilst the importance of these programs in terms of improving
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quality of teaching is generally accepted (Ramsden, 2003), the format of the programs is
diverse and highly contextualised. Gaining a greater understanding of these programs was
one focus of the Preparing Academics to Teaching in Higher Education (PATHE) grant,
funded by the Australian Learning and Teaching Council (Hicks, Smigiel, Wilson& Luzeckyj,
2010). This paper presents the results from the ‘Models’ sub-project, one of five within
PATHE. In addition to outlining the findings of the project – the identification of a range of
typical models of Foundations programs and characteristics of the models that promoted
effectiveness and efficiency - the paper will detail the methodology employed to enable key
elements of success to be drawn from a diverse range of programs and contexts.
The first stage of the ‘Models’ sub-project was to identify the constituent elements of
Foundations programs. This was achieved through analysing literature reviews conducted
for the PATHE project (Gannaway, Goody, Hicks, O’Brien, Smigiel & Wilson, 2007; Luzeckyj &
Badger, 2008) and survey data collected from the Australian HE sector (Goody, 2007). These
were then used to construct a framework under which different models could be described.
A visual representation is reproduced below (figure 1).

Policy

Philosophical
approach

Curriculum
.

Delivery
..

Figure 1: Elements of a model for Foundations programs .

Methodology
Due to the diverse and contextualised nature of Foundations programs across Australia, a
case study approach (Stake, 1995) was adopted to allow for the investigation of Foundations
programs “within [the] real-life context” (Yin, 1984, p. 23). A key decision taken was to
select five good practice programs that encompassed different features of the model as
illustrated in figure 1. Specifically, the project team thought it important to include
programs: offered face to face and online; from a multi-campus university; articulating into,
and standing alone from, a Graduate Certificate; formally and informally assessed.
Interviews were then conducted with a contact person from each program, and used to
construct de-identified case studies. Each case incorporated a synopsis, an outline of
context, and then addressed delivery, policy, curriculum and philosophical approach.
With case studies written, ten stakeholders from the HE sector were selected to provide a
commentary on the cases at a roundtable event. The attendees were purposefully selected
to gain a range representative stakeholder views and constituted: a Pro-Vice Chancellor; a
Senior Academic Developer; a Head of School (and ALTC Teaching Excellence Award winner);
continuing, contract and sessional staff members who had recently completed a
Foundations program; a discipline-based academic staff member who contributes to a
Foundations program; a Foundations coordinator; a student representative and a winner of
the Prime Minister’s Award winner for Teaching Excellence.
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The stakeholders’ roundtable was constructed so that participants engaged in three
successive activities aimed at drawing out specific features of Foundations programs that
make them efficient and effective. The stakeholders and sub-project team were assigned to
four groups of 3-4 participants. The first activity aimed to develop a shared understanding of
underpinning purposes of Foundations programs. The groups were asked to discuss the
possible range of purposes for Foundations programs, drawing on their own context and
experiences, and bring these to the table for consideration of the group. At the conclusion of
the discussion, groups were asked to decide upon four underpinning purposes that could be
reported to the whole group. Consistent with a shared values methodology any submission
put forward needed to be agreed upon by the whole group. Groups were also asked to note
any areas of dissension. This methodology was followed in the subsequent activities. The
second activity considered the features thought necessary in a Foundations program to
enable the purposes to be met (effectively and efficiently) and the plenary then considered
the case studies themselves in light of the outcomes of the first two activities.
Results
Construction of the case studies did generate, as expected, a range of different approaches
to Foundations. The only consistent policy feature was the mandatory nature of the
programs for academic staff at Level C or below, supporting the assertions of Goody (2007).
With respect to the involvement of sessional staff, there was some variability, three
programs allowed participation providing places were available, one mandated attendance
for those in their second consecutive contract (supported by payment), and one did not
allow participation, but provided a specific alternative program. Policy with respect to time
relief varied between institutions and according to the nature of the program (ongoing
programs being more likely to be factored into workloads than short or intensive programs).
The case studies had varied delivery patterns, but were primarily face to face, with one
being fully online. The programs varied in length, one was delivered as a short five day
intensive and three others incorporated tasks that were completed over a full semester.
Four of the programs were offered through an academic development unit. Input from
discipline based colleagues was encouraged in all programs, either formally or informally.
In terms of curriculum, student-centred learning came through in all cases with emphasis on
engagement and encouragement of interaction. Overall there was a focus on the learning
experience rather than only on what the teacher does, which has been recognised as
critically important (Dearn, Fraser & Ryan, 2002; Gibbs & Coffey, 2004). Constructive
alignment (Biggs, 2003) was commonly included as was assessment for learning.
Importance of reflective practice (drawing on Schön, 1983; 1987) was also evident through;
reflective tasks, encouragement to collect evaluative evidence, portfolio use, and in two
cases, peer observation. Although evident in all cases to some extent, Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning was explicitly developed in one case where the final module
encourages publication. In all, either implicitly or explicitly, networking was a component.
An interesting aspect to the case studies was the extent to which the philosophical
underpinning of Foundations programs aligned with the particular university’s own goals
and philosophy. For example, an institution with a focus on student-centeredness and
flexible delivery utilised fully online delivery. This served a dual purpose, to model the
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philosophical approach of the institution and to up-skill staff in the online environment. The
importance of this up-skilling has been noted by several authors (Fraser, Dearn & Ryan,
2003; McLouglin & Samuels, 2003) and is particularly pertinent when online delivery is
prevalent.
Turning to the perspectives of the stakeholder groups, each sub-group identified different
purposes for Foundations however, four main themes could be distilled. These were:
 Embedding a student-centred approach to teaching - through modelling best practice
methodologies, and enabling connections with the academics’ own contexts.
 Encouraging a scholarly approach to teaching - through introducing academics to the
body of literature around teaching in Higher Education and the practices of scholarly
teaching, including the importance of reflective practice.
 Networking and relationship building - through developing a sense of collegiality and
building relationships across disciplines and the institution.
 Orienting staff to their institutional context - through introducing academics to
philosophical approaches of the institution and relevant policies and procedures.
When groups were reformed after purposes were shared, questions were then asked to
elicit key elements of effective programs. In summary, it was thought programs should
provide a variety of diverse tasks, methods and approaches to teaching to cater for all types
of staff and modes of teaching at that institution. The delivery and assessment in the
program should also be designed to promote engagement and include a showcasing of
innovative practice. Recognition of the diverse backgrounds and contexts of participating
academics (for example, experienced/inexperienced, sessional/permanent) and the
provision of discipline specific examples were also thought to be critical in program design.
When there is a requirement to be involved in cross-campus teaching, teaching online as
well as face to face, in lectures, tutorials or practical classes, these should be incorporated
into the program. A practical component where staff have the opportunity to test out
teaching styles and techniques in a low-risk/low-stakes, formative (and supportive)
environment; with opportunities for observation and peer critique was also suggested.
In order to achieve its aims, the stakeholder group believed that a Foundations program
must be adequately resourced and sessional staff should be funded to attend. Any face to
face events should include provision of quality refreshments to reflect a valuing of
participants’ time. Staff who complete the program should be rewarded and/or recognised.
It was unanimously agreed during this phase of the roundtable that the foundations course
should include a face to face component and be supplemented by online support, or include
modelling of online learning where this was utilised in the institution. This was argued
through the premise that a key focus of a Foundations program was to orient staff to their
institutional context, to encourage and foster cross-disciplinary interaction through
activities and assessment. These objectives were thought to be difficult, although it was
acknowledged, not impossible, to achieve in a fully online course.
Although there was consensus around the most efficient mode of delivery of Foundations
being short face to face, intensive sessions, offering the program over an extended period of
time, to allow reflection and build a learning community was seen as desirable. Indeed,
provision of ongoing opportunities, even after the completion of Foundations, for social
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networking and professional development was seen as being highly valuable. Given the
desirability of ongoing contact with Foundations participations, a key to efficiency was
therefore seen as giving programs multiple purposes and synergies. Linking to probation,
academic promotion, publications and award pathways were examples given. The group
also believed that it was important to provide context specific pathways to avoid the
criticism sometimes levelled at professional learning programs of being too broad, and
ineffective through a ‘one size fits all’ approach (Fleming et al., 2004).
The final plenary activity drew on the agreed purposes, critical elements of effectiveness and
requirements for efficiency identified in the first activities. Case studies were then reviewed
in light of these. The stakeholder group firstly noted the clear influence of institutional
context in shaping the design and delivery of the programs in the case studies. The group
also noted that, taking into account these institutional contexts, each of the case studies had
addressed the underpinning principles, decided upon by the group in the earlier session.
The emphasis on networking and collegiality that came through all the case studies was
highly regarded. It was noted by the stakeholder group that teaching in a university can be
an isolating experience, and it was not uncommon for little discussion about teaching and
learning to take place within a school or department. Inclusion of explicit networking
opportunities was seen as positive, as was the involvement of faculties and discipline-based
staff. It should be said that the latter did have some caveats, particularly around ensuring
that there were sufficient academic staff within the faculties to allow contribution, and that
these people were committed to the teaching and learning agenda, and had a shared
understanding of the purposes of the Foundations course. Recognition (in terms of reward,
or time release) for discipline-based colleagues who contributed to the program, particularly
those who worked in peer review or mentoring relationships was also mentioned as
important. Finally, the question of networking beyond the institution was raised as one that
has some sensitivities, yet is worth exploring – particularly in the light of the positive
experience of the stakeholder group involved in this project.
Provision of opportunities to engage in practical teaching in a supportive environment was
seen as a positive element of the case studies, however the importance of considering
underlying theoretical frameworks, and drawing from evidence-based practice to support
this was duly noted. In one case, giving staff the opportunity to engage with the technology,
which they would be using to teach, was also seen as highly valuable.
In terms of effectiveness and efficiency there were a number of features in the case studies
that drew the attention of the stakeholder group. Delivery of a fully online program was
seen as being a very efficient mode of delivery. Although this ran counter to their previously
stated assertion that face to face interaction was necessary, the group did see that the
online discussions could build networks and well structured tasks could enhance
collaboration. It was also seen as a viable option for institutions with offshore or
geographically separated campuses. Flexibility was acknowledged as a key advantage to the
fully online program, but was also seen to be demonstrated by the provision of several
offerings during a year (case study three), and an online option (in two cases). The ability for
participants to negotiate content through selection of tasks or completing a negotiated
project was also seen as catering for differing needs of the cohort.
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Conclusion
The framework developed in this project proved a very useful tool for selecting and
illustrating a range of good practice models of Foundations programs. These are now
available
as
a
reference
source
on
the
PATHE
website
(http://www.flinders.edu.au/pathe/reports.html). The use of a stakeholder group to
develop a shared understanding of features that make programs effective and efficient and
to provide commentary on the case studies, adds to their usefulness for guiding practice and
for benchmarking purposes. Furthermore, the methodology developed in this project is
presented as a collaborative approach to the analysis of complex and contextual programs
to identify key determinants of success and indicators of great practice.
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The Story of Rural Clinical Teaching and Learning on the Canadian Prairies: From
Photographs and Words to Digital Storytelling
Olive Yonge RN PhD, Florence Myrick RN PhD, Linda Ferguson RN PhD, Diane Billay RN
PhD, Quinn Grundy Doctoral student, Jim Cockell MA
This article describes a research project wherein rural nurse preceptors and fourth year nursing
students in Alberta and Saskatchewan were given cameras to capture the story of rural teaching
and learning. Over the course of a ten-week practicum, our participants generated over 800
photographs and accompanying narrative—a participant action method known as photovoice—
capturing their firsthand experiences in the rural health care environment. In addition to the
typical methods of dissemination such as conference presentations and papers, we released our
findings in the form of a hardcover book entitled Through Their Own Eyes: Images of Rural
Nursing, capturing the themes and accompanying photographs of the participants. Furthermore,
we created a web-based digital story (DS) based on this material, employing a number of
contemporary video production techniques and musical accompaniment on the rural theme. This
accessible, online resource now serves as a recruitment tool for rural health care agencies, an
orientation for clinical educators and students, a model for others seeking to bring their own
visual and narrative data to life, and a tribute to the practitioners of a seldom recognized but vital
area of nursing.
Why rural?
Recruitment of new graduates to rural areas is a health human resource imperative, and
rural preceptorship placements are a key means to this end. Between 2000 and 2005, the number
of registered nurses employed in rural and remote settings dropped from 17.9% to 17.1% of total
RNs in Canada, and the rural workforce as a whole tends to be older than the national average
(Canadian Institute for Health Information, 2002; 2006). Rural preceptorship placements have
been widely promoted as an educational strategy designed to address rural nursing shortages
(Edwards, Smith, Courtney, Finlayson & Chapman, 2004; Neill & Taylor, 2002; Van Hofwegen,
Kirkham & Harwood, 2005). Bushy and Leipert (2005) suggest that incorporating rural theory
and practice perspectives into nursing curricula, inviting rural practitioners as guest lecturers to
speak to students, and exposing students to the rural context through short-term placements may
encourage more students to choose rural placements for their senior preceptorships.
Rural health care settings present unique challenges and learning opportunities. Rural
nurses must function autonomously, adapt nursing interventions to low-tech environments, be
expert generalists, and extend their practice into the domain of other health professionals (Bushy
& Bushy, 2001; Weinert & Long, 1989). Isolation, lack of up-to-date resources and porous
professional boundaries can be advantageous to student learning in providing a rich variety of
experiences (Van Hofwegen et al., 2005), such as interprofessional teamwork for patientcentered care. Students reporting high levels of confidence and competence in their abilities have
a greater tendency to choose rural placements, supporting the contention that rural nursing is a
specialty of its own (Edwards et al., 2004). Our primary research objective was to tell the story
of teaching and learning, in rural nursing preceptorship, using our participants’ words and
photographs.
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Method
As a participatory action methodology, photovoice engages the primary stakeholders—namely
the participants—in the collection and analysis of data, as well as the transfer of findings into
practice to effect a change in the community (Wang & Burris, 1997). In essence, we gave digital
cameras to students and their preceptors and asked them to answer the research question, “What
is the story of rural nursing preceptorship?” through their photographs.
Ethics
We obtained ethical approval from our respective university research ethics boards, deans of
Nursing and participating rural health authorities. Participants gave signed consent releasing all
rights to the photographs and agreeing to their publication. A medical photographer trained
members of our research team in teaching participants proper camera use and the ethics of
photography in health care settings.
Recruitment, Data Collection and Analysis
We recruited four students undertaking clinical practica in six different rural settings (n=4 acute
care; n=2 community) in two Canadian provinces, and subsequently invited their rural nurse
preceptors and their colleagues to take part. Research team members acted as facilitators at each
of the six sites, orienting as many hospital staff as possible to the research project. The response
from all staff members, from physicians to housekeepers, was almost entirely favorable. Upon
conclusion of data collection, our primary participants (students and preceptors; n=8) were free
to keep the digital cameras supplied them.
At each site, data collection began with an initial discussion among research team
members and participants. Thereafter, we met with participants in the middle and at the end of
their clinical rotations. During these sessions, the researchers viewed the photos selected by the
participants and asked open-ended questions allowing participants to narrate their photographs.
The coding process, carried out using NVivo8, established thematic categories based on
the gravitational pull of participants’ own observations, rather than any predetermined
framework. In follow-up meetings, participants confirmed our findings and corroborated each
other’s data.
Outcomes
Preceptorship: Teaching and Learning a Rural Code
Our central finding and the organizing principle of our photovoice book, Through Their Own
Eyes, is that rural nurses live and work according to a highly integrated professional and
community ethos: a rural code. This code is borne of identification with the rural landscape—
both natural and manmade—and it comprises values such as resourcefulness, trust, thrift, pride,
courage, kinship, selflessness, and openness. In our participants’ photographs and narratives, we
observed the simultaneous unfolding of the rural code in both clinical and community-based
contexts. Preceptors acted both as clinical teachers and as community gatekeepers, guiding
students from outsider to insider status through role modeling, psychosocial support and
interprofessional teamwork.
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Over the duration of their preceptorships, students learned to regard landscape through
the optics of a rural nurse. An awareness of local industries—including the habits, attitudes and
language of workers employed therein—was crucial for caregiving. Kevin (student) submitted a
picture of a tractor dealership, saying, “Farming is a big part of the community here. You see that
with the patients; you see that in the way [the town] is set up.” Brandy (student) put it in starker
terms: “If you’re going to work in [this town], you better know what a swather is, so when you
get a trauma alert that someone got hit by a swather, you know what to expect.”
Preceptors described two perennial concerns: setting an example for their preceptees, and
sustaining them psychosocially. These experienced nurses often found themselves reassessing
their own knowledge of evidence-based practice. “I’d be going home, and [asking myself] ‘did I
show him... how I was actually taught?’” said Jessica, an acute care nurse. “It’s hard as a
preceptor; do I show him my shortcut, or do I show him how you’re supposed to do it?” Peter,
her student, said, “that was really great, because to this day… if I don’t know something, and I
think ‘do I really know that or not?’ I look it up.” Role modeling was a widespread teaching
strategy; students looked up their preceptors and strove to emulate their clinical practice.
Connecting personally with students was as much a priority for preceptors as example
setting. “If you don’t connect with [the student],” remarked Dorothy (preceptor), “you’ve got to
sit and start thinking… ‘What is wrong with this picture?’… I always made sure I saw what [my
student] looked like, or what was up, and then I’d ask, ‘ok, did [she] have a good day, or is she
dragging her butt out the door’.” Katherine (preceptor) gave moral support to her student Patricia
through the acknowledgement of shared burdens, saying, “just be tired, because you know
what—we’re tired.” One of the essential metrics of a successful preceptorship was the degree to
which a student felt he or she had become a part of the team, and by extension the surrounding
rural community.
Our participants documented the spirit of pulling together and mutual support in both the
community and the health care setting. “We actually had interdenominational prayers for rain—
multi-church,” recalled Leslie (preceptor). “As nurses, half our staff, if not more, are farmrelated, depending on the agriculture, and so it’s a concern.” For Daniel (student), this
community ethos was symbolized by First Nations powwow celebrations in which he
participated: “A powwow is a where any hostilities or any differences are put aside. Everybody
is welcome; everybody is brother and sister… [everybody is] meant to join in and celebrate.”
In the rural hospitals we visited, such cohesion was typically achieved through shared
comforts and humor. Coffee was central to coping and bonding. “It’s kind of a joining factor.
Who doesn’t like Tim Horton’s?” commented Beth (preceptor), citing an iconic Canadian brand.
Leslie (preceptor) photographed an exhausted supernumerary nurse through the handle of a
plastic GoLytely (bowel cleanser) jug, remarking, “We were teasing her because she had cleaned
poop all day, it seemed. You know, because we had a couple of people being prepped [for a
scope]. She was our GoLytely Queen.”
Making Do is a central principle of the rural code, a principle that shapes rural
communities and health care settings alike. Limited or aging facilities and resources are the norm
in small towns, and rural residents take pride in the jury-rigs, refurbishments, and improvised
solutions which are a constant necessity. Renovated and repurposed historic landmarks—an old
train station turned teahouse, an old hospital turned museum—appeared frequently in our
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participants’ photographs, and the underlying lesson was delivered time and again to preceptees:
“When all else fails, we either fix it or make it,” in Leslie’s (preceptor) words. Janice (preceptor)
agreed: “Most of our equipment is old, but it works very well and we have to make do with what
we have.”
The spirit of making do also had problematic implications for health care. Beth
(preceptor) took note of some community members’ reluctance to seek medical attention at the
expense of productivity: “you just kind of have to know the types of attitudes that go along with
farming . . . [a farmer] had a round bale [fall] on his head . . . and he wouldn’t [come in] . . . he
had a broken C2 [vertebra].” For students, achieving this more nuanced view of the rural code—
empowering at times, and problematic at others—was a another key preceptorship outcome
.
Such complexity of code was nowhere more evident than in the kinship-like bonds
between our participants and their fellow rural residents, with whom they were familiar not only
as clients but as neighbors, friends and family. Maintaining confidentiality, professional
boundaries and emotional detachment were universally acknowledged challenges. “People come
knock on my door to ask me to look at stuff,” said Leslie (preceptor). “I look at it and say, ‘I
can’t give medical advice, but go up [to the hospital]’.” Being called upon for one’s professional
expertise outside the bounds the hospital could also be a source of pride, however. “Nursing staff
have a tremendous amount of respect [in the community],” said Daniel of his community health
preceptorship on a First Nations reserve. His classmate Patricia agreed: “You watch your
behaviour [in the community] because you don’t want people to look badly upon nurses.”
Dissemination: From Photovoice to Digital Storytelling
Broadly speaking, digital stories (DS) combine traditional storytelling with a variety of digital
media. A digital story may incorporate images, video, text, narration and music to deliver its
message. The advantages of this format are 1) concision: a DS is usually less than five minutes in
length; 2) accessibility: a DS can be readily posted to file-sharing sites such as YouTube; 3)
adaptability: digital storytelling has been employed in the telling of personal tales, the recounting
of historical events, and as a means to inform or instruct on a particular topic (Robin, 2006); and
4) ease of creation: the increasing availability and user-friendliness of multimedia software make
the DS an achievable goal for home computer users without any prior media training (see
Appendix).
The previous decade has witnessed a rapidly expanding global movement in digital
storytelling. In 2003, two British entrepreneurs launched www.patientvoices.org.uk, an online
resource for professionals involved in patient care. This website, which contains hundreds of
patient stories, is designed to foster empathy amongst health care professionals and students;
provide research opportunities; support other patients with similar diagnoses; serve as creative
stimulus for other art forms; and empower the storytellers by giving them a voice and a platform.
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Educators in many disciplines are embracing digital storytelling, particularly as it pertains
to training adults (Rossiter & Garcia, 2010), transforming clinical practice (Haigh & Hardy,
2011), and influencing student learning (Christiansen, 2011). As a clinical practice tool, digital
storytelling has been used to link rural youth in isolated areas (Brumby, S., Eversole, Scholfield,
& Watt, 2007); to teach health and safety (Siegel, 1996); to document the building of
professional identity in nursing students (Jamissen & Skou, 2010; Stacey & Hardy, 2011), to
foster clinical decision-making (Gazarian, 2010) and to foster creative expression. Digital
storytelling is also emerging as a research method in ethnography and phenomenology
(Christiansen, 2011; Dicks, Soyinka, & Coffey, 2006).
The software tools used in digital storytelling are widely available (as freeware, in several
cases) and familiar to many consumers for whom onscreen slideshows, scrapbooks and home
videos have become popular. These tools include iMovie; PowerPoint 2010; Voice Threads;
Windows Live Movie Maker; MS Photo Story3 <http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp
/using/digitalphotography/photostory/default.mspx>; Mixbook <http://www.mixbook.com/edu>
designed for primary and secondary students; and Audacity <http://audacity.sourceforge.net/>.
Digital storytelling proved a logical next step in the dissemination of our own findings.
Having organized our data under the conceptual rubrics described above, yielding a hardcover
photovoice book targeted at stakeholders and policymakers, we found our content highly
adaptable to the DS format, which could in turn be made available to a wide audience online
<www.clinicalteaching.ualberta.ca>. In creating a DS, we first reviewed the literature to acquire
an understanding of digital storytelling and its applications. Foremost amongst our discoveries
was the power of a well-chosen song to convey the message of a DS; we thus opted to let the
lyrics of Alberta recording artist John Wort Hannam supply the rural context for our images, and
kept our own text to a minimum. From the numerous media software options available, we
settled on iMovie, primarily on account of our familiarity with the Mac environment.

Conclusions
Photovoice yielded a rich and multifarious dataset far beyond our expectations. Our sole regret
as researchers lay in the recognition that our findings would reach only those stakeholders and
policymakers we targeted. Digital storytelling was thus a deeply gratifying discovery for the
entire research team, affording us the opportunity to capitalize on our outcomes and produce a
more visible tribute to the participants who shared their preceptorship story with us.
Our journey from photovoice to digital storytelling contains implications for teaching and
learning. In our participants’ photographic and narrative data, we sensed—and struggled to
articulate—the subtle ways in which rural landscapes mediate community and professional ethos.
We feel the DS captures this phenomenon on an emotional and lyrical level, at once highly
comprehensible and appealing to nursing students, clinical instructors, legislators and rural
health care agencies seeking to recruit preceptees. Beyond this, we discovered that the creation
of a digital story, aside from being highly engaging, is a unique and valuable exercise in
metaphorical and intuitive thinking, of benefit to learners and teachers in the clinical sciences
and beyond.
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Appendix
The following YouTube posts are examples of digital stories:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20C-rss664M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K636ya8wGg8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1x0AV0482AA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXDMoiEkyuQ&feature=youtu.be
“What is Digital Storytelling?” <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKZiXR5qUlQ>
“The Seven Elements of Digital Storytelling” <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1f_FXgJZM&feature=related>
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Abstract: Staff development is a crucial element for educational intervention. Realizing the importance of staff
development, this study aims to pin point suitable methodologies in developing a framework for a problem-based
learning (PBL) academic staff development program for a Thai university. The research questions are: 1) To what
extent is the PBL staff development necessary when initiating the implementation of PBL? 2) How can university
lecturers be assisted to acquire pedagogical competences for effective implementation of PBL curriculum? 3) What
types of staff development methodologies can be used in training the new PBL practitioners? Through a
combination of a literature review, observation of staff development workshops and courses, and interviews with 6
PBL experts which emphasize the facilitator’s roles in PBL, this study will produce guidelines in developing a
framework for a PBL academic staff development program for a Thai university context. The paper will describe the
methodologies of organizing an academic staff training program used at Aalborg University and also report on the
perspectives from PBL experts on the important elements needed for a PBL staff development program. The results
and reflections of the study will contribute to a suitable design of a PBL academic staff development program for a
Thai university context.
Keywords: educational intervention, problem-based learning (PBL), PBL staff development, framework.
Introduction
This paper is a part of my PhD project. The overall PhD project aims to design, implement, and evaluate a
new model of problem-based learning (PBL) curriculum for English interdisciplinary studies which designing for a
traditional learning environment in Thailand. Implementing PBL with the traditional education environment is
considered a big change on many levels. Changing to PBL will involve changing or reshaping the mindset and
practice of teachers toward education pedagogy, education system, or education paradigm. As a result, the teacher is
considered the very first component that needs to be developed. As Nayer (1995) affirms that one of the important
key elements which contribute to a successful implementation of PBL in any context is staff development. In
addition, educators also have agreed that staff development has become essential because it provides individual
teachers with opportunities and support to improve their academic practice and consequently will enhance student
learning.
The focus of this paper is to reflect on perspectives of PBL experts on the importance of PBL staff training.
Based on interview data, the paper then will discuss and outline guidelines for a suitable PBL academic staff
development program for a university in Thailand. In order to design a suitable PBL academic staff training program
for a Thai context, the researcher has been reviewing literatures on staff development methodologies and collecting
qualitative data by observing staff development workshops at AAU which emphasize the facilitator’s roles in PBL
and interviews with six PBL experts. The study aims to answer the following research questions: 1) To what extent
is the PBL staff development necessary when initiating the implementation of PBL? 2) How can university lecturers
be assisted to acquire pedagogical competences for effective implementation of PBL curriculum? 3) What types of
staff development methodologies can be used in training the newcomers of PBL practitioners?
Literature Review
The importance of PBL staff development
It can be observed that the educational paradigm in higher education currently is focused upon active
learning or student-centered teaching approaches where student learning is the core of the curriculum. The current
education paradigm then requires university lecturers to equip students with skills and competences that will prepare
them for real world career contexts after graduation. Problem-based learning (PBL) has been widely used as an
educational strategy in higher education to foster principles and practices of active learning. PBL is now well
established as a student-centered approach to teaching and learning. Implementation of PBL at different levels and
in different contexts has become a new phenomenon worldwide. It is to be noted that changing to PBL cannot be
done overnight; on the contrary, it can be a long process which requires thorough preparation of change agents.
Bouhuijs (2011) states that PBL cannot be viewed as only a simple application of a teaching method which can be
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transferred directly to any context without making changes. Bouhuijs further states that implementing PBL at any
level requires teachers to acquire educational skills which are different from traditional teaching skills. It can be
agreed that lecturer or teacher is the major change agent who plays a significant role in making the implementation
of PBL successful. When introducing a change to PBL it is necessary to have lecturers on board with the idea
because it is necessary to have their collaboration in the change process. Consequently, lecturers themselves first
need to be equipped with current knowledge and skills in order to prepare and involve students in a PBL
environment. Consequently, staff development has become an important means to prepare lecturers for the initiative
of the implementation of PBL. In addition, there have been several studies in recent years that document one of the
major key factors in making the implementation of PBL successful is academic staff development (Little, 1997;
Holmes & Kaufman, 1994; Koch, 1993). PBL staff development can be done in various forms, but having the same
goal that is to assist individual lecturers acquires complex teaching competences which involve knowledge, skills,
engagement and personal commitment (Kolmos et al., 2008).
Forms and contents of academic staff development in PBL
Savin-Baden and Murray point out that in the field of PBL, several papers document that staff development
is perceived as the key to success to PBL implementation (2000). It is further documented that staff development in
the field of PBL is conducted in a form of workshops, short courses, seminars, and long term pedagogical training
programs (Kolmos et at, 2008;). In Medical School at Maastricht University, PBL staff training has been
compulsory since 1982. The training program is in a form of mixture between pre-service and in-service activities
(Bouhuijs, 2011). At Mc Master University, facilitators’ role is viewed as highly important for PBL development
and self-directed learning. Therefore, facilitators’ needs are identified in order to give ongoing support and training.
At Mc Master, there is a comprehensive training system which serves staff’s needs in the PBL facilitation process.
The training system comprises an orientation meeting, small-group tutorial observation, workshops, weekly tutor
meeting, monitoring unit, and yearly update workshops (Jung et al., 2005). Brodie and Jolly (2010) also report that
PBL staff training program at the University of Southern Queensland is offered through one day workshop and
online up-to-date library of reference works. In Malaysia, several institutions have been actively educating their staff
about PBL approach through various types of workshops since 2001 (Azila et al., n.d.)
A professional development program at Aalborg University
In order to assist new assistant professors to become more competent in their roles as PBL supervisors,
Aalborg University provides a program called ‘University Pedagogy for assistant Professors’. This program consists
of a series of workshops to help sharpen their teaching skills and competences. Krogh (2010) explains that the
teacher training course for assistant professors is a part of professional development program at Aalborg University.
The objective of the course is to ensure that assistant professors obtain knowledge of basic university pedagogy and
education theory. The course is mandatory in order to obtain a position as associate professor. The course is
estimated at workloads of approximately 175 working hours within 15 months or 3 semesters; for instance, from
October 2010- January 2012. The content of the program consists of 3 modules and within 3 modules also consists
of 4 blocks; detail of the program is as follows:
Module 1: Teaching portfolio. This module continues running during the entire course period. This module aims to
help assistant professors to develop their portfolios as a tool for reflection and documentation of development and
improvement of their teaching and project supervision.
Module 2: University pedagogy. This module consists of two blocks (1 and 3). Block 1 which mainly focuses on
theory of education and university pedagogy this block requires 60 working hours in a combination of introduction
seminar and self-study. Within module 2 is also block 3, which focuses on both theory and practice based on the
individual teaching experience. The actual practice of analysis of one’s own work is in the form of a one day
workshop.
Module 3: Teaching and project supervision practice. Module 3 consists of block 2 and 4. Block 2 is primarily
focused on practicum where each assistant professor is assigned a supervisor by his or her department. Under the
guidance of the supervisor, each assistant professor is expected to consider basic elements that influence his or her
teaching such as planning of teaching, roles of teachers, students learning process, evaluation, and use of pedagogic
tools. To help with analysis of these elements, 4 workshops will be held during 5 months period. Block 2 requires 40
working hours. Block 4 also emphasizes practicum, same pattern as block 2 but focusing on different elements.
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Block 4 takes up to three months period and requires 40 working hours. The focus of the analysis and workshops are
upon project work and supervision, group process and project exams, and evaluation of teaching and learning.
Each workshop is run by experts and researchers from the particular theme related to university pedagogy. The
workshops are in the form of the combination of theory presentations and hands-on activities and usually lasts one
day. Besides ongoing seminars and workshops which are provided throughout the three semesters, each assistant
professor must be assigned 2 supervisors. One is appointed by The Center for University Teaching and Learning
whose the role is as the pedagogical supervisor. The pedagogical supervisor is responsible for a consultation of
coherence between the theory and practice. The second supervisor is appointed by the Department where each
assistant professor is from. The department supervisor is responsible for observing and giving consultation to the
assistant professor regarding his or her teaching and supervision to students which take place during block 2 and 4.In
addition, the two supervisors must collaborate on assessment and evaluation of the assistant professor’s pedagogic
performance.
Methodologies
The study comprises reviewing and analyzing PBL staff development from the literatures along with an
empirical study. Through the empirical study, qualitative data was collected by observing the staff development
workshops and interviewing PBL experts at Aalborg University. For two semesters, the researcher attended
workshops and courses related to active learning and PBL approaches offered by AAU. The purpose was to observe
and to learn in-depth how the workshops and the courses were conducted. In the third semester, the researcher began
to conduct interviews with six PBL experts. The interviews are in a form of semi-structured interview where each
expert was interviewed face to face separately, using the same interview guide. The interviews were recorded during
the process. After all participants were interviewed, data was summarized, categorized and analyzed.
Definitions of terms used in the study:
PBL experts in the context of this study refer to PBL academicians divided into two categories 1)
practitioners who have been involved in supervising learners for over 2 years 2) researchers and trainers who have
been involved in researching and training newcomers of PBL practitioners. For this study, the interviews were
conducted with 6 PBL experts.
Competences in this study refer to pedagogical competences which involve knowledge, skills, awareness,
engagement, and personal commitment.
Result of the Interviews
Six PBL experts were interviewed on topics related to the application of PBL, skills and competences of
PBL facilitators, and the importance of PBL staff training. Three PBL experts are categorized as PBL practitioners
(Pp) who have been teaching and supervising at Aalborg for 2 years plus. The other three PBL experts are
categorized as PBL trainers (Pt) who have been teaching, supervising, researching and training other for five years
plus. Results from the interviews are as follows:
Interviewed Issues

PBL practitioners (Pp)

PBL trainers or researchers (Pt)

1) Do you think PBL can be
implemented in any field?

Pp1: “Yes, it can be implemented successfully in
any field, but need to bend depending on what level
of education.”

Pt1: I rather use the term PBL inspired
innovative pedagogy. Contextualization of
student learning should be focused in order to
make change or to make learning and teaching
better. In some cases we should not label the
practice or the philosophy of learning and
teaching.(paraphrase)

Pp2: “Yes, but may depend on the contexts.
However, it can be difficult for some fields that
require a lot of literature through lecturing.”
Pp3: “It can be applied with none science fields. I
don’t see myself in a technical field. We are based
on Humanities; for instance, we study problem
solving in human development through IT.”

2) What types of skills and
competences are necessary for
PBL facilitators to acquire in
order to make their supervision

Pp1: They need to have an awareness of their
communication skills, social or emotional
intelligence in a relation to problem posing. They
should be able to share atmosphere of research with
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Pt2: “Yes and no, one form of PBL cannot
apply to all. Each context, each discipline
needs different kind of PBL.”
Pt3: “Yes, it can expand in most fields, but
may difficult in pure Math. Implementation is
about mind set of staff. They have to be
creative to use PBL with different areas”
Pt1: Depending on contexts—who are the
students and who are the teachers? It also
depends on how they (teachers) care about
student learning, and then they will develop

successful?

students and help them gain competences to deal
with the research process. (paraphrase)
Pp2: “Having listening skills, trying to understand
students rather have students understand you.
Having an interest in students and their works. And
also having experience and knowledge of literature
in the field is also important.”
Pp3: “Being enthusiastic and inspiring. Also, being
communicative—having dialogue with students.”

3) To what extent is staff training
necessary for the PBL classrooms
or institutes?

Pp1: “Staff needs to have training of some kind and
they also need to have supports all the way through
from the faculty or the university. It could take up to
5-10 years if consider institutional change.
Institutions need to be tolerant with uncertainty with
the learning process and the outcomes of change”
Pp2: “Yes, new staff will need some training.”
Training can help raise an awareness of facilitators
to help students build a strong argument of what
they are doing and why they are doing that. And
aware that they should not direct students too much.
Otherwise, there is a risk that students will end up
doing assignments rather doing problem-based
project.(paraphrase)

4) How can university lecturers be
assisted to acquire pedagogical
competences
for
effective
implementation
of
PBL
curriculum?

Pp3: “Yes, it is important, especially if you want to
transform from a non- PBL university to a PBL
university.”
Pp1: “Try out for themselves and also have training
of some kind. Having a team of the teachers who
share ideas and mission to support one another.
These teachers should get support all the way
through from the university or the faculty.”
Pp2: “Besides having supports from the system,
teachers who have the same interest can also form a
group of their own to exchange ideas and
experience.
Pp3: Having supports from top managers for the
ongoing process of practice is a key factor of the
success. (paraphrase)

ways to teach better. (paraphrase)
Pt2: “Having abilities to see and decode
students. Having an interest in students’
needs.”
Pt3: “Roles of facilitators change, depending
on stages of where students are in the
curriculum. At the beginning stage, facilitators
need to be supportive and a bit more directive.
As students make progress, they need to step
back and trust their students to take risks.”
Pt1: “Training is important for new teaching
staff. It is a systematic way to institutionalize
the teaching method. Institutions have to
support to make the change in teaching and
learning method happen”
Pt2: “It is very necessary, even for someone
who has been in the system before. Because
when they become facilitators, the contexts
then change. So, they need training to help
them see things in different perspectives.”
Pt3: “You need at least a year of preparation
before implement PBL curriculum if you want
staff on board properly.”

Pt1: Training is important to new teaching
staff. Institutions have to support in order to
make the change happen. Training can be done
in many different ways, for instance, inviting
external experts to give workshops or sending
staff to learn about new system. Financial
support is an important issue. (paraphrase)
Pt2: “Starting with actual practice along with
training. During the process, it is important to
be reflective facilitator, so having a team of
teachers work together to discuss pedagogical
issues is also necessary. Moreover, training
program should be mandatory; the manager
level needs to send a signal that they take this
seriously”.
Pt3: The implementation of PBL very much
depends on mind-set of staff. Before the actual
implementation, they need to be trained in
order to be on board properly. It will need at
least a year for the preparation phase before
the actual implementation takes place.
(paraphrase)

From the interviews, it can be summarized that all PBL experts agree that PBL can be implemented into
most study fields, but PBL needs to be customized to fit with the particular individual field and context; one form of
PBL cannot fit all. Successful implementation of PBL requires at least one year of preparation in order to get staff
on board properly. Staff will definitely need to be trained to have an awareness of their communication skills, social
or emotional intelligence in relation to problem posing. They are further required to have the ability to see and
decode students. As a result, training and support are crucial and can be done in various forms. They agreed that it is
crucial to have staff’s mindset and support from top managers when they initiate change by implementing PBL as
the education strategy.
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Discussion
It is a huge challenge to transform a traditional teaching and learning environment into an innovative
learner-centered environment, particularly what is called problem-based learning system (PBL). There are so many
factors that need to be taken into consideration in order to make the transformation effective. One of the key factors
in transforming to PBL system is staff training. This study is a part of the preparation phase of the PBL
implementation or the PBL transformation process at Mae Fah Luang University. By reviewing literature, observing
and participating in actual workshops, and interviewing PBL experts indeed give a valuable insight for an
establishment of a framework for a new PBL staff training program. Data from different sources all point out that in
order to initiate an effective PBL implementation; at least a year of preparation is required. A community practice of
teachers who share the same visions and ideas and a formal support from executive managers in terms of policy and
financial issues is also required. In the preparation phase, staff training along with curriculum development is
central. Therefore, a new PBL staff training program and a PBL community practice should be embarked on as
early as possible when an institution wants to implement PBL. An establishment of the program and the community
practice will the platform for staff to gain in-depth understanding and competences in both theory and practice of
PBL. The proposed framework for a new PBL staff development program consists of two major elements: 1) a
systematic staff training program and 2) a PBL community practice. The figure below demonstrates parameters
needed for a framework of PBL staff development program (initiative).

Figure 2: Framework for PBL Staff Development Program
As shown in figure 2, in order to implement PBL effectively, a unit of PBL associates should be established. Two
major functions that PBL associates can provide are:
1. Provide a sequential training program for staff which consists of four elements (mandatory).
1.1 A series of PBL hands-on workshops which will offer throughout an academic year.
1.2 PBL mentors who would help PBL practitioners reflect on both PBL theory and practice via meetings
and portfolios.
1.3 Portfolio as a tool to reflect on the actual practice of each practitioner.
1.4 Yearly PBL seminar as a platform to present and share their experience.
2. Provide PBL community practice as a platform for staff to support one another informally (optional). PBL
community practice consists of two elements.
2.1 Peer coaching which can be initiated and managed by the practitioners themselves.
2.2 PBL research group which will be mentored by and collaborated with UNESCO Chair in PBL. It is a
platform to support practitioners to build up their research skills and connect with other PBL network
around the world.
One more important issue that needs to be included in this discussion is a reward system for PBL practitioners.
Going through a change process without a proper support can be very frustrating and easily result in failure.
Especially, the change process of implementing PBL will require a long period to see significant results. This long
process will require a vision in life- long learning, strong leadership and support, a commitment from both staff and
executive managers, and a tolerance for the long term process. Particularly, teachers who participate in the change
process will have to contribute time, energy, and intelligence throughout the process. They therefore also need a
concrete and structured support from the institution.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper supports that staff development is an essential element and needs to be put into an
action plan when a higher education institution wants to implement PBL. It will be hard work for all agents when it
comes to a change of any kind. Therefore, having strong support from all levels in the organization is important and
valuable. Making a change in an education system is a long process which requires support, commitment, creativity,
and tolerance from all agents. As many experts have recommended that preparation can take at least a year before
the actual implementation; therefore, having a well prepared staff to begin with is a good alternative. Well prepared
staff can indeed come through a staff development program. Some studies reveal that PBL staff training has been
done mainly through workshop format; however, this study adds more elements into the training system. It is
believed that PBL should not be viewed as an add-on teaching approach; it should be embedded in the system.
Therefore, the PBL staff development program should also be embedded in the staff evaluation system (reward
system) as well. It is recommended that establishing a sequential training program along with a PBL community
practice can be a sustainable strategy because it will be a platform for practitioners to share ideas and experience and
support one another in their pedagogy stand.
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Rationale/Objectives:
With an increase in school-leaving pass rates in South Africa, there is a concomitant increase in
concern for the number of first-year university students’ lacking basic levels of knowledge (Bawa,
2012; Bawa & Vale, 2012; Jansen, 2012). It is well documented that the lack of basic skills
exacerbates the academic challenges experienced by first-year students, particularly from the
perspective of their adjustment to the culture of the university and coping with academic challenges.
As a consequence, the students’ sense of being or becoming a university student is likely to be ‘at
risk’. In an attempt to reduce the ‘at risk’ identity, the authors, a Dental Technology lecturer (DTL) and
an Academic Development Practitioner (ADP) used classroom-based practices that enhanced their
collaboration in providing students with, as defined by Morrow (1993), epistemological access. His
assertion that students need to acquire knowledge on ‘how to become a successful participant in an
academic programme’ (Morrow, 2009, pp. 77-81), resonates with the authors’ vision on academic
development. In South Africa, the notion of academic development has advanced through a range of
ideological and discursive positions. A perspective we have chosen to focus on is in terms of the
advice given by Boughey (2007, p. 10) in ‘relocating academic development work within a concern for
quality’, which is aimed at transforming student learning, while developing and supporting staff and
students in the process.
In the Faculty of Health Sciences at the Durban University of Technology (DUT), academic
development is strategically structured to primarily provide academic support and guidance to
students. This is recognised in terms of the faculty having a dedicated ADP, who is the first author of
this paper. Her activities and functions, among other responsibilities, include individual student
consultations; collaboration with academic staff; management of ‘at-risk’ cases; supervision and
management of academic development projects; and active participation in first-year academic
support programmes across departments. This type of academic development links to the previously
recognised support discourse that provided ‘…additional tuition, initially outside mainstream, ... to
address the problems identified as impeding access and endangering the success of black students’
(Boughey, 2007, p. 4). The distinguishing roles of the policy and the institutional and quality
assurance discourses were also elaborated on by Boughey. In general, the policy discourse provided
an environment for ADP’s to broadly work with academic staff on issues related to staff and
curriculum development. What followed was the institutional and quality assurance discourse that
shifted academic development (AD) practice to an even broader level, and further away from the
traditional focus of student support and development. This was defined as the ‘Third Generation
Model’, and is today in operation in many South African universities.
In 2009, the Faculty of Health Sciences considered the Third Generation Model to be an unsuitable
AD practice. Instead, it was agreed by faculty management and staff that the support model would
provide a more efficient and effective AD service to students. Any student within the faculty can utilise
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the services provided through this AD practice structure, and particularly students identified as being
‘at risk’. The usefulness of this AD model is recognised by Faculty staff, including Dental Technology
lecturers, as enhancing epistemological access to the ways of knowing valued by the discipline, and
the university. During lectures students articulated that the AD support empowered them to liaise
professionally with industry, particularly when conducting research for assignments. McKenna and
Sutherland (2006, p. 7) argued that this kind of learning ‘... allows learners to make connections (and
think about transfer) between contexts’. To advance the notion of academic development, this case
study therefore describes the collaborative partnership between the DTL and the ADP, in their pursuit
to enable students to acquire meaningful understandings in the subject of Oral Anatomy. A suitable
point of departure is to explain what Dental Technology is within a University of Technology.
Universities of Technology provide vocationally orientated qualifications in response to, and in
fulfillment of, the needs of industry, community, and society (Council on Higher Education, 2006;
Gillard, 2004, p. 36). According to Gamble (2006, p. 94), a distinguishing feature of a vocational
programme is that it includes both conceptual (or context–independent) knowledge and practical (or
context–dependent) knowledge. The Dental Technology diploma programme is characterised as a
vocational qualification that trains students to become dental technicians to fabricate intra-oral dental
appliances in a dental laboratory. Consequently, the knowledge base of the curriculum is strong on
practice-orientated ‘know-how’ necessary for practical tasks. The teaching of Dental Technology is
also orientated towards preparing students to meet the demands of industry. The practice-orientated
curriculum challenges the teaching-and-learning of Oral Anatomy in terms of relating the theory to
practice. Theoretical knowledge and its application to practice is a site of struggle for many students,
particularly rural, first-generation learners whose social and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986) has not
prepared them to deal with the intricacies of academic learning and the application of knowledge
(Council on Higher Education, 2010).
A significant number of DUT students are first-generation learners (SASSE, 2010). It is therefore
2
plausible to assume that most of them attended township or rural schools that often have poor to
non-existent facilities, particularly in the context of general infrastructure and teaching equipment.
This backdrop further motivated the DTL and ADP to find ways that would provide a bridge for
students to move from where they are academically, to where they need to be for academic progress
and success in the higher education environment. There is a burgeoning body of studies (Archer,
2006; Bozalek, Garraway, & McKenna, 2011; Council on Higher Education, 2010; Northedge &
McArthur, 2009; Thesen & van Pletzen, 2006) addressing the pedagogical processes employed to
assist students who come from diverse educational backgrounds, to access subject-specific
knowledge through a particular disciplinary lens. Oral Anatomy as a subject needed to be unpacked
in terms of enabling students to utilise the appropriate professional language, and to have a
meaningful understanding of the subject’s application to practice. Classroom observations of
students showed that this was often confusing for first-year students, who were still familiarising
themselves with Oral Anatomy in the context of Dental Technology. The aim of this research is to
assess the interdisciplinary collaboration between the ADP and the DTL and their attempts to reduce
the ‘at-risk’ identity of students, by enabling them to ‘make meaning’ of Oral Anatomy through a poster
presentation. The research question for this study is:
 Did the interdisciplinary collaboration between the ADP and DTL provide students with
meaningful learning experiences through the Oral Anatomy poster presentation?
Summary of work:
As this study sought to assess and analyse the interdisciplinary collaboration
DTL, an interpretative research paradigm and action research case study
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). Census sampling was used, as all participants
Technology students (n=30) who registered for the subject Oral Anatomy
2
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between the ADP and
strategy was adopted
were first-year Dental
in 2011. In order to

exemplify the teaching-and-learning strategies used, data was gathered by means of observing
students during oral presentations, and through students’ reflective written feedback that was
analysed and grouped into themes. Peer debriefing maintained the trustworthiness of the qualitative
results (Creswell, 2009).
In order to contextualise the events that led to the collaboration between the ADP and DTL, this action
research case study requires a descriptive methodology to outline the background of the study.
1. Background and Rationale of the study
Central to working in a dental laboratory, students need to have a strong knowledge base of the types
of diseases they may be exposed to, and the relevant infection control practices that will need to be
applied. Infectious diseases and infection control practices are therefore a sub-content of the Oral
Anatomy curriculum. Arguments as to whether this content is appropriately positioned in the Oral
Anatomy subject are beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, it is acknowledged that it could be
a contributing factor as to why students are unable to link the conceptual ‘know-why’ of the content to
the context ‘know-how’ of the laboratory practice. In attempting to alleviate this situation, and in
considering the presence of first generation learners in Dental Technology, various pedagogical
practices were utilised to enable students’ to link the theory to the practice. For example in 2010,
students presented work on infectious diseases and infection control processes through a PowerPoint
presentation and a written assignment. The DTL realised that in spite of students submitting
assignments (June 2010), and later presenting their work via PowerPoint (September 2010), a large
number of students had not really engaged with the content, and had simply regurgitated the
knowledge from text-books and/or the internet. Of equal concern, some students reported on
infectious diseases that were not relevant to the context of Dental Technology. Students’ lack of
understanding became evident in her observations in the laboratory, where they were unable to
transfer the theoretical knowledge learnt in lectures to practical tasks. This motivated the DTL to
seek the help of the ADP to improve methods of teaching, learning and assessment that would
facilitate enhanced student learning.
2. The Collaborative Process
In mapping this process, the DTL expressed to the ADP that she wanted to use a different
pedagogical approach to activate students to think and reflect on their discipline-specific knowledge,
while improving academic literacy skills. In guiding the DTL to improve her teaching, learning and
assessment practices, the ADP clarified that in higher education a strong emphasis on the methods
of academic writing has led to ‘…overemphasis on the teaching and analysis of writing…’ (Archer,
2006: 451). To reduce the focus from being on the analysis of academic writing only, the DTL and
ADP identified that a visual mode of meaning-making through a poster would be a more appropriate
method to use. This would be particularly relevant in the context of the vocational training within
Dental Technology. It was perceived that a poster would, and as cited by Archer (2006: 453), ‘convey
information, argue, or propose an idea in a succinct and compact way’, while allowing the content to
be displayed through photographs, charts, graphs and tables. This classroom-based practice would
also afford students the opportunity to express themselves more effectively. The ‘shift from the verbal
to the visual’ could increase the ‘multiplicity and integration of modes of meaning-making’, when
learning discipline-specific areas of work (Archer, 2006: 451). From a professional perspective, and
3
as the curriculum of Dental Technology is also largely regulated by professional bodies , it was
anticipated that the poster presentation would enable students to realise the importance of infection
control beyond the university. The subsidiary benefits of doing a poster presentation were identified
as potentially encouraging communication and group work among the diversified group of students. It
was anticipated that the activity could also enable students to gain presentation skills and to help
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prepare them for their senior levels of study, where they are expected to present lectures to their
peers.
In view of the aforementioned, it was critical to define the respective roles of the ADP and DTL.
Subsequently, it was clarified that the role of the DTL would be to assist the students during group
discussions to make meaning of their research work on infectious diseases. This practice was
designed to afford the students the opportunity to critically engage with the DTL on the professional
knowledge and language of the subject matter. During this process, emphasis would also be placed
on strict compliance with university practices regarding plagiarism and referencing. In supporting the
DTL with her responsibilities, the ADP would concurrently focus on assisting the students with
academic writing and the structural design required for the poster. At the end of the planning phase,
the ADP and DTL recognised the need for students to acquire epistemic access for them to progress
academically.
3. Brief details of the Poster
To promote improved understandings of the purpose of the poster, the title was revised to read like a
scenario, as follows:
“Dental personnel, through occupational exposure may have a 10 times greater risk of
contracting various bacterial and viral infections or immunocompromised infections
and diseases.
Emphasis is therefore placed on consistent adherence to
recommended infection control strategies, including the use of protective barriers and
appropriate methods of sterilisation or disinfection. Such efforts may lead to the
development of safer and more effective work practices, and conditions. As
consultants to a Dental Infection Control company, you have been invited to address
the first-year Dental Technology students at DUT, to educate them on infectious
diseases and on infection control practices.”
The DTL randomly placed students into groups of four or five, and assigned each group a bacterial
and/or viral infection/infectious disease topic. The titles included: Measles, Mumps and Rubella;
HIV/AIDS; Chickenpox and Swine Flu; Tuberculosis; Herpes Simplex: HSV1 and HSV2; Hepatitis A
and C; Hepatitis B; Oral Candidiasis and Halitosis. Student groups were advised to follow the poster
format as defined in their subject guide: introduction, symptoms and cause of spread, general
prevention/proposed infection control measures used in the dental laboratory, treatment/cure and
references.
4. Assessment
To promote an integrated assessment practice, it became apparent that a joint review of both the draft
and final posters was needed to ensure a more integrative evaluation process. The final mark for the
presentation was the average of the marks given by the DTL and ADP. Part of the criteria for the
assessment was that students were also required to display their posters to the DUT community. It
was anticipated that this activity would provide complementary presentation opportunities to augment
the formal presentations, by providing an enriched learning experience outside the classroom. On a
university level, this assessment aligns with the shift towards self-directed learning through a studentcentred approach.
Although this study is predominantly qualitative, quantitative analyses were done to support the
findings of this study. Students’ oral presentation marks were used as a proxy measure to
corroborate whether their subjective experiences of the presentation positively impacted on learning.
Student marks were compared against the 2010 assessment that was done through PowerPoint, and
were statistically analysed using ANOVA with p < 0.05 set as statistically significant. Analysis was
4
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done using SPSS (Version 19 ).
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Outcomes:
The interdisciplinary collaboration between the ADP and DTL was emphasized through the written
feedback. The themes of knowledge, professional/personal skills development, group work, and
facilitators, were identified from the frequency with which each appeared in the feedback from the
students. A summary of the student remarks, some of which are written verbatim, are given below for
each of the themes.
Theme 1: Academic Knowledge and/or Knowledge related to Professional Practice
Students were able to identify various infectious diseases that they now understood more clearly from
their research, and linked these bacterial and viral diseases to laboratory practice: “What I have
experienced is that I learnt about different types of diseases which can affect the dental team as I am
a dental technology student. I now know how to prevent myself from different types of
diseases…infection control in the laboratory is the most important procedure to follow.”; “I learnt
about different types of diseases that can affect the dental team...”; and “As a dental technology
student from now I know some of the diseases that are exposed in dental laboratories, which I must
take good care of myself in my future when working with cases that we dealing with in dental
laboratories.”
Theme 2: Professional/Personal Skills Development
Thoughts and reservations about the presentation were expressed in a constructive manner, with
comments such as: “I was so scared for this day...I was so proud of myself that I was able to present
scientific information and be able to explain it to people in a manner that they can hear and
understand.”; “I think we did not do well on the poster, we had some information that we hided in
ourselves that we did not present. But overall we did our best…in the future I will be more sharp and
effective than today just because I learned from my mistakes and I’m taking it to another phase.”; and
“Today was my first poster presentation and I had to face my worst of standing in front of people and
talk, but it was also a good experience in terms of learning and to give me courage to face my
negative side.”
Theme 3: Group work
The benefits of working in a group were expressed by the students: “I learnt that when working as a
group you have balanced recommendations...”; “I learnt how to work well with the group...we were all
dedicated and willing to do whatever it took to get our poster done well...”; “It taught me to be brave
and to be able to work in a group.”; and “Working as a team needs commitment, time and
understanding. Learn more about your partners and trust him or her.”
Theme 4: Facilitators
Appreciation was expressed for the facilitators’ guidance and support, with comments ranging from
having the opportunity to present research, to: “I appreciate my lecturer... for making me and my
fellow classmates do this poster presentation because she has prepared us for second year as well
as the world at large” and “I have captured some few skills from my...lecturer and other moderator
with their comments to us, they helped to develop self confidence and now I believe in myself.”
In comparison to the previous year (2010), where assessment was done through PowerPoint and
assignments, student marks improved through the poster (p < 0.05). The ANOVA test performed
revealed p = 0.012, indicating the difference in mean values was significant.
Discussion and Conclusion:
According to Northedge and McArthur (2009, p. 117) “the purpose of teaching is to support the
student in learning how to participate in a relevant knowledge community – establishing an
unthreatening atmosphere which encourages students to risk “mistakes” as they try out new
meanings”. This study resonates with Northedge and McArthur, particularly from the perspective of
the efforts made by ADP and DTL to explore and use a different classroom-based practice to facilitate
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epistemological access to discipline-specific knowledge. The students raised this through the
‘facilitators’ theme, by their acknowledgement that the DTL and ADP were able to assist them to draw
on the know-how knowledge of their discipline in support of their personal development.
From the perspective of ‘knowledge related to professional practice’, the ADP and DTL anticipated
that the poster would enable students to make the connection between the conceptual ‘know-why’ of
their subject and the contextual ‘know-how’ of their laboratory practice (Gamble, 2006). This is
significant in a vocational programme like Dental Technology, and is supported by the students’
feedback. Students acknowledged that they were able to link their discipline-specific theory to
laboratory practice. This is particularly important within the context of teaching-and-learning of Oral
Anatomy, which, and as cited by Archer (2006, p. 455), “generally creates a disjunction between
everyday common-sense knowledge and the systematised knowledge of the discipline”. Additionally,
presenting the poster to the DUT community empowered the students to acquire general skills that
are often sought after by employers (Jansen, 2012). Such skills include working as part of a team,
taking a leadership role, interpersonal and communication skills, and presenting in a more public
arena. Comments from students illustrated this point, for example, “It was a great experience to
share my research on TB with the public and with my classmates. It means a lot to me sharing the
poster to the public and for the fact that they listened to us. The public took us seriously”; and “It was
my first time speaking in public, with different kinds of people, so I think this was a positive thing to do,
I enjoyed it a lot, it was fun”.
The SASSE report (2010) highlighted that close to 75% of DUT students were first generation
learners. In their awareness of this point, the ADP and DTL’s concern that this would impact on the
‘at risk’ position of Dental Technology students was, to a certain extent, supported by their feedback.
Students expressed that the poster presentation alerted them to their mistakes in learning disciplinespecific content, while forcing them to confront their fears and anxieties of the professional world of
practice. This realisation enhanced the development of their professional/personal skills. For
example, a student reported that the poster experience helped to build their confidence and
empowered them to present, “…in a professional way especially using dental language in a correct
manner”. In addition, and in support of the research findings, student assessment marks served as
potential indicators in suggesting that the ‘at risk’ identity of students for the Infection Control task was
reduced through the Oral Poster Presentation (p < 0.05). Perhaps this is an area for further research
to systematically analyse the interdisciplinary collaboration between higher education practitioners in
improving students’ epistemological access to knowledge, while potentially reducing their ‘at-risk’
identity.
In conclusion, this small-scale empirical study demonstrates that the oral poster presentation provides
a strategy that can potentially reduce the ‘at risk’ identity of students by nurturing their learning, whilst
empowering them to behave like professionals. Epistemologically, the study suggests that the DTL
and ADP have established the means to cultivate a learning milieu by utilising pedagogies that
encourage meaningful student learning experiences.
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Abstract
This paper considers the impact of internet search engine retrieval methods on the research
skills of the new millennia student. This is a real teaching and learning challenge now being
addressed by research educators.
We have identified that art and design students research behaviour centres round feeding the
computer search engines and not engaging with primary research. We are at risk of students relying
wholly on digitised research as the tools for this exist. If we do not take the lead in developing robust
pedagogical approaches in the design of learning digital aides we will find ourselves as educators
adapting to embedded/entrenched research behaviour of the new millennials a surface learning
model. “Google now channels millions and millions of people to the information they need, on a scale
that dwarfs any library, publishing or newspaper effort. The tail (the retrieval system) is wagging the
dog to within an inch of its life” (Nicholas, Rowlands, Withey, & Dobrowplski, 2008, p. 5).
Our research seeks to challenge the surface learning of the new millennials. A prominent
method is based on emergent learning theory centring round dialogue and interaction between
student and educator. This approach of collective enterprise and collaborative learning is no longer
tutor centred.
This study presents our research of art and design students. The study looks at comparisons
between tutor expectations and student learning experience within the fashion study field. It will
investigate ways to engage the fashion student to move beyond the ‘attentional’ gate of surface
learning considering such methods as embed spaces for thinking and reflecting, contributing
information, socialising and learning. The study tracks the research process of fashion students and
investigates teaching methods to guide them in their navigation through infinite unedited fashion
related information.
The discussion will centre round issues we have identified that arise from the student perspective
of what is valid research. The research has been carried out with undergraduate students from four
courses in collaboration with museum archives over an eighteen month period. The student learning
experience has been investigated by observing formal teaching and learning sessions. Evidence was
gathered through informal observations, film, questionnaires and interviews in the form of exploratory
and qualitative.
The boundaries between socialising and researching are blurring due to Web 2.0 technology.
Students focus on feeding the computer search engines and not engaging with primary research. We
need to rethink when and where our tutor interventions take place to scaffold the student learning
experience and engagement.
Introduction
Imagine this...
“If you need to contact somebody during the day of the museum visit you will have to use the village
phone-box!” This was a tutors briefing to students to explain that they would need to be aware that for
several hours whilst visiting the museum they would be disconnected from their digital networks (due
to remoteness of location). Digital connectivity is increasingly becoming the norm for the millennials.
Howe and Strauss (2003, p. 1) describe the millennials as optimistic team-orientated, high achieving
rule followers. Jones & Binhui (2011, p. 4) note the most interesting recurrent characteristics of the
millennial include core values of community and technology. Those values combined to create a
generation that is digitally networked whilst living in the physical in almost all they do.
Rooted in the physical
We live in a physical world a tactile environment that we are connected to; and experience. We make
sense of our physical environment by cognitively processing information from our senses. Multiple
sensory deficit results in altering our experience of the physical environment but through transference
of situated cognition we reconstruct our perception. The disablement of sensory receptors creates
cognitive dissonance that becomes the motivator for cognitive and situational learning to re-establish
the preferred state off homeostasis. Maintaining a basic state of homeostasis is an instinctive
motivator of all living beings. John Dewey in 1934 (2005, p. 12) stated that “the career and destiny of
a living being are bound up with its interchanges with its environment not externally but in the most
intimate way” the emotions of experience.
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The digital revolution is challenging the accepted order of knowledge creation and learning and the
reliance on memory. This is a paradigm shift we are tousling with as tutors to reconstruct our teaching
practice. We need to embrace the outsourcing of information via digital resources, but develop the
transferable skills of retrieval methods the development of the ‘what and how to skills’ in our students.
Technological advances have always altered our experience and engagement with the physical
environment; where once we toiled the soil to feed our family now we log on to a supermarket website
bring up our regular shopping list adapt it in minutes and place the order to be delivered; the
fundamental outcome is the same we feed our family. We accept that somebody else toils the soil and
selects the specific product, we no longer need to have this intimate engagement with the physical
environment we have an alternative. What we are not saying is that we are not engaging with our
environment but that our engagement and therefore our experience is different; we have more leisure
time to engage with the physical environment for leisure based emotional experience. We are in fact
employing ‘old’ knowledge in new ways in response to our current understanding of our relationship
with the physical world. If this is an age old problem then what is the specific challenge of today? If as
Nicholas David suggests “An internet year is just seven weeks”(Nicholas, 2011,9.55min).The speed of
technological change is the specific problem
Fear of ‘new to you’ technology often results in extreme responses either all embracing and rejection
of perceived ‘old’ technology or rejection of the ‘new to you’ technology in favour of the ‘old’ way. It is
not as simple as sitting on one side or the other of the argument and defending your stand point your
preference is your own but the defensive behaviour of reject and repulsion is in anticipation of
cognitive dissonance.
The tools of our age shape our perception and experience of the physical environment. Through this
process of shaping we shift our understanding of what is useful knowledge to have and what can be
retained in storage should we need it or find a new use for it. Retrieval of knowledge is key! How can
we retrieve information/knowledge that we are unaware of and have no memory of? This focuses our
learning paradigm to be constructed round interaction and operation of retrieval systems exterior to
our situated cognition giving rise to the importance of transference. Engestrom and Cole argue that
“issues of transfer become issues of dialogical problem solving, hybridization, and formation of new
concepts across boundaries in practice” (1997, p. 307).
The knowledge is inextricably linked to our physical environment either contributing to the order or
tools to protect us or helping us to exist. A generation is a product of its environment as Howe and
Strauss (Howe & Strauss, 2007, p. 50) explain the “millennials will have more of a knack for
cooperation and organisation than for out-of-the-box initiative. They will tend to treat co-workers as
partners rather than rivals”. Howe and Strauss go on to suggest that if the boomer and x-generations
could adapt to the millennial work style then this has the potential to increase economic productivity. It
is the boomers and x-generation that are teaching the millenials we need to acknowledge the
generation differences and use this to inform where effective intervention can take place. If we can
develop as co-workers with millennials then by using a connectionist paradigm with situated cognition
creating greater cognitive transference (St. Julien, 1997).
Wired to the digital
Discussions around the impact of digital technology on young learners have been prevalent for
decades. Digital technology has had a prominent and irreversible impact on the lives of the
millennials, it could be said that they have been digitally wired since birth. Millennials are often
perceived as interacting with digital technology intuitively, this continuous interactivity with digital
technology has even raised suggestions that it may affect their brains, even suggesting they are
becoming hard wired differently as a result (Carr, 2010; Prensky, 2001a, 2001b).
Marc Prensky (2001a) suggests the use of the term Digital Natives to describe this new generation
due to their intuitive use of technology, describing the proceeding generation as Digital Immigrants,
those who have not known digital technology from birth but are now living and working with it, gaining
the skills required to become effective operators. He has gone on to predict a future in which the
distinction between the native and the immigrant will change as wisdom seekers become the digitally
wise (Prensky, 2009).“Digital wisdom is a twofold concept, referring both to wisdom arising from the
use of digital technology to access cognitive power beyond our innate capability and to wisdom in the
prudent use of technology to enhance our capabilities.” (Prensky, 2009,para.2)
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The Millennial generation of student appear empowered by the digital technologies, they may
potentially be able to research without entering the library building, communicate without leaving their
room and see lectures without meeting their tutor face to face. As Tapscott (2009) points out people
can now: ‘organize themselves, publish themselves inform themselves and share with their friendswithout an authority to instruct them’ (Tapscott, 2009, p. 307). Brenda Gourley (2010) explains
technology has provided (mostly across the Northern Hemisphere) opportunities to enable widening
participation. ‘We can harness many minds from many places and cultures and disciplines to focus on
the complex and difficult problems of today's world’ (Gourley, 2010,Technology section, para.3).
Digital technology will continue to introduce vast quantities of innovative and radically different tools,
which the new generations of student will probably intuitively embrace, engage with and react to. Yet
Neil Selwyn suggests there is a clear need to maintain a balance ‘to approach the digital native
literature with caution’ (2009, p. 376). ‘Adults should not feel threatened by younger generations’
engagement with digital technologies, any more than young people should feel constrained by the
“pre-digital” structures of older generations’ (Selwyn, 2009, p. 376). Rather Selwyn suggests a need
to promote grounded portrayals of young people’s complex use of technology, for realistic research
alternatives to the digital native research discourse.
Signals indicating changes in our students due to current learning tools have been seen (Oblinger,
2003; Prensky, 2001a, 2001b; Tapscott, 1998).Therefore predicting students growing lack of
engagement with traditional teaching methods may appear quite obvious. Students constant
connection to multi layered quick response digital technology that they can interact with directly; and
our teaching methods sit still and listen to the teacher,(Tapscott, 2009, p. 308) appear at odds and
cannot be fully engaging and enticing university paying student customers to learn. Brenda Gourley
(2010) considering the wealth of online resources and academic roles uses the term ‘navigator’ to
describe the role the academic must now hold. ‘The quality of the selected content and the quality of
the learning experience and its outcome are consequences of the intervention, not the withdrawal, of
the guiding hand of the teacher’(Gourley, 2010,Teaching and Learning, para.4) In order to educate
the new learner universities must consider how the new learners are learning and what is engaging
them to learn.
The engaging with primary research project
This paper reports on stage 2 findings of an ongoing study across four fashion undergraduate courses
total number of undergraduate students 481. The students for this experiment are from year one. The
research hypothesis is; if access to digital search engines was removed what effect would this have
on student research process.
Aim
The aim of stage 2 was to conduct a controlled experiment gathering cause and effect evidence. The
experiment was developed to parallel and validate the initial finding from stage 1. Observations in
stage 1 noted that the student approach to the study exercise lacked any formally observed
discussion around the groups study methodology. In stage 2 the experiment was adapted to focus on
tracking the student research process and methodology with varied levels of tutor intervention. The
intention being to evaluate the impact of tutor intervention on student research skills whilst isolated
from internet search engines.
Participants
Eighty four undergraduate year one students from the fashion department (from 3 courses)
representing 49%, all students belong to the millennial generation. In addition 6 participating tutors, 3
participating museum associates (1 museum staff, 1 archive curator, 1 collection specialist) were
engaged in the project.
Methodology
We returned to the museum site used in Stage 1 of the project. The museum is situated in a remote
place by the North Yorkshire Moors, England where there is no access to the wireless internet or
mobile signal. This site was critical to the experiment as it provided an environment that could be
controlled, preventing access to internet resources and mobile communication.
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Students were put into groups ensuring representation from all three courses in each group, with eight
or nine in each. On site at the museum we had arranged to split the groups across two locations that
we will call A&B.
On arrival staff where split into two teams one for each study area:


Staff team A in study area A with tutor intervention: None of the staff had been to the museum
before, they were all briefed to identify one group to work with closely acting as a co worker
and a second group to advise and support (tutor supported) but not to act as a co worker. All
selected separate groups in their location. We recognise that having tutors operating to
slightly different directions for the 2 types of study groups in location A did mean that the tutor
supported group were going to have degree of influence on their behaviour from being in
close proximity to the co-working groups.



Staff team B in study area B with no tutor intervention: The staff were briefed to be on hand
when students needed support (unsupported). The staff team were deliberately briefed not to
be co workers. This was to allow for a control group operation under equal conditions to those
operated in stage 1 of the experiment.

All staff and students were presented with the same project brief on the day. The museum associate
floated between the two study areas.
Evidence was gathered on the day through observations by 2 researchers, 1 in each location. This
research was then analysed at half hour intervals (records of snap shots of student conversations and
photographic evidence). This was followed up five days later with groups presenting their research
work. After presenting the work student groups took part in an informal semi structured interview this
was filmed. The influence and bias imposed on the 2 different types of study group in location A was
managed by analysing both the student conversations and work they finally presented.
Research findings
The findings from the experiment have been divided into three areas methodology, research and
engagement with observations of each of the three intervention study groups (Figure 1).
Post research day evaluation presents findings on student group communication during 5 days to final
submission and the final submission observations (Figure 2).

Project Part 1 Research day without digital resources
Intervention
study Co-worker
groups
-Methodology discussed with
Methodology
focus on investigating the objects
-Recording observations mostly
Research
by sketch and note taking some
purposeful photography took
place

Engagement

-Engagement in the study
maintained for 2 hours

Tutor supported

Unsupported

-Methodology focused on
outcome
-Sketching but not close up
inspection of object some
photography

-Methodology focused on
outcome to get the job done
-Photographing objects
continued throughout total
period
-More passive approach to
taking information given

- Engagement in the study
maintained for almost 2
hours
-Students more static and
quieter than other groups in
location A
-Social chat observed after
half an hour

-Engagement lost after 1
hour with half the group
wandering off about the
museum.
-Students chat moves from
focus over outcome to social
chat after an hour

Figure 1. Project Part 1 Research day without digital resources
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Project Part 2 Post research day final presentations and feedback
Intervention study groups
Co-worker
Tutor supported
Communication
-All communicated via
-All communicated via
Facebook
Facebook
Final submission
-Depth of research informing
-Recorded objects placed in
observations
practice
front of them
-Research informed by
-Research informed by
secondary research
secondary research

Unsupported
-All communicated via
Facebook
--Recorded objects placed in
front of them
-Research limited to on the
day findings

Figure 2. Project Part 2 Post research day final presentations and feedback

Summary of findings
Without the presence of the internet and digital learning resources the constructed experiment sort to
investigate the impact of tutor interventions on the primary research investigation process.
Stage 1 identified certain behavioural traits in student participants:
 computer first behaviour – digitise it first, investigate later, the myth that digital information
must be correct
 time - the tendency to rush, the perception of being time poor

the blurring of boundaries between socialising and researching
(Allen & Evans, 2011)
Stage 2 presented in this paper focused on understanding the impact of tutor intervention.
Methodology
Students working in the groups as co-workers with tutors developed clearer strategies for
investigating the set of objects and considered the methodology in relation to their individual study
perspectives. Student comment: “I like to start with something I see myself” referring to handling the
object.
Tutor supported and unsupported groups focused their discussions about their methodological
approach around the outcome and the ease in which they could achieve this ‘to get the job done’
(Figure 1) Student comments: “We don’t need to spend much time on this!” “Then that can be the
easiest thing we can do at the moment”
Research
Clear differences were observed between the co-working groups and the tutor supported and
unsupported groups in that without direct intervention the students were quick to photograph the
object (Figure 1) Student comments: “I am taking a photo of this so I know what it is”, “Found an
interesting page, I will take a picture of it” this is the same ‘snap happy’ behaviour noted in the
previous experiment in stage 1 (Allen & Evans, 2011). One student in location B was observed taking
photos of a museum information panel in sections to read it later on the computer.
Students in one of the tutor supported groups were heard saying “No point in doing what we don’t
have to” however the work ethic was maintained by all groups in location A for a significantly longer
period this suggests that whilst the student methodology of the Tutor supported groups was closer to
the unsupported groups they were influenced to study for longer because of the work ethic of the coworking groups.
Engagement
Engagement differences were significant; students in both co-working groups and tutor supported
which were based in the same location (location A) studied intently for 2 hours compared to 1 hour by
the unsupported group. This is an indicator of the engagement and the impact of tutor intervention
(Figure 1). When the archive curator entered location A, after 1 hour of being in location B, he
exclaimed “looks very industrious in here!” There was a clear difference observed between the study
focus in the two locations.
Post research experiment - Self directed study
Looking at the student research project outcomes there is evidence to suggest that where tutors coworked with students the student’s developed research that was of a greater depth and even showing
signs of informing their own practice (Figure 2). Students in the co-working groups were more inclined
to study the objects in detail using different methods to record their observations, where as those in
the unsupported groups photographed objects to draw later; if they worked on them at all (Figure 1).
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In the interviews all groups said they communicated via ‘facebook’ (social networking website) and did
not meet up again until just before the presentation. When asked what further research they had done
if any, the response was ‘internet’ from all. One student said “I ‘Googled’ but I couldn’t find anything
on overlocking so perhaps it was called something different” Others explained they drew from the
images they took. The students in the unsupported groups submitted work that they had completed
on the day of the museum visit. Some even said they hadn’t had time to research further.
Where tutors co-worked with students, the students were able to make better connections with the
objects. In the following days that provided a period for further research and reflection some of these
students where able to connect their primary research to possibilities and ideas for their own practice.
Discussion and Conclusion - Creating the Future together
Universities see their boundaries with the wider world blurring due to technical, economic and
environmental development. Universities work within the realms of what is coined by Ronald Barnett
(2000) as ‘supercomplexity’. It is a higher order complexity in which we have to find ways of living and
even prospering, if we can, in a world in which our very frameworks are continually tested and
challenged’ (Barnett, 2000, p. 76). Universities have learnt to understand and manage amid
supercomplexity but they need to continue to recognise and respond to the value structure that allow
for this (Barnett, 2000, p. 83). As the world in which our graduates will work, will be not only
supercomplex, but rapidly changing, they need adaptable skills and the motivation along with the
ability for transference of knowledge. Neil Selwyn (2011) has suggested that ‘digital technology often
turns out to be more a problem changer than a problem solver. So understanding the notion of
‘change’ should be another key element of engaging fully with education and technology’ (Selwyn,
2011, p. 55).
Today’s students live their lives in the physical whilst being almost constantly attached to the digital.
They progress along learning life lines finding themselves constantly fluxing on a motion pendulum
that swings between digital and physical experiences. As Dewey (2005, p. 12) states “the career and
destiny of a living being are bound up with its interchanges with its environment not externally but in
the most intimate way” the emotions of experience. As Howe and Strauss (2007, p. 47) suggest the
millennials are a hero generation that grow up protected. Protected children which question less and
are more risk adverse than other generations. The research presented in this paper together with
earlier research in stage 1 (Allen & Evans, 2011) indicates that this affects their enquiring minds in the
research process they are much more reliant on digitised information even so far as saying they
digitise things they see to validate they have seen it. It is the secondary digital information that they
then work from to make an observation investigation.
In the research experiment we can see that even with small study groups students benefit greatly
from tutor intervention, with it helping them investigate to a greater depth physical objects. Left
unsupported they instinctively ‘digitise’ the object to prove they have seen it, then work independently
away from tutors working from the digitised image. With tutor intervention there is purpose to the
digital photography they are considering what and why before taking the picture and considering how
this might fit with study notes and visual sketch enquiry.
We now need to consider how the wisdom of each generation can be capitalised on. The millennials
being the digitally wise bring their experience of the digital environment and the preceding boomer
and x-generation who we suggest are the physically wise, bring their experience of the physical
environment.
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Figure 3. Learning pendulum.

If we consider a notional pendulum of learning that needs to maintain a momentum to cope with the
ebb and flow of our digital and physical environments. In order to make sense of our world and
maintain a state of homeostasis we need to maintain this momentum. As tutors we can affect that
momentum for our students and slow it down, we illustrate this with our learning pendulum model
(Figure 3). The research shows the students instinct for digital, and to digitise if it is not digital, the
momentum here is fast. As the pendulum changes direction there is a pause point where we suggest
is the opportunity for tutor intervention, to alter and slow down the momentum. This period is a natural
point for reflection but needs to conclude timely with direction for what to look for, or engage with, in
the digital to bring back to the physical for reflection, discussion and critical thinking. The pause point
in the digital can have exactly the same impetus by reflection on what has been done in the digital
environment, this too could be an intervention point but digitally based. By constructing pause-points
where intervention can take place we can stimulate the cognitive processing and develop greater
depth of enquiry and investigation in both the physical and digital environments.
We should not be afraid of the students’ digital wisdom but if we co-work with them as their
preference is for collaboration and co-working, then we can guide and develop their enquiring mind as
they can digitally educate us the tutor. The student engagement conflict lies in the clash of the
generational teaching and learning methods. Students’ live in a fast paced multifaceted digital world
they cannot sit still and listen, nor do they want to. Their motivation is to get in and get out quick as we
observed with the digitising of objects. If we can overcome the fear of the generations (which is
natural) and come together in collaborative learning, the sum of the outcome can be greater than its
parts.
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Title:Inter-professional learning in nursing education: An experience to Indian Nursing students through
inter-professional learning (IPL) visitors from UK.
Authors: Dr. Angela Gnanadurai,Rosalind
Abstract:Introduction: Effective care in hospitals and in the community requires doctors, nurses and
other health care professionals to work together to achieve possible outcomes for patients. This paper
brings out various benefits experienced by Indian nursing students through planned and executed IPL
visiting students from UK. Objectives include that the awareness and sensitivity, and share knowledge
and skills.Method: The link between Canterbury Christ Church University and CSI College of Nursing , Dr.
Somervell Memorial CSI Medical College were established 6 years ago. Health and social care
undergraduates students from 7-9 pathways have been coming to India for 2 weeks for the past 5 years.
2-3 faculties were incharge of the program in India and UK .Qualitative approach of evaluation is used.
Indian nursing students were selected randomly using inclusion criteria and posted along with the health
care students from UK (17-25). Process: Various postings were planned for the UK students along with
the Indian students. Feedback sessions were conducted for both the students separately, following their
postings. At the end of their postings, self developed, open ended questionnaire was administered for
both the students.It was followed by focus group discussions for the Indian students. The results: The
response from UK and Indian students were content analysed. The following theme on benefits aroused.
They are enhancement of inter-professional learning(IPL), Peer assisted learning, culture shock, self
development, passion for confidence, specific benefits to Indian students and limits of clinical
supervision. Conclusion: Evaluation evidence from a number of studies confirms that the above findings
on shared learning at under graduate level can indeed change attitude and increase understanding
about roles of other professionals when based on sound educational principal. More research is needed
to confirm assumptions and convince policy-makers that the effort is worthwhile.
Key words: Education, inter-professional learning
Introduction: An educational visit was made by a group of students representing all seven-nine
professional pathways on an inter-professional learning programme in health and social care at
Canterbury Christ University to a hospital in India. Inter-professional clinical supervision groups were
organized in order to support. Many of whom had no experience of interacting with students from
abroad, in an environment they were anticipated to find emotionally challenging. At the close of the
visit , following informal observation of a degree of inter-professional learning that had not been
anticipated, qualitative data were collected by means of an opportunistically administered
questionnaire that yielded insights into the quality of the learning- cultural, inter-professional and
personal- that had resulted. This data indicated multiple benefits, some quite unexpected, interprofessional, for all involved;the aim of this paper is to present and discuss these. There are significant
implications for health and social care education , including the value of interacting with international
students and interprofessional clinical supervision.
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From March 2008, a party of 17-23 and 3-4 staff, representing all eight pathways on the Interprofessional learning programme (IPL) at the Canterbury Christ Church University, visiting the Dr.
Somervell Memorial CSI Medical College Hospital in India. Interprofessional working is defined by CAIPE
(1997) as occasions when two or more professions learn from and about each other to improve
collaboration and quality of care, and the students volunteered from pathways in a single educational
programme comprising studies in occupational programme comprising studies in occupational therapy,
midwifery, social work, operating department, speech therapy, play therapy, diagnostic radiography,
and adult, child and mental health nursing.This two-week visit was the second of its kind, reflecting the
well-established relationship between the university and diocese of south of South Kerala (Scoffham and
Barnes, 2008)The objectives of the programme for Indian students during the visit by IPL students and
faculty from Christ Church university UK from 2008 till now are:1. An opportunity to discuss and know
the delivery of health and social care in UK,2. Encouragement to develop cross-cultural sensitivity,
3. Skill-sharing between the Indian students and professional and their UK counterparts and 4.the
enhancement of inter-professional learning . Experience of previous visits had highlighted the difficulties
faced by the Indian and IPL students and faculties from UK in the context of culture differences, value
differences, habits and styles of communication, and as a result on this occasion regular clinical
supervision groups were planned. Clinical supervision has been described as “a formal process of
professional support and learning which enables individual practitioners to develop knowledge and
competence, assume protection and safety of care in complex clinical situation.(Great Britain DOH
1993:3). Only a few days passed before it became clear from these groups that the Indian students along
with UK students were accumulating a considerable amount of learning not just about local health and
social care but also about each other’s professional roles .As a result the faculty incharge administered a
questionnaire at the end of the visit concerning the quality and breadth of the student’s learning. The
obtained data from the programme from 2008 till now had informed the current paper.The data
obtained at the end of the visit from 2008-2012 has provided the fuller understanding of the experience
through the collection of qualitative information. In this situation , the context for the Indian students
was in direct contrast to their normal learning environment. The Indian students experiences during the
study vist of the UK students to India is with a broad aim to enhance quality programme during the
future visit .
Background & literature: The design of the study visit programme was based on the value of practice
based inter-professional education.Barr’s(2000) analysis of evaluations of inter-professional education
found that direct benefits for service users were more likely to raise from work-based inter-professional
education(equalent to the postings arranged for Indian and UK students during IPL visits)Other studies
have highlighted benefits in the perceived knowledge gains of students from different professions
working together in student teams, in comparison with students from one profession being placed
within inter-professional teams of practitioners (Sharland and Taylor, 2007). Peer- assisted learning has
been identified as a useful adjunct to traditional teaching in higher education (Boud et al.,1996), and
was exploited here both in the pattern of placement allocation and the constitution of the clinical
supervision groups. It was anticipated that whilst these groups would also offer a place of containment
for emotion, the reflective opportunities thereby offered would also enhance learning (Proctor, 2008).
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Time spent together in class and social activities was identified by Pekukonis et al.(2008) as helpful in
developing students’ inter-professional cultural competence, through enabling them to see each other
as persons as well as professionals.Though the literature on transcultural clinical supervision is still in its
infancy (Hawkins and Shohet, 2006)evidence concerning the benefits of interacting with overseas
visitors for the education of staff, students, and health care ,social care professional is available and
demonstrate deep learning, and development of knowledge and understanding that can occur
(Scoffham &Barnes, 2008,2009)
Methods: In planning for the IPL programme with UK faculty and students, the III Diploma and the II1
BSc(N) students who were above average in their academic and clinical performance were selected and
requested to volunteer to be a part of the programme according to the number of UK students .They
were met 2-4 times and introduced about the programme, spoken English was taught and were involved
in preparation to receive the team from UK. In UK, second and third year undergraduate students from
7-9 pathways identified, above were invited to apply for the place. 17-23 students each year accepted
and two meetings took place to prepare them for the experience and to enable the students to meet
each other and the staff who were to accompany them. In addition it was explained that interprofessional learning should result, and the students would benefit from the placement opportunities
that they would not have in the normal course of their programme. The value base of the visit was also
discussed with students, with explicit emphasis based on the importance of acting with respect and
sensitivity at all times as guests in another culture. Indian students were partnered on the arrival of UK
students and faculty in India and guided them to the provisions of the hospital. The UK students were in
addition allocated to their placements in small inter-professional groups; an anticipated outcome of
both arrangements was an appreciable effect on peer- assisted learning. A timetable was drawn up and
amended daily, giving the students’ placement experience in as many different wards and services as
possible. Logistics dictated in the present programme that the students were divided for the purpose of
clinical supervision into two groups, each facilitated by one faculty from India and UK. And the plan was
to facilitate supervision every evening following a day in practice for both the students separately.
Some days had been set aside for site seeing. The groups met 4-6 pm for 4-5 times .How ever , it was the
students’ contributions to their groups- and several encounters outside them- that generated the notion
of gathering data on their learning, and thus the questionnaire. The questionnaire was developed by
faculty from CSI College of Nursing, and Christ Church University, Canterbury ,UK. It comprised seven
open questions on the extent related to student’s learning , with opportunities for students to elaborate
the area of interest and need .Questions addressed the issues such as local culture and practices.Interprofessional working, awareness of other professionals role, utility of clinical supervision such as support
measure and self awareness. Except few from UK, all the others gave consent for using the data for
study purposes. Additionally, the purpose of this study document an understanding , a qualitative
methodology was adopted.The unique nature of this project with a very intensive character of the
interaction ment that the faculties involved as researchers from UK and Kerala were immersed in the
context and social world in which the study took place. Data were Qualitatively examined by two raters
independently of each other , using a thematic analysis analogus to Colaizzi’s(1978)method. The fact
that from UK and Indian raters- for convenience-were members of the accompanying staff team; in
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addition their involvement is supported by the identification of the importance of qualitative
researchers of immersion (Holloway and Wheeler, 2002:13).
Results: The analytical process were reinforced by anecdote and the raters own reflective journals, and
yielded the following themes:1.the shock of difference,2.the enhancement of inter-professional
learning,3. The benefits of peer- assisted learning,4.considerable growth in self awareness and
increased passion and confidence. The shock of the difference was something that affected the majority
of the students- if not all of them-deeply. One UK student commended ‘I especially realised this when
watching a birth ….I was shocked at the way the patient behaved such as not making much noise and
not asking for pain killers or air or gas etc.’ Another Indian student stated, ‘The culture and practices in
India are so different to those of the India which for a long time I found very overwhelming. ‘The word
difficult appeared repeatedly in the questionnaire responses, suggesting the extent of the challenge to
the expectations of the UK students, whereas it was not so with the Indian students. Particularly striking
was the inter-professional learning that the student claimed. This was accounted for in detail by some
respondents from UK and India such as the UK student who recorded,’ I have been able to identify the
common values held by other students and professions and see that although we all work in different
settings many of our aims and believes are similar in nature. Similarly an Indian student reported that
the inter-professional learning accruing to this interaction with students from UK was ‘the best in two
years of class room teaching ‘. Another Indian student expressed ,’I have learnt better things through
this programme ‘.The same student was later noticed to sing for the baby assigned to her in nursery, to
put the baby into sleep, saying that I have learnt it from my UK friend during the IPL posting. The
benefits of peer-assisted learning (Jacobsen et al.,2009) have been much discussed in recent years, and
this was the mechanism underlying the students’ exposure to greater understanding of each other’s
pathways.’working together allowed us all share our knowledge and gain a wider knowledge of the
health care system. I was able to learn many new skills. Was a typical comment. Many students
indicated in their responses to the first question on the questionnaire (what did you expect to gain from
this IPL programme?) that they had hoped for some gain in terms of personal development , and indeed
many UK students claimed that they had become more self –aware. A characteristic observation by UK
student was’ I have learnt that I do not need all the luxuries at home to survive, a more unusual one.
Several students from India and UK claimed that the programme had resulted in increased passion for,
confidence in their practice.,’ this two weeks programme has refreshed passion for my work’., Another
student from India felt that her explanations to her peers had ‘showed me I know more than I thought’.
At a broader level, however, it did appear that the implication of clinical supervision for the students
had been beneficial, one of them summarizing, ’clinical supervision helped express thought and feelings
on what was observed. Never having had it before was an insight and helpful.’ Clinical supervision also
supported the development of inter- professional learning , as indicated by a non nursing student from
UK, who commented on what had been explained to her in one of the meetings regarding blood
pressure monitors she had seen on the wards earlier,’ clinical supervision assisted in this as I was given
the chance to question things I did’t understand. ‘Most students benefited from this IPL programme,
they were more confident within their own developing Professional roles(Ponzer et al.,2004; Towend
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,2005) and that these students were the more senior in age and experience; this was the observation of
the faculties.
Discussion: One of the aims of this programme during the visit by team from UK had been to encourage
the development of cross cultural sensitivity. Leinoen (2006) identifies the importance of international
nursing exchange programmes in enabling nurses to develop an increased awareness of the global
community. An enhanced understanding of other cultures has been identified as germane not only to
the development of individual professional skill in contemporary health care, but also to the
development of more sensitive models of delivery (Lamiani, 2008). However , there is a danger that
exposure to this kind of visit, arousing strong emotions which at times were experienced as ‘shock’ on
encountering such striking differences in health care, culture and living conditions, may serve to inhibit
rather than encourage sensitivity to diversity . The data collected indicate that the clinical supervision
groups, supplemented by the frequent informal conversation that took place, were significant in
providing the students with the spaces for reflection and the processing of emotions as well as
opportunities for learning from each other. The emotional impact on the students of their observation
was a common theme in the group discussions .The openness to learning may be facilitated or inhibited
by the strong emotions is commonly recognized in literature on learning (Moon, 2004).Scoffham and
Barnes (2008)also report similar powerful emotional responses from education students on visits to
India, and cite a number of neuro-scientific and psychological studies in their discussion of the
significance of emotions in cognition and learning. In addition , the relevance to learning of the process
of containment is highlighted by Wilfred Bion (cited in Pietroni, 1995);it is through the experience of an
alternative relationship that the individual is enabled to feel safe enough to digest and reflect upon
incoming information. It appears from students’ comments that the clinical supervision groups and
informal discussions were able to provide a level of containment for their unsetting emotions and
thoughts. Discussions in the clinical supervision group from UK frequently centered on the perceived
differences in cultural norms. Observations of apparent stoicism in the face of pain , unquestioned
acceptance of medical opinion,, the frequent presence and involvement of families in the health care of
the patients, and encountering perspectives and practices in sharp contrast to their experience in UK,
both moved and disturbed the students. The discussions with the Indian students mostly were centered
around the cultural differences and difference in delivery of health care between UK and India was
expressed as ‘it looks that their health care delivery system is more personalized. Other areas were the
faculty student relationship, the availability of health care at UK, sensitivity towards individual’s need,
difference of health problems between India and UK and self confidence among UK students during
discussion on individual patient care. Students from India took time to develop rapport with their
clinical partners from UK. They were able to express the warmth shown to them by UK students by
stating “they were very supportive.
In a brief programme such as this it is debatable how much actual cultural understanding and
competence may be gained by students . However , there is evidence from the questionnaires and
group discussions that some at least of the students felt challenged by their experiences to question
themselves and some UK and Indian health care practices. Relevant to this is the view put forward by
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Tervalon and Murray-Gracia (1998: 123) that training should encourage students to grow not merely in
cultural competence, based on the acquisition of knowledge, but in cultural humility, based on selfawareness and willingness to question and self – reflect. They argue that knowledge alone of other
cultures is not enough, where as cultural humility incorporates a lifelong commitment to self –
evaluation and critique, together with attention to power imbalances and engagement in reflective,
patient focussed practice and partnership with communities. It is hoped therefore that these
experiences and reflections will have a lasting impact for the students on both their cultural sensitivity
and their ability to challenge unhelpful practices in the UK and India. The significant level of interprofessional learning identified by some students from learning together in practice situation is
consistent with studies mentioned earlier(Barr, 2000; Sharland and Taylor,2007). Views expressed by
students on this visit also echo the findings of the study by Jacobson el al.(2009)of a Danish interprofessional training unit, where students from different professions working together with a patient
explained to each other what they were doing and used their knowledge in teaching each other. That
study found that the process of explaining each other what they were doing and used their knowledge
in teaching each other. That study found that the process of explaining and clarifying their actions forced
students to reflect on their own work, which then enhanced their learning about their own professional
role as well as each other’s. This phenomenon was very much reflected in the questionnaire data
discussed above. The customery counsel that the size of the group should be limited to no more than
seven (e.g.Hawkin and Shohet,2006;Proctor,2008) is additionally pertinent to the experiences described
above; along with the accompanying faculty with UK students and the faculty in Kerala, the arrangement
of smaller groups within IPL programme in the UK –so far as resources allow –would no doubt expedite
the process of inter – professional learning still more effectively. The students perception of their own
development were also consistent with findings from Leinonen’s (2006)research, that staff on
international nursing exchange programmes was enabled to grow both professionally and personally.
Qualitative data obtained from student’s questionnaires in this study visit identified the professional
growth and understanding that had taken place as a result of UK students visit to Kerala and Indian
students opportunity to be part of the IPL programme clearly demonstrated for some in both groups a
renewed passion and commitment for their programme of study and for their chosen profession.
Conclusion:The limitations of an opportunistic study should be acknowledged. However, there is
sufficient evidence to invite practice change in the delivery of pre-qualification inter-professional
education in health and social work programmes. Data collected in this evaluation indicate that the aims
of the study visit were met, and that observations of the delivery of health and social care in South India
& UK had profound effects on the students, to a level that appeared to surprise them. These included
the student’s perception of their gains in professional and inter-professional learning ,as well as
awareness of personal development and growth in confidence. Although the extent of their learning and
understanding of Indian culture was not clearly captured, students questioned their own thinking,
values and assumptions about the differences between health care in UK and India.
During this IPLE programme, inter-professional clinical supervision and peer assisted learning provided
opportunities for students not only to learn from and with each other but also to teach others about
their own professional practice. The context for this learning was also significant. The emotional impact
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of the shock of difference and experience of being in India and being with students from UK, both
challenged the student’s thinking and drew them together in mutual support and reflection, as well as
offering opportunities for them to develop their inter- cultural sensitivity. Both the Indian and UK
students were benefited by this programme .Indian students not only contributed to the learning and
understanding of the UK students , but also were found to have demonstrated gains in the academic
achievements and English language learning. There is a danger that the relationship between the
visiting group from western nations and their hosts in the developing world could become exploitative,
and the possibility of this could be kept under continual examination. The model of partners (buddying) ,
the Indian and UK students went beyond a simple process of one side teaching or gaining from the
other, in enabling a reciprocal learning relationship to take place with the potential for lasting benefits
on both the sides. In a follow up performance of these Indian students for three years were done on
60%-70% of the candidates on selected aspects inside and outside organization. The placement as staff,
individual evaluations, higher study and the quality of patient care rendered. All the candidates who
were followed up are well placed , 20%-25% each year have gone for higher studies PBsc (N) or post
diploma in nursing, and their individual evaluations had been good and very good. Study visits to
developing world may not be open to all UK students or staff but there is a clear case here for
developing international relationship in health and social work services.
In conclusion the benefits to both students and staff of this passage to India were many, often exceeding
those that are expected. Reflection on this experience points to possible new direction for the future
practice of inter-professional learning and international education in health and social care.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to extend their warmest thanks to Vice Chancellor Christ
Church University, Canterbury, UK and the faculties from there . To be specific Mrs. Laura Guilbert and
Sandra Murrihead , Jane Mc Clean as team leaders ,Debbie McSwenie, Jessy,Anne Kelly,Catherine
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Higher Education Pedagogic Practices and University Culture: implications for
inclusion/exclusion
Julie Hall University of Roehampton
The widening participation (WP) policy agenda has raised questions about pedagogies in higher
education (HE) and the ways they might be further developed to address issues of inclusion,
participation and diversity. There have been calls in the UK for nuanced research that draws out the
complexities of learner identities and pedagogical experiences (Burke and Jackson, 2007; Leathwood
and Read, 2009). In addition bodies such as the National Union of Students have called for more
support for academic staff to review and develop inclusive practice.
The UK Higher Education Academy funded NTFS research project ‘Formations of Gender and Higher
Education Pedagogies (GaP) is just coming to an end at ‘Riverside University’ London. Its aim is to
develop a detailed understanding of the relationship between social identities, and pedagogical
practices and experiences. Another is to extend the focus of educational development to consider
teaching and learning identities, relations, contexts and positions. An outcome of the project will be a
set of CPD resources.
Participatory methodology (Burke 2009) is the heart of the GaP Project bringing students and staff
together to share their views and examine each other’s responses. Methods included 64 in-depth
individual undergraduate student interviews across six programmes; 10 student focus groups; 15
focus groups with the academic staff who taught these students; workshops with invited students from
a range of UK higher education institutions and a national workshop with academic staff. This
methodology has given us very rich data on the university experience, from both staff and student
perspectives .We have actively used the data to further generate discussion and reflection amongst
staff about inclusive pedagogic practice and the extent to which they are able to respond to the range
of identities in the HE classroom. These discussions resulted in deep reflection on practice, were
highly appreciated by staff and led some teams to reconsider their practice. Underlying assumptions
about student engagement were particularly troubled. Most importantly this highlighted a disjuncture
between the pedagogic intentions of staff and how the learning environment was experienced by
students they were teaching. For example before hearing the student views many staff described
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students as passive and disengaged, somehow different from students ‘in the past’ who were more
aware of what university required. Students however told us they were often bored and they were
rarely invited to engage in a meaningful or safe way. The team are exploring ways in which these
kinds of conversations can become an integral part of solving teaching problems reframed as an
intellectual active process that moves people beyond fixed identities, official discourse and subjective
notions of ‘the academic role’. This conversational framework has echoes in Kandbinder’s (2007) term
‘deliberation’. He describes it as demanding a form of communication that is different from everyday
conversations. Mann (2005) describes deliberation in relation to on line communities as ‘opening up
possibilities for expression, seeking understanding, making explicit norms and assumptions in order to
question and configure them more appropriately, getting to know the other, checking out different
experiences, needs and purposes, voicing different experiences , histories and positions and having
these accounts heard.’

We suggest that the methodology became a powerful tool for reflection on practice and intellectual
inquiry into practice for the following reasons:
1. The quotes encouraged some staff to confront their conceptions of teaching and the kind of
learning approaches which were privileged or assumed alongside the tacit knowledge
believed to be common amongst the team. Like Boaler and Greeno (2000) they came to
consider the extent to which the learning environments they were creating, were determining
the development of student identities as learners.
2. The quotes helped illuminate underlying feelings about agency (Fanghanel 2007) and issues
of power, room to manoeuvre, disciplinary traditions and surveillance.
3. Interestingly, some quotes seemed to provide what Meyer and Land have termed threshold
concepts or troublesome knowledge (2003) in a more powerful way than other staff
development strategies. A threshold concept can be seen as a portal, opening up a new
and previously inaccessible way of thinking. It represents a transformed way of
understanding, or interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner cannot
progress. As a consequence of taking on a threshold concept there may thus be a
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transformed internal view of subject matter, subject landscape, or even world view. Examples
of transformed interpretations include those relating to:
-

silence in the seminar room

-

boredom during lectures

-

impenetrable / off-putting curricula

Troublesome knowledge is explained as knowledge that is ‘alien’, or counter-intuitive or
even intellectually absurd at face value. Examples of troublesome knowledge include that
linked to:
-

power, fear and space in the classroom

-

opportunities to engage in a meaningful way

-

the kinds of learner identities which are assumed, privileged or marginalised by particular
pedagogic practices

-

academic identities (or that part which dominates) and the consequences of mis-reading
each other

-

extent to which students are encouraged to imagine the experiences of others, recall
what they once believed and how ideas have changed, determine pace of learning,
content, assessment

Sensitivities and ethical considerations
Colleagues from across the institution have trusted us with very personal reflections on aspects of
their professional role and have discussed issues openly and without reservation. It is therefore
incumbent on us to ensure that the data is not used in any way that could be undermining or
threatening to them and that it is presented to other staff and to students in such a way as to remain
meaningful, whilst respecting confidentiality and anonymity. This is challenging, in that some issues
that have been raised are very context-dependent and it might be easy to work out their source.
Equally, the students have raised many very interesting points, particularly for an educational
development unit. In using the data as resource material and as a lever for change, we have to be
aware that data was collected as part of a specific research project making wider use problematic. At
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the same time, the students have been so open, hence it is incumbent on us to show them that we
have listened to their views and acted on the information, closing the feedback loop and
demonstrating impact. If we fail to do this, the message that is given is that candid participation in
such projects does not result in change.
We are cognisant of the risk of data-mining, both staff and students: colleagues and students have
been extremely generous with their time and the information they have shared with us. It is important
that they see the benefits of engaging with us in this way and do not feel that their views have been
(mis)used by us to our own ends or, indeed, disregarded.
Another important sensitivity is the extent to which colleagues welcome student views on the efficacy
and suitability of the pedagogic practices they have experienced. Whilst we acknowledge that
students have significant and varied experiences of learning in different sectors and will doubtless
have preferences with regards to the teaching style they most appreciate, many have come from
educational regimes that are very different from those at university. While recognising the importance
of the student voice, there is, the question of whether raw experience is a valid measure of the quality
of learning and teaching. This raises the issue of meeting expectations, clarifying and explaining
practices and embracing flexibility and difference.
A final ethical issue we have been keen to keep in mind is that of imposing our interpretations on the
analysis of the data. An example of this is the notion of ‘students as consumers’: we are mindful that it
may be us flagging this up to staff in interpreting the student views rather than this coming from the
students themselves. Relatively few students have alluded overtly to the fact that they are funding
their studies and are therefore repositioning themselves as customer or consumer and yet this
discourse does seem to permeate GAP focus groups with staff.
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Practicalities
Practically the methodology we have chosen has created certain problematic issues for us.
Recruitment of the students initially seemed very straightforward: members of the GAP team
explained the project to Year 2 students in teaching sessions and this engendered a significant level
of interest. Establishing dates for interviews was, however, more problematic, especially as the term
progressed and other, important aspects of university life were prioritised. Recruiting an even number
of male and female students made this even more difficult, as we found that we were turning down
female students (who predominate at the case study institution) because of an under-recruitment of
male students. Because of a shortfall in terms of numbers, we had to deviate from our initial 6
programmes and recruit students from our pool of student representatives. This was very effective,
but means that we have an unrepresentative number of particularly engaged students involved in the
project. When drawing conclusions from our findings, this needs to be borne in mind.

The staff groups were surprisingly easy to recruit: there was genuine interest amongst our colleagues
in taking part in the project and, more surprisingly still, in being observed whilst teaching. Taking part
in a research project about pedagogic practice repositioned teaching concerns and challenges as
intellectual work (Hutchings 2002). They very much valued having the space and time in which to talk
about teaching and their experiences of working with the students and this has been a great bonus for
the project.

Please find below some of the student quotes which really seemed to provide the most powerful
triggers for reflective dialogue. Later in the year the GAP team will be launching a CPD pack with
these and other quotes along with ideas for prompting discussion about inclusive practice.
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1. I’m picking my modules specifically because of the lecturers. It makes a massive
difference. I’ve already decided what I am taking next year. The teaching of the lecturer
is more important often than what the content is because a good lecturer can make a
dull subject interesting. A bad lecturer can make an interesting subject dull. So it’s
really important how they teach and whether you get on with them.
2. In the first year you were given so much help like borderline spoon-fed and in the
second year they took it all away so you had no help, no support, nothing. You were
just left to try and find…. anyone you could find to help you were like ‘oh thank God.’
The first year was like school and then to have it taken away when in really mattered,
starting counting towards your degree was very hard. That was when I started thinking,
’I don’t know what I am doing here anymore.’
3. Some say they want discussion but they stand there ‘we are the lecturer’ and if you
critique something you get a steely eyed stare and complete ‘no way’ and it’s almost
too frightening. We can’t really say anything we feel and so there is just silence. Do
they know it’s easier to learn if you are arguing from your own point of view rather than
being read out somebody else’s ideas?
4. It’s done so much in schools, teachers are doing sessions that everyone can be
involved in, and everyone can learn something. Yeah, it seems to be at university
though they forget all of that. They should ask us!
5. Sometimes the seminars are lecturey seminars so it’s like they do a lecture and then
split the group up but it’s like they don’t have much time. She was like blah blah blah
de blah and she had so much in her presentation and so many points and she was just
basically reading them at us very fast and then not saying just adding more stuff on
and it just goes completely over your head and you don’t learn anything.
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Strategic Use of Study Environment Surveys to Promote Change
K. J. Herrmann, Centre for Teaching and Learning, Aarhus University, Denmark, kh@clu.au.dk
A. J. Bager, Centre for Teaching and Learning, Aarhus University, Denmark, abager@clu.au.dk

Background
Using survey instruments to obtain student feedback about courses and programmes is common in North
American, British and Australian universities; however, evaluation often becomes ritual without promoting
any change (Richardson, 2005). While keeping students happy is certainly important, satisfaction in itself is
an ambiguous indicator of quality. The challenge is to identify salient indicators of important factors in the
study environment and to report results in a way that is likely to promote change.
Triennial surveys of the study environment are mandatory in Denmark; however, the survey
implementation is the prerogative of the individual educational institution. The Aarhus University Study
Environment Survey (AUSES) was developed in 2007 and revised in 2011 with the aim of measuring
students’ perception of the study environment. In the latter survey 11,401 students completed the
questionnaire. In this paper we report the conceptual basis of the questionnaire, main results, as well as
strategic considerations when reporting results.

Conceptual framework
The overall framework of the AUSES was inspired by Tinto (1975, 1999); his conception of the higher
education system as a disciplinary community, which the student has to adapt to; and the analytical
distinction between social and academic integration. It was furthermore inspired by the Course Experience
Questionnaire (Ramsden, 1991) linking perception of good teaching, clear goals and standards, and
appropriate workload and assessment methods with both student satisfaction and qualitative differences
in students’ approaches to learning. Finally, it was inspired by Biggs (2002) concept of constructive
alignment, that is, the extent to which learning goals, teaching/learning activities, and assessment criteria
are aligned.
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Figure 1 – Conceptual framework

Background
Student characteristics
- Gender
- Age
- High School GPA
- Undergraduate/
master student

Perception of study
environment
Social environment
- Contact with teachers
- Social infrastructure
- Collaboration

Feeling of integration
Social integration

Well-being

Academic integration

Well-being and
satisfaction

Academic environment
- Alignment
- Feedback
- Physical surroundings
- Perceived workload

Figure 1 presents the overall conceptual framework in the AUSES. It shows that both the student’s personal
characteristics and the student’s perception of contextual factors such as contact with teachers, alignment,
and feedback are expected to affect the feeling of being integrated in the study, socially and academically.
The feeling of integration is expected to constitute an important part of students’ well-being and study
satisfaction.

The questionnaire and main results
Survey items were developed in 2007, revised in 2011, and will be revisited again for the 2014 AUSES. The
dimensionality of the questionnaire was examined using explorative factor analysis and the questionnaire
has been successful in discriminating between departments within each faculty. Table 1 gives an overview
over key dimensions along with sample items.
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This section will shortly describe the content of the dimensions. By contact with teachers we mean the
students’ perception of the possibility of getting in contact with lecturers and that the lecturers seem
interested in students. The collaboration dimension covers whether the students are part of study groups
on a daily basis or during exam. By social infrastructure we mean the students’ perception of whether there
are an adequate number of social and academic activities to participate in along with the student being
content with the opportunities for engaging socially fellow students.

Table 1. Key dimensions and sample items, AUSES 2011

Perception of the social
study environment

Dimension

Sample item

Contact with teachers

The teachers that I have been in contact with generally seem
interested in the students

Collaboration

Do you form part of a study group or do you have a study buddy on a
daily basis?
How do you assess the possibilities for social contact with fellow
students?
Requirements for tests and exams are clearly defined and
communicated

Social infrastructure
Perception of the academic
study environment

Alignment
Feedback
Workload

Feeling of integration

Satisfaction

Physical surroundings
Academic integration
Social integration
Satisfaction and wellbeing

There are good possibilities for getting feedback in relation to my
academic performance
How often do you fail to complete study-related work that you should
have done?
When I need a study carrel, I am mostly able to find one
My studies have made me feel part of an academic community
My fellow students are generally kind and cooperative
I generally feel content with my studies

The alignment dimension covers the perception that courses are appropriately organised with a logical
connection between learning objectives, exam requirements and teaching activities. Feedback is the
students’ perception of the possibility of getting guidance and feedback on academic performances. The
workload dimension contains the students’ perception of workload and satisfaction with their own effort.
In the questions about physical surroundings students answer whether it is possible to find a suitable place
to study and work in groups when needed. All the above mentioned factors are perceptions of the study
environment that contribute to the feeling of being integrated (see fig. 1). The integration dimensions are
described further below.
By being academically integrated we mean that the interest in the subject areas covered by the study
programme has increased in the course of the studies, and that the student feels part of an academic
community. By socially integration we mean that the students perceive peers to be open, friendly and
cooperative; that they feel being part of the social student community and do not continuously feel lonely
in their studies.
Using statistical regression analysis to explain variance in student well-being and satisfaction, we found
significant and positive correlations between student overall satisfaction and a) a positive experience with
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teaching staff, b) the students evaluation of the possibilities to meet and socialise with peers at university,
c) the amount and quality of feedback on assignments, d) a perception of alignment between learning
requirements, assessment criteria, and teaching/learning activities. We also found, that the factors most
strongly affecting well-being – irrespective of study programme, personal background and study situation
(undergraduate or master student) – were 1) the feeling of being academically integrated, and 2) the
feeling of being part of a greater social community.

Strategic use of the survey
For the AUSES to promote change it had to 1) be perceived by readers as a valid instrument within an
academic discourse, 2) identify salient issues that needed attending to, 3) report results at the level
responsible to and capable of changing the study environment, and 4) establish a reference against which
results could be interpreted.

Law

86%

86%

81%

Political
Science

Economics

84%

Psychology

BS 2011

I generally feel very comfortable with
my study programme

BS 2007

With readers of the results being fellow researchers, it was important that results would be considered
legitimate within the university context. Several steps were taken in this respect: a separate chapter
described the theoretical basis of the questionnaire; a technical report was published including descriptions
of the full questionnaire, the data collection procedure, and response rates; overall confidence intervals
were calculated to show the
Table 2. Example of how to report results
precision of results; nonresponders were compared
to responders to detect any
sampling bias; questionnaire
items were analysed with
Satisfaction and well-being
exploratory factor analysis.
82%

86%

To identify salient issues,
items were pooled into
How satisfied are you with your study
84% 83%
84%
86%
80%
90%
programme on the whole?
summative
scales
each
describing
a
theoretical
Learning objectives and alignment
dimension such as social
The learning objectives for the
integration. We then ran a
individual
courses
are
clearly 42% 64%
65%
64%
57%
65%
formulated and clearly communicated
statistical regression analysis
with student satisfaction as
The teaching methods chosen support
my learning regarding meeting learning 50% 56%
53%
54%
37%
53%
the dependent variable to
objectives and exam requirements
explore
the
relative
Contact with lecturers
importance
of
social
integration, feedback etc.
It is easy to establish personal contact
61% 69%
64%
62%
39%
69%
with most lecturers
Analysis showed very strong
correlations between student
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
satisfaction with their studies
and social and academic integration respectively. Correlations also documented the importance of working
in collaboration with peers; perceiving teachers and instructors to be friendly and easily approachable; the
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provision of opportunities for students to socially interact; students being given feedback on their work.
From the perspective of an academic development unit it was especially interesting to see student
satisfaction being dependent on their perception of constructive alignment between course goals,
teaching/learning activities, and assessment criteria. This particular results suggest, that there might be a
spill-over from the effort to strengthen constructive alignment to student overall satisfaction.
Being aware that the full reports of 70-80 pages each would not be read by many, we had to come up with
a way of summarising results and Table 2 is an excerpt of such a summary for the Faculty of Business and
Social Sciences. The table gives a quick overview of results, which are described in greater detail later in
the report. Listing the departments in the columns makes it possible to benchmark ‘like units’, that is,
departments within the same faculty, sharing basic structural and disciplinary tenets. The colours were
attributed so that the better the results, the lighter the colour and vice versa. Thus in Table 2 it quickly
becomes apparent that the Department of Psychology should be especially interested in exploring further,
why their students perceive less alignment than students from other departments. In subsequent
discussion of the results these tables were often referred to and heads of departments would be concerned
with too many ‘dark colours’.

Initiatives as a result of the AUSES
By the end of the first AUSES in 2007 the survey went from being ‘just’ a legally required survey to a highprofile project with the university management’s attention, and following the 2011 AUSES a £1 million
pound fund was created to support projects aiming at promoting the study environment. Comparing the
data from 2007 and 2011 made it possible to evaluate both initiatives at the university level and the local
level; for example, the Department of Political Science did in fact manage increase the amount of feedback
on student assignments, and the AUSES data from 2007 compared to 2011 documented this. The
questionnaire has in part been adopted by other universities and the findings from the AUSES have also
been used as an onset to initiate small-scale research projects that have been published in the Danish
academic development journal.

Challenges and work to be done in the future
Multi-programme departments pose an increasing challenge when reporting results. For example, the
Department of Economics offers three rather different programmes. In this case it would be most precise,
valid, and useful to report results for each programme separately. On the other hand, the precision won
disaggregating results may come at the prize of the general overview. At the present, we are holding onto
the departments as unit of analysis but offer the service of providing departments and study boards with
analyses of individual programmes or levels of study (e.g., undergraduates vs. masters).
More work has to be done improve the construct validity of some of the scales. For example, the feedbackitems are restricted to feedback on assessed assignments. A more complete feedback-scale would include
feed-forward as well as the feedback students are receiving in tutorials and in their everyday study. Also, at
the present we are in the phase of interviewing students to develop items describing academic integration
from the students’ perspective. Academic integration is a complex construct because it has different
connotations and meanings depending on the disciplinary context.
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Abstract
Nowadays, it is not just one discipline that drives the world forward but rather that the
integration of multiple disciplines can truly enable us to advance and gain tremendous
benefits to human and the world. For example, the field of biological engineering
integrates knowledge in all science and engineering disciplines to improve our
understanding of the biological systems and to ultimately provide solutions for
biologically-related problems we encounter everyday either in medical, agricultural or
environmental issues. To prepare our students for new multidisciplinary technologies
in the future, the learning skills to enable lifelong learning are required. This paper
includes a case study of applying problem-based learning approach in higher education
level on the subject called biologically-inspired artificial intelligence. Three-year of
experience on the subject is shared with outcomes, suggestions and problems.

Introduction
In problem-based learning (PBL) approach, real-world problems are used so that
learners could practically see the linkage between academic knowledge and the real
world. Learners actively engage to the learning through collaboration with other
learners to solve the problems. This will allow students in higher education level to
effectively apply known knowledge to complex situation and to extend their knowledge
to deal with future problems encountered in their profession. For science and
technology education, as today’s technologies become more and more advanced, it is
crucial that students can possess the ability to acquire knowledge for tomorrow’s
technology as well. Although the concept of PBL is highly motivating and beneficial to
promote self-directed learning, the execution of PBL requires appropriate setting of the
system including problems, collaboration, process and assessment; this can pose as
challenges in the employment of the PBL approach. In this paper, a case study of using
PBL for a multidisciplinary course will be presented to share 3-year experience on
conducting PBL on the subject called biologically-inspired artificial intelligence in
Thailand.

Biologically-Inspired Artificial Intelligence
Biologically-inspired artificial intelligence or computational intelligence involves the
study of intelligent biological systems in nature and the design of artificial intelligent
systems that model the underlying mechanisms of natural systems to solve problems
such as decision-making, searching, retrieving, clustering, and optimization. For
example, ants can exhibit only a set of simple behaviors including walking around,
releasing pheromone, sensing the pheromone concentration and carrying food. Even
though they cannot communicate to one another by verbal communication like us, they
can always discover food and follow the shortest path from their nest to the food source
no matter how the environment is changed. The intelligent technique called ant colony
optimization models the collaborative behaviors through indirect communication via
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pheromone and is successfully applied to solve many combinatorial optimization
problems.
The challenges for researchers in this field of study include improving existing
techniques for more effectiveness and efficiency, developing new techniques according
to other examples in nature with stability. To accomplish the challenges, intense
understanding as well as creativity is required. To enable intense understanding in the
natural intelligent systems, the study of mathematical modeling, computer
programming, biology, entomology, human physiology and other fields of study that
could be involved with intelligent systems in nature must be embraced; learners do not,
however, need to acquire all involving knowledge in all the areas, but they do need the
skill to acquire necessary knowledge and to integrate knowledge from different fields.
Through PBL process, the learners could attain the self-directed learning skill that
allows them to deeply understand examples of existing natural intelligent systems and
their modeled techniques. As the current direction of higher education has shifted
toward multidisciplinary study that requires the integration of knowledge across
disciplines in order to provide genuine benefits to the community, these contributions
could be extended to other field of study in science and technology as well.

Problem-Based Learning on Biologically-Inspired Artificial Intelligence
The course at King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi (KMUTT) includes
three sessions of learning for three main biologically-inspired artificial intelligence
techniques: Evolutionary Computation (EC), Swarm Intelligence (SI) and Artificial
Immune System (AIS). Each technique has several variations based on the modification
of the algorithm for different types of problems; these variations can be distributed for
each group of learners as problem to develop their learning skill. The course begins
with an introductory lecture to the contents of biologically-inspired artificial intelligence
included in the course. Learners are also introduced to problem-based learning style in
order to realize the benefits and required commitment to achieve such benefits. After
that, three sessions are carried out. Each of which comprises of four weeks of activities
as follows:
1. Lecture: the concept and fundamental of the algorithm are provided with an
example of a well-known algorithm variation. At the end of the lecture, a set of
algorithm variations is announced. Each group of learners selects one.
2. Discussion: before the discussion, learners must self-study on the selected
algorithm variation. A research publication related to the algorithm variation is
given as guidelines on how to apply the algorithm variation for practical use.
During the discussion, learners are asked to describe what they know about the
selected algorithm variation in their own words. The instructor identifies any
missing issue regarding the algorithm variation and hints the learner through
questions. If there is incorrect detail in learners’ understanding, the learners are
enlightened and asked to review that part again with given direction. Note that
the correct answer is not given right away during the discussion. At the end of
the discussion, comments are given as guidance for learner development.
3. Demonstration: after having understood the concept of the algorithm and the
selected variation, the learners are asked to demonstrate the performance of the
selected algorithm variation on a simple application with computer
programming. The learners prepare and give a presentation and demonstration
on their selected algorithm variation in the class. All learners are welcome to
ask questions at the end of the presentation and demonstration.
4. Post-study discussion: each group is responsible for different algorithm
variations. During demonstration, learners have discovered about other
variations of the algorithm through other learners’ presentation. Not all
learners could completely understand other algorithm variations from the
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presentation. The post-study discussion is organized with a combination of
lecture and raised interesting question for class discussion in order to increase
the comprehension in each variation and to analyze the key parameters that can
be adjusted to control the performance of algorithms for solving problems.
Throughout the session, learners are expected to understand the concept and
fundamental of the algorithm which is crucial as basic knowledge for their self-study on
selected algorithm variation. During the lecture, the instructor sets friendly class
atmosphere and all questions are truly welcomed so that learners can unravel doubts
for better understanding. After the lecture, learners need to acquire more information
about their selected algorithm variation. They should be able to find accurate
information from reliable resources. The given research publication usually does not
include all the required information for beginners in the field; learners must identify the
missing parts and acquire those required information from other sources. This could
allow them to appreciate the importance of good academic writing. Learners should be
able to verbally convey what they know about the algorithm to others during the
discussion and presentation. Through implementation to demonstrate the performance
of the selected algorithm variation, learners should grasp the key practical issues from
hands-on experiment. They should consider further on how to apply the selected
algorithm variation on suitable applications.
To evaluate the expected outcome, student assessment in this course is conducted
through written examination and oral presentation on projects. The written
examination aims to testify if students understand the basis knowledge (enough for
acquiring further advanced knowledge on their own in the future) on biologicallyinspired artificial intelligence techniques and distinguish among different techniques in
terms of algorithms, strengths, weaknesses and suitable problems. The ability to
properly apply biologically-inspired artificial intelligence techniques to applications is
evaluated through projects. Key assessment attributes from the projects include the
ability to obtain information from various sources independently, ability to convey
information, ability to present ideas and information systematically, ability to present
information interestingly using demonstration as well as various relevant presentation
tools, ability to understand the concept of the selected algorithm variation, and ability to
answer the questions and discuss on the selected algorithm variation. Evaluation
rubrics are provided at the beginning of the course.

Discussion from Three-Year Experience
This course is taught in English language for graduate students in computer engineering.
Most students can understand oral communication in English quite well; nevertheless,
language barrier affects when it comes to asking questions and participating in class
discussion. Not many students generate questions or express their opinions even
though they do not understand. Another issue that might contribute to the participation
problem is that in Asian culture learners should obey their instructors and should not
contradict their instructors. The instructor should create more friendly, relaxed and
welcomed atmosphere where grammatical mistakes can be allowed and student
opinions can be freely expressed. Through three-year experience on the course, it is
found that a smaller class easier to establish such atmosphere.
Even in their first language, many students could not communicate their
understanding and opinion to others. When they need to communicate in English, the
situation got worse. During the first discussion session, it is found that many students
could not systematically organize what they know from self-study; they can, however,
reply correctly when guiding through questions. It is suspected that they could extract
new self-studied information in bits and pieces but could not link those information into
a system. Hints are required to steer this process. After they become more skillful at
this, they could conduct self-study better and could systematically convey their
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understanding to other learners; at the later discussion session, less guiding questions
are required.
The ability to analyze the important factors for each algorithm variation can also be
enhanced through discussion. This is vital to meet the challenge in the field. The
instructor used guiding questions to induce the ability to compare among different
algorithm variations or among different related algorithms and to identify key
parameters that control the performance of the algorithm to suit the problem at hand.
During post-study discussion of the later session in class 2011, learners seem very
enjoyable to participate the discussion while express their ideas that may be useful for
their further projects.
Nevertheless, not all students enjoy the study in this style. From learner’s opinions,
it is found that students improve their learning skills at different pace. Learners with
stronger computer programming skills find this learning style useful, and their learning
skills are greatly improved. On the other hand, learners with weak computer
programming skill feel difficult to implement the algorithm and conduct demonstration
which is important to study the algorithm. For such learners, more time may be needed
to earn the benefits from this course.

Conclusion
Using PBL in higher education can truly benefit the students as they are at the center of
the process. For the subject of biologically-inspired artificial intelligence, this learning
style seems suitable for students to explore the variation of algorithm according to their
interests. Many students expressed that they liked the course although they have to
spend their study time more than other subjects. For some students, however, PBL
seems too much to handle. From the instructor’s point of view, the effectiveness of PBL
depends on the characteristics and personality traits of both the instructor and learners.
The instructor must be able to identify the points with which each student is confused in
the contents of the subject and should be willing to improve learners’ abilities with
encouragement and appropriate manners to student characteristic. Using PBL on a
group of students with same level of reasoning and interpersonal skills may be
appropriate as their learning would progress at the same pace. On the other hand, PBL
on a group of students with highly different skill levels could bring boredom to those
with high and low skill levels.
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Introduction
Studies have shown new Faculty have difficulty transitioning from doctoral studies to
academia, with a unsettling number of new Faculty expressing dissatisfaction with
academia early in their careers (Austin, 2002; Magnuson, 2002; Sorcinelli & Austin,
2000; Greyling & Rodes, 2004). The following have been sited as issues:
 Lack of collegial relationships resulting in experiencing isolation, separation,
fragmentation, loneliness, competition, and incivility 

• Lack of integrated personal and professional lives
• Little or no feedback, recognition and/or reward
• lack of a comprehensive tenure system
• Unrealistic expectations and insufficient resources and support systems (Billings &
Moos, 1982; Ganster, et al, 1986; Fink, 1984; Sorcinelli, 1994; Cox, 1997; Johnsrud,
1994; Boice, 1992; Schoenfeld & Magnan, 1992; Price & Cotton, 2006;
Ingersol & Strong, 2011)
Mentoring is often viewed as a promising way to help new faculty adjust, as well as
overcome the above issues. While the literature on the benefits of mentoring new
academics spans more than three decades, we continue to know little on how to
implement effective mentoring in institutions of higher education. At the core of the
mentoring process is an interpersonal relationship between an experienced employee
and a new employee – or individuals who are at different stages in their professional
development – whereby the experienced person takes an active role in the career
development of the new faculty member. The experienced faculty member may serve
as a role model, adviser, and/or guide in various formats that range from highly
structured and planned interactions to ad hoc and informal interactions. The
underpinning assumption of mentoring as a form of learning and professional
development originates from the belief that learning occurs through observing, role
modeling and/or apprenticeship, and questioning.
The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of how to implement
effective strategies and practices to support new faculty.
Review of the Literature
It has been suggested that mentoring could be a solution to many, if not most, of the
identified problems expressed by new faculty as they begin their careers (e.g., Bogat &
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Redner, 1985; Boice, 1993; Greyling & Rhodes, 2004; Fagenson, 1989; Kram, 1986;
Lankau & Scandura, 2002; Luna & Cullen, 1995; Olian, Carroll, Giannantonio & Freen,
1988).
Much of the literature on mentoring (opinion and research) suggests that mentoring
programs lead to important benefits in university settings for new faculty – as well as to
senior faculty, and the institution in general. Specifically, much of the literature asserts
that mentoring programs can help develop more collegial and compassionate
departments and institutions. Often described as a process where tacit knowledge may
be passed on to less experienced employees and a means for making explicit the ethics,
rules and skills that are necessary for productive performance within the university
culture. Conclusions often rest as a belief that making tacit knowledge explicit is
necessary for new faculty to become initiated into the traditions, habits, rules, cultures,
and practices of the department and/or faculty they have joined. Simply making explicit
what universities do is a powerful means for preparing new faculty for their new roles.
It has been argued further in much of literature on mentoring that the primary benefit
of a mentoring program is to help new and early faculty—or any new employee for that
matter—to fully develop their professional careers. There is a good deal of opinion
literature concluding that an effective way to fully develop new employees (including
new faculty) is through the implementation of support systems that provide guidance
from experienced colleagues. Spanning more than four decades, a fairly extensive body
of literature has been accumulated which suggests that mentoring programs can lead to
important benefits in higher education settings for new faculty, senior faculty, and the
institution in general – often referred to as the ‘benefit triad’. A few noteworthy
American scholars (e.g., Austin, Sorcinelli, Boice, Finkelstein, Kram) in academic
development have conducted research on mentoring, with most of the studies being
conducted from 1980-2000. The literature in the last decade – though not as prolific –
has been consistent with the earlier research.
Credibility of Prior Research on Mentoring
Based on this literature, it is reasonable to conclude that mentoring relationships are
both useful and powerful in understanding and advancing organizational culture,
providing access to informal and formal networks of communication, and offering
professional stimulation to new faculty members. It stands to reason, then, that
mentoring would tend to increase job satisfaction and greater organizational
socialization (see for example Luna & Cullen, 1995).
Unfortunately, much of the literature that make claims about the benefits of mentoring:
 is anecdotal or draws on anecdotal literature 
  have drawn conclusions that contradicts the data collected and analysed 
  is based on small sample sizes (~10-40) 
  is atheoretical 
 is conducted in the U.S. 
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Some of the prior research has addressed commonly held beliefs about successful and
sustainable mentoring relationships in higher education settings. For example, a
commonly held belief is that spontaneous mentoring relationships are more effective
than structured pairings. However, a study by Boyle and Boice (1998) revealed naturally
forming mentoring relationships are less effective than structured and systematic
mentoring programs. In particular, spontaneous mentoring tends to be more irregular
and shorter lived than planned, structured and monitored approaches. Personality
profile matches and friendships are also poor predictors of successful mentoring
relationships.
Based on some studies, and some of the opinion literature, it would seem that the best
predictors of successful mentoring relationships are formal programs that are planned
and structured; provide clarity of expectations, regularity of meetings, and
commitments by individuals who have mutual respect. Perhaps the most unexpected
recommendation made in the literature is that group mentoring, which includes crossdepartmental faculty, is viewed as the most beneficial way to initiate relationships. On
the matter of group mentoring, Sandler (1993) asserts that having multiple and diverse
mentors provide a number of important advantages for both mentors and mentees. For
example, through group mentoring, new and early faculty members will have wider
access to allies and alliances, as well as access to social and professional networks.
Sequentially, when several people are involved in the mentoring process the mentoring
functions can be shared – relieving the pressure for a few experienced faculty mentors
to carry the entire load. Furthermore, very few faculty members have exemplary skills
and knowledge in all facets of academia (i.e., teaching, research,
service/administration). Hence, when mentoring is facilitated by a variety of
experienced faculty members who have complimentary strengths and skills, it takes the
pressure off departments to find ‘perfect’ mentors, as well as taking the pressure off
the mentors who often feel burdened with the task of being superior on all fronts.
Additionally, Sandler (1993) warns that when mentoring is conducted as a one-on-one
relationship there can be some significant disadvantages. For example, a one-on-one
relationship is often intense and, as such, has the potential for professional disruption
and collegial discord if it ever becomes necessary to end the relationship. Further,
reliance on a senior faculty member can result in what is commonly referred to as
‘grooming mentoring’. Senior faculty who have been acculturated and entrenched in
university traditions can result in creating hierarchical, power-laden mentoring
relationships that are too restrictive to provide the skills and knowledge that new and
early faculty members need to cope in today’s universities (Haring, 1999). In contrast,
group mentoring relationships comprised of faculty members with diverse and
complementary skills and knowledge can result in achieving greater benefits than
traditional mentoring dyads, while avoiding many of the potential problems that occur
in pairing relationships. Mullen (2000) has referred to this kind of eclectic group
mentoring as the mentoring mosaic model.
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While intuitively the notion of structured, group mosaic mentoring may seem to
make sense, thus far, the literature does not provide us with a corpus of research
showing that it works better than one-on-one mentoring.
Overview of Results
Building on the results of a pilot study (phase I; n=17) and a national survey (phase II;
n=1361), we conducted individual interviews (phase III; n=42). Groups of participants
were drawn from:
  Newly hired university faculty (within the last four years and non-tenured) 
 Mid- to late-career university faculty (employed as an academic for more than
ten years and tenured) 
 Natural sciences and engineering 
 Social sciences and humanities 
Consistency in Findings
Acknowledging that the prior research on mentoring may be questionable with respect to
credibility, specific aspects of the literature reviewed for this study are strikingly similar to
the results of the Canada-wide survey and semi-structured interviews.
Consistency in findings include the following areas:
- new and early faculty want the process of tenure and promotion to be
demystified
- new and early faculty who fall into minority areas continue to
experience discrimination
- it appears that all formats of mentoring pairing (formal, non-formal
and informal) suffer from relationship problems
- both new and experienced faculty agree mentors need training
- both new and experienced faculty agree faculty who are (or would make) good
mentors are too busy
It does need to be noted, however, that there is an inconsistency between the prior
research and the findings in our Canada-wide survey and semi-structured interviews at
the UofA. This difference is the assumption that new faculty are well prepared with
respect to their research programs—incorrectly assuming that teaching is the area
where they need the most assistance. Both new and experienced faculty said that
teaching could not be considered in isolation of research and service. On this front,
many (most) new faculty expressed (in both the Canada-wide survey and semistructured interviews at UofA) concerns about understanding what they need to
achieve with respect to research, as well as teaching (and less so for service).
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Conclusions and Discussion
Despite the positive impacts of mentoring documented in three decades of research, our
results revealed that those who need mentoring the most rarely receive the mentoring
they need; indeed, our results reveal that rather few mentoring relationships provide the
benefits cited in the literature. In addition, our data revealed that failed mentoring
relationships arise in both structured and unstructured hierarchical dyads. These results
are in contrast to Boyle (1996; see also Kalbfleisch & Davies, 1993) who maintains that
successful mentoring begins with systematic mentoring and institution-wide programs.
When we reviewed the prior literature, which goes back to the ‘70s and ‘80s in
combination with our data, we observed that a dysfunctional cycle appears to be
occurring. The early research on problems expressed by new faculty (noted above) in
the ‘80s is strikingly similar as the problems expressed by new faculty in the ‘90s, and
now our study, in 2011.
Our data indicate that transition programs, which provide socialization,
adjustment, development and assessment through orientation, collaboration, workshops,
and reduced workloads would be more promising at providing the supports that new
faculty need to successfully adjust to the demands of academia, as well as ensure that
careers in academia are rewarding.
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Learning activities and by using Problem-Based Learning and student’ achievement
in Research Methodology Course.
Tanasorn Kirum and Sumalee Somnuk
Eastern Asia University
Abstract
This research is aim to study relationship between learning activities and student’
achievement by using Problem-Based Learning approach. Also, to study student’ satisfaction to the
learning activities conducted under Problem-Based Learning approach. This is part of Research
Methodology course. The population will be 21 students from Faculty of Business Administration who
enrolled in Research Methodology Course. The learning activities will be defined by the teacher who
conducted this research in accordance with concept of the Research Administration Department of
Eastern Asia University. According to the concept, students have to participate 6 steps in the
learning activities. Firstly, student will be divided into group, 5-6 people each and there will be
assigned situation or proposition to identify issues from the given information. Each group has to list
out questions that they wanted to know themselves by using Research Methodology as a tool.
Second step is Brain Storming activity. Third step is conducting Problem Analysis. Then, Planning,
Learning after that Application, Summary and Report would be the fourth, fifth and sixth steps
respectively.
The methodology of data collection will be consist of evaluation form in learning behavior by
using Problem–Based Learning: PBL in type of Authentic Assessment that this is in accordance with
concepts of student center by design Rubrics Scoring and questionnaire toward learning activities
by using Problem–Based Learning: PBL as Rating Scale that this is accordance with concept of
Likert scale including assessment student’ achievement of writing proposal by using descriptive
Statistic analysis which are percentage average standard deviation.
The research is utilized Descriptive Statistic analysis which are percentage, average,
standard deviation and statistical data to test relation between to conduct learning activity by using
Problem – Based Learning and achievement learning of student’ in research methodology course
which is Chi-square. This research found that student’s achievement average equal to 23.67. of total
score 35, standard deviation 4.66 and evaluate learning activities by using Problem–Based Learning:
PBL found that have satisfy with learning activity is excellent as it shows average equal to 4.14
standard deviation is 0.61 Finally, the conduct activity of asking problem, brain storming, problem
Analysis, Planning, Learning Application has relate with achievement learning in accordance but
step of summary and report has not relate with achievement learning of student.
Keywords: Achievement of student’s learning , Learning activity by using Problem – Based Learning:
PBL, Research Methodology Course, Satisfaction
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Introduction
According to Bloom’s theory; (Bloom’s Taxonomy) American educator who had stated in his
research in 1976 whether human education can be classified into 6 levels which is as follows the first
one is knowledge and to develop from understanding things to Comprehension after that application
and analysis then synthesis finally evaluation respectively.
However, from observation of student previously it is discovered that most of student are still
using learning by remembering approach only. Furthermore, most of them are lack of enthusiasm in
finding more information related to the subject in which they are studying. As a result, those students
are unable to develop to the next level of education according to Bloom’s educational theory
especially the ability to apply knowledge from the class to analyze problem. Moreover, they are also
unable to propose solution to address all issues by their own.
According to the result of researcher Mr. Wacharayut Sotthitat (2553:57), from the faculty of
Business Administration, Eastern Asia University regarding the efficient of studying of Business
English, Communication writing subject. It has been discovered that by utilizing PBL approach, the
efficient of studying before and after attending the class has a difference results at significant level of
0.01. An average value of students who had been studied under PBL approach has achieved higher
level of satisfaction from students. Also, the results of applying this PBL teaching approach of the
researcher Mr. Wejchayan Wattanakul (2553:60) from the faculty of Business Administration, Eastern
Asia University regarding the efficient of studying of The medium and small business management
subject. Furthermore, with the same teaching PBL approach, the researcher Mr. Suparak
Boonthanorm (2553:61) had also achieved the same results and higher level of students’ satisfaction
after the class as same as aforementioned researchers too.
Based on that information, the group of researcher is interesting to apply Problem-based
Learning: PBL approach with researching subject. This is due to researching subject is one of very
important subject being used to develop knowledge in many subjects. Problem-based Learning
approach will be helping students to enhance their problem solving skills, applying knowledge to
address all issues with more efficient solutions. The aim of this research is to studying all class
activities of Eastern Asia University against an efficient of studying Researching subject.
Moreover, the group of researcher is aim to studying the level of students’ satisfaction by
utilizing this PBL approach against with an efficient of studying .The group of researcher hope fully
that researching results will be indentified the direction or efficient guidance of the class activities in
researching subject. In addition, the group of researcher is hoping that this studying result would be
one option for other teachers to develop their teaching approaches to the class. This is in order to
create more variety and encourage students to develop themselves as required by Total Qualification
Framework accordance with long term planning of Higher Education second issue is to develop
quality of higher education so as to produce and develop human resource and also to increase
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potential of knowledge , innovation of competition in globalization. Besides, to support community of
Thailand by using corporate governance (Office of the Higher Education Commission)
Result
1. Learning achievement of student who to attend learning activities by using Problembased Learning: PBL accordance concept Administration Department of Eastern Asia University in
Research Methodology course found that the population 21 students getting score evaluation form in
learning achievement and writing proposal average equal to 23.67 of 35 , standard deviation 4.66.
2. Evaluation of learning activities by using Problem-based Learning: PBL from to observe
student’ behavior found that student have participate the first is Learning and Application
(x=3.4286,S.D.=0.5070) ,second is Planning ( x =3.3333, S.D.=0.6582) third is Summary and
Report ( x =3.1429, S.D.=0.4780) and Brainstorming ( x =2.8095, S.D.=0.8728) after that Problem
Analysis ( x =2.8095, S.D.=0.8728 )and then Problem) ( x =2.6190, S.D.=0.9206) that overall
participate of student toward learning activities by using Problem-based Learning: PBL accordance
the concept Research Administration Department of Eastern Asia University average ( x =3.0317,
S.D.=0.60923)
3. Student have satisfy with learning activities by using Problem – Based Learning: PBL the
first step is Learning and Application ( x =4.4127, S.D.=0.4203) and second is Problem ( x =4.2857,
S.D.=0.41266)after that is Summary and Report ( x =4.2738, S.D.=0.31529)and then Problem
Analysis ( x =4.1190, S.D.=0.4718) and Planning( x =4.0952, S.D.=0.39112)last one is
Brainstorming ( x =3.6667, S.D.=0.35402) that overall satisfy learning activities by using Problem –
Based Learning: PBL ( =4.1422, S.D.=0.33884)
4. The evaluation to conduct learning activity by using Problem – Based Learning in
research methodology course found that the conduct activity of problem analysis , planning ,
Learning Application have relate with achievement learning in accordance but step of summary
and report has not relate with achievement learning of student. (table 1)
5. Learning activity by using Problem – Based Learning have relate with achievement
learning in accordance (table 2)
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Table 1 Correlations table shows the first assumption of learning activity by using Problem – Based
Learning which are problem, brainstorming, problem analysis, planning, learning and Application,
Summary and Report and relation of student achievement
Achievement
‘score
Achievement
‘score
Step 1

1

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

.889**

.842**

.831**

.902**

.867**

.314

1

.818**

.776**

.798**

.688**

.243

1

.968**

.801**

.611**

.298

1

.812**

.645**

.308

1

.749**

.159

1

.560**

Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

1

Table 2 Correlations table shows the second assumption of satisfy of learning activity by using
Problem – Based Learning which are problem , brainstorming , problem analysis , planning, learning
and Application, Summary and Report and relation of student achievement
Achievement
‘score
Step 1
Achievement
‘score
Step 1
Step 2

1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

.907**

.786**

.742**

.939**

.874**

.647**

1

.751**

.683**

.898**

.873**

.659**

1

.543*

.705**

.657**

.616**

1

.686**

.600**

.571**

1

.850**

.573**

1

.598**

Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

1

Conclusion
The evaluation to conduct learning activity by using Problem – Based Learning in research
methodology course found that the conduct activity of problem analysis, planning, Learning
Application have relate with achievement learning significance 0.01 in accordance but step of
summary and report has not relate with achievement learning of student that relate with Sopapan
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Sa-ad , Panlop Piriyawong , Pranchayanan Nilsuk , Na-mon Jeerangsuwan to develop by using
Problem-Based Learning: PBL through electronic. As the research student will be learning by
present problem , planning problem ,solution problem then present the concept to solve and also
evaluate behavior working together found that student more learning achievement and capability of
solve problem than before learning in those step of Problem-Based Learning: PBL significance 0.05
As achievement learning of target group 21 student found that evaluate of achievement
learning in research methodology after study by using Problem – Based Learning and writing
proposal has get score 23.67 of total 35 and standard deviation is 4.66. Meanwhile, overall satisfy
with learning activities by using Problem – Based Learning as average 3.51 and significance 0.05
that first one step is Learning and Application second is Problem .Third step is conducting Problem
Analysis. Then, Planning, Learning after that Application, Summary and Report would be the fourth,
fifth and sixth steps respectively. According to the result of researcher Montrathip Maneechotirat and
co-researcher (2548) to assess the satisfy both of medical and dentist student found that undergraduate
medical student likely complacent by using Problem – Based Learning because it can motivate to
learning and also debate their opinion in class nevertheless, most of dentist student less favorite by
using Problem – Based Learning like international research of Derek Rainea and Sarah Symonsb
(2555) using Problem – Based Learning of undergraduate by practice research in Physics course
shows that student to satisfy with its because of it can build term work together that it also related
with YADAV, AMAN and co-researcher (2554) to study with undergraduate engineering student at
Midwestern University who enrolled electronic engineering course as to compare between lecture
style and Problem – Based Learning found that most of student to also positive attitude with learning
Problem – Based Learning due to, they can learning center by themselves rater lecture in classroom.
Additionally, Jeanie Marklin Reynoldsa and Dawson R. Hancockb (2553) to compare learning
achievement solution skill and attitude between by using Problem – Based Learning and lecture in a
higher education who to enrolled environmental biotechnology course. To collect exam, survey,
interview positive attitude toward Problem – Based Learning found that student have more positive
attitude toward Problem – Based Learning than lecture as the result they can learning to solve
problem from to assigned situation or proposition to identify issues from the given information in
classroom that worked based learning in group and also learning to use technology for search
information analysis review literature as to solve problem as well.
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1. Background
The impact of worldwide economic crisis on higher education (Hazelkorn, 2012) has resulted
in reduced funding for educational institutions and has forced them to explore better ways to
cut costs, reduce waste, and become more efficient in meeting teaching and learning needs.
When budgets decline, professional development needs may be considered as lower priority
but in reality professional development is critical for preparing employees to learn new
techniques to adapt to changing work environments during difficult economic climates.
In higher education institutions, faculty development centers provide the necessary training
and support for faculty to become proficient in teaching and scholarly activities but these
centers are usually underfunded to begin with and are the first to experience budget cuts and
staff reduction during challenging economic times. The literature is replete with articles that
range from highlighting the budget challenges faced by faculty development centers during
difficult economic times (Ortquist-Aherns et al., 2009; Therell et al., 2010) to the need for
exploring mechanisms for meeting budget challenges (Christie & Desrochers, 2009; Gray &
Hohnstreiter, 2010; Springborg & Fashant, 2009).
It is imperative that faculty development centers have to find better ways to train and support
faculty while cutting costs. But operating costs cannot be reduced by focusing only on cutting
costs and the focus should be on operational changes that can lower costs and maximize
efficiency in the long run. One approach to achieving operational efficiency is the integration
of Lean Concepts which have been successfully applied in the manufacturing industry. In this
paper, lean concepts and their application in service organizations such as faculty
development centers are explained with a real life example of how the concepts were applied
to improve the operations of a faculty development center and illustrate what other faculty
development organizations can do to apply these concepts in their organizations.
2. Lean Concepts
Lean concepts originated in the Japanese manufacturing industry and the concepts include a
set of tools that assist in identifying and eliminating waste and as a result, improving
operational efficiency and reducing costs (Holweg, 2007). The lean concepts are increasingly
being applied in service industries such as call centers, hospitals, and office situations
(Tapping et al., 2010), and even in non-profit organizations such as higher education
institutions (Balzer, 2010). Lean concepts are applicable in faculty development centers
because they involve a number of processes, materials, and people for organizing and
delivering training programs, resources, and support services to faculty. Therefore, these
centers can be simplified, standardized, streamlined, and made as efficient as possible.
Lean tools include Value Stream Mapping (VSM), Five S, Kanban (pull production), and
poka-yoke (mistake proofing), and the tools are applied to reduce or eliminate three types of
wastes, namely “muda” (non-value added activities), “mura” (uneven flow) and “muri”
(overwork). The three lean tools are briefly described in the following subsections.
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2.1 Value Stream Mapping: This is a process mapping technique that allows an organization
to represent a process as a drawing from start to finish so that everyone can understand and
recognize the process flow, communication flow, and the timelines. The drawing representing
the current state of the process is called the Current State Map and it is the baseline
representation from which all non-value added activities can be identified and value added
activities and improvements can be proposed. The drawing representing the improved process
is called the Future State Map, which includes the anticipated vision of the organization for
reducing or eliminating waste and improving the value of the process.
The Value Stream Map has three sets of icons or symbols for representing (1) process,
entities, inventory and associated data, (2) flow, communication, signals and labels, and (3)
people and transportation (Nash & Poling, 2008). Not all the icons are necessary in all
process mapping situations, especially in mapping non-manufacturing situations such as
customer service operations. The task of developing the current and future state maps
requires extensive analysis of the operations and collecting data on all the activities, material
and communication flow, and the people involved.
After the current state map has been developed and refined, it should be shared with the
stakeholders of the organization and explained for identifying opportunities for improvement,
which will result in drawing the future state map. The opportunities for improvement are
called “Kaizen bursts”, which can lead to brainstorming solutions for achieving the identified
opportunities for improvements. The final step is developing an action plan for achieving the
envisioned future state, implementing it, and measuring if the value stream has improved.
2.2 Five S: This is a methodology for organizing a workplace efficiently and effectively using
five principles: (1) Sort, (2) Straighten, (3) Shine, (4) Standardize, and (5) Sustain. Sort
involves identifying and analyzing all the tools and materials in the workplace, eliminating
unnecessary ones, prioritizing those needed for work, and keeping them in easily-accessible
locations. Straighten involves simplifying everything in the workplace by keeping tools and
materials where they are needed and identifying them clearly so that they can be accessed and
used easily. Shine involves keeping the workplace clean so that everything is cleaned after
use and put in its assigned location, and is done on an ongoing basis. Standardize involves
streamlining work practices so that everyone in the organization knows how each task should
be performed and understands individual responsibilities related to that task. Sustain involves
reviewing the implementation of the first 4 S’s, ensuring they are being followed correctly,
and addressing any additions or changes needed in the workplace (Taghizadegan, 2006).
The Five S methodology is simple in principle, can be effective when applied correctly and
can result in operational efficiency. The goal of Five S is improved productivity, quality,
employee morale, safety, and reduction in waste. The Five S methodology is especially easy
to implement in office situations and to see the results within a short time.
2.3 Mistake Proofing: This is known in Japanese as “poka-yoke”, and the objective of this
technique is to eliminate mistakes by preventing them or correcting them as they occur. Pokayoke can be devices or mechanisms that warns when a mistake is about to be made or
prevents a mistake from being made. One of the common mistake-proofing tools in
manufacturing is a jig that guides a tool for correctly operating on a work piece and prevents
an incorrect operation from being made (Grout & Downs, n.d.). Poka-yoke is also applied in
service industries to prevent mistakes or bring attention to mistakes as they are being made.
One of the common examples of mistake-proofing in service industries is a script that call
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centers follow in answering customers’ calls for assistance and the script ensures that all the
necessary steps are being followed in addressing the customers’ needs.
Due to their simplicity in concept and application, the three lean concepts described above
are applicable to faculty development centers for improving their operational efficiency and
effectiveness, reducing waste and costs, and maximizing budget and resources.
3. Lean Exploration in Faculty Development
Northern Illinois University’s Faculty Development and Instructional Design Center was
established in 1998 as a centralized academic support unit to provide opportunities for
effective teaching, promote research and scholarly activities, facilitate the use of instructional
technologies in teaching, provide professional development opportunities, and serve as a
referral service and as a resource unit. During these 14 years, the Center has been given
additional responsibilities including support for teaching assistants, programs and support
services on online teaching, and professional development programs for academic
administrators. While the demand for programs and services and the cost of maintaining
technology facilities have been steadily increasing, budget and staffing have not increased.
Therefore, the Center had to explore new ways to meet faculty needs but with less funding.
During a staff retreat in 2010, Center staff analyzed four major issues, namely (1) Center’s
Programs, (2) Resources (3) Services, and (4) Operations, and identified the following
opportunities for improvement that could maximize productivity and result in cost savings:
1. Program registration – the process of registering faculty, staff and teaching assistants for
workshops, seminars and institutes and sending them confirmation and reminders, and
recording cancellations and “no shows”.
2. Program schedule development – process of collecting information from Center staff
about a particular month’s program offerings and preparing the program schedule.
3. Organization of materials and supplies – organizing and storing office supplies to
computer spare parts, and other materials.
4. Publicity and promotional materials – reviewing and approving publicity and promotional
materials for dissemination.
3.1 Value Stream Mapping Implementation
For the program registration process, a current state Value Stream Map was created and
analyzed. Figure 1 shows a partial condensed a current state VSM for the program
registration process. The current state map showed that the average time taken for processing
each program registration was 12 minutes, and this included manually checking each
registration request, recording the registration information in the registration database,
emailing confirmation to the registrant, sending a reminder a few days before the program,
processing cancellations (if any), and recording program attendance and “no shows” (if any).
After analyzing the current state VSM for the program registration process and identifying
opportunities for improvement, a future state VSM was created. Figure 2 shows a partial
condensed version of the future state VSM, and it includes samples of “Kaizen bursts” or
opportunities for improvement. In the future state, some of the manual steps are eliminated,
registrations are recorded in the database and confirmation is sent to registrants by
implementing an automated registration database system. The total time taken to process a
registration from start to finish has been reduced to 5 minutes. The new registration system is
web-based and allows Center staff and registrants to access registration information anytime
from anywhere, and registrations can also check or cancel their registrations on their own.
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Figure 2. A Condensed Future State Value Stream Map of the Program Registration Process
Similarly, the program schedule development process was analyzed and current and future
state VSMs were developed. The current program schedule development process involves
collecting from individual Center staff members the details (title, description, prerequisites,
training facility need, etc.) of the programs they plan to present on a particular date and time
in a month. Individual staff members do not know what other staff members are proposing to
offer on particular dates and times. The Program Coordinator has to compile the information,
resolve conflicts, and prepare the monthly program schedule. The current state VSM clearly
showed all the steps involved in the process including their durations and bottlenecks.
The current state VSM was analyzed for opportunities for improvement and a future state
VSM was developed showing all the Kaizen bursts. The key improvements include all staff
members entering all their proposed programs they wish to offer on particular dates and times
directly into a calendar software that is accessible to all staff members and the Program
Coordinator compiling the program schedule directly from the calendar software. This
collaborative program schedule development has cut down program schedule development
time from 20 hours to 10 hours per month.
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3.2 Five S Implementation
The Five S implementation involved identifying opportunities for applying each of the Five S
concepts in the organization of materials and supplies at the Faculty Development and
Instructional Design Center at Northern Illinois University.
Sort – Center staff kept program materials such as folder, supplies, etc., office supplies such
as cartridges, printer paper, stationery, etc., and facilities-related materials such as cables,
power strips, media carts, etc., in different rooms in the Center. These materials included
obsolete or unused items as well as newer items and resulted in confusion as to where newer
and usable items were stored. This step involved analyzing all the materials, getting rid of
unused or obsolete items and keeping only needed items.
Straighten – The next step was to label all needed and usable items, and organize them in
specific locations at the Center. This made it easier for Center staff to find particular items in
their assigned locations instead of looking for them in various places. Related items such as
media carts and extension cords were also grouped together so that they could be used easily.
Shine – Along with organizing, labeling and locating items in particular locations, they were
also cleaned regularly so that Center staff were motivated to maintain the organization of
materials and the equipment in their places, and the facilities were welcoming for users.
Standardize – For the purpose of using Center’s materials, equipment and other resources,
Center staff developed policies and procedures, checklists, and templates. Standardizing how
the items will be used, which items would be needed for a particular event, and how they
would be set up, etc., made it efficient as well as less time consuming for staff to follow.
Sustain - This step required the Center Director to check if the previous steps were being
followed and remind Center staff when necessary. Center’s Information Technology
Coordinator and Program Coordinator take annual inventory of items and make sure items
are being located in their assigned places and obsolete and unused items are being discarded.
Center Director also reviews policies and procedures, and checklists annually and refines
them as necessary with the help of Center Staff.
3.3 Mistake-Proofing
Similar to mistakes in a manufacturing environment, academic support units are also prone to
errors if their activities are not monitored closely and mechanisms are not set in place to
prevent the mistakes. An analysis of Faculty Development and Instructional Design Center’s
operations, it was observed that mistakes generally occurred in the following circumstances:
(1) monthly program schedules, program announcements, etc., (2) correspondences such as
letters, reports, program confirmation and reminder email messages, and (3) purchase
requests for equipment, software, and other materials. These mistakes, of course, ended up
costing the Center in many ways including cost of wasted resources, staff time for correcting
errors, and risks related to incorrect information being sent to external audiences.
To prevent the mistakes in program schedules and announcements, a three-person proofing
rule was established such that any important information sent to an external audience is
proof-read and approved by at least three staff members at the Center. Staff also developed
templates for letters, reports and announcements, which prevented errors in preparing them
from scratch every time. Center director required all major purchases to be reviewed and
approved by at least three staff members so that unnecessary purchases were avoided.
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4. Results of Lean Concepts Integration
The integration of lean concepts has helped the Faculty Development and Instructional
Design Center at Northern Illinois University to increase its operational efficiency as well as
implement steps for continuous improvement. Some of the results include nearly 50%
reduction in program registration and program schedule development durations and costs,
ease of access and better use of Center’s resources, reduction in waste and elimination of
unnecessary purchases, and mistake and risk free dissemination of promotional and publicity
materials. These results have translated into monetary savings, which have helped the Center
to cope with budget cuts and continue to meet the increase in demand for its services.
5. Conclusions
Lean Concepts are not only effective for improving manufacturing operations but also for
improving the operational efficiency of service organizations like faculty development
centers. Lean concepts such as Value Stream Mapping, Five S and Poka-Yoke have been
successfully applied by the Faculty Development and Instructional Design Center at Northern
Illinois University to reduce costs and improve productivity. As these concepts are simple to
apply, other faculty development centers and service organizations can apply the concepts to
deal with budget challenges and improve productivity.
The authors would like to acknowledge the contributions of Shajan R. Cyril Raj (Graduate
Student, Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering) and the staff of Faculty
Development and Instructional Design Center at Northern Illinois University for this effort.
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Creating a Scholarship of Academic Leadership
K. Bolander Laksov (Karolinska Institutet), M. Hilliges (Dalarna University) & T.
Roxå (Lund University), Sweden
Background
In August 2010 a working group was initiated under the auspices of the Swedish
Association of Higher Education (SAHE) expert group for quality issues, with the aim
of focusing on education quality. The working group that was selected represented
individuals from three different levels: managerial dean or rector’s level, educational
developers and students, from seven universities.
The objective of the working group was to create a task for academic leaders on the
quality of education. In autumn 2010, various options were discussed including
leadership symposium, Nordic seminar, debate articles, etc. The Working Group
decided on creating a conference where the aim was to create an academically grounded
discussion, a conversation, about what it means to lead higher education at multiple
levels within university and college organizations. Through a conference, we hoped, in
addition to creating time for discussion of important issues, to:
• Create an opportunity to gain insight into what effective tools for quality work there
are on offer
• Build a discourse on academic leadership.
• Enable people to present exciting ideas, which then remains in the form of proceedings.
• Highlight the good things that are at home (in Sweden) that we would need to
make more ‘visible’.
• Making visible leadership at various levels - clarify where there are black 'holes'
and enable the identification of levels of responsibility.
The question came up whether we should instead focus on good practice and what really
is the point of having a research-like conference. However, the end to the debate
concluded that it is not enough to collect good examples. This does not lift the
discussion. Another important issue raised was the ownership of the issue of quality in
education. Who owns the quality discourse? The Working Group agreed that it is
important to create partnerships around the issue of quality of both academic leaders,
researchers and educational developers and thus highlight the responsibilities and
interests.

Central to the underlying ideas of the conference was to try to get as many heads as
possible and an effort to bring the conference to be perceived as urgent. The Working
Group agreed on a format with a call for papers and a classic peer review process,
rather than a conference with only invited speakers who would present examples.
The themes that the Working Group hoped would generate contributions were as follows:
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1) To lead colleagues
2) Leading Change
4) Leading m by robin
5) Leading by Quality Control
Results
Participants
The conference was held on 14-15 November 2011. The number of registered
participants was 216, of whom 209 were at the conference. Participants represented 34
universities throughout Sweden. During the last two weeks several from the waiting list
were taken on when some people reported that they had been prevented to come. Of
these, the participants held the following positions:
Rector / Vice Rector 27
Management / Administrative Director (or equivalent) 26
Quality Coordinator (or equivalent) 10
Dean / Vice Dean 11
Dean / Head of Section 33
Studies / training officer (or equivalent) 41
Educational developers 35
Professor / Lecturer 11
Students 2
Other 8
Paper and roundtable discussions
27 abstracts were submitted by 15 August, which was the deadline. All abstracts were
reviewed by three people, one person at management level, an educational developer
and a student. The criteria used for selection of abstracts were:
• potential to initiate an academic discussion based on leadership in higher education
• potential to inspire and develop leadership development
• use of relevant theoretical perspectives on higher education and / or leadership

Among the 27 entries 23 abstracts were presented at the conference in the form of
paper (15) and Round Table (8). Paper Presentations were 20 minutes to present, while
the round table was 40 minutes. Each session had a moderator, principals were asked
to be moderators, and a room host, an educational developer from Karolinska
Institutet. Moderator's role was to introduce the speaker and keep track of time and list
of speakers at the question and answer session after the presentation. Room Host made
sure that the information was in order, that the technical system and its door closed if
the room was full.
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Evaluation
The evaluation found that it was generally very pleased with the contributions that were
presented. A recurring issue raised was that it was felt the contributions focused (too)
much on educational development, and underlying was that one might have liked more
focus on leadership. The analysis by the working group suggested that the conference
served as a temperature gauge of academic leadership in Sweden and raised the question of
what constitutes leadership in relation to the quality of education today. Probably also
the format, with peer review and conference papers, was something that those who
work in educational development to a larger part is used to, because it was relatively
rare with abstracts presented by vice-chancellors and dean level participants. The table
below you can see the division of role in relation to the presentation.
Position at university
paper / Roundtable
Rector / Vice Rector of
5
Management / AD
1
Quality Coordinator (or equivalent) 1
Dean / Vice Dean
3
Dean / Head of Division
1
Studies / training officer (or equivalent) 7
Educational developers
26
Professor / Lecturer
0
Students
0
Other
4
It is clear that those who were willing to do presentations at the conference, were
predominantly educational developers, but also five people on rectors’ level, who
made contributions.
Keynotes
Three key-notes had been invited to the conference, Albert Pilot, Liz Beaty and
Bjorn Stensaker.
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Albert Pilot was invited on the recommendation of Graham Gibbs, one of the most
influential researchers in the area of university teaching and leadership, as the person
who was most involved in the development of the educational quality of Utrecht
University in Holland. From the 90's UU had been rated quite low in all university
evaluations, but after working systematically for 10 years with quality issues of
education, this resulted in UU now being among the top universities in the country.
Albert Pilot played a key role in this work and offered therefore a keynote entitled
Fostering a community of leaders - the teacher as the key factor in the quality of Utrecht
University.
Liz Beaty was invited as she has been working with quality issues in higher education
from several perspectives, the researcher, the educational developer and most recently,
the academic leader (Vice Chancellor). When Liz Beaty worked at governmental level
in the Higher Education Research Funding Council of England (HEFCE), she struggled
with financial issues from a global perspective. Her keynote was titled: Leading change
in higher education: an exploration of the relationship between scholarship and
experience.
Bjorn Stensaker is one of the researcher in the Nordic countries who have devoted most
time to analyzing how universities relate to policy. He has been engaged both in
Sweden and Norway and the Nordic Council of Ministers to provide a scientific
perspective on key higher education issues and the 'quality discourse' which in recent
years have
developed in higher education. The Working Group considered that he would be an
excellent person to summarize the contents of this first conference on 'Leading Higher
Education'. As a basis Bjorn Stensaker got access to all papers and roundtables as a basis
for discussion. Also so-called 'billabång' sessions were organised around high tables after
the plenary sessions to discuss the content of the keynote lectures and network with new
people. The evaluation found that participants were very happy with all three keynotes
contribution.
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Billabong
After the presentations of Albert Pilot and Liz Beaty participants had the opportunity to
talk about what had been presented. Our hope was that everyone would help with short
written reflections on what had been said and that this could be captured and fed back to
the conference second day. The model for these conversations was borrowed from
Australia and Aboriginal tradition to come together to discuss and resolve issues around a
Billabong (pond / small lake). Outside the plenary hall, there were tables covered with
papers with different questions relatint to the key note. Participants were asked to stand
around the tables, read the questions, talk to each other around the table, appoint a
'secretary' and write down thoughts / responses on the paper. Notes provided input for
Björn Stensaker’s closing keynote on Tuesday.
In retrospect, it can be said that the Billabång sessions worked well as a way to capture
what was said and make it useful for conference attendees.
The idea of creating a conference where practitioners would be able to present, in a
scientific manner, how they work to lead higher education, on a theoretical basis and
with implications for the purpose of sharing this knowledge is obviously new. Therefore,
there was no tradition to fall back on either regarding format for such a conference, or the
content. This is certainly one of the reasons for the large presence of educational
developers, who have great insight into different educational settings, and see the need
for leadership on these issues.
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Discussion
A very positive effect of the conference was that the participants' background was very
broad and diverse in their roles and functions, there was a good balance between different
groups and these groups were at the conference given the opportunity to have a dialogue
about what an "educational leadership" can mean .
When reading the abstracts, it was found that the five themes that had been proposed for
the conference really did not work, since a large share of the contributions came in the
Theme 2: leading change. Therefore, one might question the importance of these themes.
The working group analysis was that they were not important at this stage, but that they
might have a function to lure people for instance, both from government and educational
activities. This also sets the title of the conference came to a head, for example, was
probably another title such as 'How will lead to graduates' have given a different group of
participants.

The Working Group's analysis in the review of the evaluations revealed that during the
conference there was an absence of a problematization of leadership. For example, it did
not arise any contributions that discussed the new autonomy reform that was introduced
by the swedish government in 2011 in any of the contributions. One reason could be that
because we in academia do not talk so much about leadership, it remains invisible. For a
problematisation of leadership to emerge it needs to be linked to knowledge and theory in
the field. Since academic leadership is a relatively new area of research, and education in
the area is very sparse, there is no knowledge to lean on. Research is needed nationally
and internationally in this area! The conference itself highlights the importance of this.
The keynotes also played an important role in raising the theoretical perspectives on
academic leadership.

Albert Pilot lifted the infrastructure, power and consensus as the key concepts for
creating a learning organization with the ability to learn from their mistakes. Beaty
stressed the importance of interconnections between research and development and the
need to support the development of "Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 'and to use
policy and financing as a tool in the improvement efforts. Stensaker gave in his analysis a
picture of the field that academic leaders must take into account. The tension between a)
the modern university, with the growing need for specialized and professional leaders,
with a clear credit system that improves teaching status, and educational development as
an obvious academic activity, and b) the reflexive university, where we need to tear
down the walls between specialties and generate understanding of what it means to work
as academics in our universities, and increase the amount of multidisciplinary research on
how our organizations function.
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Applying the available literature on the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL)
(Trigwell, Martin et al., 2000; Kreber 2002), one can say that the conference represented the
first step in moving towards a more academic approach (equivalent SoTL) and with that
they (the academic leaders) began to share their practice. If one decides to repeat the
conference the criteria could be adjusted further, focusing on for example: leadership issues,
systematic observation, rooted in the academic literature. This of course depends on what
you want as the focus - academic leadership, or how to lead higher education.

One can problematize the comments in the evaluation further. When several felt that
the conference focused too much on teaching methods, it is perhaps reasonable to
question how much the higher education issues really are present on the leadership
arena. That which is labeled 'education', education issues, are perhaps lost for many
when talking about 'academic leadership? Academic leadership is in this case not about
education but about financing systems, administration and organization. Is it the case
that through the conference we got a real picture of what (some) of our highest leaders
in colleges and universities care about?
Another interpretation of these comments in the evaluation was that we (in universities)
in descentralisation and autonomy trails create an organization that prevents leadership,
because all the money quickly is redirected to the heads of departments and institutions.
Within the larger universities there is no money for strategic projects. All is delegated
downwards through the organisation. Meanwhile, the institutions are so large that they
do not have to be clear about the link to education issues - thus giving research leaders,
a very large role. The next conference should perhaps therefore address the question of
how to create strong academic environments that take real responsibility for both
education and research quality.
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Peer Observation of Teaching and Beyond
Introduction
Internationally, peer review in higher education has occupied a well established role in the
pursuit of academic quality through, for example, publishing in refereed journals, awarding
research grants and the processes of curriculum development. Yet the higher education
lecture hall, laboratory or classroom has, in countries across the globe, traditionally served
as the preserve of the individual teacher, unobserved by colleagues. Some countries, for
example, Finland, are at the point of considering the value of introducing peer observation of
teaching in relation to improving student learning and promoting a culture of continuing
professional development. In other countries, for example the UK, peer observation of
teaching was introduced into courses for new lecturers, sometimes as part of their
probationary period, and later extended to observation of experienced staff in English higher
education institutions through the Quality Assurance Agency. Some universities in the UK
are now moving ‘beyond’ peer observation to other forms of peer review. This paper
presents matters being considered in relation to introducing peer observation of teaching,
based on developments in Finland being conducted by Matti Lappalainen, and then
considers matters related to moving ‘beyond’ peer observation based on work undertaken by
Gosling and Mason O’Connor (2006).
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Introducing the Peer Observation of Teaching

Even if teaching in higher education is mostly work in isolation, different peer observation of
teaching (POT) practices have been introduced and piloted for decades. Gosling (2002) has
differentiated twelve characteristics of POT and separated three models of POT. The
evaluation model is for assessment of performance (eg. for promotion). It´s normally done
by senior staff. The purpose of the developmental model is to demonstrate competency
and improve teaching competencies. It´s for development and done by educational
developers or expert teachers. The peer review model is to engage teachers in discussion
about teaching and give an opportunity to self and mutual reflection. It´s done by teachers
themselves.
From the educational development point of view the developmental and peer review model
are the most interesting ones. They have been used as an independent development
method or as a part of a professional training programme. Even when the teachers are doing
observation by themselves, the role of educational developer is important. S/he determines
the guidelines and the structure of the observation process.

Normally there are three phases in POT: pre-observation (guidelines, rules, practical
matters), observation and after observation (discussion, report etc.). In practice the models
of POT are often mixed. In pure developmental model the teacher can eg. order “an
inspection” from the Academic Development Unit to have feedback (eg. Aalto University,
Finland). In some examples the Academic Development Unit has produced a website with
guidelines, teacher experiences and a form, where a teacher can specify themes in which a
peer observer should concentrate (Abo Akademi University, Finland). And if it is difficult to
find time to observe teaching, it´s also possible to watch recorded lectures to learn and to
reflect on own practices (Aalto University, Finland).
The experiences of the teachers who have used the POT are mainly positive. In the
University of Turku (Finland) we have used POT as a part of Professional Development
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course (10 ECTS) for 16 years. The experiences have been encouraging. The latest results
are from academic year 2011-2012. After completed the POT exercise (visited once in
colleagues lecture and discussed afterwards) they evaluated the exercise with 5 point scale
(“POT worked as a tool for educational development; badly 1 2 3 4 5 well) the average was
4,3. However, very often POT has remained for a single experiment which is not widely
used.

Moving Beyond Peer Observation to Peer Review
Teaching and learning in higher education has changed radically in many countries in recent
years. There has been a shift in focus towards student centred, active approaches to
learning; students are seen as active partners in the learning process rather than passive
recipients of knowledge. New technologies have resulted in online teaching and learning
taking place in diverse modes, times and locations. These developments have raised
questions about the appropriateness of observation of teaching and who and what is to be
observed. What is the value of observing the ‘performance’ of a teacher?
A key question relates to the value of observation of teaching in a developing climate of
staff continuing professional development. What is the value of a ‘one off’ observation
episode which takes place perhaps once a year? Whilst observation of teaching may be a
necessary requirement, say for newly appointed staff, it can hardly be seen as sufficient in
terms of developing teaching and learning. Thus, attempts have been made to move
‘beyond’ observation of teaching. The SEDA publication ‘Beyond Observation of Teaching’
(Gosling and Mason O’Connor 2006) includes case studies of six universities which
encompass the broader practice of peer review of teaching and learning, rather than peer
observation. (Review of Professional Practice, Gloucestershire; Peer Review of Learning
Teaching and Assessment, Sheffield Hallam; Peer Review of Teaching and Assessment,
Cumbria; Peer Review of Learning and Teaching, Cardiff; Peer Supported Review, Ulster;
Peer Learning, Worcester.)
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Common to these case studies is an emphasis on seeing teaching problems in the way
portrayed by Bass (1999). He compares our different attitudes to research problems and
teaching problems. Whereas research problems are a ‘good thing’ that academics are only
too happy to discuss and debate with colleagues, often ‘teaching problems’ have been seen
as implying a fault or deficiency in the teacher. ‘Changing the status of the problem in
teaching from terminal remediation to ongoing investigation is precisely what the movement
for a scholarship of teaching is all about. How might we make the problematisation of
teaching a matter of regular communal discourse? How might we think of teaching practice,
and the evidence of student learning, as problems to be investigated, analysed, represented,
and debated?’ (Bass,1999).
The University of Gloucestershire case study, Review of Professional Practice (RPP) was
based on the conceptual framework of collaborative peer review and the scholarship of
teaching. It demonstrates how a peer review scheme was introduced as a means of
investigating a teaching ‘problem’ in the Bass sense. The ‘problem’ could lie outside the
confines of the classroom and might relate to, for example, providing more effective
feedback through the use of new technologies. Through discussion and reflection with a
peer and exploring resources, the idea was that the member of staff would be better
prepared to address the problem.
Instituting any form of peer review of teaching and learning is not without its challenges. The
evaluation of RPP identified inter-related factors which may serve as useful learning points
both for further development of RPP in Gloucestershire and for other institutions considering
introducing a peer review scheme which extends ‘beyond peer observation’. These factors
include: staff morale, particularly where there had been major restructuring; amount of
management interest and support; existing culture of the department relating to development
initiatives and activity; alignment with other developmental activity; extent to which the
scheme is explained to, discussed and understood by staff – and not seen as ‘bureaucratic’;
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and the extent to which implementation of the scheme is monitored at local level

After using POT in professional training programme (University of Turku, Finland) and in
workshops (eg. Lappalainen 2011) we have collected ideas from the participants on how to
take POT into wider use. The results have been well in line with Gosling´s notions. “You
have to change almost all the personnel first”, is too simple an answer, even if it was given
by one frustrated young teacher.

Conclusion
Peer observation of teaching and peer review provide development opportunities which draw
on the experience of both parties through collaborative processes of inquiry and reflection. A
practical advantage of both approaches is that whilst they deploy the resource of staff time,
they do not incur costs of other forms of professional development such as conference or
course participation or buying in external consultants. This ‘selling point’ might appeal to
managers. But for educational developers the principal advantage is in terms of improving
student learning. A well designed observation of teaching and peer review scheme can
contribute to the scholarship of learning and teaching through collaboration, promoting
dialogue, exploring and building on existing knowledge and publicising new ideas emanating
from processes of reflection. It is a very concrete way to build a community of practice. As
students become to be seen as partners in the learning process can we devise ways in
which they can actively contribute to observation of teaching or peer review? Or would this
be seen as too threatening? This is one of the questions to be discussed in our conference
session. Another question is how schemes can be sustained over time beyond the
enthusiasm of the initiators of the scheme - as is mentioned above, the support of managers
in the process is important for its success. Such questions are important if we are to
continue to move ‘beyond’.
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Introduction
This paper briefly describes:
1. The courses offered by CUL

1. The courses offered by CUL
First an overview of the institutional framework:

Keyword: CUL offers courses to all teachers at all career levels within its main academic area.
2. The incitement structure for teachers and research staff

Aarhus University, Danmark:
After a merger between Aarhus University and Aarhus School of Business as well as
a few other HE institutions, Aarhus University now has: 34.000+ full time students;
7000+ employees, among these about 3.500 teachers and research staff.

Keyword: Most of the courses are mandatory – also in the case of
tenured professors.

Aarhus University comprises four main academic areas: Faculty of Arts (12.000 students); Business and Social Sciences (14.000 full-time students + 3000 part-time
students); Health (3.700 students); Science and Technology (4.000 students).

3. The participant evaluations of the mandatory pedagogical courses
Keyword: The fact that courses are mandatory is not incompatible
with high course benefits among the participants.
4. The reasons for CUL having developed into a relatively large university ped-

School of Business and Social Sciences (BSS), Aarhus University:

agogy unit with an extensive course activity (over a period of 8 years).
Keywords: Course quality, support from the management and legitimacy must be developed simultaneously.
On this background the paper will discuss
5. Dilemmas
in
Large
Scale
Development. Finally the paper will take up

BSS has 7 departments ( Department of Business Administration, Department of
Business Communication, Department of Economics and Business, Department of
Law, Department of Political Science and Government, Department of Psychology
and Behavioral Sciences and AU Herning (Business and Engineering)); 17.000 students, 522 full-time faculty, 236 Ph.D. students and about 800 temporary teachers,
including graduate teaching assistants (GTAs).

Educational

6. CUL’s challenges of proving the impact of its efforts in order to justify the
support of the management.
CUL – Visit CUL at www.cul.au.dk – Read the CUL webzine CULtivate at www.cultivate.au.dk
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Center for Teaching and Learning (CUL)

2.The Incitement Structure for the Teachers and the Research Staff of BSS re

From 2004 to 2011 CUL has developed from two small units with only a few employees and a limited range of voluntary courses into a center with 13 full-time employees offering mandatory courses for faculty at all career levels, developing new
course and teaching concepts and conducting research.

Attending Pedagogical Courses.
Half of the courses – among these the most comprehensive ones targeted at assistant and tenured professors – are mandatory. The management has implemented
strong incitements for individual teachers to participate in these courses and for
heads of department to urge their staff to participate.

The Courses Offered by CUL
The courses offered by CUL are listed in detail in Appendix A (page 6-9)

In the case of faculty there are requirements of course participation in contracts of
employment (GTAs, assistant professors, newly hired professors), reduction in
workload (assistant professors)), lump sum (professors), and payment by the hour
(temporary teachers). For further details see Appendix A (page 6-9).

These courses comprise:
 supervision and mentoring, educational ICT, teaching in the
 multicultur-al/multilingual classroom (for associate and full professors); 
 planning/developing courses; teaching techniques (for assistant professors); 

 teaching techniques (for graduate teaching assistants (GTAs, Ph.D.
students, temporary teachers). 

In the case of heads of department the management uses strong financial incitements. The dean has formulated the following rules for the departments concerning professors’ obligation to attend two of the courses offered by: Supervision/mentoring and EducationalIT (GoOnline)
“Participants per year per department in proportion to the number of teachers

Thus CUL offers courses for teachers at all career levels.
With its estimated workload of 150 hours the pedagogical program for assistant
professors is the most comprehensive, but many of the courses for tenured
faculty must also be characterized as long with a workload of 40-60 hours.

AUHE
7
5

GoOnline
Supervision/
Mentoring
Total per year 12
(Total per se- (6)
mester)

Beside developing and offering its own courses, CUL advice colleagues in the development of their courses and contributes to the university quality policies and
strategies; also it conducts analyses and other research within the area of university pedagogy for the School and for Aarhus University as a whole.
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BADM
7
5

BCOM
7
5

PS
7
5

PSY
5
3

ECON
12
8

LAW
7
5

12
(6)

12
(6)

12
(6)

8
(4)

20
(10)

12
(6)

Altogether CUL has developed from small-scale activities characterized by few
courses with voluntary and random participation to large-scale activities with systematic initiatives based on mandatory courses for teachers at all career levels as a
part of a the development strategy of the School .

Incitements: The departments pay an annual fee according to the number of
teachers to cover the course costs (indicated in thousands of DKK):
AUHE
GoOnline
350
Supervision/ 250
Mentoring
Total
600

BADM
350
250

BCOM
350
250

PS
350
250

PSY
250
150

ECON
600
400

LAW
350
250

600

600

600

400

1000

600

3. The participant evaluations of the mandatory pedagogical courses
It could be feared that mandatory courses in university pedagogy would cause reluctance among the participants and negative evaluations.
This has, however, not been the case. As shown in Appendix A (page 6-9) is The fact
that courses are mandatory not incompatible with high course benefits among the
participants

The fees are collected at the end of the year.
The dean gives an annual grant of DKK 50.000 per department per participant. This arrangement continues until all faculty members have participated
in the two courses.
Thus no moneys will be moved between dean and departments, given that
the departments make use of the course seats provided.
The head of department can excuse a senior staff member, if s/he is going to
retire before long.”

All CUL courses are evaluated at a minimum after the course. So far the evaluation
procedure has not been unified, but one question is thoroughly used:
Total benefits of the course/course module have been
Very high

The pedagogical development effort is inscribed in the strategy of the School of
Business and Social Sciences,

High

Low

Very low

The right column in Appendix A (page 6-9) shows the (high) percentage of participants that has found the course benefits ‘very high’ or ‘high. [WILL FOLLOW AT THE
CONFERENCE.]

The incitements and the number of course seats are adapted to the number of staff
members and the course capacity of CUL.
The number of mandatory courses mean that CUL within a relatively few years get
into contact with all faculty member more than once. This results in many requests
and invitations from the teachers.
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a. At a university where research is considered more important than teaching, the
center itself must create a demand for pedagogical development.

4. The reasons for CUL having developed into a relatively large university pedagogy unit with an extensive course activity

b. The reputation and the legitimacy of the center must be created through its
courses: i.e. bottom-up.

What has made it possible for CUL to develop from two small units with only a few
employees and a limited range of voluntary courses into a center with 13 full-time
employees (plus project employees) offering mandatory courses for faculty at all
career levels as a part of the strategy of the School of Business and Social Science
– all this over the relatively short period from 2004 to 2011?

c. In order to change the teaching practices, special importance is attached to the
power and culture bearing senior faculty.
d. The center is financed by the dean through ‘taxation’ of the departments.
e. The activities of the center are written into the educational policy and strategy
of the School.

Among the factors are the following:

f.

The clout of the center stems from a close alliance with the top
management that fully support and promotes the development work.
g. Most courses are mandatory and thus part of the job description/job contract.

a. Very dedicated directors and employees at the two merged pedagogical units.
This requirement is almost always met: educational developers at universities
are generally fire souls and very much engaged in changing and developing
the teaching practice.

h. The role of the center is to act as a change agent within the organization, and
also – but not only – to be a critical friend for the individual teachers.

b. Strong support from the management of the main academic area (dean and
vice-dean); both of them have shown large interest and drive as to
pedagogical development, and they have established the financial basis for
CUL. The imple-mentation of the strong incitements targeted at the senior
staff members has been a political challenge.

5. Dilemmas in Large Scale Educational Development
There are dilemmas connected with developmental work within the field of university pedagogy in large scale, among other things the following:
I.
Voluntary, motivated course participation vs. mandatory course participation:

c. Close and strong cooperative relations between dean and vice dean – they
worked together for seven years which means that they have built up a
large joint knowledge and mutual trust and confidence.

The dilemma between motivation and mandatory courses has so far been
overcome through the high course quality. High quality is the prerequisite
for high legitimacy amongst the teachers.

d. Gradual development of a high-quality course offer valued by the target group.
High-quality courses are the prerequisite for the fact that both CUL and its courses
have legitimacy and the prerequisite for the fact that the management can insist
on some courses are mandatory – also for senior staff members.
The work of the center is based upon a number of strategic choices made during
its development

II.
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Furthermore, it has been of paramount importance to CUL to establish a
good network with the heads of department, directors of study, course coordinators, and teachers at the main academic area.
The role of a pedagogical unit as a critical friend vs. as a change agent.

III.

6. CUL’s challenges of proving the impact of its efforts in order to justify the
support of the management

Freedom of teaching versus pedagogical leadership:

In the building up period, CUL has had much goodwill with the management and a
high legitimacy with the course participants.

In a Danish context, the principle of freedom of choice in teaching methods
is almost sacrosanct: the teacher with the knowledge of the subject
matter, should also be the one to make the didactic choices.

The building up period has benefited from eight years cooperation with the
same persons at the top management level (dean and vice-dean).

Opposite this, we have other parties’ wish to assure quality in teaching as
well as competence development among staff members through a
system-atic effort.

The running costs of CUL are covered by the seven departments of The School. Due
to this and due to the fact that we live in an evaluation culture, heads of department and other colleagues are likely to ask us the questions: “What do we get for
our money? Can you prove any effect of your efforts?”

A good example of this dilemma is the mandatory EducationalIT course
(GoOnline). The teachers are requested to become acquainted with a number of digital teaching tools. However, it is totally up to the individual
teacher if s/he will use ICT in his/her teaching and – if s/he wants to –
which digital tools s/he will use. Balance is achieved in this way: on the one
hand the individual teacher exclusively makes the didactical decisions on
the use of digital tools, but the management doesn’t allow him/her to
make this decision un an uneducated foundation. Therefore, all teachers
must take the course.

Indisputably, these questions are legitimate, but difficult to answer. It is hard to
prove (i) whether the CUL courses change the practice of the teachers, (ii) whether
changes in teaching lead to a change in the learning behavior of the students, and
(iii) whether changes in the learning behavior of the students result in a better
out-come. The casual chain is long and complex.
A decisive question is therefore: Which evaluation and follow strategies should we
choose?

CUL–
Visit CUL at www.cul.au.dk – Read the CUL webzine CULtivate at
www.cultivate.au.dk
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Appendix A: Courses, Incitement Structure, course evaluation – Center for Teaching and Learning, School of Business and Social Sciences, Aarhus
University
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Constructivism and Learning Development of 21st Century
Suwannee Luckanavanich, Ph.D.
School of Communication Arts, Bangkok University
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Rationale
Traditionally, teaching in the classroom was lectured mainly by the teacher
which seemed to be teacher-centered. Students were passive and communication was
just one-way communication. Most of the time, students felt bored, kept yawning, and
didn’t remember much what they learned. Teachers often disseminated information, and
students were recipients of knowledge. Teacher's role was seen as directive and
authoritative. Knowledge was seen as inert. Students memorized by repetition and
worked primarily alone. They, finally, lacked the skill of speaking, thinking, and
inquiry. They apprehended to speak and express ideas. According to communication
apprehension theory, communication apprehension refers to “an individual’s level of
fear or anxiety associated with either real or anticipated communication with another
person or persons” (McCroskey, 1977, p. 78).
In the 21st century, on the contrary, we are facing changes affecting teaching and
learning: social responsibility, technological advancement, new rules and regulations,
etc. In Thai education, for example, Office of the Higher Education Commission (2009)
employs Thai Qualifications Framework for Higher Education (TQF: HEd) to develop
the quality of the students in five domains of learning: 1) ethics and morals
2) knowledge 3) cognitive skills 4) interpersonal skills and responsibility 5) numerical,
communication and information technology skills. Therefore, if the traditional way of
teaching is still used, the students may not potentially develop themselves.
Moreover, the world is drastically changing. Many countries are currently
affected by natural disaster such as floods, earthquakes, droughts, landslides and
cyclones. Accordingly, in Thailand, Center for Hazards and Risk Research at Columbia
University (2005) made the observations from 1901–2004 and found that droughts and
floods posed the greatest threat to Thailand. Recently, during the end of the year 2011,
Thailand faced a severe flood which made people suffer a lot. Thai government and
many institutions realized the problem and urged educational institutions to give
knowledge about natural disasters to children, and many organizations took part in it.
In regard to the changes and the problems of the real-world contexts mentioned
above, teachers today change their role to be facilitators and active creators, that is, they
focus on students-centered classroom, make students enjoy the class, and know students’
wants and needs. They put their effort to encourage students to speak and think more.
By grounding learning activities in authentic, real-world contexts, constructivism
stimulates and engages students. Students in constructivist classrooms learn to question
things and apply their natural curiosity to the world (Educational Broadcasting
Corporation, 2004). To conclude, the concept of constructivism, a theory about how
people learn, can develop students’ learning. It says that people construct or generate
their own understanding, knowledge of the world, and meaning from an interaction
between their experiences and their ideas.
Related literature
Sarbin & Kitsuse (1994, p.x.) explained that constructionists focus on how
ordinary members (and sometimes professionals) create and employ constructions, on
observing how others interact with those constructions, and on interpreting and
sometimes proposing alternate constructions. Meanwhile, constructivism is a philosophy
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of learning founded on the premise that we construct our own understanding of the
world we live in. Each of us generates our own “rules” and “mental models,” which we
use to make sense of our experiences. Learning, therefore, is the process of adjusting our
mental models to accommodate new experiences (Sullo, 2011). This is accordance with
Wood (2008) who emphasized that we don’t perceive randomly; instead, we organize
our perceptions in meaningful ways. Constructivism is a theory emphasizing that we
organize and interpret experience by applying cognitive structures called cognitive
schemata. We rely on four cognitive schemata we use to organize our thinking about
people and situations: prototypes, personal constructs, stereotypes, and scripts.
Matthews (1998) noted that constructivism is one of the most influential theories in
contemporary education and learning theory.
Tia DeNora & Hugh Mehan (1994) mentioned that “constructivist” research in
recent years is viewed as topic for sociological inquiry. Some of the tools from
constructivist perspective can be applied to one kind of extraordinary identity, creative
genius, in order to consider how it is socially organized and collaboratively produced.
The concept of constructivism rooted in classical ancient times, going back to
Socrates’s dialogues with his followers, in which he asked directed questions that led his
students to realize for themselves the weaknesses in their thinking. The Socratic
dialogue is a tool in the way constructivist educations assess their students’ learning and
plan new learning experiences (Educational Broadcasting Corporation, 2004).
In the evolution of constructivism, eminent leaders in the field of learning theory,
cognition and teaching practices are the Swiss psychologist and epistemologist Jean
Piaget (1896 – 1980), the American philosopher, associated with pragmatism John
Dewey
(1859-1952),
and
the
Russian
Lev
Vygotsky
(1896-1934).
Piaget's earlier writings, from the 1920s on, were on children's conceptions of the
world (Piaget, 1929). He started to use the term constructivism. According to Piaget,
two major principles guided intellectual growth and biological development: adaptation
and organization. For individuals to survive in an environment, they adapted to physical
and mental stimuli. Assimilation and accommodation were both part of the adaptation
process. Piaget believed that human beings possessed mental structures that assimilated
external events, and converted them to fit their mental structures. Moreover, mental
structures accommodated themselves to new, unusual, and constantly changing aspects
of the external environment. Piaget's second principle was organization referring to the
nature of these adaptive mental structures. He suggested that the mind was organized in
complex and integrated ways. The simplest level was the schema, a mental
representation of some physical or mental action that can be performed on an object,
event, or phenomenon. He believed that humans learn through the construction of one
logical structure after another. Piaget is known as a father of individual constructivism.
Piaget gave meaning to the term constructivism long before it was used by
academics in other fields, like the psychologist George Kelly's "Personal construct
theory" (1955). Constructivism is another name for the communication perspective.
Kelly believed that all humans act like naive scientists – trying to understand, predict,
and control their environment. They use constructs to make prediction. Kelly mentioned
that constructs change due to increasing maturity and our experiences.
John Dewey believed that students should be involved in real-life tasks and
challenges (Neil, 2005). He wrote, "If you have doubts about how learning happens,
engage in sustained inquiry: study, ponder, consider alternative possibilities and arrive at
your belief grounded in evidence." Inquiry is a key part of constructivist learning.
Moreover, Lev Vygotsky, a father of social constructivism, added perspectives
of social and cultural conditions for human learning into constructivism. He defined the
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"zone of proximal learning," which students solve problems beyond their actual
developmental level (but within their level of potential development) under adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.
Philosopher D.C. Phillips (1995) identifies three distinct roles in constructivism:
active learner, social learner, and creative learner. The active learner: instead of just
listening, reading, and working through routine exercises, learners discuss, debate,
hypothesize, investigate, and take viewpoints. The social learner: we don’t construct
knowledge and understanding individually; we coconstruct them in dialogue with others
(socially constructed). The creative learner: learners recreate knowledge for themselves.
Ingram (2004) cited Jacqueline Grennan Brooks (1999) Concept To Classroom
Interview, ''As long as there are people asking each other questions, we have had
constructivist classrooms. Constructivism, the study of learning, is about how we all
make sense of the world, and that really hasn't changed.''
As mentioned, constructivism can be practiced for learning development because
teachers get better ways to teach and team. Messages from others are never sufficient to
convey meaning. The individual constructs or reconstructs what things mean. Moreover,
active engagement in learning leads to better retention, understanding, and active use of
knowledge. Also, social dimension to learning or collaborative learning fosters learning.
Objectives of the Study
1. To study how to employ the concept of constructivism to help develop
students’ learning.
2. To study the pattern of students’ learning development based on
constructivism
Materials and Method
The present study employed a qualitative research to uncover the concept of
constructivism aimed to examine students’ learning development. The subjects of this
study were 30 students of the fourth year who enrolled public relations campaign course
in the second semester (January–February, 2012). They were divided into 6 group
projects (a group of five). To achieve the purpose of this study, the researcher utilized
three research tools to assess the students’ outcome: group research report, created PR
tool of the campaign, and individual and group interview.
To elaborate, the researcher arranged the first meeting with the students to
explain the course, things they have to do (group research report, created PR tool and
interview), and schedule of meeting (one meeting a week as a minimum for questions).
During the week, when they worked in group and encountered any problems before the
assigned meeting, they talked with the teacher through phone, e-mail or facebook.
Research Procedure
The researcher adopted constructivist perspective (real-world context, group
project, and posing questions) and applied it with 30 students in PR campaign course to
study how it was socially organized and collaboratively produced. Group research
report, created PR tool of the campaign, and interview were employed to analyze. This
was constructivist assessment as Sullo (2011) mentioned that constructivist assessment
engaged the students’ initiatives and personal investments in their journals, research
report, physical models, and artistic representations.
Group research report consisted of five chapters: 1) introduction dealing with
statement of the problem and significance of the study, objectives, target group,
framework and procedures, expectation of the created PR tool, and benefits of the study
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2) related theories and research 3) methodology 4) PR tool production 5) summary.
Created PR tools of the campaigns which are pop-up tale about natural disaster
(3D), 2D VDO about the flood, calendar with the recycled paper, notebook for parents
with the Aesop, and calendar with Braille to be teaching aids for the blind. The
procedures of each group to create PR tool are setting the target group, thinking of
creative PR tool of the campaign of chosen organization, getting information from the
library and interviewing the persons involved, conducting the research by using
questionnaire to ask the target group’s attitudes about PR tools they planned to produce,
making one sample of PR tool, conducting another research to test the target group’s
satisfaction by showing PR tools to their target groups and asking them to complete the
questionnaire, and using the information gained to develop their tool again.
Interview When the group research report and created PR tool were finished, the
teacher gave the individual and group interview to the students.
Results
The results to explain how to employ the concept of constructivism to help
develop students’ learning are as follows:
Developing creative PR tool of the campaign based on students’ interests, social
situation or real-world context
At the beginning, the teacher asked the students to think by themselves what
campaigns they would study. They asked, “We are in the crisis of flooding, so we want
to make some PR tools to give knowledge to people. Is it possible?” or “May I make
something for the visually impaired persons?” or “We are interested in doing the
campaign for children and parents. Can we do that?” or “We want to do something to
help save the world since it’s getting warmer.” I was very happy that they were
concerned about the real-world context or social situations. I discussed with them and
they finally started doing their work with different campaigns.
The first group made the pop-up tale (3D) for Quality Learning Foundation
(QLF) to suggest ways to protect people from the natural disaster, and the second group
made the 2D VDO titled, “How does the flood occur?” to educate people about the
flood. (These two groups at the beginning wanted to study the flood, but they didn’t
know how to start. I posed the questions, “As public relations students, what can you
do?” They said, “I can educate people and send the information through media.” I also
supported them by sending news from Quality Learning Foundation which supported
and developed learning process and learning innovation.) The third group made the
calendar using recycled paper for Tetra Pak, the world's leading food processing and
packaging solutions company and providing safe and environmentally sound products.
The fourth group made the Braille on the used calendar for Thailand Association of the
Blind so that these people can read. The fifth group made the notebook with some Aesop
for Siam Cement Foundation, the Garden Fables Festival campaign.
Finding resources by themselves
The students got information about the campaigns from the organizations they
were interested to study and from the library, and when they had some questions, they
asked the teacher. Importantly, they interviewed the persons involved in the campaign
and asked them what PR tools of the campaign they had never done before.
Communicating to share knowledge individually and in group
When the students got adequate information, they worked in group to find out
what PR tools they wanted to do. When they got the final decision, they discussed with
me again. For example, “How do cartoon characters look like?” “Do we have to write
the story board ourselves? If yes, on what details?” “How can we make people interested
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in our work, can any persuasive theories be applied?” “How do we persuade people to
read our tales?” “What names will be given to the cartoon characters?” “How can we
make pop-up tale and the 2D VDO as the effective PR tools?” Afterwards, they
discussed more details of the target group: sex, age, education, etc.
Finding answers by conducting research themselves
After they identified their target groups, they made the questionnaire to ask them
about the content and design. For example, “When you are asked about pop-up tale,
what do you expect to see, or what kind of characters do you want to see?”
Working in group
After the students got the information, they produced the PR tool of the
campaign. On the production process, they took their existing knowledge they learned
before such as PR theory and research, PR planning, PR writing, print and electronic
media, message selection, script writing, etc. to plan, practice, and produce PR tools.
Also, editing techniques, information graphics, page design and layout, typography were
considered. At the same time, the students wrote their group research report. During this
process, when the students had some questions, they sent e-mail, MSN or facebook.
Testing the target group’s satisfaction
The students tested the target group’s satisfaction. They got both positive and
negative comments. One group got negative comments that the tale was not colorful,
and they required more stimulating content. The students then reconstructed their work.
Obviously, the teacher’s role was a facilitator helping formulating questions so
that the students learned the process of getting answer and became expert learners.
Moreover, the researcher can explain the pattern of students’ learning
development based on constructivism as follows:
Constructivism
Teacher as
a facilitator

Environment stimulating collaboration and exchanging ideas:
- Group project
- Students’ interests, social situation or real-world context
- Communication skill (interpersonal, group): posing questions
- Social skill
Students
- Teamwork
- Problem-solving
- Creativity

Students’ learning development pattern based on constructivism
Constructivism promotes communication and social skills by creating an
environment emphasizing collaboration and exchange of ideas. The students learn how
to articulate their ideas clearly as well as to collaborate on tasks effectively by sharing in
group projects. Students therefore exchange ideas and learn to negotiate with others and
to evaluate their contributions in a socially acceptable manner.
Communication skill The students liked the way they worked together with
friends and were facilitated by the teacher because they finally could construct new
things, or new ideas. One group said, “We find this teaching technique is very helpful.
Every week, when we meet the teacher, we come up with questions, discuss about ways
to solve the problems with the teacher and learn gradually to correct things by ourselves.
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We feel that more meetings with the teacher, peers, and the target group create our
intuition. We feel more confident and enjoy working when we are actively involved.”
Social skills The students found that they learn how to get along with others. One
of them said, “We have some dispute in group because of different ideas. We talk to
each other and adapt ourselves. Now after the completion of our task, we become good
friends. Even I myself dare to open the conversation with them.”
Teamwork All of the students said teamwork is very important (peer resources).
One of them said, “Individual cannot fulfill the task. If I do it by myself, I will not be
able to do as good as it is, or I may not be able to finish it on time. Some are good at
computer graphics, while some are good at writing. We share and learn from each other.
Group project needs a lot of collaboration.”
Problem-solving One of them said, “We learn to manage the problems ourselves.
If anyone in the group is lazy and doesn’t work, we talk and divide the task.”
Creativity As of the group project, the students could build creative thinking.
One group concluded, “We think of the content, script, color, design, and cartoon’s
character. We have a systematic thinking and understand phenomena.”
Finally, when asked to evaluate their task, all the students had a feeling of
fulfillment and accomplishment. All of the students give 9-10 points out of 10. They
said, “We are proud of our task though it may not be as good as professionals.”
Conclusion and discussion
The concept of constructivism was fruitful because the students were happy and
proud of their group projects because their questions and interests were valued.
Constructivism helped the students show their initiatives and personal investments in
their group project. They later engaged creative instincts and developed their abilities to
express knowledge. They could retain and transfer the new knowledge to others.
With the constructivist view, knowledge was seen as dynamic, and learning was
interactive, building on what the students already knew. The teacher understood the
students' preexisting conceptions and guided the activity to address them and then built
on them. The students worked on group project using active and authentic techniques
(real-world context or problem-based learning) to create more knowledge. The teacher
had dialogues with the students by posing questions and problems and by helping the
students construct their own knowledge or answers. Social and communication skills
were created by emphasizing collaboration and exchange of ideas. The teacher's role
was interactive: prompting students to formulate their own questions to apply their
natural curiosity to the world and encouraging group work and the use of peers as
resources. The students learned how to articulate their ideas clearly as well as to
collaborate on tasks effectively by sharing in group projects. The teacher constantly
assessed how the activity helped the students gain understanding by questioning them
and their strategies, the students gradually became expert learners because they had tools
to keep learning. They finally learned how to learn and earned intellectual skills, that is,
they thought more systematically and progressively, understood what they did in a more
concrete way, identified causes and effects of problems and had broader perspectives
(the process of adaptation, assimilation, accommodation, and organization).
In constructivist terms, students build their own body of knowledge by means of
their prior experience and through interaction with one another and their context. In
accordance with this constructivist conception, student-centered learning can be
considered a learning model in which the students are active participants by using their
own strategies, which demand intrinsic motivation and individualization.
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Abstract Knowledge explosion, proliferation of professional knowledge, and a demand for more competent human
resources change the landscape of higher education. Consequently, approaches in teaching and learning (T&L) are
shifted toward active or learner-centered learning. Recently, problem and project-based learning (PBL) approach
has been perceived as a suitable alternative by many Asian universities to adapt because of its promise to foster
active learning. However, implementing PBL in Asia context requires a considerable change in curriculum design
in order to serve the needs of each local context. Therefore, design based research (DBR) has become the central
methodology in developing PBL curriculum for each local context. In this paper, a narrative approach is used to
describe the three cases of the PBL curriculum design process from Thailand, Malaysia, and India higher education
institutions. The emphasis of the design process is upon identifying constraints and possibilities which involve the
cultural dimension of each local context, and the importance of the preparation phase of DBR and its parameters
which influence the design framework. Furthermore, the discussion of the paper also aims to offer an insight in
using DBR as a methodology in developing different PBL curriculum models for different contexts in the future.
Keywords Problem and project-based learning, design based research, educational intervention, context, cultural
dimension, curriculum design framework.
Introduction
Design Based Research (DBR) is an emerging field in the landscape of the education research. DBR is used
as a research methodology for understanding learning in the complex environment, or engineering new learning
environment to improve the learning of the participants in the environment (DBRC, 2003). DBR is defined as a
systematic and flexible research framework aimed to improve educational practices through iterative analysis,
design, development and implementation, based on collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real world
settings (Wang and Hannafin, 2005). DBR is also known as design experiments which entail both “engineering”
particular forms of learning and systematically studying those forms of learning within the context defined by the
means of supporting them. This designed context is subject to test and revision, and the successive iterations that
result play a role similar to that of systematic variation in experiment (Cobb et al 2004). DBR plays a crucial role
in innovative curriculum or syllabus design. For instance, in some cases designing a Problem-Based Learning
(PBL) curriculum which requires consideration and alignment of curriculum elements (Stojcevski and Du, 2009)
also use DBR as a research methodology in developing the curriculum.
Many PBL models are practiced worldwide since its initiative at McMaster University. Designs of PBL
curriculum are varied according to local culture, history of education and other several aspects of a particular
country (Kolmos 2008). Despite a variety of design and practice, all PBL curricula share six core characteristics of
PBL was described by Barrows (1996): 1) student-centered approach 2) the learning in small groups under the
guidance of a tutor 3) PBL tutors act as facilitators 4) learning starts with authentic problems 5) problems
encountered are used as a tool to achieve the required knowledge and the problem-solving skills necessary to
eventually solve the problem 6) self-directed learning for acquisition of new information. At present, PBL as
education strategy has progressed well and embraced by many leading universities around the world. As for Asia
context, problem and project-based learning (PBL) has become a suitable alternative by many Asian universities to
adapt because of its promise to foster active learning. However, because PBL was originated from western higher
education institutions, adapting PBL in Asian context require considerable change and adjustment of the
curriculum in order to fit with the needs of local contexts.
In this paper, a narrative approach is used to describe the three cases of the PBL curriculum design process
from Thailand, Malaysia, and India higher education institutions. The emphasis of the design process is upon
identifying constraints and possibilities which involve the cultural dimension of each local context, and the
importance of the preparation phase of DBR and its parameters which influence the design framework. As a point
of departure, local constraints and possibilities were recognized for each case to blend current educational practices
with PBL. Furthermore, the discussion of the paper also aims to offer an insight in using DBR as a methodology in
developing different PBL curriculum models for different contexts in the future.
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Case 1: Malaysia
For Malaysia context, the discussions were converged on course level and were divided into 6 parts;
Administrative supports, motivation, content arrangement, preparing students, facilitation style, and group
collaboration.
i.
Administrative supports
As there is call from the Malaysia´s Ministry of higher Education to adopt Outcome-based education in public
universities, UPSI´s executive managers always welcome and support initiative to implement student-centred
learning like PBL. In fact, we have establish special interest group in PBL, called i-PBLteam , a team of academic
staff who is enthusiastic to implement PBL in their teaching practices. There is special allocation for the group to
run their activities, like conducting series of workshops to disseminate and encourage other academic staff to try
out PBL, visit other PBL institutions and research fund for research in PBL.
ii.
Motivation
There are two factors motivates me to shift my pedagogical practices to student-centered learning like PBL; policy
change and favorable outcome from previous PBL implementations in Malaysia. Call for applying a more
outcome-based education (OBE) in teaching and learning in Malaysian public universities by the Malaysia´s
Ministry of Higher Education inspired the project. Furthermore, the Malaysian Teacher Standard has outline
professional competences that should be achieved by the pre-service teachers, and a feasible way to respond to the
call is adapting student-centered learning approaches in teacher education institutions. PBL is seen as an
appropriate pedagogical strategy to address these calls since it does emphasize the development of skills and
competences of the learners. PBL has been adopted in Malaysia within a variety of fields in higher education such
as engineering, ICT and multimedia, medical and dental education, physics, and teacher education (e. g: Sharifah
and Lee, 2005; Yusof et al., 2005 and Said et al., 2005) and has become one of the promising pedagogical
innovations in Malaysian higher education due to favorable outcome.
iii.
Content arrangement
PBL is a “problem first” learning approach, the starting point of learning is a realistic, if not real, problem. Unlike
the traditional curriculum content that were arrange according to the topic, theme and disciplines, PBL content is
organize around problems (Hussain et al., 2007). As students are new to PBL, it is reasonable to arrange the PBL
problems in gradual way- from simple problem scenario to a more complex problem scenario towards the end of
the semester. Well-structured problem scenarios consist of more hints, resources, elaborated learning issues and
can guide students towards salient processes (Weiss, 2003). For ill-structured complex problem scenario, the
learning issues is simplified, possess several solutions and less hints for students to deal with. Series of mini
lectures would also possible after each group meeting to cover the contents which is left out by students during
discussions to help them achieve the learning outcome intended for a particular sessions. By doing this, it is
expected that students´ become more familiar and motivated at the early semester, which in turn will encouraged
them to pursue their learning in PBL way in subsequent weeks.
iv.
Facilitation style
In a typical PBL class, a tutor or facilitator is assigned to a group of student to better facilitate and support
students´ learning. However, this is not feasible for PBL implementation in Malaysia since there is only one
teacher to teach specific courses. To offset the shortage of tutor, floating tutor to facilitate students learning is
employed. The tutor will go around the groups to facilitate group work, and probing students´ group with questions
that lead students activating their prior knowledge and experiences. Each group is also required to keep group´s
logbook to monitor periodically their progression and to determine further scaffolding needed by each group. In
the early semester, intense and more structured facilitation style will adopted to help students in their learning, and
more independent and less structured of facilitation will take place as students become more accustomed with PBL
learning.
v.
Preparing students before the commencement of PBL
Preparing students with the necessary knowledge and skills to be successful in PBL is important, since present
Malaysian undergraduate students have a minimum of 11 years of traditional schooling at primary and secondary
levels. Salleh et al. (2007) argue that the school system is exam-oriented and therefore less favorable to deep
understanding and skills development as demanded in PBL learning environment. Mohd-Yusof et al. (2011)
emphasize the need to give more motivation, encouragement and guidance for students not ´accustomed´ to PBL.
Dabbagh et al., (2000) reported students who are new to PBL experience discomfort and frustration at the initial
stage of learning. To ease this situation, I will deliver a lecture on PBL and provided them with pre-course note on
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PBL. The first class in the first week was devoted to introduce PBL to students. Pre-course notes on PBL were
given prior to the commencement of the first class. Pre-course note consist of introduction to PBL, characteristics
of PBL, rationale for learning through PBL, depiction of PBL process, proposed steps to approach the problems,
two preliminary PBL exercises, and expectation to students.

vi.
Group collaboration
Present Malaysian undergraduate students have a minimum of 11 years of traditional schooling at primary and
secondary level that highly emphasize on individual learning rather that learning in groups as devoted in PBL.
Although current students have some experiences in group work in their previous university courses, it is not to the
extend demanded by PBL learning approach. One criticism of PBL implementation in Malaysia and Asia is that
students do not actively participate in group discussions (Barman et al., 2006 and Khoo, 2003). This lack of
experience in cooperative group working, taking responsibility for one´s own learning, searching for relevant
information and communicating can increase stress and worry among students (Kelly and Finlayson, 2007). To
help students collaborate effectively, each group were suggested to have their own group agreement and rules at
the outset of group formations and assigning different roles during discussions. To elicit issues in groups that may
hinder effective group collaborations, each individual student are compulsory to write weekly reflective journal on
their experience of group discussion and what was agreed upon. By closely examining their reflective journal, I
can get insight on how a particular group collaborate and give proper guidance to enhance group collaboration.
Parameters of the preparation phase of designing the PBL curriculum in Malaysian context.
Parameters of preparing
experiment by Cobb &
Gravemeijer (2008)
1.
Clarifying
instructional goals

the

2.
Documenting
the
instructional starting points

3.
Delineating
an
envisioned
learning
trajectory
4. Placing the experiment
in a theoretical context

Actual activities and parameters of the preparation phase used in designing PBL curriculum
-Focuses on learning objective of the faculty and learning outcomes of the courses
-Inclusion of skills and competences in learning outcome to align with the PBL curriculum
-Constructive alignment between course content, teaching and learning objectives and
assessment strategies
-Obtaining inspiration for PBL curriculum development from theoretical and contextual
practices
a)Theoretical inspiration-Review of PBL implementation in Malaysia on implementation
issues and learners´ experience
-Review of PBL implementation in teacher education field on specific consideration and the
effects.
b)Contextual inspiration (Case study on exemplary practice of PBL)
-Close collaboration with the practitioner to determine possibilities, affordance and challenges
from contextual practices.
-Preliminary draft of PBL curriculum that consider:
a. Roles of the actors
b. The cases/problems as the ways of organizing curriculum
c. Contextual norms d. Assessment strategies
A complete plan of instructional design for a specific course in teacher education fields. Each
perspective of instructional design corresponded to the theoretical context of student centered
learning.

Table 1: Activities according to parameters of executing experiments for Malaysian context
Case 2: India
In past, PBL has been successfully experimented in India on few occasions (Mantry, 2008, Singh, 2008, HBSCE,
2010). These experiments were conducted as a small scale studies and ensured that PBL is a promising
methodology for Indian context to improve learning and competence of the learner. However, the need of scalable
effort is necessary to make significant growth of PBL in India. In following sections, I tried to throw an insight on
the culture and curriculum practices followed at Indian engineering institutes, with an intention of searching the
possibilities of PBL implementation. In the next section, the story how the PBL curriculum design process is
guided and influenced by the preparation phase of Design based research is described. This discussion is divided
in two sections. First section will guide you to understand the Indian context. This contextual understanding
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derived from preliminary analysis of strength and constraints of the context is one of the important works which
needs to be done at design preparation phase. In fact such understanding enabled me to decide nature of my design.
The Indian Education System
The engineering education institutions in India can be broadly classified into three categories – Central, State &
Self-financed institutions. The Central and State institutions are financially supported by Indian and state
governments and are generally considered as institutes imparting quality education. The self-financed (privately
owned) institutes are the institutions which get very little financial support from government and contribute 90% of
current capacity of engineering education system (Goel et al 2004). These private institutes generally have an
affiliation to any of the state University. Sinhgad institute of technology (SIT) is a one of a privately owned
engineering institutes located at Lonavala. SIT offers education at undergraduate (bachelor of Engineering) and
post graduate level (master of engineering) in various disciplines of engineering. SIT is affiliated to the University
of Pune (UoP) which serves as an institution of granting the degrees to the all SIT students. The role of the SIT is
limited to prepare students for the final examination conducted by UoP.
i.
Motivation for PBL implementation
The main motivation for decision to implement PBL was to prepare institute graduates for industry. The PBL is
thought as a strategy for developing the industry relevant skills (Blom, 2009) in the students and to make them
active in learning process. This research is started at Aalborg with a dream of designing and implementing
institutional model. At the beginning of the research a one semester case study was conducted at Aalborg
University (AAU), Denmark. While conducting a case study, I learnt many important aspects of PBL such as
teamwork, curriculum and resource organization and PBL practice. In Aalborg teamwork and PBL curriculum has
become culture (way of learning) and is accepted by students. Also, AAU has provided group rooms to facilitate
the team work necessary in PBL. In India, the concept of providing group rooms for project work does not exist.
Also, students in India get acquainted with team work in later stages of study unlike AAU in which students start
project in First year. These cultural differences prompted me to think How I Can design PBL model for Indian
context. Thus the Design Based Research methodology was found suitable.
ii.
Role of Staff and Administration system
While I was involved in a case study I was simultaneously reading the literature. It informed me about the role of
staff in PBL. Staff needs to be motivated and trained for PBL implementation. By this time my initial idea of
designing PBL institutional model began to crash. We are not ready for institutional model. I started thinking about
the possibility of programme level implementation. Generally, policies at the University level are decided by the
board of studies and dean of faculties. Institute level decisions are taken by top management (owner, trust, director
or principal). The decisions made by top management are implemented meticulously by the teachers. The
university and institutional organization has a hierarchical approach and much power gap exists. This power gap
can be driver or can be constraint. Their motivation level has an influence on PBL implementation. However,
motivated and trained staff will also ensure that PBL has been effectively implemented. Limited number of trained
staff can be a major hurdle for PBL implementation.
iii.
Programme curriculum structure
For all programmes at SIT, the UoP defines a curriculum structure, content to be taught, and evaluation
procedures. Curriculum structure is published in which content to be taught, assessment and evaluation procedures
are clearly defined. This curriculum structure has to be followed and no one have flexibility to make any
changes in it. Furthermore, the curriculum is divided in four years i.e eight semesters of six month duration each.
Each semester approximately have five courses. In a semester, approximately first 14 weeks are allotted for the
teaching and learning and later time is used for evaluation. In each week students contact hours may be considered
around 36-42, which mainly include time of classroom instructions, and lab practice. Students have to attend the
class and laboratory hours to fulfill the attendance criteria decided by the UoP. During remaining period of
semester staff and students are busy in final evaluation. It can be realized that the curriculum structure for a
programme is flooded with the courses and does not provide opportunity (time) and flexibility for adding projects
in a current structure. Time and workload of a students and staff member is one of the major constraints. If, PBL is
implemented in an existing curriculum structure, it will definitely increase the workload of the students and staff
members. So there is need to find the time and adjust the workload of the faculty so as to implement PBL.
iv.
Teaching-Learning culture
In most of the Indian institutions instruction based pedagogy is followed with a high emphasis on the grades. The
students are comfortable within the zone of rote learning and teacher’s activities are limited to instructions and
transmission of information to the students. Teachers are focused on instructing the students to enable them to
understand the predefined content. This can be considered as a biggest challenge in PBL implementation in Indian
context. PBL is a student centered learning approach, in which students has a responsibility of their learning.
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Indian students are used to rote learning. It is expected that there will be considerable challenge for students to
shift from rote learning to active problem solver. Similarly, teachers are used in traditional Lecture/ Tutorial/
Practical format, in PBL teachers has to assume the role of facilitator. It is expected that staff will resist this shift in
the role.
v.
Centralized facilities and Other Resources
SIT is a built for instruction based teaching-learning culture. Major facilities include classrooms, laboratories,
central library, central computer lab and other common utility areas. In Aalborg University to facilitate the group
work group rooms with internet facilities are provided to the students. Also, library is well equipped to support the
PBL process. Typically, these facilities are not a regular part of any traditional institute in India.
It is evident that there are multiple challenges and constraints for PBL implementation at SIT. Even with these
constraints there are many possibilities and ways by which PBL can be implemented. Understanding the
constraints and their scale, it is thought that small scale PBL activities will be good starting point. Classroom
experiment, Group work and collaborative learning in the laboratories and Capstone Project, project competitions
are few of the possibilities for PBL implementation in India. This way PBL can be implemented without changing
the curriculum content. Understanding derived from analysis of Indian context, experience from case study and
reading from literature guided me to take the decision to start an experiment in my course. This early preparation
guided my PBL experiment design. Specific tasks and activities which are completed as part of preparation phase
for a design experiment.
Phases of DBR
-Clarifying
the
instructional goals
-Documenting
the
instructional starting points
-Delineating an envisioned
learning trajectory

-Placing the experiment in
a theoretical context

Activities in the task
-Problem design includes the choice of the type of the problem and difficulty level.
-Students’ current capabilities- knowledge, attitude and skills.
-Availability of time and time required to complete the problem.
-Specifying the students proposed activities and aligning course and project learning
outcomes.
Plan of implementation -Deciding course and class for implementation
and the duration of implementation.
-Plan of assessment and data collection
-Designing learning outcome assessment strategy
-Designing instruments for assessment of learning outcomes
-Specifying the time of assessment and data collection Specifying the role of technology for
data collection.
-Plan of data analysis
-Data coding and decoding procedures
-Deciding the software or means of data analysis

Table 2: Task and activities in a preparation phases of the DBR for PBL implementation in India
After careful study of the Indian educational culture, I decided to take a bearing on myself by designing the own
course on a PBL approach. This gives me flexibility to design, test and research the PBL approach in my institute.
Also, it gives me much needed experience of designing a course which I never did before. The dream of
institutional PBL model seems to be distant. Till then there is a need to keep on experimenting at the course level. I
hope my results and training will motivate other staff members to experiment and accept PBL approach. Certainly,
initial research activities during preparation phase of design based research influenced my decision to apply PBL at
a course level and consequently guided curriculum design.
Case 3: Thailand
For a Thai context, a design experiment is called Problem-Based Learning (PBL) curriculum for English as foreign
language (EFL) interdisciplinary studies which is designed in a form of a semester module. The design aims to
empower both teachers and students to acquire learning experiences which stimulate application of knowledge and
skills to novel situations. In this context, English language is used as the medium of instruction. Therefore, it is
inspired that PBL could be used as an education strategy aims to enhance the application of knowledge and skills
of the disciplines and English proficiency of students at the same time. In order to begin the design process,
constraints and possibilities in implementing PBL at a Thai university context first need to be identified which are
divided into 5 categories
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i.
Motivation
This involves motivation of teachers, students, and executive managers. As of the current situation of the Thai
context, the motivation amongst some executive managers and teachers in using PBL to enhance values and
qualities of active learning is still limited. Due to a much greater workloads and commitments in terms of time
spent on the facilitation of the practicum sessions in comparing with the traditional approach, teachers may feel
ambivalent to step out of their comfort zones if there is no concrete support from the executive managers. As for
the executive managers, they hope that using PBL will improve the quality of the graduates in order to serve the
needs of global employers and consequently it will promote the university’s academic standard. As for students’
motivation, the tried out PBL in a course level reported that students had a very positive attitude towards PBL.
ii.
Cultural dimension or values towards education
The mentality of most Thai people is seeing a teacher as an authority figure; therefore, disagreeing, arguing, and
questioning teachers is not a very good idea. Consequently, Thai students are perceived as passive learners and the
classroom environment is therefore passive as well. A stereotype of a good classroom in a Thai context is a quiet
class and students are obedient, quiet, and maintain a high grade. In general of Thai education system, the structure
of curricula and subjects appear to be more important than the practice and its content. At present, student-centered
learning methods have been encouraged with Thai education system; nevertheless, teacher-centered and lecturebased teaching approach still dominates in practice. Although values of a traditional hierarchy education are
rooted amongst Thai students and teachers in general, at the university that PBL will be implemented encourages
active learning. However, the actual practice of PBL in this context still needs a substantial improvement.
iii.
Curriculum or course structure
Involves educational objectives, content, teaching method, assessment and allocated time. Current curricula used
in this context are fragmented disciplinary-oriented. Lecture-based teaching approach still dominates and
summative evaluation and the letter grades are the measurements of success. This encourages rote learning which
result very little or none application and accommodation of knowledge. In this context, despite some constraints in
some elements of the curricula, lecturers do have some flexibility in adjusting or modifying the elements of the
curricula in practice.
iv.
Administrative system
In this context, the administrative system and registration system are designed to accommodate the traditional
learning environment. The importance is given to lecture time; rooms and time slots of the lecture periods are
assigned by the registrar division and the departments. When implementing PBL, lecture-time allocation for each
subject will be reorganized and that can affect the space allocation. Therefore, collaboration with the registrar
division is very much necessary.
v.
Resources and facilities
Include staff, materials, space, and finance. The practice of PBL is relatively new to the Thai education system.
Even though some lecturers had participated in some kinds of PBL workshops and had tried out PBL to some
extent, there are still the issues of a lack of experienced staff and the needs of other resources for PBL
implementation. For instance, learning space, lecture room is the major required space for teaching and learning to
take place in this context. There is no private group room for students in this context. However, small rooms at the
library and at Self Access Language Learning Center (SALLC) can be used or reserved as the space for group
work. Another issue is financial support on preparing a change to PBL system; especially supporting staff
development and consequently it will affect PBL material development as well.
The parameters of the preparation phase of DBR which influence the design for a Thai context
The framework of preparation phase of design-based research (DBR) by Cobb and Gravemeijer (2008) has been
taking a significant important role in the curriculum design process of the PBL curriculum for EFL
interdisciplinary studies. In addition to the framework of Cobb and Gravemeijer (2008), there are some other
aspects have also been included in the design framework of the Thai context, details as follows.
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Parameters of preparing
experiment by Cobb &
Gravemeijer (2008)
1.
Clarifying
instructional goals

the

2.
Documenting
the
instructional starting points

3. Delineating an envisioned
learning trajectory

4. Placing the experiment in
a theoretical context

Actual activities and parameters of the preparation phase used in designing PBL curriculum
for EFL interdisciplinary studies
1. Analysis of practical problems by the researcher
-Alignment between educational goals, expected learning outcomes, and other elements of the
curriculum
- identifying students’ current learning in the context of the current used of teaching methods
[documenting the instructional starting points]
2. Exploring possible solutions- Literature review
- Documentation and participation in workshops and seminars of curriculum development
- Conducting case studies to inspire and support the new curriculum model
- Designing the general framework of the curriculum or curriculum prototype [delineating an
envisioned learning trajectory]
- Negotiation with executive managers and lectures (bridging an understanding and an
expectation from both sides)
3. A collaborative design of the semester module (curriculum)
- involving lecturers in the curriculum design, co-designers [placing the experiment in a
theoretical context].
- clarifying the semester educational goal, learning outcomes, content, teaching and learning
method, and assessment [clarifying the instructional goal].
4. A concrete result from the preparation phase
- A handbook of guidelines to the new curriculum and its approach to learning and teaching
for lectures.

Table 3: Activities according to parameters of executing experiments for Thai context

It can be concluded that the preparation phase of DBR used in designing a curriculum in a Thai context began with
an analysis of the current situation at the institution. Add onto the parameters of the preparation phase of DBR
provided by Cobb and Gravemeijer (2008), the design for a Thai context also emphasizes preparing and involving
lecturers in the curriculum design process.

Conclusions
During preparation phase of DBR it has been emphasized that contextual and cultural understanding and prior
research is must to design PBL curriculum interventions. After careful study of the educational culture
(administration and resources, curriculum setting and teaching learning) of Asian institutions, we have modified
the nature of PBL curriculum model design. The dream of institutional model can become reality only when all the
elements of the institute i.e administration, staff, students, curriculum, teaching learning practice and resources are
aligned for PBL implementation. Till then there is need to experiment and continue negotiation and collaboration
with elements of education system to ensure the steady growth of PBL in our educational systems. We hope that
our efforts will motivate other staff members to experiment and accept PBL in our cultures. We conclude that the
PBL curriculum in Asian context needs to be designed in view of local culture and context. Our collective
experience confirms DBR is very effective methodology to design and implement PBL curriculum in different
contexts.
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Abstract

In early 2008, all Dutch research universities signed an agreement of a University Teaching
Qualification Scheme (UTQ, in Dutch: BasisKwalificatie Onderwijs (BKO). This means that
professionalism is mutually recognized and that university teaching staff (assistant
professors/lecturers) with a UTQ certificate are automatically considered to be qualified for
academic teaching by all the fourteen participating institutions.

Six universities have established a quality audit procedure in order to improve the quality of their
Teaching Qualification Scheme and to provide a starting point for a national audit system. The
external UTQ audit is conducted on the basis of a framework containing all the items from the
2008 mutual recognition agreement. The aim is to develop a useful, efficient and flexible audit
system that yields recognizable results and useful recommendations for the universities. In this
pilot project, six universities had their UTQ systems audited by an external audit committee in
four audit sessions.

The main question in the study is ‘Is the audit procedure feasible and effective?’ This paper will
discuss the design and results of the study and present an overview of findings, recommendations
and best practices. The added value1 of a national/ international UTQ audit will be discussed
with the audience.

1

The added value lies in the following:

Providing assistance in UTQ quality assurance (and mutual recognition).

A national audit system enables mutual dovetailing of internal and external quality assurance.

A UTQ audit provides insight into how an institution ensures lecturer teaching quality on the interface
of teaching and HRM policy.

External audits are an efficient way to examine university-wide improvement options.
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UNIVERSITY TEACHING QUALIFICATION: Quality assurance via external audits in
the Netherlands

In 2008 all Dutch research universities signed an agreement for the mutual recognition of
the University Teaching Qualification Schemes (UTQ). In Dutch: BasisKwalificatie Onderwijs
(BKO). A pilot project was recently conducted to provide an overview of the implementation of
the schemes in each research university and to answer the question of how external quality
assurance can contribute to the quality of university UTQ schemes.

A Framework for the External Audit
The external UTQ audit is conducted on the basis of a framework containing all the items
from the 2008 mutual recognition agreement: the UTQ system should be embedded in strategic
policy regarding education and personnel, the UTQ competences must be clearly defined and
facilities must be available to support university staff in developing the teaching qualification,
there must be a clear assessment procedure that only focuses on the teaching qualification. The
focus of the audits was on quality assurance, therefore two other principles were formulated:
responsibilities must be clearly set out and internal UTQ quality assurance must be in place.

The Pilot Project
The university UTQ scheme is intended to ensure the teaching quality of the university
teachers (lecturers, assistant professors etc.). Naturally, responsibility rests with each university
itself. A pilot project2 was carried out to answer the question of how external quality assurance

2
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can enhance the quality of university UTQ schemes. This involved conducting four audits in
which the UTQ schemes of six universities3 were assessed by an external audit committee.
A total of about 100 people were actively involved in organizing and carrying out the pilot.
The aim of the pilot was to develop a practical audit system with added value for all the
universities in the Netherlands. The system must be efficient and flexible and must produce
recognizable results and useful recommendations for the universities.

Arguments For an External Audit
An external audit always requires additional investments in time and money. However,
universities are not prepared to make this investment unless they can see the added value. Here,
the added value lies primarily in the area of quality assurance.
Almost nowhere is the UTQ such an integral part of university policy that quality assurance
is organized at the institutional level. The fact that the UTQ is currently under development
allows a national audit system to provide opportunities for dovetailing internal and external
quality assurance. An audit also shows concretely how an institution, at the interface of teaching
and HRM policy, ensures teaching quality of university staff, which will make the UTQ audit a
useful part of the institutional audit (as of 2012).
Our guess was that this should not be seen as profit enough to participate in this project of
external audits. Therefore we focused also on university-wide improvement options. An external
audit is an efficient way of documenting these options and we offered the possibility to submit
specific topics of interest into the external audit.

3

One of the four audits concerned the cooperation of the three technical universities (the so called 3TU)
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The Audits in Practice
Once the date and agenda for the site visit are set, the audit framework and procedure is
discussed with the university, which then has an opportunity to add its own points of interest
regarding particular criteria. The university in question then makes available to the committee all
documents relating to the individual subjects in the audit framework, together with a reading
guide. The list of conversation partners is sent to the audit committee two weeks before the audit.
The external audit committee is composed and discusses the procedure and the supplied
documentation. They formulate questions for the audit visit.
The site visit takes one day, during which time the committee talks to relevant partners
such as the University Board and policy staff, vice-chancellors, professors and director of
programs, university teachers, trainers, coaches and assessors. The character of the conversation
was a dialogue with the committee as critical friend. At the end of the day the committee reports
on its initial findings to interested parties within the university. In the case of specific topics of
interest the committee gives a short overview of the findings. After that, the audit committee
makes a written report on the qualitative assessment of the different aspects in the audit
framework. This report is submitted to the university so that it can correct any inaccuracies.
Following the correction round, the report is presented in its final form. The university itself
decides on the release of the whole report and the background material.

Model of Investigation
Six universities took part in four audits that took place in the second part of the year 2010.
The goal was to develop a feasible and effective external audit system of the University
Teaching Qualification Scheme. The system must be:
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- simple in structure,
- avoiding bureaucracy,
- adaptable to priorities in institutions and
- attractive to use.
Each individual audit was systematically evaluated on the basis of predetermined
indicators. Therefore it was possible to incrementally improve the external audit four times
through the triad: design-implement-evaluate. We systematically collect data after the audit had
taken place. The response varied from 85-100%. The response of the audit-commitee(s) was
100%.

Short Overview of the Outcomes
The results of the four audits and the outcomes of the pilot project on external quality
assurance of the UTQ are described at length in the report ‘Externe kwaliteitsborging
BasisKwalificatie Onderwijs in de Praktijk, Een onderzoek naar een bruikbaar auditsysteem’ (De
Jong, Andernach, Barendsen and Mulder, 2011). The main question in the study was: ‘Is the
audit procedure feasible and effective?’ The outcomes of the pilot can be summarized as follows:
Feasibility of the audit procedure.
-

The audit framework proved suitable and informative for both the institution and the

audit committee. The same applies to the manual that was used.
- There was a proper balance between the expected yield/result and the amount of work for
the people involved. Audits must be planned in good time so that both the university and the
audit committee can make the necessary preparations.
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- There was widespread support for the development focus of the audits. This is because
being able to implement improvements is a paramount concern.
- The structure and implementation of the audit committee’s interviews with stakeholders
were satisfactory. The interviews focused on: UTQ practice at university, faculty and degree
programme level. The pros and cons of the university’s own practice and possibilities for
improvement.
- Highlighting good practical examples.
- The audit system is flexible and can be tailored to areas where the university wishes to
make further progress. This is because universities are able to submit their own questions and
points of interest to the audit committee.
Effectiveness of the audit procedure.
- The audit led to a useful report that was both specific to and recognizable for the
university. Almost no factual inaccuracies were reported.
- The recommendations were of concrete use. This emerged from initial reactions to the
committee’s oral feedback and from the fact that the universities set to work on the
recommendations, sometimes even before receiving the report.
- The audit committees in this project had a representative composition and were
recognized in their role as external auditor.
- The public release of the results is still under discussion.

Conclusion
The main question of the pilot ‘Is the procedure of external UTQ quality assurance using
audits feasible and effective?’ – was answered affirmatively. The approach developed for
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external quality assurance, with external audits of university UTQ systems, proved satisfactory.
The procedure was both feasible and effective. The audit system developed for the external UTQ
quality assurance does in fact work. All audits showed broad support from all those questioned
for the framework and procedure that were used. The procedure of the audit was viewed as
stimulating and inspiring. There was a favorable relationship between effort and results.

The strengths of the current audit approach are:
- The external audit takes place on a single day
- It involves little preparation time on the part of the university and the audit committee
- It involves all parts of the university
- The universities said that the audits offer an added value.
In each audit the structure and implementation of the interviews highlighted points for
improvement which, as we now know, were in fact taken up by the universities.

New Developments and Topics of Improvement
University-wide introduction of the UTQ. The nationwide agreement on the UTQ (since
2008) covers newly appointed university teaching staff. However, there are plans afoot in
various institutions to also include university teaching staff with a permanent position in this
scheme. Experienced university teachers (both permanent and new appointees) resist taking
mandatory courses to develop competences they already have. The faculty-wide introduction of
the UTQ, has given rise to a wider variety of types of assessment, support and training pathways
while still guaranteeing the quality of the UTQ. External audits can support the coordination
between these different components.
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Don’t forget the remaining departments/faculties. Each university has faculties or degree
programmes that are lagging behind in terms of UTQ policy. Although the reasons for this are
not always clear, the audits revealed two ways in which faculties that lag behind differ from
others. In all faculties the director of undergraduate and postgraduate studies plays a key role in
implementing the UTQ scheme. If this role is supported by professors who attach importance to
teaching quality and who encourage their teaching staff to acquire their UTQ, the UTQ policy
develops effectively. Faculties that lag behind have shown above all a lesser degree of
professorial commitment to teaching policy. From a managerial point of view, the attention to
teaching staff development also lags far behind here.

Appendix 1 reports on some of the best practices.

Discussion
Norm referencing versus a focus on improvement. In this pilot the emphasis was put on
improvement of the UTQ system. The external quality assurance could also lead to a normative
pronouncement about the UTQ system (e.g. that it works, that it satisfies the mutual recognition
agreement, etc.). Although a majority of those involved believe that this may be appropriate for
the future, an improvement focus seems at present to be the better option for implementing the
UTQ schemes in universities.
Spin-offs. Carrying out an external audit yields optimum results if the university has first
broadly established how the UTQ stands within its own organization before the audit takes place.
The audits show that universities still have a great deal to gain by faculties exchanging and
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coordinating their experiences with the university UTQ scheme. Experience from this pilot also
shows that the external audit supports this internal process of tuning and synchronizing.
Institution-specific versus public. External quality assurance always has a public
component in terms of releasing the results. The audits examined the best way to make the
results public (for both the university and with a view to national recognition). In this pilot a
decision was taken to provide not only an institution-specific report, but also an overview of
general findings, recommendations and good practices of the UTQ scheme from the four audits.
This is an effective way of documenting the national development of the UTQ system and of
encouraging exchange between the universities.
All universities. Lastly, we recommend that the audit system developed here should also be
used in audits of UTQ schemes at the remaining eight universities. Although we are not
optimistic because of nationwide cuts of the university budgets, external audits, supported by the
council of university Rectors of the Association of Dutch universities, could play a supporting
role in the ongoing development of the UTQ after the mutual recognition in 2008.

J.A. Mulder (University of Groningen) is coordinator of staff development and UTQ coordinator.
R.A.H. de Jong (Utrecht University) is senior educational advisor at the Centre for Teaching
and Learning and project leader of the pilot project for external UTQ audits.
J.A. Andernach (TU Delft) is team leader of OnderwijskundigCentrum Focus and coordinator of
teacher professionalization.
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Appendix 1: Best practices
Embedding in teaching and staffing policy
University 3 has formulated a university-wide policy on UTQ certification for both new
and incumbent lecturers. The policy specifies targets for numbers of certified lecturers.
At University 4 the UTQ is embedded in HRM policy. For each stage of the HR cycle
(recruitment, selection, appointment, registration, appraisal, development, remuneration and
promotion), an overview is drawn up of possible and essential actions and instruments to
promote embedding of UTQ in personnel policy.
At University 2 the UTQ system is embedded in the career framework of ongoing
professional development in the field of education and teaching. This framework consists of a
Senior University Teaching Qualification (SKO), an educational leadership track offered by a
Centre of Excellence in University Teaching, chairs and teaching fellows.

Clear objectives at the right level
All Universities in the pilot project explicitly link their objectives with the result areas in
the university job classification system.
All Universities in the project have drafted instructions and requirements stating how
substantial the experience in the result areas should be (in the choice of type of material,
references of management staff and colleagues, number and type of supporting documents, and
range of teaching methods).
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Responsible assessment
All Universities in the project use portfolio assessment to acquire the UTQ. They all have a
clear assessment procedure and a manual with criteria for portfolio assessment and procedures.
The manuals are broadly used. At University 1 & 3 the assessment procedure routinely includes
a final discussion of the portfolio between the university teacher and the assessment committee.

Clear responsibilities
University 4 has compiled a description of tasks and responsibilities of those involved in
the UTQ process.
At University 1 supervision by the faculty coach or mentor and the supervisor from the
UTQ training program is closely coordinated, which gives the participants the sense that their
programme is tailor-made for them.
At University 2 a thorough and meticulous evaluation has been rounded off with a coherent
package of improvement initiatives and the implementation of improvement measures. The
Executive Board has set target figures for the level of coverage and will encourage faculties to
follow this up. Even in times of budget cuts, this university has invested in teacher quality.
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Development of a Self-Learning Package on Conducting Classroom Research
for Foreign Teachers Teaching in Thailand

Assistant Professor Dr. Poonsap Naknaka
Faculty of Education, Suan Dusit Rajabhat University 295
Rajchasima Road, Dusit District, Bangkok 10300, Thailand

E-mail: poonsap_nak@hotmail.com
ABSTRACT
Conducting classroom research is one of the
requirements on knowledge and skills that both Thai and

1. Post–learning achievement scores of
foreign teachers were significantly higher than
their pre–learning counterparts at the .01 level.

foreign teachers teaching in Thai schools must possess.

2. Foreign teachers’ satisfaction with the

A research study by Poonsap Naknaka (2009) reveals

developed self–learning package, as shown

that foreign teachers teaching in Thai schools still lack

by the satisfaction index, was at 86 percent.

knowledge and skills for conducting classroom research,

Keywords: classroom research, foreign teacher, self–

and they express their needs for in-service training on the
learning package, teacher profession

topic. Based on the above research findings, the
researcher decided to conduct this study with the

1. INTRODUCTION

following purposes: (1) to develop a self-learning package

The education profession is regarded as a licensed

on conducting classroom research for foreign teachers;

profession. According to the Teachers and Educational

and (2) to evaluate the efficiency of the developed self-

Personnel Council Act, B.E. 2546, it is stated in Section 49

learning package in terms of the trainees’ learning

that there are three aspects of professional standards for

progress and satisfaction with the package.

educational personnel consisting of standards of professional

The employed research sample consisted of 35 foreign
teachers teaching in Thailand. The instruments employed for
efficiency evaluation comprised (1) an achievement test on
classroom research with .88 reliability coefficient; (2) a scale
to assess satisfaction; and

(3) an interview form to record foreign teachers’
opinions and recommendations. Quantitative data
were analyzed using the mean, standard deviation,
and dependent t-test; while qualitative data were
descriptively analyzed with content analysis.

knowledge and experience, standards of performance, and
standards of conduct. Based on the mentioned standards, all
teachers including foreign teachers teaching in Thai schools
are required to develop themselves to qualify for practice as
classroom teachers. Conducting classroom research is one of
the requirements for the teachers to possess in order to
perform their duty. Therefore, teachers should be able to
conduct classroom research in order to develop their students
to reach their full potential. As for foreign teachers teaching in
Thai school, a research study conducted by Naknaka (2009)

Conclusions of research findings were as follows:
revealed that foreign teachers teaching in international
schools and Thai schools in Thailand lacked knowledge
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and skills on measurement and evaluation, and on

2. To what extent are foreign teachers

conduction classroom research. Consequently, they

satisfied with the self-learning package?

expressed their needs for in–service training to

Details of research methodology
of this study were as follows:
3.1 The Research Sample

equip them with knowledge and skills on conducting
classroom research.
Based on the above–mentioned discussion, the

The research sample consisted of 35 foreign

researcher decided to develop a self–learning

teachers who voluntarily participated in the research

package on conducting classroom research to serve

project. All of them were serving as teachers either

the need for in – service training on classroom

in international schools or Thai schools in Thailand

research of foreign teachers teaching in Thailand.

and still had no teacher’s license as required by the
Teachers Council of Thailand.

2.PURPOSES OF THE STUDY
1. To develop a self–learning package

3.2 Research Instruments

on conducting classroom research for
foreign teachers teaching in Thailand.

The research instruments employed
in this study comprised 2 categories:
3.2.1 The treatment instrument

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of the

The treatment instrument was a self–learning

developed self–learning package in terms of

package

the learning progress and satisfaction of foreign

comprised the textbook on classroom research, and

teachers with the self–learning package.

the manual for using the self–learning package

on

conducting

classroom

research.

It

including the CD containing power point presentation

3.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

for each content component of the textbook.

The development of a self – learning package on
classroom research for foreign teachers teaching in

A brief description of the developed
self – learning package was as follows:

Thailand was a research and development study aiming
at developing a self–learning package for foreign teachers

1. A Textbook on Classroom Research

who are teaching both in international and Thai schools to
improve their knowledge and understanding in research
methodology for conducting classroom research. The
developed self–learning package was experimented with
foreign teachers who voluntarily attended the research
project. The experimentation was conducted in order to
find answers to the following research questions:

1.

Whether

or

not

the

post–learning

achievement scores of foreign teachers who

Fig. 1: A Textbook on Classroom Research

A textbook on classroom research
was composed of the following units:
Unit I: Basic Concepts of Classroom Research

use the self-learning package are significantly
Unit II: Research for Instructional Development

different from their pre–learning counterparts?
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Unit III: Classroom Research Design

Part 2 is a Likert rating scale to assess foreign teachers’

Unit IV: Classroom Research Proposal and

satisfaction with the self – learning package on classroom
research. Its reliability coefficient was .93.

Report Writing
Unit V:

Part 3 is an open – ended questionnaire to

Utilizing Research Results for
obtain information on problems faced by foreign teachers

Learner Development

and their recommendations for solving problems.

Unit VI: Examples of Classroom Research

(3) An interview to record foreign

2. The Manual for Self-Learning

teachers’ opinions and their recommendations.
This was a form to record qualitative data.

3.3 The Research Procedure
The research procedures of this
study consisted of the following steps:
(1) The researcher developed the self – learning

Fig. 2: The Manual for Self-Learning
The manual for self – learning was
composed of the following topics :
(1) The objectives of the manual and guildlines
for answering the questions on the textbook.

(2) Main concepts of each unit according
to

the

textbook

on

classroom

research.

package on classroom research, including all required
media, documents and data collecting instruments.
(2) After the self – learning package on classroom
research had been approved by the experts, the
researcher announced the offering the research project
via the internet for foreign teachers teaching in Thailand to
apply for participating in the research project.
(3) A total number of 35 foreign teachers voluntarily

(3)

Suggestion for further study for each topics.

participated in the research project. The

research design
(4)

CD as media in terms of power point

for the field experiment was the One

Group Pre–test

presentation frames according to the
main concepts on classroom research.

foreign teachers’ personal background.
Post–test Design as shown in the diagram below:

3.2.2 The data collecting instruments

O1 X O2

The instruments were employed in collecting data for
evaluation of the experimental follow the following steps

Whereas

(1) An achievement test on classroom research,

O1

Represents the pre–test
X Represents the treatment

this was a 100 – item multiple choice test to assess the
foreign teachers’ knowledge and understanding on

(self-study using the developed
classroom research. Its reliability coefficient was .88.

self–learning package)

(2) A scale to assess foreign teachers’

O2

satisfaction with the self – learning package. This

(4) Data on experimental results were

instrument was composed of 3 parts as follows :

Part 1 is 7 – item questionnaire on

Represents the post-test

analyzed with the following statistics:
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counterparts at the .01 level.

(4.1) The dependent t–test for
testing the hypothesis: Foreign teachers’

3. Foreign teachers’ satisfaction

post–learning achievement scores were

with the developed self – learning

significantly higher than their pre–learning

package, as shown by the satisfaction

counterparts.
(4.2)
analyzing

index, was at 86 percent.
The

foreign

satisfaction

index

for

teachers’

level

of

5. DISCUSSION

satisfaction was employed with the data from

The above-mentioned findings
lead to the following points for
discussion:

the satisfaction questionnaire.

(5) Duration of time for field
experiment was 8 weeks.

1.

(6) All foreign teachers who participated in

Foreign

teachers’

post–learning

achievement scores were significantly higher

the research project had the intention to take the

than their pre-learning counterparts at the level

tests administered by the Teachers Council of
of .01. This indicates that the
Thailand as a prerequisite for applying for their

developed self-learning package is

teacher’s license.

effective. This may be due to the
following factors:

4. RESEARH FINDINGS
Research findings were as
follows:

1.1 Foreign teachers who voluntarily
participated in the research project were highly

1. The developed self–learning package

motivated because all of them intended to take

was composed of the following components:

the tests administered by the Teachers Council

Unit

Classroom

of Thailand in order to apply for their teacher’s

Research, Unit II: Research for Instructional

license. Passing the tests administered by the

Development, Unit III: Classroom Research

Teachers Council of Thailand was one of The

Design,

Research

requirements for foreign teachers to be eligible

Utilizing

for application for the teacher’s license. The

Research Results for Learner Development,

developed self-learning package on classroom

and

research could help them to pass the test.

I:

Proposal

Unit

Basic

Unit
and

VI:

Concepts

IV:

of

Classroom

Report,

Unit

Examples

V:

of

Classroom

1.2 The

Research.

developed

self-learning

package was effectively organized with qualified

2. Post–learning achievement scores
of foreign teachers were significantly

resource

higher

recommendations and suggestions throughout

than

their

pre–learning

persons

who

provided

the development process of the package.
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the

1.3 The

developed

self-learning

package is effective because it helps to increase
knowledge and understanding on conducting
classroom research of foreign teachers who
used the package as the learning media for the
preparation to take the tests administered by the
Teachers Council of Thailand.

2. Foreign teachers were highly satisfied
with the developed self-learning package
which indicates that the package is easy to
understand

and

practical to

study with

provision of useful information. Also, learning
activities and exercises provided in the
package

are

informative

as

well

as

appropriate.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based
on
the
above
research findings and discussion,
the researcher offers the following
recommendations :
1. The developed self - learning package on
classroom research can be used as an innovation
for helping foreign teachers teaching in Thailand to
acquire
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Blending learning environments for enhancing quality teaching in large groups
Joan Rué, David Rodríguez-Gómez, Carles Dorado, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Joan.Rue@uab.cat
Abstract
Students often learn in implicit or unintentional ways, without being aware of the best
environment for it, or lacking any kind of explicit regulation of their learning. Additionally, we
should bear in mind that students possess qualitatively different motivational frameworks
according to their practical experience about learning. Prior research evidenced that both,
previous perception of learning environment and past or current experienced assessment
modalities were closely related to learning results, playing a decisive role in how students
approach their learning. Thus, the concept of “lear ning environment” underpins the importance
of learning contexts, and it plays an overriding impact in both, student learning approaches and
student perceived self-efficacy.
A blended approach combining real and virtual learning contexts supports the need for
enhancing learning environments. This paper is founded in three paramount purposes.
According to it, participants will reflect on: (1) leaning as a process taking place within reliable
scaffolding from the students approach, with a well aligned set of learning actions; (2) ICT
resources enhancing student autonomy and agency capacity in self-driving his/her own learning
process; (3) implementing a virtual tool - which is polyvalent and with a well-founded learning
approach - allow teachers without a special awareness about the importance of learning contexts
to develop proposals which facilitate solid scaffolding for students’ self-regulation and learning
enhancement.
Key words: Learning environment, learning context, feedback, virtual environment, quality .

Understanding the concept of learning environment
Students often learn in implicit or unintentional ways, without being aware of the most suitable
environment for it, or lacking any kind of explicit regulation of their learning (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Additionally, students possess qualitatively different motivational
frameworks according to their practical experience about learning. Entwistle (1991) and Marton
& Säljö (1997) evidenced that learning environment (LE) and assessment modalities were
closely related to learning results, playing a decisive role in how students approach their
learning. Despite learning context is often taken to be non-problematic in educational
institutions (Boud, Walker 2006), it underpins the importance of learning contexts and it plays a
paramount impact in both, the student learning approaches and in their perceived self-efficacy.
Evidences show that student self-efficacy belief is important in academic performance (Jungert
& Rosander, 2010). Academic self-efficacy refers to a student’s perceived capability to reach
explicit academic goals and it has been positively linked to the strategy used and self-regulation
(Zajacova, Lynch & Espenshade, 2005).
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Past research has unveiled specific factors defining good learning contexts. According to
Entwistle’s Experiences of Teaching and Learning Questionnaire (ETLQ) (2005), its six subscales define what a learning context is. Clear aims, organization, alignment and integration;
teaching for understanding and student choice; staff support and enthusiasm; assessment for
understanding and feedback; interest, enjoyment and perceived relevance; and support from

other students. Although these factors seem to illuminate the learning scenario, even if they
should be shared by a large number of HE teachers, yet the reality displays a more complex
picture about learning contexts. It must be assumed that the attainment of the former professional
trends seem to be beyond normal teaching conditions in most oriented research institutions or yet
in many others. Enthusiasm and interest are emotional attitudes that cannot be necessary
expected in large number of teachers. Clear organization and goals are concepts that can be
understood in different ways by students, teachers and institutions. Independent learning, to be
effective, needs, among others, previous training and a clear learning setting, which are not
always given in Higher Education. Moreover, assessment settled in large classes cannot be
expected to be focused necessary in deep learning. Nevertheless, the concept of learning
environment is yet a leading teaching concept and it is challenging the current practices of
teaching.
Learning environments are related to our teaching approach. From our point of view, learning
environments have to be understood as a real construction for learning. So, according to many
HE teachers, mainly those working with large groups, the basic question to be answered is what
is it for, how could it help wishing at better learning outcomes and how such learning
environment should be shaped? In the last section these questions are illuminated according to
the model discussed here.
Table n.1. Leading factors defining a learning environment (adapted from Rué, et alt 2010)
Settings
Documentary
Structuring and guiding
Psychodynamic
Metacognitive

Functions
Exploring relating
Communication
Planning
Tutoring
Regulating & self-regulating

A final concern with learning environment is about its conception. It is usually conceived as
being a set of fixed trends than something in motion. Instead, from a constructivist approach, LE
grows up and varies along the learning exchange process. Moreover, changes are not only
related with teacher purposes or decisions, but they can be understood as a sort of on-going
balance within the mutual negotiations and co-regulations exerted by teachers and students along
their course processes. The adopted model of learning environment here arises from a model
developed by the authors (Rué et alt., 2010) . This model assumes LE as being constituted by
four leading settings and the aligned functions within them, as it is described in Table n.1.
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Five cornerstones for enhancing autonomy in learning
It is impossible to define the act of learning in itself, without relating it to a given aim and
context or curriculum goal. Thus, as Bloom stated in the past sixties, learning is a continuous
process going from the simple act of recognizing a fact to the complex competence of
evaluation. Furthermore, different kinds of “learni ng” can be functional to a given purpose
depending on the teacher will or the course requirements. Of course, this does not makes each
way of learning equal to another one. Deep learning is more transformative for the learner as
they involve the development of a more complex set of competences. Analyzing, synthesizing or
evaluating, are progressive complex systems of learning which, besides the teacher action,
require some well specified setting conditions, facilitating student’s capacity of behaving
autonomously. Thus, before to come back to the issue of defining a given learning environment,
it is necessary to establish its alignment with respect to a specific kind of autonomy in learning.
When the main aim is to enhance the student competence in solving the technical issues of a
theme, learning environments should be organized differently from contexts where the focus is
about improving his o her agency capacity when dealing with some complex problems. The
same occurs when the main goal of learning is focused in assessing understanding or analyzing,
according to the Bloom’s terminology. This should be the first assumed step for a teacher when
trying to define a learning environment and its functionalities, to be aware about the leading
purposes of the expected learning, and the kind of the proposed approach to the knowledge he or
she makes explicit to the students. The following are some different labels that need different
approaches to the concept of LE: engaging students in learning, by themselves; enhancing their
self confidence in complex problem solving; developing strategies and resources for a deeper
learning; enhancing their strategies and tools to critically reflect and investigate.

Figure n.1. Framing the main constraints in autonomous learning. The student’s voice.

Knowledge
approach

Work intensification

Teacher’s
role

Developped
Level of A

Avaliable
ressources

Social
interaction
in Learning

Kind of
assessment/grading

Source: the authors
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The second cornerstone should be the teacher awareness about what makes possible an
autonomous learning behaviour from the student’s point of view. In a large survey made with a
sample of HE students (n=1090) from more than twenty different careers (Rué, et alt. 2009) a
large number (500) of free statements, concerns and complains from the students were collected.
Once they organized, such statements defined six major fields of concern framing the different
levels of perceived autonomy. They were organized as it is depicted in Figure n.1, above.

The third cornerstone in building functional LE is being aware of the concept of autonomy itself
and how is developed. The following are some basic issues which should be considered: (1)
students do not necessarily have autonomy, this is a competency that is learned and developed
throughout the learning experiences; (2) not all the contexts favour autonomy in a functional or
operational terms, although its leaders proclaim it, and not everyone may have interest in
learning autonomously, according to certain institutional or contextual conditions; (3) the
principle of autonomous learning promotes the deployment of different personal learning styles,
through a process of personal growth, this being critical and self-reflexive in its nature; (4) the
highest levels of learning correspond to deeper approaches in their autonomy in learning; (5)
providing students the best scaffolding along the process of solving the challenges proposed is a
leading teaching function; (6) the process of enhancing the student’s autonomy must be
conducted by attaining progressive steps with the teacher support. Giving support is not
contradictory with the expected final goal; (7) teachers can develop their own professional
competence for the development of autonomy in student learning.
The fourth concern about defining LE is that far from being simply a technical or a functional
matter it is always embedded from a learning theory. In a given LE facts, devices, functions and
actions have a specific educative meaning. This approach can explain the different effects of a
given technology displayed by different teachers, for example.
Lastly, in order to exert a deeper autonomy in their learning, students need to be aware of what
they learn and how they do it. Feed-back in learning is broadly defined as “anything that might
strengthen the students’ capacity to self-regulate their own performance”, Nicol, MacfarlaneDick (2011). These authors synthesized a large sample of the research literature extracting from
it the following seven principles of good feedback practice: helps clarifying what good
performance is; facilitates the development of self-assessment (reflection) in learning; delivers
high quality information to students about their learning; encourages teacher and peer dialogue
around learning; encourages positive motivational beliefs and self-esteem; provides
opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance and provides
information to teachers that can be used to help to reshape their teaching.
Carless et alt (2011) suggest that sustainable feed-back encompasses four characteristics: it
involves students in dialogues about learning which raise their awareness of quality
performance; facilitates processes through which students are stimulated to develop capacities
in monitoring and evaluating their own learning; enhances student capacities for on-going
lifelong learning by supporting student development of skills for goal-setting and planning their
learning and facilitates student engagement over time in which feedback from varied sources is
generated, processed and used to enhance performance on multiple stages of assignments.
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Blending real and virtual learning environments. The Mahara platform.
Learning environments (LE) wishing at an efficient autonomous learning have to be build up on
some clear cornerstones. And virtual tools can be very useful in such purpose. Blending real and
virtual learning environments is something that can be easily done by teachers, according to the
current available tools, such as google docs, calendar, dropbox, webpages, email, moodle, and so
on. However, the proposed model here is not founded mainly on the variety of available tools,
but in three main purposes. Virtual instruments are just tools serving the principle where leaning
is an action displayed within reliable scaffolding from the students approach. To be more
efficient, it requires well aligned learning settings and functions (AQA08 model, Rué 2010). The
second purpose is that it can enhance the student autonomy and agency capacity in self-driving
their learning process. The third one is that Web2.0 tools can help in the former purpose when
they are used according to an explicit frame for the LE, as it is displayed in Table n.2. Thus, real
environment is the one structured according to the concept of alignment between the defined
settings and the teaching functions. And virtual is both, its appearance and its embedded tools
for students’ best performance of their autonomous learning.
Table n.2 Correspondence between web2.0 tools and the LE adopted model
Basic LE settings
Documentary
Structuring and guiding

Web2.0 tools examples developing the model’s functions
Google docs; Email; Dropbox; Youtube; Google Calendar;
Etherpad; Evernote;
Facebook, Linkedin; Tweeter; SMS; Maptools; Learning Objects;
Brainstorming (MindMaister, mindmap); Dabbleboard; Moodle.

Psycodinamic

Some of the former; Blogs; Groupware tool; Skype; Yahoo;
Hotmail; Gmail;

Metacognitive

Agenda; @Portfolio; Blogs; Web quest ; Google quest
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Nevertheless, there is another approach to build up a blended environment for medium and large
groups. The proposed model here is a customized Mahara platform which is under
experimentation at the Universitat Autònoma de Barc elona. A recent research conducted in
Aalborg University (Rongbutsri et al., 2011) about Mahara pointed out “that most of students
have a bad impression of the Mahara service. They thought it was too complicated and most of
them have already used Facebook as a social network so they did not find any need for the
Mahara services”. Nevertheless, the same research c oncludes that the use of ICT by the
students, including web applications, mobile devices and the Internet connectivity, is not
sufficiently advanced to claim the student’s ability to efficiently adopt or explore it to facilitate
academic activities. Results show that students who are claimed as digital natives still have
problems with implementing digital tools into their professional life. The authors suggest that in
order to facilitate student work group, it is necessary to discuss about whether institutions
should provide software with full functionalities to support the group work or adopt a facilitator
role letting students use tools which are available on the market.
Figure 2. An experimental Customized Mahara platform. The student’s platform.

The position argued here is that Mahara, as an open-source platform can be used under some
conditions. The first one is assuming that any tool, ICT included, is unable by itself to enhance
learning. The second one is that students –as teach ers do – prefer simplicity. Thus, for them
using a complex platform, with embedded or connected tools, further conditions must be
accomplished. The most important one is that such platform has to be customized (Figure n. 2)
by being designed according to a relevant approach for enhancing learning (i.e., providing
useful information, learning orientations, useful and personal feed-back, facilitating peer’s
exchanges, teacher contact, and facilitating teacher control). The evaluation approach, then,
should take into account student’s learning framing. Otherwise, students will use ICT as
fragmentary resources according to variable wills and needs as people do when behave in real
multidimensional life. Thus, the experimental platform has the possibility of merging different
of the aforementioned tools in a single frame that is structured in three main sections;
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documentary, action and regulation, as it can be seen in the attached figure. Each of those
sections has files coming from the teacher proposals and from students’ activities. Besides it,
some files have tools for students self-guidance, self-regulation. Additionally there are tools for
making the learning process more effective and both controlled and self-controlled. Moreover, it
allow teachers, without a special awareness about the importance of learning contexts, to
develop their own proposals facilitating them to build up their own scaffolding for their students
self-regulation and learning enhancement.
A blended approach combining real and virtual learning contexts supports the need for
enhancing learning environments. A virtual model is an excellent tool for both, to fix the
explicit courseware norms and information, being sure that they can be known by every single
student, and to pick up gradually the new inputs rising along the process. The model supporting
this communication (Figure n.2) is not founded on the variety of available tools, but mainly in
three paramount purposes. According to it participants will reflect on: (1) leaning is a process
that takes place within reliable scaffolding from the students approach, with a well aligned set
of learning actions (Rué et al., 2010); (2) ICT resources can enhance student autonomy and
agency capacity in self-driving his/her own learning process; (3) implementing a virtual tool
which is polyvalent and with a well-founded learning approach allow teachers, without a special
awareness about the importance of learning contexts, to develop proposals facilitating solid
scaffolding students’ self-regulation and learning enhancement.
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The purpose of this Research is (1) to study the learning process
of Communication Arts's students on the Public Relations--PR
Research course, and (2) to study the essential factor in regard to
support the learning process of PR Research. It was a qualitative
research methodology consisted of 5 stages (1) informed the students
in order to motivate them to develop the research problem and title,
(2) during the research workshop of students, the lecturer gave them
an advice of PR Research, (3) audited the research project workshop,
(4) presented the research result in each group of research project, and
(5) analyzed in the essential factor of students' PR research by
checking with the students in the class. The result of this study can be
summarize as follows: (1) The students can be developed the 6 PR
research projects in the issue of evaluation the PR project campaign,
and the PR media. (2) There are 4 steps of the Learning process such
as (2.1) PR research project planning, (2.2) data collecting and
analyzed the data, (2.3) research reporting, and (2.4) research
presenting. And (3) There are 3 of essential factor of the effective
process learning i.e. the lecturer as an mentor, the students as a
researcher, and the course description.
Keywords: Public Relations Research, Learning process
Rationale:
The direction of Thai educational reform is to teach students to be able
to think, analyse, and criticize; as ‘Smart Consumers’. Selecting new teaching
approaches that support these characteristics must be as forward-thinking as
those of other countries. The students have to create their own knowledge
('Producing Culture') instead of a 'Receiving Culture' (Silarat 2007). The
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appropriate teaching approach should begin with the goal of searching for new
knowledge which is initiated by the teacher.
Then the teacher leads the students to create a project through which
they initiate a process of developing knowledge. Finally the teacher lets the
students work and study together. The outcomes of this process are the
students develop abilities to apply and create their knowledge (Silarat 2007).
According to the course description shows that “study the technical and
social science research methodology, which is necessary to applied the Public
Relations research. Practice to write and do the Public Relations research
projects”. The lecturer has to designed the active course by thinking of
Another ideology, learner-centered, espoused by the Act, should be discussed
in this paper. The goal of teaching and learning within the learner-centered
approach is to develop learners to their optimal level. Then the teachers' roles
must be decreased and learners' roles must be increased. (Prapaisit, 2003)
In adopting a learner-based approach, we strongly believe that
“Research”, and the subsequent creation, validation and dissemination of
knowledge, are fundamental to the operation of a research-intensive
university. The intention of research-based learning is that university
academics make positive moves to help Communication Arts students build
strong intellectual and practical connections between research frontiers and the
students’ own learning. Student benefits include (Alison Green, 2010): (1)
Inducting students into the disciplines’ values, practices and ethics (2)
Ensuring course content includes cutting edge research findings (3) Increasing
students’ understanding of how their chosen discipline contributes positively
to society (4) Developing and enhancing students skills and capabilities
including: (4.1) Generic skills such as critical and analytical thinking,
information retrieval and evaluation; and problem solving (4.2) Skills in
conducting and evaluating research that are helpful to students’ ongoing
personal and professional lives. (5) Providing enhanced opportunities for
teaching and learning approaches such as inquiry-based and experiential
methods that have been linked to positive learning outcomes for students.
Research-based learning, which is used in Public Relations Research
course, is a multi-faceted concept referring to a variety of learning and
teaching strategies that link
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research and teaching. Good practice in research-based learning may include:
(Blackmore & Fraser, 2007)
• Research outcomes informing the curriculum
• Research-process based methods of teaching and learning
• Learning to use the tools of research
• Developing an inclusive research context
The following strategies provide a guide for incorporating
research-based learning into courses and programs. There is overlap
between categories and some suggestions are more appropriate in
some disciplines, at some year levels and in some teaching and
learning contexts than others are. They give a range of options that will be
most effective if tailored to your particular context and student cohort.
Instead, Public relations research is a fundamental part of identifying
important issues to the organization, developing strategically based public
relations programs, and measuring the impact of those programs on the
organization. Without public relations research, practitioners are left with
little but outputs and hunches to report. Without research, practitioners
cannot show how public relations make a difference.
Broom and Dozier (1990, p.4) define research as “the controlled,
objective, and systematic gathering of information for the purposes of
describing and understanding”. Research is an integral part of the public
relations process. Two steps of the four-step public relations process,
developed by Cutlip, Center, and Broom (2000), depend on research:
defining the public relations problem or opportunity, and evaluating the
program. Similarly, Hendrix’s ROPE model (research, objectives, program,
and evaluation) and Marston’s RACE model (research, action,
communication, and evaluation) rely on research for the first and last steps of
the public relations process (as cited by Stacks, 2002).
The aim of this article is to introduce research-based teaching in which
the teachers’ roles change from lecturer to research advisor and the students’
roles change from receivers to researchers. Then I study the learning process,
and the essential factor toward the research-based approaches focused on
Public Relations Research.
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Objectives:
1. To study the learning process of Communication Arts's
students on the Public Relations--PR Research course.
2. To study the essential factor in regard to support the learning
process of PR Research
Summary of work:
In this study is “The Learning process by focused on Communication
Arts’ students Public Relations research”, was design by qualitative research.
It should be the step as followed:
1. Participants of the study
The groups taught with the research-based technique were students
who enrolled in Communication Arts students (in Public Relations) for the
educational semesters starting 2/53 at Faculty of Communication Art,
Rambhai Barni Rajabhat University--RBRU. The number of students who
evaluated the teaching was 22 students enrolled in this Public Relations
Research subject with divided into 6 groups, and there are 3-4 members in
each groups.
2. Teaching Technique in the classroom
The subject course was designed to last 14 weeks. Each week the
students studied the subject's content. Additionally, they were assigned a
project research according to their interests with focused on Public Relations.
They and the teacher had to meet to discuss their study topic every week.
By the end of the course, they had to finish their research and present
their study to the class. The working steps were designed as in the
table below:
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Table 1: Steps of learning by week of research-based approach
Week

Activities

1
2

Course introduction. The teacher review the Communication Arts research
together with the students
Finding topic of Public relations research

3

Discussion and suggestions on the topic

4

Present proposal in each group

5-8

Discussion and suggestions on the students’ works

9-10

Data collecting

11-12

Analyzing data and making conclusions

13

Prepare presentation

14

Present the result of the study in class

3. Source of data
Data used in this study came from the observation and
synthesis the process learning in Public relations course assessed by
the student’s working and project development. Moreover, the
secondary data came from a related book in Public relations research
field, Communication theory, and review the related research
literature.
4. Research methodology consisted of 5 stages
Stage 1 informed the students in order to motivate them to
develop the research problem and title. Stage 2 during the research
workshop of students, the lecturer gave them an advice of PR
Research. Stage 3 audited the research project workshop, stage 4
presented the research result in each group of research project, and
stage 5 analyzed in the essential factor of students' PR research by
checking with the students in the class.
Outcomes:
The finding of this research can be summaries as following the
aim of study that is:
1. There are 4 steps of the Learning process such as (1) PR
research project planning, (2) data collecting and analyzed
the data, (3) research reporting, and (4) research presenting.
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Table 2: Step of Learning Process in Public Relations research
Learning Process
Step 1 PR research project planning

Details
-PR research problem/topic/issues
- Review research literature
- PR research hypothesis
- PR research Conceptual framework
- PR research design/ quantitative methodology
- research population and sampling
- research tool (questionnaire)
Step 2 data collecting and analyzed the - research tool measurement (validity & reliability)
data
- statistical analysis; hypothesis testing
- PR research result conclusion
Step 3 research reporting
- research report writing according to the institute of
RBRU Research format
- reference (APA)
Step 4 research presenting
- the students’ skill of research presentation to the
class
- return the research result to the beneficial
organization

2. The students can be developed the 6 PR research projects in
the issue of evaluation the PR project campaign, and the effective PR
media.
Table 3: The 6 PR research projects in each kind of PR issues
and activities
Public Relations issues/activities
1 evaluating the PR projects/ campaign

2 the effective PR media

Name of PR research
- The tourism information on Youth’s perception of
in Chanthaburi
- The Correlation between media exposure
perception of and Breast cancer protection behavior
of female in Chanthaburi
-The Film erotic exposure Nam-tan-deang in regard
to female youth’s virgin protection in Chanthaburi
- The RBRU’s Holy on Belief of Students
- The Stop Female Violence Project’s PR media on
male’s participation in Chanthaburi
- The effective PR media on Aerobic dance exercise
decision making of Public in Khokwang,
Chanthaburi

2. There are 3 of essential factor of the effective process
learning i.e. the lecturer as an mentor, the students as a
researcher, and the course description (context).
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Figure 1: The Essential factor of the effective process learning on PR
research
Course description: PR
research
students as researchers
(active)

teacher as a mentor vs
lecturer
6 PR research
Conclusion and Discussion:
projects

This paper covered how the students can do the public relations research
and how practitioners can use research to develop strategy and programs
(including media relations and publicity programs), monitor programs and
evaluate results. It provided case studies of real-life research studies.
The ability of students to conduct public relations research can benefit
the PR practitioner’s career. Several studies found a link between PR research
and PR participation in planning decision-making. Despite the recognized
benefits of PR research, many practitioners conduct little or no research.
Common reasons for not conducting research include lack of funding, lack of
training in research, and fear that measurement research will show that they
have not been successful with their program.
Public relations research helps determine what an enterprise's goals
should be, identify possible barriers to achieving goals, and provides
knowledge about the environment and key publics so the organization can
achieve those goals. Various informal and formal methods exist to scan the
environment, including personal contacts and "water cooler" conversations,
observation, analyzing business information and structured surveys.
Evaluation research can be used to monitor programs under way and measure
effectiveness at completion. There are three possible objectives of a PR
campaign: informational, motivational, and behavioral. The PR practitioner
must measure the appropriate objective for each campaign.
There are basically quantitative types of PR research: The six case
studies were developed as independent “stories” to illustrate how public
relations research is conducted in the real world. There was no dominant type
of PR research methodology conducted. In each case, PR practitioners used
the research method that best suited their requirements and budget. Cases
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included a communication audit using a survey of sampling to measure
message retention after employee meetings; an anthropological research study
of people nationwide as part of a media relations campaign; a series of
qualitative and quantitative research methodologies as part of a university
branding campaign; and an online survey of those who attended a sporting
event to measure awareness of and attitude toward the products of a major
sponsor.
In most cases research capabilities enhanced the perceived value of the
PR department in the eyes of the dominant coalition. Research provided
information that those learning approach and in the organization
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Coupling local and central support structures: a model to ensure
teaching support and quality assurance in research universities
Guillaume Schiltz & Benno Volk (ETH Zurich, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)

Abstract: ETH Zurich supports faculty development by implementing a dual model which
consists of a central support unit and a network of local educational developers at the
department level. This organisational support structure adopts the study administration
structure and thus is consistent with both the structural integrity of ETH and the institution’s
policy of departmental autonomy. In this paper we illustrate the outcomes of this strategy in
our faculty development programmes, and use that example to make recommendations on
how to enhance faculty development effectiveness in highly heterogeneous educational
settings.

The dual support model of ETH Zurich
One of the major problems in implementing teaching support and quality assurance as a
strategic measure is that universities are complex organizations. Even though they are often
compared with other educational institutions such as schools or colleges their organizational
structure is quite different. In fact, universities are defined as "loosely coupled systems"
(Orton & Weick 1990) with faculties and departments having a certain degree of autonomy
and maintaining specific academic cultures, mind-sets and traditions. In such settings
adaptations to organisational development processes often have to contend with acceptance
issues. Well-defined top-down and corresponding bottom-up processes, on the other hand,
have better chances of success. Measures for teaching support and quality assurance turn
out to become a challenging and complex issue, especially when faced to highly
heterogeneous departments that are usually populating the major research universities
(Gillespie 2010).
To efficiently address the specific requirements, needs and cultures of each of its
departments, ETH Zurich mirrors the organisational structure of the university in its teaching
support and quality assurance services (Fig. 1). A central unit “Educational Development and
Technology” (LET)1 consisting of experts in the related fields (educational technology,
innovation management, assessment and evaluation, faculty and curriculum development) is
complemented by a network of locally based educational developers (EDs)2. With this
approach a dual-mode model of organizational development is introduced. The central unit
(LET), affiliated with the ETH Executive Board, provides a broad range of services based on
demand, works out top-down activities and helps to implement these measures extensively.
The local EDs, who are full members of the respective departments and partly financed by
the Vice President of Education, operate as change agents by promoting bottom-up activities
and by aligning department-specific measures with the strategic aims of the university.

1

Central unit (LET): http://www.let.ethz.ch/index_EN

2

Network of local EDs: http://www.let.ethz.ch/lehrspezialisten/index_EN
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Fig 1: Mirrored organisational structure

In implementing this dual-mode model, several essential problematic fields have to be taken
into consideration:


To avoid redundancy or competition, it is necessary to clearly define and delineate the
fields of action of the local EDs and the central unit (LET).



Interfacing between local EDs and the central unit (LET) is crucial to collaborative
planning and continuous exchange of information.



The local EDs act as a two-way information and communication gateway between their
respective departments and the central unit (LET).



Characterized as "third space professionals" (Whitchurch 2008) local EDs have to a great
extend to develop and define their own fields of activities. For this reason, functional
areas largely vary amongst local EDs with individual emphasis on faculty, instructional or
organisational development.

In the following we pinpoint these problems in detail by focusing on faculty development in
the Department of Physics, which has given the area much attention over the past few years.
The local considerations mentioned below apply only to this department.

Faculty Development
At ETH Zurich we define faculty development as activities that include staff’s teaching
development as well as quality assurance in teaching. The central unit (LET) runs universitywide teaching development programmes for different target groups (see Table 1). The two
course programs in Table 1 are generic, non discipline-specific courses that mainly address
teaching staff in transition phase, i.e. teaching assistants with upcoming teaching
responsibilities or assistant professors who are newly appointed at ETH.
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Teaching courses run by the central unit (LET)
target groups:

Graduate Teaching Assistants

Assistant Professors

attendance:

optional (recommended)

optional (recommended)

goals:

 gain confidence and awareness
 prepare and structure teaching
units
 presentation and rhetorical skills
 use basic pedagogic methods
 experience basic feedback and
tutoring approaches

 become familiar to university
teaching
 design lecture courses and
assessments
 apply practical teaching tools
 actively engage students
 research-oriented teaching in
small groups

extend:

3 days

6 days plus transfer sessions (inclass observation, written report)

attestation:

certificate

certificate

participants:

max. 80 / year

max. 20 / year

Table 1: Generic teaching course programs

In addition, the local ED offers several courses for graduate teaching assistants at the
department level. These courses focus on discipline-specific issues and offer ready-to-use
tools for the participants (see Table 2). Most participants already have teaching experience
and want to refine their skills.
Teaching courses run by the local EDs
target groups:

Graduate Teaching Assistants:
exercise classes

Graduate Teaching Assistants:
laboratory classes

attendance:

optional

optional (recommended)

goals:

 gain confidence and awareness
 prepare and structure exercise
classes
 design assessments and grade
assignments
 use discipline specific pedagogic
methods
 experience basic feedback and
tutoring approaches

 plan and organize small group
teaching
 experience feedback and tutoring
techniques
 teach scientific writing activities
 grade lab reports

extend:

2 days plus transfer sessions
(incl. peer-visit, report presentation)

1 day

attestation:

1 credit point

certificate

participants:

max. 10 / year

max. 10 / year

Table 2: Discipline specific teaching courses
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At the moment discipline specific courses are offered only for graduate teaching assistants at
the Department of Physics. These courses are a cooperative venture of the local ED,
members from the physics teacher training and experts from the central unit (LET). Running
central and local courses in parallel offers opportunities for the exchange of experiences and
outcomes among the course leaders involved, and thus great potential for mutual
improvement.
At the lecturer level (professors), local EDs rely on personal coaching instead of formal
courses. The local ED, as a member of the department administration and as it is mostly the
case also as a member of the department faculty, maintains collegial relationships with the
lecturers which – based on mutual confidence and acceptance – enable him/her to offer
support at a very specific level. Discussions on teaching practice and peer observations
allow the local ED to initiate customized teaching improvements. In addition, personal
coaching is not limited to a certain course period but often results in a long-term process.
Comparable support strategies can clearly not be implemented by a central unit because of
its intrinsically interdisciplinary approach and lack of resources. Local and central
approaches complement each other here, however, as general processes and aims are
easily realised at the level of the individual teacher.

Quality assurance
Teaching courses and personal coaching, both offered on a voluntary basis, mainly address
engaged teachers, which then leads to the well-known 'Matthew effect' (accumulated
advantage). Instruments of quality assurance, such as SET (student evaluation of teaching),
however, address the whole faculty and identify a range of teaching performance levels. For
educational developers coping with low performance is always linked to potential conflicts. In
this case educational developers might be assigned roles such as “teaching police”,
“teaching doctor” or even worse, which prevents them from efficiently supporting teaching
improvement.
At ETH Zurich the central unit (LET) has worked out a summative SET which is regularly
conducted in all courses (see Table 3). The results are then transmitted via the ETH
Executive Board to the departments and it is up to the departments to adopt improvement
measures.
SET (student evaluation of teaching)
purpose:

summative evaluation

formative evaluation

completion:

compulsory, at least every 2 years

optional (recommended)

executed by:

central unit (LET)

students/local ED/lecturer

method:

anonymous questionnaire

anonymous questionnaire

feedback to:

department

lecturer/students

implications:

 counselling by LET
 counselling by local ED

 in-class discussion
 counselling by local ED

Table 3: Instruments of quality assurance
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As a member of the department the local ED can counsel low performing teachers and
mediate between them and the department board. In all recent cases this procedure has
shown itself to be perfectly applicable and highly efficient.
In addition to the summative evaluation, student representatives are invited to carry out a
mid-semester formative evaluation. Here the local ED and the lecturer can provide operative
help with the questionnaire. The results are discussed in class and the lecturer may seek
further support from the local ED.
In terms of quality assurance, the dual support model turns out to be highly efficient. In
teaching development, the same: engaged lecturers can both acquire basic skills in generic
courses, and refine them at a discipline-specific level via courses and personal coaching.
Teaching problems can also be analysed and dealt with through personal and collegial
counselling. The approach thus enables us to address lecturers from both ends of the
performance spectrum and we hope to encourage average teachers to reflect on their
teaching practice.

Operative Network of central unit and local EDs
The complementary nature of teaching development courses and evaluation processes
depends upon efficient co-operation between the central unit (LET) and the local EDs. To
promote this, a network has been established which conducts regular coordination meetings.
Once a month a team from the central unit (LET) reports to the local EDs on on-going
projects and further development plans. The local EDs are also invited to take part in some
central unit team meetings. These measures help to build interpersonal communication.
We have also established so-called “Teaching and Learning Intelligence” meetings, which
are held four times a year and are attended by the Prorector for Education, the management
of the central unit (LET) and the local EDs. In these meetings participants discuss new
developments and exchange experiences regarding current issues in higher education at
ETH Zurich.
In sum, the network requires both formal meetings and informal communication between the
central and local support units in order to uphold interpersonal exchange and build an
operable network.

Lessons learned
The dual-mode model can only work if a sufficient number of departments have local EDs.
At the moment 5 out of 16 ETH departments have them and we plan to double this number in
the coming years. In the meantime, the central unit (LET) remains the central contact point
for all departments without local EDs. This has produced a situation which is not very
conducive to a complete shift to the dual model.
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ETH’s dual-mode model, since its implementation in 2008, has produced noticeable results
in the area of faculty development. Many newly appointed professors receive initial training in
the generic teaching courses and later receive long-term coaching from local EDs.
Diagnostic SET questionnaires drawn up by the central unit (LET) and corrective action
taken by local EDs together ensure the maintenance of high teaching quality standards.
Meshing underlying top-down (central) and bottom-up (local) measures, however, often
causes argument. The local EDs and the central unit (LET) must negotiate jointly between
the ETH Executive Board and department heads, and make compromises where necessary.
Experience has shown both that compromise is not always easy, and that the major problem
lies with information exchange. One reason for this situation is the potential tension between
the Executive Board and the departments as a result of the organizational structure of a
university. Systemic organisational theories (Reed 2006) indicate that structural
characteristics are passed from system to subsystem: because ETH’s organisational
circumstances are not easy to change, this should be kept in mind in the networking between
the central unit (LET) and local EDs.
In conclusion, the dual-mode model combines discipline-specific and generic faculty
development approaches with perfect efficiency. The major challenge the model now faces is
to design further parallel teaching and quality assurance elements, which are as compatible
as those that we have described here.
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One-Way Stream of Knowledge
For over 100 years, the one-way stream of knowledge has existed in Thailand.
This stream of knowledge from Western countries has continuously overflowed into
Thailand for a long time. On the contrary, the knowledge that emerged in Thailand and
went to Western countries is very rare.
In the reign of King Rama IV, Dr. Dan Beach Bradley brought the first printing
machine and installed it in Thailand, and that was the beginning of the first systematic
transfer of Western knowledge to this country.
Later, the first Thai university was founded, followed by the establishment of
more universities. Obviously and increasingly, universities became institutions that
transferred Western knowledge to Thailand. At present, it can be said that universities are
the most important source of Western knowledge dissemination (Sulak Sivaraksa, 2002).
This includes the knowledge created and developed by universities in America, Europe
and Australia, and in the later period, the transfer of knowledge from universities in
Japan, China and other countries.
The one-way stream is not only the knowledge transfer from Western countries to
Thailand but also the knowledge transfer from educational institutions in Bangkok to
provincial institutions as illustrated below.
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Due to the growth of information technology, the flow of Western knowledge
became faster and wider throughout the country; simultaneously, it went directly and
indirectly to universities in Bangkok and other provinces.
Continuous and Lengthy Dependence
The one-way stream began when Thailand obviously and increasingly started to
develop the country by following the Western path; as a result, we needed the assistance
of Western knowledge and personnel. In the early stage, more consultants, experts and
foreign staff came to Thailand; thus, knowledge basically flowed through these people.
When universities were established, the demand for foreign instructors to teach in
Thai universities or higher education institutions grew considerably. In the early period,
most instructors of Chulalongkorn University, especially in the fields of science and
technology, were mainly professors from England and America.
An attempt to reform Thai higher education by having Thai instructors and
creating knowledge in the country seemed to change the one-way stream to a certain
degree. Thai instructors were sent to continue their studies in Western countries so that
they would come back and teach in Thai higher education institutions. The phenomenon
that occurred was that when those instructors returned, the Western stream of knowledge
also increased because most of them did not conduct much research and basically taught
according to what they had learned (from the West). Those who graduated from Europe
or America had similar characteristics and although they did some research, the number
was still small.
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Besides, the production of textbooks, academic documents and academic journals
with Thai contents and in the Thai language was very small. In most production, contents
were translated or compiled from Western textbooks or knowledge, and the process of
producing academic books in Thailand is not expansive yet.
In the later period when the information and communication technology became
more expansive, in particular the Internet system that makes the data search easy,
voluminous and fast. Receiving and seeking knowledge from the Western world became
a more expansive phenomenon; more than 80% of the knowledge in the Internet was
produced and developed in the Western world while the knowledge from the developing
world is not plentiful. Consequently, the reform of Thai higher education is not fully
accomplished.
Because of the Knowledge-Receiving Culture
In Thailand, the one-way stream of knowledge has emerged, existed for a long
time and tremendously affected Thai higher education and the development of the Thai
society because of the knowledge-receiving culture in Thai higher education system and
universities.
The knowledge-receiving culture occurred when Thai university instructors
continued their studies abroad, came back and taught in Thai universities, using the
knowledge they learned from those foreign countries (mostly Western countries) to teach
Thai students. They did further research for teaching by searching from textbooks, books
or journals that were mainly printed in Western countries. The research conducted in
Thailand is not profound, expansive and extensive enough to create sufficient new
knowledge.
In the teaching process, teaching takes the form of telling or describing the
knowledge (from abroad) to students who will receive it as much and completely as they
can. Even though they are advised and encouraged to study and do further research, they
will also search from foreign textbooks and books, especially at the graduate level. At the
undergraduate level, although textbooks are in the Thai language, most contents are
basically compiled from foreign textbooks.
When students in this system complete their studies, they will disseminate this
knowledge to other people and teach in other higher education institutions, especially in
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provincial institutions. Then, they will disseminate further this Western knowledge. In a
later period, even though more research was undertaken, the number was still small.
Higher Education Reform Requires the Change of the Stream of Education
The educational situation, particularly higher education, that has been clearly seen
and has existed for a long time is still going on successively. As previously mentioned,
the concepts, knowledge and things we study in Thai education circle are principally
based on a foreign perception. Even though it is quite essential to learn about foreign
countries, it is still the one-way foreign stream and is basically the Western stream. If we
only cling and hold on to these things all the time without having any comparative
directions; eventually, we will follow their path and concept. Looking back at our
education, during the reign of King Rama V, it can be seen that our country reform
always followed the Western path. When they created any innovations, we received them
because in the early stage of change those things were necessary. However, we are now
having a heavy heart and concern that we have always followed the foreign path for over
100 years, and if we keep on walking along this path, in the future our country and
society will certainly be enslaved to foreign ideas and materials. Then, what are we going
to do in the future? (Saneh Chamarik, 2002).
When we look forward in the world of competition where we must work with
more foreign countries, how we can work equally with them if what we know, discuss
and do are the things that they had thought and done before and we just learned from
them. In the future, to live equally in the world community means that we must have
something that is valuable and meaningful and has sufficient self-identity to compare
with others. If we want the people from outside to recognize our value and significance,
how they can see them because what we are talking about are the things that they had
learned, discovered and told us before.
Therefore, the points mentioned above are very important, especially when the
world is changing before entering the new age. If we do not change our concept,
perception and paradigm of the management of higher education, we have to try
consistently to catch up with them. Consequently, our future education, particularly our
higher education, needs to change the stream. We have to change the direction and enter
the process of creating our own concept and knowledge. In 2015, we will become the
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ASEAN Economic Community; consequently, it is essential that we principally have
Thai knowledge and identity first.
These things can happen when we use research result or research as the bases of
our learning and operation. This is the fundamental concept that we have to consider and
plan before setting our mission goal. Thus, educational institutions need to emphasize
and attach importance to research. We want a balance in education and we emphasize
that our teaching-learning process is the process that introduces continuous research,
data search and the management of mixed data (Praves Wasee, 2002).
To Change the Stream, It Is Necessary to Change to the Knowledge-Producing
Culture
In order to change the stream of knowledge mentioned above or to create a
balance in Thai higher education system, it is necessary to change from the knowledgereceiving culture to the knowledge-producing culture.
This is the change of the mindset, lifestyle and behavior of university instructors
and students so that they will realize that the duties and work of university people are to
seek and create knowledge in the Thai society that will benefit the society and solve its
problems; simultaneously, the benefit that the world will gain is a new knowledge in the
stream of global knowledge.
The change of culture has to begin with the people in higher education
institutions. Thai university people must consider it their duties and responsibilities to
keep up with overseas knowledge and academic progress, and they must also create
knowledge in their own country. They must fulfill their duties as university instructors so
that the Thai society and the world will be perfect and well balanced.
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In the changing culture, Thai university instructors who graduated either from
foreign countries or in the country have to begin their university life by doing research in
order to see whether they could do the in-depth study and develop the knowledge or the
research result in certain areas or not. Then, conduct the research in order to acquire the
knowledge or research result. In teaching, they must use the creative and productive
process (Paitoon Sinlarat, 2006) to get research and search results. Students should be
encouraged to seek, search and develop the knowledge by themselves until they can
create the concrete outcome (see the chart).
The goal of higher education in this stream is for students to complete their
studies and also reate the products by the joint-learning between instructors and students
with the assistance of new technology (Charas Suwanwela, 1998). Prior to this,
instructors themselves had to be knowledge creators.
On the Path That Has Already Begun
There have been some attempts to change the one-way stream of knowledge in
Thai higher education such as the new roles and duties of universities with more
emphasis on research, the development of the research university, the research-intensive
university and the talk about the research faculty or research school. In practice, these
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attempts did not result in a drastic change of the one-way stream of knowledge because
they did not go deeply into culture.
The Thailand Research Fund was established together with other funds and
research financial supports that take many forms. This total picture is regarded as a good
start, but it covers a small area and does not tremendously and intensively affect the
change of the one-way stream.
A change from the one-way stream of knowledge to the two-way stream will
bring foreign knowledge into Thailand and disseminate Thai knowledge to other
countries to maintain balance and sustainability. Culture and supporting processes must
be changed successively, expansively and rapidly; otherwise, they will not be able to
catch up with the fast, violent and aggressive one-way current mentioned above.
The support and cooperation among academic groups in Thailand, developing
countries and Western countries will help to bring about justice, neutrality and balance of
knowledge in this small world.
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The Role of Teaching Consultants at Chinese Universities and Their
Institutional Transformation: Taking OUC as a case study
ABSTRACT
Teaching consultants at Chinese universities are, to a certain extent, different from consultants or advisors
at universities of other countries. Looking at its historical development, we find that the practice of teaching
consultants began in 1990s when much more attention was given to teaching after Chinese universities went
through restoration in education owing to China's policy of reform and opening up to the outside world, and the
system of teaching consultants was institutionalized as an effective measure to improve teaching management.
Entering the new century, almost all Chinese universities set up teaching consultant system when the Ministry of
Education issued No. 4 Document to further improve undergraduate teaching. To achieve this aim, the resolution
of establishing a sound teaching quality monitoring and assurance system and other 11 resolutions are also
written in this documents. At present, teaching consultants have become a fundamental component in the
internal quality assurance system of the Chinese universities. The teaching consultant system is carried out
either by a separate office or by a functional organ affiliated to the academic affairs division of a university. Its
work is featured by administrative instructions serving the university’s decesion-making authorities, and
meanwhile less effort is dedicated to faculty development. After more than ten years’ development in a
mass-oreinted higher education, faculty development is currently among the top priorities in the process of
capacity building and quality assurance in Chinese universities. What roles the teaching consultants play in the
faculty development requires an in-depth analysis on the current teaching consultant system in terms of role
positioning and transformation. At the end, this paper takes the Ocean University of China, one of the national
key universities with “Project 985” and “Project 211”, as a case study, and makes analysis of a unique mode of
teaching consultant system and its roles in faculty development.

Keyword: teaching consultant, institutional transformation, Chinese universities
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The Role of Teaching Consultants at Chinese Universities and Their
Institutional Transformation: Taking OUC as a case study
“Faculty development” is currently still a term that remains familiar to the minority researchers rather than
the majority of administrators and faculty members across the Chinese universities. Either in documents of the
Chinese Ministry of Education or in documents of the institutions of higher education, the expressions of faculty
management or training are widely used. It is until 2012 that the term of “instructional development of faculty”
is used in the document of the Chinese Ministry of Education, while the term of “teaching consultant” is a
concept that is more familiar to the Chinese higher education communities. A research on three Chinese key
universities indicates that 93.8% faculty members know the existence of teaching consultant divisions, and
87.5% know the duties of the teaching consultant divisions. The practice of teaching consultants is common in
the Chinese universities with its own characteristics, and the teaching consultants take on a role of teaching
consultation or advisory service, which is different from the practices in other countries.
1.

History of Teaching Consultants at Chinese Universities
In the elite higher education era, the training of the faculty members in the Chinese universities after they

enter the profession is mainly carried out by “teaching assistance system”, and the new faculty members are
qualified to teach independently only after a few years working as teaching assistance. This is a system in which
the senior faculty members are mentoring the young faculty members in the ways of classroom observation and
guidance to support the growth of the young faculty members.
In 1990s, the Chinese higher education turned attention to the instructional development and the teaching
consultant practice was institutionalized as an effective measure to improve teaching management. Especially in
2001 when the Chinese Ministry of Education published the number four official document with the purpose to
strengthen undergraduate teaching and enhance teaching quality, the teaching consultation is institutionalized in
a number of Chinese key universities to improve the teaching management by the means of investigation,
advisory service, classroom observation and guidance. Meanwhile, the teaching consultants take on partial
responsibilities for the training of young faculty members.
Entering the 21st century, the Chinese Higher Education stepped into a specific historical stage, in which
the peak of retirement of the faculty members came with the booming enrollment at the Chinese universities. In
the meantime, there was a large demand on faculty as a result of the increase of the newly-built or ungraded
institutions, and the ratio between students and faculty was enlarged. Rather than gradual approach to faculty
employment in the past times, young faculty poured into higher institutions with faculty increased by 300%,
from 40,720 in 1999, to 129,520 in 2009. The young faculty members undertake teaching soon after they are
employed; however, the quality of teaching is deteriorating due to the lack of teaching experience. This leads to
the universal adoption of the teaching consultation in the Chinese universities.
Table 1 ：Radical Expansion of Higher Education in China
Freshman
Year

enrollment

Growth rate

(ten thousand)

Gross enrollment
rate

Institutions

Enrollment

Graduates

(ten thousand) (ten thousand)

1999

159.68

47.4

10.5

1071

413.42

84.76

2000

220.61

38.16

12.5

1041

565.09

94.98

2001

268.28

21.61

13.3

1225

758.39

103.63
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2002

320.50

19.46

15.0

1396

903.36

133.73

2003

382.17

19.24

17.0

1552

1108.56

187.75

2004

447.34

17.05

19.0

1731

1333.50

239.12

2005

504.46

12.76

21.0

1792

1561.78

306.80

2006

546.05

8.24

22.0

1867

1738.84

377.47

2007

565.92

5.0

23.0

1908

1884.90

447.79

2008

607.66

7.34

23.3

2263

2021.02

511.95

2009

639.49

5.24

24.2

2305

2144.65

531.10

(source: website of the Ministry of Education, P.R.C)
2.

The role and function of the teaching consultants in the Chinese Universities
Compared with the employed, full-time teaching consultants or advisors in the other countries, the teaching

consultants in the Chinese universities have their own institutional characteristics. The majority of the teaching
consultants are retired professors performing administration functions and providing semi-professional services
for the operation of academic management (see Table 2).
Table 2 The year of foundation, personnel and function of teaching consultation in 3 Chinese universities
year of
Institution
Personnel
Function & Roles
foundation
Organization of experts independent of other
retired faculty enthusiastic
administrative divisions; making investigation
Peking
on teaching and possessed
1996
into teaching and providing consultation
University
with profound academic
services to the faculty, administrative divisions
attainments
and the leadership
making investigation into and providing
Renmin
senior faculty with decades
1996
consultation service for the classroom teaching,
University
of teaching experience
teaching management and reform
Retired
faculty
with making investigation into and providing
Ocean
profound
academic consultation
service
for
undergraduate
2000
University
attainments
and
rich classroom teaching, teaching quality assurance
teaching experience
and reform
In terms of the position and role, the teaching consultants in Chinese universities have their special
identities and much more power. In general, the teaching consultants are authorized by the school leadership to
be on behalf of the university, and carry out supervision, inspection, evaluation, guidance and feedback with
purposes and plans in the fields of teaching, management and services. The teaching consultants make reports to
the university and put forward proposals, on the basis of which the university administration will make
decisions. Therefore, the teaching consultants are specially authorized to classroom observation no matter where
and when the classroom teaching happens so that they can find out various issues in the process of teaching.
In terms of organization pattern, there exist several types including organization of experts that is
independent from other administrative divisions, independent administrative division, and organization affiliated
with academic affair divisions for routines. No matter what type, the work of teaching consultants in teaching
investigation, consultation and classroom observation and guidance is marked by administrative characteristics,
with the emphasis on serving the university’s decision-makings and following the university’s requirements on
teaching quality enhancement.
In terms of the role and function, the teaching consultants work for the undergraduate education, and in
some universities partial efforts are also contributed to graduate education. In most cases, the teaching
consultation remains at the university level, while in some universities the system of teaching consultation is
also set up at the college/department level. The work of the teaching consultants involves investigation,
supervision, inspection, evaluation, guidance and consultation for the purpose of improving teaching quality
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control, monitoring and assurance.
3.

Building the FD center in China: Case study of OUC
Ocean University of China (OUC), founded in 1924, is a key university with “project 211” and “project

985” which boasts a history of 88 years. Against the macroscopic background of continuous development of
higher education after 30 years reform and opening up, OUC set about the construction and reform of quality
assurance system, which can never be made without China’s stress on the quality of higher education and
support by issuing some relevant policies. It is also closely related to the worldwide stress on the development
of university and increasing enhancement of quality construction. OUC’s 30-year-construction of quality
assurance has witnessed the following three phases: restoration and regulation in 1980s, establishment and
perfection in 1990s, exploration and development in 21st century. It can also show the history and foretell the
future of the construction of teaching quality assurance of higher education in China.
The faculty management in the past relied more on accountability system (namely administration mode),
lacking the property of “educational support” and effective measures to promote self-initiated faculty
development. The Chinese universities in general attach much importance to the training of newly employed
faculty. Besides that, the human resources divisions of the Chinese universities put more emphasis on training
by making policies and measures that encourage the faculty to get a higher degree, apply for a higher
professional title and apply for rewards and research programs. These are merely exterior requirements on the
faculty to get up to certain benchmarks. The academic affairs divisions in Chinese universities also have
standards on the teaching, but inspection and evaluation are more often the methods used to promote teaching.
The publicity divisions in Chinese universities are responsible for the cultivation of the ethics and moralities of
the faculty. However, the work on that is disconnected with the professional activities of the faculty and is mere
a formality.
In the light of multi-sectoral management and administration mode in the faculty development, the Ocean
University of China established the Center for Enhanced Teaching and Learning in 2007, for the purpose of
promoting the faculty development. The organization is structured by several relevant divisions: the Human
Resources Division provides policy support, the Division of Academic Affairs provides technical and equipment
support, and the Higher Education Research and Evaluation relying on the research strength and expert system
organizes teaching enhancement activities. The teaching consultants are the secured backup in the expert system.
The work of the teaching consultants cannot be done without the observation on the quality of classroom
teaching and in this regard it connects with the evaluation of and the guidance on teaching. On the basis of
previous activities, the Ocean University of China strengthens the professional services and makes beneficial
exploration in this aspect (refer to Table 3).
Table 3 the function, role and activities of the teaching consultants
function
role
activities
patrol the classrooms and examinations, assist the
perform supervision to improve
administration
selective examination of academic files and graduation
teaching management
thesis
classroom observation and guidance, feedback, panel
perform guidance to serve
discussion, individual consultation, course evaluation
services
teaching and promote faculty
guidance, peer observation guidance and serial lectures
development
for beginning teachers
specific investigation into experiment courses,
conduct specific investigation
beginning teachers and teaching management and
research
and improve professionalism of
submit to university a final report; action research and
service
note-takings
The services provided by the Center for Enhanced Teaching and Learning include teaching guidance and
consultancy (individual and group), young faculty education (including serial lectures for beginning teachers),
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campus-wide seminars and workshop(contemporary teaching conceptions, strategies, course design, assessment,
interactive learning, large class teaching, etc.), course evaluation, peer observation and college/department
services. All these services are similar to the teaching enhancement by the educational developers in US
research universities.
4.

Creating the future of faculty development in China
Currently what the Chinese higher education and faculty are facing is a list of questions concerning the

change of professor’s profession, the change of student characteristics, and the change of teaching, learning and
scholastic attainments. But the teaching in Chinese universities requires more professional guidance and the
professional services need a gradual transformation to the faculty development. This institutional transformation
will better serve the need for quality enhancement.
4.1.

Push forward the transformation of teaching consultants and take the role of educational developer
Education developers are the essential professionals in western universities, who shoulder special

responsibilities for the quality of teaching and learning and the mission of organizational development,
instructional development and faculty development. According to Ho Suk-ping’s statistical analysis1 on the 159
pieces of employment advertisement for faculty and faculty developers by such professional organizations as
POD, SEDA, HERDSA, etc., from January 2011 to June 2011, this type of positions requires teaching
experience and capabilities, for example, “the insights on teaching and learning are rooted in teaching
experience”, “the teaching experience serves the developer with credibility”, “be pathetic with the teachers’
concerns”, “practice what you preach and demonstrate the excellent instructional methods”. Seen from the
services provided by POD, the mission of the educational developers includes: promote teaching and learning
through classroom teaching research; help the faculty to design courses; use resources to improve teaching
assessment; evaluate teaching achievements; pass management skills to the dean, etc. The teaching consultants
in Chinese institutions of higher education have the qualifications and capacities for the mission. Therefore, the
teaching consultants need to turn from administrative mode to professional services, taking classroom
observation, for example, much more emphasis should be given to the guidance on academic research and
professional development of the faculty.
4.2.

Build new conception of teaching consultants and lead the teaching and research
In Chinese institutions of higher education, the teaching consultants usually are working professors having

rich teaching experience and teaching for decades of years, or they may be retired professors but no more than
65 years old. In general, their education is affected by the Kaiipob philosophy of the former Soviet Union.
According to Kaiipob philosophy, the teacher, textbook and classroom teaching are the center; the teacher has
the full control of the class, so that the relation between teacher and student is unfair; the lecture follows the
procedure of preparation, review, new knowledge and assignment, without student interaction, collaborative
learning and creative thinking. However, this type of classroom management still exists in many Chinese
institutions of higher education. The contemporary conception of “learner as the center” encourages student’s
active learning, collaborative learning, questioning and challenge of textbook authorities and various opinions
provided in materials. Therefore, the teaching consultants need to update and build new conception on
scholarship of teaching and learning through self improvement and continued research on teaching and learning,
so as to achieve the transformation into the research and development-oriented consultants
4.3.

Continue to be a good example of moral integrity and mentor of young faculty
As research shows, faculty of the Chinese institutions of higher education are willing to see that the

1

Ho Suk-ping, director of Education Development in the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The source: her
report “Professional faculty and Center of Faculty Development” delivered at the International Conference on
Faculty Development at the Northeast Normal University in September 2011.
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teaching consultants focus on the existing problems in teaching and management, participate teaching reform,
discipline construction, course construction, and summarize excellent teaching cases. This consensus is reached
on the basis of the current situation. In the various activities, the teaching consultants are the real mentors of the
young faculty members in the academic and personality aspects, and help them to find their own distinguishing
features and advantages, and share excellent experience and wisdom on teaching. Therefore, the teaching
consultants set up good examples for the young faculty members. This is peculiar to the Chinese institutions of
higher education and is worth of more attention. In the documents of the Chinese Ministry of Education, the
cultivation of ethics and moralities of the faculty is clearly addressed, especially the academic ethics. The
teaching consultants may also contribute more attention in this regard.
In summary, the institutional transformation of teaching consultants faces a good opportunity. Many more
Chinese institutions of higher education begin to set up centers for faculty/organizational/instructional
development. At present, about 30 centers for teaching and learning have been set up in Chinese institutions of
higher education. Two conferences in 2009 and 2011 respectively were joined by many faculty members who
are interested in the conference subject of faculty development. 1 Dating from May 21 – 28, 2011, the Chinese
Ministry of Education held a training program for the leadership of Chinese institutions of higher education in
the University of Michigan. The leaders from twelve Chinese institutions of higher education and the Chinese
Ministry of Education attended the program. The Chinese Ministry of Education is going to set up exemplary
centers for teaching and learning. The transformation of the existing system of teaching consultants can be one
of the feasible and effective measures.
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Abstract
The analysis of examination results is an important source of information to increase the
coherence in education programs, improving the quality of evaluation and increasing
academic achievement. At the Artevelde University College, teachers are frequently faced
with the success rates of the various courses in the program. This initiative can be framed
within the testing policy of each department. Besides the importance for teachers, statistics
can be very useful to increase the efficiency of learning by students. Feedback is an
important factor in quality learning and statistics can be a source of information during
feedback moments. In an experiment, statistics were used during a feedback session on the
performance on a multiple choice psychology test. Based on the analysis, students could
determine what kind of questions (knowledge, reasoning, connections or applications) are
less performed and what topics are less mastered. Using a template established on the basis
of item analysis, students could easily understand their own abilities and shortcomings.
Students who have received this (free) feedback performed better during the second
examination period than those who had received no specific feedback.
Introduction and background
Liz Dale (2007) suggests that students actually do very little with the feedback that teachers
carefully formulate for them. However, it is the purpose of feedback that students learn from
it. Testimonies of several teachers at the Artevelde University College support this view. But
why so little students are effectively using the feedback that is offered to them? The question
arises how this can be improved. How can feedback work more effectively?
Teachers give students information about strengths and weaknesses and expect students to
take this information and convert it into action, but feedback must be actively constructed for
maximum effect (Westhoff, 2005). Feedback is especially meaningful during its construction.
Students often do little with feedback because there is no active construction process. When
a student only had to listen, the feedback is little effective. In the socio-constructivist model of
feedback, the role of the student is very important.
But what is effective feedback? Is it possible to formulate generic quality requirements for
feedback? Juwah (2004) distinguished 7 principles of good feedback.
Effective feedback…
1. facilitates the development of self-assessment (reflection) in learning
2. encourages teacher and peer dialogue
3. helps clarify what good performance is (goals, criteria, standards expected)
4. provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance
5. delivers information to student about their learning
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6. encourages positive motivational beliefs and self-esteem.
7. provides information to teachers that can be used to help shape the teaching.
Gibbs & Simpson (2004) distinguish 6 quality criteria.
1. Feedback should be sufficiently detailed
2. Feedback should focus on the performance of the student, his learning and the
actions where he has control over, not on himself or his personality
3. Feedback must be offered at the right moment and contribute to
the
further learning
4. Feedback must be congruent with the purpose and goals
5. Feedback must be based on perceptions of students about what is expected of them
6. Feedback should allow to take into account in the future.
Dochy (2005) says: “Feedback is ... a crucial part of the educational process. It ensures
that a student receive information about the gap between its current level and the standard
to be reached. The student can then find out the cause of this gap and on the basis of this
information he can take action to close the gap. " Dochy argues that effective feedback
should yield two types of insight:
1. Insight into the self, their own performance level
2. Understanding the level to achieve
Based on all these views, the learning process by feedback can be divided into three

essential elements or steps: The student ...
1. Receives information about the gap between its current level and the level to achieve
2. Finds the cause of the gap to the expected level
3. Introduces action to reach the level to achieve
Experiment & method
Crucial seems that the student receives information on a active way about the gap between
its current level and the standard to be reached. This should lead to a certain awareness and
the student has to take action to close the gap. It is therefore important that students not only
get a judgment but also guidelines for further learning. Assessment and feedback should be
combined. There must be a focus shift from measurement of performance to measurement of
the learning process itself: assessment for learning rather than assessment of learning
(Gibbs, 2004).
The level to reach is determined on the basis of competency descriptions or assessment
criteria. These criteria are normally communicated and discussed in the course. But how can
we help students to get insight into the gap between their own level and the level to reach?
How can you discuss their performance in a way that encourages them to take action to
reduce the gap with the expectations?
1. First, the students had to participate actively in the feedback process.
2. Secondly, they process information about the quality of their performance in
comparison with the other students.
3. Thirdly, they get information about the causes of their good/bad performance.
In our experiment, statistics were used to give students clear information about their
performance. They received information at 3 levels.
1. How good was their (overall) performance compared to the others?
2. What topics are well or weak mastered?
3. For which skills (kind of questions) are the performances strong or weak?
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The new feedback approach was tested in a psychology course. The population consisted of
approximately 600 students at the Artevelde University College. The knowledge of
psychology was tested and evaluated by the use of a multiple choice exam. At first sight, it
seemed impossible to give detailed and effective personal feedback to such an amount of
students. So an efficient feedback method with a useful template was developed.
After examinations, a statistical analysis of the results was performed. The frequency
distribution of the scores was calculated and a frequency distribution graph was drawn. In
addition, the degree of difficulty for each question was calculated using the formula: number
of correct responses/number of responses
The statistics based on pass rates were used during a free feedback time, about one week
after the exam. To get detailed information about their performance, students used a
template established on the basis of item analysis. With this instrument students could easily
understand their own abilities and shortcomings.
During the feedback session, students first get back their exams for inspection. In addition,
they get a distribution graph of the exam results and a correction template/form. With the aid
of the graph, students can estimate the quality of their overall performance.
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Example of a distribution graph of the test results.

The template/form (p.4) contains the correct answers along with the difficulty of each
question. By filling in the template, the student can identify the content that is not adequately
controlled. These chapters or issues require extra attention to the re-rehearse. By filling in
the template, they also get information about their skills required to correctly answer the
questions. 4 different skills are distinguished:
1.
2.
3.
4.

knowledge recall
solution-reasoning
discovering relationships
create applications

By filling in the template (putting ‘1’ in the blank spaces for correct answers and ‘0’ for
incorrect answers; fill out sums below the page) the student can determine his or her
strengths and weaknesses .
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…
Question 30

17 %
50 %
13 %
80 %
48 %
51 %
28 %
58 %
45 %
49 %
57 %
80 %
73 %

SUM

Of 5

Of 5

Of 5

Of 5

Of 5

Of 5

Of 5

Of 9

Of 7

Of 8

Of 6

Results and comments
Overall there was an increase of psychology graduates in the second examination period
compared to previous years. Students who have received this (free) feedback, performed
better during the second examination period. But we must be careful with premature
conclusions.
This result requires some serious reservations and concerns. Students could participate
voluntary at this feedback process, but only a minority of the students used this opportunity.
The voluntary nature of the feedback makes many variables uncontrollable like the
motivation of the participating students. Possibly mainly motivated students participated in
the feedback sessions.
The remark should be made that the word ‘feedback’ seems especially linked to negative
feedback, aimed at changing behavior. But positive feedback can also be very useful. The
student knows that the expected minimum level is reached and he certainly can seek
opportunities to further profiling.
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ABSTRACT
Reflective practice constitutes a cornerstone in the professional development of teachers. When teachers engage with the
scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) it opens up for reflections to be grounded in a wider body of knowledge
and experiences. In this paper, we draw on a four-dimensional SoTL model to discuss the development of a universitywide SoTL program for teachers at Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden. Methods used in the program to
enable teachers to reflect on their own practice and student learning include microteaching, teaching portfolios and
action research. We discuss some impacts of the program, some hurdles teachers experienced when embarking on a
more scholarly approach to teaching, and conclude that the most effective change initiatives in higher education focus
on individuals as well as environments/structures.
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INTRODUCTION
If we teach today as we taught yesterday, we rob our students of tomorrow.

- John Dewey (1859-1952)
Dewey is not suggesting that we abandon all the teaching methods we are using today. Rather, he is urging
us to critically reflect on what we do. Reflection entails “assessment of what is in relation to what might or
should be and includes feedback designed to reduce the gap” (Smith, 2001). Since we will always encounter
new situations or problems in teaching – for which we have not been specifically trained – reflection is an
essential element of our practice (Schön, 1983; Brockbank & McGill, 1998).
There is a growing interest in reflective practice, the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) and also
engineering education research at Chalmers University of Technology, as witnessed by the establishment of
Chalmers Learning Center (CLC), an arena for collaboration and support, in 2008, and the Division of
Engineering Education Research in 2011. Their joint mission is to encourage and support teachers to reflect
on and improve their practice, to support various pedagogical initiatives, and to conduct and disseminate
research in engineering education. In this article, we describe an on-going project to develop a program to
foster a culture of SoTL at Chalmers.
Boyer (1990) coined the term “scholarship of teaching” in his seminal book Scholarship reconsidered, and
over the past two decades the SoTL movement has increasingly taken root in higher education. However, as
Martin et al. (1998) have noted, Boyer did not “spell out exactly what constitutes the scholarship of teaching”.
Hutchings & Shulman (1999) pointed out that SoTL, like all scholarship, is characterized by “being public,
open to critique and evaluation, and in a form that others can build on”. More specifically, they see SoTL as a
process of “going meta, in which faculty frame and systematically investigate questions related to student
learning – the conditions under which it occurs, what it looks like, how to deepen it, and so forth – and do so
with an eye not only to improving their own classroom but to advancing practice beyond it”. Based on an
analysis of interviews with university teachers as well as an extensive literature review, Trigwell et al. (2000)
developed a comprehensive SoTL model comprising four dimensions:
1. Reflection – the extent to which teachers reflect on their own practice and student learning within
their own discipline, and the extent to which the reflection is focused on asking: “What do I need to
know and how do I find out?”
2. Informed – the extent to which teachers engage with the literature on teaching and learning, of a
general nature and within their own discipline, and conduct action research;
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3. Communication – the extent to which teachers formally communicate and disseminate their practice
and conceptions of teaching and learning to their peers;
4. Conception – the extent to which teachers conceptualize teaching in a student-focused way.
As Norton (2009) correctly observed, SoTL “grounds reflective practice in a wider body of knowledge and
experience”. But she also warns us that there will be “many hurdles along the way” (p. 36).
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss how the SoTL program at Chalmers has been designed to
support teachers in all four dimensions of the SoTL model above. We then discuss how the program has
been evaluated, specific impacts of the program, as well as specific hurdles teachers experienced in doing
SoTL work.
THE SOTL PROGRAM: STRUCTURE & PEDAGOGY
The first component of the program is an introductory course (3 higher education credits) on teaching and
learning in higher education. A central aim of the course is to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centered and
content-oriented conception of teaching to a more student-centered and learning-oriented conception of teaching
(Trigwell & Prosser, 1993). Such a shift is fundamental to the SoTL model, and implies a shift from focusing
on what the teacher does to focusing on what the students learn and how they learn.
In the first session of the course, different approaches to learning (Marton & Säljö, 1976) are therefore
discussed and some factors that encourage a deep/surface approach to learning are highlighted. The
participants are also introduced to constructive alignment (Biggs, 2003) as a framework for curriculum design; this
framework is a central point of departure in all course and program development work at the university.
Following Biggs, this framework involves three steps: formulating learning objectives using active verbs,
matching the teaching and learning activities to the objectives so the students do the things stated in the
objectives, and matching the assessment to the objectives since assessment tends to drive learning.
Through a series of activities, participants are invited to critically reflect on and refine their conceptions of
teaching/learning as well as their teaching methods. In these activities, they identify strengths and weaknesses
in their present conceptions and teaching practices, for example by discussing how well the teaching/learning
activities, the assessment, and the learning objectives are constructively aligned. They also discuss a range of
alternative teaching methods, their effectiveness and limitations, and barriers to implementing them. And
importantly, the participants get to practice teaching in front of a small group consisting of peers and one
educational developer – so-called “microteaching”. They receive both written and oral feedback from the
whole group, and the lesson is video taped for self-assessment. There are criteria that should be followed in
preparing the microteaching lesson and a feedback sheet that everyone fills out. At the end of the course, all
participants write a critical reflection on what they learned in the course and how this will change their
teaching.
The next component of the SoTL program is a pedagogical project course (6 higher education credits).
The course runs over a whole year and consists of two parts. In the first part, participants are introduced to
university policies on the use of teaching portfolios (Seldin, 1997) and are supported in compiling their own
portfolio. A teaching portfolio is a way for faculty to document their scholarly work in teaching. But to avoid
compiling a portfolio resembling a “shopping list” of items, the participants are advised to “first reflect about
one’s underlying philosophy of teaching, then describe the teaching strategies and methodologies that flow
from that philosophy (why you do what you do in the classroom), and only then to select documents and
materials which provide the hard evidence of one’s teaching activities and their effectiveness” (Seldin, 1997).
In the second and principal part of the pedagogical project course, the participants are supported in
conducting an action research project to address a particular question or problem they have identified in their
own teaching. Action research enables teachers to reflect on their own practice in a systematic way and
encourages teacher ownership of the change process (Norton, 2009). When teachers carry out action research
they “engage in careful, diligent inquiry, not for purposes of discovering new facts or revising accepted laws
or theories, but to acquire information having practical application to the solution of specific problems
related to their work” (Stringer, 2004:3). Thus, action research combines action (change) and research
(inquiry) and it usually involves a spiral of cycles of planning, acting, observing, and reflecting (Carr &
Kemmis, 1986).
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Over the years, the projects have covered a wide range of interventions, including: revising learning
objectives; active learning methods in lectures and tutorials; classroom assessment techniques and peer
assessment; inquiry-based learning, problem-based learning and activities using “real-life” examples;
improving connections and sequencing between courses; and developing new learning resources. There is a
clear progression between the two courses in the sense that participants get several concrete ideas for
interventions and evaluation methods in the first course that can feed into their action research project.
In both courses, the activities are designed to help participants to reflect on and refine their conceptions
of teaching and their teaching methods. Reflection, as pointed out in the introduction, involves “assessment
of what is in relation to what might or should be and includes feedback designed to reduce the gap” (Smith,
2001). When working on the assignments, the participants are encouraged to use Brookfield’s (1995) four
reflective “lenses” as sources of information and feedback: the autobiographical lens (their experiences as
students and teachers), the student lens (their students’ perspectives), the peer lens (their colleagues’
perspectives), and the theoretical lens (theories of teaching and learning). Most activities include an element of
peer discussion, in which colleagues act as critical friends (Stenhouse, 1975) and ask provocative questions to
stimulate deeper thinking. At the same time, participants learn from each other by comparing and sharing
educational experiences and practices from different disciplines.
These two courses are a compulsory part of a Diploma of Higher Education (15 higher education credits),
which is a requirement for employment on academic levels from senior lecturer/associate professor and
higher at the university.
All faculty at Chalmers, and in particular those who have completed the pedagogical project course and
those who have participated in recurrent course and program development efforts, are encouraged to submit
an abstract to Chalmers annual conference on teaching and learning. The purpose of the conference is to
break the “pedagogical solitude” (Shulman, 1993) – to provide an opportunity for faculty to “go public” and
to share and get feedback on their scholarly work on teaching. In connection to this conference, efforts have
been made to design a chain of activities that will support faculty in developing and engaging in SoTL.
In order for faculty to understand what constitutes high quality in SoTL, criteria are needed that can
function as a guideline in the work. Glassick et al. (1997), in their book Scholarship assessed, propose six criteria,
or “standards”, for scholarship: clear goals, adequate preparation, appropriate methods, significant results,
effective presentation, and reflective critique. They also point out that the “six standards apply to all forms of
scholarship. Within these criteria are endless variations as the criteria are applied in different ways to various
disciplines and scholarship”. Drawing on this work, Adawi et al. (2011) developed a set of abstract acceptance
criteria and threshold values for Chalmers conference on teaching and learning. These criteria were then
discussed and refined in a full-day workshop with educational developers from eight universities in Sweden.
Even if there are several “genres” of SoTL papers (Weimer, 2006), the workshop participants were able to
agree on one set of criteria for all types of projects.
One week before the deadline for submitting abstracts to the annual conference, a pre-conference
workshop is arranged to support faculty in writing an abstract. The authors work in pairs to evaluate each
other’s abstracts, using the abstract acceptance criteria. They are also provided with a few apt abstracts from
the International Journal of Engineering Education. After the abstract submission deadline, three other faculty
members review each abstract, and they are asked to reach a consensus decision on the verdict for each
abstract. The reviewers have also met in a facilitated pre-conference workshop to get a better understanding
of the criteria.
During the conference, sessions are designed as to to provide sufficient time for discussion around the
different contributions, since this is an important part of SoTL. At the conclusion of the conference, all
presenters are invited to submit a full paper, and they receive further help in writing their paper in a postconference workshop. A team of academic developers reviews the full papers, and selected papers are
published in a book.
A key idea of this SoTL program is that it will act as a “staircase” of support towards submitting papers to
national and international conferences and journals. At this level, it could be as a joint paper together with an
educational developer.
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EVALUATING THE SOTL PROGRAM: IMPACTS & BARRIERS
The SoTL program has been evaluated using a variety of instruments, including: course evaluations and
critical reflections from the courses, written reports from the project course, semi-structured interviews with a
sample of the participants from the courses (by an external evaluator), conference papers, and a questionnaire
distributed to all participants at the conference.
An external evaluator looked at the course evaluations for the two courses from 2002 onwards and
interviewed participants from the pedagogical project course in 2008. In addition, he had access to the critical
reflections written by participants in the two courses. In his report (Stehlik, 2008), the evaluator concluded
that: “The overwhelming message from evaluations, feedback and reflections is that the teachers feel they
gain significant personal and professional advantage from doing the courses and see the importance and
usefulness of improving their teaching and learning.”
Christie & Adawi (2010a, 2010b) analyzed hundreds of reflections looking for what participants perceived
as important impacts of the courses on their pedagogical knowledge, skills and attitudes. The main impacts
can be summarized as follows: an increased interest in teaching; a change in pedagogical philosophy (from
teacher-centered to student-centered); the acquisition of a new language to discuss teaching and learning with
colleagues; a greater confidence in themselves and what they are doing now; a willingness to try out new, nontraditional teaching methods; and the acquisition of new methods and frameworks, enabling a more scholarly
approach to teaching. However, even if the participants became aware of more student-centered ways of
teaching and were convinced of their merits, they feel that there are environmental barriers to implementing
them in their own classrooms. Such barriers include: lack of time to prepare, content-coverage expectations,
class size and room layout, student resistance, and departmental norms (Henderson & Dancy, 2007). Tanner
(2009) discusses several of these barriers and strategies for dealing with them.
As another barrier, faculty are not used to framing and investigating questions related to teaching and
learning (Borrego, 2007). An analysis of the action research reports/conference papers as well as discussions
with the participants in the pedagogical project course/conference revealed that the two most challenging
aspects of conducting action research relate to methods for evaluating the impact of the intervention and
finding previous studies in the area. These findings are echoed by Weimer (2006), who claims that “a critical
assessment of personal accounts of change reveals two quality concerns. The experiences with change are not
uniformly assessed with rigorous methods – troublesome because in all this literature there is an implicit (if
not explicit) endorsement of the change. Second, the work is not always well referenced. […] Because this
scholarship does not build on or integrate previous knowledge, no organized, coherent base for teaching and
learning has emerged from this literature, despite many years of scholarship” (p. 63).
In order for faculty to engage with SoTL, it is important that they feel that this will be beneficial for, or at
least not detrimental to, their career. It is important that efforts to develop the conditions for SoTL at the
university do not only target the teachers or other staff engaged in the educational system, but that the drivers
and barriers in the whole organization are analysed and, when needed and if possible, dealt with. At Chalmers,
work is on-going to update the description of how the pedagogical portfolio should be formulated. The
pedagogical portfolio is used in the assessment of faculty in hiring and promotions. This document can
function as a driver for SoTL, and therefore, this should be considered when developing the document. Both
the Learning Centre and the Division of Engineering Education Research have been involved in providing
feedback on the work.
TWO FACETS OF CHANGE & CONCLUSION
Change initiatives in higher education frequently fail because they lack systematic strategies for systemic
change (Elton, 1999). Henderson et al. (2010) distinguish between two levels, or facets, of change. At the
level of individuals, the change strategy “seeks to directly impact the beliefs and behaviors of instructors”. At
the level of environments and structures, the change strategy “seeks to impact the environments that are assumed
to influence the actions of individuals”. They found that change initiatives often focus on developing and
“handing over” research-based curricula and instructional methods to individual faculty, and argue that “these
efforts need to be expanded to include more emphasis on faculty involvement in the change process, as well
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as on the environments and structures within which faculty work”. With regard to faculty involvement in the
change process, both microteaching and action research have been successful strategies for encouraging
teachers to take ownership of their learning as well as helping them to improve their practice. At this level, it
is also important to discuss environmental barriers (which favor traditional instruction) and provide tools to
help teachers to overcome these barriers (Henderson et al., 2010). However, a clear commitment from the
management – resulting in the removal of environmental and structural barriers (through policy change) and
the initiation of drivers for change – is also important. Initiating change from both the “bottom” and the
“top” has been identified as a successful strategy at Chalmers (Holmberg et al., 2010). Efforts to improve the
quality and level of integration of education for sustainable development in courses and educational programs
at Chalmers have relied on these principles, as well as on influencing both facets of change described by
Henderson et al. mentioned above (Svanström et al., 2012).
Another aspect that has been identified at Chalmers as important for success in efforts to achieve change
at the university is the existence of a neutral arena that can function both as a collaboration platform and as a
body that constantly pushes for the desired change, both “upwards” and “downwards” in the organization
(Holmberg et al., 2012). Chalmers Learning Centre has been designed to function as such an arena, and in the
activities performed, SoTL, along with constructive alignment of courses and programs, are seen as main
tools to achieve a higher quality of education at the university.
Judging from the wealth of data collected, it is safe to say that the SoTL program has been successful in its
aim to develop reflective teaching practitioners and we are now taking the first promising steps to “putting an
end to pedagogical solitude” at Chalmers.
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ABSTRACT:
Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers) actively works to promote education for sustainable development
(ESD). In its educational programmes, there has been a requirement of compulsory courses on environment and
sustainable development (E&SD) since the mid-eighties, and today the required course load amounts to five weeks
of full-time studies (7.5 higher education credits; hec) for all students at bachelor level in all programmes.
Different support efforts over the years have been directed towards improving the quality of these courses and
also towards integrating sustainability considerations throughout the programmes.

The main purpose of this paper is to provide input to quality enhancement of ESD by sharing details on how
specific learning outcomes and sequences of learning are visible in the programme and course descriptions at
Chalmers. The MSc Programme in Chemical Engineering is reviewed in detail, using the overall competence
referred to as systemic thinking for sustainable development as a perspective in analyzing learning outcomes
and course contents. This work was done in order to provide input to quality enhancement of the
programme in question but also to explore the systems thinking competence in engineering education for
sustainable development in terms of how it can be understood and described.

INTRODUCTION
Even though ESD is sometimes described in slightly different ways, it is clear that there are many
commonalities in the ideas of what it should comprise, especially in terms of the core competences
(Svanström et al., 2008; Segalàs et al., 2009). Today, the overall goal of ESD is often that students develop
change agency or action competence for sustainable development (see e.g. Mogensen and Schnack, 2010), in
order to be able to actively work for the urgently needed change in society. The specific competences that are
mentioned often relate to holistic understanding of the complex system that is involved or systems thinking,
an ability to shift between different perspectives, problem solving including both critical and creative thinking,
communicative and collaborative skills, decision-making based on uncertain or lacking data, and commitment
to work for sustainable development. Many of these competences still lack explicit descriptions and are
therefore difficult to discuss and assess.
Chalmers has actively worked to promote ESD in its educational programmes since the 1980’s. There is, for
example, a requirement of compulsory courses on E&SD which amounts to five weeks of full-time studies (7.5
hec) for all students at bachelor level in all programmes. These courses are specific for each programme and
are given by teachers at different research departments. This arrangement has the advantages that the
courses can be tailor-made to be relevant for each programme and that the involvement in ESD is spread
among several research departments. However, there are variations in which ESD competences these courses
cover and in how well ESD is integrated and connected to the engineering fields of the programmes. According
to a review reported by Hanning et al. (2012), both quantity, coverage and the level of integration of ESD in a
programme seem to be correlated to the students’ perceived competence on sustainable development and for
the relevance that they assign to sustainable development in general and to the connection of sustainable
development to their profession.
Different support efforts over the years at Chalmers have been directed towards improving the quality of
these courses and also towards integrating sustainability considerations throughout the programmes. One of
these efforts has been to formulate a guideline for recommended content and intended learning outcomes
(ILOs) of these courses. This guideline was a result of literature reviews (Svanström et al., 2008), exchange of
experiences with other universities (Segalàs et al., 2009), inventories of contents in courses and programmes
(Lundqvist and Svanström, 2008; Hanning et al., 2012) and discussions among faculty at the university. Despite
all these efforts, improvement opportunities still exist; the motivation and competences of teachers and
programme directors have been identified as main reasons.
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An upcoming quality audit by the National Agency of Higher Education in Sweden (autumn 2012 to spring
2013) currently provides an additional incentive for programme directors to review their programmes. The
engineering programmes will be audited in relation to how well they fulfill the Swedish degree ordinance,
which includes two requirements that relate specifically to ESD: “For the degree, the students shall:
 show the ability to develop and design products, processes and systems with consideration of
conditions and needs of people as well as society’s goals for economically, socially and
ecologically sustainable development 

 show insight into the possibilities and limitations of technology, its role in society, and people’s
responsibility for how it is used, including social, economic and environmental aspects as well
as aspects related to the work environment” 
There are also some larger programme development projects going on at Chalmers that provide
further motivation to make changes and to enhance the quality of the ESD content in the programmes.
At Chalmers, there are guidelines on what types of learning outcomes that could be targeted in a program in
order to fulfill the E&SD requirement. However, as additional support to programme directors and teachers,
core competences of ESD can be described in more detail, together with examples of how this may be visible
in courses and programmes as content and ILOs. The systems thinking competence is one of these core
competences. It deals with how different parts of a system are interrelated. It focuses not on details within
different parts of a system but rather on relationships and connectedness, and is a core competence since
sustainable development to a large extent is about understanding and considering effects within the whole
system of different actions.
The aim of this paper is to provide input to quality enhancement of ESD, both in general as well as
specifically for the educational programmes at Chalmers. The objectives are to:







provide a description of how the systems thinking competence can be interpreted in ESD; 
demonstrate the ESD content and ILOs in the MSc programme in Chemical Engineering at Chalmers; 
give recommendations for improvements based on the content and the ILOs. 

THEORY AND METHOD
The study focuses on two different proxy measures of learning: ILOs and concepts and methods taught in
the courses. The study does not intend to reveal what learning that actually takes place but rather how the
intentions have been described and what content that is chosen to correspond to those intentions.
The systems thinking competence was used as a starting point in finding themes that were used to sort both
ILOs and concepts and methods. When developing the themes, we have not only focused on relationships
between subsystems but also on knowledge about details within subsystems. It is believed that in order to
acquire the systems thinking competence and to be able to employ it in a sustainable development context, a
system populated with both details and their connections needs to be in place. What a relevant system is and
what those details should be depends on the specific specialization. The systems thinking competence is also
connected to other core competences in ESD, e.g. the ability to shift perspectives, that can be described as the
ability to actively move or jump between different parts of or perspectives on the system (including different
scales) and be able to experience what the different positions or perspectives imply. In order to make it
possible to easily use the results of the analysis in the self-evaluation in the upcoming quality audit by the
Swedish National Agency of Higher Education, the themes were also described as to catch the different
notions of ESD mentioned in the degree ordinance.
The themes were developed in an initial round of analyses. One theme (1) deals with generic frameworks for
systems thinking, four themes relate to different aspects of the system in focus (2-5) and five themes (a-e)
represent knowledge about different subsystems that may be required for more holistic analyses for
sustainable development. Although the themes may be applicable also in a more generic context, they have
been developed specifically for an engineering context with a focus on developing and designing technology.
These are the themes; in parentheses and italics, phrases in the ESD parts of the degree ordinance (see
above) that relate to each theme are mentioned:
1. General systems theory and methods for systems analysis
2. Criteria, conditions, functions and mechanisms within the system (conditions and needs of
people; possibilities and limitations of technology)
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3. Present state and historical trends indicating critical problems (possibilities and limitations
of technology)
4. Goals for sustainable development (society’s goals for economically, socially and
ecologically sustainable development)
5. Strategies and solutions to move towards goals from the present state (people’s responsibility for how
technology is used; technology’s role in society)
a. Human sphere, including health (conditions and needs of people; social aspects; aspects related to
the work environment)
b. Ecosphere; nature, including the thermodynamic laws (environmental aspects)
c. Techno sphere (products, processes and systems)
d. Governance, both public and private (social aspects)
e. Economy (economic aspects)
The courses that were included in the analysis were the ones that were pointed out by the programme
director to fulfill the university-wide requirement of at least 7.5 hec on E&SD. It is of course not only these
courses that will help the students develop the systems thinking for sustainable development competence,
however, to provide input to discussions on how the professional relevance of ESD can be enhanced, it is of
interest to see how ESD has been connected to certain topics in the specialization. It should be mentioned that
although the connection between E&SD courses and the specialization is generally perceived as weak by most
students at Chalmers, the students experience a relatively strong connection in the MSc Programme in
Chemical Engineering (Hanning et al., 2012); this analysis might therefore provide useful details on how this
connection can be improved in other programmes.
In a first analysis, ILOs, as described in the official course syllabus, were categorized according to the themes
described above and analyzed in terms of learning sequences that show connections between courses and a
chance for progression in the learning. Blooms taxonomy for the cognitive domain (Bloom, 1956) was used to
classify the ILOs into different levels: 1) knowledge, 2) comprehension, 3) application, 4) analysis, 5)
synthesis, 6) evaluation. Progression was taken to be found when the levels of the active verbs within one
theme increased (to higher levels in the Bloom taxonomy) from one course to another.
Secondly, the content in the courses was analyzed based on what could be seen from texts in lecture handouts
and exercise and project instructions. Concepts and methods taught were listed and categorized according to
the same themes as the ILOs. Furthermore, they were categorized in terms of whether it seems as if the
concept or method is only introduced (I), if the concept or method is taught (T) and likely also assessed or if
the concept or method even seems to be utilized in some sort of exercise or project with active student
participation (U). These levels are widely used within the CDIO framework (Crawley et al., 2007) and can be
seen as corresponding to low, middle and high levels of learning in Blooms taxonomy, although there are
discrepancies.
Both analyses are of course subjective since they are based on the knowledge and values of the two authors.
The first author is an active teacher in the chemical engineering program and has to different extent been
involved in all of the courses over many years. Currently, she is the teacher responsible for half of the content
in the first course and minor parts of the third course. She has also been working with ESD in university-wide
projects for many years, together with the second author. The second author has also a long experience of
teaching of ESD but in other programmes, and she is currently a support person for program directors and
teachers in improving the quality of ESD in programmes and courses. Programme directors were consulted only
in terms of which courses that fulfill the 7.5 hec requirement. Analyses have then focused only on what can be
seen in texts on the course home pages. However, the results may also be influenced by the differing levels of
insight that the authors have of the different courses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MSc Programme in Chemical Engineering is one out of 15 five-year-long programmes at Chalmers. There are
four compulsory courses in the programme that include E&SD, see first row of Table 1. In total, these courses
include 18 hec on E&SD, which is the largest number of credits on E&SD in any of the programmes at Chalmers. The
topics of the courses are closely connected to the field of chemical engineering, and the E&SD content has been
designed to be relevant for this field. All four courses include lectures and different exercises and the three major
courses also include group work. Learning is assessed with written exams and hand-ins
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(see www.student.chalmers.se/sp/programplan?program_id=877). The ILOs are listed in Table 1, along with
a categorization according to the different themes.
Table 1. The ILOs in the four compulsory E&SD courses in the MSc Programme in Chemical Engineering at
Chalmers. Categorizations (1-5 and a-e) refer to the ESD themes; ‘?’ denotes that the ILO text is inconclusive;
active verbs are red and passive verbs are green. An example of an identified learning sequence is marked with
grey background.
Chemical engineering,
environment and society
Study period 4, year 1
4.5 hec (out of 4.5)
1b?) solve material balances
1,2,c) use a flowsheeting
program for a simple
chemical engineering process
2,a?,c,d?,e?) mention and
describe the most important
chemical engineering
processes in Swedish industry
2,b?,c?) explain the basics of
chemical engineering
2,a?,c,d?,e?) explain how
chemical engineering
processes fit into the larger
societal system
3,b,c) describe the most
important environmental
problems connected to
chemical industry, concerning
emissions and waste as well
as products and resource use
3,a?,b?,c) describe a specific
chemical engineering process
and explain important
sustainability aspects for the
process
3,a?,b?,c) identify important
sustainability aspects for
different chemical
engineering processes
5,a?,b?,c,d,e?) describe
societal policy instruments
towards industry

Heat and power
technology
Study period 4, year 2
1.4 hec (out of 4.5)
2,c) describe process
industry's energy system,
especially the main
components

Chemical environmental
science
Study period 2, year 3
4.5 hec (out of 4.5)
2,b) describe the chemical and
physical mechanisms behind
regional and global
environmental effects

2,c) carry out calculations
in order to plan and
evaluate power production
units based on Rankine,
Brayton or similar cycles

2,a,b) explain the necessary
conditions for human life
regarding ecological processes
and natural cycles

3,b,c) describe orders of
magnitude, trends and
environmental aspects of
energy supply and use,
nationally and globally
3,b,c) estimate
environmental
consequences of large
scale combustion
5,b,c) describe technical
measures to reduce
environmental impacts
associated with
combustion
5,c) compare equipment
alternatives by analyzing
prerequisites and by
making preliminary
equipment design, e.g. of
heat exchangers

3,a,b,c) assess environmental
and health risks in use,
transfer and chemical
conversion of separate
hydrocarbons, chlorinated
hydrocarbons and other
substances
4,5,b,d) describe relevant
work on environmental goals
and relevant environmental
policy instruments, nationally
as well as within the EU

Products and processes in a sustainable
society
Study period 3, year 3
7.5 hec (out of 7.5)
1,2,b,c,e) have gained good familiarity
with calculation methods for process
efficiency (material, energy and
economy). In this is included to be able
to utilize flowsheeting software for
estimates of process data and to be able
to perform simple life cycle assessments.
3,a?,b,c) critically review and evaluate
sustainability aspects and environmental
impacts of processes and products
5,b,d) good insight into systems for
environmental management within
companies and how this is integrated
into the operation of companies
5,b,c) understand the principles behind
Green Chemistry and to use these for
the planning of a process and as a basis
to evaluate product choices and
synthesis paths

5,a,b,c) consider the own and
other’s health in the work
environment by knowledge
on ecological and toxicological
aspects on chemicals
5,a,b,d) contribute to
environmental and health
adjustments of companies and
other organizations with the
use of environmental
management systems
5,a,b,c) apply product-focused
environmental and health
protection in product
development concerning raw
materials, manufacturing, use
and waste handling

The themes that are covered to the largest extent by the ILOs in the courses are themes 2, 3 and 5 on specific
knowledge about subsystems, on present state and historical trends and on strategies and solutions; themes 1
on general systems theory and 4 on goals for sustainable development are, however, not well covered. The
subsystems that are covered to the largest extent are theme b on ecosphere and theme c on techno sphere,
and least covered are theme d on governance and theme e on economy. It is uncertain to which extent theme
a on human sphere is covered in the courses. The most common combination of subsystems is themes b and c
on the relationship between technology and nature. This is not surprising - earlier inventories have revealed
an emphasis on these two areas – and this can even be seen as natural with the very strong connection
between technology and resource use and emissions. However, it is alarming if the learning is limited to these
two subsystems and the systems thinking in a more holistic sense is lost.
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The verbs that are used in the ILOs show variation in the intended level of depth (or complexity) of learning.
The active verbs for different levels that are used are: 1) describe/mention, 2) explain, 3)
apply/use/utilize/perform/solve/carry out, 4) assess/analyzing/estimate/identify, 5) compare, 6)
evaluate/critically review. Most of the ILOs are formulated for a low level learning. It is only theme 3 on
present state and historical trends that have ILOs that are formulated for a deeper and more complex level
of learning, and the main focus is on subsystem c on the techno sphere, followed by subsystem b on the
ecosphere. In a few ILOs, only passive verbs are used, which make them difficult to analyze.
The most evident learning sequence that shows an opportunity for progression through the programme is for
theme 3, where the intended learning starts with the ability to describe, followed by the ability to identify,
estimate and assess and finally the ability to critically review and evaluate.Examples of the content in the
courses in terms of concepts and methods that appear in hand-outs and instructions are listed in Table 2.
Examples were chosen so as to illustrate concepts and methods that relate to the ESD themes and a chemical
engineering education setting and to, if possible, reveal learning sequences that show both possibilities for
progression in learning and risks for overlaps between courses. The distribution of themes in Table 2 does
not represent the actual distribution.
Table 2. Examples of content (concepts and methods) in the four compulsory E&SD courses in the MSc
programme in Chemical Engineering at Chalmers. Categorizations (1-5 and a-e) refer to ESD themes; I, T, and U
denote Introduce, Teach and Utilize, respectively.
Chemical engineering,
environment and society
1) System (T)
1) System boundary (T)
1) Feedback mechanism (T)
1) Sub optimization (T)
1,c) Life cycle perspective (T)
1) Mass balance (U)
1,c) Flow sheet (U)

Heat and power technology

Chemical environmental science

1,b,c) Mass balance (U)
1,b,c) Energy balance (U)
1) Efficiency (U)
1,c) Recirculation (T)

1,b,c) Life cycle assessment (I)
1,b,c) Ecological footprint (T)
1,a,b,c) Chemical risk assessment (U)
1,b) Resilience (I)

2,b,c) Thermodynamic laws (T)
2,a) Basic human needs (T)
2,b) Biogeochemical cycle (T)
2,b) Organism types (T)
2,b) Carrying capacity (T)
2,b) Flow-, fund- and deposittype resources (U)
2,c) Unit operations (T)
3,a) Human development
indicators (I)
3,a,b,c) Ecological footprints (T)
3,b,c) Atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentrations (I)

2,b,c) Carbon cycle (T)
2,c) Energy carrier (T)
2,c) Industrial energy system
(U)
2,b,c) Energy resources (T)
2,c) Energy technology
equipment (U)

2,b) Biodiversity (T)
2,b) Food web (T)
2,a,b) Mixture toxicity (T)
2,a,b,c,d,e) Global environmental
impacts (T)

3,c) Efficiency of Swedish
energy system (T)
3,b,c) Swedish energy supply
by source (T)
3,c) Swedish energy demand
by sector (T)
3,b,c) Atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentrations (T)
4,c,d) Kyoto protocol (T)
4,c,d) EU 20-20-20 (T)

3,b,c,e) Assessment of Swedish
environmental quality objectives (T)
3,b,c) Atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations (T)

3,c) Swedish energy demand
by sector (I)
3,b,c) Swedish forest assets
(I)

4,a,b,d,e) Brundtland definition (T)
4,a,b,c,d) EU chemicals legislation (U)

5,c) Energy efficiency
measures (U)
5,c,d,e) Energy related policy
instruments (T)
5,c) Biorefinery (U)

5,a,b,d,e) Swedish environmental
policy instruments (T)
5,b,d) Environmental management
system (T)
5,a,c,d) Environmental labeling (T)

4,a,b,d,e) Brundtland
definition (I)
4,c,d,e) Energy related policy
instruments (T)
5,c) Principles for Green
Chemistry (T)
5,c) Biorefinery (U)
5,c) Ethanol from
lignocellulose (U)

4,a,b,d,e) Brundtland definition
(T)
4,a,b,d,e) Millennium
Development Goals (I)
5,d) Policy instrument (T)
5,b,c,e) Industrial symbiosis (T)
5,c) Biorefinery (T)
5,c) Waste hierarchy (U)
5,b,c) Ecoefficiency (T)
5,c) Principles for Green
Chemistry (I)

Products and processes in a
sustainable society
1,c) Recirculation (U)
1,c) Process integration (U)
1,b,c) Life cycle assessment
(U)
1,b,c) System expansion (U)
1,a,b,c,d,e) Weighting (U)
1,c,e) Investment cost
estimate (U)
2,e) Net present value (T)
2,b,c) Thermodynamic laws
(U)
2,c) Material efficiency (U)
2,c) Energy efficiency (U)
2,c) Chemical engineering
equipment (U)

Both the thematic categorization and I/T/U were selected based on the context, e.g. Ecological footprints of
human consumption, globally and for different countries, are discussed and used to illustrate sustainability
challenges in the first course while it is taught as a method for systems analysis in the third course.
Although there is not space enough to show more than a fraction of the concepts and methods found, a more
detailed and slightly different view of what type of learning that may take place is revealed compared to the ILOs.
Although there is an emphasis on environmental and technical issues, there is more teaching related to other
subsystems than what the learning outcomes suggest. Furthermore, the courses also teach more general
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theory on systems that is later utilized in teaching of the functions of and connections between subsystems. In
terms of environmental impacts, there is a strong focus on impacts related to energy and chemicals use and in
terms of technologies, there is a focus on processes in the pulp and paper industry and biorefineries, with
some examples being used in several of these courses, e.g. the chemicals recovery cycle in a pulp mill, black
liquor gasification and ethanol from lignocellulose. There is both a great opportunity for progression in learning
within these fields and a risk for excessive repetition. In terms of learning sequences, it is clear that from
introducing the life cycle perspective and flow sheets in the first year, and continuing with environmental
impacts in the first half of the third year, students are well prepared to learn to use life cycle assessment in the
second half of the third year. Furthermore, with the knowledge on unit operations and energy technology
along with basic knowledge on costs and environmental impacts from the first and second courses, and the
skills to perform mass and energy balances from these courses, students are well prepared to work with
process design in the fourth course.
Our recommendations to the Chemical Engineering programme based on our analysis is therefore to review
ILOs to make sure that that they are expressed according to constructive alignment guidelines (Biggs and
Tang, 2007) using active verbs and, being a strong driver for learning, that they cover important ESD
competences in a relevant way. Both ILOs and the content show great opportunities for progression in terms
of the level of knowledge throughout the program but they also indicate that there are risks for overlaps. This
should be reviewed with the goal of finding an appropriate balance.
The analyses are not shown in full in this paper. The analysis of the content in the courses ended up in about
400 different concepts and methods. More work remains to be done in terms of extracting all useful
information from this large amount of material. And once this has been done, there would be even more useful
information to be found by looking into how the learning is assessed in the courses, in order to understand all
three important aspects of the constructive alignment perspective. Furthermore, an even more thorough study
could look into what learning that has actually taken place. The method applied in this study reveals useful
information that can be directly utilized in course and programme development. However, it could be
complemented with other methods in order to provide even more detailed information on different aspects of
the courses and the programme.
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes an action research project that was conducted in developing a new PhD course on
research ethics and sustainable development. The course emphasizes, in particular, the ability to identify and deal with
ethical dilemmas. The paper describes a framework for ethical decision-making that has been developed as a central
teaching and learning tool and which is used in different collaborative learning activities. The action research project also
focused on developing visual models for describing the areas of research ethics and sustainable development, based on
the idea that it is important to give support in conceptualizing these fields. The paper discusses such models and how
they can be used in teaching and learning.
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INTRODUCTION
At Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers), education for sustainable development (ESD) has
been on the agenda for several decades in undergraduate education and at master level. Over the past few
years, a special focus has been put on the PhD level. From 2012, it is compulsory for all new PhD students to
take a course on sustainable development. Competences often emphasized today in discussions on ESD
include not only systemic, holistic, critical and creative thinking but also the ability to define and find
solutions to ethical dilemmas.
There is today also an increasing concern for the ethical dimension of research in the STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) areas (Ziman, 1998), and many universities throughout the world
now offer training in the responsible conduct of research (RCR) to their staff. But even a quick look at some
of the syllabi around the world shows that there is a big variation between the courses when it comes to the
selection of topics and pedagogical approaches. At Chalmers, it has been compulsory for all PhD students
since 2005 to take a course on ethics. For a few years, it has been possible to choose between three different
courses: “Ethics, Science & Society”, “Ethics & Intellectual Property”, and “Challenges and Opportunities of
Technology in Sustainable Development”. This has not been an ideal situation since each course highlights an
important area in RCR and this particular area is to some extent missing in the other courses. For example, all
PhD students should be able to describe the meaning and implications of scientific misconduct, explain who
actually owns the fruits of their research, and reflect on their research topic in relation to sustainable
development – but these topics have been treated in separate courses.
In order to combine education in the two important and related fields of sustainable development and
research ethics, a new course has been developed at Chalmers, which started in February 2012. This course is
compulsory for all students that start their PhD studies in 2012 or later. The new course integrates and builds
on elements that have been tried out in two of the earlier courses over several years (“Ethics, Science &
Society” and “Challenges and Opportunities of Technology in Sustainable Development”). The course
emphasizes in particular the ability to define and find solutions to ethical dilemmas. The new course is also
part of an effort to strengthen generic and transferrable skills on the PhD level at Chalmers.
This paper describes an action research (Kember & Gow, 1992) project that was conducted in developing
the new course and in order to better understand how we can support PhD students in developing a wellreasoned response to an ethical dilemma. Drawing on John Biggs’ idea of constructive alignment (Biggs,
1996), we formulated four questions to guide us in the design and evaluation of the new course: What topics
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and learning objectives are relevant to a course on research ethics and sustainable development for PhD
students from different disciplines at Chalmers? What are useful conceptualizations of research ethics and of
sustainable development for those? What kind of teaching/learning activities are suitable and feasible in
relation to the objectives? How can the impact of the course be evaluated?
The paper describes a framework for ethical decision-making that has been developed as a central teaching
and learning tool and which is used in different collaborative learning activities in the course. The action
research project also focused on developing visual models for describing the areas of research ethics and
sustainable development, based on the idea that it is important to give support in conceptualizing these fields.
The paper discusses such models and how they can be used in teaching and learning.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THE NEW COURSE
When selecting learning objectives for the new course, experiences from the two earlier courses were
reviewed. The following learning objectives were formulated:
By the end of the course, the students should be better able to:
1. explain the meaning and relevance of ethics and sustainable development;
2. identify aspects of ethics and sustainable development in all stages of research;
3. describe potential ethical and sustainability consequences of the own research project; and
4. apply a framework for analyzing and dealing with ethical dilemmas and issues in sustainable development.
It was seen as important that the students not only become familiar with the concepts of research ethics
and sustainable development but that they also are provided with tools, and the skills to use the tools, that
can be useful in identifying important aspects in relation to different research projects that they are active in
and for finding solutions to ethical dilemmas that may be revealed.
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF RESEARCH ETHICS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
By reviewing descriptions of research ethics and responsible conduct of research in the literature and by
simultaneously reflecting on how this concept can be broadened to better include sustainable development, a
modified description was developed in the form of a model that encapsulates the conceptualization of
research ethics that is the starting point in the course, see Figure 1. A somewhat similar model has been
described by Pimple (2002). Research ethics or RCR is a broad area, consisting of a range of ethical issues (for
an overview, see Shamoo & Resnik, 2009). The model categorizes the different types of ethical issues that
researchers working in one of the STEM areas might face.

Figure 1. Conceptualization of research ethics developed for the PhD course on research ethics and sustainable development.
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The model was developed to serve two purposes in the course. Firstly, to be presented during the first
lecture in order to give a conceptual overview of the course, and by returning to it during the course - this
creates coherence for the students. Secondly, since ethical problems can be difficult to recognize (Wolpe,
2006) it can also be used as a conceptual tool for identifying ethical issues in a given situation.
Exploring similar descriptions but for the concept of sustainable development, an article by Kates et al.
(2005) was found to present a useful summary of different emphases in such descriptions. This summary,
Table 1, was used in the course to introduce the concept of sustainable development.
What is to be sustained?
NATURE
Earth
Biodiversity
Ecosystems
LIFE SUPPORT
Ecosystem services
Resources
Environment
COMMUNITY
Cultures
Groups
Places

What is to be developed?
PEOPLE
Child survival
Life expectancy
Education
Equity
Equal opportunity
ECONOMY
Wealth
Productive sectors
Consumption
SOCIETY
Instutitions
Social capital
States
Regions

Table 1. Summary of different emphases in descriptions of sustainable development in literature (Kates et al.,2005).
The model contains not only a description of the different ways that sustainable development is described
but also point to how different underlying worldviews may affect how sustainable development is interpreted
and described. As an example, if nature is to be sustained because of inherent natural values or because of its
instrumental value to man is reflected in the first two different groups in the “What is to be sustained?”
column. Furthermore, if the well-being of people is seen as the most important focus of attention for
development or if the focus is put on tools within the economy and society and thereby may become targets
for development themselves, with risks for sub optimization, is reflected in the “What is to be developed?”
column. The model is useful also in discussing trade -offs between different sometimes competing goals.
Thereby, it introduces both different ethical viewpoints and the nature of different ethical dilemmas that may
be involved.
A model was also developed that describes the relation between different sub systems that may be
involved in discussion on sustainable development, Figure 2. The blue elliptical areas represent the two
overall target areas of most descriptions of sustainable development and the three areas in between refer to
structures or tools created by man that can be utilized and potentially redesigned to better reach the targets in
sustainable development. This conceptualization of course relies on certain values but is useful in describing
the interconnectivity and role of different areas. Such conceptualizations are important tools in teaching when
the goal is for students to develop a cognitive framework for the knowledge field. Systemic and holistic
thinking are also seen as core competence in ESD and therefore, it is particularly important that students are
guided in developing such frameworks.
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Figure 2. One model of sub systems important in analyses of sustainable development and their relations and roles.
A FRAMEWORK FOR DEALING WITH ETHICAL DILEMMAS
One of the learning objectives is for the students to develop a well-reasoned response to ethical dilemmas.
Therefore, as a conceptual tool, a step-by-step framework for analyzing and making decisions when faced
with ethical dilemmas was developed. This framework is a synthesis of the major theories of ethics, and draws
on earlier work by Swazey and Bird (1997) and Harris et al. (1995). The framework guides the students
through four different areas, firstly looking for and analysing facts and issues, then identifying stakeholders
and their obligations, on to screening the different options and their consequences and, finally, deciding on
appropriate action:
1. Facts & Issues
 Determine the relevant facts/uncertainties in the situation. What additional information is
needed? Flesh out the case by creating different scenarios. 

 Think of analogous cases (casuistical ethics). What course of action was decided on? 

 Identify the ethical issues and points of conflict in the situation. What values are at stake in
making the decision? 
2. Stakeholders & Obligations
 Identify the affected parties or “stakeholders” in the situation. 

 Consider your ethical obligations toward the stakeholders (deontological or duty ethics). Consult
different professional codes of ethics. 

3. Options & Consequences
 Brainstorm possible options or courses of action that could be taken. Look for creative
middle way solutions to the ethical problem. 

 Consider the consequences of the options (teleological or consequence ethics). How will each
action affect the stakeholders? 

4. Assessment & Action
 As a final assessment of your decision, consider the following reality tests: 
o
Would you be willing to openly state your decision (Publicity Test)?
o Would you be comfortable if all scientists made the same decision under the same
circumstances (Universalizability Test)?
o Would you be willing to have this action performed if you were in the stakeholder’s
place (Reversibility Test)?
 Decide on a plan for action! 
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SOME EXPERIENCES FROM THE FIRST COURSE
The course has now been given a first time to about 100 PhD students, divided into three groups. The
preliminary assessment indicates that although there was a conscious effort to try to merge the two fields of
research ethics and sustainable development, this did not fully succeed, as expressed by some students in the
course evaluation. Probably this can be partly explained by the fact that there are two different sets of
teachers that are instructors within these two areas in the course, and because of the different terminology,
jargon, examples etc that are commonly used within these two different fields, this may appear to the students
as two separate areas. Solutions to this have been discussed, e.g. that teachers sit in on each other’s lectures
and exercises and participate in discussions, and that instructions for exercises are reviewed in order to better
clarify the connections.
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is not only at the PhD level that there is a need to develop a well -reasoned response to ethical
dilemmas. This is something that is often mentioned by teachers in ESD when asked about the need for
support and professional development. At a technical university, in particular, it is seen as difficult and
sometimes even unnecessary or wrong to raise discussions around ethical issues because of a belief that
natural and engineering sciences only deal with objective truths. However, those who realize the importance
are not trained or experienced in handling these discussions. It is our hope that the tools that are now being
used and further developed through action research in the PhD course can find their way also to the
undergraduate education, perhaps in adapted forms.
Further work needs to be done in order to shed light on the effectiveness of these tools in teaching and
learning and ways to improve them in relation to the learning objectives. The course will be given twice a year
to about 100 PhD students each time and plenty of opportunities will present themselves for both evaluating
learning and for modifying the tools and the way they are utilized in the course.
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I. Introduction
1.1. Background for the study
In the higher education landscape, quality assessment has been in a constant pressure,
mainly due to a paradoxical tension that appears between internally-driven quality
improvement efforts and practices, and calls for accountability by the external quality
assurance agencies (Ewell, 2009; Harvey & Williams, 2010). The underlying reason for
this tension lies on the discrepancy between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations accounted
for engaging with quality assessment (Borden, 2010). While a commitment to practically
make a difference triggers quality improvement, extrinsic motivations such as fitting with
external quality requirements or securing funds drive accountability (Harvey, 2005).
Accountability requires demonstrating evidence of conformity with an established
standard, and its main target is “to look as good as possible, regardless of the underlying
performance” (Ewell, 2009, p. 8). Contrary to this, improvement involves an opposite
rewarding scheme since the triggering force for improvement is deficiencies in
performance and genuine interest and commitment to detect and report that and taking
actions to intervene (Gordon, 2002). Hence, genuinely examining deficiencies is one of
the major objectives for improvement (Ewell, 2009; Houston, 2007).
Most Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) respond to criteria imposed by external
bodies, through approaching assessment tasks as a game playing compliance (Harvey,
2005), with the main intention simply to get involved in measuring something as
recommended by the external actor (Borden, 2010), and the end result is the reporting of
data (Ewell, 2009). However, it is believed that such exercise is infertile since it does not
include actions and consequences based on results (Carey, 2007).
Conducting improvement-driven quality assessment involves a very different approach
than does conducting quality assessment for external accountability purposes. Ewell
(2009) noted that improvement-driven quality assessment entails a bottom-up, facultydriven, formative approach with multiple integrated measures of both quantitative and
qualitative aspects of program-specific activities and outcomes that are geared towards
context-specific actions. Contrary to this, accountability-driven quality assessment
requires summative, external driven, top-down, standardized and comparable quantitative
measures that are used for public communication.
It has been strongly argued in the literature that external quality assurance mechanisms
failed to bring the aspired dual purposes to serve improvement and accountability, at the
same time (Vroeijenstijn, 1995). Part of the argument is that accountability procedures
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might be underpinned by an imperative to make higher education more cost-efficient,
rather than to improve quality (Harvey, 2005; Lomas, 2004). That is why some critics say
that the purpose of accountability is incompatible with the purpose of improvement
although the term improvement is commonly used as one of the targets of quality
assurance (Borden, 2010; Ewell, 2009; Harvey & Williams, 2010).
Many criticized quality assurance for the very reason that it is disentangled with the key
issues of higher education, that is, “learning or what is learned” (Harvey, 1998, p. 237)
and continuous quality improvement (Carmicheal, Palermo, Reeve, & Vallence, 2001).
Besides, quality assurance systems establish externally imposed definitions of quality
(McKay & Kember, 1999) that does not actively involve teachers and students‟ in the
process (Newton, 2000; Ulrich, 2001). Regardless of this, scholars argue that quality
improvement needs a movement beyond definitions and technical processes, paying
attention to good institutional practices and processes (Stensaker, 2008).
Empirical evidence shows that members of the academy, particularly front-line
implementers viewed such top-down externally imposed quality assurance practice as
intimidating, inappropriate, and downgrading of deeply held academic values (Borden,
2010, Watty, 2006), mainly because of the resulting definitions and interventions of
quality that did not represent their interest and concerns (Newton, 2000; Ulric, 2001).
There was the greatest promise to curb this problem and promote quality improvement
through developing a culture of quality assessment within the institution core academic
values (Harvey & Stensaker, 2008) and implementing context specific intervention
packages (Houston, 2007). But such efforts have often been undermined by a focus on
accountability and compliance to external quality assurance measures, and a failure to
engage in learning and transformation (Harvey, 2005).
1.2. Rationale for the study
As a result of the continuing expansion of higher education, vigorous challenges have
been placed upon the academic communities in Ethiopia. Aschroft and Rayner (2011)
clearly state the situation by revealing the tensions between conflicting issues like
“resources versus expansion; autonomy versus 'government knows best'; the country‟s
needs for a professional workforce versus the need to maintain standards”. These tensions
have been exacerbated by the demands placed on the Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs) to meet external quality standards and prepare for the accountability exercises
(Rayner, 2006).
Following the Higher Education Proclamation 650/2009 and the outcome of the Business
Process Re-Engineering (BPR) studies, Jimma University (JU) conducted an internal
quality assurance exercise and a tracer study in the years 2010/11 (JU Internal Quality
Assurance Study Report, 2010 and JU Tracer Study Report, 2011). The findings of these
studies show that problems of quality teaching and learning are apparent in the
institution.
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In the BPR study, different stakeholders, particularly academic staff, students, employers
and local community were involved. As per the findings, some of the identified problems
include: inadequacy of teaching staff both in qualification and number, using traditional
methods of teaching, lack of a consistent student assessment system, emphasis on the
theoretical aspect of courses and lack of practical skills.
Also the tracer study report has brought a similar concern. Dictated by its five years
strategic plan (2007-2011) and the Higher Education Proclamation (FDRE, 2009), JU
conducted tracer study in 2011. The purpose of this study was to assess the performance
and employability of its graduates as a strategy for ensuring educational quality and
relevance. This study was directed and coordinated by the Director of Academic Program
and Quality Assurance office collaborating with Colleges/ Institutes‟ Academic Quality
Assurance Coordinators. The University Vice President for Academics, Research and
Students‟ Affairs supervised the overall activity of the study from the start to the
end.
This Tracer study identified several problems, of which those associated with teaching
and learning include: inadequate basic computer, research, and English language skills of
the graduates, unhealthy student-teacher relationship, some teachers‟ lack of experiences,
inappropriate assessment techniques, and plagiarism of reports of community based
education and students research project (JU Tracer Study Report, 2011).
Currently, there is an increased demand for quality assurance in the Ethiopian higher
education system, even the internal quality assurance and tracer studies are part of that,
but such practices were triggered mainly to certify quality in retrospect (Teshome &
Kebede, 2010). Moreover, there is a tendency on the part of the university managements
to fully engage academic developers in the quality assurance exercise as opposed to
quality improvement, this later purpose is what they were originally established for
(Cantrell, 2010). Regardless of this, studies show that quality as demonstrated in the
student learning experience certainly has not gained the center stage of attention
(Tadesse, Asmamaw, & Getachew, 2010; Zerihun, Beishuizen, & Van Os, 2012).) and
the role of quality assessment and review is mixed and uncertain (Assefa, 2008; Zerihun
et al., 2010).
Therefore, drawing evidences from various stakeholders, this study attempted to examine
issues of quality teaching and learning in the HE in Ethiopia to uncover the existing
realities and develop a more comprehensive and deeper insight in to some of the major
quality deficits and their underlying contextual factors. This paper presents a number of
preliminary findings from this ongoing study and provides realistic recommendations for
better future.
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1.3. Operational definitions
Higher Education Institution: refers to government owned or public
university
Student: refers to undergraduate student who joined a department in the
regular degree programs in a government owned or public university in
Ethiopia
Perceived view: refers to the expressed opinion of study participants as
reported in the interviews or focus group discussions.
Quality assurance: refers to any regulatory process used to ensure that
minimum quality threshold has been met in the HEI teaching and learning.
Quality improvement: refers to the transformation of the teaching and
learning through empowerment and enhancement of the people and enhancing
the learning environment.
1.4. The Context of higher education in Ethiopia
Recent developments
For the last couple of decades, the Ethiopian higher education sector has been engaged in
an overambitious exercise: aspiring to expand the sector, in terms of, the number of
institutions and students‟ enrolment, with a parallel move, to improve quality. As a
result, there has been a rapid increase in the number of institutions and students
enrolment. Expansion has increased the number of HEIs: from 2 to 22 Universities
(Aschroft & Rayner, 2011) with additional 10 Universities opened very recently (FMOE,
2010).
Similarly, students‟ annual enrolment rates have shown geometric progressions nearly
from a total of 3,000 students in 1995 to 31, 921 in 2003 with the total number of
students population grew from 35, 027 in 1995, to 171, 111 in 2003 (Yizengaw, 2005). In
the academic year 2009/10, the annual intake capacity has increased to 319,217 students
(FMOE, 2010).
Guided by these double-stranded purposes of expansion and quality improvement,
different reform initiatives have taken place including, mandatory Federal Education
Policy (New Education and Training Policy, 1994), and Higher Education Proclamations
351/2003 and 650/2009 (FDRE, 2003, 2009), among others. Whereas this policy
provided a general reform directions for the education system; the proclamations
legitimized the establishment of a Higher Education Quality and Relevance Agency
(HERQA) and institutional quality care divisions called Academic Development and
Resource Centres (ADRCs), and a further authorizing of criteria referenced assessment
and grading and stakeholders focused curriculum review and quality assessment
exercises. Consistent in these reform documents are the fundamental assumptions of
student-centered and problem solving instructions, and formative assessment and
feedback.
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Quality Assurance in the HEIs in Ethiopia
HERQA is mandated to look after the quality of both public and private HEIs through
operating as a system of regulation and control that includes monitoring for accreditation
purposes and institutional audit (Aschroft & Rayner, 2011). Before the start of the
institutional self-evaluation, a guiding manual was prepared and experts‟ training was
delivered to the team by HERQA experts. The manual recommends about 10 focus areas
to be included in institutional audit. These are:
1) Vision, Mission and Educational Goals; 2) Governance and Management System; 3)
Infrastructure and Learning Resources; 4) Academic and Support Staff; 5) Student
Admission and Support Services; 6) Program Relevance and Curriculum; 7) Teaching,
Learning and Assessment; 8) Student Progression and Graduate Outcomes; 9) Research
and Outreach Activities; 10) Internal Quality Assurance (HERQA, 2006, p. 3).
It was in 2008/9 that the more experienced 9 public HEIs of the country have been
involved in a kind of accountability-driven, institution-wide, quality audit practices
(comprising of an institutional self-evaluation and external quality audit), for the first
time (Zerihun, van Os, & Beishuizen, 2010). From those audit exercises, the agency
(HERQA) drew two major conclusions: absence of a quality assurance system and the
need to build the capacity of HEIs to establish their own internal quality assurance
systems” (Teshome & Kebede, 2010).
Jimma University
JU is a public HEI established in December 1999 by the unification of Jimma College of
Agriculture (founded in 1952) and Jimma Institute of Health Sciences (established in
1983). The University is located 335 km south west of the capital, Addis Ababa at Jimma
Town. JU is widely known for its innovative philosophy of community Based Education
(CBE) and pioneering this approach in Ethiopian higher education. In fact, for JU, getting
introduced with CBE philosophy is not a new endeavor, rather its inception dates back
earlier times in the 1980‟s with the then Jimma Institute of Health Sciences.
II. Research Design and Methods
2.1. Research Design
This study used a qualitative case study design, particularly collective case study design.
This has been found important since it has the capacity to provide thick descriptions of
the issue under study (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Creswell, 2008; Yin, 2003) and capture
perspective differences (Creswell, Hanson, Clark, & Morales, 2007). It was selected
because the main intent of the study was to describe what is happening and why, to show
what a situation regarding quality teaching and learning looks like in the context of HE in
Ethiopia. The emphasis is to obtain holistic view about quality teaching and learning,
searching for patterns, and developing assertions that used to capture an in-depth
understanding of quality teaching and learning in the HEI under study. The study also
emphasized to explore those situations where little is known about stakeholders‟
perceptions of quality teaching and learning in the higher education.
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2.2. Study participants and methods of selection
Two colleges of JU namely: College of Natural Sciences and college of Social Sciences
and Law were considered. The study participants were students and teacher
representatives and gender focal persons at the college level, College and department
administrators, and education quality experts. In order to get good representations of the
student and teacher participants in the study, the respective student and teacher
representatives and gender focal persons at the college level were considered. The study
participants were purposefully selected since they have a direct link with the issues under
investigation. In the selection of study participants, emphasis was placed on identifying
and capturing the views and experiences of different stakeholder groups such as students,
teachers, administrators and quality assurance experts.
While a total of 8 interview participants (2 College deans, 2 department heads, 2 internal
education quality experts, and another 2 external education quality experts) involved in
the interviews, a total of 26 participants (10 Women and 16 Men) involved in the FGDs.
The FGD participants were divided into four groups and FGDs were held in one day. The
four FGD groups include:
1. Group I: Teachers representatives (2 men from each college and a total of 4
men) and gender focal persons for teachers (1 woman from each College and a
total of 2 Women). A total of six participants (4 men and 2 women)
participated.
2. Group II: Students representatives (4 men student representatives and 3 gender
focal persons from the College of Natural Sciences). A total of 7 participants (4
men and 3 women) involved.
3. Group III: Students representatives (4 men student representatives and 2
gender focal persons from the College of Social Sciences and Law). A total of
6 participants (4 men and 2 women) involved.
4. Group IV: Students representatives (4 men student representatives and 3
gender focal persons from the College of Social Sciences and Law). A total of
7 participants (4 men and 3 women) involved.
2.3. Data collection methods
This study used qualitative study methods so that semi-structured interviews and Focus
Group Discussions (FGDs) were used to solicit the relevant data from the study
participants. The different interview and FGD items were organized in to four major
themes including quality higher education system; the process of teaching, learning, and
curriculum development; the context of learning and student engagement; and quality
assessment and review. Similar items of these four thematic areas were considered in
both data collection methods so that it was easier to bring the data in a similar analysis
frame in the end. While semi-structured interview was used to collect data from the
college deans, department heads, and quality assurance experts, FGD was used to collect
data from teacher and student representatives and gender focal persons (both for students
and teachers).
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2.4. Study procedures
This study adheres to the Guidelines of the ethical review process of The University of
Queensland. Hence the data collection started after securing the approval of the Ethical
Committee. In this study, college deans, department heads and quality assurance experts
participated in interviews, students‟ and teachers‟ representatives and gender focal
persons involved in the FGDs. Both the interview and FGD data was collected
simultaneously.
The selection of the study participants was conducted by a direct contact with the
participant and obtaining written consent to participate in the study. Prior to obtaining the
participants consent, information about the research project was provided for the
participants‟ in order to facilitate their decisions to participate. Each study participant
was approached after obtaining his/her written consent. Interviews were held in the
respective participant‟s office. Each interview lasts for an hour and the interview
responses were tape recorded for the purpose of accuracy of information. Similarly, each
FGD lasts for an hour and half and the FGD participants‟ discussion was tape recorded
for the purpose of accuracy of information. After transcribing each interview, a draft
copy was given to each interview participant and one representative of each FGD group
to verify the accuracy of information and maintain confidentiality and the necessary
amendments were made based on the comments given by the participants.
2.5. Study Analysis
As part of the general strategy, analytic techniques such as pattern matching
(explanatory/ descriptive), particularly rival explanations as patterns was used for the
purpose of searching if some of the theoretically salient explaining conditions might be
articulated in empirical findings; then the presence of certain explanation should exclude
the presence of others. Similarly, simpler pattern matching could have been made, if the
derived patterns were predicted to have enough clear differences.
2.6. Conceptual framework for presenting and analysing the results
This study is guided by a conceptual framework which sought, first, to assess the status
and practice of teaching and learning in the higher education in Ethiopia. It centers on
quality teaching and learning in one of the degree granting higher institutions, but also
incorporates, where available, information on other similar types of public HEIs of the
country. Second, to explore assessment and review of quality teaching and learning, in a
sense, to figure out the trends of quality assessment and review, to identify the data
sources commonly used in the quality assessment and review, to identify best practices
and areas of weaknesses that could help to understand the existing practice and search for
possible recommendations. In the discussions below, the study result is presented based
on this conceptual analysis framework.
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III. Results
3.1. Quality teaching and learning in the HEI in Ethiopia
Quality teaching and learning has become central to the higher education system in
Ethiopia. There are national and institutional quality improvement initiatives, for
example, the recent higher education proclamation 650/2009 (FDRE, 2009) and the JU‟s
internal quality assurance policy (JU Internal Quality Assurance Policy, 2010)
emphasized the importance of student centered approach and continuous assessment.
However, in the views of the participants of this study, these initiatives particularly have
been subject to diverse implementation problems. An education quality expert (EQE2)
pointed:
When we see the actual teaching at the classroom level, it is not student centered
rather it is teacher centered and it is not engaging. To my understanding students
time on task is very limited. For instance, there is no way for students to spend
most of their time on the learning outside the classroom. The other thing is
assessment. To my understanding, assessment is shallow, in a sense that it does
not promote students critical thinking and problem solving skills. Thus I can say
that teaching and learning is limited to the cognitive aspect, especially rote
memory. Even, there is a condition in which students score high grades just
reading handouts or texts more than students who specially spent most of their
time on learning.
One of the teachers FGD participants (T6), provided verification for this,
I tried to use different active learning methods but, I can say, I failed to do so
since the students tend to be passive listeners. They are expecting everything
from the teacher. In this regard, though I tried my best I could not make them
active learners. I used to teach mostly with teacher centered approach since most
of my students tend to favor that, even in modularized courses.
Regarding the current teaching practice, a student FGD participant (S12) commented the
following.
At our college, teaching does not start on time and even quit after some time,
and then there is rushing with lecture when the exams approach or towards the
end of the semester. Teaching is more of lecture, sometimes even not sufficient
lecture, supported by handouts, however, the handouts are voluminous, untidy,
and usually appear towards the end of the semester. This does not mean all
teaching is characterized like this but most teaching seems to follow this pattern.
Also another student FGD participant (S20) from the college of Social Sciences and Law
provided the following criticisms regarding the teaching and assessment methods used by
some teachers.
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Teachers usually pressurize students with handouts and continuous assessment.
Even some teachers do not cover the course contents; instead, they provide
handouts and dump the responsibility of covering that to the students in the form
of reading
assignments. Even some teachers dump down materials from the internet in the
form of handouts although the contents have no relation or relevance with the
course.
As the other student FGD participant (S16) claimed, provision of constructive feedback is
seriously forgotten.
Many teachers did not provide students‟ feedback on their different assessment
performance. The practice was that you look the exam papers and the scores of
assignments and test results. Sometimes, it is very hard to complain and discuss
with the teacher on matters related with examinations. If teachers are more
unapproachable and rough, it would be on assessment and grading of students.
Parallel to the above criticisms, education quality expert (EQE4) commented about the
teachers‟ lack of accountability.
In the public higher education institutions, teachers are very busy with par-time
jobs in order to subsidize their personal life. I can say, teachers are using their
profession as a means of supporting their personal life. Due to this, they don‟t
have time to devote for their students learning in their institution, they don‟t
have time to think of different strategies to promote students learning, and give
some time to consult their students. Thus they often manage their courses with
make-up classes, usually covered in a few days when the exam approaches. No
one complains for that since individual accountability is non-existent or no one
cares about that.
Also the other education quality expert (EQE3) highlighted on teachers lack of
pedagogical skills as one of the major quality impediment.
In some occasions, you may find teachers implementing small group
discussions, however, the activities designed for that may not exceed demanding
students to recall, and even sometimes students may not get the necessary
instructions to work in the small group. Hence I can say there is mis-use of small
group learning. If you ask students about their experience in small group
discussion, for example, they would tell you that we stayed simply shouting
“senenchacha walen newe yemilut.” Also this is because most of the
instructors are straight from the university graduated with their major areas but
not trained for teaching. Hence teachers lack pedagogical skills. Since the
teachers lack knowledge of the teaching methods, they used to teach as they
were taught.
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In general the situation seem to suggest that lecture is the most dominant pedagogy and
students assessment and its linkage with the other aspects of the curriculum such as the
learning objectives and the teaching methods have certain problems. However, there are
some teachers who handle courses properly and have concerns for their students.
When it comes to students learning, the different study participant groups commonly
agreed that the students learning was problematic. Education Quality Expert (EQE 4)
described the following.
The students‟ learning is predominantly rehearsing lecture notes and they
usually start reading when exam approaches. So by default it is possible to say
that the students‟ learning does not proceed more than a mechanical rehearsing.
Even to the extent, students depend on the lecture note and seem totally
committed to learning just to pass the exam.
In the views of the participants of this study, students learning have several problems.
Regarding this, one of the students FGD participants (S2) in the college of Natural
Sciences discussed the following.
The learning is mostly listening to lectures, writing notes, and studying in the
library or studying with peers. Asking peers would be easier than asking teachers
because we are afraid of some teachers. Of course, there are teachers who are
approachable but some of them do not like students. We are afraid of them since
they are not concerned to students‟ emotion and they also used to behave badly.
In my view, asking a peer is easier since my peer can easily understand my
problems and also can devote his or her time to teach me until I understand but
the teachers are not willing as such.
Similarly, education quality experts (EQE1) argued:
…teachers are bombarding students with information using Power Points rather
than making the teaching and learning more interactive. Even in smart
classrooms, where the effort was made to make the classrooms equipped with
new technologies using LCD and internet access, in some colleges, teachers are
using that mainly for the purpose of lecturing. In some smart classes, teachers
start using calculations and derivations using Power Points where students are
passively looking a series of slides and listening to the teacher.
The above lines of argument imply that the practice of teaching and learning in the
Ethiopian higher education context has several inconsistencies, ill-considerations,
and misalignments. The core issue is about accountability and commitment both to
the teachers and students side.
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The other important point that this study identified was the observed perspective
differences between different stakeholder groups. While some participants of this study
like officers and education quality experts have predominantly emphasized the policy
aspects of quality assessment and/or improvement initiatives and the positive results
sought, students and teachers participants predominantly emphasized the implementation
aspects of the initiatives and the resulted negative consequences. For example, Officer
(D1) said the following.
I think, there are some good starts. For instance, the JU is undertaking tracer
study and the outcomes of that study would also guide us to do certain things
because that would indirectly reflect on the quality aspects. We have now also
this quality assurance guideline that we did not have last year, for instance. The
fact that there is a guideline is an encouraging sign. I am aware that we have
now better continuous assessment in this semester than the previous semesters
after adopting this guideline.
Education quality expert (EQE 1) has a similar opinion on this,
Some five years back JU did not have a quality review culture but now we have the
culture of reviewing quality using check-lists and communicating strengths and
weaknesses. We have the culture of asking for plan of quality enhancement and a culture
of asking where you are as per your plan. Moreover; this university has the experience of
conducting annual review on a regular basis. The university also conducted tracer study,
which is an important exercise for better quality teaching and learning. Because of the
guidelines that we prepared last year, I have the formal reporting that students learning
experience is far better this year.
One of the students FGD participants (S3) pointed as follows:
I have some comments on the implementation of continuous assessment. Some
teachers mis-use continuous assessment just for the purpose of creating pressure
on the students and to show their power. They also set exams from the internet
rather than preparing by their own according to what we have learned. To be
honest, we are facing trouble because of ill-considered continuous assessment
and internet exams because these have damaged our grades and consequently
crippled our competition for jobs.
Also one of the teachers FGD participants (T4) stated that now a day, students are
assessment oriented and the students‟ emphasis is only to pass exam and earn good
grades. Students used to cheat in exams and in doing assignments. The other teacher FGD
participant complemented the following.
Generally students are more concerned to the different techniques of cheating on
exams rather than studying hard. For example, students do not want to do
laboratory works, spent their time doing assignments and other relevant
activities. Unless you forced them they did not pay attention for their learning
tasks.
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Therefore, the experience so far shows that good intentions stipulated in different
national and institutional documents have not been boiled down at the classroom level.
This is why there are difficulties in the academic norm and students learning culture.
Moreover, the reported evidence about differences in perspectives and views of different
stakeholder groups dictate that quality teaching and learning has different potential
threats.
3.2. The trends of quality assessment and review in the higher education in Ethiopia
The trends of quality assessment and review demonstrated that different strategies have
been used so far in the Ethiopian HE system. Within the Ethiopian HE system,
institutional self-assessment and academic audits are gradually being adopted to
supplement traditional quality assurance methods (for example, use of external
examiners). However, knowledge about and experience with institutional selfassessments and critically assessing institutional performances based on quality
improvement criteria and measures seemed seriously constrained. As one of the
education quality expert (EQE3) pointed, “The main challenges to quality assurance
systems in Ethiopia are that of human capacity requirements, exclusive individual efforts
as opposed to systemic efforts and staff turnover (particularly to institutional quality
assurance personnel).”
The self-assessment of exam papers and assessment of exam papers by an examination
review committee are encouraging institutional practices used to improve quality. At
national level HERQA‟s support in assisting institutions to establish quality assurance
system through providing them training, sharing or communicating audit reports, and
HERQA's newsletter are some of the best practices used to establish a quality assurance
system. However, there are plenty of problems surrounding the assessment and review
practices within the Ethiopian HE system.
Students‟ evaluation of their teachers is a common practice in the HEIs in Ethiopia. But
the practice has lots of problems, as the student FGD participants pointed. For example,
sometimes the students did not fill in the forms seriously due to fear of negative
consequences in group. Also students feared further beatings as a result of their negative
evaluation of their teachers. The students‟ evaluation of their teachers has other
implementation problems as well. The forms are distributed and collected by the
teachers‟ colleagues that students are mostly insecure to fill in that genuinely. Sometimes
students were obliged to fill in the forms during exam times and their attention is much
focused on the exam than genuinely filling out the form. Student FGD participants felt
that teachers‟ evaluation is a formality and it has no constructive effect to improve
teachers teaching quality. One of the FGD participant students (S6) from the college of
Natural Sciences pointed:
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In my view, students evaluation of their teachers will bring nothing to improve
quality, except fulfilling the criteria for the department, may be? I am afraid that
the department heads would give the evaluated teacher a different report, even
if, the students‟ evaluation score might be less. For instance, if we gave him one
or two out of five the department would change that to four or five. Thus the
practice is nominal.
Other quality assessment strategies such as: institutional performance assessment, tracer
study, internal quality assurance and external quality audit, external supervision by the
central experts and university academics are all accountability driven, centrally controlled
and externally imposed initiatives whose major purpose is to ensure quality as opposed to
a real commitment to improve quality teaching and learning. As very well stated by
education quality expert (EQE2), the entire efforts seemed to establishing a quality
assurance system and assess quality. Also another education quality expert (EQE3)
described the major intention of internal and external quality assurance exercises.
The very purpose of internal quality assurance is to establish a system where a
particular HEI is taking the responsibility to ensure its own quality. HERQA
does work on assisting higher institutions to do that by their own. Establishing
the system requires a complete structure of quality assurance as part of the
institution major duties. Institutional self-evaluation, which is a pre-requisite for
the external quality audit is conducted once in five years and this is not
sufficient. Through its internal quality assurance process, every institution
continuously assesses itself every year. Hence each HEI has to evaluate itself at
different levels to ensure quality, for example, evaluating itself at the course,
department, college, and institution levels
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Community based practice program at National Kidney Foundation towards learning
for Social Change
Kyi Kyi Tha
Senior lecturer, Jeffrey Cheah School of Medicine & Health Sciences, Monash University
Sunway Campus, Bandar Sunway, 46150, Selangor, Malaysia.
Introduction
The World Health Organization defines health as “a state of complete physical,
mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease, or infirmity”1. Health
promotion and prevention are the important components to enhance the well-being of the
individuals, families and communities. It is important for current generation of medical
students to have general insight of the preventive and promotive health care of community
and understanding the issues of social justice and equity and relate these to the practice of
medicine. The students need to be exposed to a range of settings in which healthcare and
health promotion are delivered2. The Community based practice program is incorporated in
second year, medical curriculum at Monash University Sunway Campus offering an
opportunity for the students to explore community responses to issues of social justice, to
observe the outstanding human skills of multi-disciplinary teams in a community setting and
to be actively involved in the work of the host agency.
Community Based Practice Program at National Kidney Foundation
The MBBS program in Monash University Sunway Campus seeks to produce
graduates who are concerned with issues of equity, quality and humanity in health care, able
to act as advocate for people who are disadvantage and dispossessed, able to demonstrate
awareness of the social, ethnical, economic and environmental context of health and illness,
psychological well-being and delivery of care, committed to the health of populations as well
as individuals, and capable of addressing key questions relevant to the community and to
medicine3. These attributes are addressed in various teaching and learning activities across
the entire medical curriculum. Among them, the Community based Practice (CBP) program
gives the specific opportunity to explore the community responses to social justice issues;
reflect upon their own attitudes and behaviors; and relate these to an evolving understanding
of the relationship between medicine, medical professionalism and social justice. The CBP
program requires students to consider their own knowledge, values and skills in relation to
the impact of political, social, and economic determinants on people’s lives3.
The CBP program is an integral component of the Personal and Professional
Development of the MBBS Year 2 curriculum at Monash University Sunway Campus. The
rationale of this program is to encourage the students to reflect on their attitudes and
behaviors towards community responses and social justice. It is a continuous two semestersprogram (2011) and a group of five students had got an opportunity of a placement in the
public education unit of the National Kidney Foundation (NKF). The students were assigned
one whole day in a week for a total of 11-12 weeks placement under the guidance of a
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responsible person from the agency as a field educator and a lecturer as an academic adviser.
This community-centered approach of learning allows the students to have an experience of
health and social care issues at a basic level.
Students’ activities during placement
The first experience during their placement was the “World Kidney Day” event with
the local community in Sunway pyramid shopping mall where the students participated in the
health screening, healthy dietary advice program, kidney care and counseling programs. This
gave the off-campus learning activity providing the students to have better understating of
clinical, social and health care to needy individuals. The students received the first insight of
an organization’s mission and services provided by NKF. Once the students had started their
placement, they had to prepare the individual personal learning plan which includes
placement goals that could be achieved within the allocated time, description of the agency
and function, relevant laws, policy and supervision arrangements. The activities, tasks and
timelines were identified for successful completion of each goal and progress was monitored
during regular tutorials with academic adviser and sessions with field educator.
The students had also involved in the telecommunication program (audit phone calls)
where the students helped to identify and register the high risk persons among the public
based on the laboratory screening results and tried to contact those high risk persons by
telephone and gave advice on life style modification. This gave an invaluable experience to
improve their soft skills and significant change in students’ perception and attitude in social
aspect which was reflected in their individual reflective journals. Most of the students felt
that audit phone call was not an easy one. However, they felt comfortable after some days
and reflected that this further improved their language and communication skills. They also
got a practice of real conversation with patients and the counseling regarding life style
modification to prevent chronic renal diseases.
Health promotion project
Moreover, the students had developed a strategy to implement using ethically sound
and evidence-based approach of health promotion project focused on effectiveness of an
education intervention program on compliance of the recommended fluid intake among
haemodialysis patients. The students under the guidance of field educator and academic
adviser, identified one of the areas which required educating patients was compliance of the
recommended fluid intake as many problems in controlling their fluids which has an impact,
not only on dialysis outcomes but also on morbidity and mortality of dialysis patients. The
objective of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of health talk on the fluid intakes
among haemodialysis patients. This health promotion program includes three phases such as
development, implementation and evaluation phases. They had submitted the project proposal
and ethical application for their health promotion project. The prospective cohort study of
patients treated with haemodialysis with a subject group and control group was conducted in
NKF haemodialysis centre. The structured questionnaires were used to determine the the
demographic data and the knowledge and perception of the recommended fluid intake. The
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subject group attended the educational intervention program – health education talk regarding
the recommended fluid and sodium intake by dietitian. The compliance of the recommended
fluid intake was determined by comparing the inter dialysis weight gain, patients’ knowledge
and attitude towards the fluid adherence before and two weeks after the health promotion
project in both groups.
Together with the questionnaires, the patients’ compliance was assessed by observing
their IDWG (interdialysis weight gain). At each dialysis section, the IDWG was measured by
subtracting the previous post-dialysis weight from the current pre-dialysis weight. Patients
were deemed to be complaint when their IDWG was less than or equal to 2.5 kg 4. Patients’
mean IDWG decreased following the intervention for the intervention group from 2.62kg to
2.41kg while mean IDWG increased following the intervention for the control group from
2.29kg to 2.47kg. Although, the results were found to be not statistically significant, positive
correlation was found between a lower mean IDWG with age, being female and presence of
family support 5.

Figure 1: Graph illustrating the compliance levels of both the control and intervention
groups throughout the duration of the study. Mean IDWG values were taken before the
intervention and 2 weeks following the intervention to assess the patients compliance. Mean
IDWG levels above 2.5kg are considered as non-compliant.(data taken from Students’ HP
report5)
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The students identified that the prevalence of non-compliance in dialysis patients is
common and had significant consequences on their long term health. An educational
intervention was one of the convenient and feasible ways to deliver the importance of
adhering to their recommended fluid intakes. The students had suggested the future
interventions to be planned more effectively for the benefit of dialysis patients at the NKF.
The students also highlighted the significance of language and communication skills
of the health care providers to deliver the message effectively to their patients. They
mentioned that a multilingual society like Malaysia where language differences could be a
huge obstacle for patients who seek information regarding their health condition.
Furthermore, the importance of consent, private and confidentiality, medical ethics, respect,
etc had well discussed.

Figure 2: Graph illustrating the difference in compliance levels among patients who have
received family support and those without family support. Mean IDWG levels above 2.5kg
are considered as non-compliant. (data taken from Students’ HP report5)

Although there were limitations like small numbers of participants, short duration of
study, etc., this health promotion project successfully offered the students to identify the
research question, program development, implementation and evaluation, community
practice of patient education, behavioural and attitudinal change, health enhancement as well
as health promotion. Moreover, the students gained insight into the roles of family and
community support that influencing the physical and social environment on expression and
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course of disease in their patients. This project helped them from the basis for understanding
of the place and importance of health promotion within the community.
Assessment
At the end of the program, the students had to present orally about their agency and
the outcome of their project by means of a poster. They also need to submit their health
promotion project report and health promotion project hypothetical section. The students
demonstrated an understanding of the way the NKF works, professional relationship within
and external to the agency, the users of the services provided by the agency and issues
encountered, the relationship between the service providers and the clients served, the impact
on political, economic and social policies have on the agency, its professional practice and
service users, ethical and socio-cultural awareness.
In the health promotion project hypothetical report, the students had evaluated the
effectiveness of educational intervention among the dialysis patients and identified the
possible factors causing non-compliance like comorbidities such as hypertension, diabetes
mellitus, heart disease and high cholesterol level. The students also stated that lack of family
support was one of the issues faced by the participants whereby they were unable to cope and
manage the disease on their own. Both the patient and his family members should be
encouraged to attend the future educational programs together, so that to have better
knowledge, perception on health promotion. It would also improve moral support to the
patients.
Community based practice program contributed a total of 19% to Year 2 assessment3.
The students were monitored and assessed throughout the placement by field educator and
academic adviser. Field educator gave the detail feedback on their progress over the
placement period and this assessment formed the part of Year 2 student portfolio. These five
students also had peer assessment at the end of each semester. This peer assessment allowed
them to identify the strength and weakness of the group. It also provided to identify the areas
that need attention and suggested the intervention.
Discussion
According to the World Health Organization guidelines for quality assurance of basic
medical education in the Western Pacific Region (2001), approaches to the medical education
need to be compatible with the health care system and the needs of the community2. The
cultural and social factors are affecting human relationships, the psychological well-being of
the patients and their families, and the interaction between humans and their social and
physical environment.
The students had evaluated the effectiveness of health education program on the
compliance of fluid intake and suggested the points needed to be improved. They highlighted
the issue like lack of family support causing the failure of control of fluid adherence and
patients were unable to cope and could not stand alone. They stressed out the importance of
family, social and community participation in health care process. This indicates that the
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students have well developed the acceptance, attitude and values towards the social
component of health promotion.
The students were aware of the difficulties faced in non-governmental organization
like NKF such as difficulties in recruiting staffs especially dieticians, funding challenges,
lack of incentives, deficient collaboration with governmental organizations, etc. The students
also recognized the personal skills and responsibilities required in providing effective
community services to various clients in community and they realized the role of experience
in developing these skills. They also had demonstrated the importance of team work, social
accountability and peer support.
Conclusion
In conclusion, by means of the Community based practice program at National
Kidney Foundation, the students had improved the ability to understand and reflect the issues
of health care, roles of nongovernmental organizations, the distribution of resources and how
they were allocated in society and relate their knowledge and skills towards social change.
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Caroline Trautwein
Basing Teaching Quality: Change in Academics’ Beliefs about Teaching and Learning through
Academic Development

Introduction
What teachers believe influences their teaching practices. If a teacher, for example, believes that
learning can only occur in an atmosphere of trust, she will put reasonable effort in establishing
confidential relationships to and between her students. In contrast, another teacher might believe that
students only learn effectively if they are challenged. Consequently he will create a competitive
learning environment.
As they are assumed to influence teaching action there is an extensive body of research investigating
(academic) teachers’ conceptions or beliefs about teaching and learning. Conceptions are described
as specific meanings, which are attached to phenomena. Conceptions mediate our response to
situations involving those phenomena (Kember, 1997). According to Kember the term belief is used
“largely synonymous” to the term conception (1997, p. 257). Rokeach (1968), whose definition is
frequently cited, defines belief as "any simple proposition, conscious or unconscious, inferred from
what a person says or does, capable of being preceded by the phrase 'I believe that...’” (p. 113).
Kagan (1990) describes teachers’ beliefs as "the highly personal ways in which a teacher understands
classrooms, students, the nature of learning, the teacher's role in the classroom, and the goals of
education" (p. 423). Therefore teachers’ beliefs or conceptions can be conscious or unconscious, they
can refer to any aspects of the teaching situation and they influence teaching practices.
If research into conceptions or beliefs has referred to a theoretical framework, often the concept of

theories in action by Argyris and colleagues (1985; 1974) has been chosen (Kane, Sandretto, &
Heath, 2002, p. 182). This concept suggests that personal theories guide action. These theories can
be distinguished in espoused theories of action, which people express when they are asked for their
action guiding principles and theories-in-use. The latter are implicit but truly guide action, whereas the
former represent aims and intentions, which are not necessarily realised. Conceptions of teaching are
in general surveyed with questionnaires or in interviews asking overtly for teachers’ conceptions of
teaching (Kane et al., 2002, p. 181). Therefore one can reason that results mainly represent espoused
theories (Kane et al., 2002). For the investigation of implicit beliefs qualitative research methods and in
particular narrative, biographic or metaphorical approaches along with observation of practice have
been recommended (Kane et al., 2002; Pajares, 1992). From such data unconscious but action
guiding beliefs can be inferred (Pajares, 1992).
In the context of teaching at universities conceptions of teachings have been thoroughly described
(see for reviews: Kane et al., 2002; Kember, 1997). Kember (1997) has presented an overview of
thirteen studies referring to this concept. He has suggested an integrative framework, which describes
different conceptions of teaching in five categories ranging from a teaching-centred or content-oriented
orientation to teaching to a student-centred or learning-oriented orientation to teaching (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Conceptions of Teaching (Kember, 1997)

A learning-centred conception of teaching is associated with students’ deep level approach to learning
and therefore successful teaching (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004).
In consequence many teaching development initiatives in higher education aim at changing
academics’ conception of teaching towards learning-centeredness (Ho, Watkins, & Kelly, 2001).
Emphasising the importance of this shift it was stated that „...fundamental changes to the quality of
university teaching and learning are unlikely to happen without changes to professors’ conceptions of
teaching“ (McAlpine & Weston, 2000, p. 377).
However, although their influential role on teaching practice is widely acknowledged, little is known
about the way in which these assumptions regarding teaching and learning change. Therefore
„investigations of the way in which conceptions of teaching change over time“ were encouraged
(Kember, 1997, p. 273).
Concerning schoolteachers’ believes two different kinds of changes have been described. If

assimilation occurs, new beliefs will be integrated in existing belief systems. Through accommodation
conceptual change occurs and the belief system changes fundamentally (Pajares, 1992, p. 320-321).
For teaching at universities Kane et al. (2002) stated that research into academics’ beliefs as they
develop as teachers, would shed light on an „important but infrequently studied area“ (2002, p. 200).
Furthermore such research would provide insight into the question, whether academic teaching
development can influence teachers’ conceptions towards student-centeredness as contradictory
results were reported (Lübeck, 2009; Postareff, Katajavuori, Lindblom‐Ylänne, & Trigwell, 2008).
Accordingly this study aimed at exploring beliefs about teaching and learning of seven academics
attending a teaching development programme. Beliefs about teaching and learning were investigated
in

two

phases

of

the

programme

to

reveal

changes.

The study is part of a larger research project, called Professionalization in Teaching (ProfiLe), which
was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Research and Education (BMBF). The project
combines multiple perspectives on academics’ development as teachers.

Methods
To gain insight in the way in which teaching beliefs change, we accompanied academic teachers
attending a two-year voluntary, extra-occupational teaching development programme, namely the
Master of Higher Education. Its syllabus consists of four modules: planning teaching and learning;
managing communication and group processes; methods of teaching and learning; and teaching with
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e-learning and digital media. Interdisciplinary exchange, a hands-on practical course, peerobservations and permanent reference to participants’ immediate settings are important features.

Participants. Eight research-participants were recruited considering dimensions that were assumed to
reflect the existing variance regarding the phenomenon under research (Kelle & Kluge, 2010). Hence,
participating academics varied in teaching experience (less then one to fifteen years of teaching),
disciplinary background (three from social science, three from humanities, one from information and
one from natural science), forms of occupation (emphasis on teaching or research), age and gender.

Research design. An exploratory qualitative research approach was chosen to provide the opportunity
to investigate both espoused and implicit beliefs. At two stages of the programme episodic interviews
were conducted. Teachers were asked how they approached teaching in reference to a particular
course and how they conceptualised teaching, e.g. through describing metaphors of teaching and
learning. In the second interview teachers were also asked to comment on a teaching session of their
own, which was videotaped in a microteaching workshop twenty months before. The episodic
interviews aimed at leading interviewees into narrations about critical incidents (Flick, 1997). Such a
narrative and metaphoric approach was chosen as it is assumed to allow access not only to explicit
but also implicit beliefs (Pajares, 1992). In addition teaching practices were videotaped in a
microteaching setting and reflection on the development as teacher depicted in teaching-portfolios
was documented twice (see figure 2). A combination of different qualitative research methods has
been proposed for research into beliefs (Kane et al., 2002). In the study reported her only seven
teachers are included as it was not possible to interview the eighth teacher twice. Furthermore only
two teachers used their teaching portfolios regularly for reflections and for one teacher it was
impossible to videotape a second microteaching. Therefore it was decided to mainly draw upon the
interview data and use the other data for enrichment if available.

Figure 2: Research design

Data analysis. Using thematic coding (Flick, 1997) firstly underlying and espoused beliefs were
educed from the three sources of data for each phase and each case separately. Beliefs could relate
to several passages in interviews or teaching- portfolios or teaching shown in the microteachings.
Secondly, beliefs were clustered across cases. The great majority of beliefs could be assigned to the
five topics of


Teaching: including beliefs about planning and evaluating teaching, student assessment,
student counselling and course design
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Teacher’s role: incorporating assumptions about tasks and attitudes of a good teacher, and
oneself in the teacher role



Students’ role: comprising expectations on and perceptions of students



Learning: subsuming prerequisites and ways of effective and sustainable learning



Higher education (institutions): containing beliefs about the social function of higher education
and the institution’s function as framework for teaching.

Most beliefs in both phases related to teaching, fewest concerned higher education (see table 1).
Thirdly, beliefs were compared between the first and the second phase, topic by topic for each case.
Ways and tendencies of changes were described and categorized across cases. Furthermore quantity
of beliefs was compared between phase one and two.

Results
Comparing individuals’ sets of beliefs between the two phases indicated change in quantitative and
qualitative means.

Increase in Quantity. Across cases the number of beliefs rose as shown in table 1. The most
noticeable rise related to the student’s role category (factor 2,23) the smallest increase related to

learning (factor 1,25). Across topics beliefs almost doubled (factor: 1,78).
Phase 1

Phase 2

Factor

Teaching

57

82

1,44

Teacher’s role

27

59

2,19

Students’ role

22

49

2,23

Learning

16

20

1,25

Higher Education

5

11

2,2

Others

2

8

4,0

Total

129

229

1,78

Table 1: Quantity of beliefs comparing phase 1 and 2

Qualitative changes. Different ways of changes in beliefs (1) and general tendencies concerning
content (2) emerged.
1) Different ways of changes in beliefs could be reconstructed. In many cases new beliefs emerged
either covering new areas of teaching in higher education (a) or substituting beliefs relating to one and
the same area (b). In other cases existing beliefs became more sophisticated (c).
a) In many cases new beliefs emerged concerning previously uncovered fields of higher education
practice. For example one teacher (T1) described teaching only as presenting and explaining in the
first phase. In the second phase he unfolded a range of new beliefs relating to different activities in
teaching, such as planning and evaluation teaching, and student assessment (see table 2, a).
b) In other cases less sophisticated beliefs were substituted by more sophisticated beliefs. In one case
a teacher (T3) in the first phase had the belief that she had to have everything under control during a
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teaching session. In the second phase this belief had disappeared. Instead she had developed
contradictory beliefs, firstly that it was good to delegate some control to students, e.g. over their own
learning processes, and secondly that as teacher she could only offer learning activities but could not
guarantee learning outcomes (see table 2, b).
c) In other cases existing beliefs became more sophisticated and thus more differentiated. For
example one teacher (T6) said during the fist phase that teaching had to be well planned. In the
second phase she highlighted constructive alignment, a principle she used to align learning outcomes,
learning methods and assessment during planning teaching (see table 2, c).
Phase 1
a)

Phase 2

New beliefs covering new areas of teaching in higher education
Belief

Teaching is explaining and presenting.

Evaluating new teaching scenarios

Example

I: How did you start teaching? T1: I have

T1: …if you try out something new [in

quotation

always liked to explain and describe things.

teaching] it would be interesting to consider
how you can evaluate it.

b)

New beliefs substituting beliefs relating to the same area
Belief

The teacher needs to have things under

The teacher as enabler

control
Example

T3: I know exactly what I do when,

T3: The teacher determines the frame … […]

quotation

because I like to have things under control.

But then he can’t control things … . His role is
one … of an enabler.

c)

Existing beliefs becoming more sophisticated
Belief

Teaching needs to be well planned

Learning outcomes, assessment and teaching
methods need to be constructively aligned

Example

T6: That semester was really exhausting,

T6: What are the learning outcomes and do I

quotation

because I could not see the central theme.

lead students towards them? .[…] And when I

…It had just been impossible for me to

put together an exam, … which learning

prepare the whole course during the

outcomes do I assess and have I really

semester break.

covered them by what I have taught?

Table 2: Beliefs and example quotations for phases 1 and 2 relating to ways of changes

2) Across cases changes in beliefs reflected certain tendencies concerning the five topics teaching (a),
teacher’s

role

(b),

students’

role

(c),

learning

(d)

and

higher

education

(e).

a) Regarding teaching teachers at the second stage tended to stress the importance of interaction as
opposed to teaching as transmitting information. They were inclined to describe teaching as
comprising more activities, such as assessment, evaluation and planning. They tended to have more,
and more sophisticated beliefs about planning teaching. They showed a tendency to emphasise the
importance of selecting teaching-methods that fit the teaching setting. They seemed to believe that
less teaching-content is better than more, and that it should be chosen according to students’
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interests. And they tended to stress that it is important to balance process- and outcome-orientation,
and guidance of students and their self-organization.
b) Concerning the teacher and his/her role teachers in the second phase seemed to have a broader
picture of the teacher and his/her diverse roles, such as examiner and counsellor. In the teaching
situation they tended to describe the teacher rather as enabler of learning than as transmitter of
information. Furthermore they were inclined to stress the importance of reflection in the development
as academic teacher.
c) There was a tendency in the second phase that students were perceived as more diverse.
Teachers tended to believe that students should be enabled to take self-responsibility. In addition the
importance of regular feedback concerning students’ learning outcomes was stressed.
d) Regarding learning teachers tended to develop the belief that learning involves and is dependent on
students’ engagement. Furthermore they were inclined to emphasise the importance of sustainable
learning in opposition to surface learning.
e) In respect of the function of higher education teachers tended to gain a perspective of employability.

Discussion
Results imply that the seven academic teachers participating in our study held beliefs regarding
teaching, the teacher’s role, students’ role, learning and the function of higher education. Comparing
individual teacher’s sets of beliefs between two phases in the course of an academic teaching
development programme, namely the Master of Higher Education, indicated change. Across cases
and topics teachers’ beliefs almost doubled, whereby the biggest increase related to the students
category. Qualitatively different ways in which beliefs changed were reported. New beliefs emerged,
and existing beliefs became more sophisticated. The emerging of new beliefs, in particular if
substituting previous beliefs, can be associated with accommodation, through which belief-systems
change fundamentally. Existing beliefs that become more sophisticated can be understood as
assimilation. Changes in beliefs reflected firstly a tendency towards a more student-centred
perspective on teaching and learning. According to this perspective teaching was understood as
interaction with students rather than as transmitting content. Students were perceived as individuals
with distinct needs. Sustainable learning was intended through engaging students, providing regular
feedback and fostering students’ self-responsibility. In parallel, the role of the teacher was perceived
as enabler rather than transmitter of information. Secondly the teachers seemed to have developed a
broader picture of teaching, which included counselling and assessing students as well as evaluating
teaching and designing courses. Likewise they recognized the diverse roles a teacher has.
In sum outcomes indicate that the Master’s programme has influenced academic teachers’ beliefs
towards a student-centred and more comprehensive perspective on teaching. As a student-centred
approach to teaching is associated with quality learning, the Master seems to have contributed to the
enhancement of teaching quality. However, related to the explorative character of the study it cannot
be precluded that changes in beliefs are not related to other causes than the teaching development
programme. Nevertheless, research into areas and initiators of change from a teachers’ perspective
regarding the same group of academic teachers (Trautwein & Merkt, in press), indicated that
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metacognitive strategies acquired during the Master’s programme have initiated conceptual changes.
Therefore they provide further indication that teaching development programmes can influence
academic teachers’ beliefs fundamentally. Furthermore transferability of outcomes to other academic
teaching programmes has to be verified.
Nonetheless, outcomes are encouraging in the sense that academic development can contribute to
fundamental changes in academic teachers’ beliefs, which base teaching quality.
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Caroline Trautwein and Marianne Merkt
What are you talking about? An international perspective on academic teaching competence and
related concepts

Introduction
In different language communities different terms and concepts are used to describe what academics
need to become good teachers. In the German speaking community the term “teaching competence”
is widely used to describe intended learning outcomes of teaching development programmes.
Nevertheless, as we began our background reading for a research project investigating the
development of academic teaching competence within a teaching development programme in higher
education, we became aware that this term is rarely used in relevant international articles. Instead we
found literature concerning our field of study using terms like “professional development/growth” in
teaching (Nicholls, 2001), “scholarship of teaching and learning” (Trigwell, Martin, Benjamin, &
Prosser, 2000), “conceptions of teaching” (Kember, 1997),“approaches to teaching” (Trigwell &
Prosser, 1993) or “teaching expertise” (Kreber, 2002) etc. In articles from Asia, however, the term
“teaching competence” was used (Wen, Hsu, Chen, & Wu, 2010; Zhan-ben, Liang, & Ling, 2010).
Furthermore we came across a paper describing “A Swedish Perspective on Pedagogical
Competence” (Ryegård, Apelgren, & Olsson, 2010). Subsequently we became interested in the use of
different concepts within the international community of academic developers.
In this paper we want to introduce different concepts and suggest an analytical structure to relate them
to each other. By this means we hope to contribute to a better mutual understanding among academic
developers worldwide and to foster the scientific discourse on the use of different concepts and its
implications.

Academic Teaching Development: Different concepts
Different terms and concepts are used to describe the aims of academic development. After consulting
the pertinent literature we felt that concepts can be distinguished in respect of the scope they cover.
Consequently we suggest the following five categories to which we have assigned the different
concepts and models: The first category comprises concepts, which describe the range of skills an
academic teacher is expected to accomplish. Concepts of the second category describe prerequisites
for the professional teaching action. In the third category models can be found that explain
development processes an academic should undergo to become a professional teacher. Models in the
forth category combine the characteristics of category two and three. Finally concepts of the fifth
category stress the challenges of professional development in changing societal and institutional
conditions.
1) Description of academic teaching skills
We have found concepts describing a range of teaching-skills in articles form Asia and Germany.
Zhan-ben and colleagues consider teaching competence as a relevant part of young teachers’
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professional development. They describe eleven teaching skills they aim to enhance in order to
promote academics’ teaching competence (Zhan-ben et al., 2010). Similar approaches can be found
in German handbooks on higher education (Stahr, 2006; Webler, 2003). In a study exploring trainers’
goals in British training programmes on teaching in higher education eight distinct categories emerged
(Gibbs & Coffey, 2000). In one of the categories trainers explained their aims in means of “training to
develop skills and competence”. This goal would correspond with concepts describing skills of the
academic teacher.
2) Prerequisites for the professional teaching action
Conceptions are described as specific meanings, which are attached to phenomena. They mediate
our response to situations involving those phenomena (Kember, 1997). Therefore they precede action.

Conceptions of teachings have been described regarding teaching at universities (for reviews see:
Kane, Sandretto, & Heath, 2002; Kember, 1997). These orientations, assumptions or beliefs regarding
teaching and learning were said to influence academics’ teaching strategies decisively (Trigwell &
Prosser, 1996). Kember (1997) has presented an overview of thirteen studies exploring conceptions
and beliefs regarding academic teaching. According to his analyse conceptions of teaching can be
described in five categories ranging from a teaching-centred or content-oriented orientation to
teaching to a student- centred or learning-oriented orientation to teaching as depicted in figure 1.

Figure 1: Conceptions of Teaching (Kember, 1997)

A learning centred conception of teaching is related to a learning-oriented approach to teaching
(Trigwell & Prosser, 1996), which is associated with students’ deep level approach to learning and
therefore successful teaching (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004). Hence, some academic teaching courses aim at
a conceptual change regarding teaching and learning (Ho, Watkins, & Kelly, 2001). The intention to
move teachers from a teaching-centred to a learning-centred conception of teaching as prerequisite of
successful teaching emerged also in Gibbs and Coffey’s study (2000).
3) Development in academic teaching
Other concepts we have found focus on development processes and explain strategies and processes
that foster the development as professional (teacher). Corresponding examples are the concept of the

reflective practitioner, which stresses the important role of reflection in learning to be a teacher, in the
continuing development as teacher and the improvement of one’s teaching practice. This theoretical
model introduced by Schön was found to be well known among trainers in professional teaching
programmes for academics (Gibbs & Coffey, 2000; Pill, 2005). Further examples are the concept of
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action research, which introduces teachers to a evidence-informed, critical view on their teaching
action in order to improve it (Pill, 2005). Both models stress the importance of a distinct perspective on
one’s practice in order to improve it and develop as teacher.
4) Comprehensive models of prerequisites for action and development
Furthermore we have found more comprehensive models, which combine prerequisites of the
professional teaching action and the development as academic teacher, such as the scholarship of

teaching (and learning) (Kreber, 2002; Nicholls, 2004; Trigwell et al., 2000), pedagogical competence
(Ryegård et al., 2010) and academic teaching competence (Trautwein & Merkt, 2012).

Scholarship of/in teaching (and learning). In his work “scholarship revisited” Boyer drew attention to
the narrow conception of scholarship held by the academic profession (Nicholls, 2004). According to
him academics would divide their work in three components: scholarship, teaching and service. In
contrast he pointed out that scholarship subsumed all traditional roles of academics. He identified four
key roles of scholarship: discovery, integration, application and teaching. The scholarship of teaching
has integrity of its own but is deeply embedded in the other three forms. Based on this concept
Trigwell and colleagues (2000) presented a model which describes the extent to which a teacher is
engaging in the scholarship of teaching in terms of four dimensions. The “informed dimension”
describes the source of information teachers refer to regarding teaching. The “reflection dimension”
depicts the focus of reflection on teaching. The “communication dimension” illustrates the scope and
quality of the teacher’s communication about teaching. Finally the “conception dimension” reflects
whether the teacher conceptualizes teaching in a teacher-focused or a student-focused way. A true
scholar of teaching would therefore research his/her own teaching, have synoptic capacity and
pedagogic content knowledge. He/she would reflect on his/her teaching practice asking “what do I
need to know and how do I find out”. He/she would publish in international scholarly journals and see
teaching

in

a

student-focused

way.

To distinguish the scholarship of teaching from other concepts Kreber (2002) analyzed the concepts of

teaching excellence, teaching expertise and scholarship of teaching. She concluded that scholars of
teaching are excellent teachers, but in contrast to excellent and expert teachers they would share and
advance the knowledge of teaching and learning in the discipline publicly. While the excellent teacher
would base his/her teaching knowledge on personal teaching experience, the scholar of teaching
would draw upon various sources. Expert teachers equally would draw upon various sources of
teaching knowledge but would not validate their knowledge through peer review. Kreber subsumed:
“Scholars of teaching not only teach well and can demonstrate or share effective practices with
colleagues, they also know more about teaching” (2002, P.18).

Pedagogical competence. According to the Swedish perspective pedagogical competence is defined
as “the ability and will to regularly apply the attitude, the knowledge, and the skills that promote the
learning of the teacher’s students in the best way. This shall be in agreement with the goals that apply,
and within the framework available and presupposes continuous development of the teacher’s own
competence and instructional design“ (Ryegård et al., 2010, p.30). Attitude is seen as the cornerstone
of pedagogical competence and includes how the teacher perceives his and the students’ role.
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Furthermore a “general academic attitude” is required, where not only the teaching content but also
teaching methods are grounded in research (p. 30). Knowledge relates to applied knowledge in the
four areas of subject, students’ learning, teaching process and methods, course goals and
organisation (p. 30). Ability or skills imply abilities to plan and organise teaching, to structure and
present teaching content appropriately and to adopt teaching to the needs of students and the
situation (p. 31). The effort for good teaching needs to be perseverant and the teacher has to undergo
continuous development. Aspects of pedagogical competence have to function as an integrated whole
(p. 31). The general concept of pedagogical competence is further elaborated. These elaborations
reveal the prominent role admitted to a reflective/scholarly approach to ones teaching practice and the
focus on student learning. As figure 2 shows pedagogical competence is additionally underpinned by
knowledge about teaching and learning so that theory and pedagogical practice together develop a
pedagogical understanding that creates the prerequisites for continued development (p. 124).

Figure 2: Pedagogical competence (Ryegård et al., 2010, p.124)

Academic teaching competence. We understand academic teaching competence as the aptitude to
teach in various situations in a purposeful, appropriate and responsible manner and to improve ones
teaching practices continuously (Trautwein & Merkt, 2012). We use a broad concept of teaching,
which includes teaching related actions like counselling students. According to our model academic
teaching competence is the result of five interacting components (see figure 3):
1. Philosophy of teaching and learning, which subsumes all implicit and explicit beliefs,
assumptions and conceptions regarding teaching, learning, the teachers’ and the students’
role and the function of higher education
2. Strategies for teaching, for evaluating, designing and innovating teaching and for counselling
and assessing students
3. Contextual knowledge in the fields of higher education (see 2.)
4. Formal knowledge about teaching and learning and
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5. Metacognitive Strategies
The first three components interact in the teaching situation and create teaching action. In the
preparation and post-processing of the teaching situation they are complemented by formal
knowledge and metacognitive strategies in order to develop ones teaching further.

Figure 3: Academic Teaching Competence

In this models conceptual and knowledge prerequisites of the professional teaching action are
combined with development strategies to further develop ones teaching practice and persona.
5) Professional development
Concepts that aim at the professionalization of academic teachers widen their perspective towards the
social and institutional conditions academics are confronted with.

Professional development. Professional development of academics became a main topic of academic
discourse when recommendations were given that lecturers at British universities should obtain
teaching qualifications. With this background Nicholls has in mind new teachers at British universities
and by professional development refers to “more formal learning …, which is reflected in induction
programmes of teaching and learning” (2001, p.10). This programmes aim at allowing academic
teachers to “demonstrate their competence in the areas of teaching and learning” (p.10). In addition,
Nicholls sees professional development’s significance in helping academics to meet the challenges of
the “changing landscape” of higher education at present (p. 10).

Professionalism. Nixon and colleagues (2001) call for a new academic professionalism, which has
become necessary through the changing conditions of higher education. These changes are
characterized as complex and overlapping and include a changing student body, changes in
curriculum, teaching and assessment, changing conditions of academic work and the changing
structures of accountability and accreditation. These changes resolved in a crisis of professional
identity characterized by a divided profession (teacher vs. researcher) and a plurality of occupations
(through specialisation, stratification and fragmentation), which transformed university teachers into a
new proletariat. In consequence of the fragmentation and alienation of the academic work force they
claim a new professionalism that sees professionalism as “the capacity of an occupational group to be
extrovert, generous and knowledgeable in its relations with professional colleagues, other professional
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groups, and the public. It defines professionalism, therefore, not in terms of status and self-regulation,
but in terms of values and practices” (Nixon et al., 2001, p.234). One value they describe is a “moral
purposefulness of practice” where academic freedom means “freedom for others”. Reaching out for
this “new professionalism” would include “redefining what counts as research”, “putting the teaching
relationship first”, “developing our professional selves”, “turning collegiality inside out” and “recognising
disciplinary differences” (p. 239-240).
These two concepts relate individuals’ development to the changing social and institutional conditions
of the academic work force.

Discussion
As we reflected on and discussed about the different concepts the following issues emerged:

Different notions of competence. From Gibbs and Coffey’s study (2000) and the use of the term by
Zhan-ben et al. (2010) it becomes clear that teaching competence is understood as limited to teaching
skills in a behavioural sense. In contrast, our colleagues from Sweden and we understand teaching
competence as a comprehensive concept subsuming teaching skills, conceptions of teaching and
different sorts of knowledge as well as development prerequisites. Furthermore it is understood as
teachers’ aptitude to respond flexibly to various situations by selecting appropriate teaching strategies
in order to enhance student learning. Therefore it is advisable to define precisely what is meant by
competence and to be aware of the different conceptions of competence among academic developers
internationally.

Different conceptions of the academic teacher. We believe that the different concepts underlying
academic teaching development reflect different conceptions of the academic teacher. If the academic
is primarily understood as researcher and teaching is solely seen as presentation of research results
in terms of good service, the academic does not need to develop a teacher identity but some training
in basic teaching skills will be sufficient. If teaching, in contrast, is considered as relevant part of being
an academic scholar this implies developing an identity of the teacher as scholar. Such a professional
or scholarly self-concept as academic teacher includes taking responsibility for students’ learning
processes. This not only implies improving ones teaching practice but also influencing institutional
frameworks and conditions in a way that they facilitate students’ learning processes. This adds a
societal responsibility to the academic teaching occupation, which in consequence becomes fare more
comprehensive and therefore requires substantial professional training. If our conception of the
academic teacher is the latter, we as academic developers have to emphasise the societal
responsibility of the academic teacher in our training programmes and prepare them for this role.
Nevertheless, our review of existing models and concepts in academic teaching development has not
been exhaustive. Furthermore our categorization is only a first attempt to relate different concepts and
our remarks are preliminary. Therefore we are looking forward to comments and feedback from our
colleagues at this International Conference for Educational Developers in Bangkok.
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Rationale/Objectives:
Against the backdrop of increased student challenges in higher education, mentoring is
recognized as a valuable intervention that aims to help students succeed, integrate and
connect with the broader university. Literature abounds on the perceived benefits and/or
advantages of mentoring in academic programmes. While acknowledging the benefits of
mentoring, many studies (Fox & Stevenson, 2006; Godshalk & Sosik, 2005; Haring, 1999;
Heirdsfield, Walker, Walsh, & Wilss, 2008; Ketola, 2009; Leung & Bush, 2003; McLean, 2004;
Wanberg, Kammeyer-Mueller, & Marchese, 2006) have been candid about the challenges
experienced with mentoring as an intervention. Top of the list of challenges is the difficulty of
scheduling meetings due to clashes in mentor/mentee schedules (Leung & Bush, 2003;
McLean, 2004). A lack of commitment, and therefore failing to show up for the scheduled
meeting, was reported by Ketola (2009). Incompatibility between mentor and mentee(s),
whether this is related to personality clashes (Leung & Bush, 2003) and/or any number of
demographic and/or cultural differences, is also a commonly recognised challenge.
Regardless of the challenges associated with mentoring, many studies (Clutterback, 2005;
Fox & Stevenson, 2006; Kosoko-Lasaki, Sonnino, & Voytko, 2006; Sundli, 2007; Tracy, Jagsi,
Starr, & Tarbell, 2004) have acknowledged that mentoring is the elixir of student life. This has
compelled academic institutions, such as the Durban University of Technology (DUT), to
explicitly recognize its value as part of their educational programmes.
Research reports on mentees’ testimony regarding the benefits of their participation in
mentoring programmes attest to perceptions of increased confidence and access to a range
of social acquaintances, and thus a sense of belonging to the broader university community
(Leung & Bush, 2003). Specifically, the mentee participants in the study by Fox and
Stevenson (2006) identified (a) improved academic performance, (b) better awareness of the
academic programme structure, (c) developing strategic approach to own learning, and (d)
improved transferable skills as benefits accrued from participating in a formal mentorship
programme.
The aim of this research was to investigate the students’ perceptions of their mentoring
experiences in the Faculty of Health Sciences at DUT, South Africa. The study objectives
were to:
1. Describe mentees’ perceptions of their mentoring experiences, with specific reference to
mentor effectiveness, nature and satisfaction with the mentoring mentor/mentee
interactions.
2. Identify areas of the mentorship programme that may require review and improvement.
2. Summary of work:
As this research endeavoured to investigate students’ perceptions of their mentoring
experiences in the Faculty of Health Sciences at DUT, an exploratory case study strategy was
adopted. Descriptive surveys were conducted amongst all 2006 and 2007 first year students
1
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enrolled in each participating programme. Ethical approval was formally granted via the
Health Faculty’s Research committee at DUT, and permission to collect data was obtained
from the academic heads of participating programmes. Written consent was obtained from
the participating students. Mentees were made aware that participation was voluntary and
that the anonymity and confidentiality of information would be maintained. Consequently,
student names were not required on the questionnaire.
2.1 Data Collection
Data was collected by means of a survey questionnaire designed by the researchers. Mentors
delivered self-administered questionnaires to the mentees. Drop-off boxes were made
available in the reception area of the participating departments, and completed questionnaires
were collected from the boxes two weeks after the initial distribution. An independent
®
research assistant captured the data on SPPS (Version 17 ) and transcribed the open-ended
responses. This process ensured that biasness was removed, as both researchers were
closely involved with the mentorship programme. The first author was the faculty mentor
coordinator and the second author, at the time of the research, was the faculty dean driving
the mentorship project. There were two questionnaires. The first questionnaire had two
2
sections, namely: Section A, which asked for demographic details ; and Section B, which
asked mentees for their views of the mentor programme. The second questionnaire asked
mentees their perceptions on the effectiveness of mentors.
The first questionnaire consisted of closed-ended and open-ended questions. Seventeen
closed-ended questions measured the mentees’ perceived effectiveness of the mentor, their
satisfaction with the process and the nature of issues addressed between the mentor and the
mentee. Seven open-ended questions enabled free responses regarding the benefits derived
from the mentee/mentor relationship, as well as suggestions for improvement and other
comments regarding the mentorship programme. The second questionnaire was a 22-item
five-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) measuring the reasons for
the perceived effectiveness of the mentor.
Construct validity was maintained by the questionnaire focusing on concepts and constructs
that emerged from the review of literature on mentorship and mentoring in higher education.
In order to determine the reliability of the questionnaires, a “test-retest” was performed where
the questionnaire was administered twice to a group of ten students with a one-week interval
between tests. A correlation co-efficient was then computed and yielded a range of scores of
r between 0.70 – 0.95.
2.2 Data Analysis
®
The data was analysed using SPPS (Version 17 ). Both descriptive and inferential statistical
analyses were used for the close-ended questions. The arithmetic mean and Chi-square
analysis were computed to test the correlation between the demographic data and mentees’
perceptions. A rotated varimax factor analysis was performed for the data obtained from the
Likert scale, in order to identify items that loaded together as well as for each of the variables
under study. Eigen values > 0.5 were chosen to determine which factor the statement
belonged to (Table 2). However, four items of the Likert scale with Eigen values < 0.5 were
excluded in the grouping of factors. These items were:
1. Provided stress management advice.
2. Was easily available.
3. Guided me in understanding the working of the institution.
4. My mentor positively influenced my long-term career choices.
2

This study uses the ‘race’ or ‘population group’ categories of Statistics South Africa, namely:
Coloured, Indian or Asian, and White (Census 2001: Census in brief/Statistics South Africa., 2003)
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Black African,

Data from the open-ended questions was analysed by searching for factors and clustering
these into specific themes to search for trends. Coding thematically included phrasing or
paraphrasing the words of the participants. The second level of coding refined these themes
to incorporate them into either positive or negative clusters that spoke to broader topical
areas.
2.3 Limitations to the study
 Convenient sampling was used. Although first-year students in participating departments
were asked to participate in the study, not all returned their questionnaires. This suggests
that only those who had positive perceptions to report participated in the study. However,
the response rate was high at 75%.
 A faculty mentorship prototype did not exist. Consequently, each academic programme
developed its own mentorship programme based on their departmental needs. Whilst this
might be a limitation, it is also viewed as a strength in terms of each academic
programme having different needs and attributes.
 This study did not examine differences between structured programmes and the
outcomes of the mentorship relationships.
3. Outcomes
A total student head count enrolment in participating programmes was 260 first-year students,
all of whom were invited to participate in the study. However, only 194 questionnaires were
returned (75%).
In terms of age groups, 66.3% of participants were 17 – 20 years old;
25.8% were 21 – 23 years old; and 7.25% were 24 – 27 years old. Seventy-one and a half
percent of the participants were females. Most mentees (82.2%) were first time participants
in the mentorship programme. Most mentors were reported to be at senior levels of study;
with 60% in their third or final year (diploma students) and 38.5% in their fourth year (degree
students).
3.1 Perceptions of the Mentorship Programme
With regard to mentees’ perceptions of their mentorship experiences, the variables of interest
were the perceived effectiveness of the mentor, nature of mentor/mentee interactions, and
areas of review and improvement.
3.1.1 Perceived Effectiveness of the Mentor
In terms of the distribution of responses per academic programme, the majority of mentees
rated their mentors as effective, ranging from 94% to 100%. Overall, 96.4% (n = 186) of
respondents participating in the study rated their mentors as effective. Significant differences
were found in respect of mentees’ ratings of mentors’ effectiveness by age. All mentees in
age group 24 - 27 yeas rated mentors as effective. This was followed closely by the 17 - 20
2
and 21 - 23 years at 97% and 96%, respectively. These results were significant (χ = 27.07;
df = 3; p < 0.001). Reasons for the perceived effectiveness of the mentor were measured by
means of a Likert Scale. The mean scores of all items were high, ranging between 3.04 and
4.42 (Table 1).
This is further supported by the responses from the open-ended questions into the
effectiveness of the mentors, where three positive recurring themes emerged. These
included improving skills, academic support and psychosocial support. Further analysis on
the reasons given for perceived mentor effectiveness, as derived from the rotated varimax
Factor Analysis, yielded four factors designated into themes, namely: nurturer, counsellor,
listener and advisor, and resource agent (Table 2).
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In terms of the mean response rate per theme, ‘nurturer’ followed by ‘resource agent’ were
the most highly rated themes with regards to mentor effectiveness. The mentees reported that
mentors did not only provide them with the requisite guidance and support, but also enabled
them to acquire the necessary skills to succeed, whilst respecting them as individuals.
Sharing departmental knowledge appeared to be the most highly rated variable under the
theme ‘resource agent’. Mentees reported positively that mentors provided them with
personal development whilst supporting them in terms of their growth and development.
Mentors also shared their passion and enthusiasm for the course. Although mentees
reported positively that their mentors assisted them to network with industry, it was not as
high as the other variables. Both ‘counsellor’ and ‘listener and advisor’ were also rated
equally high. The mentees reported that they valued their mentors as they listened without
judging them, and they provided positive and negative feedback.
Table 1: Perceived effectiveness of Mentor: Mean Distribution of the respondents & Standard
Deviations
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Informed me of all my responsibilities as a mentee in the program.

4.24

0.77

His/hers enthusiasm about this course rubbed off on me.

3.99

1.03

I was able to brainstorm with him/her.

3.67

0.88

Provided stress management advice.

3.81

0.97

Was easily available.

4.16

1.01

Helped me network with industry.

3.52

1.01

Someone to bounce ideas off.

3.83

0.94

Opportunity to off-load.

3.65

1.03

Shared departmental knowledge.

4.37

0.81

He/she built my confidence.

4.04

0.90

Provided time management advice.

3.85

0.90

Listened to me attentively on my academic problems without judging me.

4.27

0,81

Listened to me attentively on my personal problems without judging me.

3.83

1.08

Provided Financial aid advice.

3.04

1.15

Provided methods on how to study effectively.

4.05

0.98

Provided me with strategies on how to solve my problems.

3.94

0.94

Guided me in understanding the workings of the institution.

4.11

0.84

Motivated me to appropriately challenge myself.

3.98

0.89

Showed me much respect as a person.

4.42

0.71

My mentor took a personal interest in my growth and development.

3.69

1.01

Had the ability to give me both positive and negative feedback.

4.06

0.81

My mentor positively influenced my long-term career choices.

3.89

1.01

3.1.2 Nature of mentor/mentee interactions
It would appear that the more frequent the mentor/mentee meetings, the shorter they were.
These meetings were mainly held on campus either in the department (48.7%) or outside the
department (48.7%). Contact with the mentors outside of the scheduled meeting was rare.
Only 51.3% of the mentees reported having any communication with their mentors outside of
the scheduled meetings. Of these, 48.3% reported to have been initiated by the mentor, and
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44.3% indicated that both mentee and mentor initiated these meetings. Only 6.9% of mentees
indicated that they initiated the unscheduled contacts with their mentors.
In terms of issues discussed during mentor/mentee interactions, academic issues were the
most frequently discussed, followed by study skills, time management and stress
management. Only 24% of the respondents identified finance as one of the issues discussed
during mentor/mentee interactions. This result corroborates with that emanating from the
Likert Scale, where the mean score on financial aid advice is the lowest (n = 3.04; sd = 1.15).
See Table 1.
Table 2: Perceived effectiveness of Mentor in terms of Themes
Themes and their associated items
1. Nurturer
Provided methods on how to study effectively.
Provided me with strategies on how to solve my problems.
Motivated me to appropriately challenge myself.
Showed me much respect.
2. Counsellor
Informed me of all my responsibilities as a mentee in the programme.
Listened to me attentively on my academic problems without judging me.
Provided financial aid advice.
Listened to me attentively about my personal problems without judging me.
3. Listener and Advisor
His/her enthusiasm about this course rubbed off me.
Someone to bounce ideas off.
Opportunity to off-load.
My mentor took a personal interest in my growth and development.
Had the ability to give me both positive and negative feedback.
4. Resource agent
I was able to brainstorm with him/her.
Helped me network with industry.
Shared departmental knowledge.
He/she built my confidence.
Provided time management advice.

Eigen Value
0.7803
0.7243
0.6095
0.6099
0.6392
0.6001
0.6788
0.6432
0.6095
0.8116
0.5804
0.5677
0.5565
0.5344
0.5593
0.5581
0.6570
0.7257

3.1.3 Mentorship areas of review and improvement
In terms of the academic department assigning mentors to mentees, 90% of the mentees
reported that they were satisfied with this process. Programme, population group, age or
gender with regards to the mentor allocation process found no significant differences. In
addition to satisfaction with the process, 90% of respondents indicated that they viewed their
mentorship programme as useful. Themes emerging from the responses from open-ended
questions on areas of review and improvement identified limitations of the mentorship
programme. Some mentees were of the opinion that their mentorship programmes were not
effectively structured. These were some of their views: “Give guidelines on how to conduct
the programme.”; “There needs to be a proper programme in place.”; “Department can offer
more mentors, in this way more people can get help.’’
Others felt that their mentors were not adequately trained as they were lacking skills, for
instance: “Give the mentors some skills and workshops for the programme”.; “Mentors could
attend extra courses to enhance their knowledge….". Other respondents believed that the
frequency/duration of mentor/mentee meetings were insufficient, with suggestions as follows:
“Have meetings twice a week”.; “More time for mentor/mentee meetings”.; “Improve time
frames for meetings with mentors to twice a week”.
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4. Discussions and Conclusion
The key findings from this inquiry into the mentees’ experiences relate to the perceived
effectiveness of the mentor, the nature of mentor/mentee interactions, and areas of review
and improvement. Here we discuss each, and offer some final remarks related to lessons
learned from examining the mentees’ perspectives.
Research illustrates that the qualities of good mentoring translate into a personal and
professional engagement, with the will and ability to share understandings and values (Sundli,
2007, p. 20). The most powerful learning is often provided by the mentor, who facilitates both
task learning and socio-emotional learning (Clutterback, 2005, p. 2).
In terms of the
perceived effectiveness of the mentor, these characteristics are evident in the themes
illustrated in Table 6. For instance, task learning and socio-emotional learning are embedded
in the reasons for mentor effectiveness that loaded under ‘nurturer’ and ‘counsellor’. Similar
to the Fox and Stevenson study (2006), the mentees identified a) sharing of departmental
knowledge, b) increase self-confidence, and c) improved networking skills and d) personal
interest in their growth and development, as some of the reasons for perceived mentor
effectiveness.
In terms of mentor/mentee interactions Clutterback (2005, p. 7) contends that among the
various competencies, mentees need to develop a willingness to initiate contact with their
mentor rather than wait to be contacted. He claims that this ‘proactivity’ will assure the mentor
that the mentee wants ‘the relationship to work and is prepared to invest in it’. While
acknowledging Clutterback’s point, this view was not supported by the findings of the study,
as only 6.9% of mentees initiated meetings with their mentors. Learning to adjust to DUT and
to their individual programme structures and practices could have been an overwhelming
experience on its own. It also suggested that apart from the mentor receiving training,
mentees should also receive training where expectations, such as initiating contact with their
mentors, are made explicit. Other benefits from such a training could also accrue, such as
mentees being empowered “to take responsibility for the management of the process”
(Clutterback, 2005, p. 8).
While the mentoring programme produced many positive outcomes, mentees commented on
the potential negative aspects of the mentor programme. Most significant, and consistent
with the Tracy et al. (2004, p. 1849) and the McLean (2004, p. 179) studies, was the
frequency and the duration of meetings. Mentees felt that the weekly (64.4%) and monthly
(11.3%) meetings were inadequate, and the duration of these meetings was short. Mentees
further reported that the mentorship programme lacked protected time for them to meet
mentors (Tracy, et al., 2004). To reduce the issue of lack of protected time, Heirdsfield et al.,
(2008, p. 119) suggested “building in time for mentoring….by scheduling a two-hour period in
the timetables”, and that in so doing this might “create greater opportunities for group
meetings at mutually convenient times”.
Leung and Bush (2003, p. 269) reported that one of the main hindrances to good mentoring at
the Hong Kong Baptist University was the lack of training. Mentees in this study posited
similar views, suggesting that mentors lacked proper training. Godshalk and Sosik (2005, p.
312) recommend that, in conjunction with the various factors such as the design/structure of
an appropriate mentor programme and careful selection and matching of mentor/mentee,
formal mentoring programmes should begin with extensive training. The training should
include teaching mentors what to expect from the mentor/mentee relationship, and how to get
the most out of it. Such expectations must be juxtaposed with positive programmes and
relevant outcomes for both the mentee and mentor (Wanberg, et al., 2006, p. 422).
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Although this study has revealed some interesting findings, the Faculty of Health Sciences at
DUT is yet to further navigate this area of inquiry. In particular research from the perspective
of academic development needs to be undertaken in order to ensure the long-term success of
individual academic programmes. In spite of the gap in theorising the implications of this
study on academic development, the authors anticipate that this study will provide a strong
foundation for continued research to refine the notion of mentoring against an ever-evolving
South African educational landscape. On a broader institutional level, it is envisaged that the
findings of this study could lead to a much more widespread adoption of mentoring in the
university, particularly in terms of examining differences between structured and unstructured
mentorship programmes.
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A Comparison Study on Factors on Dutch and Chinese
Research University Teachers’ Conception of Teaching
WU Wei１
(Institute of Education, Xiamen University, Xiamen, 361005)
Abstract: Researches on “university teacher’s belief” are being paid more and more attention
around the world for seriously increasing focus on the quality of teaching in higher education. And
university teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning may be shaped largely by culturally shared
experiences and values. So the purpose of this study was to explore what kinds of factors
influenced teachers’ conception of teaching both in Chinese and Dutch research universities. Both
qualitative and quantitative data collection were taken place in China and the Netherlands to
maximize breadth and depth of the insights generated and two groups of university staff were
selected from two comparable research universities in China and the Netherlands. The following
seven main conclusions were found: Both Chinese and Dutch teachers’ considered that their own
experiences had greatest influence on their understanding of “good teaching”. Chinese teacher
emphasized more on their experience as a student, however, Dutch teachers emphasized more on
their experience as a teacher. For both Chinese and Dutch teachers, the second greatest influence
factor related to “students (the characteristics of students, students’ evaluation and teachers’
assessment on students)”. Other external factors, including teacher education and training, moral
or religious tradition, social pressure on the Chinese teachers were significantly greater than the
impact in Dutch teachers’ beliefs.
Key words: Chinese; Dutch; research university teachers; conception of teaching; factors
To understand how teachers differ in conception of teaching, it is necessary to investigate the
various factors influencing their beliefs about teaching. Since 1990s, scholars have had extensive
researches on the factors influencing teachers’ beliefs. Researches and practices have indicated
there are a variety of reasons that Chinese and foreign teachers differ in conception of teaching
and teacher-student relationship. The root causes are the different cultural and historical
backgrounds particularly different teaching and learning environment, and these differences would
definitely lead to their differences on conception of teaching and other aspects. This study built on
the

Ecological

Systems

Theory

of

teachers’

conception

of

teaching

and

used

interview-to-questionnaire integrated research method to investigate how Dutch and Chinese
research university teachers thought of the teaching environment and the factors influencing their
beliefs about teaching. The research findings were expected to provide a typical sample for the
teaching and learning research of Chinese and foreign research university teachers and give
theoretical reference to the improvement of university teachers’ teaching and learning
environment.
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I. The form and ecological system of teachers’ conception of teaching
1.1 The form of teachers’ conception of teaching
Most scholars believe that conception of teaching takes shape gradually in the process of
experiencing social activities rather than being innate (Tian, 2008). Kindsvatter,R. etc studied and
pointed out that teachers’ conception of teaching had the belowing six major objective sources:
experience as a student; experience of achieving best effect during teaching; personal teaching
style or methods; personal factors; principles based on education or researches; principles
originating from certain type of teaching method or channel (Kindsvatter & Ishler, 1998).
Scholar Yu Ping thought that teachers’ conception of teaching was shaped by both individual
internal factors and external environment. The external environment could be viewed from both
vertical and horizontal dimensions (Yu, 2001). From vertical dimension, the experiences in
growing up affected a person’s belief system, including social and cultural backgrounds,
educational environment, interpersonal communication scenes and family education. From
horizontal dimension, there were mainly two factors. The first was the influence by the
communication in the teacher community including daily communication among teachers,
teaching and research team activities, demonstration classes, attending lectures of experts, etc.
Teachers’ personal beliefs were communicated in mutual communication, and one’s personal
beliefs could assimilate others’ beliefs or be assimilated by others’. The second one was the
condition of the macro educational environment including the education policy, system and
objectives. The different positioning of these factors in the complex environment will impact
teacher’s conception of reaching, sometimes forcing teachers to cater to the environment and even
distorting some of their own proper beliefs.
Based on the above, we know that teachers’ conception of teaching comes into being with
two basic sources: personal experiences loaded with emotions and influence by the
communication in the social and cultural environment (Pajares, 1992). First, beliefs have distinct
personal characteristics and many people can find the real and lively memories from the
constantly emerged beliefs (Nespor, 1987). Second, with the communication and influence of
social culture, teachers’ conception of teaching may take shape from the ‘hidden courses’ in the
daily teaching life (Ambrose, 2004).
1.2 The ecological system of teachers’ conception of teaching
Based on the above theoretical analysis on the development of teachers’ conception of teaching,
Developmental Psychologist Bronfenbrenner, U. put forward Ecological Systems Theory of
teachers’ conception of teaching (see Picture1) (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
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Picture 1 Ecological model of teachers’ conception of teaching
This ecological model shows people’s beliefs are embedded in many embedded ecological
systems. The ecological systems of teacher’s conception of teaching include four systems, micro,
middle-view, external-view and macro. A teacher’s beliefs are firstly influenced by the classroom
scenes and students in the university where the teacher works, then by the national policies to a
greater extent, and finally by the regulations and values in the cultural tradition where the teacher
lives.

II．Integrated research design and analysis
To explore the core question of this study: what kinds of factors influenced teachers’ conception
of teaching both in Chinese and Dutch research universities? To what extent the factors influence
the Chinese and Dutch teachers? The writer conducted sequential qualitative and quantitative
research design: firstly, got the participants’ real thoughts and concrete statements from the
qualitative data; then designed the questionnaire by using these statements, the research tool based
on the participants’ points of view; finally conducted the questionnaire survey amongst large
sample to do relative analysis.
2.1 In-depth interviewees and the interviews
The in-depth interviews directly targeted Dutch and Chinese research university teachers with
cross cultural teaching experience, who could be considered as representatives of the shock and
communication between Dutch and Chinese cultures, particularly the educational cultures. They
are more sensitive to cultures, and it’s easier for them to find the differences between countries in
terms of higher education. Given teachers’ emotional fluctuation and thought shock may weaken
along with time passing (Chen, 2004), we only selected the teachers with cross Dutch-Chinese
cultural teaching experience in the recent five years.
The writer obtained the contacts from Office of International Cooperation and Exchange in
Leiden University and Xiamen University and sent out invitation to the teachers in these two
universities with cross-cultural teaching experiences in both Dutch and Chinese universities. 27
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teachers in total were willing to participate in the research, and 20 teachers were selected.
These teachers have different academic backgrounds, titles and length of teaching; all of them
have taught undergraduates and graduates; their length of teaching varies from 5 to 30 years.
Because the purpose of the study was to understand the experiences and thoughts of some teachers
with teaching experience in both Dutch and Chinese research university rather than measuring the
relationships among certain variables in their experiences, such a sample size was sufficient to
achieve our study objectives.
2.2 Questionnaire design and survey
After analyzing the results of the in-depth interviews, the writer classified the factors influencing
the teachers’ understanding of “good teaching” into 9 major ones. The questionnaire mainly used
the five-scale measurement of Likert, and let teachers evaluate how these 9 factors influenced
them. 1-5 points means：1 for “very unimportant/strongly disagree”, 2 for “unimportant/disagree”,
3 for “moderate/neutral”, 4 for “important/agree”, 5 for “very important/strongly agree’.
Considering it’s difficult to conduct survey amongst university teachers, especially to deliver
questionnaires in different countries, the study group of this study was the teachers with teaching
and research work in Leiden University and Xiamen University. At this time, we do not require
that teachers should have cross-cultural teaching experience. The writers delivered the
questionnaires in Leiden University and Xiamen University. 821 questionnaires were delivered in
Law Department, Arts Department, Social Science Department and Management Department in
Leiden University, and 431 effective ones were returned (return rate 53%); 810 questionnaires
were delivered in each department of Xiamen University, and 514 effective ones were returned
(return rate 63%). The returned questionnaires were reviewed and the statistical data was analyzed
by SPSS16.0. The mean scores of the two independent samples were t-tested to observe the
difference.

III．Analysis of in-depth interview results
3.1 Personal background factors
3.1.1 Teacher’s own learning experiences as a student
When reviewing “the most important factor having influenced his conception of teaching”, a
Chinese teacher (Public Management, Professor)said “I think my previous teacher influenced me a
lot. He did not teach French well, and he made me think what kind of teacher could be a good
teacher. At that time, I was thinking I would try to teach French well and establish good
teacher-student relationship if I would become a teacher in the future.”
Many of teachers’ beliefs towards teaching and learning started to take shape since a student
(Nisbett & Ross, 1980), and Lortie called it “apprenticeship of observation” (Lortie, 1975) .
Therefore, a teacher’s earlier learning and experience construct the original conception of learning
and teaching, and they play a very important role in the teacher’s career life.
3.1.2 Teaching field or discipline
A Chinese teacher (History, Associate Professor) cited an example: “a Biology professor and
a History professor may be similar in terms of educational experiences, education level, life
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background and etc; however, they are very different in terms of professional knowledge, thinking
models and working styles, which would definitely influence our understanding on teaching.”
Indeed, each discipline has its knowledge tradition that is the ideology category and principle of
conduct (Burton, 1983). No matter how scholars classify disciplines, teachers of different
disciplines have different understanding of teaching or knowledge transfer in the universities
where discipline culture is emphasized (Qie, 2006).
3.1.3 Length of teaching
A Chinese teacher (Arts, Professor) pointed out: “I remember I had no single idea about how
to teach when I just started my career as a teacher. I only prepared lessons based on textbooks and
relative documents…… After ten years, I have become confident about my teaching. I think being
responsible and enthusiastic are two important features of a good teacher.” Such a point of view
was echoed by a Dutch teacher (Dutch Literature, Associate Professor). She has observed the
changes on her teaching for ten years: “the longer you teach, the less you teach, and the more your
students learn. I remember I was very anxious that I did not know much at my first class. I taught
too much, but the students could not digest all. When I look back now, it was so embarrassing.”
Some researchers believe teachers’ conception of teaching will have some changes due to the
influences of their teaching experiences, and such changes are generally from ‘teacher/content
oriented’ to ‘student/learning oriented” (Dall’Alba, 1991). Dunkin found from the comparative
study in 1990 (Dunken, 1990) and 1992 (Dunkin & Precians, 1992) that new teachers’ conception
of teaching tends to be simplistic while the university teachers who are regarded excellently
experienced generally have pluralistic conception of teaching. These teachers have richer and
more complex understanding towards teaching based on their experience.
3.2 External environment factor
When teachers enter a certain teaching environment, they would emphasize or attach
importance to some characteristics in this teaching environment. Therefore, teaching environment
would influence teachers’ understanding of teaching and learning to some extent.
3.2.1 Educational traditions
People have different understandings towards ‘education’ in different cultural backgrounds.
‘Education’ in Netherlands and China reflects certain social and cultural needs in different
historical periods. For example, a Chinese teacher analyzed: “I developed great interest in the
different Dutch and Chinese conceptions of teaching in the cross-cultural teaching. I think
Westerners and Chinese have different understanding towards ‘education’ itself. ‘Education’ in
English originated from ‘educare’, which means leading and guiding. Therefore, I think western
education emphasizes letting it be. However, our Chinese education has mainly been influenced
by the Confucian Educational Theories which emphasize teachers’ teaching and advocate the
absolute authority of the teachers.”
3.2.2 National educational environment
In terms of the macro educational atmosphere, there has been a saying “the worth of other
pursuits is small, the study of books excels them all” since ancient times in China. This saying
embodies that Chinese society as a whole has the tradition of paying great attention to education.
Nowadays, children’s education is still parents’ biggest investment. Chinese students’ diligence
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and the fierce competition in the College Entrance Examination is out of Dutch’s imagination. A
Chinese teacher (Public Management, Professor) said: “Both the professors and university
students here study what they really love. The biggest difference between Dutch and Chinese
students’ diligence is that Dutch students’ diligence is along with happiness and satisfaction.
When talking about study, they may say they feel tired but they emphasize more they really like
it.”
This Chinese teacher gave us another example: “An undergraduate’s thesis was awarded a
bonus of EURO 3,000 and a certificate of Excellent Thesis in last semester. Her thesis is about
how boards of directors of different nationalities influence corporate governance structure. She
made preparation for this undergraduate thesis for a whole year, including reading tens of
academic literatures and hundreds of theses, and designing questionnaires to conduct a survey in
many companies across the whole Netherlands. This is only a case of an excellent undergraduate
thesis. Comparatively speaking, it’s not new that many Chinese undergraduates publish articles,
but how is their quality? …… in fact, I want to make the point that the students here (in
Netherlands) study more for interest and they are not as utilitarian as Chinese students.”
Such differences in educational environment are also embodied in other aspects such as the
national educational policies and school planning and construction. Dutch Universities are placed
in dispersed regions and of balanced quality. 13 universities are located in 12 cities. More than 50
colleges are also distributed in big and small cities across the whole country. Different from that
China establishes key universities and 211 Projects, Dutch think that different types of institutions
have different evaluation criteria and universities and colleges are different in themselves. The
qualified institutions of the same type will gain the same support from the state to have the proper
level adapted to the national economic and technological level. Therefore, Dutch students choose
universities in view of the subjects and their own interests, whilst other factors have little impact
on their choice (Xu, 2009).
3.2.3 University teaching environment
Teachers’ control of teaching content
A Chinese teacher (Pedagogy, Associate Professor), when comparing Dutch and Chinese
teaching environment, pointed out: “As far as I know, what should be taught and learned for a
discipline is subject to the school and teachers, while the government almost never interfere with
the teaching content and methods. Schools can select the text books based on their own working
plan and develop their own text books for their students, which provides a good environment for
the schools to give full play to the school-running characteristics and teacher strengths. This is
very different from the situation in China.”
Colleague’s cooperation and encouragement
University teachers have to interact with others in teaching and research, and such
interactions construct an interpersonal relation environment. A Dutch teacher (Physics ，
Professor ) in the interview thought : “Conversation with colleagues can have positive impact.
When I felt depressed, I got recognition on the work from my colleagues. The recognition was not
necessarily material, but spiritual.”
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Another Dutch teacher (Chinese, Professor) pointed out : “ The most important thing for
teachers in a resereach university is cooperating more with other teachers who have the common
interest. By discussing your teaching and ideas with them and letting them give you suggestions
and help, we are able to command the front. The mutual support among the colleagues is ‘quite
critical’. ”
A good interpersonal relation environment is helpful for teachers to achieve better teaching
objectives, while a bad one may weaken teachers’s enthusiam at teaching. During the interviews,
most teachers emphasized their communication with other teachers, and they also established
close or distant relations with their bosses, administrative and assistant persons as well as students.
These relations may influence teacher’s beliefs about teaching to some extent.
Research pressure
During the interviews, both Dutch and Chinese teachers pointed out that the increasing
pressure on research has cut off their time to improve teaching and communicate with students.
Many teachers’ major work is research and instructing graduates, and they are relatively weaker
contributors for the teaching of undergraduates.
Most Dutch and Chinese teachers are clear about their responsibility of teaching
undergraduates, but when faced with time and work conflict between teaching and research
especially when teaching cannot get fair and objective evaluation, their focus inclines to research
naturally (Wu, 2010). A Chinese teacher (Information Technology, Professor) said: “Our (Chinese)
universities give more weights to research quota. For instance, research is a major evaluation
criterion in university ranking, degree program, key disciplines evaluation, evaluation and
engagement of teachers’ professional titles, teacher’s performance evaluation. The teachers are
under great research pressure. We do not want to ‘take scientific research a top but teaching a low
priority”, but most teachers have no choice. …… now it is regulated that professors and associate
professors must teach undergraduates….. It is their work but it needs to be regulated by the
policy.”
3.2.4 Classroom teaching environment
In Netherlands, there are different types of classes such as lecture, seminar, workshop and
presentation. For example, in a management consulting class, each student will play a role of a
consultant in the consulting company, evaluates the client and writes an evaluation report,
competes with each other to ‘win the tender’. Most realistically, the Dutch teacher will help the
students invite middle-level management persons from multinational companies to attend the class,
enabling the students to link the theory to practice and make the consulted cases and tender
consistent with the reality. There are also interviews, and the homework assigned by the teacher is
interviewing relative teachers, company managers and consultants to obtain knowledge out of the
books.
Many Chinese teachers think they are keen to try some ‘student orientated’ conception of
teaching, but it’s difficult to apply it due to the large number of students (Research universities in
Netherlands mainly arrange small class (the student-teacher ratio was 9.9:1 in Dutch research
universities in 2006 while the ratio reached 17.14:1 in Chinese institutions of higher education in
2005 (Pan, 2007)). Basic courses and specialized courses are generally in large class where it’s
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hard for the teacher to consider all students, and not to mention direct and sufficient
communication with students on ideas and knowledge. There are much less opportunities for
direct contact between the students and teacher. A teacher (Public Management, Professor) said in
the interview: “I ever attempted to split the large class to smaller research teams to conduct
research-oriented teaching, but this means more efforts and manpower and it can only benefit a
few students. Therefore, the undergraduate classes in China are too big to conduct
research-oriented teaching as in Netherlands.”

IV．Analysis of questionnaire survey
In the questionnaire, the writer requested the Dutch and Chinese teachers to evaluate how the
following factors influenced their definition and judgment of ‘good teaching’ based on their own
experience: teacher education and training; philosophical, moral or religious beliefs; social
pressure (parents’ expectation or career requirements); work load (teaching, research or
administrative work, etc); students performance assessment; the characteristics of students
(students’ interest, plasticity, class size, etc); length of teaching; and influences of their teachers as
a student ( own learning experiences ). Picture 2 is a comparison between Dutch and Chinese
teachers’ mean scores on these 9 factors. There are significant differences between them on these
9 factors.
The ranking of the influence degrees of these factors shows the greatest influence factor of
“good teaching” is the experience as a student (highest mean score, 4.06), followed by the factor
related to students (students’ evaluation (3.97), the characteristics of students (3.89), and teachers’
assessment on students (3.73)), and followed by the external factors (work load, length of teaching,
teacher education and training and social pressures). The Chinese teachers think philosophical,
moral and religious beliefs have the least influence on their understanding of “good teaching”.
Different from the Chinese teachers, the Dutch teachers think length of teaching (3.75) has the
greatest influence on their understanding of “good teaching”, followed by students’ evaluation
(3.60), the experience as a student (3.50), the characteristics of students (3.33), and teachers’
assessment on students (3.17). Meanwhile, in the Dutch teachers’ eyes, work load, religious and
moral beliefs, teacher education and training, and social pressure are unimportant influence
factors.
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Picture 2 Influence factors of Dutch and Chinese teachers’
understanding of “good teaching”
(** refers to significant difference with 99% confident level by independent samples two-tailed T test)

The comparison of the influence degrees indicates firstly both Chinese and Dutch teachers
considered that their own experience had greatest influence on their understanding of “good
teaching”. Chinese teachers emphasized more on their experience as a student, however, Dutch
teachers emphasized more on their experience as a teacher. Secondly, for both Chinese and Dutch
teachers, the second greatest influence factor related to “students”. Thirdly, compared to the
influence of own experience and students, other external factors on the Dutch teachers were less
than the impact in Chinese teachers’ beliefs. Chinese teachers feel work pressure and greater
social pressure. Indeed, the teachers in China have to face other pressures such as rate of student
employment, teacher evaluation and job evaluation. These pressures will have some negative
impact on the profession and make some persons shrink back at the sight of the difficulties, who
feel they are not competent to be a teacher but they can if they really try.
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V. Conclusions
The Ecological Systems Theory of teachers’ conception of teaching has pointed out that the form
and development of teachers’ conception of teaching is reciprocally influenced by teachers’ own
factors, class and school circumstances and social systems. The form of teachers’ conception of
teaching has quite direct relation with teachers’ growth, learning and teaching experiences.
We found from both the in-depth interviews and questionnaire survey some factors restricting
the development of teachers’ conception of teaching. From the analysis of the in-depth interviews,
the writer found teachers’ own factors including age, length of teaching, and discipline will have
influence on teachers’ conception of teaching. Four external factors, class environment, teaching
environment, higher education system policy environment, and nationally social and cultural
environment were confirmed by the teachers in the in-depth interviews. The analysis of the
questionnaire survey showed that teachers’ own experience had greatest influence on their
understanding of “good teaching”. Chinese teachers emphasized more on their experience as a
student, however, Dutch teachers emphasized more on their experience as a teacher. The second
greatest factor influencing Chinese and Dutch teachers’ understanding of “good teaching” is
“students” including the characteristics of students, students’ evaluation and teachers’ assessment
on students, etc. Other external factors, including teacher education and training, moral or
religious tradition, social pressure on the Chinese teachers were significantly greater than the
impact in Dutch teachers’ beliefs.
“Influence factors” is an integrated concept and subject to a group of environmental
parameters. It’s impossible for the teachers to cover all of these factors in the interviews. The
factors mentioned by them are their own understanding of ‘influence factors’ in the cross cultural
teaching and more reflect the difference between Chinese and Dutch “environment”. Teachers’
personal background, the concrete factors in external environment and their important influence
on teachers’ conception of teaching have been verified in the questionnaire survey.
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Enhancing Learning for the Next Generation of Students Through
the Learning Autonomy Development
Dr. Bubpha Yoosub
Suan Dusit Rajabhat University

Introduction
It is obvious that the next generation of students is expected to be lifelong autonomous
learners. In most of the Western countries, the skills of self-direction and acting
autonomously were stipulated in the 21st Century Skills Frameworks. (Metiri/NCREL, 2003,
OECD, 2005, P21, 2006,) The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE,
2007) also revised its student standard for technology in the curriculum stating that students
are to demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning as digital citizenship.
Likewise, it is also stipulated in the Charter of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations or
ASEAN _Charter, item 10 of Article 1: Purposes, “To develop human resources through
closer cooperation in education and life-long learning, and in science and technology, for the
empowerment of the people of ASEAN and for the strengthening of the ASEAN community.
(http://www.aseansec.org/21069.pdf).

Moreover, English is used as an international

language for communication for a long time and it might be an official language in the
future.
Therefore, this article aims to propose the strategies for enhancing learning for the next
generation of students. It focuses on how to develop Thai tertiary students’ learning
autonomy, which is believed to lead lifelong learning capacity, especially in English
Language Learning. The proposed procedures of English language learning autonomy
development were based on the findings of a research entitled, “The Development of Thai
Tertiary Students’ English

Language

Communication and Study Skills Course.”

Learning Autonomy Through English

for

The importance of autonomous learners, the

development methodology, data analysis and the findings on English language learning
autonomy promotion including an application of the research findings will be discussed.
The importance of autonomous learners
“The capacity to think, learn and behave autonomously is often claimed as an outcome
for students in higher education” (Clifford, 1999). Over the past decade, the context of
teaching and learning in Thailand has been gradually changed according to the educational
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reform. It was obvious that the teaching-learning process and the learners are more
emphasized than ever before. It is stated in section 8, chapter 1 of the National Education Act
of B.E. 2542 (1999) that educational provision shall be based on the following principles: (1)
Lifelong education for all; (2)… (ONEC, 1999). And it is also confirmed in section 22,
chapter four that education shall be based on the principle that all learners are capable of
learning and self-development, and are regarded as being most important. The teachinglearning process shall aim at enabling the learners to develop themselves at their own pace
and to the best of their potentiality.
Autonomous learners refer to the learners who accept responsibility for their own
learning and learners who accept responsibility for their learning are more likely to achieve
their learning target (Little, 1995). In addition, the practice of learner autonomy requires
insight, a positive attitude, a capacity for reflection, and a readiness to be proactive in selfmanagement and in interaction with others (Little, 1991). The other definition of autonomous
learners, “ The ability to take charge of one’s learning. Autonomous learners understand the
purpose of their learning programme, explicitly accept responsibility for their learning, share
in the setting of learning goals, take initiatives in planning and executing learning activities,
and regularly review their learning and evaluate its effectiveness,” (Holec, 1981, Little 1991).
As a language teacher, the researcher has been inspired to investigate how foreign
language learners can be developed or empowered to learn the target languages, especially
English, more effectively. It is a truism that one of the most important spin-offs of more
communicatively oriented language learning and teaching has been the premium placed on
the role of the learner in the language learning process (Wenden, 1998). The development of
learners’ learning skills is never entirely separable from the content of their learning, since
learning how to learn a second or foreign language is in some important respects different
from learning how to learn maths or history or biology (Little, 1999, 2000a, 2000b). From
the literature reviews, these language specialists’ ideas reaffirmed a research could be
conducted in terms of the development of English Language Learning Autonomy Through
English for Communication and Study Skills Course. The teaching of how to learn English
was integrated with this course in order to explore and compare the level of English learning
autonomy strategy use of the students enrolled in the course. This course is a requirement for
all undergraduate students. It was generally provided in the second semester focusing on
study skills and reading skills.
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The development methodology
As Benson & Voller described that learning autonomy :


For situations in which learners study entirely on their own;



For a set of skills which can be learned and applied in self-directed learning;



For an inborn capacity which is suppressed by institutional education



For the exercise of learners’ responsibility for their own learning;



For the right of learners to determine the direction of their own learning

(Benson & Voller, 1997)
It can be concluded that learning autonomy concerned both teachers and learners. It can be
taught in an autonomous learning environment with proactive learners. Therefore, an
experimental research of autonomous learning development was designed. It involved 2
phases of data collection from 648 Non-English major Suan Dusit Rajabhat University
students enrolling in English for Communication and Study Skills Course in the second
semester of 2009 academic year. There were 60.34% female and 39.66 male. Its objectives
were to investigate and to compare the students’ level of English Language Learning
Autonomy in order to suggest guidelines for developing students’ English language learning
autonomy.
Data collection and analysis
A student guide was developed by researcher to train students how to be autonomous
learners. The student guide consisted of 3 parts: part 1 concerned knowledge of English
learning strategies; part 2 provided students with English autonomous learning activities to
practice and part 3 offered self-assessment both inside and outside the classroom. And a 30strategy-item questionnaire with five- point-Likert scale was employed two times to collect
data, prior to and after the use of the student guide. After the first data collection, students
were taught how to use the student guide and were asked to use the study guide during their
learning under the supervision of the lectures of each class. The questionnaires were
distributed to participants again in the last week of teaching. Descriptive analyses including
analyses of T-test and F-test were employed by SPSS program to analyse the data. The
interpretation of autonomous learning level can be seen in table 1
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Table 1: The interpretation of autonomous learning level

X

meaning

4.21 - 5.00

Level of the highest autonomous learning

3.41 - 4.20

Level of high autonomous learning

2.61 - 3.40

Level of medium autonomous learning

1.81 - 2.60

Level of low autonomous learning

1.00 - 1.80

Level of the lowest autonomous learning

Discussion of the research findings
The findings revealed that, over all, the students’ English autonomous learning
strategy use was rated at low level prior to their use of the study guide, but the level of use
increased to medium after the study guide use. Moreover, it was confirmed that the students’
level of English autonomous learning strategy use before and after were different at the
significant level of 0.01. .” (See table 2)
Table 2: Mean, Standard deviation and t-test for the comparison of Autonomous Learning
level prior to and after the use of student guide

Students’ Programs of Study

Autonomous
learning level
prior to the
use of student
guide

Autonomous
learning level
after the
use of student
guide

t

p-value

X

SD

X

SD

Psychology

2.41

0.37

2.85

0.35

6.057**

0.000

Political Science

2.52

0.46

2.85

0.51

6.501**

0.000

Public Administration

2.45

0.31

2.77

0.33

5.805**

0.000

Law

2.47

0.39

2.96

0.48

7.725**

0.000

Thai Language

2.43

0.47

2.68

0.39

2.689**

0.025

Computer Science

2.13

0.29

3.05

0.39

20.985** 0.000

Food Science

2.44

0.28

2.89

0.32

8.338**
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0.000

Environmental Science

2.25

0.32

2.91

0.47

9.902**

0.000

Food and Service

1.95

0.32

2.78

0.44

17.429** 0.000

Tourism

2.08

0.36

2.64

0.38

16.528** 0.000

General Management

2.38

0.37

3.05

0.48

11.561** 0.000

Business Economics

2.35

0.21

2.94

0.41

6.526**

Business Administration

2.38

0.45

3.16

0.42

12.425** 0.000

Accounting

2.59

0.39

3.18

0.53

6.589**

Communication Arts

2.50

0.38

3.11

0.38

22.716** 0.000

Total

2.35

0.41

2.95

0.45

40.377** 0.000

0.000

0.000

** Significant level 0.01
This confirmed the ideas that learners autonomy could be developed through the
reflections on the content and process of learning as well as through exercise of learners’
responsibility for their own learning (Little,1995; Benson & Voller, 1997). And a handbook
or study guide should be prepared for students as it is usually necessary to provide learners
with some kind of advisory service (Karlsson et al., 1997).
The students’ English autonomous learning strategy use was rated at low level prior
to their use of the study guide was probably caused by the traditional learning style in Thai
Society, however, their English learning autonomy could be developed as Gieve and Clark
(2005) and Littlewood (1999, 2000) found out that students in 8 Asian countries wanted to be
a self-directed learner and they were capable of being autonomous learners like European
students. The development of learner autonomy is not teacherless, on the contrary, it needs
the collaboration of teachers and learners. Classroom is the best place for autonomy
development and teachers should provide autonomous environment and perform different
roles, such as facilitators, consultants or resource persons, etc. in order to help their students
acquire learning autonomy (Nunan, 1997).
Conclusion
This paper propose the guidelines based on the research entitle, “the development of
English Language Learning Autonomy Through English for Communication and Study
Skills Course The development of learners autonomy or autonomous learners depends on
both teachers and learners it implied that the teaching of autonomous learning strategies
could help students become more autonomous learners. The provision of autonomous
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learning strategy training should be included in English language learning or other subjects in
order to support and develop students’ learning autonomy.
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